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TOY SAFETY ACT OF 1984

THURSDAY, MAY 31, 1984

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room
2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry A. Waxman
(chairman) presiding. -

Mr. WAXMAN. The meeting of. the subcommittee will please come
to order.

This morning the subcommittee is considering H.R. 5530, the Toy
Safety Act of 1984. This legislation amends the Federal Hazardous
Substances Act to enable the Consumer Product Safety COITIMiS;
s!en, CPSC, to recall quickly dangerous toys and other articles used
by children. It authorizes the cisc to give public notice about any
triY4that poses a substantial 4.1k to children. In addition, A empow-
ers the agency to order theAby manufacturer to repair, replace, or
give a refund for the hazardous toy. ..

Currently, the CPSC can recall and order corrected a dangerous-
ly defective coffee pot faster than a deadly toy. This ironic anomaly
is caused by an inconsistency in the law that requires the CPSC to
promulgate a special rule before it can recall dangerous toys. Such
a requirement does not apply to any other dangerous consumer
product.

This additional procedure has delayed by as much as 14 months
the recall of numerous dangerous toys alleged to have caused
deaths and serious injuriei.

It is outrageous that the law is more lax where toys are con-
cerned. When a to has been determined to be dangerous, the lives
and safety of children should not be risked by delaying the recall.
Corrective 'action should be taken immediately.

Greater toy safety has been overwhelmingly endorsed by the
public. According to a recent Lou Harris poll, 88 percent of those
surveyed wanted the CPSC to do more to assure that toys are safe.
The Toy Safety Act of 1984 responds to that demand.

[The text of H.R. 5630 follows:]

(1)
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98TH CONGRESS H. R. 56302D SFSSION

To amend the ,Federal Hazardous Substances Act to permit the notification and
repair, replacement, or refund of toys that create a substantial risk of injury

to children.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 9, 1984

Mr. WaxataN introduced the following bill, which was referred to the Committee
on Energy and Commerce

A BILL
To amend the Federal Hazardous Substances Act to permit the

notification and repair, replacement, or refund of toys atilt

create a substantial risk of injury to children..

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representa-
.

2 lives of the United Slates of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Toy Safety Act of 1984".

4 See. 2. (a) Section 15(a) of the Federal Hazardous Sub-

5 stances Act (15 U.S.C. 1274(a)) is amended-

6, (1) by inserting "or if any toy or other article in-

7 tented for use by children that (because of the pattern

8 of the risk, the number of toys or other articles pre-

9 senting the risk which were distributed in commerce,

8
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2

1 the severity of the risk, or otherwise) creates a sub-

2 stantial risk of injury to children" after "(whether or

3 not it was such at the time of its sale)";

4 (?) by striking out "such article or substance" and

5 inserting in lieu thereof "such article, substance, or

6 toy";

7 (3) by amending paragraphs (1) through (3) to

8 read as follows:

9 "(1) To give public notice that the article or sub-

10 stance is a banned hazardous substance or that the toy

11 or other article intended for use by children creates a

12 substantial risk of injury.

13 "(2) To mail such notice to each person who is a

14 manufacturer, distributor, or dealer of such an article,

15 substance, or toy or other article that is intended for

16 use by children.

17 "(3) To mail such notice to every person to whom

18 the person giving the notice knows such article, sub-

19 stance, or toy or other article intended for use by chil-

20 dren was delivered or sold."

21 (b) Section 15(b) of such Act is amended-

22 (1) by inserting "or if any toy or other article in-

23 tended for use by children that (because of the pattern

24 of the risk, the number of toys or other articles intend-

25 ed for use by children presenting the risk which were

t5

9
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3

1 distributed in commerce, the severity of the risk, or

2 otherwise) creates a substantial risk of injury to chil-

3 dren" after "(whether or not it was such at the time of

4 its sale)";

5 (9) by amending paragraphs (1) through (3) to

6 read as follows:

7 "(1) If repairs to or changes in the article or sub-

8 stance may be made so that it will not be a banned

9 , bazardous substance or if repairs or changes in the toy

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

t I
or other article intended for use by children may be

made so that it will not create a substantial risk of

injury to children, to make such repairs or changes.

"(2) To replace such article or substance with a

like or equivalent article or substance which is not a

banned hazardous substance or to replace such toy, or

other article intended for use by children with a like or

equivalent toy, or article whioh does not create a sub-

stantial risk of injury to children.

"(3) To refund the purchase price of the article,

substance, or toy or other article intended for use by

children (less a reasonable allowance for use) if the ar-

ticle, substance, or toy or other article intended for use

by children has been in the possession of the consumer

for one year or more-

1 0'

6



4,

5

4

"(A) at the time of public natit(e under sub -

2 section (a), or

3 "(B) A the time the consumer receives

4 actual notice that the Article or substance is a
.4.

5 banned hazardous substance or that the toy or

6 other article intendtd foy use .1)2; children creates a

7 substantial risk of injury to children, whichever

8 lb occurs first; and

9 (3) by striking "article or substance" in th'e last
, .
10 sentence and inserting in lieu thereof "article, sub -

11 stance, or toy".

12 (e) Section 15(c)(2) of such Act is amenea by striking
r"-

13 out "article or substance" each place it occurs and inserting

14 in lion thereof "article, substance, or toy' .N''

0
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Mr. WAxmAN. Our first panel of witnesses includes the Honora-
ble Nancy Harvey Steorts, Chairman of the Consumer Product
Safety Commission and Commissioners Stuart Stet ler, Terrence
Scanlon, and Saundra Brown Armstrong.

Chairman Steorts, we want to welcome you and the other mem-
bers of the Commission to our meeting this morning. We under-
stand you have a single statement regarding H.R. 5630. We would
like you to summarize for approximately 10 minutes. The full te'ict
of course will be in the record.

STATEMENT OF HON. NANCY HARVEY STEORTS, CHAIRMAN,
CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED BY
COMMISSIONERS STUART STATLER; TERRENCE' SCANLON;
AND SAUNDRA BROWN ARMSTRONG

Ms. STEORTS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be
before you.

It is indeed a pleasure for the Consumer Product Safety Commis-
sion to appear before you today to discuss H.R. 5630, the Toy Safety
Act of 1984, and to review with you the legislative twist that the
bill is designed to remedy.

Quite simply, children do not today have the same protection,
under the law, against products intended for them and found to be
hazardous, as adults have against most other unsafe products. Iron-
ically, toys and children's products were accorded a special status
by being regulated first as a. risk covered in the Federal Hazardous
Substances Act, FHSA, before this agency was created. But, they
now are subject to a more cumbersome, impractical recall process
because they are covered by an act which does not have a compre-
hensive recall provision.

Today, because of this second-class status for toys and children's
products, it is easier for CPSC to recall products intended for
adults and which present substantial risks of injury, than it is to
recall hazardous toys that are unregulated.

Mr. Chairman, the bills which you and Senator Kasten an-
nounced May 9, and the House version which you have before you
today, would rectify that imbalance of protection.

Under current terms of the Federal Hazardous Substances Act,
the only provision for recall of a toy or children's product is after
the product becomes a "banned hazardous substance." Generally,
this requires the agency to publish a rule banning or regulating
the product unless the Commissio akes the unusual*step of first
declaring the product an immin hazard, at which time the
recall remedy is then available.

The rulemaking process often requires 2 or 3 years. The most ex-
peditious process available now for recalling an unsafe toy or chil-
dren's product that is not covered by an existing FHSA regulation,
or is not an imminent hazard, is by transferring regulation of the
risk of injury under section 30(D) of the Consumer Product Safety
Act, CPSA. This regulatory transfer from FHSA to CPSA is after
notice and public interest to do so. However, this process usually
requires at least 6 months to complete, after which a recall pro-
ceeding under section 15 of the CPSA can be started.

L2
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In the meantime, a toy or children's product considered to be
hazardous could remain in the marketplace. Yet, the recall of most
products intended for use by adults does not require this lengthy
transfer procedure.

Fortunately, Mr. Chairman, our negotiations with some indus-
tries have met with cooperation and quick response when evidence
of substantial risks of injury from their products is at hand. Some
have been more difficult to persuade. Some have used our proce-
dural process to delay as long as possible the recall of a hazardous
product.

A few examples of recalls under various circumstances are as fol-
lows. We have some of these here this morning.

One, stuffed toys with strings. In October and November 1979,
the staff received reports of two strangulation deaths associated
with the products. The firm was contacted and a corrective action
plan was negotiated during December 1979 and January 1980.
Howe% er, the recall effectiveness, especially among consumers, was
very low, so in April-May 1980, additional corrective action was re-
quested.

The company refused. In June 1980, the staff recommended a
section 30(D) proposal, which was published November 17, 1980. In
order to conform the 30(D) rule to the statute, as amended in
August 1981, and in order to include additional products with the
same risks of injury, the 30(D) rule was published March 17, 1982.

On April 19, 1982, the staff forwarded a briefing package to the
Commission with a complaint recommendation. The Commission
on June 16, 1982, authorized the issuance of a complaint. At that
point, the company agreed to the corrective action recc emendation
and the Commission approved their response June 24, 1982.

Another example, squeeze toys. In 1981 and 1982, our staff
leained of Lwo suffocation deaths involving squeeze toys that had
handles with bulbous ends. The importer of the toys involved
agreed to recall them. We collected and examined 130 squeeze toys
from several manufacturers, among which 21 were identified as
being substantially hazardous.

Most of the firms are currently conducting voluntary recalls in
cooperation with the Commission, but two firms refused to recall
their products. A proposed 30(D) rule was published January 3,
1983, and a final rule was published January 5, 1984.

Shortly before this rule became final, both firms agreed to under-
take corrective action.

Mesh-sided cribs and playpens, another example.
Enclosures, another example.
Crib headboards. Two models of cribs manufactured by one firm

were involved in seven deaths. The firm agreed to recall the cribs
and an extensive notification effort was conducted between 1978
)30 After learning of two deaths during 1983, the firm agreed to an-
other effort to notify the public about the hazard and the recall. If
it had been necessary to go through the 30(D) procedures, the time
to ,aitiate both corrective actions by the firm and to notify the
public would have been increased substantially.

We have another example with the indoor gym houses.
The Toy Safety Act of 1984 if passed, would expedite the correc-

tive action on all such cases, except those where the industry in-

13
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volved responds readily and quickly. The bill would allow CPSC to
use the same procedures to recall a hazardous t, y that now can be
used to recall other hazardous consumer products.

The procedure for recalling most consumer products, as you
know, is relatively simple. Under authority of section 15 of CP'SA,
the Commission may, after a public hearing, require the recall of
consumer products that either one, fail to comply with a consumer
product safety rule, and so create a substantial risk of injury to the
public, or two, contain a defect which creates a substantial risk of
usury to the public.

The section 15 recall authority has been one of our most effective
tools in providing protection from substa...tial risks of injury in the
marketplace. Regulations and standards, both voluntary and Com-
mission mandated, are effective for subsequent production. But a
recall or corrective action program is often the only effective way
to reach those defective products already in circulation or in the
possession of consumers.

In reviewing some of the legislative background which left toys
and children's products outside of the normal realm of the CPSA, it
seems that this was an unintended oversight brought on by an ear-
lier effort to give special protection for toys. The effect has been a
cumbersome system which can take months, as you have already
heard, and in some cases years to recall a hazardous product des-
tined for use by children.

Mr. Chairman, no consumer is more vulnerable to the hazard of
product defects than children. The Consumer Product Saf3ty Com-
mission has long recognized this vulnerability and has had a deep
interest in the special field of to safety. For example, during the
last 3 years, this agency has worked closely with the toy manufac-
turers on a safety program.

Age labeling on toys is a very important way that manufacturers
can make toys safer for children. A number of manufacturers and
importers are already providing appropriate age labeling for their
toys, particularly those intended for children 6 years old and
under. The Commission hopes that toy manufacturers and import-
ers will join in providing this important information to prevent un-
necessary accidents.

Regardless of such worthy programs, however, problems do some-
times arise in children's products. When we at CPSC learn of acci-
dents from these products, it is our job to investigate and, when
necessary, to act. A major difficulty we have faced in some situa-
tions involving toys and children's products has been the complex
and cumbersome process for effecting recalls or corrective action.

Delays in such matters hardly seem justified, especially when
considering the type of consumer who is at risk. It is a source of
great satisfaction to this Commission that the issue of toy safety is
one which enjoys broad public support. This legislation should go
far in enhancing one of the effective CPSC tooth used in our toy
safety responsibilities and should permit us to utilize more effec-
tively our legal resources currently employed in these cumbersome
30(D) proceedings

We support the legislation proposed by you and Senator Kasten.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and we will be pleased to respond to

any questions.

14
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I would like to also say that I have a personal statement which is
complimenting you on your efforts and really thanking you for
helping us get this cumbersome scenario now put forward and I
would like to have that included in the record.

Mr. WAXMAN. Without objection, that will be included jn the
record.

[The Commission and personal statements of Ms. Steorts follow.]

--1

15
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TESTIMONY OF NANCY HARVEY STEORTS

MR. CHAIRMAN: IT IS INDEED A PLEASURE FOR THE CONSUMER

PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION TO APPEAR BEFORE fOU TODAY TO DIS-

CUSS H.R. 5630, THE TOY SAFETY ACT OF 1284, AND TO REVIEW

WITH YOU THE LEGISLATIVE TWIST THAT THE BILL IS DESIGNED TO

REMEDY.

QUITE SIMPLY, CHILDREN DO NOT TODAY HAVE THE SAME

PROTECTION, UNDER THE LAW, AGAINST PRODUCTS INTENDED FOR

THEM AND FOUND TO BE HAZARDOU:, AS ADULTS HAVE AGAINST MOST

OTHER UNSAFE PRODUCTS. IRONICALLY, TOYS AND CHILDREN'S

PRODUCTS WERE ACCORDED A SPECIAL STATUS BY BEING REGULATED

FIRST AS A RISK COVERED IN THE FEDERAL HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES

ACT (FHSA) BEFORE THIS AGENCY WAS CREATED. BUT, THEY NOW

ARE SUBJECT TO A MORE CUMBERSOME, IMPRACTICAL RECALL PROCESS

BECAUSE THEY ARE COVERED BY AN ACT WHICH DOES NOT HAVE A

COMPREHENSIVE RECALL PROVISION. TODAY, BECAUSE OF THIS

4ECOND-CLASS STATUS FOR TOYS AND CHILDREN'S PRODUCTS, IT IS

EASIER FOR CPSC TO RECALL PRODUCTS INTENDED FOR ADULTS AND

WHICH PRESENT SUBSTANTIAL mks OF INJURY, THAN IT IS TO

RECALL HAZARDOUS TOYS THAT ARE UNREGULATED.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THE BILLS WHICH YOU AND SENATOR KASTEN

ANNOUNCED MAY 9, AND THE HOUSE VERSION WHICH YOU HAVE BEFORE

YOU TODAY, WOULD RECTIFY THAT IMBALANCE OF PROTECTION.

UNDER CURRENT TERMS OF THE FEDERAL HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES

ACT, THE ONLY PROVISUN FOR RECALL OF A TOY OR CHILDREN'S

PRODUCT IS AFTER THE PRODUCT BECOMES A "BANNED HAZARDOUS

SUBSTANCE." GENERALLY. THIS REQUIRES THE AGENCY TO PUBLISH

16
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A RULE BANNING OR REGULATING THE PRODUCT UNLESS THE COMMIS-

SION TAKES THE UNUSUAL STEP OF FIRST DECLARING ,THE PRODUCT AN

IMMINENT HAZARD, AT WHICH TIME THE RECALL REMEDY IS THEN

AVAILABLE. THE RULEMAKING PROCESS OFTEN REQUIRES TWO OR

THREE YEARS. THE MOST EXPEDITIOUS PROCESS AVAILABLE NOW FOR

RECALLING AN UNSAFE TOY OR CHILDREN'S PRODUCT THAT IS NOT .

COVERED BY AN EXISTING FHSA REGULATION, OR IS NOT AN IMMINENT

HAZARD, IS BY TRANSFERRING REGULATION OF THE RISK OF INJURY

UNDER SECTION 30(D) OF THE CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY ACT

(CPSA). THIS REGULATORY TRANSFER FROM FHSA TO CPSA IS AFTER

NOTICE AND PUBLIC COMMENT AND A FINDING THAT IT IS IN THE

PUBLIC INTEREST TO DO SO. HOWEVER, THIS PROCESS USUALLY

REQUIRES AT LEAST SIX MONTHS TO COMPLETE, AFTER WHICH A

RECALL PROCEEDING UNDER SECTION 15 OF THE CPSA CAN BE STARTED.

IN THE MEANTIME, A TOY OR CHILDREN'S PRODUCT CONSIDERED TO BE

HAZARDOUS COULD REMAIN IN THE MARKETPLACE, YET, THE RECALL

OF MOST PRODUCTS INTENDED FOR USE BY ADULTS DOES NOT REQUIRE

THIS LENGTHY TRANSFER PROCEDURE.

FORTUNATELY, MR. CHAIRMAN/ OUR NEGOTIATIONS WITH SOME

INDUSTRIES HAVE MET WITH COOPERATION AND QUICK RESPONSE WHEN

EVIDENCE OF SUBSTANTIAL RISKS OF INJURY FROM THEIR PRODUCTS

IS AT HAND. SOME HAVE BEEN MORE DIFFICULT TO PERSUADE.

SOME HAVE USED OUR PROCEDURAL PROCESS TO DELAY AS LONS AS

POSSIBLE THE RECALL OF A HAZARDOUS PRODUCT.

A FEW EXAMPLES OF RECALLS UNDER VARIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES

ARE AS FOLLOWS:

(1) STUFFED TOYS. Hint STRINGS IN OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER

1979, THE STAFF RECEIVED REPORTS OF TWO STRANGULATION DEATHS

17
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ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRODUCTS, THE FIRM WAS CONTACTED AND A

CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN WAS NEGOTIATED DURING DECEMBER 1979

AND - JANUARY 1980. HOWEVER, THE RECALL EFFECTIVENESS,

ESPECIALLY AMONG CONSUMERS, WAS VERY LOW, SO IN APRIL-MAY

1980, ADDITIONAL CORRECTIVE ACTION WAS REQUESTED. THE

COMPANY REFUSED. IN JUNE 1980, THE STAFF RECOMMENDED A

SECTION 30(D) PROPOSAL, WHICH WAS PUBLISHED NOVEMBER 17, ,

1980. IN ORDER TO CONFORM THE 3O(D) RULE TO THE STATUTE, AS

AMENDED IN AUGUST 1981, AND IN'ORDER TO INCLUDE ADDITIONAL

PRODUCTS WITH THE SAME RISKS OF INJURY, THE 30(D) RULE WAS

REPROPOSED DECEMBER 4, 1981, AN'' A FINAL 30(D) mu WAS

PUBLISHED MARCH 17, 1982. ON APRIL 29, 1982, THE STAFF

FORWARDED A BRIEFING PACKAGE TO THE COMMISSION WITH A COM-

PLAINT RECOMMENDATION. THE COMMISSION, ON JuNE-16, 1982,

AUTHORIZED THE ISSUANCE OF A COMPLAINT, AT THAT POINT. THE

COMPANY AGREED TO THE CORRECTIVE ACTION RECOMMENDATION AND

THE COMMISSION APPROVED THEIR RESPONSE JUNE 24, 1982.

(2) SQUEEZE TOYS -- IN 1931 AND 1982, OUR STAFF LEARNED

OF TWO SUFFOCATION DEATHS INVOLVING SQUEEZE TOYS THAT HAD

HANDLES WITH BULBOUS ENDS. THE IMPORTER.OF THE TOYS INVOLVED

AGREED TO RECALL THEM. WE COLLECTED AND EXAMINED 130 SQUEEZE

TOYS FROM SEVERAL MANUFACTURERS, AMONG WHICH 21 WERE IDENTI-

FIED AS BEING SUBSTANTIALLY HAZARDOUS. MOST OF THE FIRMS

ARE CURRENTLY CONDUCTING VOLUNTARY RECALLS IN COOPERATION

WITH THE COMMISSION, BUT TWO FIRMS REFUSED TO RECALL THEIR

PRODUCTS. A PROPOSED 30(D) RULE WAS PUBLISHED JANUARY 3,

1983, AND A FINAL RULE WAS PUBLISHED JANUARY 5, 1984.
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SHORTLY BEFORE THE RULE BECAME FINAL, BOTH FIRMS AGREED TO

UNDERTAKE CORRECTIVE ACTION.

(3) MESH-SIDED ERIB1 AIM PLAYPENS AFTER LEARNING OF

THE DEATHS OF 11 YOUNG CHILDREN IN MESH-SIDED CRIBS AND

PLAYPENS WHEN THE SIDES HAD BEEN LEFT DOWN, CPSC ISSUED A

COMPLAINT IN THE FALL OF 1983 AGAINST ALL MANUFACTURERS OF

THESE ITEMS SEEKING EXTENSIVE PUBLIC NOTICE AND A RECALL

UNDER SECTION 15 OF THE CPSA. SEVEN OF THE DEATHS OCCURRED

BETWEEN 1981 AND 1983. THIS MATTEP IS CURRENTLY IN LITIGATION,

WITH THE MANUFACTURERS CONTESTING THE STAFF'S POSITION THAT

IT WAS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST TO RECALL AND PROVIDE EX-

TENSIVE PUBLIC NOTICE OF THE HAZARD INVOLVED, TRIAL IS SET

FOR AUGUST 1984. THE 30(5) RULE WAS PROPOSED IN THIS CASE

MARCH 3, 1983, AND ISSUED IN FINAL FORM JULY 27, 1983.

(4) PNCIOSHRES BETWEEN 1980 AND 1982, THE STAFF RE-

CEIVED THREE REPORTS OF DEATHS AND ONE REPORT OF BRAIN

DAMAGE CAUSED BY NECK ENTRAPMENT IN ENCLOSURES -- EXPANDABLE

CYLINDRICAL WOODEN ENCLOSURES INTENDED TO CONFINE CHILDREN.

ON JUNE 15, 1983, THE COMMISSION PUBLISHED Pc PROPOSED RULE

UNDER SECTION 30(D), A FINAL n(D) RULE WAS PUBLISHED MARCH

5, 1984 THE STAFF HAS INDICATED THAT IT MAY BE NECESSARY,

TO SEEK COMPULSORY CORRECTIVE ACTION UNDER SECTION 15 OF THE

CPSA.

(5) Cain HEADROROS TWO MODELS OF CRIBS MANUFACTURED

BY ONE FIRM WERE INVOLVED IN SEVEN DEATHS. THE FIRM AGREED

TO RECALL THE CRIBS AND AN EXTENSIVE NOTIFICATION EFFORT WAS

CONDUCTED BETWEEN 1978-80. AFTER LEARNING OF TWO DEATHS

DURING 1983, THE FIRM AGREED TO ANOTHER EFFORT TO NOTIFY THE
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PUBLIC ABOUT THE HAZARD AND THE RECALL. IF IT HAD BEEN

NECESSARY TO GO THROUGH THE 30(D) PROCEDURES, THE TIME TO

INITIATE BOTH CORRECTIVE ACT IONS BY THE FIRM AND TO NOTIFY

THE PUBLIC WOULD HAVE BEEN INCREASED SUBSTANTIALLY.

(6) INDOOR £t HOUSES - THIS CASE IS SIMILAR TO THE

CRIB HEADBOARD CASE IN THAT THE FIRM AGREED TO A SECOND

RECALL AND NOTIFICATION EFFORT. TWO DEATHS LED TO THE

INITIAL RECALL IN 1980. THE SECOND EFFORT WAS THE RESULT OF

A THIRD DEATH IN 1982. THESE CORRECTIVE ACT IONS AND PUBLIC

NOTIFICATION EFFORTS WOULD HAVE BEEN SUBSTANTIALLY DELAYED

IF IT HAD BEEN NECESSARY 'TO FOLLOW THE 30(D) PROCEDURES. IN

OTHER WORDS, IF THE INDUSTRY HAD NOT BEEN ClOPERAT IVE, OUti

HANDS WOULD HAVE BEEN TIED FOR SEVERAL MONTHS.

THE TOY SAFETY ACT OF 1984, IF PASSED, WOULD EXPEDITE

THE CORRECTIVE ACT ION ON ALL SUCH CASES, EXCEPT THOSE WHERE

THE INDUSTRY INVOLVED RESPONDS READILY AND QUICKLY. THE

BILL WOJLD ALLOW CFSC TO USE THE SAME PROCEDURES TO RECALL A

HAZARDOUS TOY THAT NOW CAN BE USED TO RECALL OTHER HAZARDOUS

CONSUMER PRODUCTS.

THE PROCEDURE FOR RECALLING MOST CONSUMER PRODUCTS, AS

YOU KNOW, IS RELATIVELY SIMPLE. UNDER AUTHORITY OF SECTION

15 OF CPSA, THE COMM I SS IOr MAY/ AFTER A PUBLIC HEARING,

REQUIRE THE RECALL OF CONSUMER PRODUCTS THAT EITHER (1) FA IL

TO COMPLY WITH A CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY RULE, AND SO CREATE

A SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF INJURY TO THE PUBLIC, OR (2) CONTAIN

A DEFECT WHICH CREATES A SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF INJURY TO THE

PUBLIC. THE SECT ION 15 RECALL AUTHORITY HAS BEEN ONE OF OUR

MOST EFFECTIVE TOOLS IN PROVIDING PROTECT ION FROM SUBSTANTIAL
1
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RISKS OF INJURY IN THE MARKETPLACE. REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS,

BOTH VOLUNTARY AND COMMISSION MANDATED, ARE EFFECTIVE FOR

SUBSEQUENT PRODUCTION. BUT A RECALL OR CORRECTIVE ACTION

PROGRAM IS OFTEN THE ONLY EFFECTIVE WAY TO REACH THOSE

DEFECTIVE PRODUCTS ALREADY IN CIRCULATION OR IN THE POSSESSION

OF .,ONSUMERS.

IN REVIEWING SOME OF THE LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND WHICH

LE,:T TOYS AND CHILDREN'S PRODUCTS OUTSIDE OF THE NORMAL

PCALM OF THE CPSA, IT SEEMS THAT THIS WAS AN UNINTENDED

OVERSIGHT BROUGHT ON BY AN EARLIER EFFORT TO GIVE SPECIAL

PROTECTION FOR TOYS. THE EFFECT HAS BEEN A CUMBERSOME

SYSTEM WHICH CAN TAKE MONTHS -- AND IN SOME CASES, YEARS --

TO RECALL A HAZARDOUS PRODUCT DESTINED FOR USE BY CHILDREN.

MR. CHAIRMAN, NO CONSUMER IS MORE VULNERABLE TO THE

HAZARDS OF.PRODUCT DEFECTS THAN CHILDREN. THE CONSUMER

PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION HAS LONG RECOGNIZED THIS VULNER-

ABILITY AND HAS HAD A DEEP INTEREST IN THE SPECIAL FIELD OF

TOY SAFETY, FOR EXAMPLE, DURING THE LAST THREE YEARS, THIS

AGENCY HAS HAD A HOLIDAY TOY SAFETY PROGRAM BEFORE CHRISTMAS

TO PROMOTE SAFE BUYING PRACTICES AND TO CAUTION ADULTS ABOUT

POTENTIAL HAZARDS IN THE CHILDREN'S MARvET. THIS PROGRAM

HAS BEEN HELD IN COOPERATION WITH THE TOY MANUFACTURERS OF

AMERICA AND HAS BEEN VERY SUCCESSFUL IN REACHING THE BUYING

PUBLIC AT A TIME WHEN MANY TOYS ARE SELECTED FOR CHILDREN.

AGE LABELING ON TOYS IS A VERY IMPORTANT WAY THAT

MANUFACTURERS CAN MAKE TOYS SAFER FOR CHILDREN. A

. 21
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NUMBER OF MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS ARE ALREADY PROVIDING

APPROPRIATE AGE LABELING FOR THEIR TOYS, PARTICULARLY THOSE

INTENDED FOR CHILDREN SIX YEARS OLD AND UNDER. THE COMMIS-

SION HOPES THAT TOY MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS WILL JOIN

IN PROVIDING THIS IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO PREVENT UNNECESSARY

ACCIDENTS.

REGARDLESS OF SUCH WORTHY PROGRAMS, HOWEVER, PROBLEMS DO

SOMETIMES ARISE IN CHILDREN'S PRODUCTS. WHEN WE AT CPS'.

LEARN OF ACCIDENTS FROM THESE PRODUCTS, IT IS OUR JOB TO

INVESTIGATE AND, WHEN NECESSARY, TO ACT. A MAJOR DIFFICULTY

WE HAVE FACED IN SOME SITUATIONS INVOLVING TOYS AND CHILDREN'S

PRODUCTS HAS BEEN THE COMPLEX AND CUMBERSOME PROCESS FOR

EFFECTING RECALLS OR CORRECTIVE ACTION.

DELAYS IN SUCH MATTERS HARDLY SEEM JUSTIFIED, ESPECIALLY

WHEN CONSIDERING THE TYPE OF CONSUMERS WHO ARE AT RISK, IT

IS A SOURCE OF GREAT SATISFACTION TO THIS COMMISSION THAT

THE ISSUE OF OY SAFETY IS ONE WHICH ENJOYS BROAD PUBLIC

SUPPORT. THIS LEGISLATION SHOULD GO FAR IN ENHANCING ONE OF

THE EFFECTIVE CPSC TOOLS USED IN OUR TOY SAFETY RESPONSIBILI-

TIES AND SHOULD PERMIT US TO UTILIZE MORE EFFECTIVELY OUR

LEGAL RESOURCES CURRENTLY EMPLOYED IN THESE 30(D) PROCEEDINGS.

WE SUPPORT THE LEGISLATION PROPOSED BY YOU AND SENATOR

KASTEN.

THANK YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN, AND WE WILL BE PLEASED TO

RESPOND TO ANY QUESTIONS.
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"Toy Safety Act of 1984"
May 31. 1984

It is with great personal pleasure that I cane before you today to
comment on the "Toy Safety Act of 1984."

First. I would like o take this opportunity to commend Congressmen
Waxman and Senator Easten'for having the foresight to introduce this
bill. I believe that it shove a sensitivity to the the needs of the
American Consumer. This bill will. hopefully. correct a legislative
quirk that has for ten years hampered the ability of the Consumer
Product Safety Commission to work expeditiously to protect America's
Children.

Second. I would like to call attention to whet I believe to be the
most important aspect of this bill. namely the time factor. This bill
will allow the Commission to move swiftly. This ewiftness is best
understood in comparative terms.

It has been pointed out that it is often easier for the Commission
to recall products intended for adult use than to recall hazardous toys
and children's articles due to the weekn f the FUSA.

Let us look again at the exempla of squeeze toys.'Although'most

manufacturers were cooperative two firms were not. This meant that it
took from 1951 to 1984 for the American marketplace to be free of a
substantial product hazard.

In contrast. menufacturere are often far more milling to take
prompt corrective action for an adult product because they know that the
Commission does not need to go through protiacted 30(d) proceedings. but
instead can rapidly issue as administrative complaint to compel a, recall
or other appropriate corrective action.

A use in point is tba Commission's recent voluntegy recall on an
electric space heater. This heater had been involved in six fires
including one in Which an eighteen month old baby perished. The Consum-
er Product Safety Commission contacted the manufacturer about this
problem in February 1984 and a recall was announced in April 1084.
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This means that it took only two months to get an adult product off
the market while it took two years to do the same with a child's toy. I
am pleased that, in the future, the chances for such en intolerable and
unconscionable delay will be eliminated.

Third and lastly, while we are talking about the safety of
children's products. I would emphasize my belief that such more needs to
be done in the area of age labeling. Age labeling is a key way that
industry can help make toys safer for the individual child. I would like
to see on every toy -- particularly on those intended for children aim
years of age and under -- appropriate age recommendations and an
explanation of the safety reasons behind the recommendation. In other
words, better information for the Consumer.

I am confident that the combination of better age labeling for 'oys
and the ability to recall hazardous children's products vickly will go
far in reducing the tragic toll of toy-related injuries. Although toys
are safer on the whole. in 1982 there were 123.000 injuries and this
figuro is simply too high.

Again I thank you, Congressman Waxman and Senator Kasten, for the
work you have done in bringing to fruition the "Toy Safety Act of 1984."

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for your statement. We ap-
preciate the joint statement on behalf of the Commission support-
ing this legislation. I have some questions I want to ask you, but
we have been summoned to the House floor for a vote, so we will
take a 10-minute recess mw and then we will come back.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. WAXMAN. The meeting will come back to order.
Ms. Steorts, section 15 of the Consumer Product Safety Act pro-

vides that only defective consumer products which pose a substan-
tial risk of injury may be recalled. H.R. 5630 does not require that
a toy be defective before it may be recalled.

Should H.R. 5630 be amended to permit the recall only of defec-
tive toys that pose a substantial risk of injury?

Ms. &moms. I prefer to see the bill as you have it. Putting the
word "defect" in there would be limiting in some cases, particular-
ly when you are talking about children, little toddlers and babies.

We are looking at ,what creates a substantial risk of injury.
Sometimes that word "defect" is a little difficult to prove, but still
the product could create a substantial hazard.

So my personal preference is to leave the word "defect" out and
leave your bill as it is now. My colleagues may have some com-
ments on that. But my own personal feeling is what you have pro-
posed is what I would like to see enacted.

Mr. WAXMAN. I would be pleased to hear from other members.
Mr. STATLER. It is a little bit like what the Supreme Court said of

pornography. You know it is there, but you can't always identify
the precise characteristics of it.

In this case, we often can identify very quickly that there is a
substantial product hazard. But with more complex kinds of haz-
ards, like the case of gas values, years before precisely determining
exactly what the defect is.

I don't think you have in mind that we should go through a very
complex analysis that precisely defines a specific defect. Rather
that if it is the vier of the Commission that there is a substantial
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product hazard, then that product, that toy, that children's article,
ought to, be subject to the section 15 standard.

I would urge the Commission in its future reauthorizations to
consider the point that you have raised hem in connection with
possibly amending the CPSA itself to reflect the 10 years' experi-
ence we've had, which is along these lines of trying to precisely
define the term "defect."

Ms. ARMSTRONG. I would like to add that there are currently pro-
visions in the Constpiner Product Safety Act and the Federal Haz-
ardous Substances Act, I believe under section 12 of the Consumer
Product Safety Act, for allowing a finding of an imminent hazard
that does not relate to or refer to any specific defect. I agree that it
is very important to try, to the extent that we can, to assure that
high level of safety when we have a product and an evaluation that
clearly demonstrates a clear pattern of risk, as you have provided

an your bill here, and we have concluded it presents a substantial
product hazard. It is important that we are afforded the opprortuni-
ty of responding to what we have identified as a clear pattern of
risk, notwithstanding the fact that we cannot isolate or specifically
identify a specific defect. The absence of the word "defect" would
be unique because there are currently provisions for those findings
contained in both of the acts now.

Mr. SCAN ON. I would have a separate opinion on this. I think
your legislation would be better if you did offer the defect language
there, which would parallel the Consumer Product Safety Act. .

There are a number` of toys and children's products which would
fall under the category as a substantial risk of injury to children
footballs, baseball bats, bicycles; you could go on and onand
unless there was a defect, I think you would have a problem here.

Mr. WAxidAN. The toy manufacturers of America have.suggested
that section 15 of the Federal Hazardous Substances Act be amend-
ed to refer to retailers rather than dealers.

Does the Commission believe that such a change is necessary?
Ms. &Eons. Mr. Chairman, again I feel that your bill, the way

it is stated, should remain that way. I think that this bill should be
all encompassing fcr everybody, and dealers means basically every-
body. There are cases where you could have a retailer without
having a dealer, and so I would leave it alone.

I like what you have, and I think it should remain that way. But
I do think that retailers should be a part of it.

Mr. WAXMAN. In the Commission testimony you suggest that age
labeling for toys is a very important means of making toys safer.

Do all toy manufacturers label their products as intended for
children of specified ages?

Ms. &mons. This is a very important issue to me personally, and
also important to the Commission. If I could speak from a personal
perspective at this point.

You see diversity at this point in age labeling on products. My
personal feeling is that we should have age labeling on toys, and it
should specify the reason why a specific age is appropriate. Many
times a toy is bought for a child that is not able physically to
handle that toy, although they may be able to handle it mentally.
If a parent or a buyer of a toy is given that information on the
product, I think that that is extremely important.
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The Commission right now is requesting that individual manu-
facturers come in to meet with us at a meeting before the entire
Commission. Frankly, we are having some difficulty getting that
meeting set up. That meet* has been requested since last Decem-
ber, and I arn seeing some waffling on the part of the manufactur-
ers to attend that meeting, although I know that some of then
have stated that they would come and be willing to share their ex-
pertise with the Commission. And anything that we can do to en-
courage this, we are at this point doing.

We are now asking for another meeting within the next few
weeks. We are giving them thiee other dates that they can pick
from. I think it is important that we get this age labeling issue out
in the open and that we get improved age labeling on packaging.

Mr. WAXMAN. Why have some manufacturers 'refused to age
label their toys?

Ms. STEORTS. That is hard to answer. Some manufacturers find
that doing age labeling is very beneficial. But I think that the basic
question is,-will they go the next step and put the reason for the
age. That, Lo me, is the key on age labeling. ,

If you have a package saying this product is meant for a child
age 3 to 6, that doesn't tell you a kit.

Mr. WAXMAN. Th% Commission hasn't required these labels, and
our bill doesn't, eitter..

Do you think that we ought to require it either by Commission
action or by legislation?

Ms. STEORTS. Mr. Chairman, at this point I think this program
could be a very effective volunteer program as long as the manu-
facturers will cooperate. If they continue to waffle the way some of
them are at this point, then this may be an appropriate issue to be
discussed with you at a later point for mandatory action.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Statler.
Mr. &Daus. Age labeling is a very difficult and complex area

because of the unusual characteristics of children and the panoply
of toys and children's articles with which they come in contact.

I think most parents out there, or surrogates who buy toys, don't
have a clear understanding of what it means when it says, "This
toy is not for kids under 3.' I think most parents believe that their
own children are especially adept or especially smart, and so they
want to buy toys that are meant for the older child in order to
challenge their child.

But, if as Chairman Steorts notes age labeling indicated that
there was a safety specifying for kids over 3because it contains
small parts or sharp points, for examplethat would give the
parent or the surrogate some guidance in purchasing a toy. It
would indicate to them that there is indeed a safety reason. That is
what we are trying to instill. We need to get a program under way
by toy manufacturers.

I, too, would prefer not to see any statutory language to try and
cover this area because it is such a complex area. I think all the
elements are itere to g'et industry to do it on their own since the
greatest expertise is right there in this industry. But if .hey don't,
if the lack of cooperation we have seen up until now continues, I
think we will want to come back to you and urge precisely the kind
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of thought that you are expressing in your question now. But I
think it would be premature at this point.

Mr. SCANLON. The Commission, one of its projects in 1985 will be
to review the extensive data that we have collected on what some
manufacturers have done. Injury data available right now is quite
unclear, and we don't know how many injuries have actually taken
place because of lack of sufficient age labeling.

We also look at the complexit., of this. There are some 5,000 new
toys introduced into the market every year, all types of toys. For
example, how do we-label a volley ball?

Mr, WAXMAN. You don't think that either the Commission or the
Congress ought to- mandate anything at this point?

Mr. SCANLON. At this point, no; I think it is premature. Let's see
what happens in 18 months, and if the need is there and industry
is not cooperating, then there may be a necessity for the legislation
that you are suggesting.

Mr. WAXMAN. Do you disagree with that?
MS. ARMSTRONG. I don't disagree with it. I agree with all my .col-

leagues. I do think that it is premature at this point to apply legis-
lation or mandatory action by the Commission. We have nothing
that wcald support even suggesting that it is appropriate right now
to proceed mandatorily. But I belieVe that it is a useful tool to
assist parents in evaluating the propriety of selecting a particular
to fnr a child.

I am very interested in finding out from industry some of its con-
cerns and trying to develop objective criteria that we can apply
that will allow a certain amount of consistency industry-wide m
using this age labeling intelligently.

Mr. WAxxiai. Mr. Nielson.
Mr. NIE113024. Yes.
It is a pleasure to meet you again. I see you are more of the same

mind than you were before. Last year, you split pretty well on the
consumer product safety bill and various aspects of it, so it is good
to see you together on this one.

I have two questions, neither of them major. One the chairman
alluded to. He said, is it n to change the word dealer to re-
tailer? And you answered you di 't think that was necessary. Let
me rephrase the question.

Would it be objectionable to change the name from dealer to re-
taller in the bill?

Ms. STROM. Congressman Nielson, my major concern is that
this would be all encompassing so that it would be for everybody
within the chain of distribution. I wouldn't want anyone left out of
this.

Mr. Nniisori. Would retailer not include the final dispersing
points?

Ms. STEORTS. There could be.some dealers that would not be re-
tailers.

Mr. Nnu.sok. So it would be objectionable; not only unnecessary
but unsatisfactory?

Do the other Commissioners concur or disagree with that com-
ment?

Mr. SCANLON. I would concur.
Mr. STA'TLXR. I concur.
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Ms. ARMSTRONG. I concur.
Mr. NIELSON. The other question is, the toy manufacturers in

their testimony have on two other aspectsone of which has been
covered by the chairman, and the other I don't think wasand
that is the title bill. The bill is indicated as the Toy Safety Act.
They would like to change it to Child Protection Act.

Is there any objection to that change?
Mr. STATLER.'I would have no objection.
Mr. NIELSON. Let me ask the chairman, do you have any objec-

tion to that change?
Mr. WAXMAN. I would like to think it over. We are talking about

toy safety, not talking about protecting all children from all dan-
gers. I am open to discussion.

Mr. NIELSON. The third questionI thought your answer on the
second part, that defective toysyou feel that using the word de-
fective would narrow the scope too much?

Ms. STEORTS. I think it would leave out some toys that we would
not want to see left out.

Mr. NIELSON. Mr. Stat ler.
Mr. STATLER. I had a further thought in that area, and that is,

there is a problem with the use of the word defect that manufac-
turers have across the board and certainly those in the toy area
would too. That is, under the common-law liability when a person
is injured, increasingly the doctrine of strict liability comes into
play, and that is usually predicated upon section 402(a) of the Re-
statement of Torts. The doctrine of strict liability depends on the
term defect. In other words, there has to be a defect which causes
injury, and if that is shown, then the victim recovers, and the
victim is compensated.

Manufacturers are sensitive to that word defect, because if they
report to the Cornmission something that is a defect, then when it
comes to a common law lawsuit they have in effect admitted liabil-
ity. So, I think it would be in their interest as well as in the overall
consumer interest that we have already addressed not to have that
word in there. In effect it would put them on the spot, approaching
self-incrimination.

Mr. NIELSON. If it were made clear it is an engineering defect
rather than a manufacturing defect, would that be a problem?

Mr. STATLER. Yes; from the standpoint of section 402(a), because
that covers everythingmanufacturing, design, warnings. It is the
most comprehensive of terms. Ours is the more limited.

Mr, NIELSON. Clearly, if there is a manufacturing defect, a loose
wire or something like that, they should be liable. But if it is an
engineering defect, they may not be aware of it. That is the one I
want you to remove from the stores immediately and make sure it
cannot harm a child, such as this crib, for example.

When I first saw the crib, I couldn't understand how a child
could possibly get hurt in it, until it was demonstrated graphically.
I think the manufacturer didn't realize it would hurt a child,
either. This is the type of product that should be pulled off the
market.

Where there is a defect in the manufacturethe design is all
rightI think they should be liable in that case because their qual-
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ity control should catch those problems in the manufacturing proc-
ess.

Mr. STATLER. But under strict liability, they are going to be
liable regardless.

Mr. NIELSON. In other words, you could pull it fast. If it were an
engineering defect, you could recall the whole set.

Is my understanding correct that if you find a defect, however
defined, engineering or a particular manufacturing lot, then what
is your process right nowdo you notify the manufacturer or do
you give him a chance to recall it voluntarily? How much time do
you give him to do this, and how much obligation do you put on
him to see that it is all recalled before you clamp down on him?

Mr. STATLER. You should understand that out of the over 3,000
separate recalls the Commission has had over the years involving
over 300 million units of products, over 999/10 of those recalls or
corrective actions have been voluntarily worked out with the man-
ufacturer. In other words, it is the rare case where we go to court
to impose our thinking.

So, in other wordsin direct response to your questionwhether
the manufacturer. brings the matter to our attention or whether we
learn about it independently, we always go to the manufacturer
and seek to get the manufacturer first to recall or to come up with
a corrective action plan on his own. Then we give the firm guid-
ance based upon our expertise as to how that might best be carried
out.

Mr. NIEISON. As I recall, in the consumer product safety bill
there was a controversy as to whether you should notify the manu-
facturer, give him a chance to recall his product before you pub-
lished the results of it. The committee on the House floor changed
it to a straight reauthorization, and that part was left out of the
bill.

Has that been a problem with the Commission, or is that still a
desire; that you would like to be able to act without the necessary
len h of time to notify the manufacturer?

Mr STATLER. We are talking about two things. In the recall area,
we always go to the manufacturer first, but

Mr. NIELSON. I am talking about the publicity.
Mr. STATLER. The section 6(b) publicity, in that area speaking

only for myselfI think that the bill reported out of this commit-
tee was the correct approach, namely, relieving the Commission of
that 6(b) responsibility in every case where we must identify

Mr. NIELSON. That is still a problem, as you see it?
Mr. STATLER. It is a big problem.
Mr SCANLON. I disagree with that. I think 6(b) is necessary, and

I think it serves a useful purpose for the Commission.
Mr. WAXMAN. We are not addressing that issue.
Mr. NIEISON. I understand that. I am just trying to see if this

was related, because the recall provision is important, and I would
like to see it done as expeditiously as possible, as much voluntarily
as possible I would not like to see an entire company's reputation
damaged by premature publication of something that the manufac-
turer could take care of himself.

Ms. STEORTS. Congressman Nielson, I would like to go back to
one of your first wiestions about Toy Safety Act versus the Child
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Protection Act. That could have some merit. One of the more criti-
cal situations that we looked at recently was the one with crib
hardware, and this was very, very difficult to finally get the manu-
facturers to come around. The Child Protection Act probably would
be a more effective title for the act if you did consider, Mr. Chair-
man, a broader title for your act than just toys, it could be more
encompassingbecause cribs and children's products certainly fall
under this category that we are trying to get changed. I would sup-
port. that. I think that that has some merit.

Mr. NIELSON. I thank the witnesses.
Do you have a comment?
Mr. ScANLoN. I would support the word "defect," as I suggested

to the chairman. I think it would provide the necessary legislative
guidance to the Commission, particularly at a later date.

Mr. NIELSON. I thank the panel.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank You, Mr. Nielson.
Mr. Walgren, do you have any questions?
Mr. WALOREN. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for your participation in

this hearing. We are looking forward to working with you on this
bill. If we have further questions, we will submit them to you in
writing.

Our next witness is David Greenberg, legislative director, Con-
sumer Federation of America.

We are pleased to welcome you to our subcommittee hearing
Your prepared statement will be made part of the record. We
would like to ask you to summarize that /statement in no more
than 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF DAVID I. GREENBERG, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
CONSUMER FEDERATION OF AMERICA

Mr. GREENBERG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the sub-
committee. The Consumer Federation of America is happy to be
here today to discuss this issue on behalf of our 200 organizations
and their 35 million members. .

We fully support this legislative effort. We hope to assist you in
putting a bill os the President's desk this session.

I would also like to thank you for your leadership on this com-
mittee and for the numerous things you have done to promote the
consumer interest. I would enumerate those things, but it would
put me well beyond my 5 minutes.

Mr. Chairman, members, you have seen the examples here. You
know about the tragedies that can be involved when it is difficult
to recall unsafe toys from the marketplace.

I would just like to give you three brief reasons why we think
this bill is necessary. First, the failure to enact legislation and to
enact :t this session is the failure to prevent preventable injuries
and deaths. The delays of months and years forced upon the CPSC
by its inadequate procedures inevitably will keep certain dangerous
toys on the market long enough to cause unnecessary accidents.

Second, it is not the safety-conscious toy manufacturers that
would be harmed by the enactment of H.R. 5630. Such firms agree
to voluntary recall plans as soon as they learn about the hazards
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created by their toys. It is the recalcitrant toy companies that H.R.
5630 will affect, appropriately so. But, if this legislation passes, no
firm would be able to gain a small advantage over its competition
through procedural delay, as is the case today. We hope the toy
Manufacturers and their trade associations will recognize this and
offer their full support to this bill.

Third, the toy safety procedures problem illustrates that the
CPSC needs strong mandatory powers to enable it to maximize vol-
untary Government/inditstry cooperation and to minimize com-
mand-and-control regtilation. The weakness of the Commission's
power is the toy safety area does not create less regulation. In-
stead, it only serves to draw out the regulatory process and reward
the least public-spirited industry members.

In contrast, the stronger procedures accorded the CPSC by H.R.
5630 would shorten the regulatory process and reward fiAns that
put safety first.

We believe the record is clear. Hazardous toys must receive equal
treatment under the CPSC's governing statutes. H.R. 5630 provides
that equality by making a series of simple conforming amend-
ments.

We urge this subcommittee to act favorably on this bill as soon
as possible. We offer to help in any way we can.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Greenberg followsl
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Statement of

DAVID I. GREENBERG, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR

On Behalf of

CONSUMER FEDERATION OF AMERICA

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am David I. Greenberg,

Legislative Director of Consumer Federation of America (CFA), the nation's

largest consumer advocacy organization. On behalf of CFA's 200 organizations

and their 35 million members, I would like to thank the Chairman for this op-

portunity to testify on H.R. 5630, the Toy Safety Act of 1984. We want to

offer our full support to this legislative effort; we hope to assist you in

putting a bill on the President's desk during this session of Congress. If

we can accomplish that task, the children of this nation will suffer fewer in-

juries and deaths from hazardous toys, and the Parents of those children will

be subject to less anxiety over their children's safety. In the long run,

everyone will benefit, including toy manufacturers, because consumers with

greater confidence in toy safety will be willing to buy. more toys. As a con-

sequence, we believe that toy manufacturers and their trade associations sh,41d

join in support of H.R. 5630.

When the public is asked about the important tasks for government action,

toy safety stands at the top of the answer list. The Lou Harris Survey, "Con-

sumerism in the Eighties," provides strong evidence of this sentiment': Fully

88% of those surveyed felt that government should approve new toys before they

are allowed on the market. Imagine the response to a question about removing

unsafe toys from the market.

Given this paramount concern about effective regulation of toy safety, it

is ironic that we have given regulators weaker enforcement tools in the toy

safety area than in many others. It is thcs inequality that H.R. 5630 seeks

to rectify.

We have no clue about the rationale--if any--for deeming hazardous toys

less worthy of speedy corrective action than other dangerous products. Neither
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are we knowledgeable about or interested in the underlying history. What we know

and do care about is the fact that it can be months, even years, longer for the

Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) to rid the market of hazardous toys

and children's products. In the case of non-children's products, the Commission

can proceed to recall hazards under its Section 15 authority. In the case of

toys, however, the CPSC must first proceed through a lengthy rulemaking under

Section 3(e) of the Federal Hazardous Substances Act (FHSA), or through a

"transferring action" under Section 30(d) of the Consumer Product Safety Act

(CPSA), before resorting to Section 15. The former procedure will take one to

two years, absent legal challenges. The latter Section 30(d) action takes

several months at minimum. Moreover, the vitality of 30(d) actions has been

called into question by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals' decision overturning

the CPSC's ban on formaldehydeinsulation. What we are left with is a

problem- -toys that kill or injure--that can strike at many moment, coupled with

a "solution" that moves with the speed of summertime in Washington in the days te-

fore air conditioning. It is a tragedy waiting to happen.

CPSC case histories suggest that it is a tragedy that has happened. Let me

give two examples. The first involves suffocation deaths caused by the ends of

certain squeeze toys, which the Commission learned about in 1981 and 1982. Out of 0

twenty-one affected manufacturers, two firms refused to agree to voluntary re-

call procedures, forcing the CPSC to undertake a 30(d) action. The final 30(d)

rule was not issued until January 1984. Shortly before that rule became final- -

which would have triggered the_Commission's authority to order a recall--the

two holc.ut firms agreed to take corrective action.

Second, in October and November of 1979, the CPSC staff received reports

of strangulation deaths associated with certain stuffed toys. The Commission

negotiated a corrective plan with the manufacturer approximately two months

later, but the company balked at additional action the CPSC sought in April 1980.
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Itqook the Commission until June 1982 to pursue 30(d) procedures and authorize

a co, plaint against the company, faced with that complaint, the manufacturer

agreed to a voluntary plan.

There are other examples, but these two illustrate the main reasons that

H.R. 5630 is necessary and necessary right now. First, the failure to ena:t

legislation is the failure to prevent preventable injurips and deaths. The

delays of months and years forced upon the CPSC by its inadequate procedures

inevitably will keep certain dangerous toys on the market long enough to cause

unnecessary accidents.

Second, it is not the safety-conscious toy manufacturers that would be

harmed by the enactment of H.R. 5630. Such firms agree to voluntary recall

plans as soon as they learn about the hazards created by their toys. It is

the recalcitrant toy companies that H.R. 5630 will affect. But, if this

legislation passes, no firm will be able to gain a small advantage over its

competition through procedural delay, as is the case today.

Third, the toy safety procedures problem illustrates that the CPSC needs

strong mandatory powers to enable it to maximize voluntary government/industry

cooperation and t3 minimize command-and-control regulation. The weakness of

the Commission's power in the '..by safety area does not create less regulation.

Instead, it only serves to draw out the regulatory process to the advantage

of the least public-spirited industry members. In contrast, the stronger pro-

cedures accorded the CPSC by H.R. 5630 would shorten the regulatory process and

reward firms that put safety first by increasing the Commission's leverage to

bargain with firms tempted to elevate profits above the needs of public safety.

CFA believes the record is clear. Hazardous toys must receive equal treat-

ment under the CPSC's governing statutes. H.R. 5630 provides that equality

by making what should be considered a series of simple conforming amendments.

We urge this Subcommittee to act favorably on this bill as soon as possible.

Our nurseries and our playgrounds will be safer for the effort.

Consumer Federation of America would again like to thank the Subcommittee

and its Chairman for this opportunity to testify. We stand ready to assist you

in any way we can.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Let me ask you a couple of the same questions
that I asked the members of the Commission.

Section 15 of the Consumer Product Safety Act provides that
only defective consumer products which pose a substantial risk of
injury may be recalled. This bill doesn't require that a toy be defec-
tive before it may be recalled.

Should the bill be amended to require the recall only of defective
toys that pose a substantial risk of injury? .

Mr. GREENBERG. I don't think you should. I think that by addihg
the term "defect" you are creating an immediate litigation issue.

What you are attempting to do here is to streamline the process
of getting unsafe and dangerous toys off the market. If you have
listened to the Commission's examples in the past, almost all the
members of the industry affected have agreed that the dangerous
toys should be taken off the market. There have been a couple of
holdout firms.

I don't think adding the term "defect" would help. I also think
that we have to be careful in this area to distinguish between regu-
latory law and product liability law. The concept of defect has a
well-known and valuable purpose in product liability law. I don't
think it has the same purpose in regulatory law. And I think that
if you look further at the toy area, you will see that the need for
the term "defect" is much less importiint.

The term "defect" grows from theineed to distinguish products
that pose a risk but are still valuable to society. I think ir.. the toy
area, when you have a product that poses a substantial risk, it is
unlikely that there would be so much value to the society from a
children's toy or plaything that we wouldn't want to taite it off the
market if it presents a substantial hazard.

So I would say the bill should stand as it is.
Mr WAXMAN. We have an unusual situation for this subcommit-

tee because usually we have very controversial issues before us
with sharply divided opinion. It is a pleasure to have almost every-
one supporting the legislation. It shows that when we have a con-
sensus on the broad issues we fight about the smaller ones.

I would like to know your opinion about the title for this bill. Do
you think it ought to be the Toy Safety Act, the Children's Protec-
tion Act, Safe Kid Stuff Act? Do you have any views on that issue?

Mr. GREENBERG. Mr. Chairman---
Mr WAXMAN. You may want to go back to your organizations

and have it discussed more thoroughly. I know you may not have
discussed it enough to give us an opinion.

Mr GREENBERG. It may be subjected to several rounds of bullet
voting.

I suppose I have a very pragmatic view. If the toy manufacturers
and their trade associations are willing to step up to the table tight
now and say, "David Greenberg, if 'CFA will support a change in
the title of the bill from Toy Safety to Child Protection, we will
help you pass it in 2 months,' I would go along.

I am troubled that it is an issue. I think you have chosen the ap-
propriate title.

Mr. WAXMAN. If it is trouble, it is not a big one.
The toy manufacturers, for the record, were invited and chose

not to come. But they are not in opposition to the legislation.
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Mr. Nielson, do you have any questions?
Mr. NIELSON. No, I have no questions, other than to say that I

think that is a minor issue. They have asked for three things in the
bill. That one seems like an easy one to handle.

The other twoon the word "defective," there is a controversy
on that one. The Commission was divided 3 to 1 in favor of leaving
it as it is in the bill. And the other one, having to do with the re-
tailer rather than dealer, again the Commission preferred the word
"dealer." Again, divided opinion.

But that is the only one of the three that the Commission didn't
seem to have strong feelings one way or the other on. And if it
would remove a potential source of irritation, I think the title
should be changed. I probably won't offer that.

Mr. Waxman has a bill that I support wholeheartedly. And,
unlike the consumer product safety bill, this one I don't think will
haveI think it will go through without any opposition either from
the subcommittee of committee, and probably on suspension
through the House. So I think you have got a bill you can support.
And of the three things asked for, that is one that I don't think has
that much impact on the total bill itself.

The chairman is a very modest man. I don't think he has a pride
of authorship. If you want to change "happy" to "glad" in one of
his bills, he doesn t object.

Mr. GREENBERG. Congressman, I don't remember that consumer
product safety bill being controversial. I thought it was perfect in
every regard.

Mr. WAXMAN. Perfectly controversial.
Mr. NIELSON. It was very controversial in subcommittee, commit-

tee, and on the floor.
I have no further questions. Thank you for appearing.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Nielson.
Mr. Walgren.
Mr. WALGREN. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Sikorski.
Mr. SIKORSKI. I see the recommended name is the Child Protec-

tion Act of 1984. The Presides t just signed last week the Child Pro-
tection Act, which deals with child pornography. I am not so sure
that the manufacturers or anyone else would embrace that name.

I am almost convinced, as a cosponsor of that legislation, that
was called the Child Protection Act. Am I right? I think I am.

I am not so sure that that is a very good compromise name.
Mr. WAXMAN. If the gentleman would yield to me.
This isn't the markup, but Ms. Steprts suggested that "toys" may

be too limiting a word because we are talking about cribs and other
products. So maybe we can talk about Children's Product Safe Ly
Act. But we can think this through and work it out.

Mr. WALGREN. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Walgren.
Mr. WALGREN. Just a thought and a question.
Where would a parent go if they were interested in finding out

whatever warnings might be available, anecdotal warnings in that
sense, for the best effect? Now I understand the Commission is ap-
parently under some restraints for some of the information they
can give out. But we have two cribs at home that look very much
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like that crib. I didn't see it operated this morning, but if apparent-
ly there is a fatal defect in that crib, I would like to know who I
could ask who could flag that kind of thing for me.

We threw away one of the wooden enclosures that was raised in
testimony of the Chairman of the Consumer Product Safety Com-
mission. Certainly, I never expected that thing to be at all hazard-
ous. And we used it for some period of time before somebody said,
"Oh, that is dangerous." But that had been given to us by some-
body who had used it completelyanother Celgressman, by the
way.

So what I am thinking here is that there are a lot of anecdotal
dangers out there that it may be very useful for parents to be able
to have access tb.

Do you have an;,' idea what source we could go to for that kind of
general warning?

Mr GREENBERG. There is not zeally an adequate answer to that
question. But here are a couple of ideas.

One is, for the low price of $9.95 you could purchase Consumer
Federation of America's "Product Safety Book,

purchase
which in encyclo-

pedia form details all known hazards with incormation from the
Product Safety Commission, the Food and Drug Administration,
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. It lets people
know what has gone wrong in the past and what to look for. It
doesn't help you predict the future. .....

Second, I would go through back issues of Consumer Reports to
see if the product that you are interested in buying or evaluating
has been covered. We might be willing to adjust the price of the
book for Members of Congress, by the way.

Mr. WALGREN. Upward, I trust.
Mr. WAXMAN. Would the gentleman yield to me?
Mr Nielson hit on that very point, although it is not part of this

legislation. The issue we had when we were doing the reauthoriza-
tion was that if you, as a parent, wanted to contact the Consumer
Product Safety Commission and find out what is in their file about
complaints for injuries due to any particular product like that crib,
they are restricted from giving that information to you. They
cannot even give you the collection of newspaper articles docu-
menting that injuries took place and that are allegedly due to a
particular type of crib or toaster or any other product. They are.
prohibited from doing that, and that was one of the things we
wanted to change.

It seemed to me we ought to get that information out if it is only
a factual statement of what is in their file. When the Commission,
however, makes D determination, then we expect them to verify
the allegation. But they are prohibited until they can ask the man-
ufacturer's permission to release what is already in the newspa-
persjust to give the information in their file.

I think that issue is one that we are going to be working on, be-
cause I think the public is denied access to information that might
be valuable.

Perhaps somebody from the Commission would demonstrate
what is wrong with that crib to Mr. Walgren, and he could check
at home to see whether his crib may have the same problem.
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Mr. PRESTON. I am John Preston, an engineer with the Product
Safety Commission. I happen to be the person that purchased this
crib. J did not purchase it specifically because it represented the
worst cribs on the market. I merely purchased it because it has a
construction which is very typical of cribs made in the United
States, and it has certain features which contribute to the kinds of
incidents that we have had reported.

We have a total of 167 incidents involving structural or mechani-
cal failures of crib hardware, 34 of which resulted in the deaths of
children.

Mr. WALGREN. Would you go back over that again, please? You
say 34 deaths?

Mr. PRESTON. Of 167 incidents of structural or mechanical fail-
ure, 34 resulted in the deaths of the occupants.

One of the typical problems is the suspension or the connection
between the mattress of the crib and the crib end panels. This is
very typical of many cribs currently on the ma.ket where you are
rely:-.g on gravity to make that connection. You have a hook and a
hangar, and it will not resist upward force without disconnecting.

The problems are not black and white, they are shades of gray.
And I would say this one is medium gray. If I lift this up, it does
disconnect. I see that this one would miss if it comes back down. So
if they disconnect due to an upward force, it will actually reconnect
when you lower the mattress spring. Some do not. This one appears
that it would disconnect, and when it drops, it happens to have
snagged on the botton. rail there, and the child can tumble down,
get jammed betweer. the mattress and the side rail. And, in some
cases, children have asphyxiated because of that.

Mr. WALGREN. And that is the problem with this crib?
Mr. PitEsrori That is one of the features which this crib has. I

deliberately left the bolt out in the corner of this product. There
should be a bolt through the end panel which fits into a nylon
insert in the bottom rail.

We have a number of cases where bolts have mysteriously disen-
gaged during the course of the use of the product, causing in this
case---I am not going to use the word "defect"a problem which
can lead to the asphyxiation again of a child due to the fact there
is no connection between the bottom rail and the end panel.
During the night, a child can move and tumble off the edge of the
mattress and become wedged in the space between the side rail and
the mattress, and the mattress support, and we have several cases
of that type of failure.

Mr. WALGREN. Are there plenty of instructions with cribs that
would warn a parent of that kind of failure and that kind of
result?

Mr. Path.roN. In the Commission's mandatory regulation for
cribs, it is required that the instructions state that the crib should
be periodically checked for integrity of all the fasteners, the nuts
and bolts. But we feel that typically consumers would not retain
instructions. If you buy a crib from a used source such as a yard
sale, chances are it would not come with instructions.

One of the things that the Commission staff is negotiating with
the industry members on a voluntary standards task force is a
more permanent form of label on the product itself that might stay
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with the product through the second or even third user, which
would have instructions such as checking for integrity of fasteners,
and also state that if a second consumer wants to buy, or wants to
have the original instructions, they should write toand it will
give the name and address of the manufacturer.

Mr. WALGREN. On that kind of a warning label, would you have
the consequences; in other words, not just "Please check the integ-rity of the fasteners"do you then go on to say, because if they
come undone there may be certain openings opening up that might
asphyxiate a child?

Mr. PRESTON. I have a typical example of a warning label that
the Commission staff have drafted, which I am going to discuss
next week at a voluntary industry task group in Philadelphia, and
it does contain such language, yes. I hope to get such warning on
the label.

Mr. WALGREN. Wel!, I certainly want to encourage you in it. It is
just amazing how there is no real way to anticipate anything like
that.

.

Now, I have assembled cribs like this and experienced the floppy
connection there. But it never entered my mind that my comple-
tion of that assembly would have anything to do with the strangu-
lation of a child. I mean, it never even entered my mind. And I
assume that Nye got the warnings; at least they were new. And
there was paper connected with it, and I went through the instruc-
tions.

But I guess the only lesso is that none of ushuman nature is
Much that we cannot foresee t ese things, and somehow or other we
expect and really rely on their safety, and implicitly rely on it. And
our attention must be dramatically brought to it or it fails.

And then I am thinking, you know, there is a stage that parents
reach where you let your kids cry at night, and would not then go
in to see what had gone wrong, and you would let the kid literally
go for an hour, and he may be in terrible shape. ,

Thank you, Mr..Chairman.
And it just also deserves perhaps to be said that everyone knows,

I because it is common human experience, that when we think of doI we evaluate these products, well, the truth is we don't. They come
I literally pouring into the House. This enclosure just arrived one
I day No one thought to evaluate it. And we are not terribly derelict
I parents.
I So I just want to encourage you, as I know you ,do read human

nature, to know that human nature is not going to pick this stuff
up. And yet, people like myself and the whole public do rely on
some other level to take care of that problem or really flag it to us.
And if it is not really flagged, we won't pick it up.

Mr. WAXMA.N. If the gentleman will yield to me.
It seems to me what you are saying is that, while parents might

not anticipate this danger, we shouldn't have to have children and
parents relive the same horrible accident once we are finding out
the dangers and hazards with these products. That is why we have
a Consumer Product Safety Commission. And that is why we have
to give them the tools to protect the public. And I think that is
why everybody here is supporting the legislation.

i.
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----- --Thank you very much, Mr. Greenberg; and those who have par-
ticipated in the committee hearing today.

That concludes our business. We therefore stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:20 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.)
[The following letter was submitted for the record :)
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Honorable Henry W. Waxman
Chairman of the House Subcommittee
on Health and the Environment
2418 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Waxman:

ONC CNN PLAZA NC, YORK N Y 10001
12.21 SI. TOPO

T.0 sos 1N4
CkEt01CA (24) 5..7350

May 2S, 1984

We represent Toy Manufacturers of America, Inc. (TMA). TMA
le a trade assaiation of domestic manufiatgrers and importers of
toys, games and Christmas decorations whose )vimbers account for
90% by volume of the approximai..ely 5.3 billi,241 dollars in annual
sales of toys, games and decorations at the holesale level.

TMA has received a copy of the Bill you propose to introduce
in the House of Representative commonly referred to as the Toy
Safety Act of 1984. TMA submits the following comments on the
Bill:

1. The Title. The Bill is entitled the Toy Safety Act of
1984. The Bill, however, seeks to regulate not only toys but
other articles intended for use by children. As such its scope is
very broad. Several examples of allegedly dangerous products
exhibited at the press conference introducing the Bill, included
children's articles other than toys. For that reason, TMA
suggests the Bill be renamed the Child Protection Act of 1984.

2. Absence of Defect and Failure to Provide Eguivalengy
with Provisions of Section 15(b), (c) and (d) of the Cc-sumer
Product Safety Act. In your statement and news release issued at
the press conference introducing the Bill you indicated that you
were seeking legislation which will enable the Commission to
recall quickly *dangerously defective toys and other articles used
by children.' Both you and Senator Kasten at the time of the
introduction of legislation indicated that the Bill purported to
seek equivalency with the provisions of the Consumer Product
Safety Act (CPSA). The repeated reference was made that toys and
other children's articles should be treated the same way
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as toasters for the purposes of applying the remedies of Section
15 and that recalls should not be delayed because of the necessity
of transferring the regulation of a risk of injury from the

Federal Hazardous Substances Act to the Consumer Product Safety

Act. TWA does not oppose such action in principle, however, it
does oppose the provisions of the Bill which do not provide such

equivalency.

We are annexing a copy of the Bill as revised by ua in such

manner as to insure equivalency; In essence we are proposing that
the language which would permit adjudicative proceedings against

toys or other children's articles that contain defects which

present a substantial risk of injury is essentially the same as
that contained in Section 15(c) and (d) of the CPSA. We have done

so by incorporating the language In Section 15(c) and (d) of the

CPSA in the text of the Pill amending Section 15 of the PHSA, tc
provide for notification and repair, replacement or refund of toys

or other children's articles which are determined by the
Commission to contain a defect which presents a substantial risk

of injury to children. iiiFsTieVe, it is only toys or other
articles which contain a defect which should be subject to this

provision. Adopting the phrase *defective toy or other article'

as it ppears in the amended text of the Bill, will, in our

opinion insure equivalency with the provisions cf Section 15(c)

and (d) of the CPSA and will achieve your aim.

If the'reaeh of the statute is intended to go beyond

defectiv toys and other children's articles, TWA opposes such

legislation as unwarranted, since, unlike remedies for other

consumer products contained in Sections 15 (c) and (d), it would

allow the removal of nondefective products. If a defect exists

for -any reason (i.e., construction, manufacture, or design, etc.)

which creates a substantial risk of injury the Commission, under

our proposal, will be given authority to remove the defective

product from the stream of commerce. We do not believe that a
regulatory agency should be given the power to remove nondefective

pro acts from commerce, nor do we believe that such power is being
sought or is intended to be conferred upon the Commission by the

Congress.

Note the provisions of the National Traffic i Motor Vehicle

Safety Act (Section 154(a)(1)) which like the CPSA also limit

0
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recalls to defective vehicles or equipment which relate to motor
vehicle safety. See also the previsions of Radiation Control Act,

.,

Section 359 which also provide for adjudicative recall of
*defective praducts within the purview of this statute.
,c:-

3. Inaccurate examples of Productb. the two examples of
defective toys given at the press conference which were allegedly
delayed in recall because of the requests of Section 30(d) of the
CPSA were not entirely correct.

The defective string-suspended-stuffed toy was immediately
voluntarily recalled by the manufacturer, who engaged in extensive
recall efforts. Simi'arly, there was no delay in the recall
effort undertaken for the squeeze toy which you exhibited. That
toy was also immediately voluntarily recalled by the
manufacturer. The squeeze toy in question was not the issue. Two
other manufacturers whose toys had never been involved in injury
or death, but, whose toys were nonetheless the subject of the
recall request, and who objected to the determination that the
toys prfsented an alleged substantial risk should have been cited
as examples. Those toys were allegedly similar to the recalled
squeeze toy. When the manufacturers contested their similarity
and associated risk and sought a hearing with respect to these
issues, a rulemaking proceeding to transfer risk of injury from
the FHSA to the CPSA was begun. Subsequently the two
manufacturers voluntarily recalled these toys without the need for
additional Commission action.

4. Inclusion of the term 'retailer'. To further insure
conformity with the provisions of Section 15 (c) & (d) of the
Consumer Product Safety Act we suggest and support the
substitution of the term 'retailer' in lieu of 'dealer' whenever
this term appears in the Bil7E----

TM?, therefore respectfully requests that the proposed Bill
be amended as set forth in this letter and in the annexed draft,
which has been modified to reflect these changes.

Very truly yours,

AL:dd Aaron Lacker
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STEEL JAW LEGHOLD TRAPS

FRIDAY, AUGUST 3, 1984

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE, .

SUBCOMMITIldeON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:57 a.m., in room
2123, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry A. Waxman,
(chairman).

Mr. SCHEUER [presiding]. Good morning. The Subcommittee on
Health and the Environment will be in session.

This morning the subcommittee will be considering H.R. 1797, a
bill to end the use of the steel jaw leghold trap on animals in the
United States and abroad.

This legislation would prohibit shipment in interstate commerce
of any fur taken from an animal caught in a steel jaw leghold trap.
Further, the act would prohibit export or import of such furs. Vio-
lations of the act would be punishable by fines of up to $1,000 and
repeat offenders would face penalties of up to $5,000 find/or 2 years
imprisonment.

The use of the steel jaw leghold trap has been banned in 59 coun-
tries. There is significant public support for banning its use in this
country. According to a 1979 survey conducted for the U S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, 78 percent of our citizens oppose the use of
steel jaw traps, in fact, several States have already banned its use.

I would like to thank all of our witnesses representing Federal
and State governments as well as animal protection, trapping, en-
vironmental and fur industry groups, for assisting the subcommit-
tee in its deliberations on this important piece of legislation.

Our first panel includes three distinguished Members of Con-
gress, Hon. Clarence D. Long of Maryland; Hon. George Brown of
California; and Hon. Don Young of Alaska, where I suppose on a
per capita basis more trapping goes on than any other place per-
haps in the world, but certainly in the United States.

We are very honored to have you three colleagues here today.
Your statements, of course, will be printed in their entirety in the.
record.

Perhaps you might want to summarize your views in 5 or 6 or 7
minutes and then I am sure that we will have some questions for
you.

To start out, it is a great pleasure an,..1 honor to introduce the
first of our distinguished congressional panel, Hon. Clarence Long
of Maryland.

[The text of H.R. 1797 follows:]
(39)
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1

9f3TH CONGRESS R: 179718T BE8810N
114F,

To end the use of steel jaw leghold traps on animals in the United States and
abroad.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 2, 1983

Mr. Lotto of Maryland (for himself, Mr. ADDABBO, Mr. BARNES, Mr. BOLAND,

Mr. BROWN of California, Mr. DIXON, Mr. EDGAR, Mr. FAUNTROY, Mr.
BOYER, Mr. JACOBS, Mr. LEHMAN of Florida, Mr. LENT, Mr. MCGRATH,
Mr. MATSUI, Mr. MAVROULES, Ms. MINtmocr, Mr. MINETA, Mr. MITCH-
ELL, Mr. MOAIU,EY, Mr. MORRISON of Connecticut, Mr. MRAZEK, Mr.

NEAL, Mr. NOWAK, Mr. Orman, Mr. RODINO, Mrs. ROUKEMA, Mr.
SMITH of Florida, Mr. STOKES, Mr. SUNIA, Mr. WEISS, Mr. WILSON, Mr.
LANTOS, Mr. YATES, Mr. ST GERMAIN, Mr.ROTII, Mr. BENNETT, Mr.
CORRADA, Mr. BERMAN, Mr. GUARINI, Mr. KASTENMEIER, Mr. PORTER,
Mr. MARKEY, Mr. DWYER of New Jersey, Mr. Russo, Mr. WAXMAN Mr.
GRAY, Mr. MINISH, Mr. EDWARDS of California, Mr. VENTO, Mr. CLAY,
Mr. BONIOR of Michigan, Mr. TORRICELLI, Mr. -ROYBAL, Mrs. SCHNEIDER,
and Mr. WHITEHURST) introduced the following bill; which was referred to
the Committee on Energy and Commerce

A BILL
To end the use of steel jaw leghold traps on animals in the

United States and abroad.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
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2

1 DECLARATION OF POLICY

2 SECTION 1. It is the policy of the United States to end

3 the needless maiming and suffering inflicted upon animals

4 through the use of steel jaw leghold traps by prohibiting the

5 shipment in interstate or foreign commerce of such traps and

6 of articles of fur from animals that were trapped in such

7 traps.

8 DEFINITIONS

'9 SEC. 2. As used in this Act-

10 (1) The term "article of fur" means-

11 (A) any furskin bearing hair, raw or not

12 dressed or dressed; and

13 (B) any article, however produced, that con-

14 sists in whole or part of any furskin.

15 For purposes of subparagraph (A), the terms "furskin",

16 "raw or not dressed", and "dressed" have the same

17 respective meanings that are given them in headnote 2

18 of subpart B of part 5 of schedule 1 of the Tariff

19 Schedules of the Unit. I States (19 U.S.C. 1202).

20 (2) The term "interstate o foreign commerce"

21 shall have the same meaning as that given to 'such

22 term in section 10 of title 18, United States Code.

23 (3) The term "steel jaw leghold trap" means any

24 spring-powered device which captures or holds an

.,1
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3

1 animal by exerting a lateral force with fix-mounted

2 jaws on any part of the animal's body.

3 PROHIBITED ACTS AND PENALTIES

4 SEC. 3. (a) No article of fur shall be shipped in inter-

5 state or foreign commerce if any part or portion of such arti-

6 cle is derived from an animal that was trapped in a steel jaw

7 leghold trap.

8 (b) The entry, or withdrawal from warehouse for con-

9 sumption, in the customs territory of the United states of any

10 article of fur to which subsection (a) applies is prohibited.

11 (c) It is unlawful for any person-

12 (1) to ship or receive any article of fur in contra-

13 vention of subsection (a);

14 (2) to deliver, carry, transport, or ship by any

15 means whatever, in interstate or foreign commerce,

16 any steel jaw leghold trap;

17 (3) knowingly to receive, acquire, or purchase any

18 steel jaw leghold trap that was delivered, carried,

19 transported, or shipped in contravention of paragraph

20 (2); or

21 (4) to violate any regulation prescribed by the

22 Secretary of Commerce under section 4.

23 (d) Any person who violates paragraph (1), (2), (3), or

24 (4) shall for the first offense against each such paragraph be

25 fined not more than $1,000; and for the second and each

HR 1717 IH
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1 subsequent offense against each such paragraph be fined not

2 more than $5,000 and imprisoned for not more than two

3 years.

4 REGULATIONS

5 SEC. 4. The Secretary of Commerce shall prescribe

6 such regulations as are necessary to carry out the policy of

7 this Act.

8 EFFECTIVE DATE

9 SEC. 5. This Act shall take effect one year after the

10 date of its enactment, and shall apply with respect to articles

11 of fur derived from animals that were trapped in steel jaw

12 leghold traps on or after such effective date.

0
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STATEMENTS OF HON. CLARENCE D. LONG, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND; HON. GEORGE
E. BROWN, JR., A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA; AND HON. DON YOUNG, A REPRESENT-
ATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATg OF ALASKA

Mr. LONG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much for
scheduling this hearing on my bill, H.R. 1797, to end the use of the
steel jaw leghold traps.

H.R. 1797 has 125 cosponsors including the distinguished Chair-
man Waxman, and you, the pro tem chairman, Representative
James Scheuer, Barbara Mikulski of Maryland, Ron Wyden of
Oregon, Richard Ottinger of New York, Mickey Leland of Texas,
and Bob Whittaker of the subcommittee. I ask that the names of
the cosponsors be entered at this point in the record.

[The information follows:]

4
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Mr. LONG. The purpose of my bill is simple, to end the maiming
and suffering inflicted upon animals through the use of the steel
jaw leghold traps. My bill is not aimed at destroying the fur trade
or at completely eliminating trapping in the United States. It
would not make mouse and rat traps illegal, bring on an epidemic
of rabies, or cause a wildlife population explosion as the trapping
lobby would have the public and Congress believe.

Why should we outlaw steel jaw leghold traps if we do not wish
to stop trapping?

First, it is the humane thing to do. Humanity is not just for
humans. Steel jaw traps are perhaps the single most inhumane
form of capturing animals. The traps are constructed in such a way
that, when triggered, the powerful steel jaws slam shut with great
force capable of crushing the bones of an unfortunate victim. I
have one here that I would like to demonstrate.

It cut the pencil in half.
Mr. SCHEUER. If anyone would like to --
Mr. LONG. This is for a small animal the size of a coyote.
Mr. SCHEUER. It sliced through that pencil as if it were cheese. I

am glad you are here after breakfast and before lunchthese pic-
tures here will really turn your stomach as they should turn your
heart.

Continue.
Mr. LONG. That is one that is big enough to capture a bear or

human being. I defy anybody to try to open that once it is closed on
them.

Animals suffer not only from the initial impact and constant
pressure of the jaws cuttirt off circulation in the trapped limb, but
often tear flesh and muscles or break teeth in frantic efforts to
escape. Occasionally, after hours of struggling and agony, an
animal will escape by gnawing its own leg offa phenomenon
called "wring off by trappers. The majority however are held cap-
tive until the trap line is visitedoften days laterleaving them
victims of predators or exposed to starvation or death from the ele-
ments.

Clearly these traps cause unwarranted injury and suffering. We
can and should do the humane thing. This means banning steel jaw
traps.

Second, it would prevent wasting the lives of pets and nonfur-
bearing wildlife. Since steel jaw traps are not selective, many ani-
mals unwanted for furbearing pelts are injured or die in these
traps.

Appearing with me today is Diane Pearce, director of the Chesa-
peake Bird and Wildlife Sanctuary, a nonprofit wildlife rehabilita-
tion center located in Upper Marlboro, MD. Ms. Pearce has
brought with her a broad-winged hawka species protected under
the Federal Migratory Bird Actthat was recently caught and
maimed in a steel jaw trap. Ms. Pearce informs me that the crea-
ture may not survive because of the injuries it sustained.

An isolated incident? Hardly. The hawk is one of thousands of
hawks, cats, dogs, owls, cranes, threatened or endangered species
such as baid eagles or peregrine falcons and other so-called "non-
target" animals injured or killed by these devices each year. Ac-
cording to some estimates, more than 70 percent of the,animals
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caught in these traps are unwanted by the trapper or "nontarget"
animals.

The evidence of the nonselectivity of the steel jaw trap is exten-
sive. It includes not only over 20 scientific studies, but the testimo-
ny of hundreds of individuals throughout the country who have
written to me to report how their own pets have suffered in the
jaws of these traps.

Beyond the myriad of dangers these traps present to animals,
there is a very real danger to people who use our nation's wood-
lands for recreation, and especially to young children living near
popular trapping areas. These traps are strong. Large animals
cannot force them apart. How could a small child'?

Let me point out that a large part of the animals caught in these
traps are coming around to the cities. I cannot keep garbage in my
garbage pail because of the raccoons that constantly raid it and
with that situation you can see how children would get caught in
these things.

Third, the traps are unnecessary. Already over 50 nations land
the States of New Jersey and Florida have outlawed steel jaw leg-
hold traps without economic hardship or animal or human health
problems.

Furthermore, alternatives are available to the trapper. A stand-
ard reference, on trapping, Animal Traps and Trapping by James
Bateman, cites 42 alternative forms of trapping equipment, includ-

v ing leg snares, quick-kill traps and cage traps. It is time these al-
ternatives replaced the steel jaw leghold trap.

Finally, there is widespread public support for a ban on these de-
vices In the past 4 years, over half a million citizens, from every
State in the Union, have written in support of my bill.

I have summarized and rebutted the principal arguments of the
trapping lobby against my bill:

The trapping lobby claims. "The traps are necessary for wildlife
management purposes and without them there would be a popula-
tion explosion, a surplus of animals."

I respond. The wildlife population is remarkably self-regulatory.
Population is controlled by competition among the species and by
the existence of predators. Culling is rarely necessary. Even if cull-
ing is needed, my bill does lit stop the use of alternative, less inju
rie 3 devices such as box traps or leg snares for this purpose.

he trapping lobby claims. "The traps are necessary to control
rabies and other dangerous diseases."

I respond. According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control,
there is no evidence that trapping reduces either wildlife reservoirs
or rabies incidence. In fact Maryland has the highest incidence of
rabies in the Nationyet there are no statewide restrictions on the
use of steel jaw leghold traps.

However, should it be necessary to remove rabid or diseased ani-
mals, other, less injurious trapping devices are not prohibited by
my bill.

The trapping lobby claims. "Banning of steel jaw traps would
have extreme economic repercussions on the trapping industry and
on individual trappers."

On the contrary, banning these traps should not gut the trapping
industry or put individual trappers out of work. The industry and
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trappers could switch to alternative means of trapping that are
easily and currently available and less painful to the animal. Fur-
thermoie, wild animals are not the only source of pelt for the in-
dustrypelt is also obtained from ranch-raised mink for example.

The trapping lobby claims. "H.R.1797 would make rat and mouse
traps illegal and preclude the use of alternatives such as the Coni-
bear trap as well."

I respond. Baloney. The definition of steel jaw leghold traps in
the bill would not make rat or mouse traps illegal. The National
Pest Control Association advises that "none of the devices used by
pest control professionals for capturing rats or mice have "jaws."
However, to make it crystal clear that rny bill is only intended to
stop use of this one particular device, I would be delighted to work
with the committee on either bill or report language to extend the
bill's definition to specifically exclude alternative traps.

More humane means of trapping is imperative. My bill provides
a very reasonable way to achieve this goal. It prohibits only inter-
state and foreign commerce in steel jaw traps and articles of fur
from animals caught in these traps. It does nothing to stop trade in
other trapping devices or in articles of fur captured by other de-
vices. It does not make possession or use of the traps by individual
trappers illegal, but instead allows them to go out of use through
attrition and through the prohibition on trade. It also provides a 1
year grace period from the date the bill is enacted, for trap manu-
facturers to switch\tp the production of alternative traps.

It is my hope that the subcommittee can act expeditibusly t9
report the bill favorably to the full commit a and ultimately to
the House floor before the end of this session of Congress. For
every day we postpone action, thousands of animals continue to
suffer needlessly in the jaws of steel jaw leghold traps.

It is f,oing .to come, Mr. Chairman, it is just a question of how
many .pJor animals are going to suffer hours of torture between
now an then because some people are just either through selfish,
ness or ignorance opposed to this kind of legislation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I congratulate you for having had the foresight and the initiative

to put this legislation into the hopper and serve thereby as the con
science in effect for the House. I am a little bit puzzled as to the
reasons for the opposition to this bill. Do you know of any detri-
ment that the 59 countries that have already prohibited the steel
jaw trap have suffered because of this?

Has the trapping industry in these 59 countries suffered as a
result of their having banned the steel jaw trap?

Mr LONG. I know of none, sir. Maybe the witnesses whom I have
brought with me today can testify to that but I know of no prob-
lem.

Mr. SCHEUER. All right, thank you very much.
We «ill ask you some further questions when we finish with the

panel.
Mr. SCHEUER. Congressman George Brown of California.
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STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE E. BROWN

Mr. BROWN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased
to join with my distinguished colleagues here at the table this
morning and I want to thank the subcommittee for giving this op-
portunity to participate.

I would just like to preface my remarks by indicating that this is
an issue which is not new to me, it was one of the matters which
came to my attention when I first began serving in the California
State Legislature back in the late 1950's.

Whether you believe it or not, we still had bears in California at
that time, and the issue of the trapping of bears was a very emo-
tional issue before the legislature. That issue has not gone away.
That is, the issue of the use of cruel and inhumane methods of cap-
turing animals and I rather suspect it will continue to become
more significant in the years ahead.

I am of course grateful to the subcommittee for taking the initia-
tive to hold this hearing. I have had many of my constituents come
to me and express their interest in this legislation and of course
want to lend my support to this bill.

I won't belabor the gory details of the pain and suffering that are
inflicted on animals who are the victims of these traps. As Chair-
man Long has indicated, most of the animals caught, a large major-
ity are not even the intended targets of the traps. Many of them
are household pets. Even if they are found and released they suffer
extensive injuries, often leading to their deaths.

Many States as has been indicated have taken action against this
form of trap without adverse effect. I might cite the Florida Fish
and Game CoMmission, for example, whichlanned these traps as
barbaric and inhumane and yet Florida since 1973 when they were
banned has recorded its highest harvest of furbearing animals and
has actually experienced a reduction in the number of rabies cases.

Many countries have also taken action to ban the trap. My own
State has not completely banned steel jaw leghold traps, but it has
passed a considerable amount of restrictive legislation which re-
lates to the size and shape of the,traps and limits whether they.,can
be tethered, requires that they be checked every 24 hours, must be
properly identified, and so forth.

I suspect that many trappers may be coming to the view that it
is easier not to use them than to use them with all these restric-
tions.

Trappers are concerned about how this will affect their industry.
They should be reassured by the success of the states where action
to ban the traps is alreLiy accomplished. If there were no alterna-
tives I think they might be much more concerned but as the exhib-
its here this morning will show, there are a number of less cruel
and just as effective trapping devices. A cable trap such as the E-z-
on-em trap which is demonstrated over here is more humane, safer
and in many cases cheaper than the steel jawed trap.

I will not describe the trap, the audience can examine them over
here on the table.

For us as politicians I think we perhapsperhaps the most im-
portant thing is to know that this legislation has the support of a
very substantial percentage of the American public. A survey pre-
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pared by Yale University in 1979 reported that 78 percent of all
Americans oppose the use of the steel jaw leghold trap. Large
amounts of constituent response to this issue support this data. I
am constantly amazed at the continuing stream of correspondence
that I get from my constitutnts on this matter and the continuity
and the sustained interest that is maintained.

I was reminded of this just last Sunday when I encounteredthis
IS purely anecdotal of coursebut encountered a constituent I had
nut seen in 20 years who assured me they were still supporting me
because their original basis of concern was their love for animals
and they wanted to tell me that that was still their main c:mcern
in politics and I never cease to be amazed by these kinds of dedica-
tion.

There is no excuse for allowing more animals to be inhumanely
injured and to lose their lives unnecessarily, and, Mr. Chairman, I
ask the subcommittee to favorably report this legislation and to
allow the Members of the House to show their views on this as
quickly as possible.

Thank you very much.
[The statement of Mr. Brown follows:)
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OONGRESSNANGDORGE E. BROWN, JR.
Before the Energy and Commerce Committee's Subcommittee on

Health and the Environment
August 3, 1984

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and the subcommittee for
giving me the opportunity to participate in today's hearing on
H.R. 179/, a bill to ban steel-jaw leghold traps in the United
States,

First I would like to commend the subcommittee members for
taking the initiative in holding a hearing, and commend their.
research on this issue. The importance or H.R. 179/ has been
brought to my attention by many of my constituents who have
expressed their opposition to leghold traps, and their support of
this bill.

We have all heard the gruesome details of the pain and fear
inflicted on animals who fall victim to the hidden traps. Over
701 of those captured are reported as non-targeted prey. Most
startling is the snocking number of household pets caught and
seriously injured, if not killed, in this manner. Even if found
and released, the innocent captive suffers extensive injuries
often leading to death. This includes endangered species and
mammals that are beneficial to nature.

Some states have taken action against this form of trap
without adverse effects. The Florida Fish and Game Commission,
for example, banned the leghold trap, referring to it as
"barbaric and inhumane." Since 1973 when the traps were banned,
Florida tecorded its highest harvest of furbearers and a
reduction or rabies cases. Sixty-three countries have alreadY
banned the use or this type of trap without hurting the animal
pelt or trepans industries.

Although my state has not banned steel-jaw leghold traps, it
has passed legislation to lessen their severity. Current laws
restrict the size and shape of the traps. Large traps and
teethed traps are not permitted. The trappers must check their
traps every 24 hours. They must also have proper identification
on the device, and permission from the property owner to use the
trap. Although the traps are not yet completely banned, it is a
step in the right direction.

Trappers are concerned about how the legislation will affect
their inoustry They should be reaasuredog the succesr of
states and condtries using oirrarent meth of trapping without
negative results. Alternative trapping devices are easily
obtained, currently available, and leas cruel to the animal. A
cable trap such as the Ezyonem trap is more hanane, safer, and in
some cases cheaper than the steel-jaw leghold trap counter-part.
The Ezyonem trap captures the creature with a 270 degree loop
noose around the limb, allowing for circulation. Other
alternatives include several types of leg snare and cage traps.

This legislation has the support of the American public. A
survey prepared by Yale University in 1979 for the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service reported that 781 of all Americans oppose the
use or steel-jaw leghold traps. Large amounts of constituent
response to this issue support this data, and the importance of
this concern.

In an article entitled *Trapping Agony Charles Darwin
states, We shall be told that setting steel traps is the only
way to preserve game, but we cannot believe that (men) when their
attention is once drawn to the case, will let even this motive
weigh against so fearful an amount of cruelty.'

With the alternatives currently available, there is no
excuse for allowing more animals to be inhumanely injured, and
lose their lives unnecessarily. H.R. 1797 would help alleviate
unneeded pain and suffering.

Mr. Chairman, it is time for the Unitas, States to follow the
example of other humane countries and take action. Again, I
would like to thank the subcommittee for the work it has done.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. LONG. I want to thank you, Chairman Waxman, for being a

cosponsor of this bill. It indicates a great sense of compassion and I
think the 'American people are very grateful.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
I want to hear from our colleague, Congressman Young, and

then there may be questions of the three of you if you wouldn't
mind waiting.

STATEMENT OF HON. DON YOUNG

Mr. YOUNG. Mr. Chairman, I ...an neither ignorant on this subject
nor selfish. I resent that implication from the gentleman from
Maryland. I am the only bona fide legal trapper in the whole Con-
gress, I have trapped for 19 years not only in the State of Alaska
but ir_ the State of California.

So I know of which I speak.
Fortunately there are checks and balances in this system and I

am sure this bill will have further scrutiny as it goes forth through
the halls of justice.

For the gentleman from New York, may I remind him that
Alaska is not the largest trapping State in the Union; it is the larg-
est State, but New York catches more fur than the State of Alaska
does. Yet, New York has not passed any legislation against the
leghold trap.

I would suggest respectfully for the gentlemen of the committee
and the gentlemen of the panel that they let the States do their
thing, as New Jersey and Florida have done in the past.

I would like to address the issueand we will say monetary
issue. The State of Alaska will lose approximately $10 million to
$15 million per person, or per trapper, or the trappers collectively
When I say that, these people are people that are not wealthy, re-
gardless of the oil we have; but these people live off the land. It is
the one cashflow they have averaging probably $1,000 a year. It is
the one area in which they can participate in a productive ..4ciety
and with a renewable source of income in an area where they are
not living off the welfare or the proposed programs that sometimes
emanate from this Congress.

In the State of New York alone, it is approximately a $1 billion
industrya $1 billion industry.

I am sure you will hear the proponents argue the use of the leg-
hold trap is inhumane. I have already heard there are substitutes
available. The leghold is responsible for killing off nontarget ani
mals, including cats and dogs; I won't deny that. But I ask: What
are the cats and dogs doing loose, to begin with? Why is that Jog
not on a leash, when there are leash laws in every State of the
Union and every borough? Why are the cats loose? Because people,
being humane, went out and turned them loose from their car to
run wild and to be predators themselves.

The leghold trap, when properly used, as the gentleman from
California mentioned, allows trappers to capture animals and re-
lease them without damage. You cannot do that with a snare. It is
dead.
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We talk about the leghold snare; it is not workable. The snare is
used primarily for strangulation. You cannot do it in any way,
shape or form with the Conibear. The Conibear is ar nstantanems
death, the breaking of the back. It is also one that .....n kill a child
where the leghold trap would not.

The key is proper use. Just as an intoxicated driver can lead to
massive death and destruction, so can an improperly used trap.
Along those lines, let's remind ourselves there are more furry ani-
mals, more domestic pets killed, 15,000 times over than what is
caught by a leghold trap, by the automobile.

I live in Great Falls, VA, 20 miles away., Because some of the
Members of this body have put a limitation on our outside earned
income and clipped coupons on unearned income sometimes, and
because I have been a working trapper and riverboat captain, that
I now thought I would run a trapline from my home to Capitol
Hill, not using traps as these people talk about but picking up
what has been killed, maimed, crippled by automobiles. On the av-
erage day, 25 fur-bearing animals are destroyed by automobiles one
way or another over the George Washington Parkwaybe it coons,
be it possum, be it deer. And, yes, lots of domestic animalsdogs
and cats. But I don't hear anybody in this Congress talking about
banning the interstate transportation of automobiles or anybody
talking about massive destruction by automobiles.

I hear an emotional issue which I have addressed for the last 12
years where we are meddling in other States' business. Animals
are caught by traps and do suffer pain, I wild not deny that. How-
ever, the pain is no worse than is suffered by a rabbit caught in the
claws of an owl or a hawk, or a beaver whose back is broken by a
wolf. And I don't think any of you have ever seen that, but I have.
Have you ever heard a rabbit holler when it is caught in the claws
of an owl?

[Mr. Young demonstrates sound of rabbit caught in the claws of
an owl:j

Mr. YOUNG. That is what they sound like. That is a predator,
just as man is a predator.

I am suggesting respectfully that the leghold trap properly used
is a tool for proper management.

Now, we talk about using the cage traps. That shows the lack of
knowledge that many people will convey to you today. The trapline
that I used to run is 300 miles long. That is actually larger than
some of the States in most of your districts on the committee 300
miles long with a setting of a thousand traps and snares.

I don't know any way in a wilderness areathat you helped to
buildthat you could use that type of trap. If you pass this law
because we are not a contiguous State; we have no, what we call,
finished industry in the State of Alaskayou are depriving the
first Americans of a livelihood that is part of their culture and
their heritage.

I suggest, my good friends, that as I listen to this testimony, and
I am sure later on today as I look at these traps on the table, there
are many in this room that can set this trap. The gentleman from
Maryland talked about this beartrap, and again I will state to you,
Mr. Chairman, as I did 4 years ago, 5 years ago, 6 years ago, 8
years ago, whoever owns that trap is breaking the law, in my State
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at least, Mr. Chairman. Now, I don't know where it came from, but
that is a trap that is illegal and is no longer used. If it is not inop-
erative, the person or agency that owns that trap is guilty of a
crime.

There is nobody in this room that can set that trap, by the way.
You are absolutely correct. No one can set that trap. And if it did
snap on someone's leg, I doubt if there would be a leg available.
But it is no longer used.

I am surprised the gentleman from California says they still trap
bears in California with that type of trap. We don't do it in the
State of Alaska. That is a symbol of the emotionalism, the show-
boatiness for the TV that will occur todaylike putting the pencil
in the trap to snap it and breaking the pencil. You can do that
with a mousetrap, I will tell the gentleman from New York, if you
would like to try it.

Now, someone asked me before why don't I do like I did in the
past, where I put my hand in that trap. I am sure before this is
over that will happen, to show you that it is not what some would
have you believe. The breaking of a penI can break it between
my fingers.

Mr. Chairman, I looked at the witness list and Mr. Amory is
here again, probably with the dishonest statements he made about
making films in Canada that were stagedand I have that on doc-
umentation. I say this is nothing more than an attempt to stop all
trapping in America. I suggest respectfully, let the States do as
those people wish to do. Other States have put this on the referen-
dum, and it has failed. Of course, there are probably 71 percent of
the American people against leghold traps. They have never seen
one, other than through the propaganda that has been fed to them

But you are dealing with not only the animals' lives; you are
dealing with a tool of management which, when properly used, can
harvest and also provide an income to those that are not so fortu-
nate to live next to the subway, smog-filled highrise, heavily rented
district.

Mr. Chairman, I suggest respectfully, although I may not be pop-
ular on this issue, I am going to survive on this issue because we
are correct. As I have said, I know of which I speak. I am the only
legal, licensed trapper in the U.S. Congress.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of Mr. Young follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. DON YOUNG

Mr Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I am here today to testify in strong
opposition to HR 1797, a bill designed to destroy the U S. fur industry and hamper
sound wildlife management. Following today's hearings, I urge the Subcommittee to
take no further action on this bill.

Under the provisions of HR 1797, trappers will no longer be allowed to use leg-
hold traps and fur buyers will not be allowed to purchase or ship furs obtained
through the use of leghuld traps. The result will be a loss of $5 to $10 million per
year in Alaska alone, and $300 to $400 million per year nationally This estimate,
incidentally, is the loss just to trappers, it does not include the loss to fur buyers,
manufacturers, garment workers, or retailers The domestic fur industry is one of
the few that demonstrates a positive trade balance, this bill will end that favorable
situation

I am sure that proponents will argue that the use of the leghold trap is inhu-
mane, that substitutes are available, and that the leghold trap is responsible for the
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killing of non target animals, including dogs and cats. I suggest that all of these ar-
guments be rejected.

The leghold trap, when properly used, allows trappers to capture animals and re-
lease them without damage. The key is proper use. Just as an automobile in the
control of an intoxicated driver can be a vehicle for massive death and destruction,
so can an improperly used trap of any type cause unnecessary injury. Yet, I have
never seen this Subcommittee or any other group in this Congress call for the ban-
ning of automobiles. If the members sponsoring this bill wish to act responsibly, I
suggest that they work with trappers and wildlife managers to establish State edu-
cation programs that provide proper instruction in trapping.

Animals caught in traps can suffer pain. However, the pain is no worse than that
suffered by a rabbit caught in the claws of an owl or a beaver whose back is broken
by a wolf Wild animals live violent natural lives, a trapper is simply another preda-
tor who takes prey in a different manner.

As for substitutes, I submit that many do not work and ethers work far too well.
Live traps simply are too big to be carried on traplines, especially in rugged remote
areas in my State of Alaska. They also will not catch many species normally taken
by trappers. Conibear and other "killer" traps can be too effective. if a non-target
animal is accidentally caught in a killer trap, it cannot be released, it will be dead.
Advocating the sole use of such traps seems to me to be a rejection of sound wildlife
management principles.

As for the capture of non-binge. animals, good trappers will not set in areas of
frequent human use. Again, this goes back to the need for education. In addition, I
question the logic of anyone who opposes trapping because dogs and cats are occa-
sionally caught in traps. If these individuals cared about their pets, they would not
let them run wild. A dog or cat left free to roam without human supervision be-
comes in effect a wild animal and pet owners are as muchif not moreto blame
for any accidental harm to their pets.

Mr. Chairman, this bill is nothing more than an attempt to stop all trapping in_
the United States. The proponents do not care about. wildlife management, do not
care about the.econcunic needs of rural residents, do not care about the maintenance
ora-diimFstie.--fur industry. This legislation should be rejected.

Mr. WAXMAN..Thank you, Mr. Young.
Gentlemen, thank you for your testimony. I just want to pursue

a few questions. I apoJogize for coming in late, and I thank Con-
gressman Scheuer for starting the meeting.

Mr. Young, your testimony was, I thought, rather provocative.
Mr. YOUNG. I actually hope it was, Mr. Chairman, because I

don't believe this bill is correctly proposed in the Congress. It is an
attempt to eliminate the income from many of the little people of
the United Statesnot the urbanized people; the little people.

Mr. WAXMAN. I can see you have very strong feelings about it.
The real issue, it seems to me, is are there alternatives? Do you

deny there are alternatives
Mr. YOUNG. There are--
Mr. WAXMAN [continuing]. That would keep the fur industry

somewhat viable?
Mr. YOUNG. Not in the State of Alaska, there is no alternative

that would work, and I doubt in the rest of the United States.
The key to this is proper education and proper use of the trap.

The true trapper rarely does anything that is purveyed today or
will be. It is what I call the amateur trapper, the one that would
like to go out, set a trap, don't look at it respectively, possibly
doesn't know how to set it or where to set it. A true trapper is like
anybody else that professionally tries to stay out of urbanized
areas, and he should stay out of those areas.

But, in fact, I can't carry that basket of fur a thousand miles
with a dog team. I cannot- -

Mr. WAXMAN. I am going to have to assert my prerogatives, be-
cause I have only a limited period of time.
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Mr. YOUNG. Fine. .

Mr. WAXMAN. Let me ask you specific questions, because I want
to cover some ground.

You say you don't think the alternatives will work and allow the
fur industry to survive. What about in the 59 countries where they
do have a prohibition of this trap?

Mr. YOUNG. Because they have no animals. That is exactly right.
They have been so far mismanaged they have no animals.

By the way, most of those countries import furs from us.
Mr. WAXMAN. We are going to hear from people from Sweden.
Mr. YOUNG. I believe you will hear from Sweden, all right. I un-

derstand the Swedish gentleman is going to testify today But I
would suggest respectfully that we also get some people from
Sweden that have a different point of view.

I happen to , .Jw some Swedish dealers. You know, it is easy to
stack testimony, my friend.

Mr. WAXMAN. You don't really believe the fact that animals are
killed on the road is a justification for killing them in traps, do
you?

Mr. YOUNG. Why don't we adddress that issue. It is an issue, and
phenomenal. Remember, 15,000 times more than all animals
caught by traps are killed on the highway, including domestic ani-
mals.

Mr. WAXMAN. Does that justify- -
Mr. YOUNG. No, but we are talking about a management tool

that has to be properly used. And when you don't accept that, you
don't understand that leghold traps, yes, inflict pain, but it isn t a
killer trap; it is selective. And, when properly used, you know what
you will catch. I knew. I didn't catch 3 hawk in any of my traps.

Mr. WAXMAN.Is it a management tool, or is it a commercial--
Mr. YOUNG. It is a management tool. :t. is also commercial. And,

in many of the cases, it is for the little man, the little trapper. You
don't see any big, wealthy trappers. The average income is $5,000.

Mr. WAXMAN. Should it make a difference to us if it is a big cor-
porate structure or a small man?

Mr. YOUNG. If you believe in allowing the individual to make a
living, yes.

Mr. WAXMAN. There were small owners of slaves in this country,
and that didn't justify slavery because they were small owners of
slaves any more than it justified if they were big owners of slaves
There are some things we have to decide whether we want to
permit to con ti n ue--

Mr. YOUNG. Then let the people decide in the Sta.es. Let this be
a State issue.

Mr. WAXMAN. OK.
Mr. YOUNG. All right?
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Long and Mr. Brown, from your testimony

you disagree with our colleague. Do you think there are other al-
ternatives?

Mr. LONG. My colleague from Alaska is saying that we have got
to continue the steel jaw leghold trap because if we don't, there are
no alternatives but to eliminate trapping. I think that is a very
shortsighted view. It assumes that in all the long history of trap-
ping there is no way of catching animals that is as important to
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this system they are using now which has been going on for a long,
long time.

I say that the reason why we are using this system is because no
one has had a real incentive to change it; and once you get the in-
centive to develop another method, we can get one.

Mr. YOUNG. Mr. Chairman, may I respond to that?
This is not a new subject. They have tried every trap they can

imagine. In fact, there will be a trap, I believe, displayed that has t.
cushioned jaw. A cushioned jaw supposedly inflicts no pain, but it
is still a leghold steel trap. We have tried those in the past, and
this may work, and hopefully it will work, because modern technol-
ogy of some of our petrochemical activities allows us to build a sub-
stance that can stand the cold and wear and tear and other factors.

The key to it is the leghold trap is selective. The other alterna-
tives are not selective. You have to keep that in mind. They are
not selective. The Conibear trap, the one sitting right over here,
will kill instantaneously. I quit using them for that reason.

Mr. WAXMAN. You haveziven_us_theperspective foropennig this
hearing, but let-me-Ternind everybody here we have two pages of
witnesses who will go into these issues. So we want to hear from
them, as well.

I guess the key questions being raised are exactly the points that
the three of you raise: Are there alternatives? Does it do harm to
the economy'? Is it a humane thing to do? And what would be the
consequences if we left it to the States? What has been the practice
and experience of other countries that have passed similar laws?
These are th. -elevant questions we will look into, and I appreciate
the three of you touching on them.

Let me ask my colleague, Mr. Scheuer, if he wants to ask any
questions. If he does, I want to recognize him.

Mr. SCBEUER. I have already asked the witnesses questions.
Mr. WAXMAN. I want to thank you for being with us and opening

the hearing.
Mr. LONG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And I hope we

can report this out of your committee to the Congress so we can all
get a chance to vote on it. Thank you very much.

Mr WAXMAN. Our second panel includes the Honorable Ronald
Lambertson, A_sociate Director for Wildlife Resources, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, Department of the Interior; Greg Linscombe,
chairman, Fur Resourvs Committee, International Association of
Fish and Wildlife Agencies; and Dr. Jan Englund, assistant profes-
sor, Section for Vertebrate 'Zoology, Swedish Museum of Natural
History.

I want to welcome you to out subcommittee hearing today. Your
prepared statements will be made part of the record in full.

What we will ask each of you to doand we have a very long list
of witnessesis to summarize your statements in 5 minutes. I will
be using an alarm clock. It is unfortunate, but it is the only way to
keep on track and give everybody a chance to testify and give an
opportunity for the members to ask questions and get answers.
When the bell rings, that means the 5 minutes is up. And the
statement will be part of the record. But we will ask you to make a
concluding sentence, and no more than that, at that point.

Mr. Lambertson.
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STATEMENTS OF RONALD LAMBERTSON, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
FOR WILDLIFE RESOURCES, U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV-
ICE, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR; GREG LINSCOMBE,
CHAIRMAN, FUR RESOURCES COMMITTEE, INTERNATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION OF FISH AND WILDLIFE AGENCIES, AND ALSO ON
BEHALF OF LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE AND FISH-
ERIES; AND JAN ENGLUND, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, SECTION
FOR VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY, SWEDISH MUSEUM OF NATURAL
HISTORY, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
Mr. LAmBEirrsoil. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the op-

portunity to testify on this bill today.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is vitally concerned about

animal welfare for both the individual and for populations as a
whole. Many populations of animals derive benefits from regular
cropping. The leghold trap is the best tool available for achieving
that objective for furbearers and some more adaptable and intelli-
gent predators.

We take no satisfaction from the fact that certain individual ani-
mals may have to suffer for the good of the population as a whole
Our solution is not to ban the steel jaw trap but to modify it to
lessen the likelihood that nontarget animals will be captured and
reduce the pain felt by those that are captured.

Mr. Chairman, while we continue to search for the most humane
way to capture wildlife, the steel jaw leghold trap still has no effec-
tive replacement. Opponents of the use of this trap like to point out
that a number of countries have outlawed or restricted the use of
this device. It should be noted, however, that the diversity of wild-
life species, population levels and capture requirements vary con-
siderably among different countries.

Wise management practices have produced and sustained an
abundance of wildlife in our country. If we are to continue effective
management of this heritage, we must continue to develop, utilize
and support effective management tools and techniques.

Some of the alternatives to the leghold trap such as the body
grip traps and set-to-kill snares are useful in some situations but
they can present a great hazard to nontarget animals. Snares in
particular are probably the most common trapping devices world-
wide yet they have been ruled illegal in many of our local jurisdic-
tions because of the problems that they present.

Foot snares which have been supported in some parts of Canada
as a replacement for the leghold trap are useful in capturing cer-
tain species under certain conditions. However, our evaluations
have revealed them to be seriously damaging to most animals, re-
sulting in loss of the entangled extremity when the animal is left
in the snare.

Assuming the trappers run their trapline in a responsible
manner, animals are far less likely to suffer permanent injury
from an encounter with a leghold trap than if caught in a snare or
body grip trap.

Each of the various alternative capture methods including the
leghold trap has its proper place and use. The wise and responsible
management of this country's wildlife calls for a diversity of tools
and techniques so that the best possible approach can be taken
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The Service and trap industry have improved the selectivity of
steel jaw traps by modifying trapping techniques and ti ugh re-
search and development of what is called trap-pan tensioning de-
vices. These devices are selective for animals which exceed a pro-
grammed body weight and do not allow the trap to be activated by
nontarget animals of lesser body weight.

In an effort to minimize potential self-inflicted injuries to
trapped animals, the Service is currently evaluating traps with
padded jaws and modifications of the attachment method of the
chain used to secure the trap. We have also invested a great deal
in evaluating various attractants to identify which'can be most ef-
fective on different animals.

The loss of the use of the steel jaw leghold trap would seriously
limit our ability to monitor and control various disease outbreaks
dangerous to humans such as rabies, plague, and various forms of
encephalitis. Of equal concern would be the reduction of the Serv-
ice's ability to reduce crop and livestock damage caused by preda-
tion.

As the primary Federal agency responsible for controlling wild
animal damage, the Service is directed to reduce animal damage
and conflicts as much as possible. Loss of the use of the steel jaw
leghold trap would seriously hamper our ability to control such
damage and depredation. This loss in ability would necessitate an
increased dependence on chemical toxicants and other less effective
control techniques, none of which could effectively replace this con-
trol method.

In addition, the management of resident furbearers is today and
has historically been regulated by the respective States. The leg-
hold trap is the principal tool used to accomplish State manage-
ment objectives for furbearers. An additional problem that this bill
would cause is enforcement of the provisions concerning cuinerce
and shipment of furs from animals caught in steel jaw leghold
traps which would be very difficult if not impossible to enforce.
Most furs are prepared in such a way that it would be impossible
to determine the capture technique or method. It would be even
more difficult to determine the source of furs used in final prod-
ucts.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we are opposed to this bill and simi-
lar bills. Thank you.

The statement of Mr. Lambertson follows:I
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STATEMENT OF RON LAMBERTSON, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR WILDLIFE
RESOURCES, U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF THE
INTERIOR BEFORE THE HOUSE ENERGY AND COMMERCE COMMITTEE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT, ON H.R. 1797, A BILL
TO END THE USE OF STEEL JAW LEGHOLD TRAPS.

AUGUST 3, 1984

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify on
H.R. 1797. The bill would prohibit the shipment in interstate or
foreign commerce of steel-jaw leghold traps and the articles of
fur from animals trapped in those devices. This would involve
raw or dressed furskins and any article consisting in whole or in
part of a furskin. In addition, the bill would require the
Secretary of Commerce to prescribe regulations necessary to carry
out the policy of the Act. Any person violating any provision of
the Act or regulation of the Secretary of Commerce would be
subject to a criminal penalty of not more than $1,000 for the
first offense and not more than $5,000 or imprisonment for not
more than two years for the second and subsequent offenses. The
bill would take effect one year after enactment and would apply
to furs from animals trapped after the effective date.

The stated purpose of the bill is to end the use of steel-jaw
leghold traps on animals in tha United States and abroad. The

.bill would set a National policy to end "maiming and Suffering"
inflicted upon animals through the use of steel-jaw leghold
traps.

Mr. Chairman, the Service is vitally concerned about animal
welfare for both the individual and for populations as a whole.
It should be recognized, however, that nature can oe a cruel
arbitrator in achieving a balance between wildlife and the
available food and shelter resources., Starvation, sickness and
disease can cause a considierable amount of suffering for wild
animals. Many populations of animals derive benefits from
regular cropping. The leghold trap is the best tool available
for achieving that management objective for furbearers and some
of the more intelligent and adaptable predators. We take no
satisfaction from the fact that certain individual animals may
have to suffer for the good of the population as a whole. Our
solution is not to ban the steel-jaw trap but to modify it to
lessen the likelihood that non-target animals will be captured
and reduce the pain felt by those that are captured.

Mankind, as you know, has long since achieved the ability to
alter its surroundings to achieve its own purposes. These
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alterations frequently do not benefit wildlife. Wildlife
stressed by undesirable changes in its vironment become more
susceptible to the ravages of sickness and disease. These
diseases sometimes adversely impact human populations.
Presently, for example, wildlife managers and public health
officers are becoming increasingly concerned about the increasing
Incidence of rabies and plague, to name only two wildlife
vectored diseases. The leghold trap.is the most versatile and
thus the most Important tool in our arsenal to combat these
problems when they reach serious proportions.

Mr. Chairman, while we continue to search for the most humane way
to capture wildlife, the steel -jaw leghold trap still has no
eftective replacement. Opponents of the use of this trap like to
point out that a number of "more enlightened countries" have
outlawed or restricted the use of this device. It should be
noted however, that the diversity of wildlife species, population
levels and capture requirements vary considerably among countries
and among our own States. Wise management practices have
proluced and uustained an abundance of wildlife in our Country.
If we are to continue effective management of this heritage, we
must continue to develop, utilize and support effective manage-
ment tools and techniques capable of meeting the needs present in
our Country. Some of the alternatives to the leghold trap, such
as body-grip traps and set-to-kill snares, are useful in some
situations but can present a greater hazard to non-target animals
than leghold traps. Snares in particular are probably the most
common trappipg device worldwide, yet they have been ruled
illegal in some places because of perceived local problems. Foot
snares which are being supported in some parts of Canada as a
replacement for the leghold trap aie useful in capturing certain
species under certain conditions. However, our evaluations have
revealed them to be seriously damaging to most animals and result
in loss of the entangled extremity when the animal is left in the
snare for any length of time. Assuming that trappers run their
trapline in a responsible manner, animals are far less likely to
suffer permanent injury from an encounter with a leghold trap
than if similarly caught in a snare or hody-grip trap. Each of
the various alternative capture methods including the leghold
trap has its proper place and use. The wise and responsible
management of this Country's wildlife calls for d diversity of
tools And techniques so that the best passible approach can be
taken in each management situation.

The Service and the trap industry have improved the selectivity
of steel -jaw traps by modifying trapping techniques and through
research and development,of trap-pan tensioning devices. These
devices are selective for animals which exceed a preprogrammed
body weight and do not allow the trap to be activated by
non-target animals of lesser body weight. In an effort to
minimize potential self-inflicted injuries to trapped animals,
the Service is currently evaluating traps with padded laws and
modifications of the standard attachment method of the chain used
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to secure the trap. We have also invested a great deal of effort
in evaluating various attractants to identify odor5 attractive to
specific species. Use of these attractants greatl, increases
selectivity. Trappers can be educated to conduct their
operations to minimize suffering and reduce the number of
non-target species caught. We believe that our approach will
progressively limit the less desireable side effects associated
with trapping.

Mr. Chairman, the present issue concerns the means by.which
certain wild animals may be taken, not whether they should or
should not be taken. We believe that equal consideration must be
given to the need for reducing wildlife populations, especially
when they exceed the capacity of the environment to support them,
when they cause various kinds of damage and when they present a
hazard to human health. Considering one factor without the
other, in our opinion, would not be wise when making resource
decisions which affect many species. The main objective should
be to manage and harvest wildlife populations, as needed, in the
most effective way available. 4The loss of the use of steel-jaw
leghold traps would seriously 'hamper the so.ind management of many
wildlife populations. Efforts to capture, study and release many
species, including species which are on the Federal Endangered
Species list such as the Red Wolf, Mexican Wolf and Nothern
Timber Wolf, would be impractical if not impossible. Dr. David
Mech, a Service research biologist, reports that in his research,
one Nothern Timber Wolf has been captured and released using
steel-jaw traps nine times without any lasting damage to the
animal. Of equal concern would be the reduction in the Service's
ability to reduce crop and livestock damage caused by predators.

As the primary Federal agency responsible for controlling wild
animal damage, the Service is directed to reduce animal damage
and conflicts as much as possible while maintaining wildlife
resource values as a public trust. This obligation is a delicate
issue but the stakes are very high. In the Service's
environmental im,/act study on the effects of the Animal Damage
Control Program which was prepared in 1978, the loss of livestock
to predation was estimated to cost the American consumer $102
million annually. Damages caused by beaver to timber in the
southeastern forests between 1970 and 1980, have been .stimAted
at $1 billion, by the American Forestry Association and the
Americar, Fur Resources institute. Loss of the use of steel-jaw
leghold traps would severely hamper the Service's ability to
control such damages and depredations. This loss in ability
would necessitate an increased dependence on toxicants (there is
currently only one registered for coyote control and it is not
available for use in all States), aerial hunting (this method is
very specific but increasingly expensive and presents a serious
hazard to employees), and other less effective control tech-
niques, none of which would effectively replace the loss of
leghold traps. The loss would also limit the Service's ability
to monitor and control various epizootic outbreaks such as
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rabies, plague and various forms of encephalitis.

During the past 12 to 15 years, between 401 to 501 of all
predators taken by the Fish and Wildlife Service's Animal Damage
Control Program were taken by leghold traps. More than 901 of
all furbearing animals taken by private trappers were also
captured by these devices. Other trapping techniques exist, but
none are as effective or versatile as the steel-jaw leghold trap.
Neither do they account for a significant percentage of the
animals caught in other animal damage control efforts or annual
fur harvests.

An issue of increasing concern affecting all species of wildlife
is loss of habitat. One of the trends that we have detected is
the permanent alteration of habitat b, land owners who were
otherwise faced with unacceptable wildlife conflicts. Many
resource problems are permanently solved in this manner, however,
wildlife permanently suffers. We feel that the loss of effective
control techniques to both professional and private concerns'
would escalate this trend.

An additional problem that this bi41 would create is enforcement
of the provisions concerning commerce and shipment of furs from
animals caught in steel-jaw leghold traps, which would be very
difficult if not impossible. Most furs are prepared in such a
way that it is impossible to determine the capture method. It
would be even more difficult to determine the source of furs used
in final products.

Mr. Chairman, the conservation and management of the Nation's
wild furbearers requires regular harvest of surplus animals.
Such management is essential to the well-being bf many species of

The management of resident furbearers is today and has
historically been regulated by the respective States. The
leghold _rap is the principal tool used to accomplish State
management objectives for furbearers. Federal regulation of
management methods would have the two-fold im,sct of reducing the
States' ability on the one hand and injecting the Federal
government into the management of resident species on the other.
Federal regulation would aiso impose the burden of enforcement
and other expenditures upon Federal agencies.

The provisions of this Act would seriously interfere with the
Service's animal damage control operational, contract, and
extension programs with the States. Enactment would make control
efforts significantly more time consuming, expensive and
difficult for individual landowners, farmers, ranchers and timber
producers attempting to protect their property against animal
damage. Consumer costs for various agricultural commodities
would surely increase dut to increased costs of control efforts
and unavoidable increases in predation. The rur industry would
be seriously impacted causing a loss of income to many private
trappers as well as landowners who routinely supplement their
income through fur harvests. Control efforts and enforcement
activities would require additional funding and tax revenues
would be lost due to lost trade in furs, fur products, import
duties and lost income of producers due to increased predation.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we are opposed to H.R. 1797 ana similar
bills.

Hr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony. 1 will be glad to
answer any questions you or other committee members may have.
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Mr WAXMAN Thank you very Ouch, Mr. Lambertson.
Mr Linscombe,

STATFMENT OF GREG LINSCOMBE

Mr LINSCOMBE. I am Greg Limcombe. I am here to represent the
Louisianti Department of Wildlife and Fisheries by which I have
been employed for the past 12 years. Also, I am chairman of the
Fur Resources Committee of the International Association of Fish
and Wildlife Agencies and I am speaking on behalf of that associa-
tion

MI 50 State wildlife agencies are members of the International
Assoi,,ation of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, as are six Canadian
pruNirkes A principal objective of the association is to encourage
rational, scientific wildlife management. Our member agencies
have the legal responsibility and authority fur managing the fur re-
sources of this continent. As a consequence they have a direct in-
terest in this bill because it Quid, for all practical purposes, elimi-
nate a major tool by which many forms of wildlife, including prob-
lem animals, are managed.

Halting the interstate shipment of furs taken with ieghold de-
k,es a7d eliminating the 1.terstate shipment of the devices them-

st kes would not only halt the management of furbearers, it would
bring an end to the fur industry in the United States.

The international Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies is,
therefore, strongly opposed to the legislation.

The. re have been many hearings over the years on tnis emotional
ubject Nothing in the previous considerations of the issue have

e%er persuaded Congress to legislate in this area. The need for im-
pro.irig the steel trap and for employing the most humane meth-
od, of harvest that are available has long been recognized by the
International Association and its inembers. Continued advance-
ments in trap design have been made during the past years. Trap -
pt and .isitatiun rt.gulations have also contributed to a
.,teudy inipruNement in the efficiency and humaneness of traps.

A new padded trap is presently being tested by the Fish and
Wildlife Service, several State members of our association, and in
Canada The cuntinued icnprovements in leghold traps should
eliminate many of the objections based on humanitarian grounds.
06% iously these improvements will not remove the objections of
thosr who art. philosophically opposed to the taking of wildlife by
any means

This of .curse includes must of the proponents of lkislation to
ban the one of leghuld traps This legislation would inject the Fed-
eral Guttnment into the management of resident wildlife re-
soori.es, t4 responsibility which has been traditionally and logically
vested with the individual States.

nat is at stak, is not just the very .mple and it tifiable desire
to employ the mos' humane methods possible, rather you are con-
sdering the intelligent use of a renewable tur resource, the

prufestquna 1 wildlife management, and the authority, re-
and capability of State agencies to carry out manage-

met progrel,i, rmph, .rig sukh methods as they deem appropriate.
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The proposed legislation can in no sense be considered a conser-
vation measure. Fur resources of this country are healthy, the
States have legislation, regulations, and intact management pro-
grams. Trapping is employed to harvest furs, to prevent or control
damage, to protect habitat, and to reduce the spread of disease.

Nationally between 400,000 and 500,000 men, women, and young
people trap and sell furs each year worth between $200 million and
$400 million. My State of Louisiana leads the United States in fur
production averaging about $13 million annually. Louisiana alone
has more than 6,000 families receive a major portion of their
income from trapping. The asst,_ ation and its member States and
provinces actively support and work towards an improvement in
capture techniques and refinements in the traps.

Fur resource management, the maintenance of the industry, and
wildlife management in general, still require the use of steel traps
This should not be prohibited.

The Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries will submit
a separate written statement. [See p. 733.]

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of Mr. Linscombe follows:]
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STATEMENT OF GREG LINSCCMBE FOR INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FISH AND
WILDLIFE AGENCIES TO HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT ON
HR 1797, A BILL TO BAN LEGHOLD TRAPS

--August 3; -1984

Mr. Chairman, ay name is Greg Linscombe. I am here to represent the
Louisiana Department of Wildlife & Fisheries by which I have been
employed for the past 12 yearn. Also, I am chairman of the Fur Resources

Committee of the International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies
and I am speaking on behalf of that Association.

SO.atate wildlife agencies are members of the International
Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, as are six Canadian
Provinces. A principal objective of the Association is to encourage

rational, scientific wildlife management. Our member agencies have the
legal responsibility and authority for managing the fur resources of this
continent. As a consequence they have a direct interast in this bill
because it would, for all practical purposes, eliminate a major tool by
Which many forms of wildife, including problem *lima's, are managed.

Naltinethe interstate
shipment of furs taken with leghold devices and eliminating the
interstate shipment of the devices theuselves would not only halt the
management of forbearers, it would bring an end to the fur industry in
the United States. .to-no=nzarfprir-posepame,

The International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies is,
therefore, strongly opposed to the legislation.

There have been many hearings over the years on this emotional and

controversial subject. Nothing in the way of facts or conclusions in
previous considerations of the issue has ever persuaded the Congress to
legislate in this area.

The need for improving the steel trap and for employing the most
humane method of harvest that are available have long been recognized b,

the International Association and its members . Continued advances in

trap design have been made during the past several decades. Traps with
variable tension settings, the use of swivels, the method of placement,
and improved design are some of these. Trapper education, trap
visitation regulations, and improved trap design have all contributed to
a steady improvement in the efficiency and humaneness of traps. A new
padded jaw trap is presently being tested by the Fish am "ildlife
Service, by state members of this Association and in Canao,. The

continued improvements is leghold traps should eliminate many of the
objections based on humanitarian grounds. Obviously it will not remove
the objections of those who are philosophically opposed to the taking of
animals by any means. This, of course, includes most of the proponents

of legislation to ban the use of leghold traps.

This legislation would inject the Federal Government into the
sanagement of wildlife resources. The harvest of resident wildlife
whether with traps--or otherwise is a responsibility which has
traditionally and logically been vested with the individual states. The

state fish and wildlife managing agencies determine what method of
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wildlife harvest will be employed--whether this relates to the type of
gun, ammunition, the type of fishing gear, or of the many varieties of
traps to be permitted i. a given situation. It is a management decision
best made by state officials, in relation to local conditions of the
resource, based on the professional recommendations of their respective

staffs.

What is at stake is not just the very simple and justifiable desire
to employ the most humane method possible. Rather, you are considering
the intelligent use of renewable resources; the significance of
professional wildlife management; and, the authority, responsibility and
capability of the state fish and wildlife agencies to carry out
management programs employing . Ich methods as each deems appropriat:.

as authorized by state legislatures,commissioners and by responsible
administrators.

The proposed legislation can in no sense be considered a conservation
measure. The fur resources of this country are healthy. The states have
fur legislation, regulation and management programs.

Trapping is employed to harvest furs, to prevent or control damage,
to protect habitat, to reduce the spread of disease, and for other
purposes.

While others will speak to the point of the importance of the fur
resource to state, regional and national economies, let me point out that
between 400,000 and 500,000 men, women and young people trap and sell
furs each year worth from $200-400 million dollars. Many thousands more

are involved in the rest of industry. While my state, Louisiana, leads
the United States in fur produ..tion, harvesting an average of il3 million

dollars in fur every year, many other states also support a substantial
fur industry. In Louisiana more than 6,000 families receive a large
portion of their annual income from trapping.

This Association and its member states and provinces actively support
and work towards an improved method of cap'. re and refinements in the use
of traps. Fur resources management and the waintenance of the fur
industry, and wildlife management in general, still requires the use of

steel traps. That use should not be prohibited.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to present our view on

this legislation.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Dr. Englund.

STATEMENT OF JAN ENGLUND

Dr.- ENGLUND. Congressmen, ladies and gentlemen, I am Jan
Englund, assistant professor at the Swedish Museum of Natural
History in Stockholm, Sweden. According to my opinion the steel
traps are not needed, they are cruel and need much time of prepa-
ration.

There is no need to have them F4nce there do exist humane and
good alternatives, at least for winter conditions. In fact, several
thousand trappers in Sweden have used foot snares for several
years now and they are effective.

The steel jaw trap was banned in Sweden in 1967 and last fall
they were banned in Finland, also. I better go to my discussion.

Trapping red foxes (Vulpes vulpes) has been practiced for a very
long time in the northern half of Sweden. The data given here
refers to foxes caught in three different kinds of devices, the Victor
Long spring steel trap No. 2 and 3, the same kinds of traps with all
iron parts covered with plastic tubes and a new foot snare invented
by Jan Aberg in Fallbacken, Skellefted, Sweden.

In contrast to American trappers ours only trap in winters when
snow conditions are good and temperatures below freezing. The
steel traps and also nowadays the snares, are dug into the snow
below the footprints. The tracks from the trapper are filled in with
snow which is smoothed over with a foxtail. The trap is fixed by a
1 to 2 meter long chain or wire which is attached to the middle of a
1 meter long and about 4-5 cm thick stick which is laid loosely in
the snow. Scent or bait is not used.

Molars (M) and premolars (P) were examined for injuries, usually
after boiling and cleaning the skulls. Foxes were classified in four
groups, (1) those with no, (2) small, (3) medium, or (4) severe dental
injuries. The number of severely injured M- and P- teeth was also
recorded.

Small injuries were defined as those where only the tips of the
teeth had been destroyed, up to 2 mm, medium included foxes with
1 or more teeth broken or worn down nearly halfway or more. If
parts of the jawbone were worn down, the injury was classified as
severe. The number of severely damaged teeth refer to the number
of sockets where the jaw had been damaged.

The toes, feet, and legs of specimens which had not been skinned
were examined for the presence of galls, larger than 1 sq. mm, and
to assess whether toes and limbs were out of joint or if any bones
were broken.

A total of 1,651 foxes were examined. Of these, 1,374 were taken
in unmodified leghold traps, 154 in plastic covered legholds, and
123 in footsnares. Approximately 90 percent of the foxes captured
with leghold traps were caught with Victor No. 2 and the remain-
der in No. 3.

As can be seen in table 1. the proportion of severely injured foxes
is higher among older foxes, increasing from about 19 percent
among juveniles to 64 percent among foxes older than 4 years. The

7 ti
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mean of all foxes was 38 percent and the mean of the means, for
the different age classes, was 51 percent.

The cover of plastic reduced the injuries to about 13 percent for
all ages, or 20 percent for the mean of the means. Since traps cov-
ered with plastic were used only one winter and with a very high
proportion of juvenile foxes, a comparison of the mean of the
means gives a more true picture. The plastic then reduced the per-
centages of severe injuries somewhat more than a half or from 51
to 20.

The number of teeth worn down into the jawbone is also high
among the steel trapped foxes. Since foxes chewed the plastic into
pieces, mostly on the front spring, the plastic did not reduce the
amount of severity among the severely injured foxes.

Mean number of teeth worn down into the jawbone among foxes
with severe damage. Unprotected steel traps.

The snared foxes have not become injured to the same extent. In
fact only about 2 percent were severely injured or 2 out of 123
foxes. In both cases only one tooth had been worn down.

Percent foxes with foot injuries among snared foxes.
Thirty percent of the foxes caught in unmodified leghold steel

traps had broken bones, in most cases the phalanges or metacar-
pals. Among foxes caught in plastic-covered steel traps 43 percent
showed the same kind of injuries. In comparison, only 3 of 117
snared foxes had broken bones.

Distribution of foot and leg injuries, percent of red foxes cap-
tured in Sweden.

When our red foxes are caught in steel traps they react ve..,
strongly, which can be seen from the tracks in the snow. Evidently
the steel trap hurts them very much in the leg with the result that
the foxes start biting the trap. The snow around the place where
they were caught very often was splashed with blood. Biting the
cold iron of the trap causes the saliva to freeze, which hurts the
foxes even more and may cause even more biting. According to
many trappers, the trap jaws very often become red with frozen
blood.

We have observed that most of the biting of plastic-covered steel
traps was concentrated on the front spring, that is the part of the
trap that comes closest to the head of the moving fox. When the
foot snare was constructed, no projecting metal pints were there-
fore allowed on the tube.

The reason for this is that the steel trap hurts the foxes severely.
They start biting the trap spring that comes closest to the head,
they start with that immediately after being caught and according
to trappers, the snow is splashed with blood around the place
where they are caught.

A Swedish trapper testified that the steel traps, most are reddish
from frown blood My data is prohibition of trapping in Sweden
from 1967 except for these trappers like me, that do ecological
work. During my continued work we try to reduce injury by all
metal parts with plastic, all around on all parts of the metal. The
frequent fox with severely injured teeth was reduced from 50 to 22
percent, that is about half of what it was before. The mean number
of teeth worn down was not rt duced, however, since the plastic was
chewed into pieces down to the metal.
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Some years later Jan Aberg invented a foot snare and presented
it to Swedish authorities and they asked me to check if the snare
was good enough to be accepted. I can show the snare here. It con-
sists of a plastic tube with a metal plate as a trigger. Immediately
after the fox has been caught, the metal part will fall off and the
fox won't come in contact with it. He will only chew that plastic
part.

There will be very little injuries from this plastic part.
The amount of injury is very low. Only 2 foxes out of 123 had

injured their teeth. The injuries on feet and legs showed the same
reduction for snares, only 3 out of 117, less than 3 percent, as com-
pared to 30 percent for foxes caught in steel traps and 43 for foxes
caught in steel traps coated with plastic. Thus, the soft plastic did
not reduce the injuries to the feet and legs. Around 1977-78, the
Swedish snare was accepted so after a 10-year lung course, trapping
was again legal in Sweder.

[Testimony resumes on p. 82.]
[The prepared statement of Dr. Englund with attachments

follows]
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'rarest the Use of Steel Traps

bi the Subcoirmattee on

LircIth and the Env1ronrent

by J in Englund
',ssIstant Prof,oson
'4u-eum of Natural 111,tory

Scotron for Vertebrate 7o,,1mly
S-104 C .tochholm

Sweden

A testimony against thevse of steel traps

Trapping red foxes (Vulpes vulpes' has been practiced for a very long

time in the northern half of Sweden. The data given here refers to foxes
caught in three different kends of devices, the Victor long spring steel
trap number 2 and 3, the same kinds of traps with all iron parts covered
with plastic tubes and a new foot snare invented by Jan Aberg in Fiat-

beckon, Skelleftel, Sweden.

Most of the material was collected for an ecological 'Work on foxes, and

this Is the reason why data are missing for the majority of the feet

among steel-trapped foxes.

In contrast to American trappers ours only trap in wipters when snow

conditions are good and temperatures below freezing. The steel traps and
also nowadays the snares, are dug Into the snow below the footprints.

The tracks from the trapper are filled in with snow which is smoothed
over with a (oxtail. The trap is fixed by a I to 2 meter long chain or

wire which is attached to the middle of a one Meter long and about 4-5

cm thiCk stick which is laid loosely in the snow. Scent or bait is not

used.

It is not allowed to tie the trap to a tree or a fixed pole (Swedish

administrators believe that foxes will hurt themselves more heavily if

they can t leave the unpleasant pla,e where they were caught.) Trappers
are supposed to set traps in places with plenty of small trees and bus-
hes, increasing the chance that the wire with the stick will get entang-

led in the vegetation.

According to Swedish law, all traps have to be inspected at Least twice

each day with no less than 8 hours between successive Ville. Most trap-
pers, however, only check the t aps once a day early in the morning.

Foxes never have to stay longer the, 24 hours, I believe, in the traps
and in most cases less than 1: hours, t,nct most (owes are caught In the
late evening or during the night. Another regulation mandated that foxes
caught in traps must be shot from a distance of at lest 30 meters. The

reason for this is to reduce the risk of a for going into Panic.

Elflnitikn

Molars (fti and premolars (P) wee, examined for inj,,ies, usually after

boiling and cleaning the sktiCs. roves were classified in tour groups,
il) those with no, (21 small, (3. medium or i4i severe dental injuries.

The number ofseverely injured M- and P- teeth was also recorded.

Small injuries were defined as those where only the tips of the teeth

had been destroyed lup to : mm', medium inc,uded foxes with 1 or more
teeth broken or worn dour, nearly hat(wh> o. more. If parts of the jawbo-
ne were worn down, the injury was classified as severe. The number of

severely damaged teeth refer to the number sockets where the jaw had

been damaged.

The toes, feet, and legs of specimens when had not been stinned were

examined for the presence of gaits 'Larger than I So mm) and to assess
whether toes and limbs were out of joint or if any bones were broken.
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A total of 1651 foxes were examined. Of these, 1374 were taken in unmo-
dified Leghold traps, 154 in plastic covered legholds, and 123 in foots-
nares. Approximately 90 X of the foxes captured withleghold traps were
caught with Victor number 2 and the remainder in number 3.

Results (teeth)

As can be seen in Table 1 the proportion of Severely injured foxes is

higher among older foxes, increasing from about 19 X among juvenile* to
64 X siting foxes Older than four years. The mean of all foxes was 38 X
and the mean of the means (for the different age classes) was 51 X.

The cover of plastic reduced the injuries to about 13 X for all ages,
or 20 X for the mean of the means. Since traps covered with plastic were
used only one winter and with a very high proportion jof juvenile foxes,
a comparison of the mean of the means gives a more true picture. The
plastic then reduced the percentages of severe injuries somewhat more
than a half or from 51 to 20.

Table 1

Percent foxes with tooth injuries among foxes caught in steel traps.

61X-10_YELti---g---1---i--- ___ i ___ 11 ____ 611A211--bin_21-Ibt-MtADI

No damage 9 6 1 : 2 3 6 4

Small
injuries 55 31 28 24 20 18 40 29
Medium
Injuries 16 16 17 16 20 15 16 17

Severe
injuries 19 48 55 57 59 64 38 51

Number of
foxes ex-
amined 645 258 229 114 5L 72 1374

Table 2

Percent of foxes with severe tooth in;,,, ,es among foxes caught in steel
traps covered with plastic.

tigt_1o_xlas____4____1____2.1 ____ 64l_isiti mten_sli_lbtAtek

No damage 33 7 5 25 15
Small injuries 50 54 50 51 51
Medium " 10 11 20 12 14

Severe " 7 29 25 13 20

Number of
foxes ex-

amined 106 28 20 154
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The number of teeth worn down into the jawbone is also high among the

steel trapped foxes (Table 3). Since foxes chewed the plastic into pie-
ces, mostly on the front spring, the plastic did not reduce the amount

of severity among the severely injured foxes.

Table 3

Mean number of teeth worn down int&
damage. Unprotected steel traps.

the jawbone among foxes w'th severe

69t_n_xlin Q 1 7.- 611Agst

Mean number 3.2 3.9 4.9 4.2

Range 1-14 1-16 1 21 1.21

Foxes examined 124 124 271 519

Plastic covered
steel traps

691_1y_xlit2 Q I .. All giatt

Mean number 3.3 3.1 3.4 3.3

Range 1-11 1-10 1.8 1.11

Foxes examined 7 8 5 20

The snared foxes have not become injured to the same extent. In fact

only about 2 7 were severely injured or 2 out of 123 foxes. In both

cases only one tooth had been worn down.

Table 4

Percent loges with tooth injuries among snared foxes.

6gt.ip_xtir2 Q 1 2' All_ign___Astu_sd_lbtAtent

No damage 67 44 27 49 46

Small injuries 21 44 63 40 43

Medium " 13 9 7 10 10

Severe 0 2 3 2 2

Number of foxes
examined 48 45 30 1:3

ELbUlil (feet and bonesi

Thirty percent of the foxes caught ,n unmodified leghotd steel traps had

broken bones, in moat cases the phalanges , metacarpals (Table 5).

Among foxes caught in plastic covvred steel traps 43 7. showed the same

kind of injuries. In comparison, only 3 of 117 snared foxes had broken

bones.
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Distribution of foot and leg injuries of red foxes captured in Swe-
den.

tb9. smel4td__Na.loamti__5112n_gil4t_u_1140anitiLigts

Trap type

Leghold
Unmodified 115 61 9

Modified 28 3e 21

Snare 117 63 15

Utghte_kut,

Phalanges Metacarpals leg All combined
Trap type

Leghold

Unmodified 15 17 2

Modified 25 14 4 43

Snare 2 0 1 3

Pasmiusn'

When our red foxes are caught ,n sti-el traps they react very strongly,
which can be seen from the tracks the snow. Evidently the steel trap
hurts them very much in the leg with the result that the idaes start
biting the trap. The snow around he place wh(re they were caught very
often was splashed with blood. 2,tmg the cold iron of the trap causes
the saliva to f , which hurts tip foxes even more and ma cause even
more biting. According to many trappers, the t.or jaws very ,,ten become
red with frozen blood.

We have observed that most of tht titing oi plastic-covered teel traps
Was concentrated on the front sir, ,g, that is the part of the trap that
comes closest to the head of the mo,.ing fop. When the foci snare was

constructed, no projecting metal parts were th ?refore allowed on the

tube.
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A fox caught in a snare behaves completely differently. Normally, they
move at the same speed after their ta(.t)re as far as we can see from the
tracks. There are no signs in thf snow around the place where the foxes
are caugt' 1r. some instances trappers have tracked the fox...-. down to a
rubbish dump where the foxes had been eating still dragging the Snare
behind them. NO sign. of blood in the snow have been seen.

One important difference between the steel traps and the snares lies in
the fact that the steel trap h.ts the leg ver hard, sometimes even
breaking it but with a snare of the right length, Np of the foe

will not become injured when the fox is caught.

Many trappers disl,ited the snares. very must in the beginning. After
being trained in how to set then, they say that setting a snare is such
easier than setting a stet.: trap. They don t have to prepare the snares
either, since foxes donAre..t to the smell which is very Slight, if

any) from Cie plastic tube. Steel traps will become rusty 14 not prepa-
red provrly and foxes will normally turn bacl. or make a detour around
such traps. Very few foxes have so fat escapee from a snare SA. hat also
in this respect snares compare favorably with steal traps.

After some years of snaring, Swedish, ireppsrs are very positive to it

and many of the older and experienced trappers say that a snare is bet-
tat than a steel trap in all respects.

As a result of my date on trappro ,,.es, the steel traps wort forbidden
in 1967 in Sweden. In 1475 Jan Abeg presented his foot snare and after
some years of testing it was actepted in Sweden until June, 1966. The
'reason for this time restriction is that all kinds of trapping devices
for nice, beavers, pine martens, foket, badgers and so on are in the
form of snap traps, box trap% as well. as W. other kinds of devices fnr
catching animals have tc be tester owing this time period. linty those
that will be acceptable from a numanitarian point of view witl then be
permissabte. Regarding Jan Abergs loot snare. the Swedish authorities
(The National Swedish Environment Protection Board) say that it is

already tested and will be accepted for uSe after June, 198. Snaring
will, however, be accepted only tur the northern part of Sweden and only
for the winter period. The reason fry this is that we have no trapping,
according to custom or tradition, during seasons of the year when there
is green vegatioh available or rt.iphi summer and autumn. Furthermore,
there is no traditio^ at all for ,,,pping in southern Sweden.

It sight bt of interest to note that steel traps are not legaity in use
any longer in Finland. The foot snare nes bean tested thtrt last winter
and it hat so far beer, received vet, postivet..

Friglund

Assistant Professor
Swedish Museum 01 Natural Histry
Section for Vertebrate Zootogy
S 104 05 SrOCKHOLM
SWEDEN

40-470 0 - H5 - 6 8U
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NATURHISTORISKARIKSMUSEET
1141110t4114 U& VtliTWA7IOOLOG1

Stockholm
1984-08-22

Appendix to my testimony in Washington, D.C. August 3, 1984

Jan Englund
Swedish Museum of Natural History
S-104 OS Stockholm, Sw,den

On the 3rd of August 1984 some people presented a so called

soft catch steel jaw trap and ccrtifyed that this trap was

very humane and did not cause the animals any harm. I would

like to comment on that.

Foxes caught in nteel jaw traps covered with 2-3 mm thick and

very soft plastic (all metal parts covered with a material

thicker and softer than that which covered only a small

proportion of the soft catch traps) as well as foxes caught

in footsnares chewed on the trap device. For both kind of

devices the pressure on the legs are less than for the soft

catch traps, for the footsnare the pressure is An fact ex-

tremely small. My conclusion will therefore be that they

start biting just to get rid of the device hanging around

their legs. It doesn't have to hurt them. Therefore there

is no reason to believe that the 'pads' in the aoft catch

Jaws should reduce the riak of chewing the traps.

Furthermore the soft catch steel traps are covered Only on the

inner side of the jaws. Nearly the whole trap consists of

bare iron not covered at all by any soft material.

I am therefore to say the least very astonished by the state-

ment that American foxes do not hurt themselves on the soft

catch steel traps. Some researcher totally independent from

all groups interested in the steel Jaw traps should ,,tamine

Animals trapped with this device.

?wad... SWIM for Wrubrm Zow logy TM..
104 OS STOCXHOLM 5.104 OS STOCIWOUA WO 03 40

Swes
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ALTERNATIM /2 THE STEEL gm LEGHOLD TRAP

THE STEEL JAM LEGPOLD TRAP...

consists of a metal ring. hinged at the
middle, and activated by a powerful

spring. When an animal steps on the
"pan" at the center, the steel jaws

snap together on the limb. The grip
must be tight enough to prevent the
creature from prying its foot loose. De-

bilitating injuries often result from the
trap's closing impact and the animal's
frenzied struggle to free itself. These
include fractured tones. lacerations.
gangrene, and broken tooth from biting
at the painful grapples. As trappers

know, it is not uncommon for a des-
perate mammal to gnaw off its cap-
tured foot, and leave it behind.

Even a professional trapper cannot
designate which animals will wander
ito the steel Jaws. As much as 71Z

of captives may be non-target victims. Oftentimes the trapper releases
these animals. believing them to be unharmed. Where follow-up studies
have been conducted, severe disabilities are found to have occurred.
Such creatures may be too disabled to exist in the wild, and simply
perish.

THERE ARE EFFICIENT. LESS CRUEL ALTERNATIVES! These include the
UYONEW logsnare. Swedish legsnare, Aldrich footsnare, Victor Power
Snare. Novak legsnare. and a variety of box and cage traps.

The EZYONEM Legsnare,..

... is a cOmpact, spring activated trap which has
been proven effective in capturing fox. coyoto, and bobcat
without maiming them or inflicting severe pain. When an
animal steps on the "pan' of the EZYONEM trap. a neo-
prene coated cable, with ends clamped inside a tele-
scoping barrel. loops around the creature's leg. Two
barrel sections spring outward, closing the noose a-
round the limb. At the moment of ensnarement. there
is no contact between the animal's leg and tho poly-
carbon trap body. and the captive experiences no
pain. Because. the cable forms a 270 degree loop a-
round , .0 captured limb, circulation is not blocked
and necrosis of the leg tissues is prevented. While
field tests demonstrate that a fox. rotating its paw
as few as six times in a steel jaw trap, can break the
skin. 1000 revolutions can be made in the new EZYONEM
(easy- on -'em) without suffering these consequences. In
addition, the smooth slastic incasement eliminates tooth
damage. For these re ions. on-target captives can be
releesed unharmed.

Using a dirt hole set. t t

to ten minutes. All part a
Weighing about ono-half t.
the EZYOREN is convenient
lines. Furthermore. its on
our and one-half ir:h lent
the barrels extend to twelve

ap is easily rigged in five
e replaceable in the field.
of a No. 2 steel jaw trap.
carry when setting long trap-
and one-eighth inch diameter and
h make it concealable. When sprung.
fiches.

The SWEDISH Leganare...

is simi, r to the EZYONEM in that it also utilizes
a coated cable lo^p to capture

prey and th, holds the cap-
tive without progressive

pressure. The fenction-
al parts of the Swedish
',openers, also known as

emescro."

Jan's Catches, are con-
tained inside a white

i
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Questicsi 1

Please supply the subccamittee with a list of those States which have enacted lass requiring the inspection oi amusement rides in fixed
site parks_ Please include a statutory reference and identify the State agency respaisible for enforcement and the effective date of
each state law:

State

Alaska

Statute Effective Date Enforcement Responsibility

Sec. 05,20,010 1965 Alaska Department of Labor
(Recreational Devices) Anchorage, Alaska

Arkansas Code 12 1981 Arkansas Department of Labor
Act No. 901 of the 73rd Little Rock, Arkansas
Arkansas General Assembly
Regular Session, 1981

Colorado C.R.S. 1973 8/81 Colorado Department of Labor
8-1-107 (1)(g) and Denver, Colorado
C.R.S. 1973, 8-1-107(2) (d)
and C.R.S. 1973, 8-1-140
and 8-1-194

Connecticut Sections 2a-133, 29-134 to 1949 Bureau of State Fire Marshall
29-142 Outdoor haismaalts Department of State Police

Meriden, Connecticut

New Hampshire RSA 321 Gene--1 Laws 1977 New Hampshire Depart:1mm- of Safety
Division of Safety Services
Aerial, Lift and Tramway Division
Concord, New Hampshire

New c.racy Carnival & Amusement Safety Act 1975 New Jersey DepartmuLt of Labor
Chapter 195, Title 12 Office of Compliance
New Jersey Administrative Code Trenton, New Jersey

84



State Statute Effective Date Enforcement Responsibility

New York Section 202(h)
Labor Law E. Code

Rule U.S. of Industrial

Code Rules

Article 27 Section 870

1961

Amended 3/1/83

Ned York Department of Labor
Division of Safety & Health

Hawaii Chapter 397-Animement Rides 2/8/68 HAWAII Depamnent of Labor & Industrial Relations
Division of OcaTaticnal Safety & Health
Ilmolulu, Hawaii

Iowa Chapter 88A 1976 luwa Department of Labor

I*s Moines, Iowa

Illinois Legislature lust passed law.

No siarutory reference
available

1/1185 Illinois Department of Lalx1

Chicago, Illinois

Kentucky KRS Chapter 241 7/13/84 Kentucky Department of Agriculture

Frmlkfort, Kentucky

Maine Public Art 225
Calera) Illw State of Maine

7/1/7' Maine Department of Public Safety
Office of State Fire Marsly,1

Augusta. Maine

Maryland Article 89, Sections 65-81
Annotated Code of Maryland

Regulatcons 09.12.62
Code of Md. Begs.

41/76

12/30/77

Maryland Division of Labor & Industry

Amusement Ride Safety Inepectlen

Baltimore, Maryland

6 13



State Statute Effective Date Enforcement Responsibility

Michigan Public Act 225 1966 Michigan Department of Lionising & Regulation
Bureau of Realty & Environmental Services
Lensing, Michigan

North Carolina General statutes of
North Carolina,Section
US-11(c)

1969 North Carolina Department of Labor
Elevator Division
Raleigh, NC

legislature recently passed
regulations. Nb statutory
reference available.

1/1/85 Ohio Department of Agriculture
Cblurbus, Chic)

Cklahara Walrus her trent Ride
Safety Act iicle 40 O.S.
Sections 460-469 and
adopted Rules dated
Feb 14, 1984

10/1/82 Oklahoma Department of Labor
Cklahare City, Cklahomi

Oregon
C

statutes 460.210
to 460.230 and Department
Administrative Miles

1959 Oregon Building Codes DivisionDi

Electrical/Elevator, Program
Salem, Oregon

Peammylvania PA Scutt Bill Nb.
298-Session of 1S83

1/1/85 Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Harrisburg, Permsylvmois

Wisconsin state Statute
Wisconsin N. .11
Administrative Code
Chapter 1l1 47

8/1/67 Wisconsin Deperamalt of 1Noustry
labor & Huron Resources
%diem, Wisconmir

Each of the above listed states have aloo assumed Jurisdiction over mobile rides diatitravel from location to location.

'Ile foliating states have jurisdiction only over mobile rides that travel from location to location, California, Florida (only rid.a,
that operate at State or Comfy sponsored fair.), Maksaapusetto (no state the tions are conducted. only inspections by certified
insurance inspectors) and :exne which has only an insurance requirement for rides.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Dr. Englund, what were the economic effects upon fur trappers

of banning the steel jawed trap in Sweden?
Dr. ENGLUND. Both hunting and trapping were at that time

people, I think, were hunting more aft that, because people are
both hunting and trapping in Sweden.

Mr. WAxmAii. So there was more hunting? I wanted to kn.tw
what the economic impact was when steel-jawed traps were banned
in Sweden?

Dr. ENGLUND. Yes. They are using the snares today
Mr. WAXMAN. What about the economic impact on the fur trad-

ers?
Dr ENGLUND. It didn't change
Mr. WAXMAN. We had a colleague, Congressman Young, :sly that

there were no more animals in your country and ther countries
that banned the steel traps.

Dr ENGLUND About 100,000 each year
Mr. WAXMAN. Do you know what the figures were before-
Dr ENGLUND Roughlywe don't have good statistics, just the

Huriter, Assot.iation makes some statistics, according to them,
about 100,000 per year

Mr. WAXMAN Mr Lmscombe, you testified that the U S. Fish
and Wildlife Service is testing padded steel jaw traps and that sut.h
traps may cause less injury to trapped animals, yet Dr. England
found they cause more injuries than traps which wore not modi-
fied. Are padded taps better?

Mr LINSCOMBE Preliminary results are quite encouraging and
because of this, the International is coordinating an effort oivolv-
ing nine States in different areas of the United States to look at
how effective this n, tt trap may be I don't believe it is the same
trap that was tested in Sweden

Dr. ENGLUND That is the Victor Long spring steel traps, Nos 2
and 3

Mr WAXMAN IS that the same one
Mr LiNscomitE No The trap that we are going to be evaluating

and has been evaluated for some time and is marketed as Cie sort
-atch trap

Mr WAXMAN Dr Englund, do you know---
Dr ENnt,i'Nn Solt" We used plastic that was more soft than that

material
Mr LiNscomBE This is a special patented material
Dr EN(.1uNn I have seen that It covers only a ::mail part of the
v

WAXMM" Yop both testified that there is no ,Jfective alter-
native to the steel jaw legbold and yet Dr Englund's studies con-
vluded that snares are as effective as steel jawed traps and cause
fewer injuries

Mr LANIBERTSON Our operational and research people have tried
it cumber of alternatives We find that he most viable alternative
is the padded jaw trap We find that up to 'M percent of the an,
malty taught in the padded jaw trap were not injured by that
detit,, Unfortunately, this legislation would ban that alternative
We have ousted other alternatives For example. we have found the
steel snare quite effective, but 4ery inhumane Almost 10 percent

Si
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of the animals caught in the snares would have lost thaie leg as
a result of that. We continued no further testing of that device.

The device on the tablecoated cable snarewas tested on
coyotes and we found zero percent .effectiveness. That device might
work for fox in Sweden, but was found totally ineffective in this
country. .

Mr. WAXMAN. There has been talk about using a scented steel-
jawed trap so that the targeted animal would be captured reducing
thf likelihood of trapping nontarget animals. Are there such selec-
tive traps?

Mr. LiNSCOMBE. Not to my knowledge. In the United States, we
take approximately 16 million animals, 25 or 30 different species in
a number of different environmental conditions and I am not
aware of any type of apparatus that could be used for what you are
suggesting, with a scent. However, by placement methods and by
selecting the proper type of trap, I think you can ensure or at least
reduce the chance of nontarget catches.

Mr WAXMAN. Dr. Englund, I would like you to respond to that.
Dr. ENGLUND. I don't understand why they are escaping. You

must have increased the length so the loop will be too large when
they have been caught. Foxes never are lost. There can't be any
difference between coyotes and foxes in that respect.

Mr WAXMAN. What aboue these snares that are accused of being
more inhumane? Do you agree with that?

Dr ENGLUND. They are much more humane, of course.
Mr. WAXMAN. I don't know how a snare works Is P snare like a

cage?
Dr. ENGLUND That is what I showed you here
Mr WAXMAN. That is a snare?
Dr. ENGLUND. Yes.
Mr. WAXMAN Why did our colleague, Congressman Young, say

that would strangle the animal?
Dr ENGLUND. They are never strangled. The foxes are walking

and when he puts down his feet, he will be caught around the feet
Mr WAXMAN My time is up and I want to recognize my col-

leagues, but perhaps we will get a chance to bring in these other
points.

Mr SCHEUER Mr Chairman, the one question that I want to get
an answer to and that you have already asked is the qustion of
what is the economic detriment or harm or injury to the trapping
industry in the :;9 countries that have prohibited the steel-jawed
trap, and that has not been clearly established to my satisfaction^

Mr WAXMAN Well, after other panelists-
Mr SCHEUER Yes, but I honestly do not have a clear picture of

why, if 59 countries have banned it and none of them have elimi-
nated the ban because of economic detriment, why there is objec-
tion because of economic detriment, when apparently it hasn't hap-
pened where the ban has been in place for some years I know, that
Congressman Waxnutn, the chairman of this committee, has asked
that question and he has gotten some answer, but they don't satisfy
me I don't know whether they satisfy him or not

Mr Lambertson, could you take a crack at that?
Mr LAMBERTEON I am not familiar with the exact economic situ-

ations of these countries We find many other countries hav, poor
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data on the amount of wildlife trade that is occurring. The United
States is viewed throughout the world as the leading country in
wildlife management We started setting aside wildlife areas 50 to
100 years before anyone thought about it. We negotiated a treat:,
with Canada to protect migratory birds in 1916. The Washington
Conyention on International Trade in Endangered Species was ne-
gotiated down the street. We are the world's leaders in scientific
wildlife management. Other countries look to us for their manage-
ment techniques. We should not look to them.

Mr WAXMAN. Let me admonish our guests that you are guests at
this hearing and we don't permit demonstrations of approval or
dissent from any of the witnesses' testimony.

Mr. SCHEUER. If they have made a particular advance and they
had a successful expericlice with it, we would have to be fools, we
would have to be a nation of collective fouls if we didn't take ad-
vantage of that experience. You know, we used to be No. 1 in ev-
erything. We are having to cope with the fact that we are not No. 1
in everything. We are not number one in science and technology
across the whole spectrum anymore. Japan and West Germany and
Sweden and France and Italy in various aspects of science and
technological research have a great deal to teach us and we would
be absolute arrogant fools if we didn't learn from them.

If there is something we can learn from these 59 countries based
un their empirical experience with banning this steel law jaw trap,
why shouldn't we learn from them?

Mr. LA.mourrsux. I am not opposed to learning from other coun-
tries. The point is that most of the countries banning the steel
leghold trap are countries that have requested from us and re-,
ceived fry rin us scientific technology on how to better manage their
wildlife resources and one of the techniques that we teach them is
proper management of wildlife populations and maintaining the
size of those populations. This is one tool that allows Lis to manage
our animal populations. They have found usher techniques. In some
of those countries they use very lethal poisons that we wouldn't
consider using here. If you have poison available, why bother with
a trap?

Mr. SCHEUER. Trapping may be a technique, but it is not cast in
concrete that it must be a steel leghold trap and inflects awful pain
and suffering un an animal. Is that engraved in the sky or in con
crete somewhere? Trapping itself may be a technique of wildlife
management on some kind of constant yield principle, presumably
what the Swedoi have done with 100,000 animals being trapped
e=sry year. The t=apping is the technique, not the steel leghold
trap and if some other countries in their experience have achieved
a more humane means of achieving that trapping management
technique, and perhaps we have taught them how to trap on a con
stant yield basis the same way as we have taught them how to
lumber and how to do other things on a constant yield basis.

I can't understand why w( shouldn't adapt that experience and I
can't understand to this moment where is the economic detriment?
When we have heard from the witness that these 59 countries have
succeeded in applying your trapping technique -it is a trapping
that ins the technique, not the steel leghold trap, successfully with
no economic detriment?
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Mr. WAXMAN. Can we have a response to the question-
Mr. LAMBERTSON. I think later panelists ought to be able to ad-

dress that. Other countries are using other techniques. Those tech-
niques are not necessarily more humane. That is the point I would
like to make.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Walgren.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Does our Fish and Wildlife Service have any systematic look at

the data from other countries that has been raised here?
Mr. LAMBERTSON. With regard to trapping, no. As I mentioned

befoi, we have found that information on wildlife trade in other
countries is very limited. Through some of our international trea-
ties, we do receive some information. but we have found that most
countries do not keep good scientific information on the activities
in then country.

Mr. WALGREN. Have we tried to do any comparisons in their
trapping efforts country by country that has been looked at and
evaluated by you as the Director of the Wildlife Resources?

Mr. LAMBERTSON. Yes. Our Denver research laboratory, part of
our Research Division, has systematically reviewed every technique
that has been developed throughout the world. As soon as someone
identifies a trapping mechanism, we immediately seek to get sam-
ples and to try it under our conditions. From that we have syster,-
atically e,,..ivated different techniques and different mechanis...s
and have drawn some conclusions. As I pointed out, the one mecha-
nism that is proving most succe3sful as far as being humane and
yet effective is the new padded jaw trap which we are in the final
year of testing now.

Mr. WALGREN. Over the last 5 years, how many such trapping
mechanisms has the Fish and Wildlife Service evaluated.?

Mr. LAMBERTSON. That would be very difficult to say because
many of these devices have numerous modifications, slight modifi-
cations One mechanism might have 8 or 10 different modifications
that they would use on it. The number of completely different de-
vises is not large The number of modifications on earn of those de-
vices is extremely large.

Mr. WALGREN You must have kept records of some kind of those
evaluations.

Mr. LAMBERTSON. Yes, vve have. We have preliminary research
reports that are now under evaluation. As I said-

Mr. WALGREN. Are those published?
Mr. LAMBERTSON. Some of them are published, but our final

report on the most recent experiments on the padded jaw trap is
now in the final stagee of revision.

Mr WALGREN. I would hope, Mr. Chairman, that those published
reports would be submitted to the committee if they have not al-
reody bean, and particularly if there are any studies that you have
whatsoever or any evaluations other than what you have already
.ublished and therefore submitted to the committee. I would hope

that we would have access to that within a very short period of
time.

Mr. LAMBERTSON We would be glad to make that available, sir.

90
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Mr. WALUREN. Because certainly we ought to be able to evaluate
how good a look you have taken at what is happening in foreign
countries.

Now, that data goes not only to your getting apparently a copy of
what you think they have used over there and trying it out your-
self, but they must certainly accompany that data about their expe-
rience with these kinds of mechanisms.

Mr. LAMBERTSON. Yes, we do that. As soon as we hear of a new
technique, our research people correspond with those people and
try t,, get a prototype. We run into problems. Patents are being
sought, people are afraid to allow these devices out of their control
until they have received a patent, so we have run into problems
getting prototypes of s .me of these things. We will get a newspaper
article saying that some new device has been developed some-
where.

:fi(r. WALU,REN. When you say that we have poor data from other
countries, I would be very interested to know what data you have
from other countries and to be able to compare that with what
data might be available from other sources from the other coun-
tries.

Mr. LAMBERTSON. We have poor data on the total economic and
fur resources for some countries. When we ask other countries
what they have as far as information on a species taken in their
t:ountry, we find that very few countries have systematic informa-
tion. When it tomes to information about how well a given tech
nique- -

Mr. WALGREN. If some of those countries have systematic infor-
mation, I ask that you submit to the committee, assuming the
chairman is in agreement, what countries you feel you have sys-
tematic data on, where you feel that data may be lacking, and the
data that you have from countries that you perhaps feel is not ade-
quate. I would really like to know the base of your decision at this
point, the base of your position, and I would hope that you would
be able to submit to the tommittee the fullest, in writing, layout of
the data that lies behind the conclusion that these countries have
poor data, No. 1, and as a footnote, the conclusion that we shOuld
not be looking to them for their practices. And I would like to add
that the British outlawed slavery in 1831 or thereabouts and the
United States was pathetically far behind

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr Scheuer.
Mr, ScirEuEn. Just a very brief word that sort of makes me a

little bii cynical about people who say we have nothing to learn
from Lountric, abroad. Until very recently, in approving break-
thrtait,h drugs, new breakthrough drugs that were lifesaving and
life-enflaming. our Food and Drug Administration would not
permit drug Lompanies to submit reports from medical schools and
scientific report:, from abroad from any university in England,
France, Germany, Switzerland, Japan, no matter how excellent
and no matter how high caliber those reports were, they simply
wouldn't consider them and they would force Americo pharma-
teutical companies to spend years and years and tens of millions of
dollars duplicating that research.
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They had such an arrogant view of research that emanated from
outside the continental boundaries of the United States, so I am a
little bit cynical of hearing from any witness that we have nothing
to hear from countries abroad.

Sometimes we don't, but frequently we do and if there is some-
thing we can learn from 59 other countries who have experimented
with an alternative method of trapping and wildlife management,
and I commend the Wildlife Service for having developed these
techniques, if there is something we could learn from them, we
should do it.

Mr LAMBERTSON. I didn't mean to infer that NNe cannot learn
from other countries. We work with 83 other countries on wildlife
management worldwide. We cooperate with them and work very
closely with them.

Mr. SCHEUER. I thought you said they should learn from us, we
shouldn't learn from them.

Mr. LAMBERTSON. It is a two-way street.
Mr WAXMAN. There is some information that has been request-

ed by Mr. Walgren for the subcommittee. We would appreciate re-
ceiving that and they will be introduced into the record at the dis-
cretion of the chairman.

I thank each of you for your presentat.on today. I know there
may be more you would like to say, but some of the points will be
picked up by other witnesses. If not, you will have another opportu-
nity if you want to submit something in writing for us to have that
in the record itself.

[Testimony resumes on p. 342.]
[The following materials were submitted for the record.)
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE NER0 ICE

WASHING TON, D C. 20240

OCT 1 1984

Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman, Committee on Energy and Commerce
!louse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to the request for additional information made by
Congressman Wedgren at the August 3,1984, hearing on H.R. 1797, a bill to end the
use of steel-jaw traps. Mr. Walgren requested data on Fish and Wildlife Service
csaluation of alternatives to steel-jaw leghold traps and information we might have
regarding the fur trade in countries that have banned steel-jaw leghold traps.
(Page 55 of the transcript, line 1221; page 57, line 1266.)

With regard to the request for information on our evaluation of alternatives, we
have enclosed various reports outlining Fill` research efforts undertaken over the
past several years. The research staff at Lie FWS Denver Wildlife Research

enter performed these various trap Improvement and alternative capture method
evaluations. They conduct both formal and Informal evaluations. Informal
evaluations may consist of personal conversations or correspondence with
inventors, developers or users of innovations to assess the potential for further
consideration. Formal evaluations consist of detailed research projects that yield
statistically sound data on the subject being evaluated. Please note that many of
our evaluations are ongoing at this time so some of these materials represent
progress updates, not completed reports.

the reports being submitted primarily center arouad potential trap modifications
that have been evaluated. These include tensioning devices that exclude animals
weighing less than n predeter dined body weight; padding of various types to
cushion the trap Jaws; tranquilizer tabs that are placed on the jaws of traps to
sedate the animals captured and decrease the injuries animals Inflict on themselves
while attempting to escape; lethal tabs to attach to traps and quickly dispatch the
captured animal; and leg snares. (Attachments 1-6)

irs evrhtiaiona or ,h.rioto irap iapro,cmcr.1.; h.r.ve led the Sere ice indevelop a
trap pall tensioning device (under-pan spring) that is easily added tosteel jaw traps
to exclude most Nuptials weighing, less than coyotes. The modification is being
implemented throughout the Service's AMMO l nage Control program, where
epplicable, to reduce non-target captures.

Our current evniustion,s of padded jaw traps are very promising and indicate that
qa or more of tai animals captured in these traps, experience no substantial
damage, providing the animal is removed wittun 48 hours. Our review is
incomplete tuft we are continuing to e. Aurae and quantify the effectiveness of this
trap modification. a Fish and wildlife Service representative alsp participates on

committee of the international 1,sociation of Fish and Wildlife genews that is

revlee.lag 'it flea tion.s to site] jaw traix, particularly padded traps.
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We have expended several man-years in the development and evaluation of legor
foot snares as potential supplements to, or replacements for, the steel-Jaw trap.
These evaluations have included snares of our own manufacture, as well assnares
manufactured by others. Evaluations of the data collected by other researchers
were also conducted. Leg snares for general use fall into two categories: power
snares and coated cable snares. Power snares using a bare cable cause as much or
more leg damage to most animals as steel-jaw traps and are not as adaptable.
Coated cable versions either cause as much or more damage than traps or fall to
sucsessfully hold the intended animal. These devices are also less adaptable than
traps. We will continue to monitor new developments in teg snares and associated
data when available, and should any appear appropriate for further evaluations, we
will initiate field trials to assess that effectiveness.

Our efforts to perfect a tranquilizer tab have been discontinqed. The idea held
quite a bit of promise and demonstrated that leg damage could be effectively
reduced. However, the use of controlled substances on traps in the field presented
an unacceptable risk of diversion and abuse. The concept of using a quick-acting
lethal tat, to attach to traps was also dropped due to the associated risks to non-
target animals.

Cage or box traps are currently being used by the Service in all practical
applications. Through sun experience in the field, we know that these traps are
very useful under certain conditions, but are ineffective against many species.

Quick kill traps or body grip traps, such as the "Conibear," are legislatively
Ntricted in several States. They are effective capture devices but are not

,..apable of effectively replacing the steel-jaw trap. These traps can be used
underwater but we recognize their inherent danger when used above ground. Non-
target animals cannot be released, therefore, Increased dependence would result in
the unnecessary loss of non-target animals. Operational experience with these
traps has provided the Service with a satisfactory understanding of their proper
uses and limitations, theretsre, no detailed research efforts have been expended on
these devices.

To summarize, our evaluations Indicate that the steel-jaw trap can be improved to
reduce associated risks, but none of the various alternatives share the
effectiveness and adaptability of these traps. We encourage the use of these
alternative capture devices where they are effective, but recognize them as
additional tools to use in specific situations rather than as replacements for the
steel-Jaw trap.

With regard to Mr. Walgren's second request, as Mr. Lambertson indicated at tte
hearing, we de not have a great deal of Information on fur trade from most of
thoae countries that have banned the steel-Jaw trap. The Convention on
Internatl Credo in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES)
establishes a system of import and export controls to prevent the commercial over-
eat:nommen of !swamis and piano limed on tnree appendices w iime Convenuen.
Party nations are required to submit annual reports to the CITES Secretariat

0 i
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Indicating trade in these listed species. However, of the approximately 42 member
countries that we understand have banned or partially banned steel-jaw traps, only
14 had submitted annual reports for 1982 within the specified time period.
(Attachment 7 is an analysis of the annual reports for this period by the World
Trade Monitoring Unit under contract to the CITES Secretariat.)

The United States does keep records-on those species listed under CITES that are
imported.into this country. We have compared these records with a list of
countries that have banned steel-jaw leghold traps and, in general, found very little
trade in furbearing animals. (Attachment It)

In civrig, let me emphasize that the Fish and Wildlife Service works closely with
other Nations by sharing information and in managing common fish ant wildlife

resources. I have already mentioned CITES. In adJition, the Unitod states is party
to bilateral treaties with Canada, Mexico, Japan and the Soviet Union for the
conservation of migratory birds, and we work closely with these countries on other

fish and wildlife issues of mutual interest. Under the auspioes of the Convention

on Nature Protection and Wildlife Prugervation in the Western Hemisphere, we also

participate with 17 other countries in wildlife training, research and management
activities. These are just some examples of our efforts in international
cooperation for the benefit of fish and wildlife resources, and it was in this context
that Mr. Lambertson spoke al the hearing of our leadership role in wildlife
conservation. You may be sure that we will continue this dialogue with other
Nations regarding a broad range of wildlife concerns, including humane and

effective techniques for wildlife management. A

Sincerely,

Director

%ttactiments

cc: Honorable flenry Animism,
Chairman, Subcommit'ter. oh Health and the Environment

Honorable boa,; Walgsen
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devices. The devices were attached to Number 3-N Victor steel traps and were

compared in the field with unmodified traps. The ability of each device to

exclude non-target animals, compared with unmodified traps, was one criterion for

evaluating the traps in the field. In addition to the percent of now-target

aniaals that stepped on trap pans and were excluded, coyote capture rates were

also documented.

Oae device, an improved version of earlier pan-spring models, was developed by

Alan Armistead, New Mexico ADC. This spring device attaches to the trap base

and angles upward and makes contact with the underside of the pan. The other

device (PASS-I-Trip® ), invented by R. Yandrick end E. Nedvets11, functions on

the principle of cutting a wire that is placed through aligned holes in the dog

and pan. When the pan travels downward, the pan and dos slide against each other

and the hole edges shear the wire. lge trip 'weights of both device-equipped

traps were between four and five pounds, about the optimum weight to exclude

mall non-target animals and yet allow coyote captures. The two devices were

tested in summer and fall in five western states by ADC Program personnel.

Initial progress was reported by Turkowski, F., A. Armistead, S. Linhart and H.

Topelka, June 1980 (Prows report. Yield Evaluation of pan-tension devices for

reducing the capture of non-target species in steel traps set for coyotes, 28pp.

Photocopied.) To date, over 10,000 trap exposure nights were accumulated. As

indicated by the tracks and captures, over 300 coyotes and 800 designated non-

target animals stepped on the pans of the traps. The device equipped traps were

more effective than unmodified traps in excluding five designated important non-

target species (gray foxes, swift foxes, striped skunks, opossums and jack rabbits).

loth devices decreased the total number of designated non-target (species captures

about 60 percent.

a/ Patent pending, HY Enterprises
Mager City, PA.
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It most areas, the devices did not hamper coyote captures. However, in some if

locations under wet soil conditions, coyote capture success rates for device-

equipped traps were less than those of unmodified trap,. It should be specified,

that to conform to time schedules, some ADC personnel set traps in wet soil, which

they normally do not do. Capture and visit data were analyzed in relation to soil

type and condition, weather and other factors. It was evident the devices functioned

satisfactory in all dry soils and wet sand. However, it appeared that moisture

affected the modified traps in other soil types. To determine how moisture in-

fluenced traps and if modifications will improve coyote capture rates under wet

conditions, a test was conducted at the DWRC, Uvalle, Texas Field Station. Results

were as follows:

Trap .rip weight tests

Trip weights of modified and unmodified traps were recorded under a variety
of conditions. These included. clanped in a shop Vibe, set in dry soil, after
a ra'n (from a water sprinkler), and after the silty-cl,y loam soil dried and
crusted. A stand was placed in the center of each trap pan and two inch dia-
meter washers of known weight were added until the trap tripped.

Unnodified trap trip weights in the visa averaged 1.6 pounds. Dry soil trip
weights averaged 2.1 pounds and wet and crusted soil averages were 3.2 pounds
and 3.8 pounds, respectively. These trip weights explain why unmodified traps
were effective in capturing coyotes under most field test conditions. However,
in some instances, the closing speed of the jaws of unmodified and modified
traps was slowed by wet soil. The average trip weight of shear-pin devices was
4.6 in the vise and 5.5 in dry soil. Under wet and crusted conditions trip
weights averaged 9.4 and 11.8, respectively. With these treatments water drop-
lets adhered to the underside of the pan and on the dog causing these parts to
rust and adhere together. The average trip weight of spring equipped traps in
the vise was also 4.6 pounds. In dry soil the average trip weight of these
traps with screen pan covers was 6.2 pounds. In wet soil the average weight of
7.7 pounds for spring traps with screen covers was slightly lower than that of
canvas covers (8.3 pounds). In crusted soil, the average trip weight for screen
covers was 10.4pounds and 7.8 pounds for canvas covers. With both pan covers
moisture and rust corned between the spring and the pans. The beveled trip of
the dog often adhered to the rear of the pan and tl.zre was a snapping sound as
weights were added. the results of additional tests indicaied that so.e of
these problems with the devices can be eliminated or minimized with moditications.
The efficacy of device, with and without these improvements will be tested in
the field.
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Under State law, California ADC Personnel are required to use a trap pan tension

device on all leghold traps. Fieldmen in that state presently use a 4 3/S inch

length of steel tape cut from a steel measuring tape replacement blade. The 3/4

inch wide blade is manufactured by the Stanley Works Company, New Britain,

Connecticut. The leiigth of tape extends from post to post with the concave side

down and makes contact with the underside of the trap pan. This device bas a trip

weight of about four and a half pounds when used with a Ndaber 3N Victor Steel

trap. Since this steel tape is operational in California, it would be advantistous

as requested, to evaluate its efficacy in that state compared to the shear-pin and

spring devices.

7. METHODS

A. Phase I - Tests of modified pan tension devices for use in wet soils

The shear-pin and spring devices satisfactorily excluded non-target animals

in all soil conditions. 'Therefore the primary objective of field tests will

be to determine if improvements will increase coyote capture rates in we

soils. If these improvements increase efficacy, the devices will be useful

in more areas where depredations control is needed.

Coating the contact points of the dog and pan with zinc oxide, a rust in-

hibiter, will reduce adhesion due to rust on the shear-pin devices. The

efficacy of shear-pin devices in wet moils can also be improved by use of

small diameter shear-w res. The use of more flexible pan cover materials

sLch as plastic also increases wet soil efficacy for both types of devices.

To reduce rus,, adhesion at contact points, and noises in spring traps, each

spring device will be electroplated with zinc. Additional trip weight tests

have indicated that these modifications have -Improved the performance of the

devices in vet soils. These modifications and others will be further tested

by observing the performance of traps under actual trapping conditions.

9
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In the initial 1980 field test coyote exclusion rates for pan tension

devices were greatest in Northern California and Southeast Texas where wet

soil conditions prevailed. Additional tests will be conducted in these same

two regions. At a recent sleeting with ADC Regional and Washington Office

personnel it was agreed that selected ADC field personnel in the above

states will be assigned solely to this project. This is necessary because

wat weather conditions are likely to obliterate sign and make traps inoper-

able, therefore traps should be checked daily whenever possible. Enough

traps should be eet as to require a full day to check them. A memo from the

Washington ADC Program office to California, Texas and New Mexico State ADC

offices will outline the responsibilities of ADC personnel in the study.

Two employees each in California and Texas will be selected by the Stare

Supervisor to conduct the tests. Under normal conditions, it should take

eactt ban about 45 days ti acquire the 10 coyote visits per device required for

statistical comparisons of the treatments.

The trap pan tension devices will be prepared beforehand by DWRC and New

}exico ADC personnel. Conversion kits will be provided to ADC fieldmen to

attach pan tension devicesjo 3-N Victor steel traps which arc commonly used

by ADC. To impliment the pan springs during 1980 field tests, the trigger

portion of the trap pan had to be notched by hand using a file so it would

receive and hold the free end of the dog. Recently Alan Armistead and a

machinist developed a method for notching the pan by machine. Thus replace-

ment parts for the pan springs will include pre-notched pans. It :ill be

the responsibility of the New Mexico ADC Program to provide at least 100

modified pans and the same number of zinc plated springs. Shear-pin

devices will be obtained by the Denver Center, but costs will be charged

to the ADC Washington office. Principal investigators will provide

technical assistance with trap modifications, trip weight adjustments, data

0
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collection and field test procedures. Questionnairs will be provided to

all cooperating personnel to obtain input and suggestions. The number of

coyote captures and Visits will be checked periodically as the study pro-

gresses to assure that adequate data are being acquired.

Treatment comparisons in Southeast Texas will include: unmodified traps;

improved shear-pin devices; and improved springs. The need to test the

steel tape tension device in California was outlined previously.Infor-

cation is needed on the efficacy of this device in wet conditions. Test

Phase I in California therefore will include four treatments: improved

shear-pin device; improved pan spring device; steel measuring tape; and un-

sodified traps. At least 30 coyote visits (about tan per treatment) should

be accumulated per ADC cooperator in Texas and 40 visits per cooperator in

California.

B. Phase II 1. Device tests in areas with dry or sandy soils.

Baseline data is available from 1980 tests on the ability of shear -pins and

spring devices to exclude non-target animals and capture coyotes in dry

climates. Therefore a test will be conducted where dry soil coiciitions pre-.

vail by one fieldmen assigned by the California ADC Program. Steel tape

devices will be,coM'pared with the ability of unmodified traps to exclude

designated non-target animals considered to be important (striped skunks, gray

foxes E. jack rabbit.) and their ability to capture coyotes. The test methods

and documentation will be as near as possible to the 1980 tests so that the

resulting data can be compared with that of last year on the shear-pin and

spring device (see January 1980 pan tension field evaluation study plan).

Costs of maintaining the cooperating fields:an-will be borne by the California

ADC Program but supervision on data collection will be provided by Research

personnel coincidental to that for other cooperating California ADC personnel.
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The individual assigned to the stud can probably obtain the necessary

data while performing normal trapping duties. Ideally, the trap line

should be located where it will be possible .o get approximately an equal

number of coyotes and non-target species to visit trap sets. The number

of captures and visits by coyotes and non-target species will be periodically

monitored as the study progress to assure that adequate data are being acquired

for both groups. To obtain the desired "balance" in data, some traps may be

set for a certain species after trap lines have been in operation for some time.

C. Phase III - Performance of modified and standard traps under freezing,

and thawing conditions.

Device-equipped traps may be more prone to malfunction under freezing con-

ditions than unmodified traps. Conditions where soil repeatedly freezes

and thaws may hamper efficacy. Simulated trapping conditions to assess such

effects will be used to compare modified and regular traps. A test will be

implemented by setting equal numbers of 20 modified traps with improvements

as indicated in Phase I and regular traps in a convenient location. Trip

weights will be obtained under a variety of conditions which include: in a

vise, in dry unfrozen soil; after the soil is sprinkled and has frozen; and

after the soil has frozen and thawed. Traps 9,111 be covered with between

one to one-fourth.inch of sifted earth. this information will also

be used to determine the potential efficacy of the devices in cold climates

as compared to regular traps. This test will be conducted entirely by re-

search personnel from the DWRC Predator Hanagement Section.

D. Field procedures - Trap sets and lines similar to those normally used

for depredations control activities will be employed to test the devices in

Phases I and II. Individual trap locations will be selected by cooperating

ADC personnel.

1 n 9
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Geis rap line will be placed out so as to have equal numbers of standard

3-N traps, traps with spring tension devices, and traps with shear-pin devices

(and steel tape devices in California,. Which type trap to be set will be

predetermined by random selection and be indicated on blank data sheets.

All trap eats will be flagged with numbered and color-coded plastic surveying

tape (iupplied by DWG).

The ability to identify tiie footprints of coyotes or other predatOis (Phase II)

that step on the pan and fail to spring the trap is the key'to the success of

each test. Soil should be carefully sifted to cover the traps so that, tracks

can be easily identified.

Wheel ruts, trails or other approach paths adjacent to the trap should be

lea free of leaf litter or oihrlr debris sokthat,additional tracks and signs

will be evident that .fight aid in identifying animals visiting the trap. Wind,

rain and rodent activity tend to obliterate predator tracks and other identi-

fying signs and therefore traps should be checked as frequently as possible

in Phase I and'dally whenever possibli in Phase IT e use of trap stales

or drag hooks and the length of the trap chains is optional.

E. Documentation

Simple sirs - The numbers of coyote visits51 will vary between areas. The

goal for Phase I in Texas is to obtain at least 30 coyote visits per ADC

cooperator. In California, 40 coyot( visits per cooperator will be needed

(because tape devices will be included). It is desirable that the number of

visits and/or captures be approximately the same at each type of trap. Since

equal numbers of each will be used on all trap lines, this should not be a

major problem.

c/ For this test, a "visit" is defined as an instance when an animal comma to a
trap set and steps upon the_pan and within the margin but does not trip the

ie3
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.In Phase II the goal is to obtain At least 30 coyote captures and a

combined total of 30 visits each for striped skunks and gray foxes. This

should yield an approximate total of 15 coyote captures and 15 non-target

visits and/or captures each for the steel tape traps and the unmodified traps.

Data Collection and Analysis The shear-pin and spring devices will be evaluated

in Phase I by the coyote trap success rate (percent of coyotes captuied that

step 04 the pan). Coyote trap success rates will be determl,cu by dividing

the number of coyotes that ate captured into the number of coyotes that step

on:the pan. In addition to these data, all cooperating field personnel will

be requested to record instances where cechanical failures or other problems

resulted in malfunctions and circumstances affecting the operation of tension

devices.

The capture data from all trap line. will be pooled for statistical analysis.

With two trappers in each of two stats collecting data, the total should

Include a minimum cf 140 coyote captures.

Data ob d on the tape device in Phase II will be compared with 1980 data

obtained for the r-pin and spring devices. Two primary criteria will be

used for cosq4iisons, the coyote trap success rate and the percent of designate.:

non-target species that step on the pan and are excluded. The non-target

exclusion rate will be calculated by dividing the number of striped skunks and

gray foxes that step on the pan qta, are excluded into the number that are

captured. In addition to these data, the fieldnan will be requested to keep

field notes, titking special care to record $nstances where mechanical iailuica

or other problems result in malfunctions or circumstances affecting 0,, opera-

tion of rension devices. In additlin to captures and visits, data v. i also

be collected on soil types and condition. weather. location of the trap on the

foot, and tho frequency of "pull out.".

A
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The weights of all captured animals will be recorded. This will be used

to obtain a general trap exclusion threshold based upon body weight.

The trap pan tension device data will be sent to Dr. Cherie, Cates. Institute

of Statistics, Texas AtH University for statistical analysis. Statistical

analysis will involve one-way univartate and multivariate analyse; of variance

and will consist of:

Totaling all coyote data by state and comparing
capture rates (1.e., visit ratee ; capture rates)
for each type trap.

Statistical analysis in the trip weight test will involve an analysis of

variance test comparing each treatment.

8. Schedule

Operational evaluation under
optimum soil conditions:

Operational evaluation under
wet soil conditions:

Final report on
operational evaluation:

Technical manuscript
completion date:

March 15 - June 15, 1981

March 15 - June 1, 1981

December 1, 1981

June 30, 1982

PublicatiVp date: June 1983

9. STAFFING

DURC: F. Turkowski, S. Linnart

ADC: A.,ArNistead and designated ADC field personnel

10. COST ESTIMATE

Costs to Denver Center

Salivies, permanent (DWIC) 0,000 Total

Travel (Research) 2 000

$8,000 Total

Costs to ADC Program

Shear pin kits $ 450

Leaf spring kite 50

Travel (Armistead) 500

1,000 Total
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EqUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

frovided byDWRC:

t. Blank data forms

2. Scales for weighing c,vturcd animals

3. Colored surveying tap,. for marking :raps

4. Felt tip marking pens

Provided by ADC:

1. Pan tension device~, including %hear pins

2. Pan covers

3. SO-60 3-N Victor Traps per man

(Supplied from warehon e inventory in
each state where testa conducted)

S,bmitted By:

LtA.1-- :YL .2/SA/
Frank Turkowsk: (Date)

Samuel B. Linhart

Approved ST:

(Date)

Section Chief. Predator Management Research (Dare)

1(16
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U. S. Fish and *Wildlife Service

Denver Wildlife Research Center

',ROGRESS REPORT SUMMARY: FIELD EVALUATION OF PAN TENSION

DEVICES FOR REDUCING THE CAPTURE OF NON-TARGET SPECIES

IN STEEL TRAPS, SET y011 COYOTES

Frank J. Turkowski , Alan R. Armistead
2

and

e Samuel B. Linhart

(Section of Predator Management Research. DWRC

2USEWS Damage Control "rogram (ADC) Ncw Hex ice

September 1981

Not tor Puhlication, aistrib it ion or to

be cited without the permis-:icn of the Denver Research Center.
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TRAP PAN TENSION DEVIZES MXI- C)PTVRES OF NON-TAW1
SPECIES IN SUET NAPS SEI FOR (0YOrtS

To make the ,fuel ieghold Crap more human. and a 1. t z cn ItSi.t.:S

Denver Wi Id! lie KeSt`art h Center Predatoi k. st art h r Wu I 11 .

Damage control (Aire) Program emnlinee, are t oop, rat toe., to e tkatt t rap

pan tension devices. One device (Paws-I-trip ) work, on the sit

principle by cutting i wire plated tnrouh altgoed holt, to tjh dov, anti

trap pan. The original trap pan and do; ar, rtplattd will tht modtti,d

part 'When t he p in t ravel, downward. t old do) .1 ate ii u,t 11

and the holes becore misaligned, I he hut.. t age, ar the wire. lht

force required Co spring t he trap k an he virted by uing wfr, of iftI lint

diameters. the other dev it e dovulop Ntt.., %situ \0( ptt onnt i, 1, 1

curved Rust spring that attmhu to.thu trap hi,. and ant 1, . wwara to

the unuerside of the pan. Both dev/. hatw tie ;rip 0! V, l-N

VI. for steel trap, AD(', mo,t .tat. r'' ! v,totd. to aboot

41, pounds.

In 1980 traps with the devic., weir. t omnared in t t. Id test,

with unmodified ,rapt. In four states_ len t it Idmen tnlleit ed data n

Coyote taptur, rates and the pertent on eon target animal, that stepped

on trap pans but v.tre v\cluded. V. indi, it.d to. tri,k. and tapturv,.

more than WO t. °vote, and 800 designated non -tai get animal, stepped Oil

the pans 01 the t raps. The t raps equipped with the d vie, , weri more

effective than unmod if fed traps (or est. hiding On imp, rt ant non-targt t

specie which includnd kit lose grin: 'it .5, st r r ea ,k,,z,k, opo.ko.

and lack rabbit,. The oribinini exc lust
44-

ills (per.. ht of animals that

References to trade names doe, net imply tatdors.m. tit it the lT,t. I sli and
Wildlife Service .
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step on pan and are excluded) for all these designated non-target animals

for all areas ti the 1980 test wtte 90! for the shear-pin device-equipped

traps, 91% for teat spring devices, and 327. for unmodified traps. Each

device apparently decreased the number of designated non-target species

trapped by about OM In addition to designated non-target species, the

devices excluded many other non-target animals including birds ana mammals

at greater rates than unmodified traps.

Under dry weather conditions, or tn sand, the devices did not hamper

coyote captures appreciably, but in localities having heavy rainfall and

silt or clay soils, the coyote capture rates (percent of coyotes that

step on pans and are captured) of device equipped traps were lower than

for unmodified trap,. In these areas the devices often rusted and the

contact points adhered to each other. Heavy pan cover materials also

increased trip weights in wet soils. It should he mentioned that in the

interest of meeting .chedules, some ADC personnel trapped under unusually

wet weather tonditiot. One other problem va, that the pans of the shear-

pin device, ,emetimes bent. i was evident that improvements on the

devices were needed for wet conditions,

Mcditications to improve performance in wet soils included vine

plating both devitt,. The lmiroved shear-pin devices are also constructed

of heavier gain,. -.tt I and an extra hole In the pan for attachment of the

wire improves shearing. The spring device now ha,, a pre-stamped notcli in

the trigger portion of the back of the pan which increases trip weight

consistency and makes it easier to implement un a large scale. Using

mwre tlesible plastic pan cover material also was intcndcd to improve the

trip weights in heave soils.

Tests are being conducted with the Improved devices in 1981 in

1 0 9
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Northern California and East Texas whelk problems mcur.ed last year

because clay-like soils and moist conditions pr%all. 10 date4 fit Idmen

provided date on 146 coyotes and 103 (k.signdfrri non-fargct niimais that

stepped on an, trap pans. The exclusion rate, for non-target animals are

higher than those of the 1980 models of the devic.es. Ifni, far the coyote

capture rate is 83 for the shear-pin, 91 for the spring and 98 for the

unmodified traps. These rates are an Improvement over the original models

tested in the wet areas last year. Ike combined emlusion rates ,or all

designated non-target animals are 92 for the shear-pin device, 97 for the

spring and 29 for unmodified traps. Thu, the improved devices Teduced

about 65 percent of the non-target species captures in 1981 and would

probably function better in sandy and dry soils.

Another factor was included in the trap pan tension devices tests in

1981. Under state law, California ADC Personnel are required to use a

trap pan tension device on all leehold traps. Fieldmen In that state

presently us( A 4 3/8 inch length 01 steel toe, cot from A srttl measuring

tape replacement blade. The 3/6 inch wide hlad( is mauulAktured by the

Stanicv Works Company, New Britain, Connecticut. The length of tape

extends from post to post with the concave side down And makes centakt

with the underside of the trap pan. This device has a trip weight of

about 44 pounds when used with a Number 3-N Victor Steel trap. Since

this stet.) tape is operational in IalitorniO, it was advantageous as

requested, to evaluate its etficaky (ompared to the .hear-pin and Sprrug

devices. Therefore, it was included along with the other devices to he

tested by the ADC personnel in Caliform,. flu data showed a coyote

capture rite o' 84 and an overall non-target species elusion rate of

95 percent. Thus it compared favorably with the other tension devices

under moist conditions and should function better in dry soil.

The result, of these tests should (larify the relative merits and

dis,,dvantage of each device and recommendations will provide a basis for

decisions regarding (9erational use of pan tension devices by the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service's Animals Damage Control Program.

0



Table I. Summary*of Trap Pan Tension Device 1960 and 1981 Field Tests In Areas
vith Clay-Like Soils and Hoist Soil Conditions (N. California and

S.E. Texas).

Non - target species exclusion rates

Total
non-target

Number of
non-targets

Total
non-target

Percent efficacy
1

compared to
Device animals on pan excluded exclusion rate unmodified traps

1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981

Shear-pin 179 37 124 34 69 92 160 317

Spring 108 30 129 29 69 97 160 334

Steel Tape
3 -- 22 -- 21 -- t$95 --- 327

Unmodified 148 14 63 4 43 29 100 100

Capture Rat"

Number coyotes
caught

Percent coyotes
taken

Percent efficAcy
vs. unmodifiedDevice

Total coyotes
stepped on pan

1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981

Shear-pin 63 42 50 35 79 83 89 85

Spring 65 32 37 29 57 91 64 93

Steel tape -- 19 16 -- 84 ' 86

Unmodified 53 53 47 52 89 98 100 100

IDetermlnad by dividing device non-target exclusion rate by unmodified trap exclusion rate

2
Determined by dividing device coyote capture rate by unmodified trap capture rate

3
Steel tape device tested only in California in 1981

II)
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Table 2. Summary of Coyote Data From 1981 Test on Improved Versiona.of Trap Pan
Tension Devices in Areas with Clay-Like Soils and Moist Soil Conditions
(N. California and S.E. Texas).

Type of
Device

No. Coyotes
Stepped on

Pan

No.

Coyotes
Caught

Percent
Coyotes
Caught

. No.

Coyotes
Excluded

Percent
Efficacy

California (NW)

Shear-pin 14 10 71 4 71

Spring 10 8 80 2 80

Steel tape! 9 7 78 2 78
a

Unmodified 15 15 100 0 100

California (NW)

Shear-pin 14 12 86 2 91

Spring 9 8 89 1 94

Steel tape 10 9 90 1 95

Unmodified 21 20 95 1 100

Texas (SE)

Shear-pin 10 10 100 0 100

Spring 12 12 100 0 100

Unmodified 10 10 100 0 100

Texas On.

Shear-pin 4 3 75 1 75

Spring 1 1 100 0 100

Unmodified 7 7 100 0 100

Totals

Shear-pin 42 35 83 7 85

Spring 32 29 91 3 93

Steel tape 19 16 84 3 86

Unmodified 53 52 98 1 100

I
Steel tape device tested only in California.

2
Effectiveness compared with unmodified trap captures.

3
Test incomplete.

40-470 0 85 8
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FIELD EVALUATIONS OF PAN TENSION DEVICES FOR INCREASING

THE SELECTIVITY OF STEEL TRAPS SET FOR COYOTES

Frank J. Turkowskil, Alan R. Armistead2 and

Samuel B. Linhartl

1SeCtion of Predator Management Research, Denver Wildlife Research Center

2USFWS Animal Damage Control (ADC) Program, New Mexico
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FIELD EVALUATION OF PAN TENSION DEVICES FOR INCREASING
THE SELECTIVITY OF STEEL TRAPS SET FOR COYOTES

Principal Investigators: Frank J. Turkawski
1
, Alan R. Armistead

2
, and

Samuel B. Linhartl

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

- Three types of steel trap pan tension devices were evaluated by DWRC
and ADC personnel to assess their selectivity and efficacy for ex-
cluding non-target species and capturing coyotes.

- Fan tension devices exclude smaller non-target species by increasing
the trip weights of traps.

Field tests by ADC fieldmen were conducted in 1980 in California, New
Mexico, Oregon, Texas and Utah and under moist soil conditions in N.
California and S.E. Texas in 1981.

- Ho. 3-8 Victor leghold traps were equipped with one of the following:

1. A shear-pin device (manufactured by H-Y Enterprises, Romer City, Pa.),
which functions by shearing a copper wire placed through aligned holes
in a specially designed 'log and pan (Fig. 1). The trip weight can be
varied by changing the diameter of the wire. Downward pressure on the
pan shears the copper wire.

a

2. A leaf spring device developed by A. Armistead (N.H. ADC Prograa0
which consists of a curved leaf spring that attaches to the trap hose
and angles upward to the underside of the pan (Fig. 2). A modified pan
and dog are required.

3. A cut length of steel measuring tape currently used by the California
ADC program (tested only in 1981). The piece of measuring tape is in-
serted lengthwise between the trap posts so that the uppermost or convex
portion of the tape rests against the underside of the pan (Fig. 5).
Standard trap pans and doss can be retained when this device is used.

Over 12,000 trap exposure nights were obtained during the 2 year study.
The total number designated non-target species (gray and kit foxes,
striped skunks, opossums and jackrabbits) visits recorded for all the
devices together in 1980 was 875 and the total for 1981 was 127. Coyote
visits totaled 381 and 162 in 1980 and 1981 respectively.

The coyote capture rates and non-target species exclusion rates ( z
animals stepred on pan but did not trip trap) of traps equipped with
each type of device were compared with those of unmodified 3-8 traps.

1
Denver Wildlife R :h Center, building 16, DFC, Denver, CO 80225

2USFWS, 10304 Candelaria N.W., Albuquerque, KH 87112

11.4
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In 1980 tne combined exclusion rates for all designated non-target
animals were 91% for the shear-pin equipped traps, 90% for the leaf
spring devices and 30X for the unmodified traps. Thus both of these
devices decreased the number of designated non-target species trapped
by about 60% (Table 2). Coyote capture rates for device-equipped
and unmodified traps were similar in f dry soil, but in wet
soils device-equipped traps excluded more coyotes (Table 3).

Laboratory teats indicated that wet clay-like soils drastically in-
creased trip weights of device-equipped traps.

Prior to the 1981 field tests, shear-pin and leaf spring devices
were zinc plated to reduce rust that caused contact points to adhere.
Shear-pin pans were constructed of heavier gauge metal and a second
hole was placed in the pan for improved shearing of the wire (Fig. 3).
The dog notch in the shank of the replacement pan of the leaf spring
device was machine-fabricated for uniformity, thereby decreasing
variability (Fig. 4). The use of more flexible pan covers also re-

duced wet soils problems. The steel tape device was alsorevaluated
in 1981.

In 1981 the improved devices performed with greater efficacy. Tests

of improved devices in wet soils resulted in coyote capture rates of
87% for the shear-pin equipped traps, 92Z for the leaf spring, 86%
for the measuring tape, and 98% for unmodified traps (Table 5). The
improved device-equipped traps would undoubtedly function even better
in dry soils.

In 1981 the improved devices also performed better in encluding non-
target animals. The combined exclusion rates for all designated non-
target animals was 92% for the shear-pin device, 100Z for the leaf
spring, 95% for the measuring tape, and 6% for the unmodified traps
(Table 7).

While each of the three devices has certain advantages and dis-
advantages, capture and exclusion rates were similar. Therefore,
trapper preference may be the deciding factor as to which is used.
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Coyotes are known as valuable furbearers and important livestock

predators in many states. Trapping is the major method used for fur

harvest and for many years has been a principal method of selectively

removing coyotes in areas suffering livestock depredation. Because traps

are an important tool for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Animal

Damage Control (ADC) program, efforts were begun to examine ways to make

trapping more efficient and selective for depredating coyotes (Linhart et

al. 1980). While private fur trappers often seek to capture other

furbearers. along with coyotes. damage control efforts are frequently

hampered when traps set for coyotes are sprung by smaller animals. The

issues of trap selectivity and efficacy have also been raised in the

context of efforts to further regulate the uses of steel traps (Dixon 1929

and 1930, Gipson 1975, Howard 1979, Nichols 1976, Sc:unidt 1981, Singer

1975, and Todd 1980).

One method of increasing the selectivity of traps set for coyotes is

to regulate the amount of force required to spring them so that fewer

small furbearers and other non-target species are accidentally captured.

Various kinds of trap pan tension devices have been used for many years.

Their function is to exclude non-target animal captures. They generally

require th.' a target animal place more weight on its foot before the

pan moves far enough to trigger the trap. Such devices, few of which

permanently attach to the trap, are placed under the trap pan and include

pliable sticks, forked twigs, springs, wires and sponges. However, the

trip weight of traps is difficult to control when most of these devices

are used. Target animals sometimes step on the pan without springing the

trap and small non-target animals may be accidentally taken. In the past,

few metal tension devices that permanently attach to the trap have been

used successfully (Day 1934). Their disadvantages, which sometimes

hampered animal captures, included loss of tensile strength, "pan wobble."
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and noise when downward pressure was applied to the par..

Several devices wet*. developed recently that reduce or eliminate the

disadvantages of the earlier models. They are permanently attached to the

trap with minimum effort and low cost, and appear to sore uniformly control

the trip weight force. In cooperation with ADC Program employees, Denver

Wildlife Research Center biologists were requested to evaluate these new

pan-tension devices for use on 3-' "4ctor steel traps, the trap used commonly

by the Service in most western states to capture coyotes. The selectivity

and efficacy of device-equipped and unmodified traps was determined under

varied conditions in S western states during the spring, summer, and fall

of 1980 and 1981.

METIIODS

Devices tested in 1980

The shear-pin tension device (Pawn -I-Trip, Indiana, Pa.) was patented

by Medvetz and Tanrick (1980) and worked on the shear-pin principle (Fig. 1).

It was installed on the traps by replacing both the dog and the trap pan

and shank. The replacement dog had a 1.5 mm (1/16 in) hole in the tip. An

oval slot, 1.5 x 5 mm (1/16 x 3/16 in), in the attached end of the pan aligned

with the hole in the dog when the trap was set. A thin copper wire or "pin"

223 placed through both holes and bent around the dog. When the pan moved

downward, the pan and dog slid upon each other, the edges of the holes

sheared the wire, and the Jew was released. The diameter of the wire used

determined the shear trip weight of the trap. In 1980 the traps were set

to trip at between 1816 and 2270 gm (4 to 5 lb) when held in a vise by the

base.

The pan-tension leaf spring (Fig. 2) was recently developed by ins
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1

of the authors
1

that is a modification of earlier models developed by the

Biological Survey (Day 1934) and the Woodstream Corporation. The new

device was broader, made of spring steel and its tensile strength there-

fore remained consistent. The curved tempered metal spring, 1.4 x cm

(7/16 x 2 15/16 in), clamped to the base of the trap beneath the pan and

functioned continuously with little or no additional maintenance. The

spring angled upward when the trap was set and made contact with the under-

side of the pan and therefore resisted the downward movement of the pan.

The shank, attached to the trap pan, was notched above the regular dog

notch so that the fall of the pan before the trap tripped was about 3 mm

(1/8 in) instead of 12 mm ( 1/2 in). The tip of the dog was beveled to

accommodate the notch. Like the other devices tested, it increased the

trip weight of the 3-N trap from 908 grams (2 lb) to about 2270 grams (5 lb).

Devices tested in 1981

Fcllowing the initial 1980 field and laboratory tests, the data col-

lected indicated that moist clay and alkali soils affected the efficacy of

the shear-pin and spring devices. Improvements wen,: therefore made on both

devices and they were again field tested in the problem areas (N. California

and S.E. Texas) using test methods identical to those used in 1980. Modi-

fications made to improve performance of the devices included zinc plating

the leaf spring and replacement pan and shank, and the pan and dog on the

shear-pin device. The improved shear-pin devices were also constructed of

heavier 16 gauge steel because of problems with bending. In 1980 there

were also some instances when the pins failed to shear when the pan vent

down. An extra hole in the pan for attachment of the wire improved shearing

by stabilizing the wire. (Fig. 3). Smaller diameter, copper wire (.29 mm)

'Alan R. Armistead, USFWS Animal Damage Control Program, New Mexico
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sided in reducing the shear-pin trip weights. The notch in the improved

spring device shank was pre-stamped, which increased trip weight consis-

tency, made large scale fabrication easier, and eliminated the need to

bevel the dog tip. (Fig. 4). Use of more.flexible plastic pan cover

saterial was intended to improve the performance of all devices in clay-

like soils.

A steel tape device is used by ADC Personal in California, where

state law requires the use of pan tension devACes (Fig. 5). Devices were

sade by cutting a 1.9 cm (3.4 in) wide and 11 cm (4 3/8 in) long piece of

steel tape cut from a steel measuring tape replacement blade (Stanley

Works Company, New Britain, Connecticut). The tape extends lengthwise

from post to post on the trap frame and the convex side makes contact with

the underside of the trap pan. Since the steel tape was used operationally

California, we were requested to assess its efficacy in 1981 so that

results could be compared to those from the shear-pin and spring devices.

Baseline data were available from 1980 tests on the shear-pin and

spring devices to exclude non-target animals and capture coyotes in dry

climates. Therefore, so it could be compared to those devices, the steel

tape, in addition tc being tested in wet areas daring 1981, was also

tested under dry soil conditions. In this test steel tape traps with

plastic pan covers were compared to unmodified traps under dry conditions

by one !Leith= in N. California.

field test procedures
p

California, New Mexico, Texas, Oregon and Utah were selected for the

Initial 1980 field trials. Test areas and cooperating personnel in each

state were suggested by the ADC State Supervisors. Two or more ADC field

personnel in each of the 5 test states were detai:4u to collect data

12
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during 1980. The devices were tested in two states in 1981. Supervisors

also determined which non-target species were important in their respective

states. Selection of non-target species was based on past capture rates,

their "value" to the public, and how much their accidental captures inter-

famed with coyote trapping. Larger animals weighing S3 such as coyotes

(e.g. badgers, bobcats, raccoons and porcupines) are seldom excluded by

tension devices and therefore were not designated. Designated non-target

species and states in which they wete,selected awe as follows: gray fox -

California, New Mexico anu Texas; kit and swift fox - New Mexico and Texas,

° striped skunk :alifornia, Oregon and Utah, opossum - Oregon and Texas,

jackrabbit - California, New Mexico and Utah.

Authors provided technical assistance and assisted ADC personnel in

modifying traps. Devices were tested on No. 3-N Victor traps with off-

set malleable jaws. Trap lines similar to those used for depredations

control activities were employed to test the devices. An equal number of

unmodified traps, trap's equipped with leaf springs, and those with shear-

pin devices were included in each trap line. The type of trap set at

any location along the trap line was randomly predetermined. Canvas pan

. .

covers were used with the unmodified and shear-pin device-equipped traps and

aluminum wire screen pan covers were used with the pan-tension spring

traps in 1980 Soil was carefully sifted on the traps so that tracks could

be identified. Traps were checked daily when possible.

The numbers of animals that visited, were excluded, or captured in

traps (except small rodents) were recorded. A "visit" van defined as an

instance when an animal came to a trap and stepped so the rack was upon

and within the margin of the pan. To be designated as an "ea:14sion" the

entire footprint also had to be within he margin of the edge of the pan.

1 21
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Weights of captured animals were recorded as were mechanical failures

and other effects on the operation of".tension devises. Data were also

collected on soil type,, soil moisture, Weather. location of the trap jaws

on the foot, and the frequency of animal "pull outs."

It should be mentioned that in order to conform to the tine schedules

set for data collection, personnel sometimes Act traps during rainy weather

a practice not normally recommended because traps function poo.ly in muddy

soils.

Trip Weight Tests

Tests were conducted to determine if device - equipped traps wire more

likely than unmodified traps to malfunction under most and fretting soil

conditions. In the first test the unimprovec'shear-pin and spring devices

were compared with unmodified traps after the 1980 field test because it

was suspected that vet clayi.like,and alkali soils hampered the efficacy of

the devices. The same pan cover materials used in the field test were also

used in the controlled test. Traps were set at Uvalde, Texas, where soil

is clay-like. to obtain baseline trip weight data, all types of traps were

first clamped by the base in a wise so that the effects of modifications

and soil, conditions could be determined later. The trip weights of each

type of trap were obtained under the following conditions. with the base

of the trap clamped in a wise, in dry soil, in dry soil that vas sprinkled

and allowed to dry and crust. At least 10 traps of each type were tested.

To obtain trip weights, a stand made from 12 m (1.2 in) thick steel

rod vith a 51 m (2 in) diameter base was placed upon the center of each

trap pan. Fifty-one mm (2 in) diameter washers of known weight were placed

aver the rod and stacked un the base until the trap tripped.

Similar procedures yore used in the second test under controlled
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conditions to obtain trip weights of the improved zinc-plated shear-pin

and spring models. and the steel tape device except that plastic pan

cover material was used. In this test a Model DPF-25 push /pull dial gauge

scale (John Chatillon and Sons. Inc., New York, N.Y.) was used to measure

trip weights bf pushing down on the center of the trap pan with the shaft

of the scale.

In the third trip weight test, field trapping conditions were simulated

by setting the improved zinc-plated device-equipped traps, steel tape traps

and unmodified traps in trays of soil which were then sprinkled, frozen

and thawed at room temperature. The length(of time before each trap could

be sprung after being removed from the freezer was determined by pushing

down on the center of the with the scale shaft at 15 minute intervals

until the trap tripped.

Data Analysis

Sixty or more coyote visits and 60 visits of each designated non-target

species were requested from each of the 5 states in 1980. In 1981, the

primary test objective was to obtain data on coyote capture rates under

moist clay-like soils conditions. The two fieldmen in each state were

asked to obtain 30 coyote visits each. However, incidental data

target animals and.other information were recorded secondarily during 1981;

The devices were evaluated by two primary criteria; the coyote trap

success rate (percent of coyotes captured that step on the pan), and the

percent of various non-target animals that stepped on the pan and were ex-

cluded (not captured). The success rates of each type of device-equipped

trap was compared with those of unmodified traps. Coyote trap success

rk
rates were determined for each device by dividing the number of coyotes

that stepped on the pan into the number of coyotes that were captured.
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The non - target exclusion rate was calculated by dividing the number of

non-target animals that stepped on the pan into the number that were

excluded.

In 1981 the non-tarrat species exclusion rates and coyote capture

rates for the device-equipped traps were compared with those of unsodified

traps for each state. The numbers of captures and exclusions for each

type of trap (trap treatment) for every state were also added together so

they could be compared for all 5 states combined. In 1981 the devices

were only evaluated in 2 states so the numbers for each device were com-

bined for the evaluations.

The primary statistical method used to compare non-target species

exclusion rates, coyote capture rates, and other differences between

device-equipped and unmodified traps was the chi square r x c contingency

table for tests of independence of two factors (success verses treatment

or type of trap). P-values below the 0.05 probability level (P<0.05)

indicated that there was a significant difference between rates and dif-

ferences below the 0.01 level (P<0.01) were highly significant. The other

statistical method was used in the trip weight test; a two-way analysis

of variance to make comparisons among average trip weights of traps set

under the various soil conditions. The factors in this test were device

type, and the influence of environmental conditions on the efficacy of

each device.

RESULTS

1980 Field Tests

During the initial field test in 1960, ADC program personnel in 5

states, using shear-pin, spring equipped and unmodified traps, obtained
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a total of 9,886 trap exposure nights. These data tabulated by state,

soil type and condition, are shown in Table 1. Footprints of coyotes and

all designated non-target species imprinted on the soil covering the pans

of all types of traps combined totaled 381 and 875 respectively. Numbers

of visits and exclusion rates (percentages) of designated non-target species,

according to type of device and area, are shown for the 1980 field test in

Table 2.

When data for all designated nos- target species were combined in 1980

for all 5 states, according to type of trap treatment, the percent of non-

target species that were excluded oy each type of device-equipped trap was

greater than for the unmodified trsps. The total non-target exclusion rate

for the shear-pin device was 91%, for the spring it was 90%, and 30% of the

animals that stepped on the pans of unmodified traps were excluded. These

differences between the exclusion rates of each device and the unmodified

traps were statistically highly significant (P<0.01).

The devices excluded some non-target species more effectively than

others. For all states combined, the shear-pin device excluded the fol-

lowing animals as listed in descending order of efficacy. opossums, jack-

rabbits, striped skunks, gray foxes and swift and kit foxes. For the

spring device, the order of exclusion efficacy was. opossums, kit foxes.

gray foxes, skunks and jackrabbits. For all states combined, unmodified

traps were much less effective in excluding every non-target species than

each type of device equipped trap. The greatest difference between device

and unmodified traps exclusion rates was for opossums. The unmodified

traps captured all 39 of the opossums that visited them while each type

of device-equipped trap excluded all the visiting animals of this species.

The designated non-target species exclusion rates of device-equipped
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traps were also compared to unmodified trap exclusion rates for each state.

The device-equipped traps also excluded a significantly (P<0.01) greater

percentage of the non-target animals in every state. However, exclusion

rates of all types of traps varied between areas, which indicated that

geographic factors might have influenced their efficacy. For example.

the percentages of gray foxes that stepped on the pans of shear-pin trap

7 pans and were excluded, ere 69% for Texas. 81% for California and 100% for

New Mexico. The spring equipped traps had similar area differences in non-

target species exclusion rates. The exclusion rates of unmodified traps

were the most variable by species from one state to another.

Total coyote visit and exclusion rates are shown by trap device type

and state in Table 3. The coyote capture rates for all 5 states combined

were 71% for the shear-pin device- equipped traps, 66% for the spring devices

and 92% for the unmodified traps. These coyote capture rates of both types

of devices for all states combined were significantly lower () <0.01) than

those of unmodified traps.

Coyote capture rates of device-equipped traps were also compared with

unmodified traps for each state. There appeared to be geographic differences

in how efficiently the device-equipped traps functioned for capturing coyotes

compared to unmodified traps. In Texas the shear-pin coyote capture rate

(69 %) was significantly higher (P<0.01) than that of the spring (61 %) and

unmodified traps (56 %). Though the difference was not statistically signi-

ficant (F4.01), in Utah the coyote capture rate of the spring traps (100%)

exceeded that of the unmodified traps (89%) and in New Mexico both the

spring and unmodified traps each took all of the coyotes that stepped on

the pans. However, in some states such as California and Oregon the coyote

capture rates of oue or both devices were significantly lower ( ?<O.01)
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than the unmodified traps.

The coyote capturing efficacy of device-equipped traps was compared

according to various sail types and the amount of soil moisture in each

area. In New Mexico and Utah, where soil conditions were predominantly

dry and sandy, the spring-equipped traps took all of the coyotes that

stepped on the pans. However. in Northern California and Oregon, only

slightly over 40 percent of the coyotes that visited spring traps were

taken. The shear-pin traps also captured a lower percentage of visiting

coyotes in California and Oregon than they did in the other states. The

efficacy of the tension devices was compared to unmodified traps in

*pacific locations in each state by analyzing the data from each fieldman

separately. There were differences iG coyote caNture rates according to

soil type and the amount of rainfall in each arta. The results of the

analysis suggested that extremely wet or moist clay-like or alkali soils

such as those in Eastern Oregon, Northern California and East Texas de-

creased the efficacy of the devices.

To verify that these soil conditions were the main reason device-

equipped traps excluded many coyotes, the trip weights of device-equipped

and unmodified traps were measured under controlled simulated weather con

dittoes. Unmodified trap trip weights, when traps were set and sprung while

held in a vise, averaged 726 gm (1.b lb), 953 gm (2.1 lb) in dry soil, 1453 gm

(3.2 lb) in wet soiliand 1725 gm (3.8 lb) in crusted soil. The average trip

weight of shear-pin devices was 2088 gm (4.6 lb) in the vise and 2497 gm

(5.5 lb) in dry soil. Under wet conditions, or when wet soils subsequently

dried and crusted, shear-pin trip weights averageJ 4268 gm and 5357 gm

;9.4 and 11.8 lb) respectively. Water droplets often formed on the under-
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side of the pan and on the dog, causing these parts to rust and adhere to-

gether. The average trip weight of spring equipped traps In the vise was

also 2088 gm (4.6 lb). In dry soil, the average trip veight of these traps

with screen pan covers was 2815 gm (6.2 lb). In wet soil the average

weight of 3496 gm (7.7 lb) for spring traps with screen covers was slightly

lower than that of canvas covers (3768 gm 8.3 lb). In crusted soil, the

average trip weight for screen covers was 4722 gm (10.4 lb) and 3541 gm

(7.8 lb) for canvas covers. Moisture formed on the spring and the pan of

spring traps set with both screen and canvas pan covers. When spring traps

were set in wet and crusted soils the beveled tip of the dog often adhered

to th'e groove in the shank of the pan due to rust. Sometimes as the pan of

these traps roved downward there was a snapping sound.

These average trip weights of shear-pin and spring traps see in wet

and crusted soils were significantly higher (Ps0.01) than the average trip

weight of the unmodified traps under the same conditions. The results of

this test were used as a basis for improving the tension devices. In-

creased trip weights caused by moist soil conditions were corrected, in

large part, by zinc plating and the improvements detailed under Methods

(p. 3).

The results of the second.controlled test, which included umaodifTa

traps, and the improved zinc-plated shear-pin and spring devices under

varied soil conditions, are shown in Table 4. Also included in the table

is information on the steel tape device and data on freezing and thawing

conditions. Zinc-plating and other improvements on the shear-pin and

spring devices decreased their trip ../eights in moist and crusted soils so

that they would be likely to function satisfactorily under field trapping

conditions. The average trip weight of the improved shear-pin device in

wet soil was 1768 gm (3.9 lb) which was 2500 gm (S.5 lb) lover than the

128
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original unimproved model field tested under similar conditions in 1980.

The average crusted soil trip weight VAS 3114 gm (6.9 lb) for the improved

shear-pin devices, 2243 gm (4.9 lb) less than that recorded for the'unplated

model. Zinc plating and other modifications also improved the performance

of the spring devices. The wet soil trip weight of the improved spring was

2526 gm (5.6 lb) and 3078 gm (6.8 lb) in crusted soil. These weights were

respectively 970 gm (2.1 lb) and 690 gm (1.5 lb) lower than the unimproved

spring. The wet soil trip and crusted trip weights of the steel tape were

1793 gm (3.9 1b) and 2483 gm (5.4 lb) respectively. In this test, under

all the soil conditions, t.iere were no significant (P>0.05) differences

between the average trip weights of any of the types of trap pan tension

device equipped-traps.

Under controlled testing, the duration of time that a trap could be,

tripped in wet soil after freezing and thawing was not significantly dif-

ferent (F.0.05) between any of the devices and unmodified traps. Following

completion of controlled evaluations of the improved devices and 1e steel

tape devices. additional field trials were initiated in spring, summer and

fall of 1981.

1981 Field Tests (Improved Devices)

In 1981 four ADC fieldmen located in east Texas and N.W. California,

both areas of high moisture, and either clay-like or alkali soils, collected

data on unmodified traps and traps equipped with the improved pan tension

devices. Table 5 and Fig. 6 show capture rates for coyotes taken in these

areas during the 1980 and 1981 tests and compare the efficacy of unmodified

traps, the original device-equipped traps (1980) and the improved devices

(1981). Dsta on the efficacy of the steel tape devices which were also

tested in California in 1981 is also shown. Zinc plating and other
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improvements to the spring and shear-pin devices increased their efficacy

for capturing coyotes. The shear-pin coyote capture rate was 79% in 1980

and 832 in 1981. The spring capture rate was 57Z in 1980 and 941 in

the same area in 1981. There were no significant differences (P>t).01)

between the coyote capture rates of unmodified and improved shear -pin and

spring-equipped traps in 1981.

Besides capturing coyotes more efficiently, the improved shear-pin

and spring devices also excluded greater percentages of designated non-

target species in 1981 than the original models did the previous year.

Table 6 and Fig. 7 summarize the exclusions of non-target species from

device-equipped and unmodified traps in the areas with moist conditions

with clay-like or alkali soils (i.e. E. Texas and N.W. California) during

1980 and 1981.

The pan tension device-equipped traps were more effective than the

unmodified traps in excluding all non-target species in all areas during

both years. For both states combined, the devices excluded at least twice

as many non-targets as the unmodified traps did. These differences were

statistically significant (P<0.01).

In addition to being tested in moist soil, the steel tape device was

also compared to unmodified traps in dry san.4 soil during 1981. The

fieldman working in N. California obtained data on 69 designated non-target

species visits and 28 visits from coyotes. All non-target animals that

stepped on the pans of steel tape-equipped traps were excluded. The non-

target exclusion rate for unmodified traps was 26Z, a significantly (P(0.01)

lower rate than that of the tape device. The steel tape traps captured

86Z of the visiting coyotes and the unmodified trap capture rate was 1002

with no significant (P ),0.01) difference between these rates.
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For all areas combined, the location of the trap on each captured

coyote's foot was recorded 244 times in 1980 and 130 times in clay-like

soil during 1981. Table 7 summarizes these data by type of device as well

as the numbers of instances where coyotes pulled out of the traps. None

of the devices apparently increased toe catches as there were no signifi-

cant differences (P>0.05) between the spring, shear-pin, tape-equipped

and unmodified traps in the percent of captured coyotes that were held by

the toes. The percent of all coyotes taken that were held above the foot

pads varied from 60 to 78 for all trap types during both years. The Per-

centage of coyotes that were held by the foot pads or toes was more vari-

able, but the differences were also not significant (P>0.05) between the

types of devices. Figure 8 graphically compares the percentages of cap-

tured coyotes for device-equipped and unmodified traps according to the

location of the trap jaw on the leg. The data on coyotes that were cap-

tured on the foot pads were combined with numbers that were held by the

toes according to each device for he histograms.

The body weights of designated non-target animals trapped during the

1980 and 1981 field tests were combined and averaged according to the ty,e

of trap in which they were taken. For gray foxes, striped skunks, and

jackrabbits, the average body weight of animals taken with each type of

tension device-equipped trap was significantly higher (P,0.05) than animals

of the same species taken in unmodified traps. There was no significant

difference (P>0.05) in the average body weights of kit foxes taken in all

types of traps and all opossums were taken only in unmodified traps so

comparisons could not be made for this species.

Although the average body weights of most trapped non-target species
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varied significantly with trap type, there were no distinct separations in

the high and by body weights for each species from one type of trap to

another. The lowest average body weight for trapped non-target species

was 1725 gm (3.6 lb) for striped skunks taken in unmodified traps and Ole

heaviest non-target average weight was 5720 gm (12.6 lb) for gray foxes

taken with spring traps. Therefore, a "weight threshold" or zone could

not be established so it could be predicted whether an individual animal

or species would be excluded by device equipped traps because of body

weight. This would also be difficult to determine because locomotor

patterns and weight distribution throughout the body varies with species

and these factors determine the amount of force that an animal exerts

with its foot as it steps on the trap pan. For example, a hopping jack-

rabbit may exert more force on the trap pan than a gray fox that i3

walking slowly as it steps on the trap.

In addition to the species designated as non-target animals, a

variety of other non-target animals visited traps during the study.

These included red foxes, domestic dogs, spotted skunks, badgers, bobcats,

housecats, mountain lions, weasels, ringtail cats, armadillos, porcupines,

beavers, cottontails, large ground squirrels, tree squirrels, swamp rabbits,

turkeys, geese, buzzards, crows, cars caras, cranes and roadrunners.

Though these data were not analyzed statisti,411y, all of these animals

were excluded from all types of device equipped traps at greater rates

than they w.re from unmodified traps.

DISCUSSION

Compared to unmodified 3-N Victor traps, the pan tension device-

equipped traps were highly effective in excluding the visiting designated
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non-target species. Even under less favorable soil conditions, the non-

target species exclusion rates of all device equipped-traps were one and

a half times higher than those of unmodified traps in 1980. In 1981 the

improved devices functioned many times more effective in excluding non-

target animals than the unmodified traps (Table 6).

Regarding coyote capture rates, the Improved shear-pin and spring

devices and the steel tape devices respectively were 89, Y4 and 86 percent

as effective as the unmodified traps in wet clay-like soil conditions

Table 5). It is likely that traps equipped with the improved devices

would function more effectively for capturing coyotes in dry or sandy-

type soils. The pan tension devices exclude coyotes in some instances.

However, a coyote that steps on a trap pan and is not captured may return

to a trap. A trap that contains a non-target species, is inoperable and

can be detected by a "trap-shy coyote " Therefore, in many instances,

overall coyote captures would be increased by use of trap pan tension devices.

Under most trapping situations use of the devices would probably de-

crease time and effort rcquired to locate, release or destroy trapped non-

target animals, remove carcasses, and reset traps. Also, when non-target

animals are taken in areas where there are trap-shy coyotes, the trap sets

often must be relocated and the used traps cleaned or replaced.

Theoretically, the ability of each device to exclude non-target

animals in the study areas represents conditions that would prevail over

the entire state, several states, or most of the west. Therefore, depending

on the circumstances, estimates can be made on the n......Oer of non-target

species captures that could be prevented during depredations control trap-

ping activities if tension devices were used instead of unmodified traps.
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In addition to the data presented in this report, New Mexico ADC

fielemen and supervisors have used the unimproved spring device since 1978

and have reported that it functioned satisfactorily. Approximately 10,000

improved spring devices have also been used with good results on a trial

basis in New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Oklahoma and Texas since June, 1981.

The steel tape device has been used since 1978 by most personnel in

California with gold results also reported.

Presently the cost of the improved zinc-plated spring device, in-

cluding pan notching, $2.10 per unit, and the steel tape costs about

$.10 per unit. The zinc-plated shear-pin device is presently available from

the marufacturer at $1.70 per unit. These costs would probably be reduced

if larger quantity purchases were made. The estimated total cost for the

Service tw obtain and prepare each 3-N Victor trap for field use is about

$30 (including attachment of the chain, drag hook, etc.). Therefore, the

cost of implementing any of the pan tension devices would be a small per-

centage of the initial cost.

If implementation of trap pan tension devices is considered, geo-

graphic variations in the efficacy of each type should be evaluated as well

as the needs of the fieldmen. Personal preferences regarding the devices

were evident among the ADC fieldmen participating in the tests, as

well as in the states where they are used operationally. Since all 3 devices

were about equally effective, field personnel should probably be permitted

to select whichever device they personally prefer. Adequate written instruc-

tims should be provided to field personnel using the devices to insure

proper se so results are satisfactory.

This report summarizes the results of 2 years of field trials with

3 types of trap pan tension devices conducted in 5 western states. A tech-

nical manuscript is planned and will be submitted for publication in a

wildlife journal.
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Table 1. Trap pan tension device test areas, soil types and trap exposure
data for 1980 field test.

State

County
trapped

Predominant
soil type

4 condition
Type of
device

No. trap
exposure

nights

Caleiornir Shasta Dry 4 vet gravel Shear-pin 1,050

Siskiyou Dry & we sandy

loam Spring 1,044

Uamodified 1,046

Hew Mexico Socorro Dry 4 vet sand Shear-pin 740
Sierra

Lincoln Spring 750

Union
Debate Unmodified 743

Oregon Harney
Klamath

Wet S Dry sandy
loam, damp & dry

Shear-pin 646

Yamhill pumice Spring 643

Unmodified 531

Texas Refugio

Robertson
Dry sandy loam &
wet and dry red

Shear-pin 713

Crosby clay & black clay Spring 727

Floyd
Motley Unmodified 718

Utah Uintah
Millard

We & dry sandy
loam, clay

Shear-pin 142

San Pedro Spring 253

Wayne
Garfield Unmodified 140

Five States 20 counties 6 soil types Shear-pin 3,291

Spring 3,417

Unmodified 3,178



Table 2. lixclusLon
f designated non-target species from trap pan tension device -

.equipped and unmodified traps in 1980 by are..

Area 4 device

Cray
fox

Swift 4

kit fox Skunk Opossum
Jack-
rabbit

All non-
target.

N I N I N I N S N 2 N

California
1 ' 1

Shear-pin 31 81 --- 35 91 60 901 126 88

Spring 19 79 --- 44 12 I 100 43 79 107 80

Unmodified 13
2

69 A7 59 49 574 79 47

New Mexico
1

Shear-pin 17 1001 6 671 18 1001 42 95

3pring 16 100 9 100 15 93 40 98

Unmodified 5 0 6 0 , 12 83 25 20

Oregot
SMrar-pin 12 1001 17 1001 29 100

Spring 12 100 13 100 15 84

Unmodified 6 0 20 0 26 0

TeX14
:hear-pin 14 69

1
9 78

1
27 100 10 1001 10 100 72 90

SpOn 30 97 17 86 34 97 IS 100 18 94 117 96

Unmodified II 9 6 17 35 17 19 0 23 13 94 12

Utah
Shear-pin

-.. - - -1 32 941 32 113

Spring 6 100 29 100 33 100

Unmodified 3 0 24 30 26 27

All
Mwar-pin 44 83 IS 73 74 96 27 100 120 97 301 91

Spring 65 92 26 94 96 91 32 100 105 88 324 90

Unmodified 29 34 14 7 71 31 39 0 107 41 250 30

'Designated as important non-target speciee in the

2
In all instances the exclusion f unmodified traps were eignificently lower (P < 0.05)

than those of each type of pan tension device.equippad trap.
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Table 3. Number and capture rate of coyotes that stepped
on pans of tension device-equipped and unmodi-
fied traps in 1980, by area.

Area & device No on pan No caught % caught

California
a
1

Shear-pin 27 18 67
b

Spring 39 16 41a
Unmodified 17 13 76

New Mexico

Shear-pin 15 11
73a

Spring 16 16 100a
Unmodified 24 24 100

Oregon

Shear-pin 21 8 38b
Spring 26 11 42a
Unmodified

Texas

31 29 94

a
Shear-pin 36 32 89b
Spring 26 21 81b
Unmodified

Utah

36 21 58

a
Shear-pin 20 16 80a
Spring 20 20 100,
Unmodified 27 24 89

All areas
Shear-pin 119 85 71b
Spring 127 84 66a
Unmodified 135 111 82

'Values within a group with unlike superscript letters are
statistically different (P< 0.05).

138



Table 4. Average trip weights (in gm) of unmodified 3-N Victor steel traps and traps equipped
with steel tape and improved shear-pin and spring pan tension devices. Average

thawing-to-trip times2 (ln min) shown in extreme right column.

Device In Vise Dry So'l Wet Soil Crusted Thawed
1

Thaw to trip time
2

Shear-pin 1298 1593 1768 3114 1952 310 in

Spring 2084 2261 2526 3078 2792 253 min

Steel Tape 1520 1634 1793 2483 1952 240 min

Unmodified 931
3

1112 1452 1725 1884 258 min

1
Determined by pushing shaft of weight gauge on center of pan until trap tripped.

2 Determined by placing frozen trays of soil in room temperature until traps could be tripped
by pushing on center of pan with shaft of weight gauge.

3 Average trip weights of unmodified traps are significantly lower (P < 0.01) than those of
all types of deviceo in vise and under each soil condition.

13'3
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Table 5. Coyote capture rates by pkn tension device-equipped traps tested in
areas with clay-like soils and moist soil conditions. Shear-pin and
spring devicei with improvements were tested in 1981.

Device
Total coyotes No. coyotes 2 coyotes

on pan caught taken
2 efficacy'

vs. unmodified

1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981

3
Sheaf-pin 40 47 30 41 71

b
87a 83 89

Spring 53 38 26 35 49
b

922 57 94

IF
Steel tape

2
19 16 -- 842 86

Unmodified 42 58 36 57 862 na 100 100

'Determined by dividing coyote capture rate of the device by unmodified trap
capture rate

2
Steel tape device tested only in 1981 in N. California

3
Values within a group with unlike superscript letters are statistically
different (P < 0.01)
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Table 7. Location of trap jaws on feet of captured coyotes by type of device and year. and number of instances and
percentages of captured coyotes with trap on each part of leg and foot. Humbler and percentages of

instances where coyotes escaped from traps are in extreme right hand column.

Above foot pads

N X

On foot pada

N X

On toes

N %

Pull outs'

N X
2

1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981

Shear-pin 52 32 74
3

78 7 5 10 12 11 4 16 10 6 2 5 4 -
Spring 49 15 71 60 9 6 13 24 11 4 16 16 13 1 10 2

Co
0')

Tape 10 - 77 1 8 2 15

Unmodified 79 38 75 74 9 6 9 12 17 7 16 14 7 6 4 10

1
Not analyzed statistically because some numbers too low for valid comparisons

2
Nnmhpr of "pull outs" divided by number of coyotes stepped on pan

3
No significant differences (P , 0.05) between types of traps fur each category of position of trap on foot for
both 1980 and 1981.
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Figure 2. Unimproved model of spring trap pan tension device evaluated in

1980 field test. leveled tip of dog is set in filed notch on shank.

a

rt
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Fisure 3. Irproved sinc-plated shear-pin tension device with .29 cm. copper

vire pin evaluated in 1981.
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FIGURE 6. TRAP PAN PENSION DEVICES

Coyote capture rates In clay soil areas.
Original models tested 1980.
Improved zinc-plated models tested 1981.
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RESEARCH INFORMATION BULLETIN

No 83-41 Date September 1983

MODIFIED STEEL TRAPS REDUCE NOHTARGET ANIMAL CAPTURES

The Service's Denver Wildlife Research Center and Animal Damage Control
Program have completed field evaluation of modified leghold coyote traps
that significantly reduce the accidental capture of nontarget species.
Selectivity and efficacy were compared for Victor 3H-8 steel traps
affixed with three types of trap pan-tension devices and for unmodified
traps. These tension devices increased the weight required to spring
traps so that smaller animals could be excluded while larger ones such as
coyotes were captured. One model functioned using a shear pin--a wire
placed through aligned holes in the trap dog and pan which sheared when
sufficient weight was placed on the pan to spring the trap. Trip weights
could be varied by using wires of different thicknesses. A second device
consisted of a curved leafspring, that clamped to the base of the trap and
rested on the underside of the pan. The third type was a length of steel
measuring tape 4nserted and positioned horizontally under the trap pan.
The tape flexed downward when pressure was applied to the pan, thus
releasing the trap dog and jaws.

The number of coyote captures and the percent of nontarget species that
stepped on, but did not spring, unmodified and device-equipped traps were
used to compare efficacy and selectivity. Since it was impractical to
collect exclusion-rate data on all species of nontarget animals, we
selected gray foxes, kit foxes, striped Minks, opossums, and jackrabbits
as representative species. There was very little difference in the
performance of the three types of pan-tension devices. In 1981 tests, 92
to 100 percent of the representative nontarget species were excluded,
whereas only 6 percent were excluded with unmodified traps. Coyote
capture rates for the tension device - equipped traps varied from 86 to 92
percent, the rate for traps without devices was 98 percent. The pan.
tension devices, therefore, not only greatly reduced the number of non-
target animals taken but also, by excluding them, left many additional
traps operable for taking coyotes.

While private trappers often seek to capture other furbearers along with
coyotes, coyote da-age control efforts are frequently hampered when traps
set for this species are sprung by smaller animals. Traps equipped with
pan-tension devices are now being evaluated or used operationally by
federally-supervised trappers in Arizona, California, Nevada, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, and Texas.

For further information, contact. Samuel B. Linhart, Denver Wildlife
Research Center, Building 16 VC, Denver, CO 80225. FTS 234-2126.

This bulletin is an interim report for information only. The data are considered
provisional pending completion of the research and analysis and interpretation of
final results. Use of trade names does not imply U.S. Government endorsement of
commercial products.
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United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Animal Damage Control

P.O. Box 518
Pendleton, OR 97801

April 9, 1984

Pan Spring Installation for 3N Victor Traps

The basic instillation and adjustment of under-pan (leaf) springs for 3N
Victor traps is designed to be relatively quick and simple for anyone
familiar with trap mechanics. The original pan should be removed by using
a standard screwdriver and the new, modified pan should be clamped firmly
in place with a pair of channel-lock pliers. The pan snank has been
prenotched Just above the regular notch. The spring base is designed to
fit the cross member of the trap best and should slide all the way back to
the bend in the cross m4mber designed to accommodate the pan shank. The
base clamp on the spring can be bent with a small hammer but should be
firmly attached using vice-grip pliers.

The most important part of pan spring installation is the trap adjustment
once the devices are in place. The dog should be new or in very good
Condition and should be bent slightly upward in the center to allow it to
slip smoothly and quickly when the pan is depressed. To increase the pan
depression weight, clamp the trap base in a vise and gradually bend the
top of the cross member (where the dog is attached) toward the pan. To
decrease the pan depression weight, bend the cross member away from the
pan. For these adjustments, use vice-grip pliers to bend the cross
member.

To very slightly increase the pan depression weight, grip the loop
attaching the dog to the top cross member with vice-grip pliers and
gradually close the loop. Be careful to not squeeze the loop so tight
that it binds to the cross member.

Test the pan depression weight several times by setting the trap with the
dog in the precut notch.

Finally, to decrease the amount of pan fall, file away part of the top of
the notch with a regular file until the desired pan fall is selected.
When the trap is adjusted correctly it should tate about 3-4 pounds to
depress the pan. The pan should fall about 1/4 'rich before the trap trips.

This entire process should take about 10 ..mutes and should remain
consistent undei- normal trapping cond;tions. If you have any questions,
please call or write me.

Diagram attached

02, $2,,.;.1.4'.:</-
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Alan R. Armistead
Phone: 503/567-2472
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SELECTIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF PAN TENSION DEVICES

FOR COYOTE FOOTHOLD TRAPS
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Mara' Data were collected on the numbers of coyotes (Cantaatrena) and nontsrget animals that stepped
on standard trace and traps equipper: with shear pin, curved leaf egging. er steel rape tension devices and
wet. captured er "eluded The modiGed 3NAt Vktee Neel foothold trap were about three tunes more
affective than standard traps for excluding lt (Vu)per nsocrotts) and swift (V odor) feats. gray roses
(Urecyon cenernergentens), striped skunks (afeeillu merPftiiis).floesurns (DidsfOo .odfRfoR.) and Atit
nIsSRU (Leine, cellf *ankle.). Coyote capture rates In initial geld tests were lower for modified traps than
standard trope when au In wet clay ac alkali soda Shcappin end k.t 01,41,4 devices tam than Inca:Iliad and
undated to reduce rusting caused by moisture and to Improve trap performance Erctuston rotes (per .!
centsge of animals that stepped on pans and were excluded) In subsequent geld tests fa all designated
nontarget animals for ihe we soil test were N. ICO. E. and 6 for shear pin. leaf isn..4. steel tope. and
standard traps, respectively Coyote captula rtes with the Improved devices In wet with clay or alkali
scab wets I17. f2. V. and 911% for shear pin. led spring. Reel tape. and standard traps, respectively The
improved devices functiersed 3dt4U3tely fa use in coyote tnpping ectivsties.
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Steel foothold traps are used for har- These issues are also of concern to the
vesting-futbearers and for removing coy. USFWS
otes and other predators from livestock One method of increasing trap selectiv-
depredation areas Private fur trappers Ity for coyotes is to increase the force re-
usually attempt to capture smaller fur quireu to spring them so that smaller
bearers as well as coyotes. but U S Fish species are excluded. and various trap pan
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Animal tension devices have been developed for
Damage Control Program (ADC) efforts that purpose Such devices, including ph,
are hampered when traps set for coyotes be sticks. forked twigs, springs. wires.
are sprung by other animals Because traps and sponges, are placed under tht pan.
are an important tool in the ADC pro but only a few are permanently attached
gram, efforts were initiated at the Denver to the trap (Young 1913, Presnall 1950)
Wildlife Research Center (DWRC) to Pan tensions are difficult to control with
make trapping for depredatory coyote, most of these devices. target animals
more efficient and selective (Linhart et al sometimes step on the pan without spring-
1930) Trap selectivity and efficacy are ing the trap. or :mall nontarget animals
mayor issues raised by proponent. of re. may be accidently caught A slotted metal
stricting or prohibiting we of steel traps tension device (-Biological Survey Pan
(Dixon IWO. Atkison 1956. Gipson 1975. Spring ") that was inserted beneath the trap
Singer 1975. Nichols 1976. Parsons 1977. pan has been used vithsucclis (Day 1934).
Howard dd 1980. Schmidt 1981) but no efficacy data have ever been pub-

lished Disadvantages of the above device
which sometimes hampered captures in?moat 'Jam /I Dams Drove. Voalde TX ti

"WI eluded loss of tensile Strength. pan wob

I have chocked this proof

I have marlod chene.s of

cotrectio., 1
v,e:,.it 10 Lt made

Sinned

Telephone
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hle," and noise when the pan moved
downward

Several recently developed devices re-
duce or eliminate the disadvantages of the
earli..r models and more uniformly con-
trol the tension or weight required to trip
the trap In this study, we evaluated the
relative selectivity and efficacy of three
types of pan tension devices (shearpin,
leaf spring, steel tape) on 3N-M (mallea-
ble jaw) Victor steel traps under various
field conditions and compared their per-
formance with the standard 3N-M trap

We are grateful for the cooperation and
assistance provided by ADC supervisory
personnel and fieldmen E. J. Medvetz and

M Yandrick of MY Enterprises. Ho-
mer City. Pa . provided advice and the
shear pin devices, and the late P. Hill
helped fabricate and improve the leaf
springs C E Cates of the Texas AMA
lost of Statistics and D L Otis (DWRC)
provided advice and statistical analyses J.
J. Spillett and H. P. Tietien reviewed the
manuscript The assistance provided by M.
L. Pcpelka.G J Dasch, J D Roberts, and
V A Thornsberry (DWRC) is appreci-
ated

METHODS

Selectivity and efficacy of modified and
standard traps were compared under var-
ied conditions in five western states dur-
mg spring. summer, and autumn 1980 and
in two states during the same seasons in
1981

Description of Devices

The shear-pin tension device (Paws-I-
Trip. M-Y Enterpri)cs, 220 Lincoln St .
Homer City. PA 13748) (reference to trade
names does nut imp') Government en-
dorsement of commercial products). pat-
ented by Medvetz and Yandrick (U S Gov.
Patent 4.240,2.23. Fig 1), is installed on

ilith I t.

70/

Fg I Prototype shearpn pan lensron dev,ce evaluated n
neat Reld test 11980). Copper tnre pn n n posn,n

traps by replacing the dog, trap pan, and
shank. The replacement dog has a 1 5-mm
hole it the tip. An oval 1.5- x 5-mm slot
in the attached end of the pan aligns with
this hole when the trap is set. A copper
wire is placed through both holes and bent
around the dog. When the pan moves
downward, the pan and dog slide upon
each other, the edges of the holes shear
the wire, and the trap closes Wire diam-
eter determines the weight on the pan re-
quired to shear the wire and trip the trap
Our traps were set to trip between 1.8 and
2 3 kg Wires %v ere replaced only when
animals actually sprung traps

The leaf spring (Fig. 2) is a modifica-
tion of earlier models developed by Day
(1934) and the bloodstream Corporation
(P.O. Box 327, Lititz, PA 17543) The new
device is broader and made of spring steel
to maintain tensile strength during pro-
longed use. The 1 4- x 7 5cm tempered
metal spring clamps to the trap base be-
neath the pan. The spring angles upward
to make contact with the underside of the
pan. The pan shank is notched above the
regular dog notch to limit pan fan to about
3 mm before the trap is tripped The Jug
tip is beveled to ht into the notch. The
leaf spring increases trip weight from 09
to about 2 3 kg
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END OF DOG

PAN

Ft) 2. Prototype test sprtng pan tensor device evakrated
Mal field test (1980). Beveled end of Cog Is set In filed notch
on pin shank

Wet day and alkali soils impaired the
shear-pm and leaf spring devices in 1980
and improvements were retested in 1981.
Modifications included zinc-plating the
spring, replacement pan and shank of the
leaf spring device, and the pan and dog
of the shear-pin device. New shear-pin
devices were constructed of heavier 14-
gauge steel because of problems with
bending. An extra hole in the pan for at-
tachment and stabilization of the copper
wire improved shearing (Fig. 3). Smaller
diameter copper wire (0.29 mm) reduced
shear-pm trip weight to about 1.4 kg for
traps clamped by their base in a vise and
sprung The notch in the Improved leaf
spring device pan shank was prestamped,
which lowered vise trip weights to about
2.1 kg and made them more consistent
Prestamped notches also simplified large-
scale fabrication, and eliminated the need
to bevel the dog tip (Fig 4)

A length of steel tape is used by ADC
personnel in California where state law
requires the use of pan tension devices. An
11 0-cm length cut from the 1.9cm-wide
measuring tape replacement blade (Stan-
ley Works Co . New Britain, Conn.) is
placed from spring to spring with the
convex side making contact with the

Fig. 3. improved zine-pisted shouirn tension device with
0.29-min copoe wir

underside of the trap pan (Fig 5) We
compared its efficacy with the improved
shear-pin, leaf spring, and standard traps
in 1981. Capture and exclusion rates were
obtained in both dry and wet soils so they
could be compared with 1980 data on the
shear-pin and leaf spring

Field Test Procedures

Two or more recommended ADC per-
sonnel in each of five states (Calif , N M ,
Oreg., Tex , and Utah) participated in the
1980 field tests at selected locations Im-
proved devices were tested the following
year in .astern Texas and northern Cali-
fornia in areas of high moisture and either
clay or alkali soils.

FWS supervisors were asked to identify
important nontarget species in their states
based on past capture rates, value to the
public, and the extent to which accidental
captures interfered with coyote trapping
Specific nontarget animals identified by
state were gray fox (Calif N M , and
Tex ), kit and swift fox (N M and Tex ),
striped skunk (Calif , Oreg , and Utah):
opossum (Oreg and Tex ), and jack rabbit
(Calif., N.M., and Utah) In 1980, we at-
tempted to obtain a sample of 30 or more
coyote visits and 60 visits of each desig-

1 5 4
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Fig. 4. improved zinc-plated teat spring tension device with
notch Marlow' on shank above regular notch.

nated nontarget species from each test
state. In 1981, we requested 60 coyote vis-
its from each of the two test states (Calif.
and Tex.). Larger animals weighing about
as much as coyotes, i.e., badger (Taxidea
taxus), bobcat (Felts rufus), raccoon (Pro-
cyon lotor), and porcupine (Erethizon
dorsatum), are seldom excluded by ten-
sion devices and data on these species were
disregarded.

Test trap lines were similar to those used
for routine depredation control activities
Equal numbers of standard traps and those
equipped with shear-pin devices and leaf
springs (and steel tapes In 1981) were set
on trap lines along ranch roads. In 1980,
canvas pan covers were used on standard
and shear-pin device-equipped traps. Mu-
minum wire screen pan covers were used
on the leaf spring traps. More flexible pan
covers (made from plastic sandwich bags)
were used with all devices in 1981. Traps
were set in the usual manner and were
normally checked daily. About 5-8 mm
of soil was sifted over pan covers and in
the immediate vicinity of traps. Animals
visiting trap sets were identified by tracks
left in the sifted soil

Numbers of animals that visited traps
and that were excluded from then' or were
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FIg. 5. Steel measuring tape pan tension device used by An-
imal Damage Control Program personnel n ciatorma.

captured (except small rodents) were re-
corded. A visit was defined as an incident
in which an animal stepped on and within
the margin of the pan and was either cap-
tured or excluded. An incident in which
an animal stepped on the pan but did not
spring the trap was designated as an ex-
clusion.

Weights of captured animals and num-
bers of traps that failed to function prop-
erly were recorded. Data were also col-
lected on soil type and moisture, weather,
location of trap jaws on the foot, and fre-
quency of animal pull outs To conform
to schedules set far data collection, traps
were sometimes set during rainy %veath-
era practice not normally recommend-
ed bec:use traps function less effectively
under wet conditions

Trap Trip Weight Tests

Trip weights of 10 or more standard
traps and 10 equipped with each type of
pan tension device were obtained under
the following conditions. with the base of
the trap clamped in a vise, in dry soil: in
soil sprinkled with water until saturated,
and in soil sprinkled until saturated and
allowed to dry and crust. Trip weights
were obtained by placing a vertical 12-
mm diameter steel rod having a 51-mm-
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diameter base at the center of each trap
pan and adding steel washers of known
weight onto the rod until the trap was
tripped.

Similar procedures were used to obtain
trip weights of 10 or more traps, each fit-
ted with the improved zinc-plated shear-
pin, leaf spring, or steel tape device. How-
ever, a Model DPP-25 push/pull dial
gauge scale (John Chatillon and Sons, Inc .
New York, N.Y.) was obtained later in the
study and used to measure trip weights by
pushing on the center of the trap pan with
the scale shaft.

Freezing and thawing conditions wers:
simulated by setting improved zinc-plated
shear-pin and leaf spring, steel tape, and
standard traps in trays of soil which were
then sprinkled with water, frozen, and lat-
er thawed at room temperature. The time
before each trap could be sprung after
thawing began was determined by push-
ing on the center of the trap pan with a
gauge scale shaft at 15- minute intervals
until it tripped

Data Analysis

Coyote trap success rates were deter-
mined for standard trap) and each type
of tension device by dividing the number
of coyotes that stepped on the pan (Le ,
determined by recognizable tracks) into
the number of coyotes that were cap-
tured

Because soil types and moisture Lomb-
bons appeared to influence coyote capture

rates by modified traps, the data for 1980
were separated into areas having wet clay
or alkali soils and those having dry con-
ditions at the time tests were conducted.
The nontarget exclusion rate for each
species was calculated by dividing the
number of animals that stepped on the
pan into the number that were excluded
Nontarget species exclusion rates for the
modified traps were compared with stan-
dard traps for all areas combined In 1981,
all tests were conducted under _ 7lar

conditions and results with the improved
devices were combined and evaluated by
species only.

The chi-square r x c contingency table
analysis was used to compare capture and
exclusion rat-, between modified and
standard traps, by species Average trip
weights in controlled trip weight tests were
compared by two-way ANOVA

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Prototype Device Field
Tests (1980)

ADC personnel in five states accumu-
lated data for 9.886 tr7 nights comparing
prototype shear-pin, leaf spring-equipped,
and standard traps Coyote and designat-
ed nontarget visits to all traps combined
totaled 374 and 875, respectively

The percent of all nontarget species ex-
cluded by each type of modified trap dur-
ing the 1980 tests was greater (P < 0 05)
than for standard traps (Table 1) Mean
exclusion rates for combined designated
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nontarget species for shear-pin and leaf
spring-equipped traps were 91 and 90%,
respectively. Only 30% of the animals that
stepped on standard traps were excluded.

The shear-pin device, for all soil types
combined, excluded the following in de-
scending order of efficacy. opossums, jack
rabbits, striped skunks, gray foxes, and
swift and kit foxes. Exclusion order for the
leaf spring device was. opossums. kit and
gray foxes, striped skunks, and jack rab-
bits. The greatest difference between
modified and standard traps was for opos-
sums. Standard traps captured all 39 opos
sums that visited them, whereas modified
traps excluded all visiting opossums. Mod-
ified traps excluded a greater percentage of
nontarget animals in each test state (P <
0.01)

Coyote capture rates for all the soil types
and conditions in five states combined
were 70, 67, and 93% for shear-pin de-
vices, leaf spring devices, and standard
traps. respectively (Table 2). Capture rates
for boih prototype devices (all areas) were
lower than for standard traps (P < 0.05).

The efficacy of modified traps for tak-
ing coyotes was then compared by soil type
and moisture In New Mesiet, and Utah,
where soil conditions were mostly dry and
sandy, leaf spring-equipped . raps cap-
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Lured all coyotes that steppicl on the pans
However, in northern California and Or-
egon, in wet soils only about 40% of the
coyotes visiting leaf spring-equipped traps
were captured. Similar problems were en-
countered with the shear-pin-equipped
traps. Data indicated that wet clay or al-
kali soils increased trip weights of proto-
type devices so much that some visiting
coyotes did not spring the traps.

Trap Trip Weight Tests

Simulated weather conditions under
controlled procedures verified that soil
moisture was responsible for increased trip
weights of modified traps Trip weights of
standard traps set and sprung while held
in a vise and in dry, wet, and crusted soil
averaged 0 7, 1.0, 1 5, and 1 7 kg, respec-
tively. Under wet conditions and in dried
and crusted soil, shear-pin trip weights av-
eraged 4.3 and 5 4 kg, respectively Water
droplets formed on the underside of the
pan and the dog, causing them to rust and
adhere. Average trip weight of leaf spring
traps with canvas and screen pan covers
in wet soil was ?.5 and 3 8 kg, respective-
ly. In crusted soil, average trip weight for
canvas and screen ce, -re was 3 5 and 4 7
kg, respectively. Moisture formed on the
leaf springs and trap pans of traps set with
both types of pan covers In wet and crust-
ed soils the tip of the dog often rusted and
adhered to the groove in the pan shank.
Downward movement of the pan often
broke this adhesion, which caused a snap-
ping sound that could alert animals and
thus prevent captures Mean trip weights
of shear-pin and leaf spring traps set in
wet and crusted soils were higher (P <
0.01) than trip weights of unmodified traps
under the same conditions.

The average trip weight of the im-
proved shear-pin device in wct soils was
1.8 kg, or 2 5 kg less than the 1980 pro-
totype The average trip weight in crusted

I
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soil was 3.1 kg for the improved shear-pin
device, or 2.2 kg less than the unplated
model. Trip weights of improved leaf
springs in wet and crusted soil were 2.5
and 3.1 kg, 1.0 and 0.7 kg lower than the
prototype leaf spring. respectively. Trip
weights for the steel tape in wet and crust-
ed soil were 1.8 and 2.5 kg. respectively.
There were no (P > 0.05) differences be-
tween mean trip weights of any improved
pan tension devices and standard traps.

The time required for standard and
modified traps frozen in wt soil to thaw
and trip ranged from 240-310 minutes.
None of the time periods differed (P >
0.05).

Improved Device Field
Tests (1981)

Improvements (shear-pin z:
plating, placing an extra hole in the pan,
heavier gauge steel for the pan, smaller
diameter copper wire, leaf spring. stamp-
ing the notch in the pan shank, eliminat-
ine, the bevel of the dog tip, and more
flexible plastic pan covers for all devices)
increased the coyote capture rate in wet
clay or alkali soils from 62 (prototype)
to 89% (improved) for shear-pin traps and
from 46% (prototype) to 94% (improved)
for leaf spring-equipped traps in the same
test areas used in 1980 (Table 3). Either a
single improvement or a combination of
two or more improvements was responsi-

ble for better perfornianu. There were no
dale' ences (P > 0.05) in coyote capture
rates between the standard and either im-
proved levice-equipped trap. Data on
numbers of coyotes that pulled out of traps
were inadequate for statistical analysis.

In wet clay or alkali soils, each device
excluded more nontarget animals (P <
0.01) than did standard traps (Calif. and
Tex. combined) (Table 4),

In addition to tests under wet condi-
tions, the steel tape-equipped traps were
compared with standard traps in dry sandy
soil during 1981. In northern California.
we collected data on 28 and 69 visits by
coyote. and designated nontarget species.
respectively. MI nontarget species visiting
steel tape-equipped traps were excluded,
26% were excluded by standard traps
(P < 0.01) Steel tape traps captured sim-
ilar numbers (86%) of visiting coyotes
compared to standard traps (100%) (P >
0.05).

The position of the trap on the foot of
captured coyotes was recorded for 374
coyotes. There were no differences (P >
0.05) in the frequency of toe catches be-
tween standard, prototype, and improved
device-equipped traps. Captured coyotes
held above the foot pads varied from 60
to 78% for all trap types.

b.c,-;.l.y weights of designates non-
target a lima's were compared with the
type of traps in which they were cap-
tured. The mean body weights of gray
foxes, striped skunks, and jack rabbits tak-
en with each type of modified trap were
higher (P < 0.0.5) than for the same species
taken with standard traps. Mean body
weight.. for kit foxes did not differ (P >
0.05) between modified and standard
traps.

The lowest mean body weight for non-
target species by trap type was 1 7 kg for
striped skunks taken in standard traps The
highest nontarget species mean weight was

158
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5.7 kg for gray foxes taken with leaf
spring-equipped traps. A threshold weight
could not be established whereby we could
predict if an individual or a species would
be excluded from modified traps because
of body weight. Locomotor patterns and
weight distribution vary with species, and
these factors most likely determine the
amount of force that an animal exerts as
it steps on the trap pan

In addition to the nontarget species, over
25 other small nontargct mammalian and
bird species v...,ted the traps during the
study These data were not analyzed sta-
tistically but these animals were excluded
at greater rates by modified than by stan-
dard traps. The effects on such nontarget
species should also be regarded when the
merits of trap pan tension devices are con-
sidered

Modified traps occasionally failed to
capture coyotes. ut by excluding many
nontarget animals, mule traps remained
set and operable for taking coyotes Over-
all, coyote captures should therefore in-
crease through the use of trap pan tension
devices The devices also decrease time
a.id effort required to release or dispose

15j

of trapped nontarget animals, remove car-
casses, and reset traps.

ADC personnel have told us that their
trappers in New Mexico have used the un
improved leaf spring device since 1978
with satisfactory results. ADC records in
dicated that about 10,000 improved leaf
spring devices have been used satisfacto-
rily on a trial basis since June 1981 in New
Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Oklahoma, and
Texas. We have been told by California
ADC personnel that steel tape-equipped
traps have been used with good results by
ADC trappers in that state since 1978

Each of the three devices we tested has
different advantages and limitations The
steel tape is the least expensive but cannot
be permanently attached to the trap,
which is an important consideration if use
of such devices is made a mandatory re-
quirement for trappers. The current cost
of the improved zinc-plated leaf spring
device including pan notching is S2 10 per
trap, the steel tape costs about S010 per
unit. The zinc-plated shear-pin device is
presently available for S170 per unit.
These costs inibla be reduced if high vol-
ume purchases wele made. The steel tape
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may not function on other types of traps,
whereas the shear-pin device is available
for various type traps The pressure re-
quired to spring traps having shear-pin
devices can be varied by using different
diameter wires, and the device can thus
be adjusted for animals of varying weights.
However, replacing wires is more time-
consuming and can be more difficult in
adverse weather conditions such as blow-
ing snow or dust. The leaf spring can be
used in adverse weather without the need
to make adjustments when the trap is re-
set Because all three devices produced
about the same results, local conditions,
size and type of trap, and trapper pref-
erence should dictate which is selected for
use.
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PADDED TRAPS - ATTACWENT 3.

Thoeas R. Hoffman, District Supervisor, ADC
Union Gap, Washington

Project Leader, Depredations Control
Denver Wildlife Research Center, Denver, Co.

Field Evaluation of Steel Traps with Padded Jaws

April 4, 1979

There is A good possibility we will be running soon tests of steel
traps with padded jaws next fall. I ran across the Washington District
Annual Report for FY-1974-75 and on pcge 5 reference is rade to field
tests of several different types of padded jaws. I would very =eh
like to obtain a copy of any information or data relating to the above
field tests. Additionally, do you know if Ade Zajanc ever wrote up,
in row or report form, the materials and products he obtained from
various plastic companies?

My help or information you can provide would be greatly appreciated.

Attachment

SBLINHART-rbj-4-4-79

Samuel B. Linhart

161
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

FISH AMD WILDLIFE SERVICE
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Division of Animal Damage "Arca

WASHINGTON DISTRICT

506 West Valley Mall Blvd.
Union Gap, Washington 98903
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Mileage rates were set at 110 per mile for two wheel drive vehicles
and 12C par mile for four wheal drive.

Yield Tasting

Zonolits, a commercial insulation was tested in mixtures with sand,
sawdust and manure as a trap bedding for use during the wet and freez-
ing weather in efforts to keep traps working during adverse periods.

Test areas this winter indicated Limit this material may well be worth
consideration and the cost in critical damage control situations.

Several different types of padded jaws were tested both in the lab
and in field trials. This principal of padding the Jaws shows much
promise and adaptability, especially in densely populated areas and to-
wards public relations.

In pursuing this adaption to traps, Pocatello Supply Depot, manager
Ade Zajanc has been in touch with several plastic companies and has
received a number of applicable products that appear worth trying.

Items of Interest

Coyotes may often cause calf losses by indirect action and the loss
say never actually be charged to coyotes unless witnessed as in the
following instances.

One rancher reported that during a feeding operation he witnessed a
coyote teasing a cow with u new born calf. In her efforts to ward off
the coyote, the cow clipped on the frozen ground and fell on the calf,
killing it. Unless this incident had been witnessed it may easily
have been counted as a still born calf and never assoc4ated with coyote
attack.

Another incident that was witnessed, occurod when coyotes frightened
several cows causing thee to stampede and trample to death several calves.

District Supervisor Tom Hoffman responded to an unusual request for
assistance dealing wi6.1 coyotes.

A large plastic pipe was being utilized to irrigate 35 acres of corn
and in each row small valve allowed the proper amount of water to
flow and irrigate the corn.

Coyotes found these valves to be an ideal source of drinking water,
but proceeded to chew on the valves and tear large holes in the main

pipe. The results were washed out rills and consequently lack of

water to some sections of the planting.

because the farmer did not want steel traps set. at the ti -, propane

Ilcmploders were employed to keep coyotes away.

163
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PROGRESS REPORT ON TCSTS OF
THREE TYPES OF PADDING NATERIAL FOR TRAP JAWS ,

CO.':OCTED, BY U. S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
DIVISION OF AMU DAMAGE CONTROL

Prepared by Darrel C. Juve
August 2, 1976

California

INTRODUCTI1N

Tests on three candidate materials to be used as podding for traprjaws of

No. 3N Oneida Victor double spring offset jawed leg hold traps were

conducted by the q. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Animal Damage Control,

between June of 1975 and April of 1976 in two counties in California.

The trials were conducted to evaluate the adequacy of these materials

as a possible padding to cushion and increase the humaneness of the

leg hold trap without significantly reducing the operatio,_. effective

ness of the device.

The tests were conducted by District Field Assistant Vollia Disnett,

Cottonwood, California (Shute County) and District Field Assistant

Harold Bottoms, Jr., Grenada, California (Siskiyou County). Both of

these can are under the supervision of District Supervisor DoLylo Rowley,

Redding, California.

The candidate materials tested wore:

(1) Dow Corning 11890 Sealer and Dow Corning 11200 Pricer Coat.

(2) 3N Scotchtite 105C-1 (Shrink on tubing)

(2) 2116' foam rubber attached with contact cement.



Results

(I) Dow Camino #1.990 Scalar and #1200 Primer: This material rust be
I ,

Painted ,,1 to the trap jaws. Tho steps include cleaning the jaws,

applying the #1200 primer and then coating of jaws with the #1590

sca.ial to a thickness of 2/32 to 3/32 of an inch.

Troatad and untreated traps were set under identical conditions

and .n close proxlcuty to ono another so that accurate comparisons

could be made of the results.

A total of 40 ..-oyetes wore captured by both Distract Field Assistants

In traps coated with the Dow Corning alarial and five coyotes

(12-1/2t) pulled :roe from the traps.

Distract Faa ld Assistant Disnatt reportod that tr,ps had to be

rucvated 80: of the tiro after an aruaut was captufed and District

meld As-stant tiette.:.1 reported that recoatIng wa. necessary after

4, ..1,:h capture.

I:II 2)0t:1 tests an odor problem asaociatod with the Dow Corning

moterial was noted. Coyote avoadance and dagging at the tz._p was

detected In adlit.+on, rodents 1.ry attracted to and dug out coated

craps zora freguentl) than the uncoated tree.... Prior to placement,

.stated Crop., were J;lowed to dry and oar out zor seven days a. c.' DF,1

Hettero racom,44-clided airing an addrtIon.41 .,."1 r.eys.

/i.; atdUIC10.-1. ,:.,:ea ".4) ell...0 ,41,-.: coated traps are't.,. 4 dur...1t7

T. in CxITDa:C.J\I".01I-N Vrit. V1-001IC Zportcd that T.1-..:: Dow Co:nang

al,r svatpf 11....1 J t.n./.,...ti to bc...... ioo., or .. , 11 p .:), G,I.vs.:r ats.z..::

c .. , csted v .. .1,,yr,:,,, t ..ahrer.',, 1 t
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All mayote captured in the coated trap:. w,r, eAolails,J to dotal -Lira.

the extent of toot injury. DrA Disnott r..perted that there was :Jo

1.

approciablo diffarence in swelling and skin damage between coated

and uncoated traps. DFA Hettema reported that swelling and skin

damage to the foot was more severe on coyotes captured in the coated

tx...s than on coyotes captured in the uncoated traps. It appears

the this material may act as a tourniquet and cause an excessive

curtailment of total circulation in the log and foot region.

(2) 3H Scotchtite 105C-1 (Shrink on tubing): Th tubang was attached

to the trap jaw before they were placed on the trap. Heat was

applied from a sun lamp at about 105 degrees Fahrenheit to cause

the necessary shrinkage. Caution as necessary when shrinking the

Scotchtito tubang as excessive heat will damage the material. The

covering on the jaw is approximately 1/32" thick.

Coated and uncoated traps (control) were set on operational trap

lines in the field test conducted on the Dow Corning material.

Damage to the coating on the jaws was similar to that experienced

while using the Dow Corning material. However, repairs to the

Scotchtito coating were more difficult under field conditions and

required breakang the damaged jaws out of the trap and replacing

them with new coated jaws. If an alternate method of attachung

this matezaal to trap jaws cannot be found, use of thas rateria/

will be extremely impractical in an operational program.

166
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Foot injury and a ri..nit aci.ce in lb.,

coated trap woa the Saw OS in uncoated Crops. However, sufficient

numbers of coyotes were not captured to draw sound conclusions and

further testing appears to be warranted.

(3) 3/l6" foam rubber (glued on): Trap jaws were covored with strips

of l/3" r 5" x 3/16" foam rubber material attached with contact

cement. Traps were dried and aired for seven days prior to place-

ment on the trap line. Field tests were conducted in the same manner

as those tests on the Dow Corning and 34 Scotchtite material.

Damage to the foam padding as a result of capturing an animal were

similar to tho damago incurred in the other two field testa.

Replacement was required.

Odor from contact cement the roam rubber would be a problem

though tests were not of sufficient number to b. cenalu v.

Foot injury and swelling were comparable to that of the uncoated

jaws. Further testing might indicate a problem watn circulation

restriction.

COMCLUSIOUS

All of the candidate rateriale tested to date tall to :eat in-

jury and swollinj as a rcJult of Capture. In th, eat. or th, bo.c am

Corning meter-Lai, injury and swelling was rare sever, in sot.:

instances, than that occurring as a ialt of cJpture an Lncoated or

unpadded jawed tiaps (Con; .1 Group).

SutedOint ::aptefo.i of vevl...j In (top. with n

tubing and roam rubber were not Maao and thei,tie catmot

be oonsideii.dd ooncluidvo at this time.

Further tasting and more data will be gathered on the lq Scotchtite

105C-1 tubing, as soon as sufficient material can be delivered. Data

will be gathered on techniques to repair damaged padded jaws in the

field, assassment of foot injury, potential odor prohlwis and resultant

coyote behavioral changes and trap nights of uaage for both treated

and control groups.

Further testing of the foam rubber padding may be done in the future.

However, the inherent odor holding quality of this type of material

may deter any operational use con4d8ayons.
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DENVER WILDLIFE RESEARCH CENTER
BUILDING 16, FEDERAL CENTER

DENVER, COLORADO 80225

RESEARCH ON STEEL LECHOLD TRAP MODIFICATIONSI 1 181

The following is a brief summary of studies aimed at
modifying steel traps used by federal predator damage control
specialists for the capture of coyotes.

Tranquilizer Trap Tabs

Trap tab field tests were conducted from 1977 to
1981. Several different types of trap tabs containing
various formulations and dosages of central nervous
system depressants were affixed to one jaw of standard
3N Victor long spring traps. Coyotes caught in these
traps were left for either one (t24 hours) or two
(.48 hours) nights. Foot injury was compared to that

of coyotes taken in traps without tabs. Numbers of

coyotes taken varied from 19 to 22 per "treatment".
Results are shown in Table 1. The best results at the
±48 hour interval were obtained by using 1125 mg of
Librium (Chlordiazepoxide HC1) and 25 mg of Tranvet
(Propiopromazine HC1) formulated in propylene glycol

and placed in a molded rubber trap tab (available from
R. McBride, Box 725, Alpine, TX 79830). Eighty-two

percent of the coyotes taken had little or no foot
damage compared to only 10 percent of coyotes taken in

traps without tabs. Similar results were obtainec at

a ±24 hour interval by using 600 mg o' Tranvet whin.,

hen used alone, proiides a snorte" pe"1:- c' C%S
depression than the 48 hour formulation rentioned

above. Categories of foot damage used for all
field t-ials summarized herein are snown in A:pendl 1.

Modified Trap Chains

Standard 3N Victor long spring staked traps with

3 ft. kinkless chains were modified as follows:

1. Trap chain shortened to 30.5 cm (12 in).

2. Trap chain shortened to 30.5 cm and fastened

to center of trap base.

Most of the data in this summary was presentet; in a pager given

at the Worldwide Furbearer Conference, Frostburg, Maryland,

August 3-11, 1980.
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3. Coiled spring fastened between standard 91.0 cm
chain and trap stake. Spring specifications:
.23 cm (.092 in) music wire, 1.91 cm OD and
5.2 cm long between hooks (.750 x 6 in),
with 54 active springs, 3.2 kg (7 lb) required
to stretch spring 2.54 cm (1 in).

Twenty to 21 coyotes were taken per "treatment".
Foot damage was compared to that sustained by coyotes
taken in standard 3N traps with 3 ft. staked chains.
Neither shortening the trap chain, shortening the
chain and affixing it to the base of the trap, or
adding a coiled spring resulted in overall less foot
damt.ge (Table 2). The addition of a spring might
have reduced the frequency of broken bones, but small
sample sizes made this conclusion tenuous and the
occurrence of moderate or severe cuts was not reduces.

Padded Jaws

Research on padded-jaw traps began in fall 1983.

Following two unsuccessful field tests of a DWRC-fabricated
padded jaw trap, a third conducted in spring, 1981

provided encouraging results. A prototype 3N double

coil spring trap with padded jaws provided by the
Woodstream Corporation, Lititz, PA, reduced coyote foot

injury significantly. Eight-five percent of 20 coyotes taken

sustained little or no foot damage after being left in
traps for 48 hours. Only 10-14 percent of coyotes
taken in traps with unpadded jaws sustained similar
injuries, with the renaining 86-90 percent having
moderate or severe cuts or broken bones. Additional

field tests of several different types of padded jaw traps

are planned. Reduction in foot damage by mechanical
modification of traps offers advantages over the use of
CNS depressants; one major factor is that handling and
distribution of chemicals is avoided, as is the need for
federal registration by the Food and Drug Administration.
However, extensive evaluations are needed to ensure that

comparable efficacy is maintained under different soil and
weather conditions and that cost and maintenance are
acceptable under operational use.

The research discribed above has been conducted in
accordance with approved Annual Work Plans of the FWS.

Denver Wildlife Research Center. Objectives are limited

to steel trap modifications as they might apply to use

by federally-employed predator damage control specialists,

and not to the private fur trapper or commercial fur

industry.

Samuel B. Linhart, Gary J. Dasch,

and Frank J. Turkowski
September, 1981

Data and results of this summary are intended for informational

Purposes only and should not be cited or published without the

prior approval of the Denver Wildlife Research Center.

1.69



Table I. Coyote foot damage sustained In standard and trap tab-efixed 3-N Victor steel traps.

Trap Approx. time
Trap tab tab left In trap
fonoulatIon type (hr)

No.

coyotes
taken

FREQUENCY OF OCCURANCE

Percent

"acceptable"
damage

1 o
danage Moderate
or or

slight severe Oroken
cuts) cut(s) hone(s)

Dead fron
overdose

Hone (control) 74 21 3 16 2 14.3

Proplopromazine HC1 (600 mg) Steveosen 22 10 4 0 0 01.0

naafi "A" 20 IC 5 0 0 75.0

Oaseh "0" 19 17 2 0 0 09.5

UclIride 20 17 3 0 0 85.0

Propiopronazine HC1 (200 mg)
Reselpine (1.5 mg)/starch

(3C11 mq) 0v.rh "A" ,.

22 13 0 1 0 59.1

Mine (control)
., 4q 20 2 14 4 10.0

Propinpicmazine MCI (200 mg)/
Reserpine (I.0 mg)/starch
(3rPt m4)

.
20 11 7 2 0 55.0

PsoploptnnazIne IICI (300 mg)/
Receiploo (1.5 mg)/starch

0
(390 mg) 22 6 11 3 2 27.3

ProplopronatIne IICI (300 mg)/
Reserpine (3.0 mg)/starch

(398 mg) 20 10 8 0 2 50.0

170



Table 1. (cont.).

FREQUENCY OF OCCURANCE
No

damage Moderate
Trap Approx. time No. or or Percent

Trap tab tab left In trap coyotes slight severe Broken Dead from "acceptable"
fonnulation type (hr) taken cut(s) cut(s) bone(s) overdose damage

ChlorDiazepoxide HC1 (750 mg) Dasch "A"

Chlordlazepoxide HC1
.1

(1125 mg)

Chlordlazepoxide HC1 (750 mg)/
11Proplopromazlne HC1 (25 mg)

Chlordlazepoxtde HC1
(1125 mg)/

NPropiopronazIne HC1 (25 mg)

Chlordlazepoxide HC1
(1500 mg)/

IIProplopronazine HC1 (25 mg)

Chlordlazepoxide HC1 (1125 mg)/
Propiopromazine HC1 (25 mg)/

Propylene glycol McBride

II

11

II

II

01

11

20

21

20

21

20

22

7

6

0

15

13

18

13

10

10

6

5

4

0

4

2

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

35.0

20.6

40.0

71.4

65.0

81.8
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Table 2. Coyots foot damage sustained in standard and trap chain-modified 3-N Victor steel traps.

Frequency of occurance Percent

Trap No. coyote No damage Noderate or Broken "acceptable"
modification taken or sligi:t cut(s) severe cul(s) bones damage

Hone (control) 21 5 9 7 23.8

Short chain 20 2 13 5 10.0

Short :hain
on trap
base 21 0 16 5 0.0

Coll spring
on chain 21 4 16 1 19.0

172
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Appendix 1. Methods for categorizing coyote foot damage as defined for

DWRC studies.

Coyute; are normally trapped by one front foot and the jaws of the trap

urually close across the paw. The paw frequently becomes swollen as a

result of impaired circulation. Cuts commolly occur across the top of

the paw and are inflicted as a result of struggles to escape. The

seyerity of cuts will vary as to number, length, width, and depth.

Assignment of such .uts into definitive categories such as slight,

moderate, or severe is Lierefore difficult as they may range from a

single very small abr,sion or cut 1 or 2 mm in length that does not

extend through the ski to a single large, deep cut up to 3 cm extending

across the entire upper arface of the paw exposing underlying tendons

and bones, to several sm ller linear cuts across the width of the paw.

One or MOCE of the latter ay be sufficiently severe as to expose the

bone or tendon. One or moP bones within the paw may also be broken and

can generally be detected b) carefully flexing and feeling of the paw.

'hen initial attempts to cat, orize differing degrees of foot damage

proved frustrating, we simpli td our procedure by using the following

c'assifications to characterize injury.

c- no Damaoe

a. No damage

L. Sv.ollen foot
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Appendix 1. (cont.).

c. A small (<0.5 cm), shallow puncture hole or cut through the skin

and underlying tissue or fascia. If visible, no damage to

tendon(s) or bone(s).

d. Cuts or skin abrasions larger than 0.5 cm but not extending

through the skin, underlying tissue or fascia.

Moderate or Severe Damage

a. A large (>0.5 cm), deep cut through skin and underlying tissue or

fascia. Tendon(s) and bone(s) exposed.

b. A :ernes of two or more smaller (<0.5 cm) but deep cuts across

the paw exposing tendon(s) or bone(s).

c. Cut tendons

d. Broken bones

e. Any coyotes found dead in traps due to an apparent overdose of

CMS depressant.

Coyotes that sw,tained slight or no visible foot Image were assigned to

an "acceptable' injury category; those with moderate or severe foot

damage, broken bones, cr. that died from overdoses, were categorized as

*unacceptably" injured. Other data were recorded to indicate trap tab

efficacy but for various reasons were not considered satisfatory

17.1
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U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

Denver Wildlife Research Center

Building 16, Federal Center

Denver, Colorado 80225

0

SUMMARY OF DWRC STEEL LEGHOLD TRAP RESEARCH: FY 15821

July 1982

1 Research conducted by the Section of Predator Management Research under
Work Unit 932.12, "Assess the efficacy, selectivity, and hwianeness of
coyote capture devices_" Results presented here are incomplete and not
for publication, relea, or use Wthout the permission of the Director of
the Denver Wildlife Research Center.
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Development and research on steel trap modifications were continued in
fiscal year 1982 and are summarized below. All field tests were conducted
using 3-N Victor long spring traps with either offset malleable or stamped
jaws. Data on coyote capture rates and nontarget species exclusion rates
were collected for the trap pan tension device tests. However, data for
all other tests sumnarize0 ". this progress report are limited to informa-
tion regarding foot dah.ge :tr,tained only by coyotes since too few other
species were trapped to provide meaningful measurements.

Trap Pan Tension Devices

A cooperative study (ADC and DWRC) was conducted in 1980 and 1981 in
California, New Mexico, Oregon, Texas, and Utah. Data analyses and a
final progress report' were completed in May 1982 and a manuscript will
be submitted to a technical journal in the near future. The Executive
Summary and two graphs (Figs. 1 and 2) from the progress report are
reproduced below.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

- Three types of steel trap pan tension devices were evaluated by DWRC
and ACC personnel to assess their selectivity and efficacy for
cluding nontarget species and capturing coyotes.

- Pan tension devices exclude smaller nontarget species by increasing
the trip weights of traps.

- Field tests by ADC fieldmen were conducted in 1980 in California,
New Mexico, Oregon, Texas, and Utah and under moist soil conditions
in N. California and S.E. Texas in 1981.

- No. 3-N Victor leghold traps were equipped with one of the following:

1. A shear-pin device (manufactured by M-Y Enterprises, Hamer
City, Pa.), which functions by shearing a copper wire placed
through aligred holes in a specially designed dog and pan. The

trip weight can be varied by changing the diameter of the wire.
Downward pressure on the pan shears the copper wire.

2. A leaf spring device developed by A. Armistead (N.M. ADC
Program) which consists of a curved leaf spring that attaches to
the trap base and angles upward to the underside of the pan. A

modified pan and dog are required.

2 Copies of this report can be obtained from Or. Franc Turkowski, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, Agricultural Research 8. Experiment Station,
P.0 Drawer 1051, Texas A&M, Uvalde, TX 78801; phone 512/723-6542.

1 7

40-470 0 - Ati - 12
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3. A cut length of steel measuring tape currently used by the
California AOC program (tested only in 1981). The piece of

measuring tape is inserted lengthwise between the trap posts so
that the uppermost or convex portion of the tape rests against
the underside of the pan. Standard trap pans and dogs can be

retained when this device is used.

- Over 12,000 trap exposure nights were obtained during the 2-year
study. The total number of designated nontarget species (gray and
kit foxes, striped skunks, opossums, and jackrabbits) visits recorded
for all the devices together in 1980 was 875 and the total for 1981

was 127. Coyote visits totaled 381 and 162 in 1980 and 1981,

respectively.

- The coyote capture rates and nontarget species exclusion rates (%

animals stepped on pan but did not trip trap) of taps equipped with
each type of device were compared with those of unmodified 3 -H traps.

- In 1980 the combined exclusion rates for all designated no.target
animals were 91% for the shear-pin equipped traps, 90% for the leaf

spring devices and 30% for the unmodified traps. Thus both of these
devices decreased the number of designated nontarget species trapped

by about 60%. Coyote capture rates for device-equipped and unmodi-
fied traps were similar in areas of dry soil, but in wet soils
device-equipped traps excluded more coyotes.

Laboratory tests indicated that wet clay-like soils drastically

increased trip weights of device-equipped traps.

Prior to the 1981 field tests, shear-pin and leaf spring devices
were zinc plated to reduce rust that caused contact points to adhere.
Shear-pin pans were constructed of heavier gauge metal and a second
hole was placed in the pan for improved Sheaving of the wire. The

dog notch in the shank of the reolacementephn of the leaf spring
device was machine-fabricated for uniformity, thereby decreasing

variability. The use of more flexit,le pan covers also reduced wet

soils problems. The steel tape device was also evaluated in 1981.

In 1981 the Improved devices performed with greater efficacy. Tests

of improved devices in wet soils resulted in coyote capture rates of

87% for the shear-pin equipped traps, 92% for the leaf spring, 86%
for the measuring tape, and 98% for unmodified traps (Fig. 1). Tne

improved device-equipped traps would undoubtedly function even better

in dry soils.

- In 1981 the improved devices also performed better in excluding

nontarget animals. The combined exclusion rates for all designated

nontarget animals were 92% for the shear-pin device., 100% for the
leaf spring, 95% for the measuring tape, and 6% for the unmodified

traps (Fig. 2).

1
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- While each of the three devices has certain advantages and dis-
advantages, capture and exclusion rates were similar. Therefore,
trapper preference may be the deciding factor as to which is used.

Padded jaw traps.

Development and field evaluation of padded jaw traps began in fall 1980,
continued in 1981 and 1982, and hopefully will be completed by April 1983.
In spring 1981, a prototype No. 3 double coil spring trap with offset,
stamped, padded jaws (designated as Woodstream pad No. 1) provided by the
Woodstream Corporation, Lititz, PA, provided very good results. Of 20
coyotes taken and left in traps for about 48 hours, 17 (85%) sustained
little or no foot damage.

In FY 1982, several types of trap pads were field-tested. In all
insta.ces, coyotes were left in traps for approximately 48 hours (i.e.,
coyotes were removed from traps the day after they were found captured).
When initial results appeared promising, trapping continued until 20
coyotes were taken; however, for tests where pads were obviously
ineffective, sampling was stopped after 5 coyotes were captured. Pads
were affixed to both jaws of Victor 3-N long spring traps staked to 3-ft
chains affixed to the trap spring. Damage sustained in padded traps was
compared with similar data from coyotes taken in standard unpadded traps
in a prior year. Measurement of foot injury for 20 coyotes taken in
unpadded traps indicated that 10% had little or no foot damage. Appendix
1 describes the method used to assess damage. The types of trap pads
tested and sources of material are summarized below:

A. Woodstream Corporation (Lititz, PA 17543)

Woodstream No. 2: This synthetic rubber pad, having a scored and
concave Inner surface, completely enclosed the jam of the trap. It

was almost identical to that tested on the Woodstream No. 3 double-coil
spring trap in FY 1981. Since the Service's ADC Program routinely uses
the 3-N long spring trap, the FWS requested that it be affixed to a
prototype Victor 3-N trap. The prototype provided for evaluation had
offset stamped jaws. The pad was affixed to the jaw by a formed
L-shaped metal retainer strip pop-riveted to the end of the jaw. This
attachment method allowed the retainer strip to pivot away from the
jaw when pads needed replacement. The other end of the retainer strip
was secured to the jaw by means of a threaded screw passing tnrough
aligned L-snapeo brackets on both retainer strip and jaw. Fourteen of
20 coyotes (70%) taken in traps with these pads sustained little or no
foot damage.

B. M-Y Enterprises (220 Lincoln St., Honer City, PA 15748)

M-Y No. 1: This pad consisted of a black neoprene channel material
manufactured for sale as an outdoor gasket material. Each pad was
affixed to the jaw of the trap by means of a sheet metal retainer strip
form-fitted to the underside of the jaw. The rubber pad containing
three pre-punched holes was placed between the underside of the jaw
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and the retainer strip and three threaded screws were secured through
aligned holes o the jaw, pad. and retainer strip. The lip of the pad

extended about midway to the top of the jaw. Ten of 14 coyotes taken
":i1 sustained little or no foot damage. Six additional coyotes will

be trtoried to complete th test.

m-v No, 2 This pad was nearly Identical to M-Y No. 1, excepting that
Lhe .as extended to reach the top of the trap jaw. Twelve of 20
calcites (607) sustained little or no foot injury. Therefore, extending
tie ' of the pad dio ,ot result in improved performance.

n-,ok, arc 7220 Compton Blvd.. Paramount, CA 907231

:1:,)k Nc : This company manufactures a U-shaped edge trim for A
.11 ..ty or :oirrc i al uses. Their product consists of various
,oprr4urstions of a flexible steel or aluminum core made of staple-like
'ios coated with Other PVC or neoprene. The Trim-lok evaluated had

J ptiaoal gr'po'n9 "barbs' located within the metal core. Trim _3k No.

: :onsisted of a J-shaped trim (#1350 x 5/16") with a raised textured

.3efazt to 3-oxide inc-Pased gripping force. All of the five coyotes
taken ,n traps with this pad sustained dither moderate or severe foot
.'iarnag or broken bones Coyotes were able to pull apart the metal

D: c'nliOrising the Core Of the pad and pieces of this material were
,tattered about the traps. Pads were comoldtely torn off four

. ! ^r *A0 s wh of coyotes were taken.

7, --ok No ? This pad was mil sr to Trim-lok No. 1 excepting that
illovr.we neoprene seal was gittel to the U-shaped channel (#1375 x 5/16"
he vfw w,s hoped that addition of the seal material would

additi)ntl -Jshioning. All five coyotes taken in traps with

'is 3.11 ssta'ned either severe cuts or broken bones. As with

I. co.lItes were able to ,3.411 apart the pads and none were" y tr' I*, re rentoved frtsn trips.

v. 'tb'm ";5. A'pine, Tx 79830,

4, ?' N, N D1,1 L2,siste3 of a rol 'kkd 'J-shaped neoprene pad

A Ide three f 3, ten ;n9 ri I ref,. wires were wrapped

in,] the ends tw"ited 11.h pliers to n.old the pad in
'he 4, were rece,t,i late 'n the testing season and Only two

kh?, ..3Kon with these pads. However, in one instance pads
_cmp'ete'i ;xi' led off the j8e45 and only ttre tie wires remained.

,no ince, ore-haJ of a pad had been completely torn
`,:crt tN.k bk, and ret lining tie wires Both corrotes Suitolned

`0)t dzonage. Severai more coyotes will be trapped with
- s pa: `it t iePeIrS Chi! the tie wires are not adequately

.,) w t^ n the neoprene pal'. ird tnIf i hetttr means of affixing

's the 3.4".,

, t s ,t.l : A61,1.1,41,11

I, L. r :.14 40 ' 3. 5, , 3-- "'I it

1 7;)
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Lethal Trap Tabs

Cloth tabs containing strychnine and wired to trap jaws were used for many
years in the past to kill animals taken in steel leg-hold traps. Animals

biting at traps con_aining such tabs consumed a lethal dose of the

toxicant The technique was later modified for use with a central nervous
system (CNS) depressant or "tranquilizer" to reduce the struggling of

trapped coyotes. Up to 90% of coyotes taken in traps having tranqilizer
tabs sustained little or no foot damage. However, presently the usa of

CNS depressants has certain inherent disadvantages, for example, dosages
adequate for coyotes are lethal to smaller carnivores, FBA registration

would be required for operati it use, and cost of chemicals may be high.

An alternative Approach to tt use of CNS rte oressants is to exclude as many
nontarget species as possible with pan tension devices, and to destroy all

other trapped animals with a lethal trap tab. Limited research on this

approach was endorsed by ADC at a meeting held in Albuquerque in November

1981.

A pilot field test of toxic trap tabs, using sodium cyanide (NaCN) and
Para-aminoproplophenone (PAPP), was run in winter, 1981-82. The tests

were carried out on private lard in South Texas behind locked gates on

.,etch warning signs were posted. Hollow neoprene rubber trap tabs
ootained from Rancher Supply, Plpine, Texas (R. McBride) were used to

contain the toxicants. Tabs were closed with a cork and the ends sealed

with "Shoe Goo." Both NaCN tabs and the PAPP tabs (500 mg/m1) were

form 'ated in propylene glycol. A solution of 10% H2O and 9G% propylene

gl, was used as a carrier for the NaCN; the carrier for PAPP was 100%

Propylene qlvrol. Tabs were affixed to the jams of 3-N Victor traps with
Self-locking straps and a trap line for each type tab was placed out

and checked daily to determine the percent of trapped coyoteS killed by

each tox'cant.

It was rated that the NaCN tabs d a slight odor Characteristic of this
:111Pourl' as they were affixed t: traps and also when traps were set in the

gr)und. Of 21 traps set out, 10 were dug up by coyotes in a 2-day per )1.

Two of four coyotes taken in NaCN-eguippel traps were found dead. Because

odor emanating f --n these tabs was obviously a problem, the NaCN test was

te,mlnatP1 It is Of irteress that i similar odor pribler was enCJint'E.r?d

when the OWR(T. Ittem-tAl to use Na':% in !'xiL cheep protection cot

Moro prO'isinq results were obtained with PAPP. Ot coyote; CAptU,,I in

traps ha4,n4 PAPP tabs, 16 (IA) were found dell. oth2r )WPC reser -her

wha he pen cUn6w_i test , ,1:'i hid

ro,ult, Only )1ir of coyntes ratan '57%\ by him were Jm,nd Jell

Lem ,-,)^c it, Skun, raccoon, art were tlk.r to

1ethi)it, if PAPP tabs to thP',0 WPrles

-,,,a 1r trt;, Its w' -so tee, n,1, -1 1,,l;

it), t to,ts Ar,`

,
Vin, to 1 R 0",

tr. 't
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Table 1. Foot injqry sustained by adu!t coyote taken in padded-jaw traps
(data obtained as of July 1982).

Type trap

used

Victor No. 3

double coil

spring ( offset,

stamped jaws)a

Victor 3-4
long spring

(offset stamped
Jaws!

Victor 3 -N
long spring

(offset,
ma!leable jaw0

Vic* -r 3 N
long spr,n9

starilr1 5'- in
1ff cet,

111"Alj', j t.5'3

Type pad

tested

Number
coyotes

take,

Number coyotes
with little oe
no foot damage

Percent coyotes
with little or
no foot damage

Woodstream No.

I.00dstream No

W , No 1

mi..Y 40 ?

lk No

S? NO

r'D 1

1

1

20

73

14b

?O

17

14

10

1'

85%

70%

71%

50%

0%

10%

Pa! ""' r > 3' ocir-

)ni' ) t In.- 4

1

r, n
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U. S Fish and Wildlife f.',:vice
Denver Wildlife Research Center

Building 16, Federal Center
Denver, Colorado 80225

SUMMARY OF DWRC STEEL LEGHOLD TRAP RESEARCH

September 1983

Research conducted by the Section of Predator Management Research

under Work Unit 932.12, "Assess the efficacy, selectivity, and

humaneness of coyote capture devices." Results presented here are

incomplete and not for publication, release or use without the

permission of the Director of the Denver Wildlife Research Center.
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The 1.' aver P,!Search Center (MC) h Is continued research and
evaluation of steel leghold traps i ith major objectives of increasing
their selectivity and reducing the foot damage of captured animals. All
such efforts were focused on the oyote or those nontarget species that
might be taken in traps set for coyotes. Continued emphasis on the coyote
was dictated by operational use of traps by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service's (FWS) Animal Damage Control (ADC) program. The vast majority of
traps used by ACC-supervised personnel were set to resolve
coyote-livestock damage problems in the western U.S. In general, with the
exception of Texas where No. 4 Newhouse traps were commonly used, the
Victor 3N -I1 long spring trap (offset malleable jaws) was the trap
preferred for taking coyotes. Three-ft kinkless, spring-mounted, staked
chains were used, as were drags on 3-6 ft lengths of chain.

All cur field tests conducted to date employeu staked traps. With the
exzep:ior of two tests using modified Victor No. 3 double-coil spring
traps (padded and unpadded offset stamped jaws), all tests involved either
Victor 11-M (offset malleable jaws) or the Victor 3N-I1 (offset stamped
jaws long spring traps.

Recen: ',ork included data analyses and manuscript preparation for trap pan
tens,on device research and the continued collection of data on coyote
foo: sustained in padded and unpadded leghold traps. In addition,
info-nation i.as provid?d to the FWS Director on trap research activities,

of trap research was presented at the annual meeting of the
Nati:7a1 Trappers Association, and similar information was included in a
paps- nonlat.-.al coyote management techniques for the First Eastern
Wildlife 7.:axa7.e Control Conference. A summary of recent trap research and
..tar: a:t,/ites is as follows:'

TRA2 TENSION DEVICES

Rec'2n.: activities involved analyses of field data obtained in 1980 and
1981, and preparation and extensive revision of a manuscript submitted to
the of Wildlife Management in September 1983. The abstract from
thi is reproduced below.

.711,EN:1,S A'40 SELECTIVITY OF PAN TEWALN DE'r1C111, FGR L0f0TE

I U.S. Fish and thldlife Service, tip-der
1, t. re. (enter, Deaver (() At Al.

di 1- .111 11 If+, Service, ctrl l Proc,r.,
1,4. Albuquerque, 87112, SN!UtL

F t ch in} 14)1 11 i fe Service, Denver 1/)1(111fe rt,,varLhi Center ,
CO 80,''

l'1,1 filler teal on ((>yOtt, ants 1J!Yd,, ) CLIVt.1;P
r,niar).t that stepped on unplified and ten-.ion

( heir pin, ( urve,1 lent °; ring, ctrl t ,pvl
11,0o the devi' equipped 3 tJ Yic t..r le9014.1
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tra i.ere about 3 tires more effective than un io ititd tral t

excluding kit (Vulpes macrotis), switt (V. velox), and gr,,
(Urocyon cinereoargentUTT67es, opossums s

marsupialis), and jackrabbits (Le2us californicus). Coyote
capture rates in initial field tests were lower for device-
equipped traps than unmodified traps when set in wet clay or
alkali soils. Shear-pin and leaf spring devices were then
modified and !in plated to reduce rusting caused by moisture and
to improve trap performa,-,ce. Coyote capture rates ("..) in

subsequent field tests with the improved devices in wet areas
with clay or alkali soils were 87, 92, 84, and 98 for shear-pin,
leaf spring, steel tape, and unmodified traps, respectively.
Exclusion rates (percent of nimals that stepped on pans and were
excluded) for all designated nontarget animals for the wet soil
test were 92, 100, 95, and 6 for shear-pin, leaf spring, steel
tape, and unmodified traps, respectively. The improved devices
functioned adequately for use in coyote depredations control
tripping activities."

PACCED JAW TRAPS

To date. a total of 17 field tests of unpe ded and padded traps have been
corcle:ed. 'Aith one exception (Idaho), ' tests were conducted in Texas
unce- -ocerito temperatures and generally dry conditions. In no instance
have parted traps been evaluated in either extremely 'Jet and muo:/
coro;:]Jas or in cold environments. A total of 214 coyotescp06 been
taken, wi:a saples of 20-21 coyotes per test when the padded traps under
elfaloa:1,n appeared to shod some promise for reducing foot damage withou*
hindering efficacy. When test pads were obviously ineffective, tests were
stopped atter a sample of 5 coyotes was obtained. All tests were
conducted .n areas where coyotes were numerpus and all traps were set in
locatons so as to maximize the possibility for capturing this animal.
Too fad numbers of other species were taken during an) one test to per-nit
assessment of foot damage (or lack thereof) to such carnivores as raccoon,
skunk, bobcat, badger, or fox.

All coyotes were left in traps approximately 48 hours, i.e., traps were
checked daily and when a coyote was captured it was left in the trap until
the following day when it was killed, the leg in the trap removed to be
later stored in a freezer, and the e tent of foot damage noted. All feet
were subsequently examined in the laboratory and the extent of damage was
reassessed. The damage category [none. swollen foot, slight, moderate or
severe cut(s), broken bone(s/i, was then changed if requirtd. Captured
coyotes that for some reason were dead at the time traps were ,becked
(e.g., shot by ranch hand, etc.), were excluded from all samples.

for assessing injury are detailed in Appendix 1.

Ilan/ 0, the earlier tests con'octed were %pin pads affixed to Victor 3N-ll

trap. (long wrInq%, with offset malleable jaws) as this is the trap in
u.- by hr, %upc.rvId field pers-mnel. obtathell

1S
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from three of four co:menial sources (M-Y Enterprises, Rancher Suaply,
Trim-Lok, Inc.) were all affixed by various means to this type trap.
However, the fourth supplier, Woodstream Corporation, used a molded pad
that fitted stamped jaws only. At a meeting in early 1983 with ACC
supervisory staff, it was decided that more emphasis should be placed on
testing traps with stamped and padded jaws since these traps are less
expensive than those with malleable jaws, and the major reason for the NS
use of the latter was to reduce foot damage. Accordingly, n-Y
Enterprises] was asked to install their No. 1 pad on standard Victor
3N-R traps. The 400dstream Corporation was also asked to supply the DWRC
with their most recently developed pad on a similar trap. Additionally,
reference data on coyote foot injury sustained in standard 3N-R traps
without pads was collected, and additional coyotes were trapped to
complete three other tests initiated the previous year.

Results of all field tests conducted so far are shown in Table 1 and
Figure 1. Little or no foot damage for coyotes taken in unpadded Victor
3N-:4 and Victor 3N-R was 10 percent and 5 percent, respectivtly. A test
of Lraadded prototype Victor No. 3 double-coil spring traps resaltad in 10

r-sent of the trapped coyotes being assigned to the little or no damage
cat.egcry.

Both 7rim -Lok pad tests were discontinued when it was fouid that the pads
(a c'amercial, flexible, neoprene-covered metal channel material) were
tor- 'rom the trap jaws by captured coyotes. The dcBride pads (Ranchers
SuaPly), a molded type affixed to jaws by twisting wires that were
eri"---e^ in -he pads, were also torn partially or completely off the jas
and testing wf this prototype was also terminated.

The q-1 pad No. 1 on Victor 3N-M produced good results with 80 pe....ent of
coyote> :usta;ning little or no foot damage. The M-Y No. 2 was somewnat
les, effective with the "little or no damage" category at the 60 percent
level. (he M-Y No. 3 was discarded as the hollow-core neoprene pads
rolled as coyotes struggled and 5 of 18 coyotes pulled out, as did 3
skurks and 1 rabbit. When placed on Victor 3N-R traps (stamped offset
ja4sl, the M-Y No. 1 pad was apparently less eff.2:tive as nearly 60
percent of 20 coyotes fell in the "little or no damage" category.

The '-oodstream pdd flo. 2, when used on a prototype Victor 3N-R, resulted
percent of tne captured coyotes being assigned to tne little or no

daT,se category. However, a subsequent test using a similar trap but 6ith
a more advanced type pad (No. 3 pad) was discontinued because only 4 of 11
coyotes that sprung the trap were captured. We bel.eved that friction
between the lower portion of the Jaw as it passed through the hole in the
spring resulted in slower trap closure. Trap modification should permit
reevaluation and attainment of better results with this trap. The be,_
results achieved so far were with Woodstream's padded Victor flo. 3 dole

1 Pads sulOied under contract to the FNS by n-Y Enterprises were
prolety)..s intended for limited evaluation, this engineeriny design
cumetny has Ho plans to commercially produce or sell pads or padded t-!ps.
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coilspring trap In which 85 portent ut the coyotes .,ere plattd in the

"little or no damage" category

The results summarized above, it snould be empnasized, are preliminary and
are not intended for publication until the data have been further analyzed
and statistical comparisons made to letermine differences among unpadded

and padded traps and among different types of traps and pretotype pads.
Furthermore, controlled testing of the most promising traps and pads are
needed under extremes of moisture, heat, and cold to determine if results

vary significantly. The extent to which the DWRC will evaluate the
effects of unpadded and padded coyote traps on nontarget species has not
yet been determined. DWRC research on capture devices and techniques will
continue commensurate with Service objectives and needs, and at levels
permitted by funding rece,ved for this research.
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AP;,- -,x 1
mho'`, for satepriztog cojote foot i etflo, ! fur

DaC studies.

Coyotes are normally trapped by one front foot and the jaws of the trap

usually close across the paw. The paw frequently becomes smillen as a

result of impaired circulation. Cuts commonly occur across the top of

the paw and are inflicted as a result of struggles to escape. The

severity of cuts will vary as to number, length, width, and depth.

Assignment of such cuts int., definitive categories such as slight,

moderate, or severe is therefore difficult as they may range from a

single very small abrasion or cut 1 or 2 mm in length that does not

extend t=mugh the skin, to a single large, deep cut up to 3 am extending

across t.-ze Loper surface of the paw exposing underlying tendons

and bolts, to severe) smaller lin,:ar cuts across the width of the paX.

One er of the latter may be sufficiently severe as to expose the

bone c- 0:',e or more bones wit; :n the paw may also be broken and

can 3a-se-any by carefully flexing and f.'.ng of the pax.

ha" jl attz-pt:; to categorize differing degrees of foot dz.-lage

prove:! '-.strat.trq, we sInplifled our procedure by using the following

to char3cterlze trUvr/-

r,
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Appendix 1 (co n: )

c. A =all (<0.5 al), shallow puncture hole or cut throuch the skin

and underlying tissue or fascia. If visible, no damage to

tendon(s) or bone(s).

d. Cuts cr skin abrasions larger than 0.5 cm but not extending

through the skin. underlying tissue or fascia.

Hoolerate or Severe Damage

a. A large (>0.5 cm), deep cut through skin and underlying tissue or

fascia. Tendon(s) and bone(s) exposed.

b. A st-'_s of two or more smaller (0.5 cm) but deep cuts across

the r.aw tendon(s) or bone(s).

c. Cut tendons

d Brckel bon.s

e. Any coyotes found dead in trops 0o- to on apparent overdose of

(NS depressal'..

Coyotes ttat sustolneJ slIc't kv no vt%rt,le scot dar,oqe y.ere a;slcned to

an 'acceptable' irovry thtY.e ,tierot. of sov er toot

damage, boo'ten boors, or thit deal frtrn were cateclorized as

"tinacceptot,ly

I J
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TABLE I

SUMMARY CF PADDED JAW STEEL TRAP FIELD TESTS

% of coyotes with little/A° foot damage

Trap Type Description

Jams unpadded Jaws padded

Percent Pad type Percent

Victor 36-8 Offset malleable jaws 10 (20) H-T #1 80 (20)a

long spring H-Y 112 60 (20]

MI-Y /3 62 (13)b

Hc!ride A 60 (5]

TrIm-Lok )1 0 (5]

Trim -Lok )2 0 l53

Victor 3N-R Offset stamped jaws 5 (21) Woodstream #2 70 (20)

long spring Voodstreifi /3 -- (4)c

H-Y /I 60 (20]

Victor Ho. 3

spring

Offset stamped jaws

double coil spring

i0 (21) Woodstream /1 85 (20)d

a

h

d

1 toe-caught coyotn pulled out
5 coyotes, 3 skunks and 1 rabbit pulled out
11 coyotes sprung this trap but only 4 were captured This trap had a 3-ft

center-moun ..d chain
Prototype trap, not a- commercial model. Ift center-mounted chale

NOTE Number in brackeZs ( tis number of coyote tsken per test



r!CURE Percent ,f coyotes having tt o foot ,1313;0 Itt ,^;1r.1,2,

steel leghold traps 1980 - 1983
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Following radiographic examination, the legs were skinned and dissected.
Traumatic injuries to the leg were given leg damage scores AS follows:

1. Apparently normal 0 points

2. Edematous swelling and hemorrhage 5 points

3. Cutaneous laceration <2cm 5 points

4. Cutaneous laceration >2cm 10 points

5. Tendon or ligament laceration 20 points

6. Joint subluxation 30 points

7. Joint luxation 50 points

8. Simple fracture below carpus or tarsus 50 points

9. Compound fracture below carpus or tarsus 75 points

10. Simple fracture above carpus or tarsus 100 points

11. Compound fracture above carpus or tarsus 200 points

12. Amputation of the leg 400 points

Leg damage points were Cumulative. and many animals were scored for more than
one type damage. Persons conducting the necropsy studies were not informed as
to trap type until the scores were finalized. These scores were used for
statistical purposes to compare the damage caused by the two types of traps.

lersonal ConnunIcation. Dr. VIctot Nettles, January, 1984.

4.)
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c(CONTIOL)

5

0

5

P (PADDED JAY)

35

40

105

S (SUEZ JAY)

65

160

65

5 75 65

0 40 110

5 5 180

S 30 110

0 p
65 110

0 5 55

0 80 140

0 40 160

5. as 110

5 55 35

0 10 160

10 55 SO

5 15 95

0 15 55

0 30 60

10 10 140

0 5 110

60

AC)eu 60 800 2125 2915.X..

t Pf,! 400 49,100 251,475 300,975

4X-X Vn
180 32,000 215029.76 247,209.76

%4 220 17,100 -26,445.24 53,765.24

-71.
3 40 101.19 48.93
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FINAL REPORT

b/30/d4

"DEVELOPMENT, MODIFICATION AND IMPROVEMENT
OF ELECTRONIC AND MECHANICAL PREDITOR
CONTROL DEVICES"

...

O

,

By M-Y Enterprises
22U Lincoln Street
Homer City, Pa. 15/46
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FULL REPORT: Contract 1!:.16-0009.32-025

Development, Modification and Improvemeat of El:etrenit
and Mechanical Predator Control Devices

OVERVIEW: Toe following is en outline of the work done under the
above contract for Denver U. E. Fish and Wildlife Re-
Search Coster (DiRC) by M.Y Laterpriess.

I ELECTROMIC PREDATOR mum am= Attempts vex* made to.pur-
chase or design a low cost
electronic predator caller.

A. Purchased Units Oaly one commercial souroe that manufactured
predator callers could be looted. $4 Enter.
primes contacted this source.

1. A device was purchased frog Outdoor Electronics of Virginit.
Both X.! Enterprises and DWIC were not satisfied with this

e unit.
B. Custom Design Units-- Since no other marketable device was found,

an effort was made to custom asign a
protatype.

1. Nol Enterprises sub-contracted work to others for design ideas.
a. Richard Deskivich, Richard lush and Stewart Dalton gave

electrronio input. Without being in a position to ad-
equately reimburse these consultaate for thoir work, in-
terest declined.

2. To date, woasuitable electronic caller has been developed.
Dower, M-Y Enterprises, consultants have confidence that a
successful unit can be produced.

C. Objective --.This project will be given attention as time partite
and funds become available. DWEAC will be kept in-
formed of any new concepts.

II FREIGETEMUM3 DEVICES -- Rasearch,.desiga and ;commendations were
prOiided to DWRC.

A. M-Y Enterprises provided a leakproof techaigne of siren to ammo
box installation: (leference report dated 4/30/33)

B. M1.4 Enterprises was unable to provide a suitable and less expen-
sive electronic timer for the freightening device than what ENRC
had available.

III MOCIFICATIOM.07 MPS This work consisted of equipping traps

L., supplied by DNRC with it-I Enterprises'
rubber pads.

A. SA Enterprises furiiibed Toth - traps with modifications asd
padded jaw kits to.DWRC fo field evaluation.

IV MOUS= PADDED JAW TRAPS -- Enterprises purchased and arranged
the delivery of a commercial bread of
padded jaw traps to DOC for test.

2 ;0
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FIXAL mom SLIER 1

, .

Expenses:

Jan. 1. 1964 6 dozen traps supplied to Sem Linhart
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,Deuver

thru Rasoarch Ce..er

June 50. 1964 Supplies

S 450.00

S 5.00

Pone Calla 6.00

Rowse 5 10.00

Sa1az7 $ 103.00

Total S 571.00

I certify that all payments requested are fpr apprvpiate purposes an4 in

accordance with agreements set forth in the Award/Contoct..414:46-0009-62-025

2,)
Ed Madvetz

Date: kck a 4-
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PROGRESS REPORT
6/30/83

"DEVELOPMENT, MODIFICATION AND IMPROVEMENT
OF ELECTRONIC AND MECHANICAL PREDITOR
CONTROL DEVICES" ,

. .

r

By M-Y Enterprises
220 Lincoln Street
,Homer City, Pa. 15741J

I
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Progress Report: Contract 14-lb-000-82-U25

caModification and Improvement

of EJectr sic and Mechanical Preditor
Control evices

Overview: Progress results are reflected in four areas
I. Modify ammo boxes for inside siren mounting

II. Modify No. 3 DCS stamped Jaw traps with rubber pads
III. Supply M-Y No. 1 ruober pads
IV. Development work for electronic timer and caller

1. SUBJECT: Modify ammo boxes for inside siren mounting

OBJECTIVE
Design a leakproof technique to modify ammo boxes for internal

installation of a freighting siren.

SUMMARY

There were two prototype units furnished to the U.S. Fish S. Wildlife
Service f$1 examination and/or test. On prototype one(1), shipped on I/11/83.
a 4 5/8" diameter hole was cut out of the side of the ammo box and four
equally spaced mounting holes were punched out around the cut-out hole.
A rubber o-ring material, 1/8" diameter, was cemented to the.inntr edge
of the siren sub-assembly. Using (our custom made metal hold-down clamps,
the siren sub-assembly was secured to-the ammo box wita self tapping
screws The four clamps provided pressure to compress the o-ring to seal
.the siren against the.box.

Upon testing by,p4S. Fish i Wildlife Service personnel, it was reported
that leakage occu,pe2 around the cut-uut hole. It was discovered that
leakage uccurred because the ammo box had an uneven surface causing
inconsistent o-ring compression. This allowed water to enter.

On prototype two(2), shipped on 2/19/83, revisions were made to contend
with the uneveness of the ammd box surface. There were two methods eval-
uated. Method two was more feasible.

1. The 1/8" o-ring material was replaced with 1/4" o-ripg material.
This method was successful but there were disadvantages. The
thicker o-ring was harder to compress and the siren projected
further out of the ammo box. In addition the o-ring had to bt
cemented for assembly which involves problems in disassembly.
Higher cost was another factor.

2. ChanAmi rubber fitted around the cut-out hole eliminated using
an o-ring. The u-shaped feature of channel rubber facilitates
.installation.

U.S. Fish S. Wildlife Service,upon receive' of prototype two(2),
forwarded 12 additional ammo boxes for the same modifications. These
units were shipped on 3/9/83.

203
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11. SUBJECT: Modify No. 3 DLS stamped Jaw traps with rubber pads

OBJECT IVE

Modify U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service's No. 3 DLS stamped Jaw traps
to incorporate M-Y No. I rubber pads.

SUMMARY

There were 36 traps modified by putting six tapped holes Into the
Jaws. M-Y No. 1 rubber pads were attached with stainless steel screws(N6-32).
A formed metal retaining strip Is used in this assembly. These traps
were shipped on 2/7/83. (M-Y No. I rubber pads were previously tested on the

3hI traps)

III. SUBJECT: Supply ti-`1 No::: 1 rubber pads

SUMMARY

On 1/19/83, Thirty(30) h1-`1 No. I design rubber pads were shipped to
Lamar Windber§ in Laredo Texas. On 1/21/83, forty(40) M-Y No. I design
rubber pads were shipped to U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service %Hr. Sam Linhert.

IV. SUBJECT: Development work for electronic timer and caller

OBJECT IVE

Develop a low cost effective timer and caller per U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service specifications.

SUNMRY
The services of Outdoqr EleCtror,lcs of VA was requested to provide

a electronic timer and preditor call (prototypes) for U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service rev lewal Their models were shipped di rectly to Denver for
evaluation. The cost for the above service isshown on (Invoice sheet 1.

Progress towtrds submitting an electronic timer prototype Is
encouraging. A recent contact has shown some premising concepts one
of which is In the development stage. Ths emphasiS on the proposed
prototypes is maintaining a low cost package. Low price electronic
components have been found. Final assembly will be small in comparison
to present modals. Within a few'months a prototype will materialize
for evaluation.

The electronic call prototype will follow the development of the timer.

Enterprises
220 Lincoln Steet
Homer City, Pa. 15716

Ed Medretz

2 4 (2
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WIC 82-19

Ct+tef. Division of-Wildlife Ecology Research
EIS. Washington. D.C. (WER)

Director, Denver Wildlife Research Center
'Denver. Colorado

Proposed contract -- P-Y Enterprises .

9 April 1922

I request approval to contract with M-Y Enterprises the work described in

the attached Pcoranduis of Reed entitled "Development, modification. and

irprovement of electronic and mechanical predator control devices.' ,also. N,

eeclIsed is budget information submitted by M-Y Enterprises and the approval

form.

cc: Linhary/'
Fa 11
Fiscal Office

295

Or ,,;.u...
45-55:-`51 ts::

Clydo Jonea
.1aNAME STAMP

xl.uota

Vt(2--vr r
.5

g gen'
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I
r !NU.

REQUEST FOR AF PnovAi. TO CONTRACT FOR CONSULTING
SERVICES, MANADEMI.NT AND PROFESSION '.L SERVICES,

AND SPECIAL STUDIES AND ANAL":SES

1. Bureau/Office. MFRS, Denver Wildlife Research Center
.

2. Contracting Office Div. of Contracting and General Services, Washinpton, D.C.
- (Organizational Level, City and State)

3. For additionn1_Infomation call Sam Linhart. FTS 234-2126
(Nnisic) (Telephone Number) ..

-4. Description and nature of the work To develop,, modify and improve

electronic and Mechanical predator control devices.

"-"P4..
5. Conscqucntcs if disappro,..ed in terms of impact to bureau progr.a.m/mission,

and cost to the Covernment Reduced efficacy and seleCtivity of ADC Program

control devices and lower cost benefit.

6. Estimated Coct $ 4,000

7. Relationship to existing or p; zvious procurements

No prior contracts

0. Sole Source C_Xj Competitive L1 iltsole source. attach
a justification of non-competitive procurement)

9. Concur /-7

10. APPROVED L.../

DISAPPROVED /

Program otanager

Bureau Director

Asuistant Secretary

2 "6

Data

Date

Date
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MEMORANDUM OF NEED

Title: Development, modification, and impmfovement of electronic and.
mechanical predator control devices

I. Description of the Work to be Performed

A. Purpose and Description of Work

The Animal Damage Control Program of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
is responsible for controlling predator depredations in the western
United States. A Ariety of tools and techniques, relatively unchanged

s

in recent years; are used to carry o t these responsibilities.
Improvement, modification and evaluation of existing and new control
techniques and devices are the respo ability of the Service's Denver
Wildlife Research Center (DWRC).

Electronic frightening devices, chemical and electronic attractants,
steel traps, and M-44s are a few examples of the control techniques
that are either used operationally, are being studied by DWRC, or need
further development or modification to.increase efficacy and selectivity.

1 Objectives

a. Design new devices or modify existing equipment of the following
types: predator sound attractants, padded jaw traps, and electronic
frightening devices, Other coyote control tools may be designed or
modified if mutually agreed to by the contractor and DWRC.
b. Fabricate and provide one or more prototypes of the above
devices for field evaluation by DWRC.

2. Approach.

Under the terms of this contract, M-Y Enterprises will provide

electronic and mechanical engineering expertise and design and
fabricate the following types of devices suitable for field
evaluation by DWRC.

a. Electronic predator sound attractants. These units will be
portable and battery-operated, will emit simulated prey distress
vocalizations and will be placed in the field to attract coyotes to
nearby traps, M-44s, or placed baits. These devices should be:

(1) Self-contained and weatherproof.
(2) Small enough to be easily transported and camouflaged.
(3) Able to withstand rough asage in the field.

207
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b. Padded jaw traps. Increased anti -steel trip ligislation has

resuited in a need for modifiying steel leghold traps to reduce feet

injury of captured animals. ,Important guidelines for designing and

fabricating padded jaw traps include:

(1) Low cost in relation tocost of traps.
(2) Easy-replacement of pads in the field.
(3) Significant reduction in coyote foot damage compared to

unmodified traps.
-(4) modifications should not decrease trap efficacy.

c. Sheep-mounted frightening devices. Initial field tests by DWRC

have indicated that under certain management conditions. electronic
frightening devices (light and sound) effectively deter coyote

predation on sheep. A potential approach that should be evaluated is

that of mounting such devices on a few adult sheep within a flock or
hod. The follomirlkcriterim should be used to develop prototypes for

field evaluation:

1) Light weight and easily mounted on sheep.
(2) Low cost in relation to the value of sheep protected.
(3) Reliable under field conditions.
(4) Self-contained, with at least a 3-week battery life.

3. Extent

Progress and evaluation will be assessed by correspondence,

telephone calls or meetings, the latter cost to be borne by DWRC.

4. Products

One or more prototypes, as mutually agreed upon. will be provided

for field testing by DWRC.

B. Relationof Work to be Performed to Service Programs

The development and improvement of electronic attractants, frightening
devices, and padded jam traps will result in more effective and humane
methods of coyote control tee the Service's Animal Damage Control Program.

C. Prior. Present and Future Related Work '

Previous research by DWRC has indicated an excellent pctential for
increasing the efficacy of traps, 11-44's and placed baits by use of
sonic attractant devices in conjunction with these control tools.
Cooperative studies with private industry have shown that foot damage
of captured animals can be significantly reduced by using padded jaw

traps. Nowevtr, low cost, durable pads that can be easily applied have

not been developed. Efficacy of coyote frightening devices has been
demonstrated but sheep-mounted units have not as yet been designed or

fabricated. Future work an these projects will be conducted by means
of this contract, inhouse studies, and further contacts with private

industry.

2 rl 8
40-470 0 - 85 - 14
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D. Government Inhouse Capability

Reduced allotments and resources, andlimited manpower, in
combination with other priorities and commitments, Preclude Inhouse
work on this research. In addition, DWRC has no professional
expertise which combines mechanical engineering with detailed
knowledge of predator ecology and behavior.

E. Project Officer

Samuel 8. Linhart, Project Leader, Depredations Control Research,
Denver Wildlife Research Center, Building 16, Denver Federal Center,
Denver, CO 80226

F. Plan for Technical Monitoring

Technical monitoring will be, accomplished by correspondence,
telephone calls and meetings as needed to discuss progress and
technical decisions.

G. Performance Milestone

Time atter contract acceptance: Six-month progress reports and
a final completion report will be prepared by the :ontractor not
later than one year after award of contract. Estimated period of
performance is 1 June 1982 to 1 June 1983.

H. Total Estimated Costs

The total cost is $4,000.00. Travel costs for Project Officer and
Uvalde, Texas, field station leader are estimated at $1,000.00.

II. Funding

A. Approved Funding for Current Fiscal Year.

$4,000 is budgeted in FY-82 to contract for design and fabrication
of predator control devices. The funding source is the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service allotment 86860-1230-932.

B. Funding by _Fiscal Year

FY-82 $4,000.00

C. Funding of Follow-on Procurements - unknown at this time

D. Contingencies or Reserves - none

E. Advance Payments - none

III. Sources

A. Known Sources and Competitive Situations

M-Y Enterprises is the only organization known to have expertise in
electronic and mechanical engineering design and field expertise of
predator trapping technology.

209
ti
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B. Sources to be Solicited - none, other than M-Y Enterprises.

C. Synopsis

The Denver Wildlife Research Center is responsible for research on

and development of predator control techniques and devices. There

is an increasing need to improve the efficacy, selectivity and cost

effectiveness of various ADC control tools. Such development will

be enhanced by contracting certain aspects of this work with M-Y

Enterprises, inasmuch as capabilities for such work do not exist

within DWRC or other Service facilities.

D. Jastification.for Non - Competitive Procurement

M-Y Enterprises has successfully developed several innovations
presently used by government and private trappers and is the only

known source with sufficient expertise in predator ecology and

behavior, trapping technology and mechanical and electronic

engineering to accomplish this work.

IV. Method of Evaluation

A. Recommended Method (by degree of importance)

1. Direct assessment under field conditions by DWRC

2. Evaluation in pen facilities using captive coyotes

B. Special Problems - none

C. Source Evaluation Board - N/A

D. Unsolicited Proposal Evaluation -.N/A.

4-
V. Government Property

A. Facilities - none

B. Other Government Furnished Property

The DWRC shill supply the following equipment to M-Y Erterprises for

the duration of the contract:

1. Steel traps.
2. Electronic timers and test equipment.

VI. lanagement Information System

Job completion will require the delivery of prototypes for field

evaluation.

VII. Technical Data for Procurement - N/A

VIII. Other.Fertinent Data - none

IX. Procurement Action Schedule -

210
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WORK WITH IAMA - ATTACHMENT 3

International Associatio9 of Fish and Wildlife Agencies
141211110107CET.NW W4.11.470104.3CCOS IbS

.140Corrp....tgeow.oVeer.00.4

September 18, 1981

To: Fur Resources Committee

From: Duane Pursley, Chairman

Subject: Annual Report

Our aPPruied (9/16/81 1AFWA business meeting) report 4s enclosed.
Evta though budget restrictions prevented many of the Committee's members
frail attending, we had a well-attended and extremely productive meeting.

will solicit further information and cooments from throughout
North America on the Eederal-Provincial Committee for Humane Trapping's
(FPCHT) final' report. 1111 send this information to you and request
your input for the development of our official critique-statement on
the FPCHT's efforts and conclusions.

Among otheri, Gary Parsons and I will be meeting with USFVS officials
to review all comments on section lh of the Endangered Species Act. This
section includes the legal foundation of the controversial regulations
on export/import requirements. Gary and 1 will summarize the recommenda-
tions of our committee for the upcoming review by the USFNS.

I will keep you posted on the progress of the CITES Appendix 11
delisting proposals as well as the section 14 review of the Endangered
Species Act.

ndb/

211
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Report of the IAFWA's Fur Resources Committee

September 46, Albuquerque, New Mexico

The Fur Resources Committee has enjoyed a very productive and rewarding

year. The Committee is extremely encouraged by the new, needed and desirable

relationships that are developing between the state and federal wildlife

agencies. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is working cooperatively with

this Committee to resolve all of the problems associated with federal controls

over state forbearer management and researth programs. The Fur Resources

Committee will monitor and assist where appropriate in the development of

proposals.to change the status of forbearing species under Appendix II of

CITES, and under section 14 of the Endangered Species Act.

Our Worldwide Forbearer Conference proceedings are completed and

available. The 3-volume set of books contains 114 papers on forbearer

research and management subjects. These texts will be an invaluable

reference source for years to come.

Our research publication (North American Fulhearer Research Conducted

in 1979/80) has been available for several months. While sore of the research

projects in this report have been concluded, the Committee believes that

this report is a valuable cataloguing of on-going and as yet unpublished

research.

Our proceedings publication effort precluded the opportunity to complete

the development of:

1) our 1978-79 and 1979-80 North American Forbearer Harvest Charts

2) the 50 state report on trapping

3) our updated and expanded version of the North American Forbearers

book

0

This Lommittec's leading assignment for the past year was to inform
a.

the association on the status of more humane traps and trapping methods such

as those under study in Canada.

212
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For the past two days the Fur Resources Committee has conducted

extensive discuss,ons on and reviews of several "nev' innovations in
trapping methodologies such as tranquilizer tabs, pan tension devices,
off-set jaws, padded-jaw traps and footsnares, as well as the final
report of the Federal Provincial Committee for Humane Trapping.

Pursuant to its charge the Fur Resources Committee proffers the
following policy statement on current trapping methodologies.

The Fur Resources Committee, has in the past and continues to
recommend the dtvelopment and scientific research of new capture techniques
for furbearers which increase efficiency, selectivity and reduce the
r..equency enri degree of injury. After adequate evaluation, the use of new
techniques should be encouraged through a program of public communication .

and education.

Since the Federal Provincial Committee for Humane Trapping (FPCHT)

report was not available to all members of the Fur Resources Committee in time
for a detailed review, our Committee has only had an opportunity to conduct
a preliminary evaluation of the PPCI4T findings and recommendations. Pursuant

to this initial'icview, the Committee offers the following comments and
ofiirrions about the report:

1) The FPCHT made initial progress in defining and evaluating
traps and trapping systems; but,

2) The Fur Resources Committee takes exception to the initial
assumption of the FPCHT that indicates that only kill-type
traps would meet humane trapping criteria under all conditions.
It is an established fact that.kill-type traps are not
applicable to all trapping situations;

3) As the FPCIIT report indicates, adequate field testing and
evaluation of the kill-type traps was not completed before
the issuance of the final report;

4. Based on the evidence presented in the report, it appears
the FPCIIT recommendations of specific trapping devices are
pre .arm
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A final statement on the FPCHT report will be prepared by

the Fur Resources Committee following a more extensive

analysis and receipt of comments from member agencies of

this association. The Fur Resources Committee, has and

continues to agree with the FPCHT's recommendation that

trapper training is an extremely important facet of trapping

programs.

Status of Trap Research

The state of the art of trap and furbearcr harvest system evaluation

and research is developing rapidly. There is a need to proceed rigorously

in evaluation, but cautiously
In implementation of new systems.

Trapping system evaluations and research tSould include, but not be

limited to, a scientifically and statistically designed methodology

followed by subsequent field evaluation under a variety of environmental,

political, sociological and economic conditions that exist domestically,

as well as internationally.

The Fur Resources Committee believes that
top priority trap research

needs are scientific evaluation of;

1) trap design

2) experimental padded jaw 'taps

3) foot snares

The Fur Resources Committee recommends
that new trap systems which

after, adequate testing prove to be efficient, selective, economically feasible

and reduce frequedcy dnd diree of injury tumid be ouct.utoqd through public

communication and education. itowever, the Fur Resources Committee further

recommends that traps currently in general use l..11d at t,c curtailed

simply because a net. device or modification apptars
to di,licate the per-

formance of existing devices.

DISTRIBUTION

Vtinhart
1 -Sectiou Office
1-Section field stations (circulation)
1-Frank Turkowski, Uvalde, Texas
1 -Ki Faulkner, ADC, Washington, D.C.
1-Jeff Horvath. ADC, Washington, D.C.
1-ACC Staff Specialist, Region 2
1-Texas ADC State Supervisor
1-ADC District Supervisor, Lubbock. Texas

1 -H-T Enterprises
1 -Woodstream Cor .,ration, ATTN: Dale Haney
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

DENVER WILDLIFE RESEARCH CENTER
BUILDING i6. DENVER FEDERAL CENTER

DENVER. COLORADO 100225

23 November 1981

Mr. Charles E. Fullerton, Director
California Fish and Game Department
1416 Ninth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Mr. Fullerton:

Mr. Duane Pursley, Chairman of the Fur Resources Committee of
the International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies,
recently talked to one of our project leaders, Mr. Samuel B.
Linhart, and suggested that he formally request Committee,
membership.

Mr. Linhart presented information on the Denver Center's steel
trap research at the recent Fur Resources Committee meeting in
Albuquerque. I would be most appreciative if you would grant
Mr. Linhart membership as his research on carnivores and steel
trap modifications should enable him to make significant
contributions toward the goals of the Committee.

Sincerely yours,

(like&

Director

cc: Duane Pursley
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Statement of IAFWA Fur Resources Committee. 1982. relative to traps and trapping.

Trap Research

The Fur Resources Committee, in consideration of its responsitsalties In

recommending scientific research of new capture techniques for forbearers which

Increase selectivity, maintain et impromefficiency and reduce the frequency

and degree of injury recommends the following:

That the LOW encourage state research organisations and institutions

to undertake research leading to objective evaluation of the padded jaw trap.

the double jawed trap. the powered leg snare, existing traps and other devices

that may be developed on an array of commonly sought furbearers.

The Fur Resources Committee is actively pursuing the development of

minims. criteria for trap evaluation and testing. Further, the Committee will

seek implementation of this criteria in trap evaluation and testing through

seab.r agencies of the IAPJA.
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United Staten Department of the Intefior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

DENVIE WIL.DWZ ATEZMICII =NM
BUUMINO 14, DENVER 111DRIT7U. CENTER

DUNE& COLORADO 110236

December 7, 1982

Kr. Greg Linscombe

Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
Routs , Box 78
Ntw Iberia, LA 70506

Dear Greg:

Sorry I was unable to get my comments on the trap evaluation u. to you
sooner. I was in the field for 10 days and then had. to attend several
meetings following my return to Denver.

Revefully, the attached numbered comments (keyed to the ms.) will be
helpful. I had a portion of pages 1 and 2 retyped since my suggestions
were extensive. As written, the introductory portion conveys a somewhat
antagonistic attitude and costs across as a defensive 'us-and-than' type
situation. Perhaps my revision will convey the same intonation without
giving this impression.

Enclosure

217

Sincerely yours,

Samuel B. Linhart

Depredations Control Research
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Coolants on madUscript CRITERIA FOR FIELD EVALUATION AND TESTING OF DEVICES
FUR THE CAPTURE OF FURBEARERS authored by Edward P. Hill and Gary R. Parsons

()lumbers are keyed to those noted on es. copy attached)

1. "Alleged: is perhaps a poor choice as there are adequate data to show that
some leghold traps do cause injury to many captured animals.

2. Use of the word "restraining" would not encompass4+11-type traps. How

about 'capture devices'?

3. *Evaluation' is synoncoous with "testing."

4. RID may never provideanswers" to satisfy critics, but at least acquiring
'data' regaiding damage, kill success, etc., will be a step toward
minimizing criticism and may result in more acceptable equipment.

S. This statement skunds defensive. Perhaps -it could be improved by simply
saying . . but also to minimize objections to the harvest of furbearers
based upon subjective impressions of cruelty.'

6. While it is true that experienced-trappers can 1MA:tell:et,* equipment to
somewhat reduce the capture of nontarget species, in many cases they also
have to take a nueezr of nontargets such as rabbits, skunks, orpossums,
etc., before they can begin taking the valuable land furbearers. I've
seen this to be true for professional trappers over the past 20 years and
to make a blanket statement that 'the nontarget catch is an infrequent
occurrence' simply isn't true in many cases.

T. The following subsection could be inserted here:

I. Study Plan (1,^--

1. Clear statement of objectives

2. Statement of hoped-for capabilities, intended use, species of
interest, 1 imi tett ons

3. Detailed description of procedures

4. Statistical adequacy of study design and methods of data analyses

S. Costs, personnel and time required

8. Time required will depend on the complexity of the tests) and the number
of variables involved. An arbitrary time of 3 years,minimieum is not
realistic.

9. Politica: considerations will be important, but if this is a criterion
then how about mentioning something in toss of wildlife management, the
efficient harvest of furbearers, animal damage control needs, etc.
Actually, all the above should be considered in the introductory portion
of the Study Plan (item 1).

218
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10. Why set specifications for one particular section of the U.S. ind not

other geograohic areas? Suggest this be. deleted.

11. I don't see why sampling necessarily has to be car -led out nationally as
long as field'situatidni can be found having the required conditions.

12. Perhaps some types of tests would require different sets, but in many
cases the type of set would have no relationship to an evaluation and
replicating trials using different-type sets wuld serve no useful purpose.

13. Considering all the various types, sizes and manufacturers of devices, it
might be helpful to provide more guidelines on how to select specific
devices.

In general, I think that the guidelines presented in this first draft are so
brief as to be of limited help in defining objectives and procedures for
capture device Studies. Before further work is done on the outline, I suggest
that the procedures and formats used by. the Merican Society for Testing and
Materials be reviewed. For years, this Society has provided guidelines for/
development and testing, and recently has begun sponsoring formalized
procedures for evaluating biological materials and systems. I can provide
some samples of the above, people to writs, etc. if the Fur ResoUrces
Committee it truly interested in providing a detailed, comprehensive outline,
1 Aigest that several members be selected did then meet to write the
ins.Jment. The Committee would probably have to provide funds for travel, etc.

21 9
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Draft revision of pages 1 and 2 of CRITERIA FOR FIELD EVALUATION AND TESTING
OF DEVICES FOR THE CAPTURE OF FURBEARERS authored by Edward P. Hill and Gary
R. Parsons

Kill-type, leghold, and live traps, and snares are widely used for wild-

life research, control of wildlife damage, and the harvest of furbearers.

Efforts to improve their design and to evaluate their performance under a wide

variety of field conditions have received little attention by the wildlife

profession or those citizen groups and individuals who are opposed to their

use. The relatively recent controversy and concern over the use of these

devices are due, in large part, to an increased environmental awareness by a

highly urbanized society in the U.S. Sharply diverging philosophies regarding

the management of fur resources has heightened this controversy, but those who

anthropomorize or apply human perceptions of fright and pain to trapped

animals generate the severest criticism toward trappers and the use of capture

devices. Evaluation of existing devices and development of modified or new

devices can provide data to address this criticism. These data are needed not

only to ensure that capture equipment is the best available, but also to mini-

mize objections to the harvest of furbeaws based upon subjective impressions

of cruelty.

Another criticism frequently voiced is that trappers often accidentally

catch nontarget species with existing capture devices. Development and

evaluation of modified devices in a systematic manner may lead to ways of
.

,' reducing the frequency of this occurrence. Hchover, thorough field evaluation

under varied trapping conditions should precede any recoaraendations for their

widespread use so that their advantages and limitations a ell understood

beforehand.

...
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A prerequisite to developing and testing capture devices is a clear,

precise statement of hoped-for capabilities, intended use, target species, and

anticipated limitations. Once these parameters are defined, hypotheses can be

stated and experimental designs can be formulated. A clear definition of

objectives and parameters before initiating peVelopmental design and field

evaluation will lead to more precise studies and better acceptance of the

resultant data and conclusions.

Most research on capture devices conducted to date has compared experi-

mental prototypes in one-on-one tests against commercially available devices

that, through common use and over time, have gained trapper acceptance

(Berchielli and Tullar 1980, Pruitt and Lucier 1957, Castro and Presnall 1944.

and Hill 1981). A few studies have evaluated modifications of existino

devices and systems (Linhart et al. 1981). However, quantitative evaluation

of many devices currently in widespread use for capturing various species has

never been conducted and needs to-be attention. For example, little or no

data are available to show how simple adjustments such as trigger tension and

methods of securing devices affect capture rates and injury. Much of the

available information is based on personal opinion and trial-and-error

experiences of trappers, but controlled tests using procedures that permit

statistical analyses of the data are almost entirely lacking. We are, there-

fore, less than well informed about devices now being used as standards for

comparison with experimental prototypes.

The following outline is intended to serve as a guideline for the

evaluation of capture equipment:

I. FIELD PERSONNEL

1. Level of trapper experience or expertise
2. Level of objectivity (built into design)
3. Capabilities to adequately determine injury
4. Degree of field supervision by research or managers to instruct

anA usoif. that ninnnsAnnon an* fnlInuonA
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RECEIVE[
CRITERIA FOR FIELD EVALUATION AHD TESTING OF DEVICES FOR THE CAPfiliti 18 1882

OF FURSEARERSI
NEW IBERIA

EDWARD P. HILL. MS Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit, P.O. Drawer BX,
Mississippi State, MS 39762

GARY R. PMSOMS, New York State Department of Environmental Conservation,
Delmar, MY 12054

There is a continuing need for evaluation and testing of traps and capture

devices in order to identify those that, from a national perspective, are mom

acceptable to individuals and groups concerned with various aspects of consump-

tive use, research,Infeol damage control, and monogram!t of fur resources.

There are numerous controversies just in the differing phisosophies concerning

consumptive use oflur resouces, but those who anthropomorphize or place htmon

assessments on fright and pain in animals generate the severest critism toward

, trappers because of.theTlegedinjuries from theckstraining devices they

employ.(14caluation and testing can proilde thegtswers to address this critisa

and is needed not only to insure that capture equipment is the best available.

()but -also to minimize opportunities for those of varied persuasions to attack

consumptive use of furbearers on the basis of alleged cruelty.

A second critism that can be addressed tm testing and evaluation is the

aspect of trapping related to the occasional catch of the nontarget species.

(:)The nontarget catch is an infrequent occurrence ebony skilled trappers, but

probably occurs more often it trapping than fn other forts of consumptive use

of terrestrial and freshwater furbearers. Thorough field evaluation and

Developed through cooperative efforts by the Fur Resources Committee,
International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies with joint input
from the Fur Resources Committee, Southeastern Association Fish and Uildlife
Agencies and Fur Resources Sub - Committee Southeastern Section of The
Wildlife Society.

-a
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testing should proceed widespread use of devices pi order to understand and

competently advise users of their efficiency and limitations and to minimize

critisms based on nontarget catches.

Prerequisite to evaluation or testing of harvest or restraint devices is.a

clear, precise Statement of the device capabilities, intended ruse, target

species or group and limitations. Once these parameters are defined, hypotheses

can be stated and experimental designs set down to test the hypotheses. If

undefined, the multitude of variables is so great as to make proposal design

difficult and impractical.

In most evaluations or tests, an experimental device is compared in 1 on 1

tests against a standard that through cannon use, time, and trapper acceptance,

has proved its worth (Berchielli and Tullar 1980, Pruitt and Lucier 1957, Castro

and Persnall 1944, and Hill 1981). A few studies have evaluated modifications

to existing devices and systems (Linhart et al. 1981). However, full evaluation

and testing has not been completed on devices that are currently in wide use in

several sets and for several species.

There is a substantial amount of opinion concerning attributes of capture

devices, but documentation based on rigedly controlled procedures is largely

lacking. Therefore we are less than well informed about devices thii we are

currently using as standards for evaluation. Variations in adjustments in

trigger tension, in methods of securing devices, as well as other codifications

may reveal improvements that address the criticisms noted above.

The following is a list of soar of the variables that should be

considered in trap and harvest equipment evaluation:

I. FIELD PERSONNEL

1. Level of trapper experience or exp tine
2. Level of objectivity (built into'd ign)
3. Capabilities to adequately determi e injury
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-r)............... rsq e. ,1...,........pu A.1.u4r-...-Itr

I-

Obvious injuries -7.1r4.(1tv,1=3,""*"4".""*"111S"."111%-e1114"'s

[
Hidden injuries - L.)r..... ...^^-

Delayed injuries- ,.........--.-1.4.

II. WHEN: 1. Test g time prior to trap release to public ( year minima)V
64Z:12.

Political considerations

3. Before, during, and after dog hunting seasons in southeast

4. Minimum temperatures (cold)

S. Maximum temperatures (warm)
_AI)

III. WHERE: 1. Terrestrial sets (replicates nationally randomized)

a. Desert
b. Arborial
c. Subterojnian
d. Upland

CIDk41`...sen.6V e"1* em,011,4.41.

2. Aquatic sets (replicates nationally randomized)
a. Brackish water
b. Fresh water
c. Varied depth

d. Pocket and shoreline sets

IV. HOW: I. Types of sets

el; 0a. Dirt hole
b. Scent posts
c. Trail sets

2 TI:igger or pan tension (for selectivity)

3. Types of restraint

a. Stakes
b. Drags
c. 4ms44.4velmirowning

V. DEVICE

a. leghold
b. Body
c. live

2. Snares

a. Body snare
b. leg snare
c. Pottered snare

572:..1 2C (c-04-...

VI. MEASUREMENT OF INJURY:

a. Injury based on observatioq of superficial sign

b. Internal or injury pathology based cn radiographic or necropsy

examinations

VII. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: 1. Ani6a1 damage control uses

2. Research uses
r.n* hwrvwft

VIII. TARGET SPECIES. For each North American species, consider items I -VII

above

40-470 0 - 85 - 15

J.
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DEPARTMENT OF WiLDUFE AND FISHERIES

ROUTE 4. BOX 78
NEW IBERIA. LOUISIANA 70560

FUR AND REFUGE DIVISION

MEMORANDUM

TO: Subcommittee Members and Participating State Biologists

FROM: Greg Linscombe

DATE: December 27, 1983

RE: Trap Evaluation Proposal

Enclosed please find the second draft, of the trap
evaluation proposal for padded jaw traps. This second (and
I hope final) draft is a result of comments from all of the
subcommittee members. I have attempted to incorporate all
of the changes suggested. I still have hopes that the traps
will be available in early January. I have, not yet been able
to confirm this with Woodstream because of the Holidays.

If you see any problems in the proposal or procedure
please do not hesitate to contact me.

CL:ybd

EnclOsures

225
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FIELD EVALUATION OF PADDED JAW 111 COIL SPRING

AND STANDARD .a CO I:, SPRING TRAPS

The Fur Resources Committee has promoted the continued development and

testing of improved fur animal traps for several years. The Committal has

stated that an improved leghold trap would be one that maintains or Improves

catch efficiency and reduces the erten: of foot injury.

The Canadian Federal Provincial Ctsmittee for Altman* Trapping has

accomplished much in the way of trap evaluation. This group has screened a

number of new designs and lab tested many traps. However, field testing has

not been accomplished for most traps. Also the emphasis in Canada has been on

killing type traps. Although these traps have a place in certain situations,

in many states they will never be used because of human populations and

accompanying domestic animals. Trapping In much of Canada involves very remote

areas where the killing type trap poses no problem and is in fact the correct

choice for taking soca species. In the United States many furboarers are harvest4d

with killing type traps, particularly muskrat and beaver. Hoverer, the leghold

is still the single most Important tool for harvesting most furboarors.

Woodstream Corporation, located in Lititz, Pennsylvania, is a major

manufacturer of many types of traps. This corporation has been Involved with

development and testing of modifications on leghold traps for many years.

The Fur Resources Committe at its annual meeting in Milwauke, in

September, 1517, received a summary of preliminary findings from 5 studies

evaluating padded jaw or cushion hold traps. WOodstream Las developed these

padded jaw traps over a period of 7 gears.

Dr. Victor Nettles, Southeastern Cooperative Wildlife Disease Study,

indica...d that the first generation of the padded jaw lb coil spring traps

significantly reduced foot injury in some species. Researchers in New York

(Gary Parsons), Loufsiana (Greg LInscombe) and Alberta (Pat Dwyer) working
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with the second generation padded trap indicated their preliminary results with

the 14 padded jaw coil spring showed a significant reduction in foot injury and

appeared to have the same catch efficiency. 'Valuations of the 03 padded jaw

coil spring at the Denver Wildlife Research Center Man Linhart) showed the

same results wi:b coyotes. Most of the 14 padded jaw testing has been on fox.

The 14 padded jaw coil spring is currently being marketed in Canada by

Woodstream under the name 14 soft catch coil spring. This trap may soon be

marketed in the United States.

All preliminary data on this padded jaw trap is encouraging. This is the

first modification of a leghold trap that appears to substantially reduce foot

injury and yet maintain efficiency. The Fur Resources Cosalttee of the

International Association offish and Wildlife Agencies believes that this trap

warrants accelerated evaluation because of the preliminary results and the

committee has singled out this trap for no other reason. The Fur Resources

Committee would promote testing of any device or modification that displays

similar performance. Woodstream Corporation is convinced the trap is a

significant Improvement and is therefore marketing it. The Fur Resources

Committee believes it is essential that state fur biologists have nmees basic

information on this trap available if it is marketed in the U. S. Such

informatioa will make wise decisions or recommendations concerning this new trap

murh easier. Therefore the Committee proposes to coordinate the evaluation of

this trap in selected regions of the country. The selections of states to

participate are related to the climate, harvest of particular species and the

working relationship of the state biologist with the Committee. This project

will be coordinated by the Committee's subcommittee on trap evaluation. Traps

for *valuation will be supplied free of charge by Woodstream. Other expenses

will be the responsibility of the states involved.

422 7
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The objectives of this evaluation ares

1) To^comparO the catch efficiency of padded jaw leghold traps to

that of standard leghold traps.

2) To compare the nature and the magnitude of foot injury in animals

captured with padded jaw leghold traps to that of animals captured

with standard leghold traps.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The following 8 states will provide the required number of the assigned

species, one half to be captured with the standard coil spring trap and one

half to be captured with the padded jaw coil spring trap.

NEW YORK TRAP SIZE

Gary Parsons
Deptcogefutigrental

Wildlife Resources Sec.

Delmar, New York
12054-9767

518-439-8082

MINNESOTA

Ed Boggess
Dept. of Natural Res.
Box 7, Centennial Bldg.
St. Paul, N:nn. 55155

612-296-3344

MISSISSIPPI

W. J. Hamrick
Rt. 3, Dos 547
Newton, Miss. 39345

601-961-5373

No. 14 coil NI trapper
M2 trapper

03 trapper
04 trapper

20 red fox
10 red for

gray fox
10 gray fox

01 trapper 10 red fox

#2 trapper 10 red f..(

M3 trapper 10 gray fo..

M4 trapper 10 gray fox

MI trapper 10 raccoon

02 trapper 10 raccoon
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LOUISIANA

Greg Linscombe
Dept. of Wildlife s

Fisheries

TRAP SIZE

No. 14 coil
"

MI trapper
82 trapper

10 red fox
10 red fox

Rt. 4, Box 78 ' 13 trapper 10 gray fox

New Iberia, LA 70560 " I4 trapper 10 gray fox

318-369-3808
85 trapper 10 raccoon
06 trapper 10 raccoon

TEXAS

Dr. Bruce Thompson No. 1b coil MI trapper 10 red fox

Texas Parks s Wildlife 02 trapper 10 red fox

4200 Smith School Road
Austin, Texas 78744 03 trapper 10 gray fox

512-479-4979 04 trapper 10 gray fox

05 cropper 10 raccoon
M6 trapper 10 raccoon

No. 3 coil 07 trapper 10 bobcat

08 trapper 10 bobcat

19 trapper 10 coyote
010 trapper 10 coyote

IDAHO

Neil Johnson No. 3 coil 01 trapper 10 bobcat

Dept. of Fish S Game 02 trapper 10 bobcat

P. O. Box 25
600 S. Walnut St. 03 trapper 10 coyote

Boise, Idaho 83707 #4 trapper 10 coyote

208-334-3064

KANSAS

Lloyd B. Fox
RR 02, Box 54A
Pratt, Kansas 67124

316-672-5911

ARIZONA

No. 3 coil

MI trapper 10 bobcat
M2 trapper 10 bobcat

13 trapper 10 coyote
14 trapper 10 coyote

John Phelps II trapper 10 bobcat

2222 W. Greenway Rd. 02 trapper 10 bobcat

Phoenix, Arizona 99701

602-942-3000 03 trapper 10 coyote

/4 trapper 10 coyote
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Svaluation will begin during January, 1AS41. Northern states may not laicise"

research until the fall of INN. Trappers or biologists will be selected and

supervised by the state fur biologist. The responsibility for the following

instruction sheet and maintaining accurate records will rest with the state fur

biologist.

Gray fox, red fox and raccoon will be taken with 114 coil spring traps,

and coyote and bobcat with 13 coil spring traps.

The padded jaw and standard traps will be alternated along the trap line.

Preferably the same type sat and lure will be used for all traps. If different

type lure or sets are used they will be paired. ?rape "ill be set and checked

each day.

Each trapper will recoil," one dozen paddled jaw traps and one dozen standard

traps.

It is essential that intact trapping procedure be followed and records be

compAate and accurate in order to measure catch erficioncy and foot injury. Lath

state biologist and trapper will receive copies of the attached instruction sheet

to be explained to the trapper by the biologist.

Ono* the animal has been dispatched, an aluminum tag will be attached to

the trapped leg and the trapper's name, state, date and trap type will be

recorded on this tag. .11 animals will ba skinned a minimum of 6 inches above the

point the trap strikes. The leg will next be removed from the carcass at the

shoulder and frozen. ?hase legs will be collected by the state fur biologist for

shipment to a designated place. These tags will be replaced with a coded

numbered tag to be used by the veterinary school for compiling analysis. Some

tagged but untrapped legs will be included in this sample. This analysis will

consist of radiographs and necropsy for injury comparison. The procedure used

will duplicate the syvtem used by pr. Vic Nettles (see attached sheet).
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Catch efficiency data will he compiled from field data sheets. Catch

efficiency data will be statistically analysed using a paired t -test. Other

etbods for analysing these djita are also being considered. A final report

will, be completed within one year following field testing. The trap *valuation

subcommitteeldll be responsible for the completion df this report.

This report will be circulated to all Zafh2 member states as well as other
.1

interested plelans.

This proposal was developed by the Fur Resources Committee's subcommittee

on trap *valuation. :44mbers include Id Mill, Mississippi Cooperative fish and

Wildlife Research Unit, P. O. Drawer SA, Mississippi State, Mississippi 39762,

601-325-26431 Gary Parsons, Department of invironmental Conservation, Wildlife

Resources Section, Delmar, New York, 12054-9767, 518439-80821 Weil Johnson,

Idaho Department of Fish and Game, P. O. lox 25, 600 S. Walnut, lois*, Idaho 83707,

209-334-3064: Don Moyt, National Trappers Association, Inc., 15412 Tau Road,

Marshall, Michigan 49061, 616-781-34721 Douglas Miller, National wildlife

Federation, 1412 Sixteenth Street, M. V., Washington, D. D. 200314 202-7t7 -68001

Has Linhart, Denver Wildlife Research Center, Auilding 16, Denver Federal Center,

Denver, Colorado 80225, 303-234-2293, and Greg Linscombe, Louisiana Department of

Wildlife s Fisheries, Rt. 4, lox 78, Ntw Iberia, Louisiana 70560, 318-399-3807.
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TRAP EVALUATION

INSTRUCTION SHEET

Trapper: Review, this sheet with state biuloeist.

1. All trappers will recel.ve I dozen padded jaw and 1 dozen standard
coil spring traps (No.4111 or No. 3).

2. Trappers will be assigned a particular species. All species will

be captured with No. 13/4 traps except bobcat and coyote which will

be taken with No. 3 traps.

3. Traps will be ready for final adjustments, dyeing and waxing unless

otherwise speCkfied. Padded traps will be treated the same as
standard (boiling, dyeing, waxing, etc.).

4. All traps must be staked down (no drags allowed).

5. The padded Jaw and standard jaw traps will be alternated along the

trap line. This is very important to avoid matching better trails
or animal sign with a particular trap. Traps will be checked daily.

Once traps are being moved this alternated pattern may be lost,
however a pulled trap (padded or standard) will be set on the next
available new trail when relocating.

6. We will not require that a particular type of se_ or lure be used.

However we can achieve better data if, sets are restricted to two

(2) basic typos (Scent Post or Dirt hale). Example: 'If 12 padded
traps are set using a scent post set then 12 standard traps must

be set the same way.

7. The same procedure holds true for lures. Exam le: If you decide

to use one typo of lure with all 12 standar traps, then you must

use the same lure with all padded traps.

8. As traps are set along the trapline the type of trap (padded or
standard) will have to be coded with flagging near by. Example:

One color for padded another color for standard.

This procedure is essential in order to maintain accurate records,

particularly when a trap site is undisturbed. It quickly becomes
difficult to remember which type of trap is sot at each Location.

9. The daily catch record form must be accurate in order for the
trapper's data to be included in the study. The form must be
taken to the field each day and entries made at each stop. Extra

forms should be carried each day. Once these have been checked by
the state biologist they should be xeroxed with one copy for the
Fur Resource Committee and one for the state biologist.

4 2
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10. Trappers and state biologists must review daily catch record
forms together to insure a complete understanding of the form.

11. Oats an animal is captured, enter the appropriate data on the
form.

12. If the assigned species is captured, securely attach an aluminum
to the trapped foot of the captured animal as soon as the
animal is dispatched. The trapper's name, state, date and MI
trap will be recorded on each tag.

13. All animals will be skinned a minimum of 6 inches above the point
the trap strikes.

14 Hext the leg will be removed from the carcass at the shoulder and
frozen. Make certain that the aluminum tag is securely attached
to the trapped leg. State biologist will make arrangements for
shipping these legs for necropsy.

15. If there are any questions about procedure please contact the
state biologist. If he is uncertain he will contact the Fur
Resources Committee.

233 ,
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Following radiographic examination, the legs were skinned and dissected.
Traummic injuries to the leg were given leg damage scores as follows:

1. Apparently normal 0 points

2. Edematous swelling and hemorrhage 5 points

3. Cutaneous laceration <2cm 5 points

4. Cutaneous laceration >2cm 10 points

5. Tendon or ligament laceration 20 points

6. Joint subluxation 30 points

7. Joint luxation 50 points

8. Simple fracture below carpus or tarsus 50 points

9. Compound fracture below carpus or tarsus 75.points

10. Simple fracture above carpus or tarsus 100 points

Compound fracture above carpus or 'tarsus 200 points

12. Amputation of the leg 400 points

Leg damage points were cumulative, and many animals were 4ored for more than
orre--type-dameta- Persons_condusaittgthenecropsy studies were not informed as
to trap type until the scores were finalized.Thrhese.sscorestere utep for
statistical purposes to compare the damage caused the two types 0 traps.

'N.

Perscr.al Communi:ation, Dr. Victor Nettles, January, 1984.
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DEPARTMENT OF _WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES

ROUTE 4, BOX 78
NEW IBERIA. LOUISIANA 70560

401
FUR AND REFUGE DIVISION

MEMORANDUM

TO: Subcommittee Members and Participating State Biologists

FROM: Greg Linscombe

DATE: January 5, 1914

RE: Delivery of Traps

On January 4, 1984, I contacted Hib Robertson concerning the
delivery of standard and padded jaw traps. He explained that the

traps should be sent out to each participating state biologists within

the next 2 weeks. At this time, only Number padded traps are ready

to be delivered. bloodstream is still modifying the Number 3 coil.

They believe this modification is close to completion. It apparently

involves the clamp that holds the pad on the jaw. The Number 3 padded

coals will not be ready for delivery until late January. These

developments may.delay trap evaILation until next year. However, if

the traps arrive In time Yor some evaluation in your state, please do
not hesitate to collect some data.

The standard traps will have to be modified by the state biologist

and/or the particzpating trappers. This will involve cutting the chaiA

co the same length as the padded ),SW traps and modifying the attachreit

paint from tne end to thq center. eso a swivel will be mounted on the
end of thy chain s.n.lar tc the arrangenent on the padded :rap. If you

q..(st,ons conzernzn; :hese rod;fica:Ions or ocher c.esc.lons
ccictrn.rE: the przposal p4e2se do not hesitate to contact me.

Greg L cro-ba

Peafe n _
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

DENVERmitoun RESEARCH CENTER
BUMMED IS, DENVER FEDERAL CENTER

DENVER. COLORADO acme

July 13, 1984

Greg Linscombe
Chairman, IAFWA Fur Resources Committee
Route 4, Box 78
New Iberia, LA. 70560

o

Dear Greg:
.

In response to your memo of July 6, it's very unlikely that I will be
attending the Committee meeting in Juneau be September 9. However, I will do
Re 'best to send you a summary beforehand of our FY-84 steel trap research. As
you know, I think we will need to conduct one or more additional field tests
this fall and have coyote legs checked by Or. Glenn Olsen at LSU before I am
satisfied that we have given both double coil and long spring padded traps a
fair evaluation.

My input and participation in Committee affairs has been pretty much limited
to modification and evaluation of capture devices so my suggestions for topics
at the meeting are limited to this area. I note that the advantages or
shortcomings of padded traps are being discussed more and more frequently and
more articles and letters are appearing in trapper magazines and elsewhere.
FNS and DWRC are also receiving an increasing number of inquiries regarding
our research on traps. Rost of the statements appearing in popular outlets
are not supported by any data whatsoever and I think it important to stress to
Committee members the desirability of the IAFWA and its members taking the
lead in the collection of data and interpretation thereof so that there is
some organization coordinating research activities and objectively
transmitting findings to managers, administrators and legislators. Concern
over traps, trapping and restrictions placed on this activity are increasing
and, as so often happens, the political aspects seem to overshadow the
biology, particularly when no quantitative data are available. In this
regard, there is still nothing published on padded traps and their efficacy in
relation to the standard models. The paper to be published in New York on fox
traps and the one that will be presented this month in Victoria, B.C. at the
Western AFWA will be very helpful but much more work will be needed to assess
advantages and limitations. I think it important that emphasis be given to
using comparable methodologies, particularly with regard to pathology such as
the technique developed by Nettles. If this is net done, I anticipate a great
deal of frustration in the future by individuals trying to compare results
reported by different investigators.

The above are about the only muggestions I have at this time; have a good time
at the September meeting and V11 send you some copies of Re progress report.

Best regards.

-)____-:"-----
Sam Linhart

cc: Fall

23i
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SNARES - ATTACHMENT 4

PD 1-15

July 12, 1977

Mr. E. 1% Davies
New York State-Department
of Environmental Conservation

Raybrook, New York 12977

Dear Mr. Davies:
"0 :
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Mr. Alex Caron informed me you are developing and testing, a new
leg snare "E2yonem"Itat may be suitable for coyote and bobcat.

In view of the'current pressure to pass legislation banning the
steel leg-hold trap, we are most anxious to develop alternatives
for use both in fur harvest and, particularly, the predator control .
Program in the west. We have used the Aldrich bear snare for years
and, while he made some experimental models for coyotes in the 60's,
they were never put into use.

-"

.,- ..5 ,

.. ::--1 -i:'.4:

We would like, if possible, to obtain 6 to 10 of the devices for

testing. We have facilities for capturing coyotes and recording the
entire sequence on video tapes and would be happy to Provide you with

test information. We would also appreciate any reports from recent

field tests if available.

As you- probably know, the Fish and Wildlife Service supervises
approximately 500 trappers engaged in Predator control for livestock

Protection in the west. The transformation to new control tools

is a long, slow, process.

DSBalser:mb:7/12/77

'Sincerely,

`.Donald S. Balser
Chief, Section of Predator

Damage Research.1 , .

38 .
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R1517 Z;411,1

Office of the Solicitor, USDI, Washington, D.C.
Thru: Acting Chief, Division of Wildlife
Research, FRS, Washington, D. C. (WR)

Acting Director, Wildlife Research' Center,
Denver, Colorado

Patent Search--Animal Snares and Den-Gassing
Devices and Agents

refr
-StS

D0 1 -9

August 5, 1977

As part of the necessary review of literature in the development of
control methods, we request a patent search of the following two

devices:

1. Animal snares -- spring - loaded or otherwise for capturing

animals by leg or body.

2. Den-gassing or smoking devices and agents (gas cartridges)
for killing animals in dens or driving than out for capture.

We would appreciate an estimate of the charges for budgeting purposes.

In the the event there are questions, the person to contact is
Donald S. Balser, Chief, Section of Predator Damage Control, Denver
Wildlife Research Center, Denver, Colorado, telephone 303-234-2287.

We are enclosing a list of patents we are aware of in each area.

Enclosures

DSBalser:mb:tas 8-5-77

Richard D. Curnow
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August 4, 1977

Information on Snare Patents

New York--a Mr. Elmer Davies supposedly has a patent application

or a patent for a snare device called the "Ezyonem" now being

field tested.

A man in California has a patent application for a double snare,

spring-loaded, now being tested.

Aldrich leg snare--developed in the State of Washington.

Swedish leg snare, Patent No. 3,967,408 (see attached).

Note:

A major problem occurs in that snares seem to be classed as

"animal traps" by the patent office which necessitates searching

traps for snare devices unless there is cross-referencing under a

subject "snares."

0

40-470 0 - 85 - 16
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Memorandum
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Richard N. Smith, Asst. Deputy Associate
TO Director-Research, FWS, Washington, D.C. (AR) DAT= February 6, 1978

THRU: Director, Denver Wildlife Research Center

mane : Chief, Section of Predator Damage Research.

Wildlife Research Center, Denver, Colorado

sump= Request for Reports on Tranquilizer Tabs and leg Snares

The attached reports on status, projections, and cost are submitted as

requested. If any further infOrmation is needed, we will be glad to

provide it.

Attachrents

Donald S. Balser

Sij U S. Irv, Is Boni, &salad" on tit Paydi SIVillp Plot
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Denver Wildlife Research Center
February 6, 1978

Report on Proposed Research nil Leg Snares

Status

In recent years we have observed some interest developing in spring
loaded leg snares. Snares have generally been outlawed because the

net,: or body type were inhumane. The foot or leg hold type is now

thought by some to be a potential replacement to the steel leg hold

trap.

Development of prototype designs has been going on simultaneously in
Canada, Sweden, and at least five states in the United States. A
patent search has been received and we have proposed that we initiate
research to modify or develop a spring loaded leg snare as an addi-
tional damage control tool where applicable and as a potential device

for fur harvest.

Our first step is to contact all suppliers and obtain models for pen
tests at Logan, Utah similar to the trap tests we have run where the
actual c'pture and subsequent actions are recorded on video tape.
The first snares we test will be the Swedish leg snare int..e it is a

novel design and already,on hand: This will be followed by the

Nee York and Canadian snares (we have had some probleins in obtaining
models and information because of patent rights not being cleared,

etc.). Last, we have considerable background information and
assistance from a number of government trappers who have worked out
their own snare designs or modified the Aldrich snare. (The Fish and

Wildlife Service successfully adapted the Aldrich bear snare to bear

damage' problems).

We also have an experienced coyote man who has a complete machine shop

and can combine the mechanical and biological skill needed to make

advances. He is currently involved in improving and correcting the

problems of the M-44 and upon completion of this assignment we are

requesting via our annual work plans to have him assigned to research

on the spring loaded leg snare. In addition, we have an improved,

or possibly superior, snare design, but the patent status has not been

cleared. To obtain working models will take some time to accomplish

after the M-44 work is completed, probably six months to one year.

Projections

While we believe there is a potential to develop a successful leg snare

that will be acceptable to humane organizations, the requirements for

effectiveness, safety, and humaneness are more or less subjective until

sufficient test data is obtained to get a reading. Therefore, no one

can predict results from a sociological viewpoint.
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On the biological side of the problem, existing data on effectiveness,
capture of non-target species,.damage to animal, etc., is not indicates
in sufficient detail on any device to date. This data will all have to
be obtained from scratch on a comparable basis. The big problem with
any capture device other than humaneness is the success-unit-time
relationship. For example, the average captare success of traps and
M-44's is approx'-ately one coyote per unic year under ail conditions
Unles: another device can equal or exceed this it will not be success-
ful except for limited applications. To determine this information
will require thousands of test nights under varying conditions of
season, weather, terrain, population levels, species composition mixes,
and comparisons with other methods. Historically, there is no panacea

for damage control or capture methods for wary animals, nor is there
likely to be. However, there is both a need and potential merit to
improving effectiveness and humaneness of existing controls.

On the biological potential, we again Cannot predict the results.
Given successful results there are still problems to solve in production,
training, and eventual use that will require an undeterminea amount of

time and research effort.

Cost Estimates

Personnel

1 permanent full-time GS-11 Wildlife Biologist $20,000

2 permanent part-time or temporary technicians 12,000

Expenses

Supplies, materials, transportation 8,000

Pen Tests

Facilities, coyotes and caretaker costs (for at

least six devices plus modification and

development) 20,000/year

*Annual cost per year for 3 years 560,000

*The cost of pen tests will diminish as field tests begin, but eventual

costs of field tests on a wide scale may exceed tnis budget; however,

we expect some will be borne by operations in the later phases.

Donald S. Balser
Chief, Section of Predator Damage Research
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information provided by Jan Englund.

Assiagnt Professor. Stockholm
University. February. 1978

Raviangare/Fox legsnare

tither
"e:#:4;7
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Jan s Catcher ir en hell ny typ av rivfingare.
Manila ars experiment och forskrung ligger
bakom konstruktionen som ir patenterad i 5
tinder. Forskninossrbeat her leas av docent
An Englund vid Stockholms Universitet.
Jaktiret 1975-78 fingsdes 111 rivar av 22
st lingstmin. Vane fingstman hide 5.1 ray-
fallow Oetar frin de IlIngade rivama
sklckades till docent Englund fdr undersik-
ning om eventuella skador hado uppstitt.
Skadefrekvenson visade sig vary myckst lig,
Docent Englunds 3IU tuts a r alt den hit jakt-
metoden ir den mast humane som fire-
kommor Para,/
Farutom till lake anvinds eeds Jan's Catcher
fir lortkningsindsmal. T.ex. ay Luds Univer-
site. Uppsala Universitet och av Stiles
Naturvardsverks forskningsstation pa Grim&
En annan visentlig lb rdel mad Jarts Catcher.
fdrutom alt den it effektiv och skorisam. ir att
den into behover behandlas. Etter vane angst
spolar man bars ay den mad varmt vatten.
()stir natUrhgtvis myck et viktlgt att riv-
langaren anvinds pa en nktigt silt. Kinnedom
om rivensbeteende ir dart& nddvindig.
Riven vandrar vane kvill Igenom silt mil. I
jakt eller lids Den gar alltld samma vigar
och. i stort sett. dessutom I Samma spin.

240
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Tidigt pi hasten bOrlar man a ItAgga ut itel pa
en timplig Oats Delta uppropas under ca
3 minadar. Oetir viktigt att Stein grays nor lite
si att markenblir invatrad Nir rivangaren
skill liggas ut tar man skidoma och iker runt
iterplatsen fdr att Mks after ravens in- och
ulgingar. Ak di into nOrmars in 100 meter
frin itelplatsen War man kommer till ell spir.
k poplar man loss skidoma och tar sit reitlt
stag Iran skidsparet. Rivfingaren apteras och
liggs ut i trans eller girds spirstim peln Iran
skidspirst riknat Fingstchansarna akar
naturtigtAS om man nigger avlingant Pa a lia
In- och ulgingar.
HON man rent tekniskt hantorar oci Jigger ut
avlingaren framar av boskrivningen pa om-
stlende sid . 4

Lispinne fdt trampulkisaren

z
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JAN'S CATCHER
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Jan's catcher is a completely -eu type of fox leg-snore. Many years of

experiment and reseorch are behind the construction, which is patented

in 5 countries. The reseorch work hos been led by docent Jan Englund

at the University of Stockholm.
In the hunting year of 1975-76, III foxes were caught by 22 hunts -men,

Each hunt-eon hod 5 fox leg-snores. Ports from the caught foxes were
sent to docent Englund for on examinotion, to see if any injuries hod

occurted. The frequency of injuries turned out to be very low.
Docent Englund's conclusion is that this method or hinting is the most

humans existing in fox-hunting.
Jon's cotcher Is oleo used for research purposes, for example by the

tniversities of Lund and Uppsala, and by the National Nature Soving

research stotion at Grillo.

mother essential advontage,with Jan's catcher, besides it being
effective end lenient .4 that it does not need any special treatment.

fitter each capture, you just rinse it in hot water.

.otvtolly, it is very se, stont that the fox leg-snore ss used in o

proper way. Knowledge of the fox's behaviour is necessary.

the fox ...enders each night through its territory an search of food.

It olwoys takes the same woy and, mainly, also the some track. Each

autuen you start putting ovt lure in a suitoble place. This is repeated

during 3 months, It is leportont.to dig down the Ore 0 bit, make the

sxell go into the ground, When the fox leg-snore is to be put out, you

take skis and go round the lyre-place to look far the fox's entrances

and exits. Do not go closer thou WO metres from the lure-ploc. When

.ou come to a track, you take off 'he skis and take a bay step away

.tom the skiing track. The Fox leg -snare is adopted one put in the.

third or fourth trockmork (counted from the skiing track). Of rok,rke,

he dances of a coptvre are improved if you put fox leg-snot -.1 at 011

,..!$ances and exits

,ou terhnt,,IL, use and put out the fox leg-snor 1, shown in
jru.r,w ,n th, next pogr.

2 4
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Text of pictures

1. Pull out the loop until the lock-peg of the tread-releaser is

shown in the score. Fold the treod-plote to fix the lock-peg.

Put the loop over the tread-plate. The fox leg-snore is now

adapted.

2. Moke o hole in the third or fourth trockmork (see olso picture

3). Dig out o space to put the leg-snore in.

3. Put the loop on the snow and sweep over. Put the tread -plate

in the space thot was dug out. The loop must be. at leost 5

cenimetres over the treod-plote. No snow must be under the

tread-plate.

4. Cover the snore with snow.

5. Smooth the snow to wipe out oll mocks.

6. Fosten the onchorage rope to o bush.

And finolly, woit for the fox.

248
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See Addressees Celow

Project Leadet, Depredations Control
Denver Wildlife Research Center, Denver, Co.

Steel Trip Modifications and Foot Snare Field Tests:
Meeting October 11, 1979.

September 26, 1979

We have scheduled a meeting at the Denver Center on October 11th to
discuss research needs in the following areas:

1. Field evaluation of Vic Keenan's coyote foot snare

2. Comparable evaluation of the Ontario foot snare, providing
the patent procedure is completed and snares are made .

available to us.

4 3'
Field tests of bloodstream's i3 double coil spring coyote
trap with padded Jaws.

5 4. A search for alternate types of material for padding steel
trap jaws.

2 5. Field evlauation of pan tension devices.

(.0 6. Discussion of FY-80 DWRC Annual Work Plan Advice stating
that we should initiate tests to determine the effects of
tranquilizer trap tabs on non- taFget species.

I am hoping that the individuals listed below can attend the meeting.
If our meeting date conflicts with prior commitmentsv please give me
a call. (303) 234-2126.

Samuel B. Linhart
Wildlife Biologist (Research)

Addressees:

TIFETITITTIT State Supervisor, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Donald Balser
Gary Basch
Vic Keenan
Frank Turkowski

SBL1NHART-mbj-9-26-79

+ Daryl Gretz
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POMM 141 0101 It1.11,0

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
-o : Vic Keenan ban: 28 February 1980

mom : Sam Linhart

suD)scr: Field Evaluatior of Coyote Foot Snare--South Texas, March 1980

To verify our phone call today, when you initiate your field evaluation of
the coyote foot snare, please keep in mind the following:

1. Aim for catching 20 coyotes. If for some reason you have problems
with the foot snare or run into other difficulties, please give
Don Balser a call as I will be out of the office until March 17.

2. It is important that you save a foot from each snared coyote. Be
sure to carry dry ice with you to keep them cold and then transfer
them to the freezer at Laredo.

3. Place each foot in a separate plastic bag. Consecutively number each
coyote you take, put the number on a water-proof tag in the bag with
the foot, as well as on your data form. After each number, put
your initials so that we don't have a mixup between the animals taken

by you and Gary Death. Feet from all coyotes should be saved, regard-
less of whether or not they appear to have been damaged by the foot

snare, When you have taken 20 coyotes and are ready to head for home,
leave the frozen feet and a copy of your data forms there in Laredo
for Gary Desch to bring to Denver when Fe returns.

4. Please make a special effort to work closely with Gary Oasch so that
he can learn how to set your foot snares, learn of potential problems
or mechanical failures, and please discuss fully with him what you

have learned to date regarding fabrication, limitations and

advantages.

I am looking forward to seeing you on the 19th.

Doty U.S. Sarin; Deaf &pawl, et flu Pr Intll Sorinv
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UNITED STATES Got ERNNIENT

Memorandum
TO Lon Tslrer Dan: 1-,

FROM 'vic f.eenan

itsjecfr:Field Test - Lodel 15 :rap Snare

, field test of the Model 15 trap snare ess ran arct 3-15 north of Lareso.
Texas on the Thorson Lease. All tr,:s merm set in co-s!chotion -.-n ,ar.
Desch': test of the tranquiliter nipples urin: the so.. trucx A^c ar.,s. ^9

traps were used.

The adding of the bushings to the spring, arm mee.anit= worked very well a:
there was no malfunctions caused by this a: was with tne El Paso test. G,r;

Dosch set several of the traps and it was his opinion that they were asler
to set than a steel trap. After observing the movement of tne coyote: to the
trap it war decided to set the trap with the arm out towards the coyotes
epprooch The spring wad set deeper with the coyote walking over the trip arm.
Coyotes caught while Approaching trap up the arm mere caught about six inches

up the leg.

There we-e two malfunctions caused py the small area on the pan locking. lespectio
:hawed that the pan hole was too small PO had not been enlar:eo. 9 to rya 'unction

',ere on t-e s'me tr,p and rate arm. Tnree malfunctions were caused because try
cable got urder the position -: arm wham settine.

The only change on the trap conteeploted is to and a bushing to t,t shack

absorber or positioner arm to prevent a.t; 5=0.';'s loct.ng when cnmang up :^t,

The snare was a different story. The plastic tuo.ng used to pad toe trap war
too stiff and held the loop open. This was segmented into six parts. It was
suspected but not confirmed until the last ca- when a coyote was caught and
while struggling the table was observed coTing off the foot. The plastic tuoi-r,

action anoun1 t- snsll wheels rollin,, about (notes wer. l :et because of
the :using. Ite small clev:s or t-e cable lock .sed in the El Psi test war not

ised. This also war a mistake. A bend in the c,:1( was su,por.d to provide t-e

nee,ed !cr rroot. trip. In reality w the crap was tripped the tension

or so .7,,o± it strata, -tenet out the coblo tend c,usinc the lock to bird t^

-bout .alf ,f toe traps.

Only three coyote: were held. Thm cable tip came off two cables. Thre raved pt's
were cougrt. die small one stepped out of the cable loop after !Dein;
lack trap night were used with 30 traps b^inr set. ill trade war. triod the

last da; to ooserve t'- act:an. The trap t- to beo-ed arouse t.e cable to

,eve^c the mole Ircr tri?ping tne to ,hen rh.pped on by ly-re

tripping :roe snail animals.

The traps will be kept at Monte Vista. Bushings will be put in the positioner

area. Tne cleeis will be put back on all cole loess. This will All b
done beiore I leave re the traps will be read; "c- the field. also the orig.n-1

rnall rucber tubing will replace the plastic ur.c in the Laredo test. A

suitable padding for the cable will have to oe found later.

Victor D. Keenan
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO Sam Linhart

rit°14 : Gary Pasch

sullJE7: Field Notes of M-15 Snare Test

DATE: may 28, 1980

On my recent trip to Logan, New Mexico, to field test the Model 15 Snare
(M-15) developed by Vic Kepan, I found there were a few things that
should be modified before any further field testing is done.

I set out 29 11-15 snares during the test period. It rained 6 out of 11 days,

so rust was a big problem. When I sprung all the snares on Friday, May 16,

21 snares failed to close the cable up against the lock.

Following are sore of the problems that I found:

1. The positioner arm seemed to be the worst as rust was getting in
between the washers used as spacers; this would either lock the arm
solid or slow them down.

2. The small arms on the pan worked better than in Texas, but a few
rusted and stuck to the slots in the trap frame.

3. On the cable I found he clevis that Vic added worked reel well. I only

had a problem with three cable locks, all due to rust 4., the housing.

I think the concept of the 11-15 snare is very good. But we need to look

into having it modified to work r all weather and soil conditions. I

feel if I had been in a dry tes a the snare would have worked very well.

Some ideas on modification would be:

1. Nylon could be used on positioner arse instead of washers.

2. The trap frame might be made out of cast iron or aluminum alloys. This

then could be attached to spring arm bar.

3. The cable lock could be made out of stainless steel, or even maybe high

impact nylon or plastic.

4. Maybe the whole unit could be hot dipped or galvanized. (I will take one

apart and spary with ZRC to see if it slows it down any.)

44.44i/LZ.
Gary Desch

Br, U S. Sanny Wni. Ittrildril en tio Payroll Soon: Pho
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Mr. Milan Novak
Wildlife branch
Ministry of Natural Resources
nueens Park, Toronto, Ontario
7A 1113

Dear Milan:

January 15, 1981

I recently learned that the Woodstream Corporation is currently
evaluating your foot snare in south Texas to determine its 4-10-
effectiveness for capturing coyotes. During our brief discussion
last August in Maryland at the Furbearers Conference I believe
you indicated that your patent application would be approved in
early winter and thereafter the snare could be made available
for evaluation.

This letter is to inquire whether it would now beyossible for
the Denver Wildlife Research Ceoter to obtain a limited number
of snares so that we might run a controlled test to determine
if it would be a suitable tool for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service to use. As you know, we have been conducting field
tests for several years using various approaches for reducing
coyote foot damage caused by steel leghold traps. We also
developed our aan orototype foot snare but for various reasons
have decided not to pursue any further development of this
particular device.

I would be most appreciative of any information regarding the
status of your foot snare and whether a limited quantity could
now be obtained for our evaluation.

cc: Hawthonne
Tinsley
Turkowski

Sincerely,

Sam Linhart, Acting Chief
?redator Management Research
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Q..t) Natural
Resources

Ontano

*room,

January 26, 1981 Ouse

Nr. Saa Linhart
Acting Chief
Predator Management Research
U.S. Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Building 16, Denver Federal Center
Denver, Colorado 60225

U.S.A.

Dear Sallt

This will acknowledge your letter of January 15. 1981, enquiring
about the status of the foot-snare trap.

The foot-snare traps are not available for distribution or sale at
the present time. The latest estimate is that they should be on
the market in March of this year. We will keep your letter on
film and notify you as soon as they are available. We anticipate
the cost to be between $5 - $5.50 per trap.

I an somewhat surprised to learn that Wt Arian is testing the
trap in Texas since we did not give them any traps. They must
have made their own.

We would be pleased to have you field test the foot-snare on coyotes
And bobcats since we do not semm to have the numbers that are found
in some of the western States.

If you do have the opportunity to coma to Ontario let me know and
I'll sake sure that the two trappers who tested the trap, now for
three seasons, are available to talk to you.

Yours sincerely,

Milan Novak
A/Supervisor
Central Wildlife Services Section
Wildlife Branch
Parliament Buildings
Toronto, Ontario M7A 1W3

1641aC
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Hr. Milan tiovak, A/Supervisor
Central Wildlife Services Section
Wildlife Branch
Parliament Buildings
Toronto, Ontario M7A 1W3

Dear Milan:

February 13,1381

Thanks very mach for thd most recent information on your

snare trap. -We will be lookiv4 forward to hearing that tney

are available so that we can run some field tests here in the

West.

255

Sincerely,

Samuel B. Linhart, Acting Chief
Section of Predator Management Research
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THE FOOT -SNARE AND THE LEG-HOLD TRAPS: A COMPARISON'

MILAN NOVAK, Fur Management Unit, Wildlife Branch, Ministry of Natural
Resources, Whitney Block, Parliament Buildings, Toronto, On-
tario, Canada M7A 1W3

ABSTRACT. A new foot-snare trap was compared with the leg-hold trap

under actual field conditions by 2 experienced trapper'. Nu differences

were found between the 2 traps in. 1) frequency with which animals dis-

charged randomly set traps, 2) capture rates, except for skunks that

tended to be missod by the foot snare, and 3) escape rates. Two percent

of the animals captured in foot snares sustained cut skins or worse in-

juries as compared with 52 percent captured in leg-holds.

The leg-hold trap is a focus of the antitrapping movement around the

world. Its majt... weaknesses are nonselectivity and a potential for mu-

tilating animate, especially when used by inexperienced persons. In

Ontario, problems have occurred when it was used for trapping foxes

(Vulpes vulpes). coyotes (Canis latrans). wolves (C. lupus), coyote-dog

hybrids, raccoons (Procyon Ictor), and feral dogs (C. familiaria). The

Ontario Ministry of Nntural Resources began research in 1972 to improve

trap, and trapping methods for these and other species. Live traps had

a distinct advantage over quick-killing traps from a humane, economic,

and animal management 1.1int of view. They allowed greater selectivity

in species, six, and age gi:,qp harvest. Thus, if a trapper, researcher,

furbearer manager. or sheep :rmer ,ith a predation problem had s

choice, it is my opinion that . sive trap wouid be preferred over a

q...^k-kiiling trap in almost all ,:aces.

Once the decision was made to concentrate on live traps, the objective

of the trap development program was to develop a light, inexpensive al-

ternative to the leg hoid trap for trapping the above ment.ioned animals,

Because of the success of the Aldrich Bear Snare, it was decided to work

on the snare principle.

The leg-hold trap was invented sometime in the early Niddle Ages to

TOntario Ministry of Natural Resources, Wildlife Branch Contribution
80-11.

1671
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catch poachers, but the Egyptians had a working foot snare as early as

3000 B.C. (Lloyd 1963). Several patents have been granted for various

foot-snare traps in North America and elsewhere. The purpose of this

research was to compare 2 commonly used leg-hold traps with a new foot

snare developed through the Ministry's trap research program. The ob-

jective was not to test the efficiency and humaneness of the various

sices, modifications, and makes of leg-hold traps.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two experienced trappers. Trapper A and B, each independently tested

both the foot-snare and leg-hold traps (Figures 1, 2) from 27 August -

30 November 1978 and 24 May - 1 December 1979. Each trapper treated the

foot snares himself and in the same way as the leg holds. Both traps

were boiled in Gillett's lye to clean them, aired to oxidize and freshen

them, treated with logwood crystals to blacken them, and waxed to pre-

vent rusting. For experimental purposes, Trapper B did not blacker. or

wax his snares from 15 October 1 December 1979 and occasionally prior

to this period.

All trapping was done in southern Ontario on agricultural land. Both

types of traps were used and sot in the manner in which each trapper was

accustomed. Both trappers used similar metal stakes to anchor the

snares and leg holds. Before 15 October 1979, each trapper decided

which trap he would use in a particular set location. However, from 15

October - 1 December 1979 the trappers chose the trapping site and then

selected trap type randomly.

Traps were set melnly for foxes, but occasionally for coyotes. No ef-

fort was made to standardize the scent and bait used to attract these

anirlats. Both trappers used various attractants consisting of pure fox

or vcoyete urine, commercial fox scent preparation (Hawbaxer's Wiley

Red), and meat of sheep, groundhogs, hares, and cockerels. No attrac-

tant was used in trail sets.

Sets were categorized by method. 1) dirt hole, 2) trail, or 3) scent

post sets; and by location. 1) sandy, or 2) clay soil. All traps were

eheckeu daily. Misses and escapes were determined by track and hair

1672



Figure 1 . The new foot -snare live trap. (The snare is 76 am (30 in) in total length. The loop cable is 62 as

(24 1/ in) long. The galvanized airplane cables tested were 1.6 em (1/16 in) and 2.4 am (332 in) thick having

a 7 x 7 and 7 x 19 weave, respectively. The breaking strengths of these cables were 218 kg (480 lb) and 417 kg

(920 1b). respectively. (he of the features of the specially designed lock is that it falls off the animal's

leg if the animal escapes by chewing through or breaking the cable.'
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Figure 2. These were the traps and modifications recaurended by experienced trappers as being the most ply
used traps in enteric (the #2 coil spring leg-hold trap (left) was the trap rest ccaannly used in the field

tests The #4 long spring leg-hold trap was ured infrequently in coyote sets. the welding on the inside of the

crap jaws 1,42 intended to reduce wring-offs by keeping the jaws 3 - 4 mm oFen, This is shmal hew rally on the

2 coil spring leg-hold trap. All leg-hold traps had the chains shortened to reduce the animal's lunges and

injuries,1

2
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C)qPARISON OF FOOT-SNARE AND LEC-HOLD TRAPS

Identification. During the 1st yr of trapping. the location of closure

of the trap on the animal's leg was noted. Injuries were recorded as.

1) no injury. 2) skin rubbed and/or superficially scratched or nicked,

3) skin cut with flesh and/or tendons exposed. 4) tendons cut and/or

bones broken. 5) chewed feet, and 6) wring-offs. Swelling in the en-

trapped foot was recorded as. I) no noticeable swelling. 2) slight or

minimal, 3) moderate. and 4) badly swollen. In the 4th category, toes

and pads were greatly distended and the animal could not stand on the

affected leg when released.

The capture rat gave the proportion of animals that were caught and

held plus those that subsequently escaped from the total number of times

the traps were discharged. The escape rate expressed the percentage of

animals that were caught and head for a period of time but eventually

escaped from the total nomber of captures plus escapes. Animals digging

up traps were not used to Calculate the capture rate. Animals stolen

from traps were considered to be captured.

RESULTS

During the 2 yr of field testing, foot snares were sot 3,407 trap nights

and leg holds. 1.273 trap nights (Table 1). Two hundred twenty-seven

animals wore captured in foot snares and 101 in leg holes (Table 2).

The fox capture rate was 89 percent for the foot snares and 85 percent

for the leg holds. The trappers unnecessarily missed 4 - 6 foxes and

SUMO raccoons the 1st yr because the animals discharged the foot snares

by stepping on the back part of the trigger arm and on the cable at the

,acne time. This problem was solved by using a trigger guard (Figure 1)

which allowed the trap to be released only if the animal was standing on

the pan and. therefore, in the center of the snare.

The ,oyo and feral dog capture rates were 80 percent using toot snares

ind 89 percent using leg holds. but the sample was Mall for both traps

(Table 2). Fifty-seven percent of all the raccoons setting off the foot

flares were caught. whereas. 76 percent of those discharging the log

holt, were captured. Twelve raccoons were miased to 2 foot snares lo-

,sivd closely over a period of it nights. These traps were repeatedly

li,i_hirged by (wilily of small raccoons. Excluding these cases. the

1675
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Table 1. Trap sets and set location. (Trap nights are shown in brack-
ets.)

Foot-snare Leg-hold

-4.1

.1;24

A,

1/, 1.6 mm 2.4 mm Total 42 44 al

-17

TYPe-uo4'§et

Dirt Hole
Trail
scent Post

Total

Trip Si.e

Sand
Clay

197(2.719; 25(177)
15( 278) 1( 2)

17t 223) 2( S)

270(3.220) 28(187T

I75(2.606) l2( 56)
54( 614) 16(131)

222(2.896) 541 950) 5(69) 59(1.019)
16( 260) 12( 191) 2( 6) 14( 197)
19( 231) 5( 57) 0 5( 57)

257(3,41171 ri(r.m) 7rm) --78rf2 7TY-

187(2.662) 37( 781) 3(34) 40( 815)
70( 745) 34( 417) 4(41) 28( 458)

ediusted raccoon rapture rate was 63 percent for the foot snares. Two

white tailed deer were caught in snares and both escaped on their 1st

jump One doer stripped the knob of solder at the and of the wire and

the other snarved the l.6-mm cable. In the tattle case the snare fell

off the deer's leg within 5 m of the net.

There was no difference in the capture rates for canids and for the ad-

justed raccoon rates by foot-snare or leg-hold traps in the 2 yr of trap

testing. A significant difference in capture rates was found for skunk.

lnly 34 percent of skunks discharging the foot snares were caught as

opposed to 97 percent captured by leg holds (Table 2). This difference
may be a function of how the foot snare was set rather than of the trap

itulf. Trapper A caught 10 of 11 raccoons and all S skunks discharging

the snares during the random trap period in 1979. Trapper 8 caught only

10 of IS raccoons and 2 of 9 skunks discharging the snares.

Of 1,151 trap nights during ti.e random distribution period. foot snares

ware discharged 96 times or 0.08 dischargeo per trap night. Fifty leg

holds were discharged 7n 761 trap nights or h.0' per rap flight. These

1876
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Table 2. Capture rates for foot-snare and leg-hold traps, 27 August -

30 November 1978 and 24 May - 1 December 1979.

Number of Times
Trap Discharged

Number of Captures
Plus Escapes

Foot - snare Leg-hold Foot-snare Log-hold

Red Fox
(Vulpes wipes) 99 27 88( 89%)a 23( 85%)

Gray 1-ex
(Urocyla *ineraoargenteus) 1 1(100%)
RaEFFin '

(Procyon lotor) 113 34 64( 57%) 26( 76%)
Coyote
(Canis latrans) 5 2 8(100%) 1( 60%)

Dog
(Canis fmmiliaris) 15 7 10( 67%) 7(100%)
C617511a-TRF-7--- 2 2(100%) -

Skunk
(Mephitis mephitis) 47 36 16( 34%) 35( 97%)

Cat
(Fells catus) 8 1 7( 88%) 1(100%)
Fora41a--
(Erethizon dorsatum) 5 3 5(100%) 2( 67%)

23 3 8( 35%) 3(100%)
GriiiiTaS57--
(Mama'. monax)

Hare
(Lepus capensis) 5 1 1( 20%) 1000%)

Deer
(Odocoilous virgintanus) 3 2( 67%)

Red Squirrel
(Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) 1 0( 0%)

Weasel
(Masten' erminea) 1 1(100%)

TuERT/T-VillTTre
(Cathartes aura) 1 1(100%)
Song Irgas 3 0( 0%)
Sheep 13 2 6( 46%) 1( 50%)e
Cattle 9 0( 0%)
Horse 6 0( 0%) -

Unknown 21 6 5( 24%) 0( 0%)

Toka1 383 123 227 101

'Capture rates in brackets.

1677
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foot snares were set in 51 different locationi and the leg holds in 43

locations. There was no difference in trap discharges between the 2

trap typos. The graph in Figure 3 used 20 foot-snare and 27 leg-hole

=t21 of at least 10 trap nights set during the random distribution per-

iod. It showed a decline in the number of Animals captured on the 10th

as opposed to the 1st trap night. This rate of decline was similar for

both traps.

Fourteen percent of the capured canids and raccoons escaped from the

foot snares and 11 percent from the leg holds (Table 3). Trapper B ac-

counted for the majority of the escapes: 6 of 7 ernes of chewing

through the cable and 18 of 26 cases of animals pulling out of or open-

ing the snares. This may have been due to the fact thAt Trapper B did

not blacken the snare wire, causing captured cnimals to bite the cable

and the snare lock more often. Fourteen foxes and 6 raccoons captu ed

by Trapper B bit the cable significantly more often than 8 foxes and 11

raccoons captured by Trapper A (an average of 6.2 and 3.8 times per

cable. respectively. p' 0.05). Subsequent tests on captive foxes, rac-

coons, and coyotes that were placed in snares showed that these animals

were attracted by shiny objects and, therefore, bit at the untreated

airplane cable or even small silver nuts while in the snare.

Table 3. Escapes from foot-snare and leg-hold traps, 27 August - 36
November 1978 and 24 May - 1 December 1979.

Foot-snare Leg-hold

Chewed
Through
Cable

Pulled Out
or Opened

Snare

Solder/Nut
Pulled or
Chewed off

Snapped
Cable

Pulled Out
of
Trap Wring-off

Colored
Fox 4 3

Raccoon 4 11 3

Coyote 1 1

Dog 1 1

Coyote
or Dog 1 1

Skunk 2

Cat 1

Doer 1 1

Unknown 2 5

1678
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COMPARISON OF FOOT-SNARE AND LEG-HOLD TRAPS

O

0

Foot -snare

(r- -0.'1, P (0.05)

0 Leg-Hold
........ (r- -0.56, P (0.10)

Figure 3. Trap discharge race.

4 5 6

Trap Rights
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Tests to date on over 50 captive raccoons, 5 coyotes, and 10 dogs show

that the snare lock and I.6-mm cable fell off the animals' legs in less

than 10 sec after the cable was cut, except for 1 raccoon that had the

snare on for 8 min at which point the snare was rtmcved. The 1.6-mm

cable and snare lock did not come off 3 captive foxes after the cable

was cut, but none of the captured foxes managed to bite through even the

thinnest strand of cable. None of the wild caught animals (5 foxes, 3

raccoons. 5 coyotes. 4 dogs, and 1 skunk) chewed through the 2.4-mm
cable.

There was considerable difference in the injuries caused by the 2 traps

(Table 4). Ninety-eight percent of the animals captured in foot snares

had either no marks or just rubbed skin cr nicks on their legs as com-

pared to 4: percent of animate caught in leg holds. There also seemed

to be a difference in the results between the 2 trappers. In the 2 yr.
90 percent of all animals caught in the leg snare by Trapper A (who

blackened his cable) had no marks on their legs, 9 percent had rubbed

skin or nicks, and 1 animal had a broken carpal bone. Trapper 8 had

only 64 percent of the captured animals with no marks. whereas. 32 per-

cent had rubbed skins or nicks. In addition, 2 foxes had cut skins and

1 raccoon had partly chewed its foot after wrapping the cable very
tightly around the trap. These results showed a significantly greater

degree of st-uggling by animals caught in the foot snares by TrLpper
8 a supposition further supported by the greater number of bite marks

on the wire. Though the equipment used by both trappers was identica/.

Trapper 8's snares were not generally blackened. Excessive biting of

the cable probably caused the 2 cases of cut sk n recorded by Trapper B.

Previous experiences with traditional snare locks showed that if the

ensnared foot could rotate even slightly within the snare, it could re-

sult in cut skin or severed tendons. These traditional snare locks used

copper crimps to attach the cable or plastic tubes to prevent the cable

from closing too tightly on the animal's leg. Examination of the snarl

that had cut the skin of 1 of the foxes showed that the snare was kinked

from being bitten and, consequently, was loose on the foot.

Animals caught in either foot snares or log holds did not damage their

teeth oy biting on the traps. Englund (1979) found this to be a major
problem in Sweden.

1680
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Table 4. Types of injuriosa from foot-snare (F.S.) and log -hold (L.H.) traps.

No
Marks

F.S. L.H.

Rubbed
Skin, Nicks

F.S. L.H.

Cut
Skin

F.S. L.H.

Cut Tondona
Brokon Honey

F.S. L.H.

Chowod
Foot

F.S. L.H.

Wring-off

F.S. L.H.

Total

L.H.F.S.

Red Fox 56 5 23 2 2 8 4 - 3 81 22
Gray Fox - - - - - 1 0

Raccoon 40 11 8 3 3 5 1 49 22
Coyote 2 - 3 - 1 - 5 1

Dog 8 2 - 1 1
-

Skunk 12 12 2 1 14 182 30
H Cat 6 - 1 6 1

g", Porcupine 5 2 - 5 2

Groundhog 8 1 1 1 8 3

Rare 1 - 1 1 1

Weasel 1 0 1

Turkey
Vulture 1 - - 1 0

Sheep 6 1 1 7 1

ViTaT 14s 14 13 --i 1-- Tr-- 1 TT a---1 "ITT Ili

aln a few eases. animals were stolen or injury data were not recorded.
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The snare did not hold the leg as rigidly and tightly as the leg holds,

as the snare was very light and flexible it was unlikely that there was

continuous and excessive pain associated with it. The snare on the ani-

mal's leg weighed less than 5 g, whereas, the *2 and 44 leg holds weigh-

ed 540 g and 960 g. respectively. The foot-snare trap weighed 450 g,
but fell free once the animal was canht in the snare.

The degree of swelling (due to blood constriction) caused by the 2 traps

could not be compared readily since the leg-hold traps tended to cut the

leg allowing blood and fluids to drain, thus reducing sweilIng.
Seventy-eight percent of the animals captured in foot snares had no
swelling, 21 percent had slight swelling, 1 percent heed moderate swell-

ing, and none had extensive swelling (Table 5). Again. there was dif-
ference in the results for the 2 trappers using foot Enarati, with Trap-

per A's captures showing less swelling. This was attributed to the re-

duced amount of struggling of Trapper A's animals. For example, 80 per-
cent of the foxes and 88 percent of the raccoons captured by Trapper A

had no swelling in their paws. Only 60 percent of the foxes and 76 per-

cent of the raccoons captured by Trapper B showed no swelling.

As part of the Ministry's Rabies Research Program. many of the foxes

were leg-snare trapped, ear-tagged, and fitted with radio transmitters

prior to release. This enabled us to obs rve how cutckly the trap-

related swelling subsided. Minimal and rz...erate swelling subsided as

soon as the snare was removed. The worst case of awe ling was encoun-
tered in an adult female fox. The swelling in the front paw took 2 - 3

hr to subside. Fifteen days later this animal was recaptured by hind
leg in a foot snare. The previously snared leg looked normal except for

some rubbed hair.

The foot snares caught the animals higher on the leg than the leg holds.

Eighty-seven percent of the animals were snared above tie paws, whereas,

only 34 percent were caught that high by the leg holds. Because of
this, the snare may prove useful under deep and dry snow conditions.

However. we have not tested it in deep snow, although we caught 1 fox
when there was 10 cm of snow over they op of the trap.

1682
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COMPARISON OF FOOT-SNARE AND LEC-HOLD TRAPS

Table 5. Swellings caused by foot-snare (F.S.) and log-hold (L.H.)
traps.

None Slight M,derate Extensive Total

F.S. L.H. F.S. L.H. F.S. L.H. F.S. L.H. F.S. L.H.

Red Fox 55 9 25 4 1 2 1 81 16

Gray Fox 1 - - - 1 0

Raccoon 41 13 8 2 5 - 2 49 22

Coyote 2 - 3 1 5 1

Dog 7 2 1 2 - 8 4

Skunk 11 14 1 4 1 12 19,

Cat 5 - - 1 1 6 1

Porcupine 5 1 - 1 5 2

Groundhog 8 2 1 8 3

Hare 1 - - 1 1 1

Weasel - 1 - 0 1

Turkey
Vulture 1 1 0

Sheep 7 1 7 1

loEaT 144 43 38 14 2. 10 0 4 184 71

sin a few cases, animals were stolen or swelling data were not recorded.

Not enough animals were caught to pormit comparisons between the 1.6-mm

sad 2.4-mm cable or between the 02 and 04 leg holds in captures. escapes

and injury rates, swelling of the foot and among the 3 methods of set-

ting the traps within the 2 soil types.

The trappers reported that the foot snare withstood rain better than the

leg hold, which generally had to be reset after each rain. in light

sand the leg hold tended to become exposed it it rained, whereas heavy

clay frequently stuck to the jam, preventing the trap from closing.

Frost had the same effect on the foot snares And leg holds. Both traps

became. inoperative when the ground froze and the animals could rot de-

press the trigger.

To date wo have not tested the foot snare in water seta. It is doubtful

that the trap can be made to work in water, except perhaps und,r unique

circumstances where animals such as otter are walking through shallow

1683
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water. A potential exists for modifying this tree for catching :arge

long-legged birds for research studies.

Problems could arise with the use of the foot snare in certain areas

Inhabited by deer or bear. Two additional safety release systems to

avoid such captures have been designed for use with the foot snare in

case the nuts did not give or the cable did not bick. These ensure the

release of captured animals that exert more than predetermined force
on the snare. The Ministry is testing the prototypes.

Field testing continues and emphasis is placed on learning ho, to trap

after Freese -up and how to trap animals such as fisher (Mertes pennanti)

and lynx (Lynx canadensis). More field experience is needed in trapping

coyotes with the toot snare.

SU5MRY

In summary. results to date have shown that the foot-snare is just as

effective in capturing the intended furbearers as the leg-hold trap, but

with a greatly reduced injury rate. Although the 2 trappers were initi-

ally skeptical of this new device, they eventually expressed preference

for the foot-snare over the log -hold trap because of the (cot snare's

comparable efficiency and greater humaneness.

Quick-killing traps may not be the desirable future fur management tool.

They may also not be the solution to the humane trapping problem. In

order for traps to kill or render the animal unconscious instantly, suf-

ficient energy is required. This often means expensive, heavy traps

that could be dangerous, both to people and to their plits. Also in con-

sidering specific management purposes, capture of nontarget species is

further problem. For example. 220 or 330 Conibear set for beaver in a

channel can also catch muskrat, mink, and otter, although it is known to

kill these animals very quickly and improvements in the killing effici-

ency of these traps are on the drawing board. I believe that traps of

the future will have to be humane, inexpensive, light, compact live

traps.

The furbearing animal resuurt:o in not inexhaustible. I believe that
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trapper efficiency and numbers will continue to increase, exerting

greater pressures on the furbearer resource, the habitat of some fur

species may change adversely, and the impact of diseases and natural

cycles will periodically cause reductions in numbers. Trapping legis-

lation could well be directed at selectively harvesting juveniles of a

specific sex and, for some species, exceptionally large (over mature)

adults. Selective harvesting can be done now with varying degrees of

efficiency and economy for marten, fisher, raccoon, and beaver using

cage traps and with bears uaing the Aldrich snare. In muskrat and per-

haps nutria harvesting, multiple catch traps (such as the funnel trap)

will readily outcompeke in most locations the single capture leg-hold or

quick-killing trap. Therefore, to help ensure public acceptance of

trapping and to allow optimal production, selective harvesting by age

and sex must become the furbearer manager's goal, this can probably be

achieved only through the use of live traps.
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A COMPARISON OF INJURIES TO LEG-HOLD TRAPPED
AND FOOT-SNARED RED FOXES

.1M4 E%3LUND Swedish Museum 01 Natural HIsMry.
Sedan f: Vert*Oists Zoo kw. 5404 05 Stodtholm, Ss*
do"

Feu published data conceiving the in-
cidence and extent of injunes to wild
canids resulting from trapping activities
are mailable. Casto and Presnall (1944)
reported no broken bones for 9 coyotes
(Canis latrans) taken in leg-hold traps. A
26% crippling rate due to leghold trap-
ping was observed for red (Viiipes crapes)
and grm (Urocyon einereoargenteus) fox-
es in Alabama (Atkeson 1956). Animals
that pulled out of traps, escaped by
wringing or gnawing off feet, or es-
caped with traps were considered crip-
pled. In New York, less than 1% of the
foxes captured in leg-hold traps with a
hard plastic coathn on the gripping sur-
faces showed signs of permanent physi-
cal injury (Parsons 1977). None of these
studies mentioned dental injuries. Tho
objects e of my study was to compare in-
juries sustained to both teeth and legs by
captured red foxes when trapped in un-
modified leg-hold traps, leg-hold traps
with plastic coverings, and a newly de-
signed foot-snare.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Foe were captured using 3 trap types

These inluded Victor #2 and double
long sprang leg-hold traps The Wood-
stream Corp., Latit, Pa.), the same leg-
hold traps s.ith both springs, both jaws,
the dun and the wooden pole covered
with a 2-3.mm-thick plastic tube, and a
new I. pe of foot-snare with nearly all ex-
ternol parts constructed of plastic (von
Schmitz 191'9) (Nordic Sport AB. Kanal-
gatai S 931 00 Skelleftea. Sweden).

j N, ; manage 46(4) 1542

The foot-snare consists of a pliable
metal wire (1.7 mm diam.) sheathed in
plastic and fastened to a coil spring which
is completely enclosed in a plastic tube.
The trigger plate has a metal frame cov-
ered by plastic and affixed to the back of
the tube by plastic-coated soft steel wire.
When a fox is captured, the trigger plate
is released said falls at a distance of 1.5
m from the fox.

Cooperating trappers in northern Swe-
den used leg-hold traps and snares to
capture foxes. Both the unmodified said
plastic covered traps were used from De-
cember 1966 until March 1974, and the
snares from December 1973 until April
1976.

The leg-hold traps and footsnares were
used only in winter and were always
placed under the snow beneath old fox
tracks. No bait or scent was used. Neither
leg-hold traps nor snares were perma-
nently fastened to a stake. Instead,,a
wooden pole approximately 1 m long and
3-5 cm in diameter was attached directly
to foot - snares or to the chain on the back
spring of the leg-hold trap by a 1-2-m
long wire, 1.7 mm in diameter. The pole
was attached to reduce the mobility of
foxes. According to Swedish law, all traps
had to be inspected at least twice each
day with no less than 8 hours between
successive visits. Although some trapper.,
may have disregarded this legislation,
few, if any, foxes remained in traps over
24 hours. Another regulation mandate
that foxes caught in traps be shot from a
distance of at least 30 m.

Trappers supplied the skulls and legs
plus informaton on the date and location
of capture, sex, weight, trap type, and
which part of4the plastic covered traps had
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Tmie I Doetnouhen al doofal elm...sand outlaw of soworeef damaged tOrth in fad loaf* Miunkl m onmoOrao:1 one
moogfloff No-hold traps and on foottnents donna .enter on northern Sw000n

Thy awaoil
Eff.4 d awn es) w *eel, 44.4.0.1 wth

sow So4611 Snwo it Amp

UnmodiRed leg-hold
Age an jean (N)

<1 (645)
1 (258)

9
6

55
31

16
16

19'
48'

3.2,
3 9"

023
0.29

124
124

1-14

>1 (471) 1 24 17 58' 4 9' 025 271 1-21
All ages (1.374) 6 40 16 38' 4 2 0 16 519 1-21

Modified leg-held
Age in years (N)

<1(106) 33 50 10 7' 3 3 1.46 7 1-11
1 (28) 7 54 11 29' 31 1.13 a 1-10

>1 (20) 5 50 20 25' 3 4 136 5 1-8
All ages (154) 25 51 12 13' 3 3 0 72 20 I-11

Foot - snares '4
Age In yeah (N)

<1 (48) . 67 21 13 0'
1(45) 44 44 9 2' 1 0 I

>1(30) 27 63 7 3' 1.0 1

Al] ages (123) 49 40 10 V 1 0 2

Arms! 14.4.1 .4 1444.1 1 wwly dwwwl we&
...U.-41444 414444 oaf, eh Know ...perms,. ow alw wee Www. 4.1 trap wthed *rye ,e .4 0 031
- Allyn .41.44 for 41....1 M weWs 4.4414 44m5.4 .444.4444w4 lid.. 11,4 odd)

been chewed by foxes. They also record-
ed the distance each fox had traveled af-
ter capture and if the trap was entangled
in vegetation, a fence, or if the fox was
still traveling (dragging the trap) when
overtaken.

Molars (M) and premolars (P) were ex-
amined for injuries, usually after boiling
and cleaning the skulls. Foxes were clas-
sified in 4 groups. (1) those with no, (2)
small, (3) medium, or (4) severe dental
injunes The number of severely dam-
aged M- and P-teeth was also recorded.
Small injuries were defined as those
where only the tips of the teeth had
beeri destroyed (.42 mm), medium in-
cluded foxes with 1 or more teeth brok-
en or worn down nearly half way or
more If parts of the jaw were worn
down, the injury was classified as severe.
The number of severely damaged teeth
refer to the number of sockets whose

40-J70 0 - 85 -

the jaw had been damaged. Teeth dam-
aged b) gna.sig were distinguished by
their rounded surface as opposed to the
splintered configuration of teeth dam-
aged by projectiles in fo..es shot by trap-
pers.

The toes, feet, and legs of specimens
which had not been skinned were es-
'misled for presence of galls (>1 mm2)
and to assess whether toes and limbs were
out of Joint or if any bones were broken.

Ages of foxes were classified b) 1 or 2
techniques. Juveniles were distin-
guished from older animals by the incom-
plete fusion of the epiphyses of the long
bones (Reilly and Curren 1961). Adults
were placer! into age- classes by vaunting
the number of cementum layers In the
canine teeth as described by Jensen and
Nielsen (1968) but with small modifica-
tions (Englund 1970)

Iss ma tntisticn1 anal) ses the kr test

j Wild!. Manage. 46.4)1282
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was used %Alen comparing the mean
number of severely damaged teeth, I used
the Kolnagorov-Smimov 2-sample test
(Conoser 1971)

RESULTS

A total of 1,651 foxes was examined. Of
these 1 374 were taken in unmodified
leg-hold traps, 154 in plastic coveted kg-
holds, and 123 in foot snares. Approxi-
mately 90% of the foxes captured with leg-
hold traps were caught with the Victor
#2 No difference (P > 0 0;4 was found
in the number or seventy of injunes to
males and females. Therefore, the data
for both sexes were combined.

Dental Injuries
Unprotected Leg-hold Traps.The

frequency of foxes with severe dental in-
nints Increased from 19% among Juge-
rilles to 38% among foxes older than 1
year (Table 1) The mean number of se-
erels mimed teeth increased slights

with age from 3.2 to 4 9 Overall, 38% Rf
the foxes were severely injured with
mean of 4 2 damaged teeth per fox N.4

%Iadified Leg-hold Traps Foxes
within age groups caoglit in modified leg-
hold traps had approximately one-half the
number of severe dental iajunes as op-
posed to diose taken 1,1 unmodified kg
holds Table 1) There is 41 slight indisa
non in the sample that the number of
teeth ss orn down was reduced by the
plastic corer, at least for old foxes The
foxes often chewed so hud on the plastic
that the iron was uncovered This hap-
pened in 39% of the cases 4, the hunt
spuug. s lush was close,' to the head of
the h. Other parts of the traps weir
che,sed to .1111(11.h less extent (Table 2)

Foot shares Only 2 foxes caught in
toot )11.IM, 1 tarred se . err dental 'mu-
ne, , 1 In Loth, olds I tooth ss.IN
%1,0111 Ilitt the ja,s, but in 1 ut these

, ige Itr i Iks2

Table 2 Os stribution of damage done by red foxes on the
Of WS SOsenell lM parts d 'no tripe

Tn. clanugo V%)

Scrakhml

Inv comp...4 Noy ,1.7.1.1
IN.

Front spring 131 24 37 39
Trap jaws 116 41 56 3
Back goring 136 33 63 4
Rue 133 65 '7 8
Vnoaen stick 134 60 20

Thomonsloor el Ammo... mood L. e. lommpaMo grope.
r./«a

another 2 teeth were worn into the mu-
cous membranes without affecting the
Jaws. Twelve snared foxes suffered me-
dium injunes, but none of these had In-
jured the mucous membranes, which was
rather common in the corresponding
group among the steel-trapped foxes.

Foot and Leg Injuries
Thirty percent of the foxes caught in

unmodified leg-hold traps had broken
bones, in most cases the phalanges or
metacarpals (Table 3). A higher percent-
age of the foxes taken in modified leg-
hold traps had broken bones, but the dif-
ference was not significant (P > 0.05). In
comparison, only .3 of 117 snared foxes
had broken bones One fox had a broken
toe And a 2-siii' wound on the met.carpal
bone Another fox had lost the peripheral
parts of 3 toes including the ultimate pads,
the 3rd had a broken leg (ulna and ra-
dius)

DISCUSSION

The frequency and seventy of dental
injuries to red foxes trapped by leg-hold
traps du. ug winters in northern Sweden
can be significantly reenced by covenng
parts of ;he traps with plastic lnjunes to
feet And legs were not reduced by this
!noddle-anon. A matenal that can a ith-
stand chewing better than the plasm. used
in this studs should further reduce dental
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Table 3 Orstn button of foot and up Intones Of red foxes captured on trnmcX1 shed and modified Art; no . .01 and foot
snare* awing veinier In northern Sweden.

Thy nee

Pnvern I. and

None

Skin all.

disjelotel
noes

Ink. Minn

11.1ange4 Ninumetpds II CO4an.04
Lehold

Unmodified US 81 9 15. 17' 2' 30'
Modified 28 36 21 25' 14' 4' 43'

Soars 117 83 15 2' I'
- bs.1.11 with damw evporberwa la d. oan. &waft MQ.r tl < 003)

injuries. Almost all physical injuries of
these types can be virtually eliminated
through use of the plastic-covered foot-
snare.

Traps and snares were not tethered in
this study, permitting some foxes to move
far from the capture site increasing the
risk of losing them. In spite of the extra
drag, 13% of 32 snared foxes and 17% of
198 captured with leg-hold traps moved
more than 500 m from the place of cap-
ture, 3 moved more than 4 km. Therefore,
snares (as well as leg-hold traps) should
be tied to a pole or other object that re-

Lmits movements of captured fox-
es. Whether tethering would result in an
increased incidence of injunes is not
known. This seems improbable, how-
ever, as the 428 foxes captured with
leg-hold traps that had become entangled
after moving various distances from the
place of capture were not more often in-
jured than the other 103 foxes (P > 0.05).

Many foxes are caught in large baited
traps or shot by hunters waiting at bait
stations. Therefore, shy foxes probably
survive longer than others. This may ex-
plain the increase in frequency as well as
the extent of injury with increasing age
of the foxes as these would react more
intensely than less shy foxes.

Data ii. this study refer only to red fox-
es cauelt in winter with below freezing

temperatures During these .onditions
saliva freezes when the fox bites the
metal This pain may cause the fox to in-
tensely chew the trap. The nsk for seri-
ous injuries crorn steel-traps may be less
vhen used in summers or at ))armer lat-
itudes. Leg-hold and foot-snare traps
should be tested under other .onditions
than in this study as well as on other
species.
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this investigation possible Is) delivering
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from the National Swedish Ens ironment
Protection Board.
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Made in United States of America
itevetamea he. Tam rornosaa or Wxxars SlAamosamarr

V.I. 2% N. Maki logs
431.441

TRANQUILIZER TABS FOR CAPTURING WILD CARNIVORES

7:v.4AM S VASES U S tot. of Soon rnherms 4.4 Waal St Ormer 11 Coo... Dm./ Co,a4eale

ibstroa A tranquilizer trap-tab using the drug "diazepam' has shown utility m reducing inflates tocarnivores wzbt to steel traps and in preventing their escape The tab consists of a cloth tablet ....redto the trap iaw at, i contarnrn, 1 g of (barer.= for coyotes
'Canis latransr and 500 mg for fours I vul-vas Upoo tact-ore the animals usually chew the tab and ingest thi drug. Ataxia follows in approx.etc 1040 nunstes, and struggling by the trapped anitnab is reduced. The effects usually Lift 24-48hours depending r amount of diazepam consumed. This device was developed primarily for cap.

'song animal. unharmed for laboratory experiments. but it has additional applications at capturing ant.mats for marking, in pro,oring easy release of dogs or other pets, and in making steel trapping moreimmane

The need for capturing adult coyotes in
good condition 'or experimental use 1! to
the development of a tranquilizer trap -tab
to eliminate or reduce Intones incurred in
steel trapping The steel trap is one of the
most efficient devices lot 1apturing wild
carnuores, but resulting fniunes and
trauma hale limited its use primarily to fur
harvest and ctntrol operations Vanous
other rapes of hue traps base not proven
effertise in capturing adult cmotes and
totes \lodifications of steel traps such as
padded laws and spnngs inserted in the
chains appear to be only partially effecti.e
in reducing injuries

nbser.ations anise-ate that the intones
ire caused largely b% the animals' struggles
to escape or 1)% their chewing the numbed
appendage r Mess left in the trap too
',bog in animal that faors the trapped
foot Ind does not struggle is seldom sera

mid% injured
The tranimiluer trap tab ir patterned

met i rschnitre trip tab which has been
rased m rscass,n to kill animals ,,:ithied

in steel traps The effectveness of the new
tab requires a tranquilizer that is fastact
trig. long-lasting.' has a wi%!: range be-
tween fectise and lethal dose. and re-
duces an animal's anxiety and struggling

The drug -diazepam- was selected be-
cause of its relatively long-lasting action
and its slight effect on motor functioning
and the respiratory center (Ditman 19641
Extensue pharmacological and clinical
studies indicate the drug has a relative's
hiss, order of toucan' ( Randall et al 19611

I wish to acknowledge the valuable as-
sistance given by tieldmen of the Division
of Predator and Rodent Conti 4 in nine
states who conducted many of the field tri-
al, and to tt'endell E Dodge of the Den-
%er %%rldlife Research Center %i ho °nal
na Is suggested diazepam

sETHODS

Penned emotes %%ere spurn single oral
loses of iS0 mg. 720 mg. and 960 mg in

their feed The 720 and 960-mg levels
rr ipproxims tels one and ,me -half to
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two times as great as those recommended
bs Daman 0 1964 108) for dogs A large
dose for coyotes seemed advisable because
of the probability of incomplete ingestion
of the tranquilizer, the additional stress of
trapping, and the range in weights of the
animals taken.

The tranquilizer trap-tab was con-
structed as follows

1 W,e used a 2- 2-inch square of son
rotten ,loth, which could be shesseit
easily C-a this was spread a thin film
of petroleum fells which acted as a
binding agent to hold the tranquilizer
The tabs were prepared in a cool room
so that the petroleum icily did not soak
through the cloth and thus present the
paraffin coating i be applied later
from sticking ne lesired amount of
tranquilizer powder was measured with
a spoon `1. a teaspoon equals approsi-
matels 1,060 ing or Just user 1 g It
the powder is measures; bs ipprosu
waling %ohmie s...ilibrat on should hr
she( ked for each in isorme des ii,-
the dose for cosines and 5(N) -roe
low for loses was lensed from trials
Tlue tranquilizer powder ss.11 ,pre isl
.,s or the petroleum lolls the eilsies it
the ,osir wore folded in mil the loth

I rm a tab shout I inch lone
And ,rich to liamter

melt of I1 a It ,taupe so,
is sr mod mount the -yield!, 'hi

aid soi ire d ss ith half i .re 4.,,,t
ell ,I Isis of three 1,,FAS. Ht the Sire

se tilled the .h
tb trap ,ass

t its s is diphi esi
, in 1 Melte si 11111,11, pen elle

tine .1 'Ie `s is toil rs,nt p, si it
n is olds tl sitalm r.. th.

"...Am pi.s. its , ii , islets!

II ti t's

2 7

9 tsono.s,Itt lob -prod of oteHr porOOn on nap

4 The tab ss as then wired to the top of
the trap Jaw nearest the dog slightly off
center toward the chain Fig 1 In
this position the tab will clear the dog
when the trap is set and is readily avail-
able to the trapped animal.

The trap-tab was field-tested in the fail
of l'i62 quip then was used in the springs of
1963 and 1964 to capture cosotes for lab
ormors ixpenments During this penoil
ipprosuriatels 500 tabs, together with

forms for r. cording data, were sent to per-
sonnel of the Disision of Predator and
Rodent Control in nine states I krirona.
krkansas California Massachusetts Min-

nesota \ ess lexico Oklahoma, South
Dakota mil Virginia for use in iroas
s here a s mots arm ores might lie
ou2.10 Ind for redm

tr And lerte'i

RESULTS

'51 oh 5 dd if n' Eibinn
nnnn).°,1, of ,hata p on ae..1.-stem ismal1s

rent Pie ut Its SITIOilenateli !nal
chi, slth data pro\ lat.,1 no

HA, hit° l',2 1.2 Ss toptoxm sere
mike., ties St1,4 Ie Is a tOPOIPOO
it ri dui Slim or Ib

41,611,,.! \VIelit' mint I,f the 11,11),11111
I 1110,11,S II( sit (I In, ,fie Jowts al to hit.
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Toltle 1 Owe,. of .flgd of dooroporn on ponnotil T141
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Co OT.
NObaTZA

30 tabs (each containing 1 g of diazepam)
were used; 17 coyotes were captured and

eva...ssw, only one failed to ingest the tab. None of
Dont Do= Or the 16 tea Bulked anunals moved theOrnagot Taxan Arn.s.:
I ma) t novas) trap drag more than 100 feet, several did

1 480 480 24
2 480 480 24
3 480 480 24
4 480 480 24
5 720 720 24
6 720 720 24
7 720 400 18
8 720 720 36
9 960 0 0

10 960 240 0
11 960 0 0
12 960 240 0
13 960 .mess 24
14 960 emesu 24
IS 960 960 38
16 960 960 38

Averts. wnigft of utlogalt.pporclonatety 10 kg.
Ono mixed la lend or put la gei.gla .psule 1. feed.

t Ototrvaboos rade at 0-figus toterras.

a few continued to do so as long as they
were conscious. Ataxia was evident up to
38 hours, with drowsiness and inattention
Listing somewhat longer In field trials
where the drug is taken without human
disturbance and is not administered in
feed, the effects appear to be prolonged.
under these conditions the animals often
remain tranquilized for 2-3 days. In one
instance an adult male coyote consumed a

tab containing 2.5 g before being trans-
ported SOO miles by truck, the animal could
nut be aroused and succumbed after 5
days Th.. long-lasting effec& are furthlr
illustrated by an experience reported by
Ratcliffe i 1962) wherein a white-tailed
deer I ()thymic= uugmatinue) consumed
slightly more than a gram of diazepam
, 80-S0 mg/kg) and was affected for 96
hours

The tests ssith penned coyotes suggest
that anunals trapped in the wild will re
main tranquilized from shortly after cap-
ture until the traps are routinely suited 1-2
sac s later In one of the initial field trials

not even pull the drag from its bed, indi-
cating that their first reaction was to bite
and chew the trap.

As shown in Table 2, the tabs also were
effective in some degree in tranquilizing
various numbers of foxes, skunks (Mephitis
mephitis), domestic dogs, raccoons (Pro-
cyon lotor), opossums (Didelphis
aria), ')adgers (Ta.ridea taxus), bobcats
(Lynx ruins), and red wolves (Cans ni
tor) either intentionally or inadvertently
trapped while collecting animals for lab.
oratory us.. or .n field trials by Mammal
Control Agents of the Division of Preda-
tor and Rodent Control.

DISCUSSION

The foregoing field trials were con.
ducted with a Vanety of tabs. many of
Which were effective, but it was impossible
to one tab against another. Hence.
results should he generally better if onls
the best tabs are used. The major mal-
functions were largely mechanical. as fol-
lows:

Tabs breaking off before being chewed
because the wire was brittle or was
twistv.? too tight:,

2. Cloth too tough to be easily chewed
or rolled too tightly, preventing the
animal from ingesting the dose.

1 In trials with oleomargarine as die
binding agent, tabs had been stored for
6 months and none worked. Come.
spondence with the manufacturer indi-
cated that the drug may break down
in this medium Oleomargarine also
caused mice to dig down to the tab
exposing part of the trap and spoiling
the set Such odoniemtis elements
chould not be used
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41. 2 lksuls *I bald Ines *fah Me tollorvilittt treptogio it ',otOnO. Arkenues. Coliffrnie, Meeteshootts, Mumma,
Nrs MOAK* Otio Issas. Soorh Oak's', end ',miss,

Srscrse Nhuasa TA.*
(has)

Nshersa or
Arrar.1.1
Tuaso

Tss

Namara or
ANIMALSTarroli,=0

O

NtOOLTS or
ANDTALS

sTra Scharr
0111 No
Foot

OsFtescs

Mesh.,

Coyotc 40 750 36 32 25 I dead
Fox 34 450 22 21 19 2 dead
Stnped skunk 27 450 18 18 18 10 aaimals did not elect scent

when destroyed or released
Dog 17 450 5 4
Raccoon
Opossum

10
9

450
450

6
6

5
5

3
3

I dead
I dead

Badger 2 450 2 2 2
Bobcat 2 450 1
Red wolf 3 450 3 3 2 I dead

Although the mechanical details can be
corrected, there are a few individual am
mals of any species that apparently will
not chew the tab. For this reason the de-
vice cannot be expected to be 100 percent
effective.

Temperature may alter rmilts. Although
some of the trapped animals that died
were 1,41.-..3 b% other animals, most were
victims of heat. On days when the tem-
perature war in the 90's, trapped animals.
whether tranquilized or not, were often
dead before noon. It is not !mown whether
the tranquilizer potentiates the effect of
heat, but it is suspected that death of a
tranquilized animal from freezing may be
hastened due to decreased mobility

The reaction of different species vanes
eons iembly For example. tame dogs are
not as in lined to take the tabs as wild
canines or aggressne dogs Most of the
tranquilized skunks did not elect their
scent. which is a decided advantage in
trapping.

Seseral trappers that tested the des ice
indicated then had captured particularly
troublesome wsotes by the toes The ani-
mals had been causing senous Inestock
losses and prubabls ssuuld has e escaped
had they not been tranquilized.

Ilse tabs are currently being used in an

2 7

interesting way in MillneSOt 4. Alan B. Sar-
geant, Animal Control Biologist, Division
of Predator and Rodent Control, Cedar
Creek Natural History Area, Bethel, Min-
nesota (Personal communication 1964),
stated that the tab has been extremely
helpful in capturing foxes without foot
damage for a radio-tracking study. He
suggested these modifications. '

1. Materials used. Two strips of canvas
(1 x 4 inches), a 6-inch piece of 14-
gauge soft steel wire, a Pi- x 2-inch
piece of lightweight cloth, a lightweight
rubber band, K g diazepam (for foxes),
bees-tax, and water.

2. Procedures. The two pieces of canvas
are placed together and folded in the
middle on the short axis. .4 small hole
is punched through all fo.r lavers of
canvas to inch above the base. The
wire is placed through this hole and
twisted tightly The canvas is dipped
in water and q of diazePam is placed -
,s1 the four loose ends by mopping a up
from a dish or tray The excess water is
squeezed from the canvas. The camas
is rolled lengthwise. wrapped with the
,mall piece of cloth, ind secured with a
rubber band The tab is then dipped in
hot beeswax
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Another modification is to cover the tab
pnor to dipping with tinfoil instead of the
cloth. The tinfoil is easily pulled off and
the tranquilizer on the cloth strips is ex-
posed to the animal in this instance, a
single wire is used to anchor the tab to
the trap. The tab resembles a lollipop
when completed. This type of tab works
best for foxes but is not sufficiently dura-
ble for coyote trapping, particularly when
drags are used. The tab described under
Methods is recommended for trapping
coyctes and Sargeant's modification for
trapping foxes.

APPUCAT1ONS

The potential applications'of this device
are (1) taking unharmed animals for

various purposes, (2) enabling easy release
of recalcitrant dogs and reducing foot dam-
age to valuable dogs and other pets, (3)
helping prevent the escapement of trapped
animals, and (4) making the steel trap
more humane.
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THE STEEL LEG-HOLD TRAP. TECHNIQUES FOR REDUCING FOOT INJURY AND IN-
CREASING SELECTIVITY
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ABSTRACT. Field tests were conducted from 1977 1980 to improve steel
trap selectivity and reduce foot injury of trapped coyotes ( Canis
latrans). Up to 90 percent of coyotes taken in traps affixed with tran-

quilizing tabs containing proptopromazine HC1, or a mixture of propio-
promazine HC1 and chlordiazepoxide HC1, suffered little or no foot
damage.

Traps with shortened chains, chains fastened to the trap base, or chains

provided with coil spring, did not reduce coyote foot injury

Initial results from an ongoiag field test of 2 trap pan tension devices

are encouraging. A large percentage of gray (Lrocyon cinsreoargenteus)

and swift foxes (Vulpes velox), striped skunks (.4ephitis meahitia).

oposiums (Didelphis vir iniana), jackreobits (Lem sp.), and other non-
target animals were excluded from traps affixed with these devices.

Some coyotes were also excluded by the devices in some areas. However,
since more traps remained functional for cootes the net result appears

to be an increase in trapping efficacy.

Lethal mehhods of controllirg coyotes kill livestocl, have come un-

der Increased public scrutiny in recent yea'rs. The steel leg-hold trap

has been a special target of criticism because it frequently causes foot

Injury to captured animals and is less selective than several other

moans of control tRobinson 1743, Castu and Presnall 1944, At'ceson 1956.

Beasom 1971. Berchielli and Tu'lar 1980). Public opposition to steel

traps has resuited In passage of legislation in several eastern states
partially or completely banning their use, the number of ^estrictive
bills introduced at federal and state levels is increasing each year.
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TECHNIQUE FOR CAPTURING RED AND GRAY FOXES

Davis, end George Teidman who did most of the trapping discussed in

this paper.
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STEEL TRAP INJURY AND ACTIVITY

In many situations the steel trap is the only effective method for re-

solving a coyote depredations problem. It is 1 of the 2 primary control

methods used by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Animal Damage Con-

trol (ADC) Program. For example. 37 vercent of the total ADC coyote

catch was taken by steel traps In 1976 (Evens and Pearson 1980).

Stud. of modified steel traps by the Denver Wildlife Research Center

began in 1962 when Balser (1965) osted a tranquilizer tab fastened to

the jaw of steel traps as a means of capturing uninjured coyotes for use

in research. This concept was derived from an earlier practice whereby

some trappers Attached strychnine tabs to their t.,ips to kill captured

animals (Moore 1946). Development of alternate central nervous system

(CNS) depressants and types of trap tabs has been pursued intermittently

since 1972. initially to capture coyotes for investigative studios and

later on to assess their practicality as a management tool. More re-

cently. we have initiated atudis to evaluate simple mechanical modifi-

cations of the steel trap to reduce foot injury and for excluding the

smaller nor- target species. This paper reports our progress on the

development and evaluation of trap tabs, modified steel traps, and trap

pan tension devices.

TRAP TABS

Methods

Balser (1965) reported the, 62 percent of coyotes taken in traps with

diazepam (750 mg) tabs sustained little or no foot damage. However,

this compound was made available only for research purposes and appar-

ently will not be readily available in quantity and at a reasonable cost

until the patent expires in 1961. A arch for alternate ora'ly effec-

tive CNS depressants has been pursued by our Center. the results of cap-

tive coyote studies have been reported by Sava ie and Roberts (1979).

The field tests described in this report were conducted during fall,

winter. and spring in south Texas. southcentral New Mexico, and north-

western Nevada from 1977 :980. Testing was restricted to periods, of

moderate tempers:Lire and none of the coyotes trapped died from exposure

to extremes of heat or cold. Four biological technicians with extensive
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trapping experience trapped coyotes and collected the field data. Only

information from subadult and adult coyotes was compiled. All coyotes

wore taken in 3-N long spring Victor steel traps with offset malleable

Jaws fastened to 91.0 -cm (3-ft) chains staked to the ground. This trap

is most frequently used by government trappers, obviously the use of

different type or size traps, or traps with drags, would have resulted

in variable data. Traps were checked daily, but for some tests coyotes

were restrained for an additional day to determine trap tab efficacy

over a 48-hr period. Field data were recorded on standard forms, during

the latter portion of the study feet from dispatched coyotes were frozen

and later examined in the laboratory to confirm field as.essments as to

the severity of damage. High coyote densitie., w.r; the basis for se-

lecting test areas. All traps were set for coyotes, thus too few data

on other carnivores were obtained to permit analyses as to foot damage

su,tained and trap tab effectiveness. We conducted a total of 15 field

tests over the 4-yr period. di these, 2 tests documented coyote foot

damage sustained in regular traps without tranquilizer tabs. The re-

mainder served to assess the efficacy of various compounds, dose levels,

and types of trair tabs. The number of coyote captured per test ranged

from 19 - 22.

Coyotes are normally trapped by 1 front foot and the jaws of the trap

usually close across the paw. The paw frequently becomes awe len as

result of impaired circulation. Cluta commonly occur across ,e top of

the paw and are intliuted as a result of struggles to escape. The

severity of ,uts will vary as to number, length, width, and depth.

Assignment of such cuts Into definitive categories such as slight, mod-

erate, or severe Is. therefore, difficult, they may range from a single

very small abrasion or cut 1 or 2 mm in length that does not extend

through the skin, to a single large, deep cut up to 3 cm extending

across the entire upper surface of the paw exposing underlying tendons

and bones, to seveeal smaller linear cuts across he width of the paw.

One or more of the latter may be sufficient,y severe as to expose the

leo.° or tendon. One ot e.ere bones within the paw may also be broken and

can generally be detected by carefully flexing and fooling the paw.

Wh 'initial attempts to categorize differing degrees of foot damage

proved frustrating, we simplified our procedure by using the following

classifications to characterize injury:

1562
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Slight or No Damage

A) No damage

B) Swoilen foot

C) A snail (4 0.5 cm) shallow puncture hole or cut through the
skin and underlying tissue or fascia. If visible, no damage to
tendon(s) or bono(s).

D) Cuts or skin abrasions larger than 0.5 cm but not extending
through th skin, underlying tissue or fuels.

Moderate or Severe Damage

A) A large (O.5 cm), deep cut through skin and underlying tissue
or fascia. Tendon(s) and bone(s) exposed

B) A series of 2 or more smaller(.0.5 cm) but deep cuts :cross the
paw exposing tendon(*) or bone(s).

C) Cut tendons.

D) Broken bones.

B) Any coyotes found dead in traps due to an apparent overdose of
CNS depressant.

Coyotes that sustained slight or no visible foot damage were assigned to

an "acceptable" injury category, those with moderate or severe foot dam-

ago, broken bones. 3r that died from overdoses, were categorized as

"unacceptably" injured. Other data were recorded to indicate trap 'ab

efficacy but for various reasons were not considered satisfactory and,

thus, are omitted from this report.

Trapping regulations vary from state to state, some require that traps

be chockod daily, others at 48-hr intervals, and several specify longer

periods of time. Wo, therefore, sought to collect foot injury data from

coyotes restrained in trapt, for about 24 and 4S-hr time periods depend-

ing on the formulation and observatiane of captive coyote response to

CN3 depressants by Savarie and Robgrts (1979). Because ,t tha relative-

ly short-term effects of orally administered drugs and the prolonged

circulatory impairment caused by traps. wo believe it Imprac.ical to

reduce foot damage with trap taos beyond about 48 hr.
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We compared 4 diiierent type trap tabs. A.1 contained 600 mg of propio-

promazine hydrochloride (HC1) and all coyotes in this phase of field

trials were removed from traps daily and feet checked for injury.

The Desch "A" tab was the 1st one devised and was, therefore, used for

moat of our field teats (Table 1). It was made by mixing a measured

quantity of chemical into a petroleum jelly matrix or carrier. A knowr

quantity of this mixture was placed on 1 corner of a 10 x 10-cm2 of

4-ply cheesecIlth. (In the finished tab this cloth serves to make the

coyote shred the tab and, thus, ingest the drug and carrier mixture.)

The corner of the cloth containing the mixture was then rolled diagonal-

ly to the opposite corner so as to form a loose cylinder. The 2 ends of

the cylinder were then fulled together and the upper portion containing

the chemical and jelly was securely tied off with a 25-cm long piece of

soft annealed 16-gauge wire. The ends of the wire wore retained to

later affix the lb to the trap jaw. Tabs wore dipped twice in a mix-

ture (50.50) of elted paraffin and unscented beeswax to protect them

from moisture and to provide rigidity. The finished tab had the appear-

ance of a lollipop (Figur* 1).

The Stevensen tab differed somewhat in that old bed sheeting was used

instead of cheesecloth, the volume of petroleum jolly was increased, a

stainless steel braided wire was substituted. and the tab was protected

by applying a coating of silicon rubber cement.

The Desch "B" tab was made by mixing the chemical and petroleum jelly

together and placing this mixture in a 50-cc syringe (lees needle). The

desired quantity of this mixture was injected into a small rubber bal-

loon that was tied off and then rolled into cheesecloth and wired shut

as described above. Th,, procedure eliminated the need for protective

coatings and facilitated making tabs.

All 3 of the above type tabs kayo:re considerable time to fabricate in

quantity, a problem of concern to us should large-scale field use of

trap tabs ever be considered. The McBride ab (Ranchers Supply, Box

72%. Alpine. Texas 79630, pate.it pending) recently became available to

us for evaluation. This "onsiats of a nollow cylinder molded from

rubber attthed at a right angle to a slotted sleeve that can be fitted

over the trap law and affixed In place with n/ion lock straps or hog
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Table 1. Coyote foot dam:go suotsincd in standard and t-ap tab-affixed 3-N Victor stool traps.

Trap Tab Formulation

Trap
Tab
Typo

Approximate
Time
Left in
Trap (hr)

Number
Coyotes
Taken

None (control) (I) 24 21
Proplopromaxine HCI (600 mg) (2) Stevonsen 22

(3) Daseb "A" 20
(4) Duch "0" 19

(5) McBride 20
Proplopromazins HCI (200 mg)/
Reserpirc (1.5 mg)/starch
(398 mg) (6) Duch "A" 22

None (control) (7)
Propiopromszins NCI (200 mg)/
Ressrpins (1.5 mg)/starch

48 20

* tes.

tD
(398 mg) (8) 20
Fropiopromasine IICI (300 mg)/
Roserpins (1.5 mg)/starch
(398 mg) (9) 22
Proplopromssint HC1 (300 mg)/
Reserpine (3.0 mg)/starch
(398 mg) (10) 20
Chlordistepoxide hCI (750 mg) (II) Datch "A" 20
Chlordiatspoxide HCI
(1,125 mg) (12) 21
Chlordiatopoxide HC1 (750 mg)/
Propiopromaxino HCI (25 mg) (13) 20
Chlordiatcpoxide 11C1
(1,125 mg)/
ProplopromssInt HC1 (25 mg) (14) 21

Chlordiatepoxids HC1
(1.500 mg)/
Proplopromssine NCI (25 mg) (15) 20
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Figure The Dasch "A" type trap tab used to evaluate efficacy for reducing coyote toot
damage

1.

(Sounted on law of 3-S Victor Steel trap.)
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rings (Figure 2). We filled this device witt 600 mg of propiopromazine

dissolved in water end closed the top of the cylinder with a round plas-

tic or cork disk that was then sealed with silicon rubber cement.

All 4 types of tabs were fa ened to the jaw located on the dog side of

the trap. However, the Steveneen tab was placed toward the end of the

Jaw nearer the chain, whereas, the other 3 types were affixed to the end

of the jaw more distant from the point of chain attachment.

In addition to testing 4 types of trap tabs, we also evaluated 10 dif-

ferent drug formulations or dose levels (Table 1). Although initial

tests of propiopromazine HC1 were encouraging, earlier laboratory stud-

ies of captive coyotes by Savarie and Roberts (1979) showed that this

compound resulted in CNS depression for only about 24 hr. Various com-

binations and dose levels of chlordiazepoxide HC1, reserpine, and pro-

piopromazine HC1 mere, therefore, field tested to assess their efficacy

over a longer period of time.

Results

Coyotes taken in traps without tabs sustained a high frequency of foot

damage. Of those checked daily only 14.3 percent had slight or no dam-

age. Injury to coyotes left in traps for an additional day sustained

about the same level of damage (Table 1). The 4 types of trap tabs

evaluated resulted in about the same percentage reduction of toot damage

when tested with 600 mg of propiopromazine HC1 and when coyotes mere

removed from traps daily. However, the nasch "B" tab was easier to make

and for research purposes is probably the best tab when limited numbers

are required. For quantity production, the McBride tab is by far the

best choice although it is still in the development stage. One problem

to be solved is an easy and rapid method.of sealing the top. An inher-

ent limitation of its present configuration is its limited capacity.

Drugs requiring 1,000 - 1,500 -mg dose levels cannot be contained within

this tab. A larger version will result in a greater surface area and

might possibly slow the action of the sprung trap to the point where

coyotes will be missed. We hope these minor problems can be resolved as

research and development progress because the use of multi-cavity molds

for fabrication make mass production feasible.
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Figure 2. The molded rubber McBride trap tab. (Mounted on jaw of 3-N Victor Steel trap.)
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Of the 8 formulations tested for prolonged efficacy, the propioproma-

zineireserpinc and the chlordiazepoxide 'formulations did not provide

good results regardless of dose levels, several coyotes died from over-

doses. The best formulation was combination of chlordlazepoxide

(1,125 mg) and propiopromazine (25 mg). This formulation resulted in

71.4 percent of the coyotes sustaining little or no visible toot damage

and a 61.4 gercelt reduction in injury as compared with the control

group. The chlordiszepoxide/Propiopromzine tab, if drugs were pur-

chased in bulk lots, would cost dbout $0.20 (U.S.) per tab; for the

600 mg propiopromazine tab the cost would be about $0.48 (U.S.). Al-

though additional development and evaluation of CNS depressants and trap

tabs are needed, results so far show that this technique can signifi-

cantly reduce the toot damage of coyotes taken in steel traps.

MODIFIED STEEL TRAPS.

Methods

Suggestions Fran several sources prompted us to conduct a field test to

determine if simple trap chain modifications would reduce coyote toot

damage. Three-N staked Victor traps were used and all coyotes were

trapped in iouth Texas. The test consis.ed of comparing the severity of

foot damage sustained in traps with standard 91.0-cm (3-ft) chains with

identical traps modified as follows:

1) Trap chain shortened to 30.5 cm (12 in).

2) Trap chain shortened to 30.5 cm and fastened to center of trap base.

3) Coiled spring fastened between regular 91.0-cm chain and trap stake.
Spring specifications: .23-cm (.Q92-in) music wire, 1.91-cm OD and
15.2 cm long between hooks (.750 x 6 ir), with 54 active springs,
3.2 kg (7 lb) required to stretch spring 2.54 mm (1 in).

The above modifications were intended to reduce the tunging distance of

trapped coyotes, to position the chain so coyotes would pull on the trap

at a right rather than oblique angle to the jaws, or to cushion lunges

by struggling animals. Field evaluation was conducted in a manner iden-

tical to our trap tab teats. Four groups of 20 - 21 adult coyotes each

were trapped in spring 1979. All traps were checked daily, tho feet of

coyotes were examined and the extent of toot injury was categorized as
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either "acceptable" or "unacceptable" according to the criteria listed

earlier.

Results

Neither shortening the trap chain, shortening the chain and affixing it

to the base of the trap.txm adding a coiled spring resulted in less toot

damage overall (Table 2). The addition of a spring might have reduced

the frequency of broken bones, but small sample sixes made this conclu-

sion tenuous and the occurrence of moderate or severe cuts was not
reduced.

Table 2. Coyote foot damage sustained in standard and trap chain-
modified 3-N Victor steel trtps.

Frequency of Occurrence

Trap
Modification

Number
Coyote
Taken

No Damage
or Slight
Cut(s)

Moderate
Severe

":

Cut(s)

or 4

Broken
Bones

Percentage
"Acceptable"

Damage

None 21 5 9 7 23.8
(Control)
Short Chain 20 2 13 5 10.0
Short Chain
on Trap Base 21 0 t6 5 0.0
Coil Spring
on Chain 21 4 14 0 1 19.0

TRAP PAN TENSION DEVICES

Methods

Pan tehsion devices have been used for many years to reduce the capture

of non-target species. Sticks, forked twigs, springs. and sponges

placea under the trap pan have apparently been somewhat effective but no

data as to their efficacy have been published. At the request of the

Services' ADC Program we recently initiated cooperative field tests to
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evaluate 2 different tension devices. Non-target exclusion and coyote

capture rates for device-equipped traps were compared with unmodified

3-N Victor traps. One device is an improved version of leaf springs

jeveloped long ego by both Cie Biological Survey and the Woodtream Cor-

poration, the latter a major trap manufacturer in the United Statss. It

was designed by a Service employee (A. Armistead, ADC District Supervi-

sor, 10304 Candelaria, N.H., Albuquerque, New Mexico 87112) and con-

sists of a curved sad tempered steel leaf spring (1.4 x 7.5 cm) that

clams to the base of the trap beneath the pan. The spring angles up-

ward and the free end rests against the underside of the pan when the

trap Is set (Figure 3). The spring resists downward movement of the pan

until about 2.0 kg (4.5 lb) of pressure is applied. As this device is

made of spring steel, its tensile strength Is lees prone to metal fa-

tigue than earlier models and the pressure required to spring the trap

remains more constant over time. When attached to the 3-N Victor trap]

a notch 'must be filed in the trigger of the pan shank to accommodate the

modified beveled end of the dog. Traps having this device were 'Nay.

set with a pan "cover" cut from aluminum aindOw screen. The "cover" was

slipped between the free end of the spring and the underside of the pan.

As with the normal canvas pan cover, it served to keep the space beneath

the pan free of dirt and pebbles.

The 2nd type tension divIce under test functions on a shear pin princi-

ple. It was invented" by M-Y Enterprises (220 Lincoln Street, Homer

C!ty, Pennsylvania 15748, patent pending) and is apparently unlike any

tension device previously developed. Standard traps are modified by

replacing both the regular trap pen and dog. The replacement dog has a

small hole in the tip and the attached end of the pan has a matching

oval slot. When the trap is sot the hole and slot are aligned and a
thin wire or "pin" is inserted through both holes. The pan and dog

slide upon each other when the pan Is depressed and the wire is sheared

releasing the dog holding down the trap Jaw (Figure 4). The amount of

force required to trip the pan can be adjusted by inserting wires of

different diameters. For our field tests we are using a wire with a

shear force of about 2.0 kg (4.5 lb). Conversion kits to modify differ-

ent types and sizes of leg-hold traps are available from the manufac-

turer.
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figure 4 The shear pin device showing details of toggle hole in dog pan slot and shear wire placement.
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Ten experienced Service predator damage control specialists in 5 western

states (California, New Mexico. Oregon, Texas. and Utah) are currently

testing the devices by setting trap lines with equal numbers of unmodi-

fied, loaf spring..and shear pin - equipped traps. All trips are being

checked daily since identification of animal tracks at trap sets is
critical to the study. Data are being collected on the capture rates of

coyotes visiting trap sets and on the percentage of selected non- target

species excluded. To insure adequate sampling of such species as jack-

rabbits. skunks, and gray fox, traps are being sot in areas where these

species are known to be numerous. No deliberate efforts are being made

to sample animals such as badgers and porcupines whose adult weights may

approximate that of coyotes, obviously, devices tensioned for coyotes

will not exclude such species.

Results

Less than iiikour data is collected and tabulated, but so far results

are encouraging. It is premature to "second guess" the final results if

this study, but assuming present trends continue, it appears that both

tension device-equipped traps may, on the average, exclude nearly 90
percent of the gray fox, swift fox, striped skunks, opossums. and jack-

rabbits *as compared with an average of 24 percent exclusion rate for

standard traps. In addition to these species, a variety of other fur-

bearers, largo rodents, and birds (including raptors) were excluded at

greater rates by the device-equipped traps. Coyote capture rates may be

slight, reduced by use of these devices, but since the take of non-

target animals is greatly reduced and trap sots remain undisturbed for

coyotes, the net result should be increased trap effectiveness for coy-

otes. Results obtained so far have varied considerably between trappers

and states. We suspect that such variance is due either to differences

in trapping methods, variations in weather, or because each individual

trapper modified his traps for the Armistead leafi spring device in a

home workshop. The latter situation could be remedied for the leaf

sprirg by making' more precise pan trigger and dog modifications at a

central location employing precision grinder', jigs or templates, and

quality control. Suggestions from the field for minor improvements will

have to be evaluated, modifications made if needed, and further field

trials conducted, but at this time we believe that pan tension devices
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offer promise as a moans of making the steel trap more solectivo.

DISCUSSION

Fow other carnivores were taken during our trap tab field tests, but on

several occasions wo found that tabs intended for coyotes and containing

600 mg of propiopromailne HCI killed striped skunks and red foxes. This

was not surprising cohsidering the weight differences among the 3 spe-

cies. Dose levels must, therefore, be adjusted according ,to the weight

and susceptability of the principal specles being trapped. It Seems

unlikely that en orally effective and readily available CNS depressant

will be found with sufficient margin of safety that a single dose trap

tab could be used for all species commonly taken in stee1 traps, *Fur-

thermoco, e'me animals will not consume tabs and efficacy will also most

Ilkely,vary accoroing to trap typo, size, and whether a stake or drag is

used. Thus, like most technique!', this one is not a panacea, nonethe- lk

loss, is useill for reducing severe foot injury to low levels.

Wo tried an alternate method of admiOstering CNS depressants by ii:lacihg

M-44 devices loaded with a dye marker (rather than toxicant) Just within

reach of trapped coyotes. Two field trials produced very poor results;

few captured coyotes pulled tke devices. This approach was abandoned,
but other methods of administration may possibly come to light in the

future.

Federal control of CNS depressants falls under the jurisdiction of the

U.S. Food and Drug Administration and trap tabs must, therodore, bo rag-

isterkid with that agency before being used in the field. Compliance

with atato drif control egulations must also be mot.

Steer traps with modified chains did not reduce foot damage, bnt other

trap alterations may have more potential. Researchers have Jury - rigged

padded trap jaws to reduce foot injury and padded jaw traps are now be-

ing evaluated by at least 1 cauuercial manufacturer. We think that re-

search efforts in thia area should be intensified so long as objectives

'incli.cle maintaining the current afficacy of existing steel traps. Me-

chanically modified traps would have the advantage of bypassing all the

regulatory requirements associated with drug use and would probably bo

1576
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STEEL TRAP INJURY AND ACTIVITY

more economical. 10 believe that the potential of mechanically modified

traps for reducing foot damage should bl thoroughly explored before

registration of CNS depressants is contemplated.

The results of our pan tension device tests ars encouraging 30 far, but

further study is needed, especially to learn how well they function un-

der diverse weather and climatic conditions. One alternate approach we

have not yet explored is the use of an effective pan tension device in

combination with trap tabs containing a toxicant selective for canids.

Assuming social acceptability, this procedure might be the most humane

tactic.

94
In.concluaion. 1 thing seems certain. over 70 percent of the U.S. popu-

lation now live in urban areas and certain factions of this public aro

exerting pressures to make use of the steel tap more 'estrtctive. For

this reason, research to improve its humaneness and selectivity should,

therefore, be vigorously pursued.
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Memorandum
Gary rich Chuck Tinsley

TO : Don Hawthorns Frank Turkowski
Norm Johnson

PROM e Sam Linhart, Denver Wildlife Research Center

madames Pilot field test of lethal trap tabs

DAT2: January 16, 1981

Based on discussions with Section and ADC staff last fall, it was decided
to conduct a pilot study in Winter 1981 to evaluate lethal trap tabs as a
means of destroying animals taken in steel leghold traps set for coyotes.
The following describes the objectives and procedures for conducting this
test.

Rationale. The development of and research on tranquilizer trap
tabs has been based on the earlier operational use of strychnine
trap tabs to destroy captured animals. Strychnine trap tabs were
used by trappers for many years in the Western U.S., Australia and
possibly other countries. Past CURC reseirch hasmhown that tranqui-
lizer trap tabs wi,11 significantly reduce foot damage of captured
coyotes but several problems are inherent in this approach. Perhaps
those most important are (1) dosages adequate to tranquilize coyotes
are lethal for smaller species, (2) operational,use would require
registration by FDA, and (3) the cost of such tabs will be approx'
mattly 25 - 50( each depending on the drugs used. Not all coyote)
consume WA). thus 100 perCent efficacy will never be achieved.
A second approach for reducing foot damage and thus making the
steel trap more humane is the use of steel traps with padded Jaws.
OURC efforts to develop and/or refine tranquilizer tabs and padded
traps will continue, but a third alternative approach is simply
to exclude as many nontarget species as possible with pan tension
devices and to destroy all other animals taken in traps by the use
of a lethal tab. The latter approach was endorsed by ACC at a
meeting held in Albuquerque in November.

Since we are not c,rtain that the approach described below will
provide positive results, and as total time required for pilot
field tests will involve only 3 - 4 weeks, no formal study plan
has been prepared. If results are encouraging, then a formal
study plan for field work will be written and an EUP application
will be submitted to EPA to permit a more extensive assessment
in F1-82. The two candidate toxicants have never been used in
lethal trap tabs, thus "pesticidal value" is unknown. We therefore
are undertaking pilot field tests without an EUP as such an
exemption is permitted under EPA regulations.

Bey U.S. Saving, Bmts &plat en the Paynril Scrimp Play

te
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Candidate Toxicants. It appears very unlikely that any application
for EPA registration of strychnine would be approved. Therefore,
two alternate toxicants, sodium cyanide (NaCN) and para-aminepropio-
phenone (PAPP),will be assessed for efficacy in trap tabs. NaCN,
because it is currently registered for use in the M-44 device,
should be relatively easy to register for trap tab use. NaCN has
the advantage of being quick acting but its major disadvantage is
a repellent odor and taste. Because of this, coyotes attacking
lambs wearing NaCN collars released their hold on the lambs as
soon as collars were punctured. However, animals taken in traps
having NaCN tabs may norshow repellency to NaCN as they are under
extreme stress. Pilot field tests should indicate if such 'a
problem exists. PAPP has.the advantage of being selective for
canids, but Wien formulated in tallow or mea baits causes emesis
in a high percent of surviving animals. The PAPP formulation to
be used in the lethal tab is not expected to cause emesis, but a
field test is needed to determine this. The attached appendix
details the formulations and concentrations of NaCN and PAPP that
will be,evaluated. Rubber trap tabs (see attached photo) will
contain approximately 3-4 coyote LB-100's of PAPP and 6-10 of NaCN.

Methods. Equal numbers of rubber trap tabs containing NaCN and
PAPP have been prepared. NaCN tabs'are color-coded with red
plastic. 3N Victor stake traps will be used. The technician
(Gary Basch) running the test will set out two separate trap
lines. PAPP tabs will be affixed to all traps on one line; on
the second line traps will hold NaCN tabs. Traps will be set
for coyotes and run daily. Capture of all species will be
recorded and animal condition will be indicated as dead, sick
or alive. A copy of the data sheet to be used is attached.
Ten coyotes will be taken on each line and the percent that con-
sume and are killed by each type tab will be recorded. Based on
these results, a decision will then be made as to whether a
second field test will be conducted later on in the winter. If

neither tab produces a high percent of coyote kills, alternate
toxicants will be considered. It is'doubtful that pilot tests
will provide adequate data on species other than coyotes.
Efficacy for other species will have to be assessed at a later
date.

Location. This test will be conducted in south Texas on private
lands behind locked gates. All gates will be posted with a sign
in English and Spanish warning that traps containing experimental
toxicants are being tested by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
and that children, pets and other domestic animals be kept away.
Trap tabs will be kept in a locked box for security. The initial
pilot test will be conducted from about January 23 through
February 10. Depending upon results, a second field trial to
increase sample size to 20 coyotes per treatment will be conducted
in late February and early March.

Concurrent with the above pilot test, the technician will also be
evaluating 3N Victor traps with prototype padded jaws. These
traps will be set out on a third trap line. Ten coyotes will be
trapped and the extent of foot damage documented in a manner
identical to earlier field tests, as indicated on the attached
data form. The extent of foot damage will be compared with that
of control coyotes (i.e., taken in standard leghold 3N traps).
If results of this initial assessment prove promising, an
additional 10 coyotes will be trapped later on in the winter so
as to provide a sample size of 20. Unfavorable results will
require development of an alternative padding material.

Attachments
cc: Savarie

Director's Office

Sam Linhart

3
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Formulation of sodium cyanide (NaCN) and para-aminopropiophenone (PAPP)
for trap rubber nipple field tests by Gary Desch, Texas, January 1981

NaCN - 500 mg/ml.
74'

50 g (50,000 mg) NaCN placed in 90 ml tap water and then sonicated until
the NaCN dissolved. Then 10 ml of propylene glycol (PG) added to bring the
volume to 100 ml. The PG appears to make the crystals of NaCN finer when
precipitation occurs at room temperature. And when the NaCN- water -PG
is cooled below freezing, the mixture becomes like slush.

50,000 mg
. 500 mg/ml. This is a supersaturated solution and

100 ml
will precipitate out at room temperature.

One (1) ml of this 500 mg/ml NaCN place& in each rubber nipple. Each
nipple container 500 mg NaCN.

PAPP - 500 mg/ml

20 g (20,000 mg) PAPP qs to 40 ml with propylene glycol and then placed in
sonicator.

20 000 . 500 mg/ml. This is a thick suspension.
40 ml

One (1) ml of this 500 mg/ml PAPP placed in each rubber nipple via syringe and
18 gauge feeding tube. Each nipple contains 500 mg PAPP.

Approximate LD-100 for NaCN. 7 mg/kg
Approximate LD-100 for PAPP .15 mg/kg

P. Savarle
January 16, 1981
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ADDED TRAP FIELD TESTS

Imestisator: County t State:

('te animal found in trap: : AN PM

Ow:e trapped Arnim) checked: : AM PH

2r. hr. check: et hr. check:

Trap r Location of Trap Size t Make:

Stake: Oeag:

Trap tab used: Yes No Colur of tab: Contents of tab:

Sent used: heather conditions:

Lo. night temperature: High day tine temperature:

If ;sniral Escaped From Trap. Complete the Following: Turned

Species if known: Pull out: Twist off: loose:

Pert of foot remaining in trap: En====g201=3
If Anita] Captured in Trap. Complete the Following: Age Group

(circle)

:.tint] No.: Species: Sex: height: AD - JUV - PUP

,niral condition: Dead Alive Sick Diarrhea present: Yes to

lim41 saveefor additional research: Yes Lo Cage 60.:

General appearance of animal: Poor Fair Good Other

INury to head area MOuth cut Teeth broke.. Lips cut

Darape to leg or foot: None Swelling Slight cut

rpderete cut Severe cut Broken bones

Is foot chewed: Yes Ho Is blood present on foot: Yes No

E..dence of struggle in trap: Hone

censured

Little tuch

following: Tab appeared to be I. consu-td

'

etion of animal while being o

ling Jumpin

4117-4.

.4

..----

oed e amount consuned
Ils. -.......Z.v- feet: Laying Standing

i"

wnr.......4.--
approach? Yes N9 Wry

40-470 0 85 20
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sera: Fe-arks: (Include all information you think important)

wet of Tranquilization:

Down and out (Animal laying down and asleep, unable to get up.)

-- Down (Animal is down, but not asleep, raises head whin approached.)

I -- Able to get up (Standing, but not steady)

; -.4 up tranquilization apparent

:er Condicion

-- Clear

-- Cloudy

-- Rain

-- Snow

PADDED TRAP INFORMATION

nrtion of pad pulled or chewed off:

lid pad(s) roll on jaw(s) of trap?

ltd adnes he fail td hold pad on trap?

f animal pulled out of trap explain probable reason, if known.
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TOXIC TRAP TAB FIELD TESTS

Investigator County d State

Date animal found in trap A.M. p.m.

Date tra;:ped animal checked a.m. p.m.

24 hr. check 48 hr. check

Trao Ho. location of Trap Size i Hake

Stake Drag

Trap tab used: Yes No Color of tab: Contents of tab

Scent used Weather conditions ---

Low night temperature High daytime temperature

If animal escaped from trap, complete the following:
Turned

Species if known Pull out Twist off loose

Part of foot remaining in trap . Is tab intact on trap? Yes No

If animal captured In trap, complete the following:
Age Group

(circle)Animal Ho. Species Sex Height
(c

AD JU7 PUP

Ani,:al condition: Dead Alive Sick (rests: Yes No

Animal save for-additional-research: Yes No Cage -No

General appearance of animal: Poor Fair Good Other

Evidence of struggle in trap: Hone little F5Jch

Condition of tab: Untouched, still on trap . After searching trap site for portions

of tab, complete the following: Tab appeared fb be 1/4 consumed 1/2 consumed,

3/0 consumed . completely consumed unable to determine amt. consumed

General Remarks (Include all information you think leportant)

Neather condition
1 - Clear
2 - Cloudy
3 - Pain
4 Nro,

3 6
O

0
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MISCELLANEOUS ATTACHMENT 6

TRAP RESEARCH BY FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

I AM PLEASED TO BE HERE TODAY TO PARTICIPATE ON THIS

PANEL OH "TRAPPING: ETHICS, MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMICS."

My PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE AS STATE DIRECTOR OF FISH AND

WILDLIFE IN ARIZONA HAS MADE ME FULLY AWARE OF THE PUBLIC

ISSUE: INVOLVED IN THE USE OF TRAPS FOR THE FUR TRADE AND

FOR THE NECESSARY CONTROL OF SOME PREDATORY ANIMALS,
o
THE

FISH AND WILDIFE SERVICE HAS A KEEN INTEREST THROUGH ITS

RESEARCH PROGRAM TO DEVELOP TRAPS AND METHODS OF TRAPPING

THAT WILL REDUCE TO THE MINIMUM THE TRAP TRAUMA INVOLVED

IN CAPTURING THE TARGET SPECIES, AS WELL AS METHODS TO

EXCLUDE TO THE GREATEST EXTE4T POSSIBLE THE TAKING OF

NONTARGET SPECIES.

0

TRAPS ARE THE PRIMARY MEANS BY WHICH THIS NATIONS

FURPEARERS ARE HARVESTED AND THEIR CONTINUED USE IS VITAL

TO THE FUR TRAPPER AND THE FUR INDUSTRY. TRAPS ARE ALSO

AN IMPORTANT TOOL FOR CAPTURING CARNIVORES AND OTHER

MAMMALS THAT CAUSE ECONOMIC LOSSES TO LIVESTOCK

PRODUCERS, DAMAGE AGRICULURAL CPOPS, OP TRANSMIT DISEASES

SUCH AS RABIES. THEY ARE FREQUENTLY THE ONLY MEANS OF

EFFECTI1ELY DEALING WITH THESE PROBLEMS AND THE FISH AND

WILDLIFE SERVICE RELIES HEAVILY ON THEIR USE, BOTH FOR

CONDUCTING ANIMAL DAMAGE CONTROL ACTIVITIES AND FOR

CARRYING OUT RESEARCH.

i

Remarks by Robert Jantzen, Director, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Department of the Intel ior, at the Annual Meeting of the Humane
Society of the United States, Boston, Passachusetts, November 5, 1982.
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P

I WANT TO BE STRAIGHT FORWARD WITH YOU TODAY IN A

REPORT ON THESE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES. To DO SO I WILL GO

INTO SOME DETAIL ON THE MECHANICAL AND DRUG ASPECTS OF

THIS EFFORT TO CARRY OUT OUR OBJECTIVES AS STATED

EARLIER.

PRIOR TO THAT, HOWEVER, I WOULD LIKE TO BRIEFLY

HIGHLIGHT THE SERVICE'S POSITIONS ON AND USES OF TRAPPING

PROGRAMS ON ITS REFUGES.

IT HAS BEEN ESSENTIAL,FOR MANY YEARS FOR THE FISH AND

WILDLIFE SERVICE TO CARRY OUT EXTENSIVE FURBEARER

MANAGEMENT EFFORTS, INCLUDING TRAPPING, ON A NUMBER OF

OUR NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGES, RECENTLY, THE SERVICE HAS

RESPONDED IN PROVIDING DETAILED INFORMATION ON THESE

ACTIVITIES TO YOUR ORGANIZATION.

SOME OF THE MOST VISIBLE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS ARE

ASSOCIATED WITH SEMIAQUATIC FIIRBEARERS MUSKRAT,

NUTRIA, AND BEAVER. MUSKRATS PRESENT A VERY GOOD, EXAMPLE

OF WHY ONGOING VIGILANCE AND MANAGEMENT ARE REQUIRED.

WHILE MUSKRATS ARE VERY BENEFICIAL PARTS OF THE WETLAND

COMMUNITY, HELRING TO CREATE ANO MAINTAIN OPEN WATER

AREAS IN DENSE STANDS OF MARSH VEGETATION, WHEY ARE

CAPABLE OF SHARP POPULATION INCREASES AND EQUALLY DRASTIC

DECREASES WHICH CAN SEVERELY ALTER MANAGEMENT EFFORTS FOR

OTHER SPECIES WITHIN THE REFUGE.

3 ? 9
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THE "BOOM-BUST" SITUATIONS IN AND OF iHEMSELVES ARE

NOT THE OVERRIDING CONCERN OF THE MANAGEMENT EFFORTS,

RATHER, IT IS MINIMIZATION OF THE EXTENSIVE HABITAT

DAMAGE THAT CAN OCCUR DURING THOSE BOOM CYCLES, DIKES

AND WATER '2CNTROL STRUCTURES CAN BE UNDERMINED AND WASHED

OUT; EROSION CAN INCREASE AND THE FISH AND WILDLIFE

SERVICE (AND, IN EFFECT, THE GENERAL PUBLIC) IS THUS

FACED WITH A VERY, VERY EXPENSIVE TASK OF MARSH

RE-CREATION. THUS, IT IS SOUND BIOLOGY, GOOD ECONOMY,

AND GOOD MANA,3EMENT TO MAINTAIN SELECTIVE FURBEARER

CONTROL EFFORTS ON MANY OF THE REFUGES.

FREQUENTLY, IT IS BENEFICIAL TO ENCOURAGE PRIVATE

TRAPPING EFFORTS ON SOME SERVICE LANDS. THIS OCCURS MOST.

COMMONLY WHEN THE MAGNITUDE OF THE FURBEARER

OVERPOPULATION EXCEEDS THE SERVICE'S STAFF CAPABILITIES

TO CARRY OUT CONTROL PROGRAMS AND WHERE COMMERCIAL

HARVEST IS IN ACCORDANCE WITH OVERALL MANAGEMENT

OBJECTIVES OF THE SERVICE FACILITY. TRAPPING BY THE

PUBLIC IS ALSO CONSIDERED A VALID ECONOMIC USE OF

RENEWABLE REFUGE RESOURCES FOR MANY OF THE WILDLIFE

REFUGES.

3 i
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*1

THE FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE OPPOSES AND HAS OPPOSED

IN THE PAST. EFFORTS THAT WOULD REMOVE FROM STATE

MANAGEMENT PREROGATIVES ANY SPECIES OF WILDLIFE EXCEPT IN

THOSE SITUATIONS WHERE MIGRATORY BIRDS OR ENDANGERED

SPECIES MAY RE INVOLVED -- EVEN THEN COOPERATION AND

INVOLVEMENT BY THE STATES IS NECESSARY. THE SERVICE HAS

LONG RECOGNIZED THAT STATES HAVE BOTH THE AUTHORITY AND

THE CAPABILITY TO MANAGE RESIDENT WILDLIFE WITH THE

STATE.

REGARDING SERVICE TRAPPING EFFORTS ON REFUGE LANDS

AND OTHER FACILITIES. WE WORK IN CLOSE COOPERATION WITH

THE STATE WILDLIFE AGENCY. IN THOSE INSTANCES WHEN THE

SERVICE OPENS A REFUGE AREA FOR TRAPPING. IT IS REQUIRED

THAT EACH APPLICANT BE PROPERLY LICENSED BY THE STATE

BEFORE A TRAPPING PERMIT CAN BE ISSUED. MOREOVER, THE

SERVICE IS A STRONG ADVOCATE OF STATE TRAPPER EDUCATION

PROGRAMS.

le

311
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TRAPPING AND FURBEARER HARVEST ON OR NEAR SERVICE

REFUGES FREQUENTLY REPRESENTS NOT ONLY A VALID OUTDOOR

USE OF AN ABUNDANT RENEWABLE RESOURCE, IT ALSO SERVES TO

AUGMENT LOCAL ECONOMIES. DETAILED, DIRECT PELT COUNTS

ARE REQUIRED FOR MOST REFUGES THAT HAVE TRAPPING

PROGRAMS. IN A VERY FEW INSTANCES WHERE REFUGES AND

THEIR TRAPPING PROGRAMS ARE OF GREAT EXTENT, STATISTICAL

SAMPLES AND ESTIMATES ARE SUBSTITUTED FOR INDIVIDUAL

TALLIES. ,WHILE THE SERVICE CAN PROVIDE AN ACCOUNTING OF

RECEIPTS IT RECEIVES FROM TRAPPERS AND/OR TRAPPING

PROGRAMS; AND WHILE IT CAN PRODUCE STATISTICALLY RELIABLE

ESTIMATES FOR THE NUMBER OF PELTS HARVESTED FROM THE

REFUGE SYSTEM EACH YEAR, THE SERVICE DOES NOT ATTEMPT TO

AFFIX OR PROJECT ANY KIND OF TOTAL DOLLAR VALUE TO WHAT

THESE PELTS ARE WORTH. AGAIN, MUCH OF THIS INFORMATION

HAS BEEN FURNISHED TO YOUR ORGANIZATION FROM OUR REGIONAL

OFFICES.

WITH THIS PERSPECTIVE ON SERVICE TRAPPING NEEDS

ESTABLISHED, WE CAN FOCUS NOW ON OUR INVOLVEMENT IN TRAP

RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGY.

312
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PRIOR TO 1977, ONLY LIMITED SYSTEMATIC RESEARCH ON

CAPTURE DEVICES WAS CONDUCTED BY THE FISH AND PILDLIFE

SERVICE. HOWEVER, FROM THAT TIME ON OUR ACTIVITIES

INCREASED. FROM 1977 TO 1980 OUR DENVER WILDLIFE

RESEARCH CENTER CONDUCTED INVESTIGATIONS IN THE

LABORATORY AND FIELD TO DEVELOP AND EVALUATE THE USE OF

"TRANOUILIZER TABS" TO REDUCE FOOT INJURY SUSTAINED BY

TRAPPED COYOTES.

THESE TABS, MADE OF CLOTH OR NEOPRENE RUBBER, AND

FASTENED TO THE JAW OF THE TRAPS, CONTAINED A CENTRAL

NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANT TO REDUCE THE STRUGGLING AND

ASSOCIATED TRAUMA OF CAPTURED ANIMALS THAT CONSUMED THEM.

A NUMBER OF COMPOUNDS AND DOSE LEVELS WERE TESTED ON

CAPTIVE COYOTES TO DETERMINE THEIR EFFECTS AND THE

DURATIONDE ACTION. ELEVEN DIFFERENT DRUG FORMULATIONS

OR DOSE LEVELS AND FOUR DIFFERENT TYPES OF TABS WERE

FIELD-TESTED IN SOUTH TEXAS, NEW MEXICO, AND NEVADA BY

EXPERIENCED FEDERAL TRAPPER-TECHNICIANS.

TWENTY OR MORE COYOTES WORE EXAMINED FOR EACH TEST TO

ENSURE THAT THE RESULTS OPTAIN55 WERE REPRESENTATIVE,

THESE ANIMALS WERE LEFT IN TRAPS F3R APPROXIMATELY 24 OR

48 HOURS. FOOT INJURY OF COYOTES TAKEN IN 3-N VICTOR

LONG-SPRING TRAPS AFFIXED WITH TRANOUILIZER TABS WAS THEN

COMPARED WITH INJURIES SUSTAINED IN TRAPS WITHOUT TABS,

31j
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THE RESULTS OF THESE TEST SHOWED THAT FOOT INJURY

COULD BE REDUCED ALMOST 75 PERCENT USING TRANVET OR A

COMBINATION OF LIBRIUM AND IRANVET. OR, IN OTHER WORDS,

ABOUT 85 PERCENT OF THE COYOTES TAKEN IN TAB-EQUIPPED

TRAPS AND yfilFoR 24 TO 48 HOURS SUSTAINED LITTLE OR NO

FOOT INJURY. THE SERVICE'S.ANIMAL nAMAGE CONTROL PROGRAM

IS PRIMARILY INVOLVED IN REDUCING LIVESTOCK LOSSES TO

COYOTES AND THEREFORE OUR TESTS FOCUSED ON THIS SPECIES.

ALTHOUGH THE RESULTS OF OUR STUDY WERE IMPRESSIVE,

THIS APPROACH HAS SEVERAL DRAWBACKS. WE KNOW THAT

TRANOULLIZER DOSES EFFECTIVE FOR COYOTES, MAY KILL SOME
-4

,-',

SMALLER CARNIVORES SUCH AS SKUNKS AND FOXES BECAUSE OF

THE DIFFERENCES IN THEIR BODY WEIGHTS. POSES MUST

THEREFORE BE ADJLISTED FOR THE TARGET SPECIES.

ANOTHER SHORTCOMING IS THAT TRAP TABS ARE NOT ALWAYS

CONSUMED BY ALL SPECIES. TRAPPED BOBCATS, FOR EXAMPLE,

FREQUENTLY LEAVE TABS UNTOUCHED. FINALLY.. USE-OF CENTRAL

NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS FOR THIS PURPOSE FALLS UNDER

THE JURISDICTION,OF THE U.S. FOOD AND DRUG

ADMINISTRATION. FEDERAL REGISTRATION AND COMPLIANCE WITH
y

ALL STATE DRUG CONTROL REGULATIONS WOULD HAVE TO BE MET

IN ORDER TO USE THEM OPERATIONALLY.

3 1 4
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DEVELOPMENT AND FIELD EVALUATION OF PADDED JAW TRA ?S

BEGAN, AT OUR DENVER CENTER IN FALL 1980. INITIAL

ASSESSMENT WITH RESPECT TO ldE CAPTURE OF LOYOTES SHOULD
O -

BE COMPLETED BY NEXT SUMMER, PROTOTYPE PADDED TRAPS

SHOWING PROMISE WILL THEN BE PROVIDED TO A LIMITED NUMBER

OF PREDATOR DAMAGE CONTROL SPECIALISTS LOCATED IN

DIFFERENT AREAS OF THE WEST FOR MORE EXTENSIVE

EVALUATION.

SO FAR. SEVEN DIFFERENT TYPES OF TRAP PADS HAVE BEEN

FIELD TESTED USING THE SAME PROCEDURES AS THOSE DESCRIBED

FOR TRANOUILIZERS. FOOT INJUrlY SUSTAINEL BY idY0TES IN

PADDED-JAW TRAPS IS BEING COMPARED WITH THAT FOUND IN

UNPADDED MODELS.

A PROTOTYPE No. 3 DOUBLE COIL-SPRING TRAP WITH OFFSET

PADDED JAWS PROVIDED BY THE WOODSTREAM CORPORATION HAS

SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCED INJURY. SEVENTEEN OF 20 COYOTES OR

35 PERCENT LEFT IN THIS TRAP FOR ABOUT 48 HOURS SUSTAINED

LITTLE OR NO FOOT INJURY. A LONG-SPRING NO. 3 TRAP

HAVING OFFSET JAWS WITH WOODSTREAM PADS. AND ANOTHER TYPE

OF PAD DEVELOPED FOR US UNDER CONTRACT. HAVE GIVEN

PROTECTION TO 70 PERCENT OF CAPTURED COYOTES%
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WE ARE QUITE ENCOURAGED SO FAR WITH THE RESULTS OF

THESE INITIAL TESTS AS EFFECTIVENESS IS APPROACHING THE

SAME LEVEL AS WAS ATTAINED WITH TRANQUILIZERS TABS,

PADDED JAW TRAPS, IF PROVEN EFFECTIVE OPERATIONALLY,

WOULD ELIMINATE THE PROBLEM OF OVERDOSES OF TRANQUILIZERS

TO SMALLER SPECIES AND THE NEED FOR COSTLY FEDERAL DRUG

REGISTRATION.

I SHOULD POINT OUT THAT, WHILE OUR BIOLOGISTS ARE

USING THE COYOTES AS THE INITIAL TEST SPECIES, CAPTURE

TECHNIQUES THAT PROVE EFFECTIVE, SAFE AND ECONOMICAL WILL

LATER BE EVALUATED FOR TAKING SEVERAL OTHER CARNIVORES.

IN THIS REGARD, WORK ON VARIOUS TRAPS AND SNARES HAS

BEEN CONDUCTED AT THE ALABAMA AND MISSISSIPPI COOPERATIVE

FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNITS. TESTS OF

CONIBEARS, SNARES AND PADDr^ JAW TRAPS FOR THE CAPTURE OF

BEAVER, RACCOONS AND OTHER SPECIES HAVE PROVIDED NEW DATA

ON SELECTIVE AND HUMANE MEANS OF CAPTURE.

THE POWER LEG SNARE RECENTLY DEVELOPED IN CANADA HAS

RECEIVED CONSIDERABLE ATTENTION. BASED ON THE DATA WE

HAVE SEEN, OUR BIOLOGISTS CONCUR WITH THE NTERNATINAL

ASSOCIATION OF FISR AND WILDLIFE AGENCIES FUR RESOURCES

COMMITTEE THAT MORE INFORMATION NEEDS TO BE COLLECTED TO

ASSESS ITS EFFICACY, ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS. THE

'ENVER CENTER MADE AN ATTEMPT TO DEVELOP A POWER LEG

SMA1TE BUT THE FINAL PROIOTYPE WAS UNACCEPTABLY

COMPLICATED AND COSTLY.
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OUR RESEARCH BIOLOGISTS BELIEVE THAT TOP PRIORITY

SHOULD BE GIVEN TO THE MODIFICATION OF EXISTING TRAPS AS

A MEANS OF REDUCING FOOT INJURIES. IF THESE EFFORTS

FAIL. THEN CONSIDERATION WILL BE GIVEN TO THE DEVELO$MENT

OF ALTERNATE CAPTURE DEVICES BY THE SERVICE'S RESEARCH

AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.

ANOTHER STUDY RECENTLY COMPLETED BY THE DENVER CENTER

HAS RESULTED IN THE POTENTIAL FOR GREATLY INCREASING THE

SELECTIVITY AND, IN MANY CASES, THE EFFECTIVENESS OF

LEGHOLD TRAPS SET FOR COYOTES.

TRAP SELECTIVITY CAN BE INCREASED BY LOCATING THEM IN

AREAS OR HABITAT FREQUENTED ONLY BY COYOTES OR OTHER

TARGET SPECIES. EXPERIENCED TRAPPERS-ARE THUS ABLE TO

AVOID ACCIDENTALLY CAPTURING MANY NONTARGET ANIMALS BY

CAREFULLY SELECTING TRAP LOCATIONS. HOWEVER, EVEN WITH

CARE AND EXPERIENCE, ACCIDENTAL CAPTURE OF NONTARGET

SPECIES, PARTICULARLY WHERE THEY ARE ABUNDANT, SOMETIMES

OCCURS.
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ONE MEANS OF EXCLUDING SMALLER ANIMALS FROM TRAPS IS

TO REGULATE THE AMOUNT OF FORCE NECESSARY TO DEPRESS THE

TRAP PAN AND SPRING THE TRAP, WAYS OF DOING THIS, IN THE

PAST, HAVE INCLUDED PLACING PLIABLE STICKS, TWIGS, AND

VARIOUS SPRINGS, WIRES OR SPONGES UNDER THE TRAP PAN,

MOST OR ALL HAVE LIMITATIONS AND UNTIL RECENTLY NO ONE

HAD EITHER ATTEMPTED TO IMPROVE UPON THEIR DESIGN OR TO

DETERMINE WHAT PERCENT OF NONTARGET ANIMALS WERE

EXCLUDED.

IN 1980 AND 1981, THE DENVER WILDLIFE RESEARCH

CENTER, IN COOPERATION WITH THE SERVICE'S ANIMAL DAMAGE

CONTROL PROGRAM, CONDUCTED FIELD TESTS OF THREE TRAP PAN

TENSION DEVICES IN-CALIFORNIA, NEW MEXICO, OREGON, TEXAS,

AND "TAM,

ONE OF THE DEVICES WE TESTED WAS A STEEL LEAF-SPRING

CLAMPED TO THE BASE OF THE TRAP, THE SECOND WAS A LENGTH

OF SPRING STEEL TAPE PLACED BETWEEN THE TRAP POSTS, BOTH

WERE POSITIONED UNDER THE TRAP PAN IN SUCH A WAY AS TO

REQUIRE 4 TO 5 POUNDS OF FORCE BEFORE ANIMALS STEPPING ON

THE TRAP PAN DEPRESSED IT FAR ENOUGH TO SPRING THE TRAP,

THE THIRD TENSION DEVICE REQUIRED A SIMILAR PRESSURE

BEFORE IT SHEARED A COPPER WIRE THAT RELEASED THE TRAP

JAWS, PEVICE-EQUIPPED No, 3-N VICTOR OFFSET JAW TRAPS

AND IDENTICAL TRAPS WITHOUT DEVICES WERE EXPOSED FOR OVER

12,000 TRAP-NIGHTS OVER THE 2-YEAR STUDY PERIOD.
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INFORMATION REGARDING THE CAPTURE RATES OF COYOTES

AND THE EXCLUSION PATES OF NONTARGET ANIMALS WERE

RECORDED. RATES FROM TRAPS WITH AND WITHOUT TENSION

DEVICES WERE T.IEN COMPARED. SINCE IT WAS IMPRACTICAL TO

COLLECT EXCLUSION-RATE INFORMATION ON ALL NONTARGET

ANIMALS, WE SELECTED GRAY FOXES, KIT FOXES, STRIPED

SKUNKS, OPOSSUMS AND JACKRABBITS AS REPRESENTATIVE
t,

SPECIES. AN EXCLUSION RATE WAS DEFINED AS THE PERCENT OF

ANIMALS THAT STEPPED ON THE TRAP PAN BUT DID NOT SPRING

THE TRAP. THIS WAS DETERMINED BY ANIMAL TRACKS LEFT IN

SIFTED DIRT CIRCLES SURROUNDING THE TRAPS.

THERE WAS VERY LITTLE DIFFERNCE IN THE PERFORMANCE OF

THE THREE PAN TENSION DEVICES TESTED. IN 1931, THEY

EXCLUDED FROM 92 TO 100 PERCENT OF ALL THE NONTARGET

SPECIES MENTIONED ABOVE, WHEREAS TRAPS WITHOUT THESE

DEVICES EXCLUDED ONLY 6 PERCENT. COYOTE CAPTURE RATES

FOR THE TENSION DEVtCE-EOUIPPED TRAPS VARY FROM 86 TO 92

PERCENT. THE PATE FOR TRAPS WITHOUT DEVICES WAS 98

PERCENT.
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. THE PAN TENSION DEVICES THEREFORE NOT ONLY GREATLY

REDUCED THE NUMBER OF NONTARGET ANIMALS TAKEN BUT, BY

EXCLUDING THEM, LEFT MANY ADDITIONAL TRAPS OPERABLE FOR

TAKING COYOTES. WHILE PRIVATE FUR TRAPPERS OFTEN SEEK TO

CAPTURE OTHER FURBEARERS ALONG WITH COYOTES, ANIMAL

DAMAGE CONTAOL EFFORTS ARE FREQUENTLY HAMPERED WHEN TRAPS

SET FOR COYOTES ARE SPRUNG BY SMALLER ANIMALS. TENSION

DEVICES ARE NOW BEING EVALUATED OR USED ON AN OPTIONAL

BASIS BY FEDERALLY-SUPERVISED TRAPPERS IN ARIZONA,

CALIFORNIA, NEVADA. MEW MEXICO. OKLAHOMA. AND TEXAS.

THE STUDIES I'VE JUST SUMMARIZED HAVE RESULTED IN

SUBSTANTIAL PROGRESS TOWARD MODIFYING TRAPS TO MAKE THEM.

BOTH LESS INJURIOUS AND SELECTIVE FOR COYOTES. HOWEVER.

CONSIDERABLY MORE WORK IS NEEDED TO DETERMINE WHAT TYPES

OF PADDED JAWS PERFORM THE BES161OW THEY FUNCTION UNDER

VARYING SOIL TYPES, WEATHER AND TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS;

THEIR EFFECTIVENESS FOR OTHER SPECIES; AND NOW_THEY WORK

IN OPERATIONAL SITUATIONS.

IN FISCAL YEARS 1981 AND 1982, RESEARCH AND

OPERATIONAL BRANCHES OF THE SERVICE SPENT APPROXIMATELY

5124,000 IN DIREST COSTS .ON DEVELOPMENT. TESTING, AND

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OPERATIONAL USE OF TRAP PAN TENSION

DEVICES AND ON PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF PADDED JAW

TRAPS. FUTURE RESEARCH ON VARIOUS TYPES OF COYOTE

CAPTURE DEVICES WILL BE DEPENDENT ON THE OUTCOME OF

ONGOING STUDIES.

ft 01" "
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FINALLY. I WOULD LIKE TO EMPHASIZE THAT OUR EFFORTS

IN DEVELOPING AND MODIFYING CAPTURE DEVICES FROM THE

HUMANE STANDPOINT ARE AIMED SOLEY AT THEIR POSSIBLE USE

BY THE FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE. As WITH ALL OUR

PUBLISHED RESEARCH. NEW FINDINGS ARE WITHINTHE PUBLIC

DOMAIN, THUS. STATE AGENCIES AND/OR PRIVATE TRAPPING

INTERESTS COULD EMPLOY TRAPS OR METHODOLOGIES DERIVED

FROM. OR BASED ON. SERVICE RESEARCH, IF THEY SO CHOOSE.

THE SERVICE'S POLICIES AND POSITIONS ON TRAPS AND

TRAPPING ARE BASED ON YEARS OF FIELD OBSERVATION AND

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY. WHILE THE SERVICEHAS EXPRESSED

CONCERN OVER THE ISSUES RELATED TO ANIMAL TRAUMA AND HAS

ENGAGED IN RESEARCH EFFORTS TO LESSEN THESE PROBLEMS TO

THE,EXTENT PRACTICABLE. THE AGENCY'S OVERALL

RESPONSIBILITIES IN WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT CONTINUE TO LIE

WHERE THEY MUST WITH THE WELL-BEING OF SPECIES AND

POPULATIONS AS OPPOSED TO INDIVIDUAL ANIMALS. THUS. ONE

OF OUR ABIDING CONCERNS IS WITH THE HEALTH OF THE LAND.

THE HABITAT. REQUIRED TO SUSTAIN WILDLIFE POPULATIONS;

AND THIS IS WHERE THE MAJOR EMPHASES OF OUR TIME AND

FISCAL RESOURCES SHOULD CONTINUE TO BE PLACED IN-THE

FUTURE.

ON BALANCE, TRAPPING HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED TO BE A

TIMELY, EFFICIENT, AND ECONOMICAL MEANS FOR THE

REGULATION OF CERTAIN ANIMAL POPULATIONS. ITS ABSENCE

WOULD SEVERELY REDUCE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF MANY POSITIVE

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AND CONSERVATION ENDEAVORS. IT

REMAINS A NECESSARY AND VALUABLE MANAGEMENT TOOL FOR THE

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE IN ADDRESSING ITS BROAD

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AND WILDLIFE PROTECTION

RCSPONSIBILITIES. "
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UMW MADE ICNITtRING UNIT ANALYSIS OF

1982 CUTS ANNUAL ItEICRIS

ANALY I - ATTACHMENT 7

Cotuarp Report soma !crust Actual Grade Cremanta
Sulsittad 31/10/13 Trade

Aresatias 1
/Australia 0
../Rustsia 0
JMaluaaa 0
Jiang Indult 7 1

3
./Matseaol 0
lsrasll 0

4Csaeroaa 2
/Canada 2

°Dorsal ,atrican
Papublic 0

0
China 0
Colaahla 0

402sta Rica 0
Jerproa 0
JI3esaark 0
fraador 2
Find b
4rialand 0

Prance 3
4Gaabia 0

Garaan (Dew. )
JGarlanY (red. R. ) 1
4Gbana 7

Guatemala 1

Guinea 0

°gam 0
lama 0,

0ladcaosia
Iras 0

-Aar' al
Italy 2
Japan 7 2

JJardux 0
JRanya 0
4LiRaria

Liscataastein
7

partial
2

Madagascar
Jaalairl 0

Nalayala 2
Mauritius 2
NO01100 0

4/Morocco 0
J i2222212122. 0

Nepal 2
Nicaragua 1Jailer 0
Nigarta 0

../Norway 3

Pakistan 3

Panaaa 0

44
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Country Report
Suhrittod

before
31/10/83

Format Actual
Trade

Grade Comments

Pepua New Guinea
Paraguay

0

0

Pant + 4' - 2
Philippines + .0 r ? 3

4Portugul 0

Rwanda - 0
Jlenegal 0

Asicrmilles 0
South Africa v. - v. - 2
Sri Lanka 0

Sur-imam 2 2
JZwedWn + - 2 i
JSmitsaraand + Partial 1
jUnsania 0

-/T090 . - 0ilia aim' + - + 7 2
OM + 7 2

..jUnitsd Arab

Strata: . - o
United Ziugdom v. - 2 + 1

Wong Zang) + + + ..- 2
USA + + 1
Uruguay + + 2 - 1
Venesuala + - v. 3

Zaire 0

4Zalabia 0

Jlimbabwe 0

*ys compliance
nom-compltance
substantial compliance

7 unknown

Grade 1 good
2 average

rl
3 poor
O failure to report

Countries that have banned or partially banned the steel-jaw leghold trap are
indicated with a check (/), as caviled by the Humane Society of the
United States.
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COMM! (Based on comparative tabulation 1912)

ARGYVTIMA Warta sot reported as yell as exports/reougmata.

summisi Very little trade reported.

SiSairLS 2sport.sot aligned mith calendar year. substantial
section(s) of trade not included (e.g. exports of
mood:Ain skims)

.1 =Ida substantial eectios(s) of trade sot included (e.g.

Imports of plants).

=spas substantial eectio(s) of trade sot included (e.g.
Imports and enacts of pleats).

mai= . substseattal soutsus(s) of trade mot included (e.g.

iaports of parts nod dorcivativeS (except ivory]).

JirSetarrf Sbettial sectios(s) of trade sot included (a.g.

If= P.) Imports eel esparto of plants).

CCAT1DIALS So iSSOCta reported (although very few occtrred).

Substantial section(s) of trade not included (e.g.
!sports sad exports of plants).

Trade sot reported by species (i.e. higher taxon names

used).

TULLY e

=Sae

Jiszcsmnisiszu

4s.u.arsia.

NiZat o

./SOPWAr I

MIS=

Pam.

PS-VIMPTS73 I

:OUTS &MICA

Substantial section(m) of trade sot included (e.g.

imports of plants).

Report only *rears Peninsular Malaysia, excluding Sabah
tad Sarawak.

Substantial sectioa(s) of trade sot included (e.g.

exports of plants).

Substantial sections) of trade sot included (e.g.

!sports)

substantial sectios(s) of trade sot intladed (e.g.

Imposts)

Inbortaatial section(s) of trade sot isrltdod (5.1.

imports)

Substaattal sectios(a) of trade sot included (e.g.

!sports)

Substantial orectice(s) at trade sot included
(particularly imports of parrots, reptile skins and

plants).

.1 WIDEN Substantial section(m) of trade not included (e.g.

imports of plants).

J aerrsssism
substantial saution(s) of trade sot /salaried (e.g.

Imports of pleats).

.1 rosisa Very little trade reported.

U.S.S.S.
Sobstantial vaction(s) of trade sot inclooded (e.g.

Saporta of plants).

J OUT= 13SCDZM o Sobstaatial pectist(e) of trade sot Secluded (e.g.

esportahwexpects of pleats).

(1010 KCVO) . Substantial sentSes(s)
of trade not included (e.g.

manufactured articles).

USUCCII
Sebstastial sentire(e),ef trade mot irolsaled (e.g.

Imposts of plants).

VI:=Vna lebeteetial secties(e) of trade sot iscludod (e.g.

Saporta).
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4111S SPECIES IMPORTED INTO US - ATTACHES/a 8

1962 CITES Imports into U.S. from
Coteries

of Origin that Ban (or partially ban) Steel-law Legholc1 Traps

I)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

16)

17)

18)

19)

20)

21)

22)

23)

24)

AustralAa

Austria

Bangladesh

Belize

Botswana

Benin

Brazil

British West Indies

Burwell

Cameroon

Canada(partial)

Cayman Wands

*Channel Wands

Chile

Costa Rica

Cuba

Cyprus

Denmark

Dominican Republic

Equatorial Guinea

Finiand

Gabon

Gambia

Germany, red. Rep. of

.1

See Data Sheets

No Purbearar Trade

No Purbearer Trade

See Data Sheets

See Data Sheets

No Purbearer Trade

Se. Data Sheets

No Purbearer Trade

No Purbearer Trade

No Purbearer Trade

Substantial Purbearer Trade

No Purbearer Trade

No Purbearer Trade

No Purbearer Trade

No Purbearer Trade

No Purbearer Trade

No Purbearer Trade

See Data Shots

No Furbeerer Trade

No Purbearer Trade

No Furbearsi Trade

No Furbaarer Trade

No Purbearer Trade

See Data Sheets
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25) Ghana No Furbearer Trade

26) *Greece See Data Sheets

27) Hong Kong No Furbearer Trade

28) Hungary No Furbearer Trade

29) India 'See Data Sheets

30) Ireland, Rep. of No Furbearer Trade

31) Israel No Furbearer Trade

32) *Italy No Furbearer Trade

33) *Ivory Coast No Furbearer Trade

34) 'Jordan No Furbearer Trade

35) *Kenya No Furbearer Trade

36) Liberia See Data Sheets

37) Liechtenstein No Furbearer Trade

38) Malawi No Furbearer Trade

39) *Malaysia No Furbearer Trade

40) *Mali No Furbearer trade

41) Mauritania No Furbearer Trade

42) *Morocco No Furbearer Trade

43) Mozambique No Furbearer Trade

44) Netherlands No Furbearer Trade

45) Niger No Furbearer Trade

46) Norway See Data Sheets

47) Panama No Furbearer Trade

48) Portugal No Furbearer Trade

49) Senegal No Furbearer Trade

50) Servico No Furbearer Trade

51) Seychelles No Furbearer Trade
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.
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52) Singapore No Furbeeirer Trade

53) Swaziland No Furbearer Trade

54) Sweden No Furbearer Trade

55) Switzerland See Data Sheets

56) el./mania See Data Sheets

57) Togo No Furbearer Trade

58) Trinidad and Tobago No Furbearer Trade

59) Tunisia No Furbearer Trade

60) Uganda No Furbearer 'Trade

61) United Arab Emirates See Data Sheets

62) United Kingdom No Furbearer Trade
- England No Furbearer Trade
- Northern Ireland No Furbearer Trade

Scotland No Furbearer I'etde
- Wales No Furbearer Trade

63) Upper Volta No Furbearer Trade

64) Zambia No Furbearer Trade

65) Zimbabwe See Data Sheets

L

List of countries as compiled by the Humane Society of the United States.
Asterisk () denotes notification by press release or newclippings.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Our third panel includes Dr. John Grandy, vice
president for Wildlife and Environment, Humane Society of the
United States; Christine Stevens, secretary, Society for Animal Pro-
tective Legislation, Louis Regenstein, vice president of the Fund for
Animals; James Goodrich, senior vice president of the Wildlife Leg-
islative Fund of America; and J. Hibbard Robertson, executive vice
president of the Woodstream Corp.

We would like to welcome these witnesses to our hearing today.
Let me again point out that we have the prepared statements.

They will be made part of the record in full.
We would like to ask you to summarize your testimony in no

more than 5 minutes. Before I call on our first witness, Mr.
Scheuer.

Mr. SCHEUER. I wish to welcome Christine Stevens, who is here
from New York. I have known her since I first became a Congress-
man, yea, these 20 long years ago, and I wish to protest and I wish
to lodge some kind of a complaint because the quality of her lead-
ership has been so spectacular, her energy has been so unflagging
and so unremitting, the pressure that she has brought us under
has been so unremitting, the pain that she has been inflicting us
with by her prodding and nueging, the threshold of pain has ap-
proached that of inhumanity of man unto man.

Mr. WALGREN. Nudging?
Mr. SCHEUER. That is a New York expression meaning the sharp

stick delivered by pen, tongue, telephone, by personal meeting, by
camping outside your office. I am afraid her methods have bor-
dered on the inhumane to her fellowman, especially the 535 of us
here in the House and Senate.

But, seriously speaking, I do want to congratulate Christine Ste-
vens on her marvelous example of leadership without which we
woululn't be here today considering this bill. I think that is a safe
statement and I think it shows that Government can't do it all,
that without enlightened and thoughtful and committed private
citizens working through their nonprofit organizations, committed
to the principle that they have an idea that is worth enhancing,
they have a moral point of view that they want to share with the
public and with the Congress, that is an indispensable part of our
Government and there are very few governments around the world
in which private leadership, coming from the communities all over
America play this kind of role.

There is none, absolutely none anywhere. I want to congratulate
Ms. Stevens particularly and her colleagues for the oustanding role
that they have played over the past decades.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. We want to welcome Ms.
Stevens and all the other members of this panel and all the other
witnesses appearing today.

Let's start with Dr. Grandy for testimony.
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STATEMENTS OF JOHN W. GRANDY, VICE PRESIDENT, WILDLIFE
AND ENVIRONMENT, HUMANE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED
STATES; CHRISTINE STEVENS, SECRETARY, SOCIETY FOR
ANIMAL PROTECTIVE LEGISLATION; J. HIBBARD ROBERTSON,
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, WOODSTREAM CORP.; JAMES
GOODRICH, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, WILDLIFE LEGISLATIVE
FUND OF AMERICA; AND LOUIS REGENSTEIN, VICE PRESIDENT,
FUND FOR ANIMALS, ACCOMPANIED BY HOPE RYDEN ON
BEHALF OF FUND FOR ANIMALS

Mr. GRANDY. Thank you. My name is John Grandy, vice presi-
dent for Wildlife of the Humane Society of the United States.

I am also the president of the Monitor Consortium of Animal
Welfare and Conservation groups.

I am pleased to be here today, Mr. Chairman, to offer strong sup-
port for these efforts to end the use of the leg-hold trap. I want to
commend you, this committee, and Congressman Long for the fine
work you have done in holding these hearings. And I commend
Congressman Long particularly for introducing this fine legislation.

We do have suggestions and those are contained in full in our
statement. Obviously we are strongly opposed to the cruelty, the
nonselectivity of the leg-hold trap. We are also opposed to the way
the animals are killed and used, but I don't want to dwell on those
things at this time.

I. want W address some of the issues that have been brought up
by other witnesses. Mosi specifically, as a professional wildlife biol-
ogist, I want to address some of the comments that have been made
with respect to diseases such as rabies and others and with respect
to the management of our national wildlife heritage.

Rabies is the most alarming of the infectious diseases cited by
trappers. There is seemingly a sense of urgency in the need to pro-
tect the public against rabies and trappers have used this situation
to good advantage, but fear of rabies is not a ju§tification for trap-
ping Indeed, a 1973 National Academy of Sciences report on rabies
control recommended the abOlit:.1 of long-term trapping programs
foi the purpose of controlliftg rabies. The Academy found no evi-
dence that such programs reduced wildlife disease reservoirs or the
incidence of rabies. Moreover, the July 1976 issue of the Veterinary
Public Health notes a publ;cation of the Federal Center for Disease
Control stated that rabies is not endemic in rodents. The publica-
tion further states that there is no evidence that these few con-
firmed cases of rabies in rodents play any substantial role in the
spread of rabies.

A case of human rabies has never been traced to a rodent yet the
primary animals killed by trappers, muskrat, nutria, and beaver,
account for approximately 62 percent of the total annual kill of
fur-bearers in the United States and are all rodents.

Also, the bat, a primary carrier of rabies, is not trapped at all
and skunks, another major carrier, are not intensively trapped.
Thus the animals which are presumably the principal carriers of
rabies account for only 14 percent of the annual fur kill.

The claims that steel-jawed traps are needed to control other in-
fectious diseases such as plague or Rocky Mountain spotted fever,
are even more unbelievable because the trapped animals are only
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the occasional host for the parasites which transmit the diseases.
Indeed, the host is often a rodent or a companion animal.

Mange and distemper are other diseases which trappers claim to
control. However, we know that the common symptoms of these af-
flictions include lethargy and loss of appetite. Even trapping propo-
nents admit that it is usually the active, healthy animal rather
than the infected carrier that is taken in traps.

By removing healthy animals and leaving diseased ones at large,
the trapper may be contributing to the further deterioration of the
wildlife population's 'teneral health.

Mange and distetper cannot be treated prophylactically. Such
an approach has the logic of instituting the random euthanasia of
humans as a technique for eliminating smallpox or cancer. Who
among us would want to volunteer for euthanasia so as to be
spared the risk of cancer or smallpox?

Similarly, wild animals, if they could exercise a preference,
would opt for the risk of contracting mange rather than submitting
to the kindly bludgeoning by a trapper.

A corollary to the claim that trapping is necessary for disease
control is the argument that trapping is essential to the control of
wildlife populations. It is said that without trapping fur-bearers
would overpopulate the land with resultant problems from starva-
tion.

However, a moment's thought renders the claims preposterous
because the animal targets of commercial trapping are not picked
according to the population levels, but rather according to the fur
market.

The animal whose fur draws the largest price is the animal the
trapper wants to trap irrespective of biological factors. In fact, it is
often the rarest animal that demands the highest pelt price and
therefore is subject to the most intense pressure.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Testimony resumes on p. 373.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Grandy follows:]
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TATEMENT OF JOHN W. CRANDY

Testimony On
H.R. 1797, A bill to end the use of

steel-jaw traps on animals in
the United States and abroad

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of this Committee.

My name is Dr. John W. Grandy. I am Vice-President for

Wildlife with The Humane Society of the United States. I am

also President of the Monitor Consortium of Animal Welfare and

Conservation Organizations and am Treasurer of the American

Committee for International Conservation. I hold a bachelor's
. ,

degree in forestry and wildlife management from Virginia

Polytechnic Institute and a master's degree and Ph.D. in wild-

life biology and ecology from the University of Massachusetts,

Amherst.

I very much appreciate the invitation to present

testimony today on behalf of The Humane Society of the United

States and its more than 250,000 members and constituents

nationwide.

Initially, I want to commend this Committee, and you, Mr.

Chairman, for holding these hearings. It is long past time

that the Con'gress of the United States dealt positively with

the barbaric cruelty and incredible animal suffering caused by
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the steel-jaw leghold trap. In a civilized nation, we can no

longer allow the suffering and destruction to continue.

Congressman Clarence Long must be commended by this

Committee and the people of this country for continuing to

introduce legislation to bring an end to the use of the leg-

hold trap. he Humane Society of the United States strongly

supports Congressman Long's H.R. 1797. This legislation will

provide a valuable step forward in the effort to rid this

nation of the use of the leghold trap. We suggest, however,

that as and when this legislation is passed out of this

Committee and Congress that it be modified to ban the inter-

state commerce of all animal skins from any state which has

not banned the use of the steel-jaw leghold trap. We believe

that such a provision would make H.R. 1797 even more effective

in achieving a ban on the use of the leghold trap.

Mr. Chairman and Committee members, as you know, many

excuses and much presumably logical rationale is presented by

trappers to support continuing use of the leghold trap. For

the convenience of this Committee, the staff of the Humane

Society of the United States, most particularly Mr. Guy Hodge

and myself, have undertaken to assemble in this testimony our

strong objections to the use of steel-jaw trap, as well as a

refutation of the most commonly used defenses for such

traps. We present these in the pages which follow.
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HISTORY

A combination of greed and shortsightedness has often

precipitated an indifferent attitude toward the welfare of

animals that are ecelamically valuable. As a group, the fur-

bearers have been subjected to one of the most concentrated,

unyielding, and enduring attacks attributable to man. These

animals have been systematically slaughtered because of their

valuable fur. plan has killed animals for their fur in global

number! that total in the billions of skins.

The commercial trapping of wildlife was among the

earliest industries to become established in the colonies of

America. Today, however, only approximately 300,000 persons

trap wild animals for their skins. Trappers supply 2096 to 4596

of the raw furs produced within the United States for an

industry which, in 1983, reaped in excess of one billion

dollars in estimated retail dollar sales of fur garments.

Behind this seemingly innocuous profit statement is the

shortsighted extermination of furbearing wildlife and an

apparent insensitivity to the animal suffering caused by the

barbaric steel-jaw trap.

Today, in a maturing and sensitized world, trappers are

confronted with mounting criticism of the methods they employ
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in the killing of furbearers. Reports gathered from animal

welfare agencies throughout the United States have shown that

steel-jaw leghold traps regularly inflict incredible suffering

and torment upon animals. This cruelty to pets and wildlife

must stop.

The issue of animal traps and trapping, however, is not

new. A century earlier, August 1863, Charles Darwin penned

an appeal against the use of steel-jaw traps, a device which

he charged "consigns thousands of animals to acute agony." In

the United States opposition to steel-jaw traps can be traced

back to as early as 1901. Organized trapping reform activ-
L.

ities in this country were first initiated in 1925 by the

National Anti-Steel Trap League.

Today, the basic tool of the trapper remains the steel-

jaw leghold trap. This spring-powered trapping instrument

features two metal jaws which clamp shut Gn an animal's leg

when triggered by the weight of an animal depressing a weight-

s4nsitive pan. Collectively, there are more than fifty models

of stael-jaw traps. Traps may be powered by either coil or

long springs. Models are produced with an auxiliary guard arm

to hold the caught limb in an extended position--a device

intended to prevent the animals from twisting or gnawing Its

limb free. Traps may also be made with offset jaws which

produce a gap In the closed jaws.
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CRUELTY

The basic objection to the steel-jaw trap is that this

device closes on an animal's !imb with such velocity and holds

its leg with such force that it causes painful and inhumane

injury. The trap Jaws must close quickly to prevent the

animal from withdrawing its leg and avoiding capture. The

trap, when triggered by the weight of an unsuspecting animal,

slams shut, with the jaws often cutting into the leg of its

victim. Frequently, the powerful grip of the trap, which

provides sufficient tension to prevent easy opening of the

jaws, combines with the animal's attempt to escape to result

in torn flesh and ligaments and broken bones. This assessment

of the steel-jaw trap is vehemently disputed by trapping advo-

cates. Yet, the available data attests to the high frequency

and extreme severity of serious injuries to trapped animals.

In fact, the HSUS and other animal welfare organizations have

developed a voluminous record on animals, principally dogs and

cats, which have been injured in steel-jaw traps.

Furthermore, scientific research by wildlife biologists has

been supportive of the Humane Society's evaluation. For

example, a Canadian Wildlife Service Report (Series *8, 1969)

graphically describes injuries to victims of the steel-jaw

trap; "The stomachs of (trapped) Artie foxes ....often

contain parts of their own bodies. They may swallw fragments

of their teeth broken off in biting the trap, and sometimes
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part of a mangled foot; almost every stomach contains some fox

fur, and a considerable number contain pieces of skin, claws

or bits of bone ...."

Despite such irrefutable evidence of extreme cruelty,

trappers persist in defending trapping by stating that trapped

animals are routinely found lying quietly or asleep. The

implications in such a statement are rationally and scientifi-

cally preposterous. First, it is inconceivable that a healthy

wild animal would remain calm and inactive while immobilized

by a steel-jaw trap and confronted by an approaching

trapper. That then does explain such circumstances?

Neurophysiologist Dr. Charles Vierck stated at the 1975

convention of the American Veterinary Medical Association that

"after extended experiences with pain, animals may not display

the acute pain reactions at all. For example, rather than

being energized, they could become quiet and withdrawn and

give little overt behavioral evidence of pain." This state is

rather like shock. Thus, trapped animals Which appear quiet

are most likely suffering exhaustion from their struggles to

escape combined with the pain-induced withdrawal response

described by Dr. Vierck.

To demonstrate that the steel-jaw trap does not cause

suffering to its victims some trappers have closed traps on

their own hands at past legislative hearings. These blatant
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.attempts at deception only insult the intelligence of the

legislators, while demeaning the integrity of the trappers

themselves. There is no comparison between a person carefully

closing a small trap, designed for a two-pound animal, on his

own hand and an animal being suddenly immobilized and held for

24 hours or longer by a pair of steel-jaws sometimes nearly as

big as it is. Moreover, trappers and humanitarians alike know

that injuries are caused both by the force of the jaws closing

and the frantic attempts of the animal to pull, twist, or

wrench free.

NONSELECT'IVITY

The nonselectivity of the steel-jaw trap is a second

concern of animal welfare organizations. The trap will indis-

criminately close on virtually any animal which touches the

pressure-sensitive triggering mechanism. Nontarget animals

are attracted to baits and lures. Furthermore, blind sets, by

definition, are most often set in animal trails where animals

are caught randomly. A series of wire service articles

released in 1973 reported on the deaths of bald and golden

eagles caught in steel-jaw traps which had been set in Western

states to capture coyotes and bobcats. A federal game

management agent claimed that in excess of 2,500 eagles had

been caught in Nevada alone during the winter of 1972-73 and,

of that total, in excess of 630 birds had died from

.10
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exposure. In addition to raptors, other animals which are

regularly victims of steel-jaw traps include waterfowl,

songbirds, domestic pets, wild ungulates, livestock, and

nongame mammals.

The New Jersey Branch of The Humane Society of the United

States determined, based on reports to humane society investi-

gators, that at least 1,000 pets were caught in steel-jaw

traps set within the state from 1976 to 1979. Clippings of

newspaper articles on trapped pets continue to arrive

regularly ih the offices of The Humane Society of the United

States. Several of these incidents involved pets playing in

the yards of their owners and ot.,1 dog was being walked on a

leash when it stepped into a steel-jaw trap.

Some of these traps were set legally, in accordance with

the trapping regulations of the various states and

communities, while some were set without regard for trapping

regulations. Some devices were set by persons who identified

themselves as experienced trappers and some by juveniles who

were novices. ,However, for the dogs, cats, and other

unintended victims of the steel-jaw trap, it does not matter.

who set the trap or why. They suffer the same terrifying and

painful experiences of stepping into the traps as wild

attimalu. Some have limped home dragging traps that still

clutched their loge. Some have spent hour, or days in traps
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awaiting rescue and some have perished in the grip of these

instruments of torment.

Trappers attempt to soften th issues by admonishing pet

owners not to allow dogs and cats to run at large. They sug-

gest that such incidents are excusable because owners were

violating animal control ordinances. In truth, only the most

urbanized communities restrict the activities of companion

animals and those laws apply almost exclusively to dogs.

However, the issue is not the occasional dog that runs loose,

but rather the blatant, unjustifiable cruelty inflicted on

tens of millions of animals each year by the steel-jaw trap.

The extent of nontarget animals victimized by the steel-

jaw trap undoubtedly varies from area to area. The Denver

Wildlife Service conducted a twenty-year study of population

changes of carnivores in localities of New Mexico, Colorado

and Wyoming where predator control operations were conducted

by the federal government. Seldom B. Robinson, writing in the

Journal of Mammalogy (volume 42, Number 4, November 1961),

reported that among steel-jaw traps set for coyotes and bob-

cats, nontarget animals accounted for 78.0% of the total

number of animals caught. Moreover, injuries were,

unfortunately, not a rare occurrence. In fiscal year 1977, in

the Government's predator control program, a total of 9,581
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nontarget animals were taken with 6,528 deaths. The steel-jaw

trap is the implement primarily responsible.

Finally, a five-year study conducted by the Ontario

Department of Lands and Forests (Technical Bulletin, Wildlife

Series #8, November 1959) showed that on two traplines using

steel-jaw traps, 1,350 unwanted birds and mangals were caught

while only 561 target furbearers were caught.

ME1HOES BY WHICH TRAPPED ANIMALS ARE KILLED

There is yet another aspect of the trapping issue--the

methods by which trappers kill the animals caught in steel-jaw

traps. Newspaper reporter John Pennington accompanied a

Florida trapper as he checked his trapline. Mr. Pennington's

recollection of an encounter with a raccoon was printed in the

'MWrch 11, 1979 issue of Floridian magazine, a publication of

the St. Petersburg Times:

"The raccoon did not run away as we
sloshed downstream toward it. Running
was not an option. One of its feet was
held tightly in a No. 2 steel trap.

"The trapper I was with paused
momentarily appraising the animal for
size and quality of fur. 'Look at those
ears,' he said. 'That old fellow has
been in plant) of fights.'

"Then, with a carpenter's hammer that is
standard equipment on his trapline, he
aimed a blow at the raccoon's head
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intended to fulfill the trapper's promise
of a quick and humane death for animals
caught in leghold traps.

"When the trapper opened the jaws of the
trap, the raccoon, frothing blood,
attempted to crawl away. Not dead yet.
With one quick motion the trapper grabbed
the wounded animal its hind legs,
swung the body in a smooth arc, and
crunched its skull against a log.

"That ended the raccoon's struggles. His
fighting days were over, his life traded
for his fur. On that day, his fur was
worth $12 to the trapper."

Trappers apparently take this horror in stride. They

assert that it is part of "doing business in a cold harsh

world." They have coined the term "wring-off" to describe

what happens to the leg of an tnimal which escapes from steel-

jaw traps by chewing or wringing off its foot. Trappers often

portray themselves as rugged individualists committed to the

husbandry of wildlife. They promote trapping as a profitable

form of outdoor recreation for youth. "lbeit, beating and

stomping trapped animals to death is, indeed, a curious form

of recreation.

MODIFICATIONS TO THE STEEL JAW TRAP

Faced with the increasingly effective efforts of animal

welfare organizations to eliminate the steel-jaw trap, the

trapping industry is now showing a belated interest in what

industry officials call modifications or improvements to the
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conventional steel jaw trap. Indeed, The Woodstream

Corporation is heralding the marketing 01 a new padded trap

which they recently introduced, as the panacea to the injuries

to trapped animals. In addition to padding, the trap contains

modifications such as swivels, parts already in use in

standard steel-jaw traps without perceptibly improving the

humaneness of these devices.

The concept of a padded trap is not novel. As early as

1937, Chas. D. Riddell, Inc. of Crisfield, Maryland offered a

"Cush-in-Grip" trap and the technique of padding traps was

subsequently refined by Dr. Harry Coulombe at San Diego State

in 1972. Defenders of Wildlife (DOW) provided samples of this

trap to Mike Thorniley, a biologist with the Washington Game

Department, for field testing. Prototypes of the Coulombe

trap were exhibited at hearings in Illinois, West Virginia and

other states. Sieve Seater of DOW travelled to Lititz to

discuss with officials of the Woodstream Corporation the

possibility of manufacturing a padded trap. But the proposal

was dismissed as impractical and unworkable. They complained

that cold weather would harden the padding, animals would chew

through the padding, and the padr would retain human scents,

and they pointed to the failure of Briddell, Inc. to find a

market for a padded trap. Based on the objections of trap

manufacturers and trappers the push for a padded trap was

abandoned as pointless.
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Because of the history of padded traps, animal welfare

organizations are quite suspicious about the sudden appearance

of a new padded trap. Moreover, the trappers' objections to a

padded trap seemed to dissipate with the passage of anti-trap

legislation in Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and New Jersey.

Given this history, it is clear, we,believe, that the

Woodstream trap is but the latest in a succession of tactics

to thwart passage of laws banning steel jaw leghold traps.

TRAPPING AND DISEASE CONTROL

Trappers regu!arly characterize the steel-jaw trap as an

essential tool in safeguarding the public not only against

rabies, but tularemia, plague, Rocky Mountain spotted fever,

and"ieptospirosis. The rationale behind trapping as a method

of disease control is presumably that the removal of animals

should lessen the opportunity for interaction and,

theiehy, reduce the opportunity for transmission of a wildlife

disease. Trappers further argue that the steel -jaw trap is

the only effective method to regulate furbearer populations.

The fundamental flaw in this argument is that state and

federal wildlife management programs are anthropocentric,

operateri as they are on the assumption that so- termed

"wildlife resources" exist for the use and benefit of man.

Wildlife management programs, as currently administered, focus
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largely on the killing of individual species by people.

Populations of furbearing wildlife are supposed to be managed

on a "sustainable yield" basis. Annual kills are presumably

designed to assure that only the portion of the population not

needed to retain optimum breeding numbers, termed the

"surplus," is trapped in a single killing season. Thus,

theoretically, any population loss is short-term because

populations of furbearers retain their reproductive potential,

and, with gains in numbers during breeding seasons, will

return to their previous population density by the next

trapping season. For example, in the Spring 1984 issue of

"Maine Fish and Wildlife" the state Division of Wildlife

states that the goals of their furbearer program are "to

prevent trapping and hunting from decreasing average annual

animal harvests" and "to provide (trappers) an opportunity to

harvest an allowable surplus."

While the concept of sustainable yield management may be

commercially advantageous because it presumably assures a

continuing supply of furbearers for trappers to kill, it is

blatantly inconsistent with the claimed necessity for

suppressing furbearer populations to prevent disease. In

truth, rather than suppressing populations to a density which

will eliminate animal damage (or disease) problems and

encouraging populations which are in harmony with their

environment, wildlife management policies today promote
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abnormally high reproduction rates and populations as a way of

providing animals to be killed for sport and recreation.

Rabies is the most alarming of the infectious diseases

cited by trappers. Rabies, together with the plague, holds a

special place In medical lore. Fear of rabies is prompted by

the realization that there is no hope of survival for a victim

of this virus.

One thing rabies is and long has been is a dandy excuse

for trapping. There is seemingly a sense of urgency in the

need to protect the public against rabies and trappers have

used this situation to good advantage. But fear of rabies is

not a justification for commercial or sport trapping. Indeed,

a 1973 National Academy of Sciences "Report on Rabies Control"

recommended the abolition of long-term trapping programs for

the purp6se of controlling this disease. the Academy found no

evidence that such programs reduced wildlife disease

reservoirs or the incidence of rabies.

Moreover, the July 1976 issue of "Veterinary Public

Health Notes," a publication of the Federal Cente: for Disease

Control, stated that rabies :s not endemic in rodents. The

CDC publication further states that "there is no evidence that

these few confirmed cases (of rabies) in rodents play any

substantial role in the spread of rabies.... A case of human

rabies has never been traced to a rodent...." Yet the primary
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animals killed by trappers--muskrat, nutria, and beaver-.-

account for approximately 62% of the total annual kill of

forbearers in the United States and are members of the

taxonomic order Rodentia. Also, the bat, a primary carrier of

rabies, is not trapped at all, and skunks, another major

carrier, are not intensively trapped because of the nominal

market value of their skins. In fact, the average annual kill

of commonly infected species, as reported for the six year

period through 1976, was spotted skunks 4,091; striped skunks

48,461; gray foxes 89,137; raccoons 2,183,623 and red foxes

197,791. Thus, the animals which are pr'sumably principal

carriers of rabies account for only 14% of the annual fur

harvest.

The claims that steel-jaw traps are needed to control

other infectious diseases such as the plague or Rocky Mountain

spotted fever are even more unbelievable because trapped

animals are only the occasional host for the parasites which

transmit those diseases. Indeed, the host often is a rodent

or companion animal, species not intentioually killed by

trappers.

Mange and distemper are other diseases which trappers

claim to control. However we know that the common symptoms of

these afflictions include lethargy and loss of appetite. Even

trapping proponents admit that it Is usually the active,
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C.

hungry, healthy animal rather than the severely infested

carrier that is taken in trap sets. By removing healthy

animals and leaving diseased ones at large, the trapper, in

some instances, may be contributing to the further

deterioration of the wildlife population's general health.

Furthermore, mange and distemper cannot be treated

prophylactically among wildlife populations by commercial or

sport trapping. Such an approach has all the logic of

Instituting the random euthanasia of hvynans as a technique for

controlling small pox. That analogy may help to place the

wildlife management issue in perspective. Who among us would

want to volunteer for euthanasia so as to be spared the risk

of developing small pox? Similarly, most wild animals, if

they could exercise a preference, would opt for the risk of

contracting mange rather than submitting to "kindly"

bludgeoning by a trapper.

A corollary to the claim that trapping is necessary for

disease control is the argument that trapping is essential to

the control of wildlife populations. It is said that without

trapping, furbearers would overpopulate the land with

resultant problems from starvation or destroyed habitat.

However, a moments thought renders the claims preposterous

because the animal targets of commercial trapping are not

picked according to the alleged need to cul: populations.
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Rather, commercial trapping exists, by definition,

because there is a market for furs. Fur fashion trends act in

complete independence of wildlife management considerations.

The animal whose fur draws the largest price is the animal the

trapper wants to trap, irrespective of.biological factors. In

fact, it is often the rarest animal that .commands the highest

pelt prices and, therefore, is subjected to the most intense

trapping pressure. In short, trappers are not,trying to

eliminate starvation in wild animal populations, rather

trappers are killing and skinning animfls for, admittedly, fun

and profit.

Trappers also claim to be useful pruners of nature,

"harvesting" a surplus whichwould otherwise die from natural

causes aid utilizing a resource which otherwise would be

wast.cd. Of course, nothing in nature is wasted. Each animal

plays an equally important role in the ohain of life. Each

death of a wild animal is interrelated with the survival of

other creatures. Animals which survive to maturity are not

simply part of a "surplus"; indeed, their survival may be

evidence of genetic superiority and a reason for sparing their

lives.

Trappers remind us that for many wild animals death may

not be swift or merciful. But the inherent cruelty of nature
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doss nal excuse the wanton infliction of pain by man.

Ethologilt Jane Goodall has noted:

It Is in fact, only man who kills with
complete awareness of the suffering he
may inflict; only man, therefore, who can
be guilty of deliberate torture. Tho
history of mankind, it one pauses to
think back over the years, is lurid with
the so-called inhuman acts of humans and,
indeed, the infliction of torture seems
to be part of man's heritage. Torture of
men and animals alike. And man, it
Items, has always been fascinated, in
some way, by suffering and death.

Clearly, animals caught in the jaws of a steel trap suffer a

slow painful demise. Congressman Don Young of Alaska testified

at the 1975 Congressional hearings on painful trapping devices

that "four days is about an average p.riod of time" to elapse

between visits to trap sets in Alaska. The U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service adheres to a seventy-two-hour schedule noting,

with incredible calousness, that "most animals can survive that

long."

REGULATION OF TRAPPING

Trapping proponents argue that their activities are

controlled by rigid laws and regulations that safeguard against

a\nimal suffering. The conduct of trappers is said to be further

governed by aggressive law enforcement programs which are

administered by state fish and game agencies.
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However, the adequacy of trapping laws and regulations is

highly questionable at best. Information compiled by The Humane

Society of the United States indicated that as of 1979:

Thirteen states placed no restrictions on the use
of steel-jaw traps during the open season on
furbearers.

Only 21 states required the inspection of trap
sets at intervals of not more than 24 hours, while
an additional II states required the inspection of
trap sets at time intervals varying up to 7 days.
Alaska, Illinois, Florida, Montana, North Dakota
and Texas had no trap check requirement. In
Michigan, the twenty-four hour requirement applied
only to traps set for beaver and otter.

Despite assertions that manufacturers have
curtailed production of toothed steel-jaw traps,
only 12 states prohibited the use of such devices,
and those traps which remain in the possession of
the trapping public may legally be used in the
remaining 38 states.

Trappers claim that juveniles and novices are
responsible for an overwhelming majority of the
incidents in which trapped animals are injured,
maimed, or killed. Yet 12 states actually exempted
youth from trapper licensing requirements until
they reach fourteen to sixteen years of age. New
Jersey is unique in that it prohibits anyone under
the age of twelve from trapping.

And, the situation Is no more satisfactory now. Indeed, as

the following material indicates, the "regulations* "governing"

trapping are an assault on the rights and welfare of the very

animals that should be protected.

Trapping laws and regulations vary widely throughout the

country. Not surprisingly, the more rural stater cave weaker

trapping regulations than the more populous states. Most states
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had some licensing and reporting provisions for trappers and fur

dealers. Some states require specificillicenses to trap on their

lands. Alabama, Utah, Wyoming and others exempt trappers from

licensing iNthey are trapping certain species.

Presently, Florida and Rhode Island have bans on leghold

traps allowing their use only with special permission for

nuisance animal control. Many other states restrict the use of

larger size leghold and zonitear traps. These restrictions have

been largely motivated by concern for damage to non target

animals. In 1979, twenty-three states restricted the size of

leghold traps and twenty-two states restricted the size of

conibear traps. Other states restricted the use of certain size

leghold traps on certain species. North Carolina restricted the

trap In several counties. In South Carolina use of the trap in

each county must be approved by the state legislators from that

county. Massachusetts has banned legholds for land trapping,

although L..), may be used on a person's own property under

buildings. Connecticut and Tennessee ha..e banned them on land

except when used in burrows. Twenty states restricted the use of

teeth and other sharp edges on leghold traps. Eight states

(Arkansas, Indiana, Nevada, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon,

Utah, Washington) required that offset Jaws (a small space

between the jaws to pre/wit them from completely closing) be

used, although that is true only for certain size traps in six of

those states. Tension-devices, used to reduce the chance of a
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nontirget antra} triggering t.f trap, are mandatory in

!slthough tar conibear trap was restricted in twenty-two

ts states, in fourtc(n of the twenty-two states exceptions were

tilowe IJsuallv for sutsrserged sets) Conibear traps were

ffgal for land sets fn f,rre states (Massacnusetts, New Jersey,

kw. Ine,T an were completely banned in Florida and

Ofilaboma Never ttolorido, Idaho, Montana, North nakotrt,

Sosth Tice and had no restrictions at all on

ite types of traps which man be used Pitfalls, sibich are

nothing more than onmuflop., nolt;,. dug to tar ground, were banned

in*A,assi, ralifornis, (olorado, ''onnecticut. Delaware

Mas.acht.tIt., Mfebignn, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,

New /14,0Wh". North iroltna, Oklahoma.

RbrO 1 it ino, coirotinel, Tennessee, Vermont,

.rest g,nis Ai"-, n iq Imadtili,, in which a heavy object

oo, 1,,see! I , (di ,I, tt., ovirtsmt, wire .7,o, allowed 10

tiwnre, (,orpTlet, Minnesota,

VI Yor' int% No' N.n ilium r r, New Mexico, North

( ,r n, Rt,+0. Snuth iarolina.

Ai ne Wt .eonin, The use of the

fiery li-nited, if used at ell;

n. ..tt. in ot.tfl tr,i tbrfr method,. aren't even

1, ban on exposed or

N.vidn, North
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Dakota, and West Virginia. Tennessee had no ben, but trapping

wai not allowed on top of the ground, effectively prohibiting the

use of this baiting.

Laws requiring the periodic inspection of trap sets within

specifieG time intervals illustrate the arbitrary and ineffectual

nature of trapping regulations. These laws appear to be designed

more to create an acceptable public image while accommodating

trappers rather than addressing any humanitarian concern.

N.

Moreover, nforeement of such admittedly arbitrary and lax

laws as they now exist appears to be Infrequent at hes,. A 1976

study by the Wildlife Management Institute reported that the

average nforeement officer, or game warden as they are more

F pularly known, must patrol a district of 495 square miles.

There is only one officer for every .7,326 hunters, trappers, eh'

anglers. The multidimensional duties of such conservation

officers involve not only game law enforcement, but also boating

safety, wildlife population censusing, animal damage control,

habitat restorction, wildlife resew.. hunter safety, and other

responsibilities. Such _)b demands limit the enforcement of

trapping regulations.

Another handicap to enforcement is the way in which traps

must be set. To be successful, a trapper must positioh his trap

seis so they will not be detected by animals with kern senses of
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sight and smell. The relative secrecy of trapping activities

precludes the routine compliance inspections of trap lines by

conservation offi'ers. Thus, it is a mistake to _naracterize

commercial or recreational trapping as activities carefully

regulated in any meaningful sense by stite fish and game

agencies. In short, the laws are largely unenforceable.

In our viqW1 most regulations, together with their

admittedly lax enforeemeift, are just a permit to commit

cruelty. We belive that the only reasonable solution to this

problem is to enact strong legislation such as H.R 1797,

modified as e 'eve suggested. .

ECONOMICS

Since World har 11 the American fur industry has undergone a

profound change. Fur ranching has captured an increasingly large

segment of dollar saies and today accounts for the major share of

the fur market. Despite increased revenues, unit production

dropped from two million garments in 1945 to only 455,000 in

1977. This extended period of declining unit production,

spanning more than two decades, has resulted in a 70 percent

decline in personnel employed by fur mcnufactureis and 48 percent

in personnel employed by dressing firms. _Much of this reduction

can he attributed directly to rising consciousness of an informed
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public which Is demanding an end to the blatant cruelty supported

by wearing the skins from trapped Animals.

Faced with a stagnant work force -versging in excess of

sixty years in age, the fur industry is confronting a worker

shortage. There is an increased reliance on f r goods from

foreign countries and several firms are contemplating

trsnsferr!ng production facilities overseas where cheap labor is

available. it is difficult to assess the significance of these

contradictory economic indicators. Certcinly, the fur industry

has not been adequately responsive to its current predicament

and, as a result, there are likely tb be transformations in the

structure of the industry.

It is not possible to obtain reliable national statistics on

trapper Income. The Michigan Department of Natural Fosources

reports that during the 1983-84 game season the state's licensed

trappers on average each spent 31 days afield and earned a profit

of only $5.4B per day. Data collected by other state fish and

game departments sugzest that the average gross annual income of

trappers, on a state -by -sate basis, is only ilCO to ti,CC3--

money that could be earned from from other forms of labor,

probably with fewer hours of work and a smaller investment of

capital.
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According to statistics from the U.S. Department of Commerce

and the National Board of Fur Fa.m Organizations, of total retail

dollar sales, approximately 30 percent is attributable to

imports, while slightly over one-third is from animals raised on

fur ranches. Thus, wild animal pelts contribute only 31 percent

of the retail dollar sales. Of course, not al! wild furbearers

are caught with steel-jaw traps and, indeed, some usage of this

device is based not on necessity but on personal preference,

availability, or economic investment. From these data The HSUS

estimates that the passage of trapping reform might create a

short-term 12 percent reduction in the wealth of the fur

industry. We might reasonably expect, based on the recent

economic performance of the industry, that some of this potential

loss would be recouped.

I must be candid, however. The fur industry will, in all

likelihood lose money. That must be expected. While we estimate

that the losses should not be overwhelming, the Congress should

not and must not shrink from ending blatant animal cruelty

because of some economic loss. Other repugnant activities suet.

as slavery and death camps undoubtedly provided economic gain to

some. But economic gain was not then, nor is it now, sufficient

justifiction for such awful cruelty. Dr. Victor Scheffer has

remarked of the fur industry that "The economic worth of an

industry is a poor index of its character." The Congress simply

must state, on behalf 01 the American people that, as a nation,
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we are too civilized to allow this wasteful, brutal cruelty to

continue.

CONCLUSION

Susan Burns, editor of Animals Magazine, noted in the

February 1980 issue:

"Trappers are quick to decry what they
call the humane community's 'appeal to
the emotions.' The cruelty of the
leghold trap is demonstrable; the
necessity of fur garments is not. If the
choice is an emotional one, it is because
'trapping involves an individual life
cruelly ended, and that is an emotional
subject indeed."

THe major impediments to trapping reform have been

unjustified and patently manufactured threats of disease

epidemics, and wildlife population explosions, together with the

assertion that trapping will help alleviate these "ills." Yet,

when carefully scrutinized and stripped of this acien.ific

management facade, the steel-jaw trap issue dissolves inZo a

fundamental conflict between economic interests and unjustifiable

cruelty to animals.

Today we are undergoing a period of conceptual reorientation

which increasingly is stressing the esthetic dimension of man's

relationship with the natural world. Dr. Stephen Kellert

released in October, 1979 the results of a three-year study,
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commissioned by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, which

examined American attitudes toward wildlife. Dr. Kellert found

that 78 percent of the American people now oppose the continued

use of steel-jaw traps. Perhaps to a greater extent than at any

time since the founding of the nation, American citizens are

questioning the economic, so,ial, and environmental values of our

civilization. A new order of naturalism is emerging which de-

emphasizes man's mastery over nature and rejects economic gain

based on wildlife suffering.

This subcommitee has been asked to address a complex

question involving basic moral and ethical values. Mankind must

not be allowed to satisfy economic needs or human recreational

energies in a manner which corrupts man's relationship with other

life forms.

One hundred and seven years ago Charles Darwin concluded his

essay on trapping with a statement which today should guide the

deliberations of the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment:

Some who reflect upon this subject for
the first time will wonder how such
cruelty can have been permitted to
continue in these days of civilization;
and no douct if men of education saw with
their own eyes what takes place under
their sanction, the system would have
been put an end to long ago. We shall be
told that setting steel traps is the crilv
way to preserve game, but we cannot
believe that Englishmen when their
attention is once drawn to the case. will

let even this motive weight against so
fearful an amount of cruelty.

We urge you to pass and favorably report H.R. 1797, amended

as we have suggested.

37?

Respectfully submitted,

4ohn W. Grandy
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Grandy.
Ms. Stevens.

STATEMENT OF CHRISTINE STEVENS

Ms. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, first if I could ask that the televi-
sion be turned on for the Gregory Peck Public Service Announce-
ment.

[Film shown.]
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Now, I would like to bring to you a large number of petitions

from people all over the country who want to see the end of the
use of this tei rible trap and also we would like to bring you some
photographs and statements II people whose own domestic pets
and hunting dogs have been maimed and in some cases had to be
euthanized because of the use of the trap.

May we bring those up to you at this time?
Mr. WAXMAN. We will be pleased to receive those. Thank you.
MS. STEVENS. Now, I would like to turn to some of the things

that have been said that I think are perhaps creating misunder-
standing.

I believe that Congressman Young was speaking of neck and
body snares when he spoke of strangllation. Those are very cruel
and if you have a copy of this book, "Facts About Furs," you will
see on page 105 a picture of an animal caught in a neck snare.
That is not what anybody is advocating here as a substitute for
steel jaw leghold traps. What we are advocating are cable-coated
leg snares that only catch the leg and do not harm the animal as
the steel jaw trap does.

Also, regarding the bear trap, there are no size restrictions in 22
St-ttes. In other words, some States have outlawed it but a large
numbtr have not. By the same token, the same number of States
have failed to ban teeth in traps. It is often said that teeth are no
longer used. The fact is that we only just ordered some teeth from
the State of Illinois where they are banned.

They were sent to the State of Virginia where they art banned,
but we received them, and I would like to have that trap that has
had the teeth attached to it demonstrated so that you can see what
it is.

Also, Congressman Young said that you could release animals
from these traps. It is true, you can let them out, but tremendous
damage will have been done to them, and in most cases tiiey will
die froni gangrene. There goes the trap with the teeth. Perhaps you
would like to see that.

It is especially ironicand I would like to read this part of my
testi: cony that a Northern Michigan University study was said to
"prove" that animals, in this case coyotes, weren't injured by these
traps.

Because We found the claims of Fur Age Weekly incredible, we
obtained a copy of the original paper and learned that "Three of
the four coyotes died during the study. Two died of starvation" in
one, the foot was badly torn and chewed, exptming broken bones. In
the other its captured foot had been chewed off. In other words,
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you cann t release animals from any of these steel-jaw traps and
assume ,...at they will survive at all.

The Raptor Research and Rehabilitation Program has found that
practically none of them can be released after they have been
caught. That hawk that you saw was one of those_irethat category.
The photographs of feet of dogs and cats treated by Dr. George
Whitney after they were caught in steel-jaw traps also demonstrate
irrefutably the terrible cruelty of these traps.

As you can see, they have just torn themselves apart.
Now, with regard to the ,laims that Mr. Lambertson made about

foot snares doing uch harm to animals, I would like to submit a
copy of an article written in Canadian Wildlife Policy in 1980 about
the Novak leg snare. There are several different leg snares, the
Swedish one, the Ezyonem, the Novak, and one made by Wood-
stream.

Fifty-two percent of the animals caught in the steel jaw trap suf-
fered serious injuries, Jnly 2 percent in the leg snare suffered such
injuries, so there is a tremendous difference, and that needs to be
clearly recognized.

I notice that the fur industry keeps talking about rabies spread-
ing, but th:. States in which CDC finds it is spreading are all per-
fectiy open to steel jaw leg hold trapping right now.

would also like to draw attention to Pr. Stephen Kellert's very
excellent survey on trepiier and other people's attitudes, and I
would like to r .ad briefly from a report in the Voice of the Trapper
in which Mr. Boit. the president of the National Trappers Associa-
tion, stated as follows:

"We followed that , ritter another 5 miles from where we quit
the night before with a No. 4"that's a very large trap"on one
foot and No. 2 on the other foot. It left quite a trail. There he goes,
I yelled. We both cut loose with our little 22's. Zinc, plop, plop. We
could tell by the sand every time we hit it, and v e did hit it four
or five times, but we weren't shooting at a cat as IA.: expected. We
were shooting at dadburned coyote, with a trap on both front feet
and now carrying some lead that critter plumb outran us. Afterter an-
vuss.4 "" 1- su. taF AA a. Aaha V Vac.: ni,
iron Dave Nicolas, Woodstream's representative, arrived the next
morning to spend a few more days with us."

Then he summarizes that, well, the feet will drop off and he will
"continue business as usual with three legs."

I would also like to quickly quote Mr. Goodrich, who is here on
the panel. This is his advice.

"Pledge to talk in terms of benefits for people," says Mr. Good-
rich. "Don't debate whether trapping is cruel. Talk about how trap-
ping is necessary for people. People will then conclude that it is not
cruel."

[Testimony resumes on p. 391.]
[Ms. Stevens' prepared statement and article referred to follow.]
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SOCIETY FOR ANIMAL PROTECTIVE LEGISLATION
P O. Boa 3719

Goo getovni Station
Washington. D.C. 20007

(202) 337.2334

STATEMENT 1.14 SUPPORT OF H.R. 1797

TO END THE USE OF THE STEEL-JAW LEGHOLD TRAP

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT

by Christine Stevens, Secretary

August 3, 1984

On behalf Jf the Society for Animal Protective Legislation, I urge
this distirguished Sk.ocommittee to approve H.R. 1797 and send it to
the full Committee for prompt action.

merimon NA= Ins steel am Banned

More than three-quarters of the American public are opposed to
capture of furbearing animals with the steel-jaw legnold trap. (1)
Yet cur country lags behind 59 others whose laws prohibit its use. (2)
Before Congress adjourns, it should pass H.R. 1797. a modest, humane
bill less stringent than those of the 59 other nations. It deserves
the support of wildlife managers, hunters, and trappers as well as
the majority of the population at large.

Nothing in this bill prevents the cortinuaion of mix current out-
door activiti. It s-mply addresses a single de.rice, a barbaric
instrument, peculiar.y anachronistic in our inventive, forward
looking country where technological improvement.: in every other
field are the envy of the world. But the only thing Woodetr, ,
the biggest manufacturer of these ugly contrivances, has come up
with is a bit of tough rubber attached to the jaws--hardly a novel
idea since it has often been tried unsuccessfully in the past. (3)
Raccoons are still gnawing their feet off when caught in what Wood-
stream has dubbed the "Soft Catch.' Why in the world would a trapper
want to set a trap that can cause self-amputation without anesthesia
when he could catch the raccoon in a Hav-a-hart or Tomahawk box trap?

Thousands of muskrat feet have been found by trappers who set steel
traps. Scientific stuftes document the effectiveness d cage traps
for muskrats and nutria (4), an excellent alternative.

1 erect natraliet Jcbc Muir ccid, "Making aome bird or besot go
lame for the rest of its life is a sore thing mil one conscience,
at least nothing to b.:,st of, and has no religion in it."

gangrene: 22a2 Insidious Companion tilt Steei Trap

Trappers often claim that they release ngn-target animals from steel
trapa without injury. Especially ironic was the :singling oot of a

33u
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Northern Michigan University study said to "prove" that animals, in
this case coyotes, weren't injured in these traps. (5) Because we
round the claims °fig'. Aga Weekly incredible, we obtained a copy of
the original paper T41-BSU ibarned that "Three.rof the four coyotes
died during the study Two died of starvatiodzShich was indirectly
caused by the initial trapping." For coyote 1: "The apparent cause
of death was starvation. The trapped foot had been badly torn and
chewed, exposing broen bowel." For coyote 2: The apparent cause
of death was starvation. Its capture foot had been chewed off."

The Raptor Research and hehabilitation Program reports: "There is
only limited potential for mitigating thu effects of trapping injuries
to raptors because of the irreversible soft tissue damage usually
a,sociated with ouch injuries, which results in the lose of the
extremity . . . Of the raptors received for leg injuries involving
only soft tissue damage and which survived long enough for assessment
of the severity of the injury, 85% had irreparable damage that would
result in loss of the foot. Unfortunately, persona who are unfamiliar
with the serious nature of this kind of injury would probably assume
that they could release those birds from the trap 'without serious
injury.'"

Gangrene, the gruesome death of part, of a still living body, is the
inevitable consequence of being caught ...A a steel trap unless the
jaws are soon opened because the circulation is cut off in the
trapped limb. Many well-loved dogs and cats have had to have their
legs amputated to prevent the foul gangrene from spreading and
killing them.

You will hear from experte (7) about cable coated leg en res from
which pats and other non-target i.nimals can be released. I also
attach a study (8) showing a 26-fold reduction in injuries when a
leg snare ie used ae contrasted with a steel-jaw trap. Just ae
cage and box traps can be used to catch short-legged animals, cable
coated leg snares can substitute for catching long-legged creaturee
such ae foxes and coyotes.

Woodstream has manufactured a leg 'mare and is marketing it in Canada
but not the United States. Inatdad it is running full-page ads in
U. S. publications making claims for the so-called "Soft Catch"
which cannot he substantiated. For example, the ads suggest that
the U. S. Department of Agriculture 1) endorses this trap, and 2)
provided funds for its testing. Neither ie true. (9)

Woodstream manufactured the approximately 50,000 steel traps in the
possession of the U. S. Department of the Intepor. Yet FWS Bolen-
tists necking coyotes to be kept for scientific studies have chosen
to use Aldrich leg snares in preference to the :'eel-jaw traps
because the traps cause crippling injuring. But they harden their
hearts against the torment undergone by the coyotes and innumerable
other animals caught in the traps. Statistics show that ion- target
spe,ies may outnumber -.se for which the traps were set. (10) This
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sickening mixture of incompetence and cruelty is unworthy of the
federal government.

American Fur Industry Misinformation

In the June 11, 1984 issue of Eja at Weekly, Henry FoneR, spokesman
for the American Fur Industry, wrote disparagingly of H.R. 1797 and
asserted: We can safely assume that the 'antis' will pull out all
the stops in tearing at the Congressional heartstrings over the
so-called cruelty of trappint. We can with, equal safety assume that
they will be eloquently silent about the dangers of allowing fur-
bearer populations to proliferate without any control, or about the
serious danger of such diseases as rabies that overpopulation can
bring about. Nor will the so-called 'friends of a"imals' acknowledge
the universal acceptance by the scientists and wildlife managers of
trapping as an indispensable tool of responsible wildlife management."
These allegations require a response.

These hotographs of the feet of dogs and cats treated by Dr. George
Whitu4 after they were caught in steel-jaw traps demonstrate irre-
futably the cruelty of the device.

As for "allowing furbearer populations to proliferate without any
control," Mr. Foner apparently is unaware of the effects of inten-
sive control. To quote from the Journal a Wildllfe Monument (11)
concerning the effect on coyote populations of such control, "Normal
litter size is 4.3 but with intensive control it is 6.9." In other
words, the response to intensive trapping or poisoning is an increase
of 62% in the number of pups horn in each coyote litter when coyote
numbers ere low.

To quote another scientific paper (12) referring to massive reduc-
tion of a coyote population, "If there is a 75% reduction of popula-
tion, it will recover in three to five years." When intensive
control causes birth of increased numbers of young animals, the
population is more susceptible to disease thaC an older population
because many adult animals have become immune to the particular
disease.

Apologists for the steel jaw trap have long relied on unscientific,
statements regarding population dynamics. They sometimes allege
that if it were not for fur trappers, th6re would be "wall-to-wall
muskrats," an obviclus absurdity. The fact is that there are.many
natural copulation controls which have been in effect for millennia
before the first human trapper appeared on earth.

steel-Jaw Iraas 22 Not Prevent the 5aread gl Rabies

With respect to tbv relation of trapping to rabies, I would quote
Dr. 1,wrence 1. Glickman, Chief, Section of Epidemiology. Asso^iate
Professoc, Epidemiology and Public Health, University of Pennsylvania
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School of Veterinary Medicine, who states:

"In places where wildlife rabies is endemic, attempts to control
the aisease by decimating the wildlife populdtion have been ineffec-
tive. For example, trapping programs to control epizootic fox
rabies in New York State in the 1940's and Vir.;'inia in the 1960's
were found to be ineffective. The National Academy of Sciences
issued a report in 1973 that recommends abolition of long-term
trapping for rabies control.

'There is no evidence that leghold traps will preferentially capture,
and remove rabid animals. In fact, if trapping preferentially
removed the older animals who were immune to rabies, it would leave
the population more susceptible to rabies epidemics.

"Attempts to reduce wildlife populations by trapping can be offset
by the species' ability to increase its reproductive potential and
thereby maintain a stable popula,ls.l. This has been noted for
coyotes and foxes."

As for the statement that trapping is an indispensable tool of
responsible wildlife management," this is not an issue addressed
by H.R. 1797. Trapping with less painful and injerious devices is
unaffected by,H.R. 1797. Box traps and leg snares are readily
available to any wildlife manager who decides that a particular
animal or animals must be removed by trapping.

Perhaps Mr. Foner would like to explain why rabies is spreading in
so many states at the present time in view of the fact that no
restrictions have been placed on the steel-jaw,trap in any of the
states now experiencing increased rabies. StatO named in a June 12,
1984 kat, Today, ..icicle, which quotes the FederailCenter for Disease
Control, are: Arkansas, California, District o04Columbia, Illinois,
Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebi4ska, Oklahoma,
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Viiginia, and
Wisconsin. In all of these_ .tates, trappers use steel-jaw traps
as much as they like.'

1;$1

LattrlakLe Cortryil Increases Wilat PopulatIons
Two statement- by scientists which show that trapping can play a
role it. Lsk,seduing the spread of wildlife disease tallow:

Dr. John Kirsch, Curator of Mammals, Yale University: The charac-
teristics of population growth also affect the transmission of
disease. If by trapping we reduce populations to the size where
they will grow quickly, then a lot of immature and presumably
susceptible animals1Will enter the population each ye r. This
would increase the likelihood of transmission to youn4sters that
have not had,a chance to become Immune. Extensive trapping's/nay
therefore aairavate rather than alleviate the spread of Lisease.".
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Dr. Charles Laun, Stephens College. Columbia, Missouri. 'Population
reduction may have some very negative aspects. It has been observed
many times that in mammal populations the reproductive rate varies
inversely with the population density. When the population reaches
a high leveI.'the birth rate shows an appreciable decline, and vice-

averse. Thus, when a populationAs reduced to a low level by any of
the various means of control the number of new individuals in the
population increases simply because of the increase in the birth
rate. Most of these new members of the populations are apt to be
non-immune individuals."

Wildlife managers will have to decide whether or not to use any
Intensive control in view of the potential results. However. it

must be emphasized again that such decisions on trapping will be

Unaffected by enactment of H.R. l'ra7 because of the alternative
traps that remain available to wildlife managers.

Trarmer Attitudes

I have referred in (1) to the Yule University study conducted by
Dr. Stephen Kellert for the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. It

may be helpful to quote his summary of trapper attitudes an a meat,'
of throwing light on continued assertions by trappers that the *steel
trap is necessary. Kellert states:

'Par more than any other animal activity group, trappers were the
most pragmatic. author arlan and nonaffectionate in their atti
tudes towards animals. jThey had the highest utilitarian. lowest
humanistic and among le highest dominio....tic and negativistic
attitude scores. Th r predominant erientatiun to animals appeareA
to be one of 'explolipative dominance and this was reflected In
strong support for ale killing of wildlife for meat. for skins and
for ptedator control. and in the perception of animals as eXisting
largely for tile benefit of human beings . . .

'Trappers also seemed quite unconcerned about issues involving the
protection and welfare of animals as indicated by very lost moralistic

and ecologistic *cores. Indeed 'ore than any other group trappers

consistently opposed efforts to .nimize cruelty to animals or
depredations to wildlife and wilderness environments. Trappers were
notvionly strongly utilitarian and domanlonistically oriented, but
they also tended to select as naive of misguided nearly any objec-
tion to man's exploitation of the nonhuman world. The natural
environment appeared to be viewed from a perspective of 'self-
cantered individualism a kind of single-purpose. single-person
benefit model_ It is interesting to note that in spite of the
trappers' apparent indifference to ale .teltare of animals. they nod
comparatively high knowledge-of-animals scores. biza knowledge.
however. seemed more a function of familiarity and frequent contact
with animals than intellectual curiosity or emotional attachment.

3S4
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The attitudes summarized in scientific terms are substantiated by
a report by the President of the National Trappers Association
which appeared in The Voice altha =MIX (13). Mr. Hoyt reports:

. we followed that critter another five miles from Where we
quit the night before . . . With a M4 on one front foot and a M2
on the other it left quite a trail . . . ,:There he veal!' I yelled.
We both cut loose with the little .22'sbieutomaiic riflee. Zing,
zing, plop. Zing, plop, plop. We could tell by the sound every
time we hit it. And we did hit it four or five times. But we
weren't ehooting at a cat as we expected. We were hootin. at a
dad burned coyotelll With a trap on both front feet and now carry-
ing some lead that critter plumb outran us. After another mile we
gave up on_him. Right then I named hip '01' Scrapiron' . . . Dave
Nicholas ZWoodstream's representative arrived the next morning to
spend a few days on the lines with ua." Hoyt reports that he and
Nicholas sighted the wounded coyote again but failed to capture him.
"What will happen to him now?" mused Hoyt._ "Obviously not hit in a
vital area, the bullet wounds will heal. The 14 trap no doubt had
a full paw catch and that paw will dry up and drop off. The M2 most
likely had a half or two-thirds ,of a paw and that portion of the paw
below the jaws will dry up and drop off. Then ho will continue
'business as usual' on three legs."

2=X I= Kith Teeth

It is often asserted that steel-jaw traps with teeth have been out-
lawed. That is true for 22 states, but 28 other states have not
banned the use of teeth. Aeschleman Fur Co. of Roanoke, Illinois,
offers a set of teeth which can be attached to any trap. Twenty
pointed teeth are available for a mere $3.75 a dozen.

Hunter c222.11t1.01 Steel Tr=

Floyd Kucharski, President of the New Jersey Hound Association,
stated at hearings in New Jerseys "The reason hunters are being
kept out of many properties is because of the bad name of trappers
and traps. Farmers and the public are associating trapping with
hunting. And they are wrong. What we do is a sport. What trappers
do with the leghold trap is to maim and kill wildlife and pots for
pin money. Hunters carry the brunt for this group. In addition we
are losing our best dogs to leghold traps and we resent the maiming
ane killing that trappers do in the name of sport."

;tatel And Froytncial

Extensive studies have been conducted in Canada over the last seven
year:: on a variety of traps. The Federal Provincial Committee for
Humane Trapping issued a substantial report. The first recommendation
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listed by the Committee is, "Box traps can be used for most species
on land." As a result of the study, the Province of British Columbia
has outlawed the use of the steel-jaw trap on lend for most species
of furbearer.

The State of New Jersey recently outlawed sale, use, and possession
of the steel-jaw trap. Massachusetts and Rhcde Island have also
outlawed its use with certain exceptions. Florida banned it adminis-

tratively. Tennessee, South Carolina, and Connecticut ban steel
traps except for use in animal burrows. Massachusetts reports that
fishers, raccoons and opossums are now caught in cage or box traps,
and some other non-aquatic furbearers are taken by hunting.

No Adverse Economic Impact

I have heard a concern expressed that H.R. 1797 might exert a
negative influence on employment if the Woodstream Company could
not sell steel-jaw traps in interstate commerce. It appears,
however, that the company has already exported jobs to Taiwan.
According to its 1963 Annual Report to the Securities and Exchange
Commission, The Company das.'ributes, through its Northwoods division
located in Greensburg, Penhsylvania, wildlife traps which are manu-
factured for it in Taiwan." (14) Further, Woodstream bought up the
company which formerly manufactured the Hav-a-hart trap. Increased
sales of Hav-a-hart .age traps and leg snares, also manufactured by
Woodstream, would fully employ Woodstream's American workers.

e.-

For some years now, Woodstream has been diversifying its product line
to include fishing tackle, tackle boxes, glue traps for catching
mice, trapping lures, dog training scent, rabbit hutches, pet car-
riers and their latest product, "Bug Man" Home Pest Control Centers.
In the past five years, the company has shown a loss only one year- -
1982- -while the sales of their steel-jaw leghold traps have declined
steadily over thu past three years. In 1983, the company had a net
profit of $470,701 la go to Qi losses' from steel-jaw trap sales.
The Increase in sales was due mainly to a rise ir sales of fishing
tackle gear and related products. In the first quarter of 1984, the
corporation showed a continued loss in sales of steel-jaw traps but
an werall profit in total sales equal to the first quarter of 1983.

Over the past decade trappers have made increasing use of other
traps even when legholds are allowed. Interviews with state game
departments have revealed that two-thirds_ to three-quarters of
muskrats and beavers trapped in the United States are taken with
Conibear traps. Muskrats are the major furbearer in terms of
numbers caught and revenue of all U. S. furbearers.

The number of animals trapped in the states which have restricted
or banned the leghold trap has not decreased since the bans went
into effect. As an example, the state of Massachusetts banned the
land use of the steel-jaw leghold trap in July 1975. Yet the number
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of raccocns taken increased from 5,254 in 1973 to 23,007 in 1981.
The number of red foxes taken increased from 495 in 1973 to 758
in 1981. Other states have shown similar trends when the leghcld
trap was restricted or banned: Trapping totals are primarily a
function of pelt price and trappers have shown versatility in
switching trap types and methods.

Employment, of workers in the fur industry who make fur coats and
other fur products would not be affected by enactment of H.R. 1797.
The vast majority of mink are farmed, not trapped, while furs such
as raccoon and fox, as demonstrated by the Massachusetts statistics,
would not decrease as a result of a ban on the steel trap. The fur
industry's image, like that of the trapper, would oe enormously
improved by passage of this bill banning a barbaric and unnecessary
instrument.

Pain

To describe in scientific terms the unnecessary pain the steel-jaw
leghold trap causes, I quote from a statement of Samuel M, Peac-ack,
Jr., M.D., Associate Professor of Nqurophysiology at the Thomas
Jefferson University School of Medicine: "It inflicts maximal pain
for it not only involves the superficial pain receptors of the skin
and muscle but also the deep receptors of, tendon and bona. Strug-
gling intensifies this stimulation and the animal quickly learns
this but the pain remains and produces maximal stress for long
periods of time including at best a state of helplessness or shock
not to be confused with sleep except by the most primitive observer."
The"Soft Catch trap does not prevent this pain.
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The Foot-Snare and the Leg-Hold
A Comparison

In Canadian Wildlife Policy Distributed at
Federal Provincial Wildlife Conference in Ottawa. Ont. Juen 21-24. 1980

)M. Novak

The leg-hold trap has hectic; the focus of the
zati.trapping movement amend the world. Its major
weaknesies arc sosulectivity and s potential for
mitdating animals especially Wined by inexperienced
num.:a, Ontarin, problems occur when the leg -bold
trap is used for trapping foxes. coyotes, wolves.
coyotedog hybrids. raccoons ad feral dogs.

The Ontario Maury of Maud Resources begs trap
tetrarch In 1972 to iMprove traps and trapping methods.
Both devices and live-craps were studied. In
addition. thd Ministry provided substantial financial and
technical assistance so privater, inventor and so the Federal
Provincial Committee for Huhune Trapping.

It was soon raided that live-traps had a distinct
advantage over quick-Idling traps from a humane.
economic and anima management point of view. They
allowed greater utectivity in heck's. sea and eie group

Navas. If a trapper. researcher. forbearer manager or
sheep fanner with a predation problem had a choice.
clearly. a live-crap would be prefepoi over a quick-killing
asp in almost all cases.

Once the decides was made so macadam on
live-craps, the objective of the trap develop:scot program
was so deselect a light. Inexpensive abentathe to the
leg-hold trap, for trapping and above mentioned animals.
Because ei the sums of the Aldrich Bear Saare.1: was
decided to work cut the seen principle.

The calving sn animal by the feu is not new
and actualry the leg-hold trap which was invented
sometime la the early Middle Ages so catch poachers. The
Egyptians had a waking foot -snare trap as early as 3000
B.C. Several pauses 1ave been granted for fastsnare traps
in North AlnefiC3. One of the earliest. about 100yeara
ago, was designed so catch wild horses.

Flg. 1 The new frtunsre liet4nro. The snare is 76 cm 130") In length. The loop, teals is 47 cm (244p") fen
The galvani:ed airplane cabAu.lested wen 1.6 tam i11141 suet 7.4 war oprjakk having a 7 x 7 x etel 7 x
weave, respectively. The arresting strengths of Am cabin were 211 kg (410 fie)ea 417 h2(1111 As), respectfrete. One
el Mr ./entrees tel the specialb designeel snare lack le tha611 JO:VI the nnistears kg (/' the escepes by skewing
through or herakiat Poe ("Pe.
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An early prototype of our foot snare was tested on fow
captive raised foul which were released in a large
enclosure. Observations showed that the animals struggle.,
for the first one to three minutes and then ceased ,
snuggling. Most Importantly. the animals did not chew the
cable.

The purpose of this report is to compare the leg
trap with the new foot.= we Ihrerap developed through
the hlinistry's trap research program.

I am especially gdneful to Fred Adams. Cecil Speen
all Trim Bradley for assisting in the development and
0:111 testing of this livetrap.

Methods

Two trappers. Trappers A and B. each
independ 1y tested both the live-trap and the leghold
trap(rtg. . 2) from 27 August to 30 November. 197$.
and 24 May to 1 December. 1979. Each trapper treated the
foosnere traps himself and in the same way as the
leg-hold traps. Both traps were boiled in Gilletes lye to
clean them, aired to oxidize and freshen them, treated with
Iogwood crystals to blacken than and waxed to peeve*
rusting. For experimental purposes. Trapper 21 did not
Nadal or wax Ms snares /rpm 15 October to 1 December.
19'9 and occasionally priorlo this period.

All trapping was done in southern Ontario on
agricultural land. Both types of traps were used and set In
the manner in which each trapper was accustomed. Before
15 October. 1979. cash trapper decided which trap he
would use in a particular set location. However. from 15

October to I December. 1979. the trappers chose kie
trapping site and then randomly selected trap type

Traps were set mainly for foxes but occasionally for
coyotes. No effort was mode to standardize the scent and
bait used to attract these animals. Both trappers used
*ancients consisting of pure fox or coyote urine.
commercial fox scent preparation (Hawbaka's Wiley
Red). and meat of sheep, groundhogs. rabbits and

' mica's obtained from a hatchery.
Sets were categorized by method: (I) dirt bale.

(2) trail or (3) scent post sets. and by location (1) sandy
or (2) clay soil. All traps were checked daily and records
kept of captures. misses and escapes. Misses and escapes
were determined by track and hair identification. During
the first trapping perled:tbe location of closure of the
leg-bold trap or snare on the animal's leg was noted.
Injuries were recorded In the field as (I) 60 injury.
(2) skin subbed and/or supaficlally scratched or sicked.
(3) skis cut with flesh and/or tendons exposed.
(4) tendons cuthe bones broke,. (5) chewed feet and
(6) wringoffs. Swelling is the entrapped foot sea
recorded as (I) so noticeable stalling. (2) eight or
minimal. (3) moderate and (4) badly swolles. (a the
fourth category. toes and pods were greatly distended and
the animal couhtnolstand ow the effected leg what
released.

The capture rate. amused as a percentage. gave the
proportion of animals that were caught and held plus those
that subsequently kneeled. out of the tots/ number of times
the traps were discharged. The escape rate expressed the
percentage of animals that were caught and held for a
period of time but eventually escaped. out of the total

Tip 2. The 417 call spiv lethal trap (le/Owes the trap mad easummeste toed is the field arts. The 04 leap sodas
kphall trap was well Infreatteady Ir erode sets. Hate (he wallop as she Lodes al the trip Jaws writhe shadtaid
theta The welling wen literati he trine the presthee an the method's kg by keeping the Jaws 3-$ lose apes. The

chain ....a meet so tohoir Ihr ed. *woo,.
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nutnhet of captures plus escapes Animals digging up maps
Vic ray used 10 calculate the capture late. Animals stolen
PM traps were considaed to be captured Statistical
.uynificance was set at the 95 per cent level of prohabdity.
except ...here noted.

Results of Trap Testing

During the two years of field testing. the foot-snare
bre-trap was set 3390 map nights and the kg-hold, 1562

ITV niShis-
Two hundred twenty-seven animals vrere captured in

feccanarc live-traps and 101 in kg-hold traps (Table I).
The fox capture ram was 29 per cent for the fool- snare
traps and 115 per cent for the kg.bolds. The trappers
unnecessarily missed fox to six foxes and some raccoons,
the fist year because the animals discharged the
footsnares by stepping on the back part of the trigger arts
and on the cable as the same time. This prtlent was
solved by thiag a nigger guard (Kg. 1) which allowed
trap to be released only if the animal was standing Russel
oat tat pan and therefore in the centre of the same.

The coyote and feral dog capture rates were $0 per cent
using footnaresNand 19 per cue using leg-holds, but the
sample was small for both traps (Table I): Fifty -seven per
cent of all the raccoons setting off the foot-snare trips
were caught while 76 per cent of those discharging the
letholds were captured. TwelA raccoons were mist-d an
two foot-snare live-traps located close together over a
period of 16 nights. These traps were repeatedly

discharied by a family of small raccoons Excluding these
cases, the adjusted raccoon capture rate was 63 per cent
for the foot snares Two white tailed deer were caught in
Snares and both escaped on their rust jump. One deer
stripped the knob of solder at the end of the wire and the
other snapped the 1.6 nun cable. In the latter case,the
snare fell off the deer's kg within 5 m of the

Statistical tests showed that there was no significant
difference in the capture rate for canids and for the

'adjusted ram*n rates by foot-snare or kg-hold traps over
the two gem of trap ludas. A significant difference in
capture rate was farad for skunk. Only 34 per that of
skunks discharging the foot-snares were caught as opposed
to 97 per (vat captured by kg-holds (Table I). This
difference maybe a function of how the live-trap was set
rather than of the trap itself. Trapper A, whose dirt hole
sets ha 1979 win: nude as shown caught tra of 11
raccoons and all of three skunks discharging the snares
during the random trap period in 1979. Trapper B caught
only ten of IS raccoons sad two of nine skunks
discharging the snares.

Analysis of the data collected dories tbe random trap
distribution period showed that out of 1157 trap nights.
foot-snares were discharged 96 times giving as overall rate
of 0.02 discharged foot -sera per trap night. The leg-hold
traps wen Der 761 kappigbts and were discharged 50
times eat 0.07 discharged traps per trap night.

The foot -snare was set In 51 different kxatioas and tie
kg-ho:4 trap is 43 &fluent location. The frequency of
trap discharge was calculated for each location. Statistical

Table 1.

Capture Rates rwr Foot-Snare and Leg hold traps, 23August to 30 November, 197: nd 24 May to 1 DeCember, 1979.

No of Timer Trop
Dirrharged

Po. of Cepreets
plus acepte

FootSnere LegHold Fool-Swop LtgHrild
Coloured Fos (Varner yelper) 99 27 SS (1916). 23(25%)
Grey Fax (Ureryon einerroargenitus) 1 (100%)
Ramon (Procyon few) 113 34 64 07%) 26 (76%)
Co)ote (Cents lerrone) 2 1 (1007x) I (50%)
Dot (Cents Pea:testis) IS 10(67%) (100%)
Coyote-Dog hybrids 2 2(100%)
Shank Ofephith aseplikin 47 36 16(34%) 35 (97%)
Cat (Fells ters) 7 (113) 1(100%)
rommine (Erahlzon dwarma) rg 3 5 (1W%) 2 (67%)
Groundhog tMerrotars want) 23 3 1(35%) 3 (100%)
Ratko (Lepoo twopence) 5 1 (20%) I (100%)
Deer fOstvirginals)eas virgiy 3 2 (670)
Red Squirrel (Truniestienu hr/ cast) 1 0 (0%)
Weasel (Mewl. erredera) I (100%)
Turkey Vulture:Co/saw owe) I (100%)
Song Birds
Sheep

3
13 2

0(0%)
6(46%) (30%)

Cale 9 0 (0%)
Horse 6 0 (0%)
Ostrow. 21 6 5 (24%) 0 (03)
Teal 313 123 227 101

Capture rate in brackets
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I wea 11.1 ognificans difference in the nume ot
so need naps per trap night between the loot -nac and

lephidd traps
The graph an Fig. 3 used 20 foosnare sets and 27

kghead sets of ten trap nights each. It showed a
sipurscant decline in the number of animals captured on
OK tenth as opposed to the rust trap night. This rate of
decline, however. was similar for the foottriare and the
leghold traps.

These analyses of the random trap distribUtion pmod
niiicated that there was no significant difference in the
frtlycocY or discharged footsnare and kghold 'rape.

Fourteen per MI of the captured canids and raccoons
escaped from the feosnares and l I per cent from the
lehokis (Table 2). Trapper II accounted for the majority
of the escapes (six of the seven cases of chewing through
the cable and IS of 26 cues of animals escaping out of the
snares). This may be due to the fact that Trapper B did not
blacken the snare wire causing allured animals to bite the
cable and snare lock more often than U the snare wire had
been Slackeoed. Twenty foxes and raccoons captured by
Trapper 13 bit the cable signikantly more often than 19
animals csptured by Trapper A (an average or 6.2 and 3.3
limes pet cable, respectively). Tests on captive foxes,
raccoons and coyotes showed that these animals were
attracted by shiny objects and therefore bit objects such as
sweated 'bylaw cable or even small silver outs.

Tests to date as over 90 captive raccoons, five coyotes
and several dogs showed that the ware locks and 1.6 mm
cables feU off the animals' legs in less than ten seconds
after the cables west cut. except for one raccoon which
oil had the snare on eight minutes after being released.

01.111. VWII

Trap mon

me. S. 5we.rovtwee4 to no ant le. trap wool.

I te I I, nun eats.: nd sn.ue lock did noi conn I
capioe foxes after the cables .cte cut but then num of she
captured wild foxes managed to bite through ehn the
thinness strand of cable. None of the wakieaught mined;
dive foxes. three re coons, five coyotes, tour dogs and
one skunk) chewed through the 2 4 mm cable

There was a considerable difference in the injuries
caused by the two traps (Tel* 3). Ninery-eigbt per cent of
the animals captured in foouuret had either no marks or
just rubbed skin or nicks on their legs as compared to 4$
per cent denim,* caught In leholds. There also seemed
to be a difference in the results between the two treppas.
Over the two years, 90 per cent of all animals caught by
Trapper A (who blackened his cable) )04! x marks on
their legs. nioeyercent had tubbed skin or skits and one
animal had a broken carpal bone. Trapper B had only 64
per cent of the captured aninsils with :ninths wkle 32
per Celli had rubbed skin or nicks. In addition, two foxes
had cut skins and One raccoon had partly chewed in foot
after wrapping the cable very tightly aroma the trap.
These results showed a sienirscandy greater degree of
struggling male ewes In foot- snares by Trapper
/3a suppodFd supposed by the greaser *umber of bite
masks on the wire. The equipment used by both trappers
was identical. however, Trapper Int snares were generally
not blacken'. Excessive biting or the ethic poke*
caused the two rasa of rut skin recorded by Trapper B.
Previous experiences with traditional snare lock &bowed
that If the ensnared foot could rotate eves slightly within
the tnxe, it could result in a cut skin and ens, Wok
case, severed tendons. These traditional tare ledle used
copper crimps to attach the cable or plastic tube, over the
cable to prevent it friSm closing too tightly ca the animal's
leg. Examination of the snare that had cut the skis atone
of the foxes showed that the snare was linked from being
bitten and. consequently. was loose on the foot. Animals
caught In either foosnares o kg-bolds dad Dot grass
their teeth by biting on the traps.

The snare did not bold the kg 3%A:idly and tightly as
the lehold trap and as the snare was very fight and
Unit* these was no continuous and excessive mia
associated with it. The snare on the animas leg weighed
less than five grams, whereat the #2 end #4 leg-holds
weighed 340 gm and 960 gm. respectively. The live-trap
weighed 4S0 gm but fell free once the Waal wan caught
in the snare.

The degree of swelling (due to blood vend
constriction) caused by the two traps cook act he
compared readily since the khold trap tended so cw dse
leg allowing blood and fluids to drain, thus reducing
swelling. Seventy-eight percent of the animals captured is
the foot-mares had no swelling 21 pace* bad slight
swelling, one perms 'had moderate nailing and woe had
extensive wellies (Table 4). Apia, there was a
sipnilicast difference la the rank (tribe two trapper&
with Trapper A recording a reduced degree of swelling.
This was attributed so the reduced smut of unseeing of
Trapper Ks animals. For example. 'Opt/ can of the
foxes sad IS per cent of the raccoons captured by Trapper
A had no swelling is their paws. Oaly 60 pa elk of the
foxes and 76 pa cent of the raccoons captured by Trapper
13 showed no swetliag. These differences were statistically
sleasirscanh

As pod oldie Ministry's rabies research plasma many
of the foxes were Ca' taped sad fined with radio
mansions prior td recast. This enabled as to observe
how quickly the trap related swelling subsided. nMila' sai
sad eno.krase sell tat sabsidid as sow as the snare was
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11w worst tore of swelling was encountered
0 an adult female fox. The swelling in the front paw took

two to three hours to subside. Fifteen days later this animal
was recaptured by a hind leg in a fontsnare. The
previousl) snared leelooked normal except for some
rubbed hair.

The live-traps caught the animals significantly higher
on the leg than the kg-hold traps. Eighty-seven percent or
the animals were snared above the paws whereas only 34
percent were aught that high by the leg-holds Because or
this. thedive-trap may prove useful under deep and dry
snow conditions. However, we have not tested it in deep
snow although we caught one fox when there were ten
centimetres or snow over the top of the trap Na enough
datawas collected to make comparisons between the
1.6 mks and 2.4 mm cable or the 02 and 4 kg- holds.

The trappers reported that the foot snare withstood rain
better than the leg-hold which generally bad to be reset

Tam Bradley Cecil Stem
The development and subsequent field testierkaf tlu ewe ford-snare lire-trap depeaded lustily era the knseledge
Intirchon of these three fine zemtkinen. Fred Adams, a Mired emslneerirts desisuerhalike unenriakJah of makInt
ideas work On the Limp anyway). Over period of a year and a hat( arer si.:en diverse IniolYdes were wake The aea
west took the "Wm, models" awl Into the real owilat owe Tom flradley andCecil Speen. Thew bre excellent trappen
hen ante 110 yews of trapping experience he:eten them and their expertise bras invalualde. .
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"'able 2.
Ew.pts from FuotSnare and Leg 4Iold traps, 27 Auiint to 30 Notembi.r, 1971, and 24 May to 7 December, 1979.

F-we.Sorre

Colour:el Fos

Chewed
Through Cable

Pulled ow
or Opeued

Sarre

4

Sohlerltho
rulkd off or
Chewed Off

-- ,

Snapped
Coble

Itaxoon 4 i 1

Coyote .1 1

Dog _ 1 1

Coyote/Dog 1
: .1 ,

Stag 2

Deer 1 I
Unknown 2 3

Pulled ow
al Trto Wrin g-Off

,/' . 33 / . ., .
p-J .

r
ww

,

Table 3. Typis ofInjuries from FootSnare (F.S.) and LerHold (L.H.) Traps.

Na Rubbed Oil Cu:Tendon Chewed Wring-

Markt '. UM. Nal Skli &oh's' Bean Feet Off Total

F.S. LJ?. F.S. WI. F.S. LJL . F.S. WI. F.S. PI. F.S. L.N. P.S. WI.
3 ill 1,

1

5 I 49 72
5 I
a 4

7- 1 14 12 30
1 s 6 1. 5 2
I a 3
1 , 1 1

1 0 1

I 0
7 1

I 14 1 14. 0 3 114 lit

Coloured Foe 56 3 23 2 2 2
Geri tax 1
R a c c o o s 4 - 1 1 t 3 .3
Coyote 2 3 'I
Dog a 2 1 1

Skunk 12 12 1 2

Cal 6
Porcupine 3 2

Groundhog t 1 1

Rabbit I
Wersel
Turkey Vulture *1

Prep 6 1 1
Total e 145 34 35 t 2 13

la a few eases., animals were stoles ex Injury data was not recorded.

Table 4. SwellIngCaused by Foot-Scare (F.S.) and Lellold (L.H.) Traps. .
IS

New Slight , Alederze Extroulwr Teed

FS. WI. F.S. LH. F.S. WI. F.S. LR. F.S. L.N.

4 1 2 1 SI 16
1 0

2 5 2 49 23

I - 5. 1

2. a 4 .
4 I 12 IS

1 1 6 1

1 5 7
1 . a 3

1 1 I
. 0 I

1 0
7 I

14 3 10 0 4 ISA 71

Coloured Fox
Grey Fox
Raccoon

53
1

41

9

13

25
t

t
Capote 2 3
Dog 7 2, I

Stank . II 14 1

Cat 3
Porcupine 5 1

Groundhog t 2
Rabbit 1

Went) I
Turkey Vulture 1

Sheep 7 I
Total 144 43 31

In a few eases, animals were stolen a swelling data was nec modal. N
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'retie it rained Frost had the same effect on the footanom
and Upholds. Both naps became inoperative when the
ground froze and the animals could not depress the trigger.

To dam we hese DM tested the foot-mare in water sets.
It is doubtful if the trap can be ;made to was in water
except perhaps under unique circumstances where animals
such as otter are waiting t h shallow water. A
potential odds for ng this trap for catching large
long-legged birds for research studies.

Particulr pqablems could arise with the use of the
foot nare livetrap in certain mac when,deer or bear
might be caught accidentally. Two talky release systems
to avoid such eccumfices have been designed far use with
the footsnare. These ensure that they celease captured
animals which exert more than a predeterm'wed force on
the snare. The Ministry is perfecting these designs and
testing the prototypes.

Feld teuing continues and emphasissis placed
learning Ilvilotrapiller freezt.up and how to trap
anirns.t face Wanes pennenel) and lynx (Lyme

einkulensle) More field truing is needed in trapping
coyotes with the footsnare.

Ia summary. field results to date have shown the the
footsnare is Just as effective in capturing furbeum as the
Uphold uap but with greatly reduced injury rise.
Althos-gh the two trappers were initially sleptioPnt this
new dewier, they eventually expressed permeate for the
fusimnarc over the lephuld trap because of the
Itot.anare's comparable efficiency and greater
humark.ness.

Patent applkations for the focesnare live -trap have
been filed la Canada and the United Seta. An Ig minute
film about the roommate Is available oa loan frrkn:

Director
Information Services
Ministry of Natural Resources
Queen's Park
Toronto. Ontario
Canada MU IW3
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Ms. Stevens. We appreciate
that testimony.

Mr. Robertson.

STATEMENT OF J. HIBBARD ROBERTSON

Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee,
thank you for inviting me to testify.

I am Hibbard Robertson, executive vice president of Woodstream
Corp,, a publicly owned corporation listed on the American stock
Exchange.

.1Our products include rodent traps, mole and gopher traps, cage
traps, snares, body-gripping Conibear traps as well as leghold
traps.'

These products are used by pest control firms, local humane soci-
eties and municipal animal control organizations, State and Feder-
al wildlife managers. farmers, trappers supporting the fur industry,
as well as homeowners attempting to control animal and rodent
pests. .

Legal counsel has informed us that H.R. 1797 could seriously
damage our company by outlawing the sale of mousetraps, rat
traps, conibear and leg-hold traps, products which represent at
least one-third of our total business. It would be a devastating blow
to our employees and stockholders not to mention the jobs which
would be affected in agricultural, livestock, and fur industries and
the difficulties it would present for those charged with pest and
predator control and the sound management of our Nation's wild-
life.

SuppOrters of this bill claiin the leg-hold trap is an old device
and virtually unchanged since its inception. Nothing could be fur -
ther from the truth.

Many innovations have been developed over the years for the ex-
press purpose of reducing trap and self induced damage to captured
animals.

I would like to tick off a few of these changes.
Elimination of teeth in trap jaws, contrary to what I just saw, I

know of no trap manufacturing company in this country that man-
tthictures jaws with teeth.

No. 2, trap designs have been improved to allow animals to be
caught and held by smaller and weaker traps. I would estimate be-
tween 75 and 90 perce of the fur taken in this country is done so
with a size 1.5 trap o and 1.5 has a jaw spread of under 5
inches. Offset jaws have n designed to reduce the impact on the
animal's foot and improve blood circulation in the foot while the
animal is restrained.

The4insertion of swivels on traps, and on trap chains to reduce
the possibility of the animal hurting himself after being caught
Center mounted chains have also been pliaCed on the trap to help
prevent self-induced injury. 6

Since, 1975 when hearings similar to this were conducted on H It
66, we have assisted the Predator Man gement Research Section of
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on their leghold trap research
project being conducted by the Denver Wildlife Research Office
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We have worked with the Federal Provincial Committee forHuman Trapping in Canada to develop efficient and humane tech-
niques for capturing fur-beaters.

We are now associated with the Canadian Fur Institute orga-
nized to carry out the findings and field test devices developed by
the committee. We are also working closely with the State fish and
wildlife agencies to develop improved life-holding devices for use onland.

We have concentrated on restraining devices since two-thirds of
all wildlife traps sold are of the leg-holding type.

Beings consumer products company, we must respond to the re-
quirements of our market. Some of our newer innovations include
tne power leg snare and the soft catch trap introduced earlier thisyear.

In the soft catch trap the so-called steel jaws of the regular leg
hold trap have been replaced by pads set in deep offset jaws. These
rubber-like pads grip an animal's foot without injuring it. The soft
catch trap also has a shock absorber in its center-mounted chain
and a swivel system which reduces the possibility of the animal in-
juring itself after capture.

IvA study released in January 1984 by Mr. Benjamin Tti llar, an as-
sociated wildlife biologist of the New York Department of Environ-
mental Conservation indicated little foot damage to foxes and rac-coons when this device is used.

In tests conducted by the Denver Wildlife Center, 90 percent o,the coyotes captured were virtually damage-free even after being
retained in the trap for 48 hours.

Trap technology is moving forward and those who choose toignore trap improvements are either uninformed or opposed to the
trapping of wildlife on philosophical grounds.

Since Woodstream manufactures all types of traps, we do nothave a vested interest in any one type. As a result, we feel quali-
fied to comment on the practicality of cage traps and snares as pos-sible alterlatives to the leg-hold trap.

Cage traps are fine where an occasional animal must be removedfrom an area but they are too cumbersome where a number of ani-
mals must be trapped and predators like fox and coyote will seldomenter such a trap.

Our research on snares has been disappointing inasmuch as acable, even coated ones, either cuts the skin or inhibits circulation
much like a tourniquet. They are very difficult to use in certain
sandy soils and under water where much of the trapping is done.

The fact of the matter is at this point there is no practical substi-
tute for some form of leghold trap. I suggest that those who opposethe use of the leghold trap would really like to eliminate trappingaltogether.

That being the case, it seems to us that those who oppose the useof wildlife for human benefit are advocating a double standard. We
wear shoes and belts made of leather and carry handbags or wal-lets made from the skins of slaughtered animals. Thousands of
calves, lambs, chickens, pigs, and turkeys have their throats cut
each day because most of us are not dedicated vegetarians.

If we can eat meat or wear animal hides on our feet or around
our waist from farm animals, why is it not equally acceptable to

3 9 /
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use wild animals for our benefit, especially since with today's limit-
ed habitat most will die from causes far less humane than trap-
ping?

In our view, the proposed H.R. 1797 imposes a double standard
which this committee should not recommend and which the Con-
gress of the United States should not support.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Robertson follows:]
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LiTiTZ. PENNSyANA 17543 7171112114125

TELEX 902.221

August 3, 1984

The Honorable &dry A. Waxman
Chairman, Subcommittee on. Health

and the Environment
Committee on Energy and Commerce ,
2415 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Waxman:

WoodstreamCorporation, a publicly-owned company listed on the
American Stock Exchange, manufactures a wide variety of products
for hunting, fishing, pest and predator control, and wildlifc
management. While the majority of our products are manufactured
in Lititz, Pennsylvania, our Fenwick fishing rods are prbduced
in facilities located at Westminster, in your home state of
California.

Our Victor Division in Lititz, manufactures mouse, rat, mole
and gopher traps, cage or "box" traps, snares, quick kill de-
vices called "Conibear" traps as well as leghold traps. These
products are used by professional pest control firma, local
humane societies and municipal animal control organizations,
state and ?ederal wildlife managers, farmers, trappers supporting
the fur industry as well as homeowners attempting to control
animal and rodent pests.

Of these various trapping devices, our sales records indicate
the need is greatest for rodent traps and the leghold trap in
its various forms. This bill would prohibit interstate and
foreign commerce in not only these, the most efficient, prac-
tical and affordable trapping deviceo available, but all,trappihg
devices excluding snares and cage traps. This bill would even
eliminate the Conibear typo body gripping trap which many humane
societies have advocated over the years. For all practical
purposes, H.R. 1797 would eliminate the trapping of rodents
and wildlife in this country and cause irreparable harm to the
nation's agricultural, livestockwildlife management and fur
harvesting operations.

In addition, H.R. 1797 would do serious apd probably fatal
damage to our company by outlawing the. sale of products which,
during the last five years, have represented at least one third
of our total business. It would be a devastating blow to our
approximately 700 employees and 1,250 stockholders, not to

MANUFACTURERS OF FISHING. WILDUFE IMNAGO.404T £ PEST COMROL EOU1PUENT
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mention the many jobs which would be lost in the agricultural,
livestock and fur industries, and the difficulties it would
present for those charged with pest and predator control and
the sound management of our nation's wildlife.

Proponents of the proposed legislation claim the leghold trap is
inhumane and virtually unchanged since its inception. Nothing
could be further from the truth. Many innovations have teen
adopted over the years, many of them developed by Woodstream
for the express purpose of reducing trap and self-induced damage
to captured animals.

These innovations include:

1. Elimination of teeth in trap jaws.

2. Trap designs which allow animals to be caught
and held by smaller and weaker traps.

3. Off-set jaws to reduce the impact on an animal's
foot and to improve blood circulation in the
foot while the animal is restrained.

4. Insertion of swivels on traps, and on trap
chains, to reduce the possibility of the
animal hurting itself after being caught.

5. Center-mounted chains which also help prevent
self-induced injury.

Since 1975, when hearings were conducted on H.R. 66, se have been
involved in an ongoing program to develop more humane and effi-
cient traps for fur harvest and predator control work. We have
assisted the Predator Management Research Section of the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service in their padded jaw modified leghold
trap research pn±oct being conducted by the Denver Wildlife
Research Office, both with device prototypes and technical
assistance. We have worked very closely with the Federal
Provincial Committee for Humane Trapping in Canada, comprised
of representatives of the various Fish and Game. Agencies across
Canada as well as the Canadian fur interests in an effort to
develop efficient and humane techniques for capturing furbearers.
We are now associated with the Canadian Fur Institute organized
to carry out the findings and field test devices developed by
the F.P.C.H.T.

We have also been working closely with various State Fish and
Wildlife Agencies in an attempt to devplop improved live holding
devices for use on land. We have been concentrating on restraining
devices since conservatively two- tt4rdh of all traps said are of
the leghold type and as businessmen we must respond to our
market's need. Some of our newer innovations include the power
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leg snare and the "Soft Catch" trap introduced earlier this year

after more than seven years of research and field testing. We

call it a Soft Catch trap since the so-called "steel jaws" of the

regular leghold trap have been replaced by "pads" made from a

synthetic material and set in deep offset jaws. These rubber-

like pads grip an animal's foot without injuring it. The Soft

Catch trap also has a shock absorber in its center-mounted chain

and a swivel system which reduces the possibility of the animal

damaging itself after capture.

A study released in January, 1984, by Mr. Benjamin Tullar, an

Associated Wildlife Biologist of the New York Department of

Environmental Conservation, indicated little foot damage to

foxes and raccoons when this device is used. In testa conducted

by the Denver Wildlife Center, 85 percent of the coyotes captured

in Soft Catch traps were virtually damage free, even after being

retained in the trap for 48 hours.

Trap technology is moving forward and those who choose to ignore

.
trap improvements are either uninformed or opposed to the trapping

of wildlife.on philosophical grounds.

As stated earlier, H.R. 1797 would, as a practical mattarr elimi-

nate all trapping devices except the cage or "box" trap, and leg

and neck snares. Since Woodstream manufactures all of these

devices, we do not have a vested interest in any one type. As a

result, we feel qualified to comment on the practicality of cage

traps rnd snares as possib &e alternatives to tho leghold trap.

Simply put, cage traps are fine where an occasional animal is to

be, removed from an area, but they are too cumbersome when a

number of animals must be trapped and predators like fox and

coyote will seldom enter such traps. Our research on snares

has been disappointing inasmuch as the snare cable, even coated

ones, either cuts the skin or inhibits circulation.

The laws of nature dictate that only a limited number of each

form of wildlife will survive the most critical time of year,

which may be the cold winter months or the dry summer, depending

upon geographic location. The number that survive is the

carrying capacity for any particular parcel of land. Animals

exceeding the carrying capacity, as high as 80 percent of the

annual peak population in some species, will suffer a death

which, in human terms, can be considered cruel.

Death in nature almost never is peaceful. It is a rare animal

that dies by simply lying down and going to sleep. Death at the

trappers' hands is no less humane, and often more so, than death

by starvation, disease, predation or dehydration, the most

frequent causes of death for wild animals. Death will occur

whether or not we humans witness it or participate in it. I

ask this Committee on what grounds is there moral justification

for preferring the unobserved "natural" death to the observed

.harvest death through hunting or trapping.

Those who oppose the use of wildlife for human benefit are advo-

cating a double standard. We wear sloes and belts made of leather

and carry handbags or wallets made from the skins of slaughtered

animals. Thousands of farmed calves, lambs, chickens, pigs and

turkeys have their throats cut each day because most of us are not

dedicated vegetarians. If we can eat meat or wear animal hides on

our feet or around our waist, why is it not equally acceptable to

use wild animals for our benefit as food or clothing, especially

when moss- will die from causes far less humane than trapping.

In our view, the proposed H.R. 1797 imposes a double standard

which the Committee cannot recommend and which the Congress of

the United States cannot support.

t

Respectfully submitted,
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Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Goodrich.

STATEMENT OF JAMES GOODRICH

Mr. GOODRICH. I am Jim Goodrich and I represent the Wildlife
Legislative' Fund of America. We are an association of sportsman's
and other conservation organizations. Perhaps the best known of
these is Ducks Unlimited, whose 500,000 members raise privately
about $40 million every year to preserve waterfowl habitat in
North America.

provide legislative and legal defense services for these groups
in hington and in all the States. We join today with the rest of
the conservation community in opposition to H.R. 1797.

It is highly significant that the professionals who manage Ameri-
ca's wildlife are among the strongest supporters of trapping and
the leghold trap, while its greatest detractors are people who have
no credentials as wildlIe experts. Wildlife experts endorse trapping
because of its importance in the conservation of wildlife.

The National Wildlife Federation supports trapping and opposes
this bill.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service supports trapping and op-
poses this bill.

The" agencies of Government that manage most of the wildlife in
the United States support trapping and oppose this bill. Biologists
and wildlife management experts in tie colleges and universities of
this country support trapping and oppose antitrapping measures.

The antitrappers say that the experts don't know what they are
talking about. They say the experts don't matter because the public
does not support trapping. That too is fiction.

The public support of trapping and the leghold trap has twice
been put to the acid test in statewide ballot issue campaigns in
Ohio and in Oregon. Voters turned in resounding endorsements of
trapping by defeating both antitrap measures overwhelmingly.

Jthtitrappers have been taking bills to Congress and State legis-
latures since the twenties and these bills fail time and again. The
rejection of antitrapping measures is almost automatic when
people realize the importance of trapping and specifically the leg-
hold trap in the control of wildfire populations and in the manage-
ment and conservation of wildlife in this country.

The antitrappers try to make you believe that all they want to
do is ban the leghold trap. The fact is that they are after all trap-
ping and hunting and many of them oppose fishing. Some are op-
posed to food animal production in the United States and opposed
to use of animals in scientific experiments. This bill is a perfect ex-
ample of using the leghold trap as a smokescreen. This bill not
only bans the leghold trap; it bans the so-called quick-kill and even
mouse and rat traps.

Together the leghold and quick-kill traps are responsible for the
haivest of 95 percent of all wild furs taken in the United States. It
is clear that by stopping interstate and foreign trade in these traps
and in the furs taken in them, all trapping will end, even for
public health and agriculture damage control programs, 500,000
trappers will suffer mightily, trap manufacturers will be forced out
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of business, and the American fur industry, which employs about
250,000 people nationally, will be crippled.

Many Members of the Congress who are listed as cosponsors of
this bill have been amazed to learn these facts. It seems that the
antitrapping people have told them a different story. The antitrap-
pers boast of having many cosponsors of this bill, but I dare say
they will have a very tough time signing up so many !people in the
next session of the Congress.

You would think that the antitrapping groups would have
learned by now that the quickest way to win the enmity of elected
officials is to try to deceive them, but these people have their own
set of rules by which they conduct themselves.

Some of these groups preach lawlessness, encouraging their
members to steal traps and to vandalize duck blinds and other
shooting stations. When all else fails they encourage people to
physically confront sportsmen. One of these groups has come out
with what they call "Hints for Hunt Saboteurs," and they are dead
serious about it. Another one they call "Ten Easy Steps To Ban
Hunting.",,

They urge people to change their church if the minister happens
to be a hunter. They urge people to keep their children out of the
Boy Scouts because tie Boy Scouts happen to be prohunting. They
urge PTA's to work against teachers who happen to hunt. They
urge people not to patronize doctors and lawyers who happen to
hunt.

We have seen these people in action all over this Nation. It is
very clear what they are after and the leghold trap and trapping
are only a smoke screen.

I urge Members of the Congress 'to take great stock in what the
professionals have w say. I am talking about the wildlife experts,
some of whom are here today, the people who are responsible for
wildlife conservation, agriculture, animal, damage control, and
animal disease control. They need trapping as a tool and I urge the
Congress to reject H.R. 1797.

May I make one comment in view of the considerable interest in
these 59 nations which have allegedly banned the use of the leg-
hold trap? I have some information which, if there is time, I will be
happy to provide.

Mr. WAXMAN. We will be pleased to receive it in writing and
have it as part of the record.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Regenstein.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS REGENSTEIN

Mr. REGENSTEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Louis Regenstein and I am vice president of the

Fund for Animals.
I regret that at the last minute Cleveland Amory, president of

the fund, could not be here today, but I appreciate the opportunity
to deliver the testimony o': Mr. Amory and our national chairman,
Bob Barker.

The bill that is before you today has the potential to save more
animals from pain, torture, suffering, crippling, and death than
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any piece of legislation I can think of the Congress has considered
in my memory.

The victims of leghold traps include pet dogs and cats, eagles, en-
dangered species, virtually and animal that roams outdoors, includ
ing small children.

Literally tens of millions of animals are trapped in the United
States and Canada each year and the only effective way we can ad-
dress this critical problem is to remove some of the economic incen-
tive for trapping, which this bill will do.

On behalf of our over 200,000 members nationwide, I urge you to
act quickly to pass this legislation.

You don't have to fake scenes of animals suffering in leghola
traps and I deny that we have ever done so as was charged by Con-
gressman Young in his testimony. That is a very serioils charge to
make and if he has any documentation we would be very interested
in seeing it.

I challenge him today to prove that charge or to retract it.
With me is our expert witness, author, and naturalist, Hope

Ryden, who has written nine books on North American wildlife
and spent 15 years in wildeiness areas doing meld work.

She has personally witnessed the terrible harm done by trapping
to wildlife pets and would like to share some of her experiences
with you now.

STATEMENT OF HOPE RYDEN

Ms. RYDEN. I am pleased to be here today and thank you for
holding these hearings.

I have had first-hand experience with the leghold trap and its
victims. I have found animals in traps. I have released animals
from traps. I have found animal paws in traps that have been
wrung off and my own dog has been caught in a leghold trap in
New York State where I live when not in the wilderness.

I would like to address the point that having a smaller size trap
is the answer. My dog was caught in a very small sized trap. How-
ever, she managed to dislocate her toes by jerking and screaming
in pain trying to release herself.

Animals will do this regardless of the size of the trap. They will,
as soon as the paw goes numb, star, to chew off the paw that they
don't feel now and, of course, this is very damaging to an animal.

My neighbor's cat was not so lucky. It had its hind leg in a trap
and this is anither thing about trapping. Earlier I heard Congress-
man Young say that an owl will kill a rabbit, so after all it would
scream like a rabbit would scream. That is 10 seconds of suffering.
These leghold traps hold animals for 2, 3, 4, 5 days before they die.
Mercifully they die eventually but it is not 10 seconds of a rabbit
scream so there is really no comparison there.

Some of the other points I would like to make is that these traps
are ,everywhere and traps I have found in posted areas, in water-
shed areas and in one part of the United States that is really off
limits to everybody. I had to have clearance to go there and that
was in Idaho. I was tracking bobcats in Idaho for a book I wrote
and in that State I was having a difficult time, so I found a re-
search area on the nationsl nuclear reactor testing station and, of
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Course, I had to be equipped with a geiger counter to work there
and be cleared. I was there for a number of weeks. It was very
hard to fin i bobcats. Finally the security officers discovered why,
80 leghold raps set for bobcats by people who had invaded this
high security area just to trap illegally.

I reported this to the Idaho officials and they said, how could we
possibly enforce this law? We have one warden for 3,000 square
miles. So what happens, a 72-hour visitation regulation that people
should V.sit their trap lines every 72 hours is completely ignored.
One warden in Idaho was gunned down by an irate tapper who
was so outraged, that he was going to be cited for his out of season
trapping that he murdered him.

1 did a study on eagles. I have an eagle book coming out soon
with an introduction by Roger Tory Peterson. In Minnesota I vis-
ited the rehab center at the University of Minnesota Veterinary
School and these are 50 eagle legs that had to be amputated as a
result of birds brought in who had been caught in leghold traps.

That is 50 feet of 50 bald eagles, our American symbol.
Thank you very much. I have complete testimony which I would

like to enter into the record.
[Ms. Ryden's prepared statement follows:]
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Statement of Mope Ryden

Submitted to the

Subcommittee onHealth I the Environment

of the

United States House of Representatives

June q44

My name is Hope Ryden and I live at 345 East 81st Street.

New York City. I am pleased to submit for the record a written

statement to the Subcommittee on H.R. 1797 and to commend the dis-

tinguished Chairman And the Subcomilittee for addressing the need

to proscribe the leghold trapin the United States. This device is

the most brutal and non-selective of implements used to capture

animals and I urge passage of this legislation.

As a naturalist and a3thor of several books and many articles on

North American wildlife, Including BOBCAT YEAR, GOD'S DOG (on coyotes),

AMERICA'S LAST WILD HORSES, and THE LITTLE DEER OF THE FLORIDA

KEYS, I have spent much time in wilderness areas tracking and

studying my subjects. As a result, I have had first-hand experience

with the leghold trap and its victims. In fact, at times 1 have

found it necessary to abandon research areas as a result of the

prevalence of this device and its effects on the population of anl-

ells I was trying to observe.
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lefore describing trapping impact on wildlife. however. I

should like to tell you about my experiences with the leghold trap

close to hom° and involving pets. Anyone who believes that trapped

animals do not suffer should have been with me one afternoon in

October of 1980 while 1 was walking with my twoo.dogs in a wooded

area some thirty -five miles northwest of New York City. For ten

;ears 1 have rented a weekend cabin in this protected watershed

area, which provides drinking water for a number of neighboring

communities in northern New Jersey and several small towns in New

York State. The area is off-limits to outsiders for obvious reasons.

The water supply must be protected from deliberate or inadvertent

pollution. Trespassers are subject to prose ion and severe penal-

ties. The six families that are permitted to rent existing houses

in the area are carefuily screened and would be held responsible

for any action on their part which might jeopardize the water supply.

This watershed area is particularly attractive to ma, as a naturalist,

for raccoons, fox. deer, beavers and birds of all kinds are protected

here. Nevertheless, trappers illegally invade the area and, in re -.

cent years, since the price of long haired wild furs has soared,

it is hardly safe to take a walk in the region.

On that day in October when my dog Zoe was trapped. 1 was

enjoying the autumn leaves in this section of the Ramapo Mountains

when I heard her screams. She is a shepherd - collie mix o0 unusually

stoic temperament. Her veterinarian describes her as the most un-

complaining dog she,has ever treated. So whrA 1 heard her anguished

e
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cries. I knew she was suffering terrible pain. I ran to her side

mfol-discokered that her front toes were tightly'clamped in steel

Jaws and her violent efforts to jerk free were exacerbating her pain.

It was apparent that if I dri not release her quickly, she would

liIldislocat?4

1 of her toes. Yet I could not do this, for the dog was

yanking in ulling against the trap with such violence that I did

not dare to pull it open for fear the tightly sprung device would be

jerked from my hands and snap shut again on the animal's already in-

jured paw. I called for help at the top of my lungs and a com-

panion came running. Together we released the dog; I held Zoe

tightly to restrain her,while he, needing both hands to do so,
....'

opened the trap. Because we managed to release the dog within

minutes of her becoming trapped. she sustained no permanint crippling.

Had I not been present to restrain her fr.m Self injury, however,

she certainly would have dislocated all of her toes.

My neighbor's cat was not as lucky as 'Zoe.' It disappeared in

the middle of winter and wheft a two-day search failed to turn up the

missing animal, my neighbor, Mr. Thomas Wagner, presumed his pet was

dead. However, on the third day, her pitiful mews were heard and

the cat was discovered caught by a hind leg in a leghold trap. The

anneal was in tergjble condition. Her les has frozen and ultimately

had to be amputated. My neighbor, Mr. Thomas Wagner, had-to make

a decision whether to have her "put down' or attempt surgery on her

mangled leg. He chose the latter course, land today the cat hobbles

about and cannot be allowed outside for it can no longer protect

itself from dogs by running up a tree.
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Two'other dogs in this presumably protected area were also caught

in traps. One, a dalmatian puppy whose bones were still soft. suffered ,

permanent crippling. The other. a full grown Norwegian: elkhound. re-

covered from painful injury in about a month's time.

Those incidents point up a number of misconceptions commonly held

regarding the !eghold trap. Number one: The weight of a rap does not

in itself determine the extent of the damage it can inflict. The

normal{naction of a trapped animal is to try to escape. My dog would

have dislocated her toes in short order lad I not been nearby to pre-

vent her from dolag so. I have observed animals in the wild who have

chewed off a leg to gain escape from a trap. Number two: Traps are

everywhere. No one' et is safe from these barbaric devices. Mum -

Der three: Trapping regulations are of no protection to pets or wild-

life. ..one of the traps described above were marked with identification

tags as is required by law. Several were set out-of-season. All

were placed on private. posted land.

The floWting of existing trapping laws cannot be dismissed as an

isolated phenomenon peculiar to New Jersey (which state, incidentally.

has now seen fit to ban the leghold trap.) Whilg conducting field re-

search in the West. I frequently 'found illegal, unmarked and out-of

season traps on our public lands. In Arizona an angry rancher (who

within the space of a day suffered the crippling of his two most valu-

able herding dogs and an injury to his two year-old grandson) led me

to forty-one out-of-season and unmarked traps set on the public gra-

zing land he leased. He told me it would be dangerous for him to

protest. If he did so. he said, the trappers likely would react by

409
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shooting his water tank full of holes or by leaving his gates opened.

I promised not to use his name when I called the Arizona Game and Fish

to register my complaint: The game warden I spoke with responded as

follows:

'Enforcement of trap laws is a heart-breaking

job. We can spend four days a week and that's not

enough. The answer is a drop pl fur prices. If prices

fall, trappers won't bother with the coyote and cox

that much. We only have'51 min to patrol the whole

state. Judges can fine $300 for trapping offenses

but they never do it. The S30 trapping fee was meant

to slow down trapping but they're just not bothering

to get licenses. Don't quote me on this, but everyone

woulrgree with me.'

The ArftonaOepartment of Game and Fish is evidently resigned to

the unenforceability of what trapping regulations do exist. Still.

another conservation officer told me: ,

'Each officer has 2.000 square iles'o.f rugged

terrain (to patrol). Poachers are willing to take the

small risk of being apprehended and the even smallei

risk of trapping out-of-season and without a license.'

Arizona need not be singled out as an,isolated example of poor

law enforcement. In Idaho. in 1979. while attempting to track bob-

cats and observe their behavior for a book I was then writing

(BOBCAT YEAR/Viking Press). I encountered even more flagran0abuses

then what I had seen in Arizona. The whole business of trying to
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locate bobcats in Idaho wilderness areas was discouraging. The

Weal, elusive by nature, had been overtrapped to an unknown ex-

tent throughout the state. I say "unknown extent" because records

of trapping pressure on a species must necessarily rely on "reported"

take. Poachers, of course, do not cooperate with game end fish

personnel to report either the animals they meant to harvest or

those unwanted animals they have caught inadvertently and disposed

of. Poaching is rampant in Idaho. In 1980 one dedicated law en-

forcement officer lost his life to an irate poacher who gunned him

down in order to escape being cited for his illegal activitiy.

As a result of the difficulty I had locating bobcats to study

in the state of Idaho, I decided to look for a research area that

was off-limits to the public, one in which trapping was not permitted,

and I found what I regarded as the ideal spot -- the National Nuclear

Reactor Testing Station -- a 640 square mile high security region.

After obtaining the necessary clearance and permissions to enter

the area, I went to work there looking for my subject. But bob-

cats were scarce there, too, and after several weeks of poorly re-

warded effort, I discovered why. The security officers who pa-

trolled the area found 80 leghold traps set for bobcat'.

The fact that trappers do not,even respect such a high security

area as a nuclear testing station is clear evidence that this ac-

tivity is ungovernable - one in which participants are willing to

flout regulations for whatever on Lary or psychological reward

trapping brings thee. Throughout Idaho conservation officers

were even more hard put to patrol a d enforce ltws in rugged Wilder-
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ness areas than had been those officers / spoke with in Arizona.

Each-warden in Idaho was responsible for patrolling a 3,000 square

mile district. Poachers and scofflaws had not the least difficulty

eluding detection.

And what of the wild animals I hive seen struggling against

.despel.ate odds to make a living in bitter winter weather on only

three legs/ I have many photographs of coyotes in this condition.

In the winter of 1973 I watched a full grown but still young three-

legged coyote posture and beg like a puppy before an adult pair

who then regurgitated fond for it, I surmised that the three-

legged anInal was one of their young of the previous year. On

another occasion I found a badger paw in a steel Jawed leghold trap.

The animal to whom it belonged had apparently wrenched itself free

from the brutal device by wringing off its all-too-important front

leg. Badgers, as you know, must have two front paws in order to

burrow.

And while on assignment for CEO magazine to study and write

about the American bald eagle, I visited the University of Minnesota

Raptor Research and Rehabilitation Center in St. Paul, where I was

shown a drawerful of eagle feet -- thirty in all -- that had been

amputated from birds crippled in leghold traps.

Of the .237 bald eagles that have been brought to this-clinic

for treatment since it opened, 59 or 24 have been victims of the

leghold trap. The veterinarian in charge, Dr. Patrick Redig, ex-

pressed the opinion that these trap casualties represented only the

tip of the iceberg. Most trappers, he said, would be too ashamed

to bring in a bald eagle caught in one of their traps and likely

e
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would turn the bird loose without benefit of medical treatment.

Such untreated birds, he stressed, would stand little or no chance

of surviving. Redig's experience treating 59 trap-injured bald

eagles clearly demonstrates that even those birds whose traumas

appear to be slight steadily worsen. Tissue damage caused by lack

of circulation below the point of trap constriction almost inevi-

tably results in the death of the leg. Redig took me on a tour of

the bird wards and showed me a number of one-legged eagles which

could never be released, for eagles need their feet to kill food.

While at the Raptor Rehab Center. I saw a screech owl brought

in with both legs chopped off by a leghold trap. That bird, of

course, had to be euthanized.

Or. Redig named the species that have been brought to his avian

clinic with severe trap injuries, a total of 300 birds. These Ire:

The barred owl, the great horned owl, the red tall hawk, the rough

legged hawk, the goshawk, the screech owl, the broad winged hawk,

the icl4en eagle and the bald eagle.

The above descriptions are brat a few of the experiences I

have had in the fifteen years I have studied wildlife. During this

time I have become convinced that the leghold trap is a device that

ought have no place in responsible stewardship of wildlife. What

few laws are in place to regulate this so-called sport have proved

useless. It is time to get rid of the device altogether for it

is inherently cruel and non-selective. To what extent the leghold

trap has impacted threatened and endangered species will never be

known. These unwanted Victims are an embarrassment and are not

reported.
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. To obtain some idea of the incidence of crippling of wild animals

caught by the steel jawed leghold traip, I would like to call your

*attention to a four year study conducted on the Wheeler National

Wildlife Refuge in Alabama by Thomas Atkinson and published in the

Journal of Wildlife Management. Eighteen trap permits wers issued to

local citizens who trapped from the beginning of the fur seasdn in

late November until the end of the season in Tate February. The

most common trap used by these people was the lorg-spring size 14

although some No 3 and No 1 traps were used, as well as coil spring,

long spring, Jucik. single Jaw, double Jaw and high grip. One stipu-

lation was made: The men granted permits to trap on the Refuge were

required to report all crippling that resulted. For purposes of the

study this would include all animals that had pulled out of traps

by wringing off or gnawing off feet. The following information re-

sulted:

1) 209 mink were caught during the four year study; an

additional 79 were crippled (27.6%).

2) The raccoon catch was 429; an additional 137 raccoons

were crippled (24%).

3) 962 opossums were trapped; 19 were crippled. This

lower incidence is likely due to the docile nature

of this animal.

4) There were 196 foxes '(red and gray) trapped; 69

additional foxes were crippled (26%).

Since the study covered a four-year period and involved indi-

viduals with varied degrees of trapping skill using a variety of trep
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sizes and types and experiencing all kinds of weather conditions, the

percentages here should give a good indication of the extent of this

problem.

Most nations now recognize the truth about trapping. Fifty

countries and three states no longer permit use of the leghold trap,

holding it LI be a non-selective, ecologically damaging device that

inflicts unnecessary suffering on animals. It is past time that we

in the United States follow the lead of Burundi, Equatorial Guinea,

Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, the Ivory Coast, Kenya, Liberia, Mali, Mauri-

tania, Morocco, Rhodesia, Senegal, Siaziland, Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia.,

Uganda and Upper Volta, which countries have banned every form of

trapping. At the very least we must take note of the countries that

h; longer permit the use of the leghold trap and join their ranks. "

These countries are.: Austria, Bangladesh, Belize, Brazil, British

Vest Indies, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, the Federal Republic

of Germany, Great Britain, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, the Republic of

Ireland, Israel, Jamaica, Jordon, Malawi, Malaysia, Mozambique, Niger,

Norway, Portugal, Seychelles Islands, Singapore, Sweden, Swftzerland,

frinidad. and Tobago.

I urge the members of this committee to recommend passage of

H.R. 1797. It is past time that the United States join these en-

lightened nations and ban the cruel and non-selective steel jawed

leghold trap.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. We will be pleased to re-
ceive it and without objection it will be made part of the record.

Mr. Regenstein, you represent the Fund for Animals?
Mr. REGENSTEIN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Goodrich's testimony, for the most part, was

an attack on the organizations that are supporting this legislation.
He named a whole bunch of specific other issues where he thinks
you have a hidden agenaa. Is it your purpose to end trapping com-
pletely?

Mr. REGENSTEIN. Mr. CLairman, the bill we are supporting here
today is a very mild bill. It would not end trapping and we are en-
dorsing this bill, realizing that it will only go a small way; it will
do a lot of good. It will be a tremendously successful bill in reduc-
ing the suffering and torturing and killing of animals but it will
not go as far as we would like it to go and we make no secret of
that whatsoever.

We have been very critical o: many aspects of trapping, hunting
and the fur industry and there is nothing secret about our views.
We are in the business of protecting wildlife, trying to promote
humane treatment of animals. All you have to do is write us and
get on our mailing list and we wil: be happy to send you our litera-
ture that makes all these things perfectly clear so this really isn't
much of a revelation on the part of the former witness.

Mr. WAXMAN. So if you had your way, you would prefer not to
permit any hunting or trapping at all. But the bill only goes part of
the way; isn't that right?

Mr. REGENSTEIN. We would be delighted to see all torturing and
suffering and unnecessary killing of animals eliminated. Of course,
we don't live in an ideal world.

I remember when we were trying to dinome of the predator poi
sons like strychnine and cyanide bannei from public lands. We
suggested at that time, as an alternative ,o the massive poisoning,
selectivt hunting and trapping of coyotes t that might be killing
sheep.

We are not fanatics on this issue. We recognize that in certain
situations perhaps some trapping or killing of animals is necessary
simply because it is better than the alternative. So we have never
taken a stand that no animal should ever be killed at any time for
any reason. We are generally in favor of protectirig wildlife and
other animals from unnecessary killing and torture and pain and
suffering, and everyone who knows the Fund for Animals and
many other groups today represented know that.

Mr. WAXMAN. I guess the question is whether pair. and suffering
is necessary for another purpose, which would be to gather the furs
of these animals for commercial purposes, then is it necessary to do
that in such a horrible`way? Is that the way you would put the
question?

Mr. REGENSTEIN. We are not great fans of the fur industry We
have done everything we can to encourage- -

Mr. WAXMAN. I don't think that they like you either.
Mr. REGENSTEIN. We are very proud of some of the enemies .ve

have. We have done every thing we can to try to peesuade the
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women and the men of America not to buy fu'r coats, not to wear
fur coats.

Let me take one moment to cite
Mr. Wit.xmAN. I will have to refuse you d )ing that because of the

limited time. If we don't have it in the record, we will be pleased to
receive it.

Mr. REGENSTEIN. Let me say there is a better way if you have to
kill animals. Almost any way of killing them is better.

Mr. WAXMAN. Woodstream Corp. makes a leg snare, but it is not
marketed in the United Statesonly in Canada. I want to know if
that is correct. If it is, why is it the case?

Mr. ROBERTSON. First of all, it is correct; we do make a powered
leg snare. It was first introduced in Canada because we tested
Milan Novak's leg snare and found it to be inefficiale. We devel-
oped one which would be lesa costly and could beftsed in more
places.

We are going to introduce that in the United States, but I must
tell you they are outlawed in many States in the country. There-
fore, from a marketing point of view it is probably a limited situa-
tion for us.

One thing I would like to make clear
Mr. WAXMAN. They are outlawed in many States of this country

but permitted in Canada?
Mr. ROBERTSON. Yes.
I think people who hunt with dogs, and others, have forced legis-

lation through the States that outlawed many of the so-called leg
snares

Mr. WAXMAN. Ms. Stevens, would you comment on that?
Ms. STEVENS. Thank you.
I would like to comment that there are many States that out-

lawed snares. In general, that means the neck and body snares
that I referred to. The reason they are outlawed is, they are very
cheap. Anybody can take a piece of wire and made a snare, and
actually that ig not good for Woodstreara's business at all. Howev-
er, since woodstream is making leg snares now, they can make just
as much money selling leg snares, and that is what we hope they
do.

They have bought up the Havahart Box Trap Co., and they can
make money on that They are losing money, as we found in the
SEC report, on the leghold steel jaw traps now.

Mr. WAXMAN. Is it your contention they manufacture a leg snare
which is more humane, but they are not selling it in this country?

Ms. STEVE/ Yes; and the Novak leg snare is going to be avail-
able by Christmas, also in Canada. There will be a number of
choices of alternatives to the steel jaw leghold trap, all of which
are vastly less cruel.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Robertson, you mentioned in your testimon:
that since you manufacture a number of alternatives, you were in
a good position to comment on the alternatives.

Mr. ROBERTSON. I would like to make--
Mr. WAXMAN. Why don't you sell this alternative in this coun-

try?
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Mr. ROBERTSON. As I said, we are going to, sir. It has only been
available to us this past season. Trapping is only done in most
places from November through the end of January.

This device has been developed. We wanted to test it, see if it
was accepted in Canada, because Canada was leaning towards this
device in the Province of Ontario. We wanted to see if, in fact, the
consumer would buy it. As a matter of fact, they have not. That, or
course, as a businessman, is of concern to us.

Mr. WAXMAN. Because it is not effective, or --
Mr. ROBERTSON. No. We think it is effective. But I don't feel the

trapper febls it is as universal a device, and it isn't. It can't be used
in many terrains or weather situations. I think that is the reason
that our customer doesn't buy it. But it is available.

Mr. WAXMAN. So we have an alternative really that is probably
more humane. It is not as desirable because the trapper is used to
the other traps, and they are probably more effective, but it seems
to me if they have an alternative and it is effective, maybe that is
a reasonable course for them to take.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Since this is probably one contribution I can
make here today, let me say what the alternatives are and what
we have found. Our position as a company is that we believe in
trapping. We support wildlife management. We want to help the
farmer protect his crops and agricultural herds. But it is also our
position that we want to make this as humane a procedure as pos-
sible. For that reason, we do offer all kinds of traps, many of which
have been mentioned here this morning.

Our problem is that we can offer the product, but, the consumer
has to buy it. The consumer, the market, makes the judgment as to
what is the better device for his particular purpose. Now, our-cage
trap has been sold for a long time, and we sell them to human soci
eties, homeowners, et cetera, and they are effective. &it it is cum-
bersome, it is expensive from the point of view of the trapper.

We make leg snares. We have been in the snare business a long
time. The particular powered leg snare version that has been re-
ferred to is a newer development.

Mr. WAXMAN. Let me interrupt. I guess what maybe we are
called upon to do is to weigh the convenience of the trapper versus
something that may allow him to continue in business and be a
little more humane toward a living animal. They may not make
that choice in the marketplace, but there are times when the Con-
gress of the United States has to come in and decide that market-
place alone should not make the judgment. There are other ques-
tions involved.

Mr. ROBERTSON. I understand. We are trying to cover so much
ground in such a short time.

The cage trap which I referred to, which is cumbersome, also
won't catch some predator species. They just simply will very
seldom go in it. So the person trying to capture the wildlife consid-
ers whether the device will in fact catch the animal, whether it can
be used universally, what it costs, and whether it is legal or illegal.
He considers all those things before he purchases one of our prod
ucts.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Walgren.
Mr. WAWREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Robertson, you mentioned a relatively small trap in your tes-
timony, I think.

Mr. RonEa TsoN. Yes. The size 1Y2 is a fox trap used for fox and
raccoonstwo of the larger furs that are harvested in this country.
And I believe I am correct in saying that its jaw spreads around
47/s inches. That is ours. There are other devices made by other
companies. I am talking about our product.'

Mr. WALGREN. This device is made by Victor, I guess?
Mr. ROBERTSON. That is us.
Mr. WALGREN. That is you.
It is a No. 2. That is a relatively small trap, too; is that right?
Mr. ROBERTSON. Yes, it is.
Mr. WALGREN. Ok. ,
Mr. ROBERTSON. The 1% would be smaller than that. As the

number goes down, the size goes down.
Mr. WALGREN. What is the pressure that these springs generate?

Has anybody ever measured that?
Mr. ROBERTSON. I can't tell you pounds per square inch. But I

can make a reference to a new device we have talked aboutthe
soft -catch trap. Those things are weaker by 35 to 40 percent than
the conventional trap because the pad is so designed that it acts
like a Chinese finger and can keep the limb from rolling out of the
trap. So the spring pressure need not be as great to hold the
animal.

I cannot tell you, sorry, the pounds per square inch. I don't have
it in my mind.

Mr. WALGREN. But there ib no question that these relatively
small traps de an awful lot of damage, is there?

MI ROBERTSON. Are you asking my opinion of that?
Mr. WALGREN. Yes.
Mr ROBERTSON. I have seen pictures like are here on the table in

front of me, and I know these occurrences can occur. I think what
we are talking about is the frequency with which they occur.

We have been working constantly, as I mentioned earlierit
probably didn't mean much to people -but with center-mounted
chains and offset jaws and swivels and reduced spring pressure and
added pads. We have been working constantly to reduce &image to
the animal, further and further.

Mr. WALGREN. I notice in this book it says something to the
effect tha' Connecticut end Tennessee have banned leghold traps
except whey. used in burrcws.

Is there any change in their experience? How many animals are
taken? Do we have records of how many animals were taken in
Connecticut and Tennessee, before they made that change and
after?

Mr. ROBERTSON You are asking the wrong man, sir. Maybe the
Fish and Wildlife people could tell you, or maybe someone is here
from Connecticut Fish and Game. I don't know.

Mr. WALGREN. Does anyone know whether there is attention
given to the leghold trap in burrows? Is that something anyone
would know?

Perhaps there are other witnesses that might be able to help us.
It certainly seems that in all these instances as a practical

matter the Federal Government is looking for differences in experi-
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ences when we change behavior, and when some States make these
changes. If there are any differences in this, I would, hope they
would be called to the attention of the committee, and I would
hope we could learn something from them.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Walgren, I think someone in the audience
wanted to volunteer.

Mr. THOMAS. I am Gerald Thomas with Woodstream Corp.
In Connectictt, they banned the leghold trap in approximately

1930, and this regulation trap inside the burrow they have tried
since that time to get it back on land. And I attended a Senate
committee hearing late last year where they are considering legis-
lation to do something to bring that trap out of the burrow so they
can effectively manage or harvest those animals on land.

If you have any questions on the leg snare, also, that the Wood-
stream Corp. has, I would be happy to answer those questions.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Maybe we can get information from the States in-

volved about their experiences, too.
Mr. WALGREN. What is there to the thought that you are losing

money on your steel traps at this time? That is correct, isn't it?
Mr. ROBERTSON. The trap business is a very cyclical business de-

pending on, as someone testified earlier, the fur industry, the
number of people who trap. And I would have to say that over the
years the trap business has cycled up and down. I know of no trap
company alone that has ever survived the cycles of the trap busi-
ness. VTe are in one of those low cycles at this time.

Woodstream survives because we are a diversified company. But
I must honestly say that the trap business is very low at the
moment beca'ise the fur business is very low.

Mr. WALGB ?.N. Is your company planning to move to the snare
not planning to move, but are you developing this current snare
that you are now marketing in Canada with internal financial
planning in hopes that it will do better than the metal snare?

Mr. ROBERTSON. What we are trying to do
Mr. WALGREN. Better than the leghold trap, for instance?
Mr. ROBERTSON. What we are trying to do is offer a variety of

product, because all consumers are not alike and they have differ-
ences of opinion about different products, and they live in various
terrain situations where one product might be appropriate and an
other might not be.

Woodstream has workedwe have tested the Swedish snare
mentioned earlier. You will hear Mr. Davies, I believe, about the
E-z-on-em snare. We have worked with him. We are constantly
trying to find devices which are effective, universally applicable and
more humane. That is

Mr. WALGREN. Let me ask a followup question, if I might, Mr.
Chairman.

As you try to find devices that are more effective, that implies
you measure or have some accurate view of their effectiveness. You
indicate that the leghold snare is more effi.,:tive in some circum-
stances and less effective in others. You cite terrain as an example.

How much less effective is it in other areas?
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Mr. RosiwrsoN. The thing that I can refer you toand I happen
to know that a study made by the department of conservation in
New York exists on the E-z-on-em snare, and the data is in that
study.

Woodstream, when it comes out with a new device, is very care-
ful to try and get scientific community evaluation of its product,
because being businessmen we are suspect when we advertise. So
we try to get scientific community verification.

We are doing enis on the padded trap. The E-z-on-em snare we
tried has been *fisted by New York Stateand that data is avail-
able.

To answer your question, there is a lot of data coming from the
various State agencies and the Federal Government on the newest
device, on the padded or soft-catch device. That should be published
shortly.

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you.
Mr. ROBERTSON. And it is very encouraging.
Mr. WALGREN. Encouraging that they are as effective, or what?
Mr. ROBERTSON. That is correct. Effective and more humane.
Mr. WAXMAN. I want to thank the witnesses on this panel. We

will have to move to the others. If you have any other thoughts you
want to add to this, feel free to put it in writing and submit it for
the record.

[The following letter was submitted for the record:]
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SOCIETY FOR ANIMAL PROTECTIVE LEGISLAT1ON
P.9,pox3710

(lecrgetownStation
WaWingtor4DX120007

August 6,l9elt

The Honorable Henry Waxman
Chairman
Subcommittee of Health and
the Environment

2418 Raytown House Office Building
Waehington,DC 20515

(202) 337-2334

e.

Dear Chairman }taxman,

I request that this letter be made part of the record of the hearings on B.R.1797
held August 3,194.

You asked for information on protection of livestock against predatory animals.
Cable ooated logstares are the best substitute for steel jaw traps in the capture
of len, -legged animals much as coyotes, foxes, and bobcats. The 121DREM, the
Victor Power Snare, the Aldrich l.gsnar., the Novak legsnare and the Swedish

used for foxes in the snow are examples. Smaller animals such as raccoons
can be caught in box traps. 7be attached sheet gives details. Of course trapping
is far from being the only method of protecting livestock. It is moat effective
when a particular marauding coyote is trapped rather than attempting mass trapping
of all predators. Taste aversion using chemicals such as Lithium chloride has been
found to be highly effective in Saskatsbewan. Lithium chloride makes an animal who
eats it very nauseated, but it is nat lethal. By putting out baits covered with
lamb's wool predators an be trained to avoid eating anything smelling of lamb.

Crowding dogs and guarding llamas were mentioned at the hearings. 744Y drive away
predators from the !looks they are trained to protect. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture is conducting 'Audios with several different breeds of dogs, developed
over centuries to protect sheep from wolves in Hungary, Spain, Italy, Or"oe and

other Old World Countries. Numerous testimonials from wool growers in this eountry
show how effective these dogs, who stay with the sheep at all times, an be.

Sped lambing is an important way of protecting very young lamb. The ekes ars brought
into a shed shortly before giving birth. This is tedelY ant not universally practised.
It saves many lambe not only from predators hot from accident', bad weather, and,nther

causes of death in neonates. Wool growers have a tetdency to blame all deaths on
killing by predators. letter are of the sheep and adequate use of shepherds on the
range are basio to avoidance of losses from a variety of senses. Shepherds earry 'one

and can shoot any predators seen killing sheep on the spot.

Finally, birth control in areas of predator density is a sound but rarely used method.
After a short flurry of attention the Fish and Wildlife service gave up 'he effort to

conduct adequate work on the method. The same has been true of all other methods

except poison and steel jaw trapping, the two most painful, non-selective, and des.
tructive ways of attempting to protect livestock from predators.

A second unanswered question concerned oapture of wild butrarers in Connecticut

and Tennessee where traps scat be plaosd in burrows. I regret I do not have figures

on this; however, it is interesting to note that in Messaohusetts where steel jaw

traps may only be used in drowning mute, not on dry land, the pelt sales of raooeens

and foxes, both of which are caught in land sets, went op substantially after the

1975 ban, figures show.
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The extrean statements such as Piney ifterill assertion that 1.1.1797 would te *the death
knell for oar industry' have no basis in fact Matsoever.Pser witnesses who testified
against the bill claimed that non-target epecies can te released enhamed tree steel Ow
traps. Rehabilitators of wildlife know that necrosis generally shows up two Cr three
days after releam from the traps. It is then that the lish Bust be aspetated if the

abinal is to be saved. In the only octet:title study we Mow of in *hid; coyotes were
trapped, radiomllateAland released, two of the four were fond deed with the trapped
paws which had appeared to be cm:dojo:ad badly mAngled ar vstually gnawed off.

rillasserted that legmares alt like a toarniqrmt. She 1210110C Ulmer, is specifically
sioled to avoid cutting off all circulation to the limb. Sep Swedish fox legator*

has a different erste* for avoiding the tourniquet Met. PresumblyWoodstrom has
taken this into amount in the Motors it is nargeting in confide. It certainly is

capable of doing so.

llocdstrean is spending large same taking fall moods in all trapping matasines
ppunsshhiinrugg the 'soft *etch* steel jaw trap. Catioesly, the prefers to mediate

as umal, errely attaching some rubber to ordinary traps and offsetting their

jaws. These ads make false claims in particular by inferring the the U.S. Department of
Agriculture has endorsed the 'soft catch' trap and provided funding for its development.
EWA has done neither.

Ads fcr the Victor Power Store are notably lacking even in Canada where it is being
manufactured and distributed to those who find out abort it without benefit of advertise-

sent.

As Professor Jan Inglund testified, attempts to cover steel traps with plastic failed to

reducecleg damage to foxes. It did reduce tooth donate br abort half, tut the eecit.oataii
does not *over the natal part* of the trap except along the inside edges; therefore it

will not in any way reduce tooth damp.

The 'soft catch' causes extreme pain if pm closes it slowly en one's hand (even without
snapping the have witlt.the impact an ardnal would feel ty stepping m tbe'pon) and
then shakes ths hand around as an aninalvorabi do in trying to *asps. I have tried it
and reccOMnd that anyone who entertains the idea that this ;tight be a beams substitute

do the same. There is no duster involved as the trap 00 be *mold before *maim
gangrene. Vhat is important is to experienoe the pain even frog a ample of minutes
of nomeent with the trap closed on two finesse.

In ocntrast, even when the Swedish snare is triggered and shuts sharply on the ease two

fingers it is mildly unpleasant but not at all palate. This smut be the artistica in

Inking a decision. It is, of mares the reason skf animals *mond:Yuma sp with
emote injuries in steel jaw traps bat rarely do so in sable mated legmares.

Finally, it is not at all difficult to gnaw off the ribber lining free a °soft -mateho

trap. Sven Moan teeth can do so. The trapper can also remove the lining which serene

on and off. Am removed there are sharp proOstices Mars the terms are inserted.

The so -called 'soft -catch' like all steel haw traps should not be used.
t.

Sinemely.

Piet
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Mr. WAXMAN. Our next panel includes. Susan Russell, vice presi-
dent, Friends of Animals; Dr. Ned Buyukmichci, Animal Protection
Institute; Vivian Pryor, National Wildlife Federation, Dennis C.
Stolle, assistant dirbctor, national affairs division, American Farm
Bureau-Federation; and George D. Whitney, D.V.M.

I would like to ask the witnesses to come forward. Again, we
want to welcome alLof you. We will be keeping time on you, which
is unfortunate, but we would like you to summarize your testimo-
ny,

STATEMENTS OF SUSAN RUSSELL, VICE PRESIDENT, FRIENDS OF
ANIMALS, INC.; GEORGE D. WHITNEY, D.V.M., ORANGE, CT;
DENNIS C. STOLTE, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, NATIONAL AFFAIRS
DIVISION, AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION; . NED
BUYUKMIHCI, V.M.D., INSTITUTIONAL VETERINARY MEDICINE
ADVISER, ANIMAL PROTECTION INSTITUTE OF AMERICA; AND
VIVIAN PRYOR, ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERA-
TION

Ms. RUSSELL. Geritlemen. 1, too, thank you very much for holding
hearings on such a vital and long overdue humane issue in the
United States.

I will preface my remarks by saying that I don't think I have
ever heard the words "tool," "wildlife management," and "con-
sumer" or "science" mutilated to such a degree as I have today. I
want to point out that everyone opposing this bill, which is not the
mark of a civilized society but of a sane one, we have a lot of catch-
ing up to dohas a vested interest in the leghold trap. The inter-
connections between organizationsfor example, we have the Na
tional Wildlife Legislative Fund up here, and I believe Mr. Good
rich was talking about how his organization wab composed of con
servationists. Well, it has got some furriers on its board, too, and I,
for one, don't consider furriers conservationists.

The National Wildlife Federation, which will testify here today
that trapping is a good wildlife management tool, happens to be
comprised in bulk of 8,000 local hunting and trapping clubs. It is
again a vested interest. As a matter. of fact, the National Wildlife
Federation, which raises money on pretty Christmas cards featur
ing raccoons, pays for a Book that Wobdstream sends around called
"Trapping and Wildlife Management," So I think that it is very
clear that 64 nationsor however many it isare not misin-
formed, and all the major humane organizations in the United
States are not misinformed.

The National Academy of Sciences is not known fdr being igno-
rant, and I think we should call to everyone's attention the fact
that the National Academy of Sciences and the CDC is being chal-
lenged here as a public health expert Ly none other than a consor
tium of fur merchants, trap manufacturers, and trappers. When
you look at trappers, they are very young. The Ya:e University
survey cited says that 86 percent who reported having trapped re-
ported having done so prior to the age of 20. So when Representa-
tive Young, referred to the little people, he was right; physically,
they are kids. The bulk of trappers are adolescents.
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Friends of Animals does not feel there should be any commercial
trapping. Teddy Roosevelt banned commercial hunting a long, long
time ago. No matter what method used, it entails a lot of pain and
violence for that animal. And the purpose is no greater than
vanity, fashion, and a very small fur industry.

So, if I have time, I would like to go into two facets of this issue.
I would like to go into the economics of the fur industry as they
are, instead of rhetoric and the padded trap question. Unfortunate-
ly, the passage of this bill in question is not going to have any
great adverse effect on the fur industry as it stands today. Friends
of Animals has corresponded with all the nations that have banned
the trap, and it has not affected the retail economy in any one of
those nations.

Now, it is important to note that the majority of skins from ani-
mals trapped by the leghold trap in the United States are sent
abroad for manufacture where labor is cheaper. Approximately 24
million target animal pelts are trapped annually for their fur in
the United States, and an estimated 84 percent, of those skins are
exported aproad for manufacture. These figures are verifiable
when co ring the number of animals trapped State by State to
the U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of the census export
trade statistics.

In sum, the animals trapped by the leghold trap in the United
States do not provide hundreds of thousands of jobs, and the export
of their skins explains the relative paucity of jobs connected with
the manufacture in the U.S. Trappers freely admit this is the case.
I cite as a single example a January 12, 1981, Asbury Press article
entitled "Most Pelts Trapped Locally End in Europe." "Eighty per-
cent of the pelts sold will be shipped overseas," said Fred Gimb4,
president of the Central Jersey Fur Takers Association.

The number of those jobs provided by the fur trade has been
grossly exaggerated. According to the Bureau of the Census, U.S.
Department of Commerce, there are but 1,300 fur dressers and
dyers in the United States. This is also verifiable in the 1977
census of manufacturers. That is the latest they had.

So when the claim "hundreds of thousands' of people comes up,
it bears closer examination.

[Testimony resumes on p. 588.]
[Ms. Russell's prepared statement and attachments follow:]
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friends ofanimals, inc.
Artnttrtbtrottee ekes: 1 Pule Street, Neptune. N.J. 07733 goo f22-2660
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Testimony of Susan Russell, Vice President

Friends of Animals, Inc.

before the

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

Committee on Energy and Commerce

of the

United States House of Representatives

August 1984

I am Susan Russell, vice president of Friends of Animals.

In behalf of the members of Friends of qmals and our affiliate,

the Committee for Humane Legislation, I commend the Chairman and

Subcommittee members for conducting hearings on this vital humane

issue.

Trappers and furriers prey on a public treasure - our wildlife.

It is apparent, then, that people should be able to demand a decrease

in the destruction of our wildlife and an end to the cruelty in which

public animals are killed. Seventy-eight percent of the American

public desires a ban on the leghold trap. We are a part of that

public, and we are making these demands.

Friends of Animals fully supports HR 1797 introduced by

Represenative Clarence Long of Maryland. This measure is an

important step in eliminating the steel-jaw leghold trap - in all
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its versions - as has already been done by scores of nations throughout

the world. In the United States, the trap has been banned or severely

restricts,: by several states. On April 27, 1924, Governor Thomas 0

Kean of New Jersey s.rmed into law Friends of Animals' model bill,

sponsored by Senator Carmen Orechio and Assemblyman D. Bennett Mazur,

to ban the sale, use, possession, manufacture, importation and transportatior

of the steel-jaw leghold type animal trap. No exemptions were provided

for the spurious arguments you will hear today, such as farming or

public health, because those arguments were proved beyond a doubt

false to the leyislators of New Jersey. Further, an amemment to

permit use of Woodstream's rubber-lipped steel-jaw leghold trap was

defeated by the New Jersey Legislature, which decided that just as

a rose is a rose is a rose, a leghold trap is a leghold trap is a

leghold trap.

We do believe, however, that Section 3 of the bill should be amended

to the original version, namely, the bill should be strengthened to

apply to the shipment in interstate and foreign commerce of all articles

of fur, and not solely those pelts derived from leghold traps. The

current wording creates a loophole for trafficking in pelts obtained

via the leghold trap to continue almost unabated. It is virtually

impossible to determine from a wild pelt the means by which the animal

was trapped. A ban on the interstate or foreign shipment of articles

of fur or pelts 'derived from an animal trapped in a steel-jaw leghold

trap' would prove nearly impossible to enforce and remarkably easy

to circumvent. Indeed, the trafficking of endangered species skins,

which aro far easier to identify that the means by which an animal

was trapped, is flourishing despite moderate enforcement efforts.

s
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Since the intent of this Fede.al legislation is to provide

real impetus for states and nations to legislate bans on the leghold

trap, a ban on the shipment of all pelts or articles thereof until

such a ban would elicit precisely that reaction.

This bill requires neither an appropriation of tax moneys

no the creation of a new bureaucracy.

REASONS FOR SUPPORT OP HR 1797

The steel-jaw leghold trap, both rubber-lipped or unmodified,

is cruel and non-selective, and therefore aeserves to be banned.

The sole proponents of this trap are those with an axe to grind,

those who, either directly or indirectly, make money from or owe

jobs to the slaughter of wildlife for profit.

The cruelty of the leghold trap has been acknowledged by scores

of countries around the world, and these acknowledgements have

resulted in the domestic prohibition of the leghold trap by these

countries. When U.S. fur merchants export furs obtained through

the use of leghold traps to these countries, we Americans violate

the intent and the spirit of foreign anti-cruelty laws. Furthermore,

when unsuspecting consumers in foreign countries purchase American

furs, they unwittingly become collaborators in these unethical

breaches of humane expression.

Permitting continued use of the leghold trap is in direct

conflict with the expressed desires of the majority of United States

citizens, whose will has consistently been Ignored in favor of a
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relative handful of trappers, furriers, trap manufacturers and

wildlife managers.

A Yale School of Environmental Studies survey, funded by USDIF(1979),

found that 78 percent of those sUrveyed disapprove of the leghold

trap. A 1983 survey conducted by Doyle Dane Bernbach Inc. reports

that "fun and fashion are not acceptable: From two-thirds to

three-quarters (of those questioned) disagree on the legitimacy

of hunting animals for their skins or pelts or even raising animals

for their skins or pelts." Given these facts, passage of HR 1797

can only meet with the wholehearted approval of the American people.

That the public is solidly behind a ban on this torturous

device; that so many nations have seen fit to outlaw its brutality,

raise serious questions concerning why the United States Government

continues to tolerate its use, and why, in the United States of

America, the cruelty and non-selectivity of the trap are still

subjects of debate rather than decision. The cruel and indiscriminate

properties of the leghold trap are inherent and universal. The

trap at issue causes no less suffering and waste in the United States

than it did in Great Britain, or Switzerland, or the scores of

nations that have, many years ago, banned its use. And the trap

is no more "needed" to control wildlife populations and disease

in the United States than abroad. i

While the peoples and governor nts of many nations have studied

the implications of the leghold tr p, and the results of these

studies have prompted the proscrip ion of this device, the United States

has not yet followed this course. The studies and experience of other

nations, however, are quite revealing and the United States can benefit
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from this information as it contemplatoss UR 1797. This statement

will review both the reasons why foreign governments have banned

tha leghold trap, and the economic, health, agricultural and social

concerns that the foreign prohibitions entailed.

Without question, the main reason why foreign governments

have enacted prohibitions on the leghold trap is the cruelty that

is inherent in the device. The cruelty may be viewed from two

perspoctivess (1) the pain inflicted on the trapped animals, and

(2) attendant cruelties that are integral to leghold trap use.

1. INFLICTED PAIN - The initial cruelty caused by the leghold

trap involves the intense physical and psychological trauma

precipitated by the snapping of the trap, unmodified or nilbber-lipped,

upon the limb of an animal.

The functioning of a mammalian nervous system is not a

ssOjective matter. Surveys of contemporary physiology texts demonstrate

the functioning of mammalian nervous systems, and reveal that these

syStems operate in just about the same way for all mammals. Dr.

Knut Schmidt - Nielsen, one of the world's most highly respected

physiologists, shows the extent of these neurological similarities

in the nearly identical structural, functional, impulse transmission

capabilities and multiple uses of nervous systems of all mammals --

including man. For exaapie, even regions as complicated and remote

as the trigeminal (fifth crnial) nerve perform the same mdltiple

functions (tactile impulse for scalp and face, and motor impulses)

for all mammals -- bobcat, muskrat and man included. The glossopharyngeal

(fifth cranial) nerve carries sensations of taste and touch to the

brain of all mammals -- rod fox, beaver and man.

432
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Not only are the structures, functions and uses of specific

nerves identical in all mammals, but the intensity of tactile

sensitivity can be nearly identical, too. Writing in the Journal

of Comparitive NeurologY, Drs. P. Zollman and R.K. Winkleman report

that the sensitivity of a raccoon's paw, for example, has shown

'a very high density of touch receptors.' Subsequently, Dr. R.F.

Ewer noted that the raccoon's 'powers of tactile discrimination

proved to be of the same order as our own (human tactile discrimination)."

The scientists agree that the raccoon can feel the. pain caused

by the snapping of a leghold trap with the same intensity as a

human. Furthermore, since a furbearer such as a raccoon is so

Such smaller than most humans ( a largo adult -accOon weighs about

20 pounds), and possesses far smaller
appendages, a particular trap

would effect a larger proportion of its body.

That anyone is forced to produce empiricle evidence to the effect that

animals feel pain, in order to counter remarks by furriers'

'wildlife biologists' that "trapped animal.. .:eel little

pain oy emotion" is an insult to us all. After all, as Dr. John

Kirsch, a mammalogist at Harvard University writes: 'Animals

that did not feel pain would not live very long ...Given the very

similar biological structure and function of all mammals, it would

be astonishing if other mammals were not as aware as human beings.

Thus, I see no reason to doubt as scientist that animals are

every bit as capable of feeling pain and suffering as are human

beings. In my opinion, we would need the strongest possible

justification for inflicting pain on them and it is my belief that

During the New Jersey campaign to ban the leghold trap, Dr.

Samu.1 Peacock, no,rophysiologist, presented a definitive statement

on the pain caused by leghold traps. His statement is sut.mitted

here, in its entirety:
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Statement of Samuel M. Peacock, Jr., M.D.

Associate Professor of Neurophysiology
Department of Psychology and Human Behavior

Thomas Jefferson University School of Medicine

Assistant Professor of Neurophysiology
Department of Psychiatry
University of Pennsylvania

Former Senior Medical Research Scientist
Neurophysiology

Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute

submitted to

The Cc coerce and Industry Committee

of the New Jersey Assembly
**-e

The Energy and Environment Committee

of the New Jersey Senate

1983

The scientific evidence that animals feel and perceive pain is really

quite overwhelming. Over the last fifty years hundreds of federally funded

research grants have been awarded to investigators in comparative neuroanatomly

and neurophysfology for the purpose of studying mammalian sensory systems which

are essentially identical to those of man.

This evidence can be briefly summarized as follows:

I. All mammals including man have the same anatomical and physiological

mechanisms for pain perception. Pain receptors are located all over the body

feeding their sensory impulses into the central nervous system via the peripheral

nerves to the spinal cord. Here they connect with various afferent pathways and
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ascend to the brain stem, thalamus, and cerebral cortex.

2. Sy stimulating pain receptors and recording the electrical activity of

the brain in response to this stimulation, it has been shown t:at all parts of

the body are represented in the cerebral cortex of all mammals. The process of

localizing areas of the brain in which the body parts are represented is known

as cortical mapping. This haS been worked out for a wide variety of species as

well as man. All sensory modalities including pain, temperature, vibration,

hearing, vision, etc., are so represented in areas of the cerebral cortex.

3. Behavioral studies have utilized pain as a means of conditioning

animals in a variety of experimental studies and in learning situations. All

of this work is based on the animal's attempt to avoid pain.

4. Studies in stress have been extensive and have demonstrated that all

mammals including man respond to stress with identical physiology 1 mechanisms,

including changes of heart rate, blood pressure, adrenal secretions, etc.

S. The behavioral manifestations of pain and stress differ widely between

species and between individuals within a species. Pain can produce a state of

shock in both man and beast or it can produce violent panic and rage. It can

also produce a state of helplessness and resignation as shown in conditioned

avoidance experiments in which the animal is placed in the situation where it

can no longer avoid the painful stimulus.

6. All mammals possess the same sensory mechanisms. Although pain

receptors are not as apparent as ayes and ears, their presence is a mattar of

scientific fact and to propose a difference in function for them in animals

as compared to man is to deny the validity of a vast amount of scientific

knowledge. No one would say that an animal cannot see or hear.
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7. Surely anyone who has ever stepped on a puppy dog's tall knows that

that puppy felt pain!

The leghold trap is a primitive, uncivilized method of trapping animals.

It inflicts maximal pain for it not only involves the superficial pain receptors

of the skin and muscle but also the deep receptors of tendon and bone. Struggling

intensifies this stimulation and the animal quickly learns this but the pain remains

and produces maximal stress for long peroids of time including at best state

of helplessness or shock not to be confused with sleep except by the most primitive

observer.

Where money is involved man has an infinite capacity to rationalize and Justify

his behavior. It is impossible for me to understand how our civilization and culture

can tolerate the use of the leghold trap. I strongly urge the passage ofa_327n.

S -1Sn to ban the manufacture, sale and use of the leghold trap. This is the

very least we can do.
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On May 23, 1983, a licensed New Jersey wildlife rehabilitator,

Virginia Andresen, submitted her statement on the injuries and

"trash" animals she has encountered due to leghold trap injuries

to Friends of Animals. An excerpt: 'The terrible pain does not

stop there. I could take anyone to several locations not far

from my ho tere pi/les of unwanted or "trash" animals were dumped

from traps. Sometimes I have found a few animals still'alive, but

too far gone with injuries . They too had to be destroyed. There

are several hundred animals I have treated and released, wondering

if a three-legged animal would really make it, but the altenative

was to live in a cage. I have seen the pain in the eyes of these

raccoons, opossums, foxes and skunks, and the trust they give me

with their lives when I am treating them."

That's leghold trapping, the "harvesting of a renewable

natural resource," in a nutshell.

A naturalist studying wild animals might even carry this argument,

already proved, a step further and say wild animals must have senses

that are keener than a human's because wild animals are constantly

engaged in a day to day struggle to survive, while human agriculature,

society and legal systems have removed a good deal of the physical

struggle, and therefore the need for acute physical sensitivity.

In addition to the direct pain inflicted by the leghold trap

snapping upon and hold an animal's limb, there is the tremendous

ps}chological trauma which may be even mote intense. This trauma

may be measured by the extreme efforts trapped animals use to be

free of the t.sp. Documentation of these phenomena are major reasons

why many foreign governments have banned the leghold trap.
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The Government of Sweden, for example, trapped 645 foxes with

leghold traps in a study before that device was legally banned. Of

the trapped foxes, 514 were considered "seriously injured." While

may fractured legs and paws were counted, dccumenting the crushing

pain ,aused by the trap itself, there was considerable evideAce
c

of the psychological trauma experienced by the trapped animals.

For example, more than 200 of the foxes hnd lost between one and

eighteen teeth trying to gnaw their way out of a trap. Many others

suffered serious injury to the mucous membranes. These Are injuries

that the foxes inflicted upon themse1yes in attempt to free themselves

from an intolerable situation.

The New Jersey Division of Fish, Game and Wildlife conducted

a study in 1979 called "Job -D - An Evaluation oi Raccoon Trapping

Systems and New Trapping Techniques.' According to the division,

the 'location and nature of the injuries inflicted by the various

trap types (logholds) suggest two rather obvious conclusions:

1) Partial or completa amputations. fractures and bone erosions

result when trap jaws close on the log above the ankle or wrist

and 2) These injuries are over three times more common with 12 coil

spring traps (64% of all 11 raccoons) than with the 11 1/2 coil

spring traps (18 of 11 raccoons). 22 raccoons were trapped.

While we submit the text of this study in our addendum, a

few facts warrant mention here, in regards to the struggle, writhing

and tugging of a wild animal whose limb is imprisoned by the steel-

jaw.; or rubber-lipped steel jaws of i leghold trap:

"In the case of raccoon 114 the abrasions above the ankle

indicate that the trap slipped over the ankle during the struggle.

It took hold at the metatarsal-phalangeal joint.'
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More: In the two cases (raccoon #13 and $21) with severe

Done injuries (compound fracture with particol amputation), inflicted

by a 1 1/2 coil spring trap, the jaws of the trap struck the leg

above the ankle."

'Examinations of the lesions suggest the following sequence

of events in complete amputations or wring-offs:

A. Trap jaws close above the ankle or wrist.

b. Initial lunges of the animal draw the trap down the leg to the
distal -head- of the longbones past which the trap seldom moves.

c. Circling about the stake and twisting of the animal in the
trap results when abrasions and lacerations of the skin at the
point of contact with the trap jaws.

d. The sharp edge of the trap jaw erodes a notch into the distal
metaphyseal region of the tibia or ulna. Tendons may be
severed at this time.

e. The bone is eroded about halfway through before an oblique
fracture results. The ends of the longbones may then b
comminuted by impact with the ground or chewing by the
trapped animal.

f. The animal is now held in the trap by tendons and strips of
skin attached to the foot. All blood vessels, nerves and
bones are severed.

g. The foot, now locking sensation, is chewed until the tendons
are cut, allowing the raccoon to pull flee.

Presumably, the longer an animal is left in the trap the greater
the damage it van inflict upon itself in its struggles and the
greater the liklihood of a wring-off."

The division which conducted this study stated several times

in the press that the "leghold trap holds, but seldom harms , the

animal,' and said that perceptions that the trap was cruel were

'unfortunate, and "simply not true. If it wore a crushing, cruel

device," said Russell Cookingham, director of the division, "then

we would have a problem with its use. It does not crush an animal,

it Just 'olds it.'

Hardly.
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The Canadian Wildlife Service has also observed that the trauma

of being subjected to a leghold trap is so severe that it will lead

many animals to inflict serious injury upon themselves in an effort

to escape. One Canadian report notes: "The stomachs of (leghold

trapped) actic foxes ... often contain parts of their own bodies.

They may swallow fragments of their teeth broken off in biting the

trap and sometimes part of a mangled foot; almost every stomach

contains some fox fur, and a considerable number contains pieces

of skin, claws or tits of bone."

In the United States, Rexford D. Lord, Jr., studying gray

fox populations for a dissertation presented, to the Division of

Vertebrate Zoology at Johns Hopkins University's School of Hygiene

and Public Health, reported that scientific studies of trapping in

South Carolina, Georgia and Florida have revealed substantial

"wirng-off" -- that is, the loss of limb in a trap -- a phenomena

that must be zonsidered as extremely cruel and painful.

Lord's studies involved the use of Victor Number 2 coil spring

leghold traps, a type presently in common use around the United

States, and highly "recommended" by state fish and game agencies.

The traps were set out to determire the
population densities and ago

ratios of gray foxes in the study region, and the taking of fox pelts

was not contemplated. Indeed, it was the scientist's intention to

capture foxes unharmed so he could return them to the wild after the

study. But the use of leghold traps frustrated this intention. Lord

reported: "Attempts to prevent injury by steel traps were made by

wrapping the jaws in various ways; all proved unsatisfactory."
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In addition to the damage caused.by the snapping of the trap's

steel-jaws, even those wrapped with padding, the scientist also

found other trauma 'due to escape efforts."

MiUly countries have banned the leghold trap because of the

multiple traumas of the trap snapping and attempts to escape. The

Irish Government, for example, banned leghold traps, "mainly because

of the cruelty aspect involved. The traps caught animals by the

legs and did not immediately kill them. The ar0.mals, therefore,

suffered for a prolonged period before dying. Sometimes an animal

in its effort to escape would lose a leg before escaping."

We know this is true in the United States, yet due to

"commercial" interests, the same trap -brutality - remains legal.

The incidence of "wring-off" may be quite high and appears most

frequently in several furbearing species. Reporting in the Journal

of Wildlife Management, Thomas Z. Atkeson records the "Incidence of

Crippling Loss in Steel Trapping" from studies made in the Wheeler

National Wildlife Refuge. "In skill and experience they (trappers

on the wildlife refuge) varied from comparative amateurs to semi-

professionals." Atkeson wrote. "The most common trap used was the

long-spring, size 1 1/2, although sizes varied from No. 1 to No. 3."

"For the purposes of this study," ho wrote, "all animals were

considered crippled that pulled out of traps, escaped by wringing

off or gnawing off f'et, or escaped with traps (still on their feet).

Tracks, hair and other signs usually made it possible to determine

the species of animal that escaped."
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The results of the study are as follows:

SPECIES TRAPPED i CRIPPLING LOSS % CRIPPLING LOSS

Mink 209 79 27.6%
Raccoon 429 137 24.0%
Opossum 962 19 1.9%
Skunk 90 2 2.1

?ox 196 69 26.0%

'Since the above study covered a four-year period, involving

individuals with varied degrees of trapping skill, various trap

sizes and types, and varying weather conditions, the percentages

given should be fairly indicative.'

The above facts about trapping were reinforced by the trapper

training instructors who administer New Jersey's 'Trapper Training"

program. Both this writer and Elizabeth McMahon of the New Jersey

Congress for Animals took the trapper training course on November

Sth and 7th, 1962. Discussions of trapping techniques evolved

around getting the pelt, thus how to trap the animal so it has no

chance of escaping. Raccoons were cited as a particular problem

because they 'fight' the trap, and do damage to themselves and,

more importantly,' the pelt. When a student asked about cases of

raccoons chewing off their paws in an effort to escape ("wring-off"),

Mr. Byrne, biologist, replied:

The raccoon is fighting against the trap,
not pain. The leg is numb, and it is really
gnawing on the trap and catching its fingers.
A trapper with no foot damage (to the raccoon)
is 4 skilled trapper. If you stay with trapping
for a while, you'll have that skill.

Aside from the appallingly ignorant statement that the animal

does not feel pain, Byrne unwittingly indicted trapping as a whole,

since 66 percent of trappers are under 20 years of uge, with a
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preponderance of adolescents who do not "stay with trapping" very

long. This second point is bolstered by the New Jersey Division of

Fish, Game and Wildlife's assertion that the trapper drop-out rate

is "highest among the young."

Again, Byrne warned that "because 'coons fight the trap, stake

them in close" or use a drag, a piece of wood at least 2 pounds -

no more than 4 or 5 feet long attached to the leghold by a chain."

While we were told this prevents "pelt loss," we were later advised

by the vice president of the Central Jersey Furtakers Association,

a volunteer instructor, that one needs a good deal of brush in the

area to use a drag, otherwise, the animal will go with the trap

and drag and you'll never find it (the animal)." He said that on

a few occasions, it took a long time to find the thing (fox),

which was only 50 feet away from where I put the trap."

The vice president of the Central Jersey Furtakers Association

was a self-described "expert" trapper. One can imagine what goes

on during trapping aeasons when most of the trappers are amateurs

out for some easy money.

Yet another reference to the struggle of a trapped raccoon:

Students were advised to use an extra long stake in sandy soil,

or the animal will pull out and travel with the leghold and stake.

While the }..mg prospective trappers chuckled at this possiblitY,

the wildlife control officer said: "'Coons have a way of pulling

outa there like it was nothing.

In addition to these trau s caused by the leghold trap, some

respected professionals consid r the animals also go through substantial

mental anguish. Sweden's wild ife chief, for example, has said:

"Other arguments can be stated against leghold traps with regard to
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animal protection. Thus an animal captured in a leghold trap might

be caused considerable mental suffering."

Sweden, incidentally, has a healthy fur commerce, despite its

prohibition of the leghold trap. Indeed, most of the furs imported

by U.S. merchants c.ome from countries where leghold traps are banned.

And most of the furs exported by U.S. merchants go to countries

which have banned the leghold trap.

2. ATTENDENT CRUELTIES - The pain a leghold trap imposes upon

the trapped animal is only part of the device's cruelty. There are

also attendant cruelties that are intrinsic to the functioning and

common use of the leghold trap. Included in these attendant cruelties

is the state of the trapped animal between the time it is caught and the

time the trapper comes to check his trap. Some political jurisdictions

have legal requirements, impossible to enforce, concerning the amount

of time an animal might be kept in a leghold trap, but even under the

most stringent circumstances, an animal can still be kept in a leghold

trap for a period up to 24 houri. Many other jurisdictions, however,

do not exercise this control and leave the establishment of a time-

limit for checking traps to the convenience of the trapper.

These attendent cruelties include:

A. Exposure - A trapped animal is forced to endure exposure

from the time it is trapped until either the trapper arrives or it

dies in the trap. Since most legal trapping is presently done

during the winter months, trapped animals are often forced to endure

the most severe elements without the prospect of being afforded proper

shelter. M animal in a leghold trap is shackled and tethered. It

cannot run to its burrow or shelter, even if the most severe of winter

blizzards strikes. Indeed, severely inclement weather is more likely
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to discourage the trapper from checking traps, thereby making this

cruelty even worse.

On March 8, 1984, Friends of Animals received a report

from the Wildlife Rescue Service concerning a leghold-trapped

raccoon. The disposition on the animal read:

Picked up partially frozen male raccoon,
partial amputation or-i-IjEt foreleg.
Animal had pneur qa, was emaciated.
Was humanely eut sized.

The animal was trapped in a residential area, on private

property, unbeknownst to the property-owner.

B. Predation - Because the leghold trap restrains an animal

by holding it by a limb, the trapped animal can neither flee nor

properly defend itself when attacked by a predator. This situation

is compounded when one considers the trauma of being trapped

places an exhausting strain on the animal, sapping its energy

and further making it defenseless before a predator.

A photograph of such an occurrence is featured on page

44 of the trappers' and fc-riers' magazine, "Fur, Fish and Game."

The photograph, accompanying an ad for "Dan Bishop's School of

Fox and Coyote Trapping," features a "Colorado Cougar after

a Coyote Catch." Actually, trapper magazines and ads feature

the most damning photographs and prose of trapping in general,

unwittingly, of course. Photographs of animals in agony, eefenseless

against the trapper's club, abound in this sort of literature,

which_is replete with descriptions such as "Dan Bishop with a nice

double." The "nice-double" was a "catch" of two foxes.
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Th cruelty inflicted by the leghold trap when used in

land sets h n been established. The cruelty inflicted by commercial

leghold trappin in underwater, or "drowning" sets used fot

aquatic mammals is equally as disturbing.

In a study called "Terminal Dives in Mink, Muskrat and Beaver,"

Frederick F. Gilbert and Norman Gofton of the University of Guelph

(1960) monitored the EEG, EKC and overt behavior of mink, muskrat

and beaver caught in leghold traps in aquatic tanks.

"Response was quite similar in all animals. An initial struggle

period lasted 2-5 minutes post submersion after which periods of

quiescence and struggle alternated with the intensity of struggle

decreasing until finally only weak swimming motions occurred. The

intensity of the initial struggle was correlated to the amount of

damage sustained by the trapped appendage. A gasping (gaping) response

was seen in a number of animals pulled from the water.

The average time to loss of EEG was about 9 min 30 sec

and to loss of EKG about 16 min(Table 5)."

In addition to drowning, the animals must endure, by degree of

injury, broken claws, subcutaneous hemorrhaging, focal skin lacerations,

multiple abrasions and lacerations, transverse fracture of the humerous,

damage to teeth, displaced hips.
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C. Thirst - Most states have 'In:mai welfare laws that prohibit

depriving a captive animal of water. The federal Animal Welfare

Act considers providing water to captive animals as one of the

basic tenets of humane care. TheInternational A-r Transport

Association's Live Animal Rules require water be provided to animals

in transit. The law, and basic morality, demand this essential

provision be made in just about every circumstance -- except trapping.

While it may seem absurd to bring up the word "humane" in

reference to an activity that presents a heinous offense to

any true definition of the word, the fact remains that in addition

to all the other agony, a trapped animal can easily become dehydrated.

Trapped animals have a greater need for water than most other

animals. This is because a) the metabolism of 4 trapped animal

frequently makes a dramatic rate increase, thereby demanding greater

amounts of water, and b) the shock of being trapped often induces

extensive urination by the animal. If the term of captivity in

the trap is long, the animal can ill-afford to lose precious body

fluids as those lost cannot be replaced during the period of captivity.

D. Munger - Animals shackled by a leghold trap are left

without access to food for the term of their captivity. In many

cases, this is an extreme cruelty that, under cited animal welfare

legislation, would never be tolerated for other captive animals.

Indeed, the term "emaciated" is near-synonymous with reports

dealing with trapped animals - those found by persons other than

trappers. But again, this countenance of brutality for the fur

trade continues in a nation that considers itself one of the most

civilized and humane in the world.
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The need for food is often increased for trapped amiamls because

a) small mammals, particularly furbearing carnivores, have

extraordinarily high metabolic rates and need proportionately more

food more often than larger mammals. Mink, for example, require

more than triple the amount of food per unit of body weight than a

human, b)' the trauma of being trapped often induces an increase in

the animal's metabolic rate as it produces adrenalin and other

hormonal substances to deal with the emergency, thus requiring

more food to sustain the increased metabolic rate, c) mammals,

being homothermic, must maintain high body temperatures. During

trapping season, which normally coincides with winter, metabolisms

of wild animals often must do extra work in generating heat to keep

a constant body tmmperature that is substantially higher than the

surrounding environmental temperature.

NON-SELECTIVITY - The leghold trap is non-selective. It is

indiscriminate in the agony it inflicts. It snaps and holds anything

that touches its trigger pan.

Because the leghold trap is left untended, there is no certain

means of preventing non-targeted animals from suffering the same

cruelties as the targeted animals, and the target of this legislation

is to eliminate the suffering of both groups. Indeed, the leghold

trap is notorious for capturing and inflicting serious trauma on a

great variety of non-target animals, including endangered species,

such as tne bald eagle, domestic pets --even chilo.un and teenagers.

Or people W:ca frantically try to free their pets from the steel-jaw ir.

In sum, the carnage for the fur trade in not particular. The leghold

trap, the tool of the fur trade, is a danger to all, it seems,

except the profiteers.

4u-470 0 - 85 - 29
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A leghold trap is incapable of exercising judgement. The

mrjority of trappers are not experts, but amateurs. The trapper

drop-out rate is high, especially among the young.

Non-selsctivity is among the major reasons why many foreign

countries and states have banned use of leghold traps.

Domestics14y, proof of the non-selectivity abounds. A report

of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Sor-'ice's Denver Wildlife Research

Center studied trapping in tho government's coyote control program

at ten-year intervals over a thirty-year period. During this term,

government trappers, using leghold traps, captured 1,199 animals,

of which only 138 wore coyotes. Other species caught included

golden eagles, antelope, various wild mammals and birds and

domesticated livestock, including 30 sheep that the coyote program

is supposed to protect.

If the government's professional trappers can develop only

an 11.3 percent success rate in taking the target species in a coyote

control program, what can be the success rate of the *average U.S.

trapper, who, from most indications, is an amateur who traps only

as a supplemental source of income?

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has listed trapping as a

reason for the decline and endangerment of many native species of

wildlife, including various subspecies of wold (Canis lupus) including

the Niorthern Rocky Mountain wolf (Canis lupus irremotum), the Eastern

timber wolf (Canis lupus lycaon) Mexican wolf (Canis lupus bailoyi)

and red wolf (Canis rufus), as well as the San Joaquin kit fox

(Vulpes macrotis mutica), Grixzley bear (Ursus arctos horribilis),

Florida panther (Fells concolor corgi) and Eastern Cougar (Fells

Concolor
v

cougar).
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Use of loghold traps poses a grievous throat to our moat

treasured and endangered species. Patrick Redig,, DVM, PhD, of the

University of Minnesota Raptor Research and Rehabilitation Program,

documented in his report, 'Significance of Trap-Induced Injuries

to Bald Eagles," that within an eight year period (1972 - 1980),

21 percent of all eagle admissions were caught in steel jaw traps.

Sixty-four percent of trapped lagles sustained eventual fatal

injuries from the traps.

A salient fact is that leghold traps in general, not just

baited traps, pose this threat to raptors, since legholds are

often set in areas where eagles, for example, feed.

Further evidence of the leghold trap's non-selectivity is

found in certain government policies. At the Brigantine National

Wildlife Refuge, on the Atlantic Coast of New Jersey, there is a

ban on the use of leghold traps. Efforts by the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service and the state Division of Fish, Game and Wildlife

to open the refuges to loghold trapping last year were shelved

due to public opposition.

Brigantine is a rest:ing spot for many migrating birds including

Canada and snow geese, various ducks, including the black duck,

and other waterfowl. In contracting for the taking of furbearers

which also occur on the refuge, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

specifically bans the use of leghold traps, an implicit admission

of tho trap's non-selectivity.

Leonard Soucy, founder of the Raptor Trust In New Jersey, holds

both state and federal parmits to rehabilitate injured birds. In

a Juno 2, 1983 letter to Friends of Animals, Mr. Soucy submitted
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the following list of raptors - documented cases - caught and

maimed by leghold traps:

1977: 1 G sat-horned Owl
2 Red-Shouldered Hawks

1978 1 Red-tailed Hawk
1 Barred Owl

1979: 1 Red-shouldered Hawk
1 Red-tailed Hawk

1981: 1 Red-tailed Hawk
1982: 1 Great-horned Owl

1983: 1 Great-horned Owl
1 Hatcbling Cooper': Hawk Endangered Species

According to Mr. Soucy, two of the raptor species, the Barred

Owl and the Red-shouldered Hawk are listed as Threatened by the N.J.

State Division of Fish, Game and Wildlife. During this same time

period I have also received twenty other raptors with serious leg

injuries that I suspect were caused by leghold traps, although I

lack positive proof.' The New York Times articles on this and other

incidents of raptors being caught by leghold traps Ire attached.

On November 30, 1903, Suzanne Hitchcock Young wrote the New

Jersey At,dubon Society: As a wildlife rohabilitator for 18 years I

can personally attest to the severe injuries and crippling effects

of leghold traps on birds and other native wildlife.' A partial list

of her docum9nted cases included:

Turkey Vulture (loft foot nearly severed) Pemberton Twp.
Burlington County, 1983.

Screech Owl, Rad-Phased (severe compound fractures of both
reirisTWIcs splintered and protruding), Monroe
Township, Middlesex County. 1976.

Groat Slue Heron (damage to right foot and log, had been sitting
on ankles for several days), Willingboro, Atlantic
County, 1976.

Canada Goose (right foot missing; other foot twisted and torn
1/4 through) Oradell, Bergen County, 1976.
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Large Hawk, species unidentified (released Loin leghold trap
flew off with fractured leg), East Brunswick, Middlesex
County.

Red-shouldered Hawk (left leg nearly severed at mid-tarso metatarsus),
--=.1-rwo, Atlantic County, 1,76.

Barn Chdl (left leg open to bone On both sides of tarso-metatarsus),
Absecon Shores, Atlantic County, 1976.

The evidence is documented on a broad basis, across the

United States. Vested interests in leghold traps, such as state

fish and game managers, trap manufacturers and furriers will claim

that "trapper education' is the answer. "Trapper education' is

nothing more than apolitical cushion for the trapping world.

The problem is the trap itself. There is no real enfOrcement of

trapping laws, for trapping is an unenforceable, surreptitious

activity. We will deal with "enforcement" of state laws and

regOlations

Surveys outside the United States also show the leghold trap

is non-selective and frequently traps sore non-target animals than

desired species. A five year study by the Ontario Department of

Lands and Forests on two professionally tended trap linos using only

leghold traps, showed only 561 'desired forbearers' (not species

specific) taken from a total of 1,911 birds and mammals captured.

while there is plenty o. evidence of the harm caused by the

leghold trap, the experience of countries that have banned the

instrument report no ill effects with converse studios. Friends

of Animals, in contacting wildlife Authorities in every country on

earth, asked if the individual country had banned the leghold trap,

and it so, if they had experienced any Averse effects on their ecosystems.

All respondents said the ban either caused no noticeable effect, or

caused a beneficial effect.
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Primary opposition to efforts to ban leghald traps in the

United States emanates from state and federal bureaucracies vested

with the public trust of protecting public lands and wildlife.

These agencies, however, act to protect the interests of commercial

exploitation of wildlife, end as in-house lobbyists for trappers

and the fur trade.

The opposition is understandable because of a curious relationship

whi,h is not found inmost other countries. The U.S. Pittman-

Robertson Act mandates that state fish and game bureaucracies cannot

be salaried by federal funds, but must be paid out of funds collected

from such sources as the sale of hunting and trapping licenses. In

this way, if a fish and game commission is inclined to expand its

size an activities, as all bureaucracies are, it must consider

increasing the sale of wildlife exploitation licenses. Conversely,

a drop in the sales of such licenses equatcs to a drop in the

bureaucracy's budget resources and a chip at the bureaucracy's

raison d'etre, that is, managing the slaughter of wildlife, and

Justifying lohbyire, - for same. Consequently, such commissions

are dependent upon exploitation and have become apologists. and

zhampions for exploitation to protect their own budgets and reason

for being employed.

On the federal level, the U.S. Department of the Interior

is the country's biggest individual trapper, and the biggest

user of leghold traps, vociferously defending the leghold

trap as an 'indispensable tool.' particularly in its coyote control

programs. The question emerges: Indispensable tool fo: what?
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It has long been proved that "coyote control" programs using leghold

traps kill and maim far more non-target species, including sheep

and other livestock the program is supposed to protect, than coyotes.

It has long been proved that intensive trapping : coyotes does not

"limi. out the species at all, but causes the 1:creased litter

size effect. Perhaps the use of leghold traps, predator control,

is an "indispensable tool" for bure ucratic jobs - not "wildlife

management."

It is evident that although Interior is quite vocal in its

defense of the trap, much of its argument is mere posturing

and it is well aware of both the ecological upset caused by the

trap, and the general public outrage because of the trap's cruelty

and npn-selectivity. As a single example, the previously-mentioned

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's attempt to expand leghold trapping

in New Jersey's Brigantine Refuge. Members of the Atlantic

Audubon Society conducted a pcll at the entrance to Brigantine

Refuge. The results: Total count included 20 persons in favor

of expanded hunting and trapping - 573 were opposed. Total

nemser for hunting and trapping in the refuges: 21. Total number

against lthl, includes letters): 690. The Service "postponed"

its plans.

Interior maintains its high-profile defense of leghold traps

because it still uses the de,.ice itselt. and it is responding to

the demands of exploitation interests which n.1.1.: traditionally

supported Interior's programs and been supported by SZTZ.

In fact, Interior buys all its offset law leghold traps from .11t,

Woodstream Co tt_ ration, our nation's largest manufacturer of steel-

jaw traps.
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The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will most likely tout

a "padded' offset leghold as the ideal alternative to an outright

ban on leghold traps. According to studies conducted by S.B. Linhart,

,.J. Dasch and F.J. Turkowski presented at the Worldwide Furbearer

Conference, Frostburg, Maryland (1980), the established

damage' rate for coyotes caught in 03N longspring Victo

with offset jaws was 14.31. 'Acceptable damage' was de

no damage or slight cut.' This left and leaves 'other

categories in the 96 percentile. General description o

damage' was 'moderate or severe cut' or 'broken bones."

"acceptable

leghold traps

fined as

damage"

'other

Broad

statements to the effect of no visible damage oust be challenged.

According to K.R. Morris, who conducted an undergraduate research

paper, Northern Michigan University, 1979, on the movements, behavior,

food habits and weight variations of coyotes in Upper Michigan,

upon external examination, trapped limbs often seem to sustain

only minor injuries. Yet on further examination, X-Rays for example,

many of these apparently uninjured or minimally-injured limbs prove

to have broken bones or badly torn muscles and tendons (FPCHT).

The offset trap elicits the very same tugging, panic, trauma

writhing which induces the inflicted 4skjuries suffered b animals

imprisoned by the jaws of any leghold trap.

As for the had rubber "padding' aspect, the sophi try used

to advertise the 'humaneness" of this trap will be treat in a

separate section.

In suburban areas, where trapping pressure has incr sed

because of an increase in the prices paid for furskins, t ere has

been a dramatic increase in the numbers of domestic pets ailing

prey to leghold traps. This increase can be seen in a broad
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spectrum of repoiti -- from media accounts of injured pet animals

to reports by various humane and animal control officers responsible

for policing pet animals in various jurisdictions. Curiously,

the only sources which do not show these astonishing numbers are

fish and game agencies "non-target" studies. These studies vary

with newspaper accounts and the data of the above-mentioned control

officers et al, and show barely any "non-target" capture at all.

In fish and game studies, "free-ranging dogs" that are caught in

the devices are invariably "released unharmed." Usually, the

only other wildlife to be inadvertently caught are "vermin,"

such as Norway rats or field mice.

It is important to recall that in most states it is legal

to trap on private property that is not legally posted, and that

a landowner's efforts to legally post land are often frustrated

by vandals. Because of this situation, landowners can find their

own pets being caught in leghold traps set on their own property.

A case in point its a letter to the editor, published by the

Star-Ledger, one New Jersey's largest newspapers. Mrs. Elane

Nodleman wrote of her cat being caught in a leghold trap. Her

pet required one week of hospitalization, antibi.,,ics, warm

saline soaks and the possibility of amputation was considered.

A direct quote: 'This trap was found on my property. I live in

a residential area - a child could have been the victim of this

trap. T truly resented having this trap on my property.*

Moreover, citizens enjoying the outdoors, which belongs

everyone, not solely trappers, are accosted by trappers and

accused of "stealing" their traps. Another letter, from Leo
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F. Koncher, to the Star-Ledger, stated: 'Occasionally I take my

canoe and paddle through the marshes in back of Gunnel Oval in Kearnj (NJ:.

It is a beautiful area of many lakes and canals, teeming with wildlife.

' Recently I was stopped by two men in another canoe and was

accused of stealing their traps. When I denied it and they saw no

traps in my boat, they said I must have thrown them Jo the water.

"I do hope whoever took the traps did just that. If I ever

meet him I will thank him.

' My canoe is marked 'Born Free.'

'I heard one of the trapped creatures crying out but did not

know what was wrong. Now I know.'

In March, 1983, Elizabeth McMahon of NJC1 (New Jersey Congress

for Animals' telephoned 39 veterinarians and found 33 casea of

injured pet animals and one raccoon. The veterinarians contacted

represent but a small fraction of the 800 in the state.

The tragedy extends beyond pets and wildlife and has also

affected human beings. On November 16, 1982, the dog of Mrs. Gilda

Hoffman of Neshanic Station, New Jersey, was caught by a leghold

trap while on a walk, accompanied by Mrs. Hoffman. In trying to

free the panicked animal, Mrs. Hoffman broke her thumb. The trapper,

incidentally, was subsequently fined for trespassing, and had been

foi6arned by the farmer who owned the land not to trap on the premises.

Reporting in the Journal of the American Medical Association,

Dr. John F. Beery described one such incident: 'Pediatric textbooks

routinely comment that accidents are the leading cause of death and

morbidity In children and that most are preventable. I wish to report

an unusual hazard that may become more common as our increasing

population moves into previously sparsely settled areas. I recently
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treated a 4-year-old right-handed girl who was caught by her right

hand in a steel jaw trap that had been set by an unknown person

in a swill woods behind her home. The episode resulted in crushed

fractures and tendon disruption involving three fingers of her

right hand and required reconstructive surgery. The prognosis

for a complete recovery of fine motor skills is doubtful. As with

many other preventable health problems, this matter is best solved

by changing public policy."

It is a matter of record that human beings fall prey to leghold

traps. in New Jersey alone, several municipalities - 15 - have

prohibited the leghold trap in the interests of public safety.

Some, as in the case of Colts Neck, were prompted to ban the

device's use when leghold traps were spotted - by children -

in areas frequented by children and pets. The New Jersey Division

of Fish, Game and Wildlife, which attended town meetings to oppose

the measure, said this occurrence was not a sufficient nexus"

for balning the leghold trap.

The fur industry should refrain from its spurious "public

health" propaganda, such as creating a relationship between rabies

and trapping that simply isn't there, in light of the very real

carnage suffered by wildlife, pets and even people for the sole

purpose of enlarging its coffers. There is, however, no remorse

in those quarters.

4. HEALTH - Public health is one of the excuses often cited

for continued use of the leghold trap. Apologists for the trap

lists a series of wildlife-borne diseases, adding that if the

wildlife population - with lucrative skins - is not "controlled,"

it will overpopulate and spread infectious diseases through the

human community.
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Most wildlife diseases, such as distemper and mange, do not

affect the human community. Trappri have even raised the spectre

of tularemia, a muskrat-related disease, afflicting human populations,

even though this occurrence is virtually impossible. Of the diseases

found in wildlife; the fur trade has siezed rabies as its ticket

to defeating leghold trap bills, until recently, when their attempts

have been exposed by the press and thwarted. Trapping brochures

sent to legislators, for example, feature photographs of "rabid"

animals, with captions that read: "Rabies is one of the most

dread diseases of man."

Falsehoods about the relationship of trapping to rabies are

the stock and trade of state wildlife managers and the fur trade

in fighting legislation banning leghold traps. when states, for

example, are considering a ban on the devices, invariably and

like clock-work a fish and game official will be featured in a news

article, warning of uncontrolled rabies if the trap were banned. This

occurred in New Jersey, Connecticut, Ohio and Oregon, to name but

a few.

Wildlife rabies is one of the rarest diseases in the catalogue

of thousands of potentially lethal ailments. wildlife rabies affecting

the health of human society in the United States is almost nil.

Pet vaccination programs are the proved barrier between any cyclical

wildlife outbreak, which left to its own devices exhausts itse'J,

and transmission to humans.

That trapping of any kind in no way limits or reduces the spread

of rabies among wildlife, and its transmission to humans, has been

documented by our nation's foremost scientific authorities to the
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point of absurdity. Yet at times of legislative consideration,

the Centers for Disease C-atrol and the National Academy of Sciences,

to name but two of the agencies that have firmly refuted the furrier

myth concerning trapping mile "public se,vice" and "tool" to control

rabies, find themselves challenged as public health experts by none

other than a consortium of fur merchants, trap manufact,rers and

state fish and game managers paid by trapping license fees, all of

whom proclaim an avid interest in and knowledge of public health

situations. To our knowledge, the American Fur Industry is not

:onsulted for its opinion regarding the elimination of Swine flu,

AIDS or Legionnaire's disease.

The Centers for Disease Control also finds itself, via a

Woodstream publicatjon, quoted out of context and as espousing the
\' I

direct opposite of its findings and clearly defined policies

addressing trapping as a ratans of reducing the incidence of rabies.

Woodstream, in its pamphlet "Trapping in Wildlife Management,"

uses a quote from William Winkler, DVM, Chief, Enteric and Neuro-

trophic Viral Diseases Branch, to the effect that the Centers

endorse and support widescale crapping as a vital tool to control

rabies. In a July 30, 1981 letter to Dr. Frank Kingsbury, Extention

Veterinarian of the Cooperative Extention Service, Cook College,

Rutgers University, Dr. Winkler disowns and disclaims the statement

Woodstream attributed - and still does - to the Centers:

The Woodstream booklet entitled "Trapping in
Wildlife Management" has caused us some
difficulty. As you might surmise, Woodstream
as a major manufacturer of traps in the United
States has a vested interes in trapping.
They have visited with us and have quoted us
not perhaps inaccurately, but I think out of
context.

a (4
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Use of the Woodstream "CDC" statement has backfired. The

"CDC" statment was presented to the New Jersey Pubic Health

Association Board Members at the association's September 14, 1983

meeting by Douglas Roscoe, pathologist for the Division of Fish,

Game and Wildlife who had requested the group's opposition to

New Jersey's bill - now law - banning leghold traps. Based on

this misinformation, the Association issued a letter in opposition

to the bill.

Once presented with the published policies of the CDC and

the National Academy of Sciences, along with the well-advanced

theory that trapping may actually increase the incidence of

rabies, the Association issued a letter withdrawinr its opposition,

and, following the CDC and National Academy of Sciences, emphasized

a pet immunization program as the most effective means of creating

a barrier against the disease.

A memorandum frotWalter Trommelen, president of the Association,

to his colleagues read, in part: "Also, as you know, we had a

guest presentation from Dr. Douglas Roscoe, representing NJDEP,

Division of Fish and Game, which I feel in retr,,spect was not the

neutral, unbiased representative I thought he was when he requested

to meet with our Executive Board in September." Both letters are

attached.

In 1973, the National Academy of Sciences published "Control

of Raoies," by the Subcommittee on Rabies, Committee on Animal

Health, Agricultural board and National Research Council. Dr.

Winkler of the CDC helped write it. Number 10 of "Recommendations"

,ads:
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Persistent trapping or poisoning campaigns as
a means to rabies control should be abolished.
There is no evidence that these costly and
politically attractive programs reduce either
wildlife reservoirs or rabies incidence. The
money can be better spent on research, vaccination,
compensation to stockmen for losses, education
or warning systems.

Indeed, when interviewed by Star-Ledger columnist Lois

Stevenson at the November, 1983 rabies seminar sponsored by the

New Jersey Veterinary Medical Association and the Metropolitan

Pew Jersey Veterinary Medical Association, Dr. Winkler reiterated

the CDC's trapping/rabies policy:

"Asked about the CDC's policy on trapping
for rabies control, Winkler declared:
'We do not recommend or advocate routine
trapping programs as effective for rabies
control. I agree entirely with the
recommendations of the 1973 report of
the National Academy of Sciences. I

participated in that study and helped
write it.'"

And again, in a December 6, 1978 letter to Dr. Frank Kingsbury,

Dr. Winkler stated:

The present policy of the CDC and most public
health agencies regarding population reduction
is that population reduction is of very limited
value. The generalized low intensity control
programs that were employed in the past did
not prove effective. The only time we recommend
population reduction now i3 in instances where
dense populations or rabid animals are in close
contact with human populations specifically'ns
in campgrounds or parks.

Point: We do believe that survival from rabies infection occurs
with unknown frequency and that the natural immunity
described by Dr. Tierkel reflects immunity following
infection. This is supported by the demonstrated
increase in antibody prevalence in a population
following an epizootic of rabies in that population.
As such the reduction of animal numbers through
trapping or similar programs might indeed eliminate
immune animals and create a vacuum for ingress and
increased mortality of susceptibles.
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The fur industry's feeble response to these facts: The

condemnation of trapping as a means to prevent rabies control

"does not apply to 'sport' trapping." They are right, it applies

to virtually every kind of trapping.

When writing elsewhere about fox rabies, Dr. Winkler states:

These prograos (population reduction), directed
at controllirg the reservoir species, have
been nonselective in differentiating infected
from noninfected animals cnd target from
nontarget species. Trapping, poisoning, den
gassing, bounty pay eat and hunting have been
employed in population reduction (Trainer, 1967;
Davis and Wood, 1959; Lewis, 1968; Forks: 1968:
Harm and Swink, 1963; Schnurrenberger and Russell,
1961; Richards, 1965; Wandaler et al 1974a).
Most of these have been ineffective, line it has
proven impractical and virtually impossible to
reduce the stsnding.population of foxes or of other
reservoir species below that not easily replaced
in the next reproductive cycle. ("Fox Rabies," Chapter 1).*

Dr. Winkler goes on to note that population control is of

"some value" when "abnormally high populations are found in areas

where humane beings may come in close contact with animals, such

as campgrounds, parks, or suburban areas. In these situations it

is desirable to reduce the population as rapidly as possible to

"break the back" of an incipient epidemic. This provides only

temporary relief and no assurance that an outbreak of equally great

magnitude will not occur the following year."

In the L983 edition of From Laboratories' 'Report on Rabies,"

states, on page 24:

It was advocated that trapping by a state
trapping force was effective, and local trapping
efforts had limited4muccess. Bounties Were
generally considered to be ineffective.
Trapping is no longer advocated as a rabies-
control technique in Now York State, and its
use in mow other states is limited, although
it may be useful around selected areas such as
campgrounds. Trapping to control rabies is
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considered to be an exercise is futility in the
face of a rabies outbreak, because the disease
,11175177WITIHoTE the population and clinically
rabid animals are rarely caught xn traps.

Alternate methods of rabies control have been attempted
in efforts to overcome shortcomings of population
reduction. Mathematical modeling of vector populations,
based on species interaction, vector species life
history, and rabies transmission mechanAms, suggest
that loss drastic methods of population control
may be more effective than population reduction.

The alternative is field immunization for wild animals,

already proving a high success ratio in Switzerland.

Bolstering Dr. Winkler's thecry that trapping may in fact

perease the incidence of rabies by creating a void, filled by

immature, non-immune individuals, is John Kirsch, Ph.D., Associate

Curator of Mammelogy, Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard

University. In a statement to Friends of Animals, 1983,

Dr. Kirsch wrote:

Characteristics of population growth also affect
the transmission of diseases. If by trapping we
rechIce populations to the size where they will
grow quickly, then a lot of immature and
prosumibly susceptible animals will enter the
population each year. This would increase the
likelihood of transmission by youngsters that
have not had the chance to become immune.
Extensive trapping may therefore Aggravate
rather than alleviate the spread of disease.

In sum, commercial fur trapping is, in addition to causing

great agony and waste, an irresponsible action that most likely

increases the spread of epizooties such as rabies.

Dr. Loa Talbot, former chief of the President's Council on

Environmental Quality: The incidence rabies does not appoar

to increase or decrease with changes in trapping methods. The

contention that rabies increases dramatically when steal leghold

traps are banned seams entirely aitnout merit..

4 6 4
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Of the dozens of countries responding to a Friends of Animals

inquiry which asked, among other things, if that country has

experienced any health-related concerns in connection with banning

the leghold trap, only one country answered in the affirmative.

That country was Switzerland, and the government official responding

said a rabies threat was dealth with by means other than the use

of leghold traps.

The great majority of countries, including those with health-

conscious goverments, such as Great Britain and Sweden, as well

as those most susceptible to epidemic diseases, such as Bangladesh

and any of a myriad of developing African countries, say that the

ban on leghold traps has precipitated no appreciable health concern.

Faced with a wall of evidence to the effect that a ban on

the leghold trap has no detrimental health effects, pro-trapping

interests claim that Switzerland had to "rescind" its ban on the

traps, because the initial ban caused rabies.

Friends of Animals has corresponded frequently with Dr. Peter

Dollinger, the Swiss Federal Veterinarian, on just this score.

In a 9 November 1983 letter to Friends of Animals, Dr.

Dollinger wrote:

When rabies first appeared in Switzerland, the Federal council

decreed an ordinance on rabies control (11 April 1965). . . When it

became apparent that rabies was transmitted almost e-clusively by

the fox, the Federal Council decreed a new, much more detailed

ordinance (26 May 1967) that obliged cantons to reduce the fox

populations by the following means: (widescale hunting of foxes,

feral and domestic cats, free-running dogs).
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On February 1968 even more strict measures were decreed. These

included:

-admission of leghold traps under strict control:
-extention of the hunting season on the whole year in areas
where fox burrows were gassed.

On 24th September 1973 the admission of the Laghold trap was

.7/
(

revoked.

To my knowledge the use of the leghold trap has been admitted

only by a few cantons im the alpine area where it was impossible,

for topographical reasons, to gas the burrows. E.g. the Canton

Graubunden admitted the leghold trap from 1968 to '73, however,

it isvery unlikely that it has been used to a great extent, as

the import ban existing since 1962 has never been levied. In 1974

Graubunden prohibited again the use of the leghold trap. In 1979,

Graubunden prohibited all traps except the box trap.

The only method of rabies control which proved to be effective

is the vaccination of the foxes. This method has been developed

by the late Prof. Steck at the veterinary Faculty of Berne University.

Live attenuated SAD-strain of rabies virus is applied orally to the

wild foxes. The vaccine is put into small aluminum bags which are
. e

hidden in chicken heads. 15 to 20 chicken heady per sq. km are

distributed on a terrain compartment of at least 20 km depth which

is, whenever possible, laterally confined by high mountains, lakes,

broad rivers, or fenced highways. The vaccination has to be repeated

every six months. For the first time this method was used in the Canton

Valais in 1978. Since the also parts of the Dernese Overland, the

area between the Lake of Z rich and the Lake of Zug, and the Rhino

valley of Graubunden have been included in this campaign. In 1914
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an additional campaign will start in- Aire) all north- pastern
Switieriand except ti.. Canton .scnaftnaosen which is situate° north
of the khins, and incluhnl also the Principality of i-eichtunstein,"

Cr ?)ollinqar focw.i.rded extensive re.sea.tch data and information

this plogram. Wh:CA 14 it1:111.1b10 at Priends of Animals.

A 441a0n, tact "rider this 1=,anitation program, the trapping
I animals is damsrging to the desired effect, for trapping removes

nne can imilyine the reaction of the fur trade
suc-c'essf41 itt:t.-titttliattun prcgrala - with n'D excuse other than

tc--rete;i(lailtv, left t any] x111 wile.kits.

tie qreist ,aaloret) of ciuntries, including those with health-
firch as Great Britain and Sweden. as W01/

4N th .440ceptible to epidemic diseases. such as aangladean
,3/41d arq ,1 if devel-ipirey Afri-Sn countries. say that the

n kegh,l4 train+ has precipitated nc appreciable health concern
ipidesii,iI...osc Cr Stephen Latin notes that' 'Population

a .,ety ne atir aspects It has been observed
t imAer that to ,43M34.11 populat I-ins the reproductiue rate aries

inveicely wiry tn. densify When the population reaches
,o.,L1 the bittr rate thous an appreciable decline,, and vice

net as .h44, when a pokaiiiat ion is reduced to a low Itcel by any of
t earl .1,4 .44140 rat centr t 'Pie nu,sber of new individuals In the

%17-4.1', i'' Of the Inc,^reale in the birth
s. at cf these r,,nw ,f the pop...latic.: are apt to be

`1.1414 "

I sr tars and farts cc, I an these provide Too.1

Arp.a..crt, for he pre t1,..41 ,:..f.eliefu-ri of countries wherm
' pie, 4. hay-u fever cacti health concerns
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related to wildlife-borne diseases because their wildlife pppulations

arepore stable and enjoy a greater immune factor. According to

the Merck Veterinary Manual, rabid animals "usuelly stop eating and

drinking and may seek solitude." This suggests they are not likely

to be trapped by devices such as the leghold trap because the baits

set on them to attract animals are most likely to be ignored by

a rabid individual. The animal's seeking of solitude will also tend

to discourage it from visiting areas it normally frequents which

are also, most likely, the area where the trapper sets traps. This

situation, then, increases a healthy animal's likelihood of being

trapped and decreases the diseased animal's likelihood of being

trapped.

The development of new pharmaceuticals may require a halt o non-

selective trapping altogether, or at least certain widespread

areas. The Centers for Disease Control is currently working on

an oral vaccin. agairv.. rabies, very similar to Switzerland's highly

successful one Further work and testing remains to be done. But

again, the imilicai, n of oral vaccination requires non-selective

trapping if Cie programs are to be effective.

The oral vaccination of wildlife against rabies Is progressing

in many countries since the concept was proposed and endorsed by the

World Hoalth Organisation in 1967. The Canadian Government's studies

assert that oral vaccination is also the most cost-effective means of

securing public health and that a rabies-endemic area of Ontario

could be treated with oral vaccine with "50% to 601 reduction in

the present rabieS cost of $4.6 million."
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The Canadians conclude: "Given a positive cost benefit ratio,

the most salient feature of a successful control program would be

the near elimination of human and domestic animal exposure and the

associated risks and costs."

The trend in controlling rabies is abundant 4 clear. The most

respected and knowledgeable experts in the United States and abroad

are all stating emphatically that trapping in no way controls rabies,

is an "exercise in futility," may in fact exacerbate the spread of

disease, adding a double-progn to the fur trade's assault on the

pull4c's well-being.

We should therefore examine those associations that decry

banning the legHold trap as 'dangerous" to public health. All have

an axe to grind, a ,ake in the status quo. Hone are objective.

Membershil, of the U.S Animal Health Association is largely

comprised of state euid federal employees and industry, such as

sheep ranching. The wildlife chairman (the wildlife committee

drew up the resolution ^pposing any trap bans as a threat to

public health) as of 1983 was Ray Thorpe, Chairman, Wyoming Game

and Fish Department. Past chairman of the U.S. Animal Health

Association's wildlife committee was Frank Hayes, of the Georgia

Southeast wildlife Disease Cooperative, funded in part by the U.S.

Department of the Interior, our nation's largest tripp6r. The

Georgia Southeast Wildlife Disease Cooperative is one of the most

vociferous trapping lobbyists in the U.S., appearing on panels
4r

of "exper,s" to defend bloodstream when Trans-Species scheduled

a 1983 demonstration against Woodstream's trapping products.

In addition, the Cooperative is conducting tests on Woodstream's

rubber-lipped steel-Jaw leghold trip, and is among the very few friends

of Woodstreem to be given rho' privilege.
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Indeed, Victor Nettles, DVM, of the Cooperative, who appeared

on the panel defending the reghold trap and urging its use to

prevent rabies, ought to know that the present rabies strain

creeping northward is a largely a result, as Dr. Suzanne Jenkins

of the CDC states, of the translocation of raccoons for hunting.

As Dr. Jenkins stated to Star-Ledger columnist Lois Stevenson in

1983, "Monoclonal studies have proved beyond doubt that rabies in

Mid- Atlantis raccoons did not come from skunas and bats in this

area (mid-Atlantic). It's an entirely different virus," she emphasized,

and its identical to the rabies virus in Southeastern raccoons."

Stevenson noted, "During her presentation, Jenkins described a

CDC survey in the mid-Atlantic states this year, in which they examined

both road-killed and live-trapped raccoons. The number of rabid

animals ran as high as 70 percent in the dead raccoons, but only

nine percent in the trapped raccoons."

"Trapping doesn't get very many rabid animals," she (Dr. Jenkins)

emphasized.'

The reason Dr. Nettles of the Georgia Southeast Wildlife Disease

Cooperative ought to know the source of any rabies problem is that

he was a co-author of a study which appeared in the AJPH, June,

1979, entitled: "Rabies in Tranrlocated Raccoons.'

There is confusion on the score of a Cr. Edward Couvillion,

who tes,ified in favor of )eghold traps before the New Jersey

Legislature as representing tne Georgia Southeast Wildlife Disease

Cooperative, and yet is represented in both outdoor columns and

in "Fur Age Weekly' as representing the Centers for Disease Control.

Friends of Animals has telephoned the Centers, Office of the Director,

inquiring whether Ler. Couvillion in any way represented the Centers.
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We were told over the telephone that Dr. Co, illion was not

on any lists, and have written for confirmation.

The National Wildlife Federation, which also states the dire

need for leghold trapping to prevent disease outbreaks, is compressed

in bulk of 8,000 local trapping and hunting clubs.

5. WOODSTREAM'S RUBBER-LIPPED STEEL-JAW LEGHOLD TRAP - Our

nation's largest manufacturer of the steel-jaw leghold trap, the

Woodstream Corporation of Lititz, Pennsylvania, is offering the leghold

trap as a "humane alternative' to itself. This item is the classic

steel-jaw trap, ...nvented over 100 years ago, given some politically

expedient cosmetics. It is largely a semantic game. During December

of 1983, when Woodstream representatives filled the halls of New

Jersey's Statehouse to push their wares, this t-ap was called the

"cushion-hold leghold trap." The New Jersey Legislature defeated

an amendment put forth by the trappers' senator to permit use

of "padded" leghold traps, specifically, Woodstream's "cushion-hold."

Now, the trap is being marketed and advertised as the "Soft-Catch

Trapping System," loftily called "Generation 3" of Woodrcream's

padded traps.

Those testing Woodstream's padded trap Are those who have enjoyed

an historic alliance with the fur trade; those wno in the past

declared the leghold trap "humane and efficient," associations which

appear ol panels to defend Woodstream's odious product.

Woodstream, in its published "An Open Letter to Trappers"

(Fur-Fish-Game, March 1984) says that "Some people have referred to

these new devices as "padded traps." This is an oversimplification

and ircorrect. In ,tality, our Soft-Catch trap is a total trapping

4 71
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system including.

- A shock-absorbing spring to reduce dislocations duo to lunging"

Gerald Thomas of Woodstream contends that 'It has a spring

in the chain that, of course, operates like a spring on the end of

a dog chain, so when the dog is lunging, it doesn't give him a

solid pull."

Let us look at the "shock-absorbing" spring to which Woodstream

refers. First, the spring is located in_the chain that attaches,

in essence, the trap to the stake. The springs in all 10 Woodstream

"Soft-Catch" traps that Friends of Animals tested (no animals) were of

little "give." Given the boundaries of the trap to the stake,

the source of give is finite; thrusts and lunges of animals will be

halted abruptly by the stake - where there is no "give."

Woodstrcam's letter continued:

- "A centez-mounted swivel on the bottom of trap and a staking swivel

to permit the t to rotate wiun the captured animal"

Again, there is no "swivel" in the powerful grip of the steel-

jaws. The animal, likely to be a fox with a wrist circumference

of less than an inch, will still writhe and twist within the trap.

The stake swivel is still affixed to a source which has no "give."

Gerald Thomas makes the astounding remark that because of

these swivels, "there is no possibility of him wringing off a foot

or anything like this."

The "Soft-Catch' trap is the steel-jawed trap. The jaws close

with great pressure upon the parraw bones in the appendages of

furbearers, such as fox and raccoon. The pressure obviousl has

to be great enough to hold that animal's appendage between two jaws

A wild animal escapes a trap holding it by the limb through one of
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two means: tugging, twisting and pulling out of the trap jaws, or

"wring-off," chewing off its paw.

Woodstream's next point:

- "Medium-strength coil springs strong enough to hold the animal

without damaging it"

The springs, with a pressure of about 24 pounds (on the limb

of a 12 pound fox, with narrow bones in the appendages) is strong

not only in proportion to the animals it will damage, but to

human being's fingers. Again, this is the classic leghold trap -

and cosmetic changes won't lessen pain. The "741 less pressure

argument is pecious - any trap composed of steel-jaws, whether

rubber-plastic lipped or not, and that exerts enough pressure to

hold the limb of an animal is going to cause damage. This pressure

leads to pain, cessation of the blood flow and concomitant injuries,

including edematous swelling and hemorrhaging, and, regardless of

the "swivels," twisting, ripped tendons and broken bones.

The trap jaws y 11 still ,Ilose on or above the ankle or wrist.

The initial lunges of the animal will still draw the trap down the

leg to the diahead of the longbones, past «hich the trap will "seldom

move. The animal will still circle about the stake, regardless

of "swivels," and the twisting of the animal in that trap will still

result in abrasions and lacerations of the skin at the roint of

contact with trap jaws. The trap jaws, especially when the animal

chowa off the "rubber" lip, will still erode notches into the dystal

metaphyseal region of the ttbia or ulna. Tendons will be severed.

Bones will still be fractured, ends of longbones comminuted by

impact with ground or chewing by the trapped animals. There is no

question the animals will col.tinue to chow off their feet to gain

freedom. There will still be starvation, the onset of gangrene,
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expe,ure to the elements, thirst, hunger, predation. Dogs, cats,

and non-target wildlife, such'as raptors, will still fall prey

to the steel-jaw leghold trap. Raptors, as all birds, have hollow

bones - and will sustain as much damage, because this is still

very much the leghold trap.

What else is Woodstream, which has the textbook definition

of "vested interest' in this leghold trap with a mos name, saying?

- "Tough, durable ribber -like inserts with concave faces that wedge

against the paw to prevent pull-outs. In the "infrequent" occasions

when they need to be replaced, a screw-driver is all that is needed

to do the job in a few minutes."

I, Sun Russell, was able to chew off parts of the rubber

with.th 1 minute. An animal in panic will be able to do so far

better, and in the process sustain substantial toroth and jaw

damage - just like the iniuries sustained with the regular leghold

trap. Woodstream is tntalle inconsistent in its statements about

the life of the rubber-lips. It tells Connecticut legislators

a) the rubber should last the life of the trap and, in the same

.clay, b) the rubber should last through sig or seven animals.

Friends of Animals submits that animals will chew the rubber-

lips oft with regularity.

Woodstream declares that it "has no vested interest" in the

"Soft-Touch" steel-jaw leghold trap. It declares that it make;

other cable-coated snares, manufactures both, and stands to gain

.0 matter what type of trap "replaces" the leghold. The leghold

trap is the favorite trap of trappers becadce it is cheap and

easy to use. Woodstream knows that trappers want the leghold trap.

and nothing but, and to keep tne company in the black, Woodstoam

will push its leghold wares.
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In its mad rush to portray the "Soft-Touch" as a viable

"alternative" to leghold traps, Woodstream says "still further

modifications have now been made with the result that the final

version of these, traps virtually eliminates trap-caused or self-

inflicted injuries." Further, "these findings have been substantiated

by extensive field testing recent' completed by the New York

State Department of Environmental Conservation."

These r marks are again, truly astonishing. The "extensive"

testing was done by Woodstream's friends, the New York DEC. The

number of animals tested: 8 foxes (red and gray) were tested

in "padded" traps, as were 9 raccoons- 7 red foxes arta 14 raccoons

were tested in the unpadded trap. Ben Tullar, one of the New York

biologists in charge of the study, is a vociferous defender of

the "humaness" of steel jaw leghold trapping, and traveled all

the way to New Jersey .o tell legislators: "Assembly Bill 3207

would ban the use of the only fox capture tool that we have found to

be effective and 'humane.'"

The nature of the New York stud., can be best exposed by this

event: The two middle toes of a re,1 fox were found in a padded

trap. Because this trap was stolen two days later, it seems probable

that the fox had been cut or pulled from the trap by the thief and

that it had not escaped unaided." Therefore, reasoned Gary Parsons,

Supervising Wildlife Biolocist, the fox that lost its toes to the

"padded" trap was not irzquo,d in the final statistics. Who can

"cut" the limb of a fox from a leghold trap, managing to leave

the toes? What else was decided by the biologists who are-in

favor of leghold trapping about what was or was not to be included

in the results of this "study"? was there any animal pain expert

participating in this 'study'? No. Were the limbs of th' animals
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X-Rayed? Woodstream says diat " this trap eliminates virtually

all self-inflicted or trap-caused damage," and has said this in

writing. Yet the New York study, such as it is, shlws foot

damage for foxes trapped with padded trap in the form of

edematous swelling and hemorrhaging, cutaneous laceration. Further,

the New York study says that the padded trap was 'found not to have

significantly reduced foot-damage in raccoons even though three

of 14 (21 percent) raccoons taken in unpadded traps have very

high foot-damage scores while none of those taken with padded

traps had extensive damage." Strange.

The traps were checked every 24 hours, a rare occurrence

in the trapping world. And, a backhand admission of leghold

traps' nonselectivity: When trapping began as many raccoons

were caught as foxes even though care had been taken to avoid

raccoon habitat. For this reason, we considered these a target

species as well." A lot of accomodltions in this "study."

We point blank dismiss the New York study, called An Evaluation

of a Padded Leg-hold Trap for Capturing Foxes and Raccoons."

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Denver Wildlife Research

Center, September, 1983, results of studies with padded traps

is equally unconrincing. As they admit, their results a.,e preliminary,

the trap has not been tested under extremes of heat, moisture,

and cold. The device has not been tested on non-target species.

Mr. Thomas of Woodstream boasts of testing his padded trap in

i

'110 degree heat' in Tex s. Extremes of heat and cold simply

reflect the cruelty of 1 ghold trapping, whether the trap is

'padded" or not. Why "1st" the humanity of a trap that has

been the cause of so muct animal agony over hundreds of years?

This is not a "new' trap.
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In the study conducted b; Woodstream's allies, the Georgia

.... Southeast Wildlife Disease C,,operative, the "rubber-shod" trap

did not reduce edematous s.olling and hemorrhaging. Freshly-chipped

or broken teeth were obseyee in 7 coyotes caught in rubber-shod traps

as opposed to similar damag, in 4 coyotes caught in steel -jawed traps.

Broken or chipped teeth occurred an 5 foxes taken in "rubber-shod" traps

and in one animal taken in the steel-jawed trap.

By asserting that its 'new" trap, which is the 'old" trap,

"virtually eliminates trap-caused or self-Inflicted injuries,"

Friends of Animals submits that Woodstream is lying.

In "The Trapper," a October 1983 edition of a national trappers'

newspaper, it is written. " It is safe to say, and Robertson (whom

the trappers' Identify in the article as the "pre Adent" of Woodstream)

freely admitted, some animals trapped and retained in the padded traps

may attack the rubber and destroy the Inserts on the first catch."

The rubber-lipped leghold, by whatever name Woodstream chooses

to call it, is patently unacceptable an an alternative to the leghold

trap. As the New Jersey Legislature declared, it is the leghold trap.

6. TRAPPING REGULATIONS - Proponents of the leghold trap

frequently cite extant trapping regulations or the promulgation

of stronger rules pertaining to trapping as an alternative to

banning the leghold trap. This premise is misleading in that these

regualtions are unenforceable and have no basin in rAlity, the re.nim

in which we are all most interested in dealing.

Trapping ,s a surreptitious activity deper.dent upon taking a
a

wary animal by surprise. State wildlife law enforcement offic s

cannot be4.n to monitor or reuuce illegal trapping. In any event,

legal tri,ing with the .eghold, an inherently cruel and non - selective
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device, is the subject of this legislation,

Hope Ryden, the respected naturalist and author of God's Dog

and Bobcat Year and several articles on North American wildlife

which appear in the Smithsonian and National Geographic, comments

on the flagrant disregard for trapping regulations. After an

account of several pets injured in untagged, illegally placed and

out-of-season traps in Northern New Jersey and New York state,

Ms. Ryden goes on to note: "Such flouting of existing trapping laws

cannot be dismissed as a local incident. Vhile conducting field

research in the West, I frequently found illegal, unmarked and out-of-

season traps on our public lands. In Arizona, an angry rancher (who

within the space e day suffered the crippling of his two most

valuable herding dogs and an in)url to his two-year-old grandson) led

me to 41 out-of-season and unmarked traps set on public grazing land

he leased He told me that it would be dangerous for him to protest.

If he did so, he said, the .rappers might react by shooting his water

tank full of holes or by leaving his gates opened. I promised not to

use his name when I called the Arizona Game and Fish warden.

The game warden I spoke with responded as follows:

Enforcement of trap laws is a heartbreaking
job. We can spend four days a week and that
is not enough. The answer is a drop in fur
prices. If prices fall, trappers won't bother
with the co}ote and fox that much either. We
only have. SI men to patrol tho whole state.
Judges can fine $300 for trapping offenses
but they never do tt. The $30 trapping fee
was meant to slow down trapping but now they're
just not bothering to got licenses. Don't quote
me on this, but everyone would agree with me.

Still another officer told me:

Each officer has 2,000 square milts of rugged
terrain (to patrol). Poachers are willing to
take the small risk of being apprehended and the
even smaller risk of trapping out-of-seandn and
,P.thout a 'Acense.
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In Idaho, Ms. Ryden encountered an even worse situation.

Unable to locate bobcats in the Idaho wilderness, where the species

has been owlr-trapped, the author was to conduct research in an area

she thought was inaccessible to trapners - the National N,...lear

Testing Station - a 640-square mile security region. According

to Hs. Rydun. "But bobcats were scare there too, and after several

weeks of poorly rewarded effort, I discovered why. The security

officers who patrolled the area encountered 80 leghold traps set

for bobcat!"

Ms. Ryden has often found it necessary to abandon research

areas as a result of the prevalence of this device and its effects

on the populations of animals she was trying to observe.

State wildlife officers cannot begin to monitor the placement

of Inindreds of thousands of traps set on private property, public

lands, wooftmeadows, farms, and waterways.

New Jersey is yet another example of lack of enforcement.

For administrative purposes, the state is divided into 3 wildlife

enforcement districts. ach district is manned by 12 officers

when at full strength. This means that one officer is responsible

for approximately 230 square miles. A.ide from his enforcement

duties, each officer is assigned 8 other tasks, including water

pollution investigation and stocking fish.

It is quit6 obvious that proper enforcement of trapping

regulations is hot only difficult, it is impossible. Thousands

of violations of the law 'an and do occ4. As an example, in

response Ianonymousw to a recent New Jersey Fish and Game survey.

trappers admitted they still use the leghold in the 11 counties

in which the trapped is banned.
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The Yale School of Environmental Studies' "Pol,,y lmpli, iti in%

of National Study ,f American Attituees Toward Aril s,- say,

Trappers 4seemed.gaite unconcerned about .aues invcivind
the protection and welfare of animals as indicated by

a very low moralists' and ecologistie scot. Indeed,

mora than any other group, trappers consistently oppe,%ed

efforts to minimize ,cuelty to animals or depredation-,

to wAldlife and wilderness environments.

Again:

This {row seems to exercise littl restraint or cowl

in its exploitation of wildlife or natual resource.,

According to the Yale University burvey, so pticent of th,,

wno had 'rapped reported this activity as mainly oc-orring pi; )

to age 20 (65 pecent between ll and 20. 21 5i between and 1.:

years of ageJ Dr rellert, who conducted the survey, noted

These figures suggested that trapping is
uncommon activity, moat often oc.Jrinu in pin-iduit

years

National Trappers' Asso- ,t1011 sea cod to this apt

assess'ent with great aiirr'. and .hosted t, at he;leit that

his Taldots sampling, which yielded the ab,,,e int atl,n, bt'

'auipnented' by a sampling f the trra's nent,ers,-, r.

trappers emmtged in ttm second sampling, ,f the %TA rove.,blir,

none so much as Marcus welb,, MD

CORM:110E Passage of 0 1797 ..e,uyi er"* i hr

o1 the leghold trap in the United

,r can An end t) the tui .rausaiy

clt h, *ovv,

to the etienda of s.w.e, 4 ,..ntrie. ha, it 1,00

bans on the leihidd trap, -oi one ,nontcy tarsi'. -d Iv. eti

impact on it, ocommi, vt .lit, fin' Ar-,n:

tonntwies le, al this %I.e a p,..1 tiato ! 1d

the inJ 'het ,,v.
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Most countries that have banned the leghold trap report,

as Brazil: "...no economic consequences." Cnile, going to greater

length, explained: "Once cannot say that this prohibition has led

to adverse economic consequences now that the animals of economic

importance . . . are captured by other legally permitted means."

The experience of dozens of countries, many with profitable

not caved any eivificant impact to either their national commerce or the

specific industry.

national commerce or the specific industry.

Switzerland, which has banned the leghold trap, and

presently p)anning to ban all traps except the box trap, offers

a good example. Many U.S. trappers complain that leghold traps

are the only practical means of capturing long-legged furbearers

particularly fox. Fox, however, is the species most frequently

captured by commercial trappers in Switzerland, where leghold traps

are banned.

Further, and again in relation to the trappers' complaint

that they cannot capture fox in anything but a leghold, The Centers

for.Disease Control has done all of its work involving the live

trapping of hundreds of wild animals, including foxes, by using

only box traps. It is against CDC policy to use leghold traps.

In its research CDC has used box traps manufactured by the

Tomahawk Live Trap Company of Tomahawk, Wisconsin.

The CDC is charged with protecting the public health. It mace

on box trapsto capture wild animals - not the leghold trap. The CDC's

ability to live capture foxes in box traps is particularly significant

because apologists for the leghold frequently claim that foxes cannot

be trapped in box traps. The CDC's experience suggests that these
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trappers are either uninformed,
incompetent or lying.

Dr. Kenneth B. Shaw, D.V.M., wrote Friends of Animals in 1978:

It has been my experience
that steel leg traps are not

necessary for the capture of wild mammals. This opinion

is based on my experience
during 1966 when I was employed

to trap and take blood samples from wild mammals in

Forked River Game Preserve. The only traps used were

"Have-a-Hart" traps.

During a ten week period, I was able to capture

approximately 90 to 100 mammals, including opossum,

skunk, rabbit and raccoon. All animals were tagged

and released, after a blood sample, fa, encephalitis,

was taken.

None of the animals trapped were
injured in any way

by the traps. The steel leg trap is a vicious, inhumane

and brutal thing. It has no place in our society.

On December 20, 1981, Bill Clark, Chief Curator of the

Hai-Bar Arava Biblical Reserve in Israel, wrote Friends of

Animals:

I understand that certain interests in the United States

defend the use of steel leghold traps against foxes

because, they claim, box traps are ineffective against

these species.'

We have recently ecperienced a substantial increase

in our fox population ... the
fox involved is Vulpes

vulpes, the same animal you have in America.

My principal concern is that these foxes might prey

on newborn Nubian ibex (Capra ibex nubiana) which we

expect to begin arriving in about 10 weeks. Consequently,

I've conducted a fox-catching program in the vacinity

of the pregnant ibex.

Using only box traps, sometimes in connection with a

drift fence, we have captured 73 foxes in the past month

using ten traps set each evening and checkeJ each morning.

Not a single animal was injured in the project.

It is most strange that
pro-trapping interests, such as the

New York State biologists who test Woodstream's loghold trap with

rubber-lips: who declare the standard
stool-jaw trap "humane,"

say that these animals cannot
be caught in box traps, and when

they are, they "sustain injury." Most strange, indeed.
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It is important to note that the majority of skins from

animals trapped by the leghold trap in the U.S. are sent abroad

for.manufacture. Approximately 24 million wild animals are trapped

annually for their fur in the United States. An estimated 84 percent

of the skins, of these animals are exported abroad for manufacture,

where labor is cheaper. These figures'are verifiable when comparing

the number of animals trapped, state by state, to United States

Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U.S. extort trade

statistics.

Inisum, the :mimes trapped by the leghold trap in the U.S.

do not provide "hundreds of thousands" of jobs, and the export

of their skins explains the relative paucity of jobs connected

with manufacture in the U.S.

Besides, trappers freely admit this is the case. As a

kingle example, a January 12, 1981, Asbury Park Press article

(New Jersey), entitled, "Most pelts trapped locally end in Europe,'

says it all: "Eigh5:percent of the pelts sold will be shipped

oVerseas, said Fred Gishle, president of the Central Jersey

Furtakers of America."

The number of those employed by the fur trade has been

grossly exaggerated. According to the Bureau of the Census,

U.S. Department of Commerce, there are but 1,300 fur dressers

and dyers in the United States. (Reference: 1977 Census of

Manufacturers, Volume II, Industry Statistics, Standard Industrial

Classification Major Groups 35 to 39. SIC 1999-2371). While

the New York-based fur lobby was claiming that °hundreds of thousands

of New Jerseyane would be put out of work by New Jersey's ban,

the true number of fur workers in the state was 183. The skins

of muskrats, caught largely by conibear traps, made up the bulk
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of achy manufacturing.

The fur industry in the United States is a relatively minor

operation compared to the aountry's overall industrial abtivity.,

There are, according the the U.S. Department of Commerce, about

546 manufacturing establishments (85 percent of which are in New York

City) employing 3,800 people. This sets the fur industry at less

than three-tenths of one percent of the U.S., apparel industry's

employment of 1,323,531 people. It should be further noted that

the fur industry survives at its present low-employment numbers

only because of federal subsidy through the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act (CETA). There has been little indication

within the fur industry of its desire to diversify. The profit

of a trade which the public is on record as opposing seems to

be sharply skewed - with a relative few interests making most of

the money. Indeed, at an Asbury Park Press editorial meeting

in 1983 concerning bannIng the leghold trap, Sid Benjamin, president

of Flemington Furs, stated that "his workers" received 'minimum

0 wage."

Congressmen have surely received fur trade literature stating

that the "fur industry employs 250,000 people directly or indirectly."

As in anything else, it is important to ponder what is not said, rather

than what is. "Indirectly" happens to cover gasoline, buttonhole

makers, tires, the works. number of people includes meatcutters,

United Food and Commercial Workers, who hrve nothing to do, really,

with the miniscule fur trade. "Indirectly " should be defined.

Because an activity is income producing doesn't make it right.

The New York drug trade is estimated at $54 billion, making the fur

trade look like peanuts, and "employs" 300,000 people in the Now

York area alone. Because of these revenues, should we legalize heroin?
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A letter to the Daily News (New York), July 26, 1984, signed

only by "C.F." raises another question. The letter to the editor

reads:

There are many shops in the fur district of this city
that employ people who come over from Europe as "visitors,"

and workrfrom early morning until late in the evening.

This work is done off the books. These people mass
thousands of dollars and then trot back to Europe with

their pockets full. I know of one employer who is
applying for a visa for workers to come here and
work for him in the same way. There should be an

agency to watch over these shops. Because the practice

is unfair and our country is losing tax dollars from it.

Is the industry claiming such an interest in empl.wment

cutting these corners? Friends of Animals has not yet investigated

the implications of this letter, and we suggest that the Committee

carry the points raised in this letter further.

And finally, there is the question of the AFL-CIO. The

several public surveys mentioned earlier prove that the public's

disapproval of both fur products and the leghold trap of course

must apply to rank and file union members. Even among the leadership

of the AFL-CIO, thare is apparent dispute. Several letters in

support of banning the trap have been forwarded to Friends of

Animals, including Stage Employees Local One, IATSE, AFL-CIO,

and the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers.

Another salient fact to be considered is that the impac0

of this legigfation will be noticed in a minor part of this

comparatively small industry. According to testimony delivered

by a representative of the American Fur Industry, wild furs

4
*Account for about 45 percent of retail fur sales." He also said

',that "lomt 87 percent of all wild furs are taken by use of the

-Thsqhold trap." This reveals that about 39 percent of the U.S. fur

market Involves furs taken by use of the leghold trap.
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Most of the countries to which the U.S. exports its furs

have banned the leghold trap as cruel. These countries might

justly question the importation of U.S. furs because the U.S. has

not adhered to an international huhane standard. A precedent for'

such a ban on fur trade presently exists in U.S. law - the Marine

Mammal Protection Act of 1972 - which prohibits the importation of

baby seal skins. The ban is based on U.S. moral objections.

Attached are the many dismayed comments sent to Friends of

Animals by ildlifit of ficials of countries that have long ago

banned the leghold trap. The strength of these comments and

feelings could well lead to embargoes.

HR 1797 is a threat not to the fur trade but to its inertia.

The leghold trap is chekp, available and easy to use. At one time,

aboli tionists were complaining that slavery was cruel and immoral.

Plantation owners responded the t slaves were important to the economy;

without tnem, the economy would collapse. Today, we know that

the plantation owner s' responses were sheer self interest, and

that the reason for using slaves in the Nineteenth Century was that

laves were cheap, available and easy j40 use.

Fur is a luxury enterprise. The economic, social and defense

capabilities of the U.S. are not dependent on the health of the

fur industry. People with money to spend on luxury items will spend

that money somewhere else - on some other product, the manufacturer

of which will also employ people. The issue then becomes academic.

The employment might also ;field more than the dead-end career,

at minimum wage, now found in the fur trade.
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Ttm most direct teronomic effect of HR 1797 will be felt

by the trapper. It would require the trapper to obtain different

trapping devices, something that could not honestly be called a

major invest,ment. This is a matter faced by most businesses

in the U.S. when regulations are promulgated to ensure the safety

and yell-being of human beings, animals and the environment.

Douglas Thompson, President of the Toy Manufacturers of America,

cites expenditures of the toy industry to develop safer products

as follows: '1) Development of a Voluntary Product Standard

which is estimated to have cost us 1 million dollars 2) Each

company has purchased testing equipmenb and set-up laboratories

specifically designed for toy safety and 3) Substantial resources

are expended to communicate our standards, train personnel, update,

ate.'

Mr. Thompson also states, *While there was 1040 resistance at

the start, I believe the industry now recognizes that these expenditures

improved the products, helped increase sales apd gave new confidence

to our consumers. Once people move from the narrow issue of if

and get to 'how," creative innovation always improves the situation.

Moneys expended by the auto industry for safety and environmental

controls are considerable. The cost of government regulations tl

General Motors in 1981 was $2.2 billion, and required the equivalent

of 24,000 full-time employees to comply with regulations concerning

auto safety, auto emission control, etc."

Why should trappers, most of whom trap for spending money

or 'sport,' be exempt from thisFurs. of progess?
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With the purchase.of a state license and a few leghold trape,

a trapper reaps sizeable profits irhm trapping and killing public

wild animals. Or does he?

The New Jersey Trapper Training Course tells prospective

trappers:

'Trappers are not in it for the money, because you
can make bore money pumping gas.

The "Pennsylvania Trapper Training Guide" tells trappers:

Trapping is done primarily for sport, although
the extra dollars gleaned from a year's catch
always comes in handy.

On Sunday, April 29, 1984, the Cleveland Ohio Plain Dealer

featured an article,entitled: "Fur Trappers - The Mono ' Small

and the Abuse is Big, but the Great Outdoors is Thei.s," f tuting

remarks such as if you enjoy it, it's a hobby that makes a little

money."

Yet another May 23, 1983 article was called "Woodsman traps

for, fun, not funds.* Again, the trapper was quoted: "the pelts

he sells don't pay for his gasoline or the traps that are lost

or stolen.'

A February, 1980 New YorkITLmes article said the average

U.S. trapper earns only $100 per season.

The United States, Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,

estimated in Cctober bf-1981 that the number of professional trappers

and hunters in the U.S., based on the 1970 census, was between

0 and 2,000.

The New JersoyCenous (1980) showed but 62 professional

hunters and trappers in the state.
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If, as the New York Times, states, the average U.S.

trapper earns $100 per season frbm the activity, this amounts

to 830 per day) in most areas, 't)14 average season is 120 days.

The Yale School of Environmental Studies reported thata

in 1980 the "average" trapper "traps 11 days out of the season."

The same survey asked if trapping was a major source of

income - 86.4 percent responded. "No."

Historically, the number of trappers increases or decreases

commensurate:to increased or decreased prices paid for furskins.

The number of trappers in Texas, for example, increased from 5,000

in 1972, when pelt prices were low, tQ 32,000 in 1978, when prices

were such higher. This information and pattern indicates that

the majority of trappers can take or leave trapping; certainly

dor'.. do it to protect the public from rabies, and prefer to

'cash -in" when sales are relatively lucrative.
r

8. AGRICULTURE - It is stated by the fur industry that a

ban on leghold traps would create serious agricultural problems.

This fear is unfounded, and, we believe, concocted by people more

interested in sellingfprskins than protecting crops.

The usual scenatio would make a good plot for a horror film.

Apologists for leghold trapping contend that if trappers don't

"control" wildlife populations, the uncontrolled animals will

multiply geometrically and over-run America'a agricultural

structure. We hear of beavers creating "billions of dollars

of damage to daps, we hear of spreading pestilence.

This is nonsense. Tho Smithsonian Institut. featured

an exhibit on evolution-that addresses this issue. Theoretically,
,...

two cockroaches are capable oi\F4rducing 15,969,850,414,

242 offspring in a space of 4 years. This number would cover
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approximately 4 miles. During that same period, the Smithsonian

exhibit noted, a pair of oyilters could yield 6,250,000,125,000,

002,500,000,000,000,0001 descendents, a number that could fill

more than the ,space of the sun.

These are arguments used by apologists for the leghold trap

to scare or Mislead those not conversant with the subject.

, In fact, trapping may actually cause wild populations to

explode, for it has been established that intensively trapped

animals in control areas have larger litter sizes.

Elementary biology points out the restraining forces that

influence populations. Dr. V.C. Wynne-Edwards defined the reality

of wild population dynamics:

Population growth is essentially
a density-dependent process. This
means that it tends to proceed fastest
when p8pulation densities are far below
the ceiling level, to fall to zero as
this level is approached, and to become
negative leading to an actual drop in
numbers if ever the ceiling is exceeded.

According to Dr.'Kirch of Harvard:

I weuld'haye to argue that trapping is
ineffective in,controlling natural
populations, because typically wild
animal populations arc effectively
regulated by natural factors, include
their own density, and do not go on
increasing forever. Beginning from a
few individuals, those populations may
grow only very slowly for a time, but
past a critical number begin to increase
very rapidly. Inevitably, the fast rate
of increase ceases, and the population
reaches a fairly stable number, most
obviously because the food and shelter
are limited...it is clear that reducing
a population by trapping just forces it
back into the fast-growth phase.
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Once again, trapping does not control
populations. Thus, we can't justify
using the leghold trap because it won't
do the job any more than will another sort
of trap.

Practical experience shows that trapping does almost nothing

to influence populations of most animals. All trapping realW

does is artificially change the age structure of wild populations,

creating populationi of younger, and less experienced animals.

The only animals for which trapping poses a real hazard are the

large carnivores such as cougars, wolves ana bears, whiot are

at an ecoleigical secondary heterotrophic level, at the td, of

thier ApectiveSbod webs. Many of these species have be

pushed into endangerment, toe groat extent, by trapping.

In every state !armors frd afforded liberal, year-Found

relief from any furbearers who may, in rare instances, be

causing damage to crops. Raccoons, foxes, woodchucks can be

shot when doing damage - and trapped with box traps. It is

important to lemember that all states save generous prescribed

hunting seasons,on the raccoon and fox.

Surveys of fermis who have sustained livestock damage in
3

New Jersey reveal that 99 percent of predation on livestock

in 600 cases was attributed to feral or domestic dogs, not foxel.

Foxes do not cause agricultural crop damage. They are

carnivorous.

At dew Jersey's hearings to ban leghold traps, two farmers

urged the legislature to ban, the leghold trap because the foxes

art being trapped out, and they are needed to control lagomorphs,

who do re41 damage.

S
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We will also hear that raccoons caused "billions* of'dollars

of damage to sweet4corn. In fact, grackles, not raccoons, are the

most resented diners by farmers. At this point, the question

arises concerning the fur trade's lacktof concern about trapping

graqkles.

Raccoons wpo nibble sweet corn, field corn, soybeans and

other crops are not registered with the U.S. Department of

Agriculture as causing economic loss . What does contribute

to economic 10521 is blight, bad use of pesticides, inclement

weather. the usual factors. But wildlife is not registered.

Trapping inpreases the rate of growth of a population,

and keeps wild animals, those with lucrative pelts, in a

constant fluctuation. A predominance of young, immune and

inexporiancea5raccoons, or any furbearer, will not bode well for

a farmer truly concerned with his crops, for the young will be curious

and intrude.

Again, groundhogs cauteno economic loss,'and while they 40

will feed on soybeans, it was brought up by farmers at New Jersey's

hearing that more soybeans are wasted by crop heviest machinery 't

than is ever eaten by all wildlife combined. Groundhogs are diurnal

animals who emerge morning, noon and evening. They make such easy

shooting targets that in many areas, the species has been "shot out."

Contrary to claims by fur industry rpresentatives, beavers

are being used out West to repair and rejuvenate areas ruined by

man, and areas over-trapped for beaver skin*. In Wyoming, the BLM

is using beavers to repair a padly eroded stream system. The beaters

are savin4 buman beIngsmoneyl:the BLH estimates that the job, if

done by humans, would cost $50,000.
s,

r't
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Since most legal trapping seasons are during the winter,

trapping furbearers does not, as is indicated, give farmers

immediate relief.

A few decades ago, when the Danes were considering a ban on the

leghold trap, farne.svere complaining that the land would be over-run

with %females and the rivers with otters if the trap was banned. They

predicted that the country's poultry and fishing industries would

luffer.

The Danes banned the trap anyway, and then kept a close watch on

the populations of weasles, otters and other wild animals that might

affect human agriculture. They watched -- and nothing happened.

The Danish Government presently reports that there is no noticeable

=hangs in wildlife populations since the banning of the leghold trap.

Nearly identical experiences have been observed by virtually all

countries that have banned the leghold trap, and these practical

experiences have confirmed the theory espoused by Dr. Wynne-Edwards.

Trapping apologists than looked to horse breeders and posited the

argument that burrowing furbearars are dangerous to horses. Friends

of Animals investigated the charge and fourp05-6 be false. Subie-

(Neatly, the Standard Breeders Association, and dozens of major hors*

breeders have signed statements that etas; *I, the undersigned, a

breeder of horses, wish my legislative representatives to know that

the presence of wildlife do my land is not detrimental to the raising
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of horses. In particular, horses do not fall and break their legs in

pastures because of holes dug by animals. The Congress should recognize

that trappers are motivated by self-interest. The idea that they

operate to protect my interests and my horses is ludicrous."

There are many alternatives to the leghold trap in discouraging

wild animals from feeding on human agricultural products. These

alternatives are generally of the types that either'prevent offending

animals from causing damage, or by inducing them to alternative regions'

or diets. Scientific literature has a great bounty of articles

detailing myriad techniques which can be used for almost every common

wild animal in North America.

Trapping interests cite the muskrat, a vole, as an animal which

must be trapped to be "controlled." There is talk of "billions of

dollars of damage' to dikes, dams, canals. The evidence against this

claim is overwhelming. tt,5144/
, m '4'

Muskrat populations are commonly several times greater in .the

fall as in the spring, and these changes, including the decline

from fall to spring, will occur in the complete absence of

trapping. Clearly, trapping is not the only thing standing

between us and wall-to-wall muskrats.

Several cities have banned muskrat trapping spedifically (and

successfully), including Madison and Bloomington, Wisconsin. These bans

occurred in areas where muskrat 7opulations are abundant and prolific.

The bans were enacted many years ago: Bloomington and Madison are still

there.

Dr. Paul Errington, respected zoologist
and widely recognized as one

of the world's leading authorities on muskrats:

Muskrats aro a prolific species, and neither disease nor

natural predation nor trapping will effectively lower their

numbers. They simply reproduce faster when more are killed.

According to Robert Waligora, muskrat expert of Fur and Trapping

4 94,
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Ethics of Minnesota:

Muskrats are extemely prolific...muskrats are self-limiting. If
conditions are favorable, they will reproduce as much as four

times a year. Trapping does not effect the numbers. In ope'pond

where there were a couple of thousand muskrats, they trapped 500.

This had no effect on the di e or population level.

Discouraging wild animals from invading planted fields ay be

doue in many ways. Drift fences associated with box traps can be

effective. So can low-voltage electrical wire. In Israel, whore

there is no hunting ar trapping, and agricultural land and productivity

is at a very high premium, farmers have been very effective in protect-

ing crops without harming wild animals. It all focuses on natters of

vigilance and housekeeping.

The ancient custom of tithing has been effective for centuries in

protecting crops. Through this technique, small parcels of land are

dedicated to wildlife. The wild animals are protected on the tithed

land and build stable, density-dependent populations that act as

buffers against incoming wildlife that may attack the crops.

There is a possibility that trapping may actually increase crop

damage. While trapping doesn't necessarily change the numbers of

wildlife poWations in an area, it does lower the average age.

Youthful animals of any species are usually more active, more curious,

and less careful. They are also growing. increased activity, plus

growth, usually incr eeeee the need for food. It should also be

remembered that a population with a high mortality rate will also

have a high number of replacement infants, and this means a high

number of pregnant and nursing females, who also have unusually high

food demands.
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8. GOVERNMENT - State and Federal bureaucracies aee among the

maior forces fighting to retain the leqhold trap in the United States.

The major reason why these bureaucracies are fighting the ban is

because many bureaucratic positirns and budgets are financially

dependant upon trapping.

At the state level, specifically, salaries of fish and game

commission bureaucrats are largely paid by hunting and trapping

license fees. The more trappers in a stnte. the more license fees

available for the fish and gasp commission's budget. Consequently,

there is reason for these state commissions to encourage increasei

exploitation of wildlife. Their financiel interests coincide witty

thou. of the trappers.

It has Already been noted that the Federal Government is the

United States' principal trapper. The Department of the Interior's

Animal Damage Control program alone employs 465 District Field

Assistants, all of whom aro salaried trappers on the public payroll

at a cost of between 52.7 million and 55.4 million annuc.ly. Add

to this the costs of purchasing and maintainiag about 50,000 leghold

traps, paying supervisory personnel and purchasing all the ancillary

equipment, traer--tation and expenses, and there is indeed a sub-

stantial drain on the public treasury.

This program has bean roundly critic zed on many occasions as

being ineffective, costly and cruel.
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There is also concern that it is counterproductive. For example,

in baiting traps with carrion, the traps eliminate coyotes that feed

on carrion, ,thereby 'selecting" for the coyotes that prefer live

prey. There are many other problems with the coyote control program,

but this is not the forum for dwelling upon them. Suffice it to note

that the federal bureaucracy's testimonies on behalf of the leghold

trap must be honestly viewed, in part, as an exercise in job protection.

Interior also publishes, at taxpayer expense, a pamphlet celled

" Trapping Tips" which is aimed at school children. 'Trapping," it

says "of furbearing animals for wholesome outdoor recreation and a

source of additional income for farm youngsters has been popular

since the founding of our country." Having equated the inhumane

slaughter of animals with the Declaration of Independence, the pamphlet

goes on to praise leghold traps as "useful weapons".

Moreover, the U.S. Department of the Interior makes a point

of ignoring tl*e opinions of some of its trappers.

According.to Dick Randall, former acting district supervisor,

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service:

Even though I was an experienced, professional trapper, my
trap victims included non-target species such as the bald
and golden eagles, a variety of hawks and other birds, rabbits,
sage grouse, pet dogs, deer, antelope, porupines, sheep and

calves.

The leghold trap is inherently non-selective. It is probably
the most cruel device ever invented by man. My trapping
records show that for each target animal I trapped, about
2 unwanted individuals were caught. Because of trap injuries,
these non-target species had to be destroyed.
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The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service declares that these non-target

ratios are 'wrong," and that the ability of the trapper, not the

leghold trap, will affect the animals' suffering and the non-target

ratio. With its expert government trappers, the Service implies,

there is neither acute suffering nor waste of life.

Mr. Randall was A government trapper for ten years. The rating

bestowed on him by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service: Excellent.

Similarly, the Service regularly sends out press releases

which cite steel traps as a threat to the bald eagle.

The leghold trap, rubber-lipped or unmodified, is a dangerous

device incapable of exercising judgement and which inflicts

untenable suffering on both "target" and "non-target' trap victims.

It is essential to ban this anachronistic device of torture throughout

the United States. No exemptions for any use should be made, for

alternatives arg available in all instances.

In light of the suffering furbearers endure - in light of the

arsenal of traps and weapons used against these anfaals - the request

to ban the leghold trap is a modest one. No trapping is humane. No

matter what trap used, pelts from wild furbearers do not emerge from

thin air. The process in which a live animal evo1ves into a fur

garment entails pain and violence for that animal. Since it is

evident that there is no need whatsoever for any kind of commercial

trapping; that there are in fact no environmental justifications for

It, and since it has been proved that the carnage of the wild fur

trade is of massive scope, a ban on all commercial trapping should

be considsrbd.

The barbarism with government imprimatur must stop. The

mutually beneficial relationship between furriers and state fish

and game managers must stop. That a device which poses such a

threat to our wildlife, pets, and even people is tolerated to

satisfy the recreational pursuits and greed of so few cells for

immediate rectification. Ne now urge the Congress to respond

with speedy passage of HR 1797. It is the very least of what

has to be dons, and it is long overdue.
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Statement of John Kirsch, Ph.D.

Associate Curator of Mamnalogy

Museum of Comparative Zoology

Harvard University

submitted to

The Comwrce and Industry.Committee

of the New Jersey'Assembly

trra

The Energy and Environment Committee

of the New Jersey Senate

1983

11

Friends of Animals,has asked on to speak, as a professional mammalogist, to

three questions: First, do animals feel pain? Second: Is trapping necessary to

control animal populations? And third. Must we trap mammals to prevent the spread

of disease? I think we are in danger of confusing the issue of whether trapping

should be permitted with how it may be carried cut, and I would be dishonest if I

did not say that there are persuasive scientific, economic and even conservationist

reasons in favor of trapping. My personal concern is rather with the manner in which it

is done. Nevertheless. the two issues are related, as I shall indicate.

mr
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On the an.estion of whether animalkfeel pain, of course they do: Any

animal that did not would not live very long, would beoplikely to leave

offspring, and would therefore be most unfit! Moreover, the nervous structures

for sensing and responding to pain in other animals are very similar to our own.

Out, it may be argued, responding to pal; and being aware of it are two different

things. Are animals aware? That is the crucial question when it comes to

deciding if we should allow certain kinds of experiments or traps. Of course

it is not even easy to be sure that another person is . but we believe so because

he or she tells us about it, now that we have begun to teach chimpanzees and gorillas

to use human language, they too are telling us how they feel - even lying to escape

punishment for wrongdoing - and it is difficult to maintain any longer that awareness

is a special characteristic of huMan beings. Again, given the very similar biological

soucture and functioning of all mammals, it would be astonishing if other specles

were also not aware. Thus, I see no reason to doubt.that animals are every bit as

capable of feeling pain, and of suffering, as are human beings. Therefore, in my

opinion, we would need the strongest possible justification for inflicting pain on

nom.

And this is the connection to the second question. Is trapping necessary to

control populations? It is often argued that trapping is required to prevent the

continued increase in animal numbers, with the attendant economic and other threats

to ourselves; and hence that any means justifies this end - including the use of

an unquestionably painful, if efficient, trap like the leghold. I would have to argue

that trapping is ineffective in Lontrollinq natural populations, because typically

wild animal populations are effectively regulate 0 natural factors, including
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their own tensity, and do not go on increasing forever. Beginning from a

few individLals, those populations may grow only very slowly for a time, but

put a critical number begin to Increase very rapidly. They do this for

several reasons, some biological and some simply mathematical: It is a bit

like a compo.md interest situation where you are being paid several hundred

percent a year. Inevitably, the fast rate of increase ceases, and the population

reaches a fairly stable number, most obviously because food and shelter are limited.

but also because the bigger a population the more liable are its members to predators

Againl this is a general pattern and there are exceptions' Bigger animals seem

able to maintain a stable population size, but populations of little Mammals such

as meadow mice and lemmings are notorious for overshooting the mark every few

years and then descending to quite low levels But these populations recover

quite swiftly, and they do so because when they are reduced in numbers the mechanisms

for rapid increase take over again. It is clear that reducing a_population by

trapping,just forces it back into the fast-growth phase.

The resilience of wild populations makes it very difficult to argue for a

total ban on trapping, but ;t also means that it is nearly impossible to depress

permanently a population t2L means of trapping. Nothing short of pushing the

population, down to the brink of extinction, or extensive habitat destruction, will

achieve that end - and I hope no one is arguing in favor of those alternatives today

Once again, trapping does not control populations Thus, we can't justify using

the leghold trap because it won't do the job any more than will another sort of

Characteristics of population growth also affect the transmission of diseases

If bytrapping we reduce populations to the size where they will grow quickly

5i
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then a lot of immature and presumably susceptible animals will enter the

population each year. This would increase the likelihood of transmission by

youngsters that have not had a chance to become immune. Extensive trapping

may therefore aggravate rather than alleviate the spread of disease.

In conclusion. populations usually are naturally regulated and do not

go on increasing forever. Noreally'trapping will not provide permanent

control of numbers, or even put a brake on the spread of disease. In the

face of these conclusions, and knowing that animals are capable of suffering.

weare scarcely justif,sd in continuing to use a method of trapping that

undoubtedly inflicts considerable pain.
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ludAttl,lytAal

Thu 10:11.41 of Acricu I Lure

Nvad or divizton, 11 Nolen, 11'

Dear Or Clark:
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1919-05-15 ; 1441/%9

Friends of
Vicealts Iroestlent

11 West 60lb runt
New York, Ny 1002t

Referring to yens letter of April 19, 10 v .av on .,c,k
about the statements that resulted in the ben of '11;114.1
leghold traps in Sweden and cur experiences of this tan.

Question A.
The ban is based on animal protection reJaons. 4esearch
made in Sweden about leghold traps.'and than especially
on foxes, showed large incidence of loss on animals
captured.

In a material consfetin4 of 645 foxes, caught in leghold
traps, almost all of they had serious dental- and jaw
injuries. Of 514 serious injured foxes 155 had gnawed '

down 1 tooth, 87 2 teeth. 43 more than 10 teeth. 3 1O teeth,
1 17 teeth, 4 10 teeth. In addition to this moderate in-
juries nave been found that, however, can "urn out to
be so serious that the mucous membrane of ens jaws have
been injured. The judgement "all also inolude injurieo
such as fractures on legs ane paws.

Other arguments can be stated against la -held traps with
reglrd to anima protection. Thus an animal captured in
leLhold trap :sight be.oaused considerable mental suffering.

Qusstion B.
The government authorities might permit the use of leghold
traps by combating an outbreak of spisooties such as rabies
and fox scabies and other contegious diseases.

Yours mincerley.

Keldn
Head of division
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DEPAuTmENT OF FISHERIES ANO
FORESTRY

22 UPPER MERRION ST., DUBLIN 2

.4.54ww. M311
laAts4 topI, to Ow Sorrow,
W arm* Mr &worm/ rwror -

14 December 1979

Hr 11131 Clarke
Vice renident
'riendn of A.nionls Inc
11 rent f0th Street

York
1 Y 1c04$
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AN ROINN IASCAIGH AGUS
FOHAOISEACHTA

22 SRAtO MHUIRFEAN UACHT.

!MILE ATHA CLIATH 2

Deur Sir

I cm dSrected by the loininter for vinheriee and Frrostry to refer to
your recent letter retarding the leghold or gin trap.

Oin traps have been banned in Ireland eines ip6e. A copy of the :tort
recent re gulationo in enoloatal fo- your information. The trap,. .ere
banned mainly because of the oruelty anpect involved. The trnor
caueht.animals by the lean and did not irmediately kill ass. The
animals, therefore, suYfered for a prolonged period before dying.
Sometimen an animal in its effort to'encope would lore a ler bef?re
escnping. it won also felt that the traps weeindiecrifinate nn- tlat
many beneficial animal" (i.e. then* for whom the traps were not
intended) could breaught.

"-Ito particular problems (human, biological or echnogic) h-vc been
Oxperienoed to date. We are, to date, not led to believe tint it
has had any:benefit on the natural et:oyster in Ireland.

Violation of the ban doss occur, relay because at present ve rre
unable to vigilentiy enforce it due to look of manpower. The
appointment of new wildlife rangers will probably reduce soy violntions.
There io no widespread sale of in traps at present. sod it runt be
remembered that the problem is a diminishing One mime the trspn that
an in'use an old and are likely to beoome inoperative in future.

Yours sincerely
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APPENDIX F

44acAnetl yew.
V CMOS. du V Olonvia. del

Wends of Animals. Inc.
11 West 60th Street

Yew York. N.Y. 10023

U.S.A.

WOW* ZOOM
It fel It re

DOba/000.3

Oa* of leghold traps in Switzerland

bear Sirs

NoollEANAThi~maiNf
April 25. 1979

1. haferrios to your letter dated April 19, 1979 we inform you that the

dudes Vantins law em June 10, 1925. as ammied es Hera 23. 1962 pro-

hibits the ono of Isabela tress.

Previously. the es* ef legbad traps lies sehjeot to special lioaorios.

whereby some Cantons gem spa nosiness quite freely tojengrApplisant.

Who was a bolder of amoral booting Meows.

The interdistlom of the use (ma the impertatiomt) of loghall traps warm

justified by a statement of the Meryl Coma' is his Mesas* to the

Parliament. dated Septmeher12. 1141, that mochttrgs were smoldered

Lawmen*.

Actually. a new bonitos Isola soder preparation and will - hopefully -

undergo the puhlio hearings by the end of the year. tills law wilt pro-

bably be even more reatriative. by prohibiting the use of any trap. ex-

cept box trope.

2. Even without legbold tms, we do net Mown are over-pepalation of wild

carnivores and After mmatersomels. *wept pertowis foxes where the

population wes extremely dense berme twitandani was affected by rabies.
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.Uabise control is dons by shooting and trapping (other than lebilold traps)

and in previous years by gassiag.Uneburrovs, a method uhich now has been

abandoned.

3. The annual take of what you vould call target - species vu a follove for

the hunting years 1976 and 1977 (initiates shooting and traPpin#01

Species

Castor fiber

!opus europaeum
Lepus timidum
Oryotolagus ouniculum

Lutra lutra

Fells lynx
tells silvestris

Cenie lupus

Vulpee vulpine

Wee deism

Martell marten

Marta. loins

Mumtola putorium

Matelot *rainiest

?betel. alvalla

Data from Canton tame omIT
(ca. 6800 sq.km)i

Batumi vulgazds

Fara oat

kw for information tot

Mealeinemt fUr Foretveoeo.

Sakti= Jagd mad Vildfccantang

1976 1977

totally protected

17'657 16'454

2'900 2'687

572 307

totally protected -

+.i

totally protected (1975s 1 illegally

totally protected

0

22'963

1'496

334

1'636

6

333

0

19,377

'10;18

29a

2,339

10

560

5'409

1'443

Yours eiermmlY.

Faint! VCteirre 0.53
tr.t.:. .

wools .r3 iheZects

(Dr. Dolllagur)

(19761 1 shot)
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SURvico pueLico FEDERAL.

0r. Bill Clark

Vice- President, Friends of Animals, inc.

11.West 6Uth Srreet

New York, N.Y. 10021

Dear dr. Clark

Brasilia, 12 de novo*bto de 1979

Concerning your inqUiry on the leghold trap our lairs does not

specify its ban.

Otherwise it says that it is forbiden to hunt, catch or

harvest wildlife with traps that may maltreat the animals. By this reason this

kind of trap is banned. We did not have any problem with this and other

dpnishments and no economic consequences. In ocher hand there is for sure

*people violating the ban, as always.

Hoping"thin will be helpful to you, I remain.

Sincerely yours

Di tor de DL isio de Prot.
/MATO IP LEAL

a Natureas -

5??
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SLRVICier N.RICOLA Y CANADCRO
01:RI:NCIA CI:NDiAL

Div i.1611 .i. Probcc16,1 do los
Ro:ursOs Nuturas Runovables

Sofia.
Bill Clark
Vice - Prosidonta
Frionds of Anbnois
11 West 60 th,Streot
Ndw York, N.Y. 10023
U.S.A.

De mi considerac.I6n:

SANTIAGO,
1159

Mo os grate ocular rectbo do su car
to do locha 5 do octubro do 1979, pot modio de la cual solicit° in
tormacitm sobro la woh ib ic i n del use de la trampa do copo o tram
pa do platillo y su otocto sobro Is poblacion humana y la taunt, sil
vestry.

Atediondo a losolicitado por Ud.
me permit° informarla lo sioulente, sig,viondo lapauta pot Ud. tr
oalada :

1. La pro/Milstein de la Iabricaci6n, comarcializacien, tenons's,
poseal6n, transport* y ample° do esta trampa data de enero
de 1970, fecha en qua so promulo6 el Dscreto Supremo N 53
qua, entry otras material, establecla situ modids.

Para establecar dicha prohibtclOn ss tomaron on considora-
ci6n isspoctoi tan Idivarsos como el daft° que este tipo de -
trampas Nada °cash:mar al ganado y a los animates 'lives'.

RKN /pla.

DISTRIBUCION
A : Sr. Bill Clark

Goroncla General del SAG.
DIPROREN - SAG.
Olicino de Parts
Archivo.

.5 )8
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tr.:3 on general, o inchiso al holuls.: el heello (le uo ser un
instrunwnto salacity° du captura y los cfectos transuattaantos
quo produce en el animal quo cac en este tlpo dr tror.pas euyo
ample° se calilica como inhuman°.

2. Su prohlblclen no ha lnctdldu on la aparlclOm a rl :mi.:mmo
de problemas relaclonados con salud humans o amb:entil, sa
hided vegetal, sobropoblaclan do fauna sllvostre u otros no
cltados antorlormento.

3. No es poslble sonalar quo osta prohlblelan ha trafdo conslgo
consocuenclas economic:as sorlss ya qc los animel..:: du lm
portancla econtsnlca - conejos, llabros, zorros y cuipos win
clpalmonto - slguon carat:dose con otros metodos logalmento
perm:tidos.

4. La vlolaciando osta disposiciOn logal es posible y ello aeon
thee con mayor frecuencla en el sur del pals o pn otros sec-
tons quo por su alslamlento o sus condlclonos topogrificas
°soca:ales, dlflcultanda acciOn ftscalizadara quo nos corms
ponds. El fuer°, increment° del monto de las sanclonos pc:cu
niarlas ostablocidas para sanolonar Infraccionos a la Loy do
Gaza deborfa contrlbulr a ovitar este tip° de faltas.

S. Ponsamos quo la prohlbician dal use do la trampa do copo con
tribuya indudablamants al oqutlibrlo ecologic°, puoa en secto
ros donde so ha cazado zorros indlscrimlnadamento, so ha no
tado un incremento maniflasto de eoneios, liobois, ratones y
otros animalas daiiinos a la agricultura.

sick) de utllidad pare Ud.
Espsrando quo 'stet informaclOn haya

Lo saluda atentamenta
/t i

,

,,coca I
O StItivri ;
e o C_ ; '. ,.

--1 .KNEtN. >4 'I/ A) /) Y'I L

Vst JAIME EA ion,: BENAVEtlTE i
Inger:Ivo AgrOnomo---
Getr nliGeneral

509
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A.1.1.111,011.11 Au IIVF,Wrb HANA4MFUT
..1n1./IL OFFICE .1 .

b t t
hvijrom ir.tection oe thituraI hesuuree-

. I I

It rq .rest pleasure to acknowledge receipt of your letter ,tteber
',, 1 .,0 '..king ! r Information concerning the prohibition of the w.e the leg.

r p. afore traps and it's effect on people in general and .,.m.11 tile.

Tu . Ordllhe with your request, I offer the following inlornatJon which
F. useful ns guidelines for your purposes.

1. richilition of the ranufacture, sellinf, holdinc
t, ortine and employment of theme traps w..e. b, !.urger.

rind other material pertaining to the prohibition. This
regulation was promulgated in January, 1970.

fora' the law of prohibition. the law took into 4:onside/a-
tion many diverse aspects, such as the danger that this vpr or trae
could bring to the life'of cattle (livestock), to wild animals in run-
arn1 and even to the life of an himself; the fact that the trap is not
an instrument of selective capture and the traumatic effects thut it
ptoduees in the animal that is captured causes this trap to be classi-
fied an inhumane.

2. its prohibition has not had a bearing on the appearance or increase
of-nuaocinted problems of humanethealth. environmental conditions,
vecetn1 life or population of wild animals and other animals not pre-
eiouslY mentioned.

3. nr cannot say that this prohibition has led to adverse ecommic con-
sequences now that the animals of economic importance are capturell by
other legally permitted means.

4. The violation of this law is possible and it occurs vith greet krequwicy
le the southern section of the country or in other sections because of
their geographical isolation or special topographic conditions make it
difficult to supervise he enforcement of the law. The effect of the
ineenJe of the monetarY sanctions for violations of the law should con-
tribute to the lessening of these violations.

5 we think that the prohibition of the use of the traps will undoubtedly
contribute to an ecological equilibrium becuase in the sections where
it umu used indiscriminately to capture fox, there was a noticeable
increase in rabbits. hare, rats and other animals harmful to agticulture.

16..ping that this information has been useful to you,

Sincerely,

(SIGNED)

Jaise de is gotta Benavente
Agricultua. Engineer

FILMED FROM
:

L . I t i .f.f
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UuJapest.October 22.
WLWolz 1 M.

ZI/.1%.11:1 t. t I EISH:1.zlital

AHNISZCEIttUht

Vadaszatt 6s Haliszati Fbosztily

5374411:1

Mr. ball Clark

- VIcu Pt.:.sdunt ut rriundc of nnunals

11 West both Street, New ..York

N.Y.l00023

Duar SIC,

In connection with your letter dealing with the ban of

the steel jaw leghold trap, my answer is following:

1. We banned the leghold trap from reasons of natural

conservation, since the most species of furbearing wild

animals are protected.

2.-3. Ince introd cing the protection we doss mit 1141/,,e any

serious problems.

4. There in nothing problem with violation of the law.

. S. The ban did not result any harm for the natural ecosystem

of our country.

We are greeting the intention of the United States Congress

to ban the use of the steel jaw leghold trap.

YOUre-2Ingprely.

/1.
Dr.S. Teta

Leaden; of the Department for Hunting
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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE b IRRIGATION

(OEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE)
Nevi Delhi. 110 001

IlAy ZS, 1979

War M. C4.,.. g

Thank you for your lottor of April 30, 1979 and for the
copy of ;-or wildlife poster which I thought woo very Coed.

2. You have asked About our legislation en the use of steel
log, .N1h1 trans in our cuntry. Although our Contra Wildlife
(Protection) At of 1972, which hna been adopted by ellsoet all
tho states in tho country, dose not spocificaily ban the use
of tuly narticular typo of trans, I AM informed by tto Chief
Wildlife Warvene of vari'mo states that, under their ruled
fremed undor the Act', traping of all stectealian snocios is
prohibited. Treprd.ng of birds only is permissible with the
use of nuts. fay and large, thoroforo, tranning of animals
is noiLhor Wowed nor. is it practised. Stray cptsos of
illegal uzo of stool loct.o.d trans hays been dectected in the
State of Uttar Predosh whore wigrouc stops h.vo been taken to
eertrehord poachers using such trope. Stch cous, notwithsta nding,
the problem of trapping of animals is well or ocntrol.

3. I Dilly share your IriVJ that the steel laghold trap is an
se-2'0301Y me/ method of trePPlag animals and &servos to be banned
In Your cte.ry,

With regards,

nr, Iiill Clark,
Vico President,
Friends of animas, ino.
11 Woof 60th Street,
EtlAxisiga, jgaiu

U.S.A.

512
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Yours 4ncerely,
Itl 441.

(W.D. Jaya) .
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Mr. hill CI rk.
tri+ Ir. Tuu..

11 .cat 60th Ztreet,
110% York,
U.Y. 1002).

:Arm. Lr. Clerk,
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MINISTRY Cr MINING
NATURAL RESOURCE coNscavolor: bcant:,Ipir

0. sox_
Kawasioft i"

JAMAICA

l",

Thank you to your letter concernig the pro:Tncl
loCialation to ben tho use of steel leg jou traps.

6/40%i CM has no furtmarluc animals and lec are
coupe .uently not in couvorciR1 use htre, nor ,re they likely to
be. Thu:. It in not nocensury Cc lain their uac.

Eoenver. the N.R.C.0 supports your yosition And holes
your cosplign will be succeentul.

Yours sincerely,

Ann Boyne° Nies)
for Actg. Principal Director

513
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President
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2.ildlite Conservation Dep.rtnent,

C/O Vresident'n office,

Atoka Mturo deserve.

31/10/79

Thank you for your letter of the
5th inst - the delay in reply -

ing is reretted but was unavoidable.

Steel-jaw trope have been Moral
since 1966 And may well hero

balm illecal even before that - I sn unable to confirm it time of writing and

do not wash to delay replying further.

Chapter 194 of the Wild Abiills, Birds. end/Fish Preservation*

Act has aild Aniaal, Birds and Fish Preservation
Regulations Section 23 them.-

- of reads.. I quote*. "No parson shall use any pit,
enclosure, gin, trap,

snare. net -sun, or missile
Containing explisiva. for the Furpone ol hunting

or capturing any animal".
Section 20 prohibit the us. of Fire, 21 the use

of poison or explosives for
catching fish and 22 the use of any flare poison

or poisoned weapons.

In over 21 year. I have only
encountered two jaw traps in use

and when a con.ignaent arrived
in The Gambia in the early 60's the Customs

Officer had this taken out to sea sad ctuapedl

Since the use of Jaw trap. has been
banned I an not Amara of

any serious Anisals, HMOAU Health or Agricultural problems
or indeed any Ara-

bi's. directly attributed to the banning of jaw-traps As pr as I have been

able to ascertain they nave never
been widely used here - and it is refreshing

to learn from alsost *vary person,
I have spoken to is rural distilcts - that

cut` traps are considered axessaively cruel so such for the insensitivity

of the "prorrsesiv." Western World:

14 knewledge that wildlife and
nature generally is being sOver

sely aftvcttd by habitat
destruotlem sew to have sostwhat tampered the publics
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genmral attitude towards the brae:ice of wildlife and 'mating remaining and

there in n rored interest in coniervution Awing anown nt all levels here,

in The unsibio.

MI. in not to say that everybody wears halo and that nobody shoots -

but there is a :rowing awareness of the need for strong measures Kea a gene-

ral aCcrpt.usee of the when implemented.

The brochure which you enclosed hen been read with growing concern (and

dismay th.t there are still miecicens of 'NM* sapiens whom despite all the

advantees of a progressive civilisation till consider the use of such her-

bourous trope to be a fors of ("sport").

How in Heavens nacre does nny politician or policy maker hove the sheer

effrontery to condemn human right. and injustice when such berberous cruelty

is not only allowed but activelyencournged by your Goverment - is the lesson

'lover, to be learned?

All Gambiins to whom I hove shown time to choose" are thoroughly sick-

ened by its contents and the dnuble standards, as they see it, of the American

ilepsrtment responsible.

I wish you and your society every possible succees - Is it any wonder that

the world is becoming so iscreasibgly'egressive and vicious when Governmente

nyfively encourage indifference to acute suffering by continuing to support

jaw-traps - Were I to be granted one wish in my lifetime it would be that the

manufacturers and users of three gruesome devices might be held by ope of them

all through cold wet night (or days and nights) before death and the mer-

ciful relief that it brings would arrive - possibly they sight then really

appreciate just how inhumuis they really arei

Dill Clerk Elm

Friends of dnimsls Ino

11 teat 60th Street

Mew York

hrf h)D23.

515
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Duo J. 41 1979

J.nr. 1. 8844i11-7 84/au

Vice President Uill Clark

(elands of the AnieJle inc.

11 Veal both Street

New York N.Y. 101123

844.

Doir 8111 Clark,

With the revision of the Danish legislation on hunting in 1947 the use of

loghold trims was banned in Denmark. The reason ass the non-selectiveness of

these as well as a general devslopeent that animas have to be killed with

leott possible cruelty and further when live-catch trope are used it is

decided that it shouldbe ensured that no harm occur to the animals trapped.

Actually like elsewhere In Europe leghold traps were never really used es a

catching @hl:id for fur -anteele but rather they were used

ti'protact certain interests. Therefore already In the Danish hunting lgis-

lation fros 1931 you will find that leghold trope can only be placed to catch

lutra lutra at rivers end lakes (the fishorden considered big populations of

tutu lutra to be a threath to the fishpopulaticem) and in farehousele or close

to such for trapping species bolonging to Nuetelldee which were coneldered.a

threath to hens and the like. Following this the total number of catches per

year with leghold traps newer was of Importance and since abandoning the

method it has also not been possible to trace .any chencee/inc in popu-

lation of the species concerned.

I hope this scarce Information will be of some use for the work of FDA.

Regards,

igni{4414troth .
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trircsiurpri n5tou run) to a-Inn alarcInt 3.12.1311 71111771.13

130d41-2-1

.1 ill
I
I a. ... .J. I . ilh:

tl ea, ...truCt
,..r loe:.3

L

r 4.1.

k tovr

Ja at in retuanue to -our luttor uf 5 uctwber.

1 /0 law in 1.rnel auto down an u ul.

MAT bo cuurht. Al does not mentuun t-c .rat.

,L.Jue who on inallo formulated too law, i... t!.
hrltiah Mandatory sower, n-:ore-tly cuhniu-rod
lalaolo trip, =shit blo for catchin: :1:1

Luch tram found in 1-ruel io cont/seated by ua .
(ioe..holn trams are buiar used'here usun.ly only by
munchers).

have not ha. at.y roUlums -Ince the . tka
Au.laxity assumed rem osaibility for .nfore u

thd law.

The answer iu no.

4 Thor. are no SOCIOU3 nroblemu concurmn v-ulutlen o.
the baa. .roc to ti.e we find rhysical evIte.ce at
trap acad. yuinly b Yrsuitive rent le, t! on,

eaufht art dealt with very sternly. At t-au ruin, e.

add that we frequently shoe. un on metal vor .!.ors and.
factories. coutinentin, any le halt trans 1:e fin th.re.

5 'aloft is no doubt that the ban of tall le.tu.1 tr has La.
a beneficial effect on human noulety an, mainly on natural
ecosystems in our country.

11 You are interested. eu can elaborate on the aroject Lien to
nest is Now Yora at tua en, of the tants.

..111CCCOIY 01Ir

Avrlie
U,noral R s)

..Y: .1
1141101111 OISIISVIS LUtNOSlif. K NAIMISAv at. WA,411,1v. 'SNAIL, tic
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Af I repftegi msto t4 0000644 to

D.. wet Apiteltwo .M IMMO. APPLII0IX 0

17
HONG KONG GOVERNNENY

0/k ai 4GRICULTURE ANDND NSHERIES
1

DEPARTMENT
Comma Am4 Goovimftmt Oem

Al Com. 144
thlM Our Ref.: (2) in 2620 II'

Atwdoew.H.agItol

Ow.461.e404%.4.4iuM.:
ktimw mum

16th October 1979

Dear Mr. Clark,
.' ..

..3. 1(''1/40 .)..

:t t 17. ..

(.4.. 4 Saa ....
L. hold Trap

.

....-.".6.....4.44 7;

Thank you for your letter of October 5. 11J70.
1

-71.--
. - ' ' .-- N.

/
Leghold trap had been banned lordly for nearly ..-1

three decades mainly 0:44 conservation of dininiohang wildlife. ... :

/ There has beep no problem concerning violation of the ban an .1

the use of the trap is United to,4,,few people in remote villagee. .1

YEI.t. i.!,.
l

,

,A.pope.tOttb9Toinforoatt04 ray be of sore assistance

.to 'you.:
.. a .1

I

Yours sincerely,

( K.C. Iu )
for Director of Agriculture L'ilshorioa.

Dill Clark, 144.,
Vies President,
}?lend: of Animal*, Imo.,
11 West 60th Street,
New York,

' N.Y. 10023,
U.S.A.

tt
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uycrtutx Q

Ministry of Agriculture. Fisheries and Food
Gum %Amanita House Hosne Nay Hoed London SWIT. 2/%1

b Clark u.q

Frlonds of Anneals. Inc
11 Sinn 0.1th 44.14.1
How York
tI 1te:123
U. .A

°11:2 2}60 5 6311

yew Ascww..

))3

)1.er 1979

Dear r.r Clark

%al

lour letter of 19 April to Ur J C Cold:411th. concerning, the abolition of the-
gtn or leghold trap in Britain has been paused to nu for reply.

rnisil aelf..1. tentative in Britain cespai,.ned .paint the in trap for sons
years and the abolition of all opiing traps other than approved trap. :scow,

law after 31 July 1958 we the result of leialition in the /vats Act 1954. The

zila was retained in ncotland for use arsine, foxes and otters sail 1971 when
It was .cospletely aboliatiod.

fro. them was ali spring traps that received approval oould be used oaly aLainat
cartoon soecias. in an approved waver ens capable es approximately b. lasediate
kills to esptulva. All traps desia;ned to bold an animal by a limb were ,

prohibited on ground* of humanity. 'Aber* are pow *oven approved traps for taking
certain saasals.! .

ell *props; trap. were made 111401 fir trappisg birds osier the Protection of
!urns act 19516. '

In pereral, cage tp4 arm sat as efficient. as *prise traps Sid wary anosala. It
se oar experience that case traps will *sly- r*Suco popalattbas %o certain levels.
Thereafeer additional salsas awn* antglit saber tos12.1nosillagst sprint trays.

s. .- .
Our troppin.t is usually soave at tkS'preventiisolledaissaie,la this country

, .

trapping; for pelts or the praveatioa of amens* is vary licit d. Yortuaately
we are still frt. Sr.. rabies, altbfitdo it is pawed snaseh of the learapan
Continent.' ...,

. . . =. " .
It in probable that gesaral legislation and Increasig; area& If land sot aside
as remerves has had sore to do with the proteetAtwoof hire elteeties thee the
specific prohibition of awing traps. , . '-, ..-",......

tf our out .1a, only the otter soviet be seaaiderad eroseaakaimP. There Sr.
mai irsuaaaw put forward fair the acaraity at at r. 4litetlele:, laea if hotatat -.

ate. but we do not froasidar%,,trantlIgayi to orp.-1.1r,Aspitgi wall 'attributing
factor., t. . * to'lle 'II'.` '. '.r'7-
Vol ik 1,41 .A. ulcr ci .t. the at...111.10n 0. the in mad silver . prim trap.. n.i.
Greatly ..fleeted aaaaal poPulations, except perhaps. an it.. pwle tr.,. rota,
total. wae 1 ws,,t oa.ible for taking away untora .. saprcially lo*A1 rru w t . s whu .. on
keeper...1 loud. Ito .,bola lion has howittor4 poaciolerably reduca4 ,oniurt end, astfartac.

.

Yours sincerMly

l!illar
lnremtuttan Control .14inch.
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DER OUNDESMINISTER FUR ERNAHRUNG. LANDWIRTSCRAr LN

At emu, x K

11. ~ r1 fro.
ei YIN am.

Fr.rnds of animals, Inc. Luftpos t
11 Vest 60th Street

New York, N.Y.

0.6 N. *Mt ilao. brew. It eV.... IN
01. MI Ammo. M.O.

613 - 7200

swum:

\4171esjagdgesotz;
art Verbot der FallenJazd

- liu)Sebrssibses von 0-10.1979
Anlages 1 -

Sohr goehrtar Herr Clarkl

MMWM.735 03.12.1979

FUr lhr o.g. 3chrolbon dank* ich ihnsn sehr und (Mersa:ids Ihnsn

/ ale Anlegs das Oundssjapdopetz in der ab 01.04.1977 Musician

Fassung in snglischor Sprachs.

Zua Problem der Fmllsnjagd dart ich Ehnen mittsilsn, da0 es nach

-§ 1904.-4 Me. 9 BundosjagdgesstI verboten ist, Fonggsrlto, die

nicht unversahrt fengsn odor nichtsofort Utast, zu verwendsn:

Mr. 9 1st lurch die Novelle 1961 en die Stalls der ureprUnglichen

Mr. 9 (?AU:view %leder Art, in damn sioh dna Wild fangen kann.
atatuatellani das alltsticht Stir des Auistellen von Tellarsissn

in Getseuden oda:. in Hmertmaamund NauagIrten,.dia an saner Be-

hauseekangrenun und durch.sinr Ultriodung bogranzt sind, oder

our Flitchsn, die *oust vollstIndig absoschlossen sind"), Hr. 10

("Fangolun oder UlbstachUsss zu vervendsn, die auf PfIblon,

Bauman, anderan aufragenden Ugsnat4nclon odor Bodonsrhsbungsn

CAMMIMM IMMINQ Tokm
m VmaMkom IOW

521
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all

uneebrecht sind; dies gilt nicht fur dus Fangen'auf

londwirtschaftlich genutzten Anlagen.") und 13

("Vogelfanggerfite herzustellen, feilzubieten oder zu

verwenden, dam di. Vtlgal wedor unvorehrt fUngt :loch

Wort tdtet"),getreten. Durch die neugefente Nr. 9 sind

die bis dahin nach Nr. 9 und 10 a der frUheren Fassung

bestehenden Ausnahmen von dem Verbot der Verwendung

von Geraten, die dos Wild nicht unversehrt fangen oder

sofort tdten, zur VerhUtung von Tferqualerei beseitigt.

Des Landesrecht geht zum Tell in der BeschrMnkung der

Verw4ndung von Fanggeraten gegenUber § 19 Abs. Nr. 9-

hinaus. Nach dieser Information Ubor die Rechtslage dart

ich zu Ihren Fragen w/o folgt Stellung nehmen:
.1

Zu 1:

Durch die mug:Matto Nr. 9 des § 10 Abs. 1 Bundesjagd-

gesetz out Grund der Novelle sind die bia dahin nach Nr. 9

und 10 ft bestehenden Ausnahmen von dem Verbot der Ver-

wendung von Ger..ten, die des Wild nicht unversehrt fangen

oder nicht sofort tdten, zur VerhUtung von Tierqualerei

beseitigt worden.

Zu 2:

Seit dem Verbot des Tellereinens sind mir keine ernston

Problem° bekannt, die

a) die Titre oder die menachliche Gesundheit,

b) die Landwirtachaft

c) die WildUberpopulation oder

d) irgendwilche andero Bereich betreffen und

die dirokt in Verbindung mit dem Verbot des Teller:013°ns

stehen-konnten.

Zu 3:

En..te wirtachaftliche Konsequenzen durch des Verbot des

Tellereisena aind nicht bekanntgeworden.

522
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Zu

Ernsthurtel Probleme, die dle Verletzung dieses Verbotes

betreffen, sind nicht bekanntgeworden.

Zu

Die Erfahrung mit dem Verbot des Tellereisens hat gezeigt,

dart die frUher dadurch nicht vermeidbare Tierqualerei in-

zwischen beseitigt worden ist. Insoern kann von einer

gUnstigen Auswirkung auf das natUrliche Okosystem gesprochen

werden.

Ich hoffe, dal) diese InformatIonen fUr Sie nUtzlich sind.

Mit freundlichen GrUCen

Im Auftrag

eiGA..t Gir

Dr. Schmalz
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TEAn.LATIoN FRoM 01.cnAq

i t. LAL 11111=1.1 Fo.L, At:HIOVIJoh- A.h

iedo01 rini4tor for Food,
and Forertry

I ) . 70. .1 SOO KUM

1IF
Priqnd.. of ilm,t1::, lue.
11 4e.zt uoth .'tree.

Air Mail

tour letter of: My reference Direct tole- bete
(please give phone no.
when answering) (0 22 21) 12/03/1979
613 - 7200 75-735

fie:

Poe,ral Act on Hunting;
Lore: frohibition on Tracoinil

Your communication of 10/05/1979

Enclosure: . 1 -

Dear Mr. Clark:

'!hank you very much for your letter referred to above. I am

sending you enclosed a copy in English of the Federal Act

on Hunting in the version valid as of 4/1/1977.

Regarding the problem of trapping I must inform you that the

usa of traps which do not kill the animal immedi.aely or

which do not leave it unharmed is prohibited according to

Art. 19, para. 1, No. 9 of the Federal Act on Hunting. by
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means of the 1961 amendment, No. 9 hu.:: replaced the .

No. 9 ("Setting leghold traps of all types in whia the i:*.kne

say be caught; this is not applicable to the settio.-, e

leghuld traps in buildings, in courtyards or in curUco" which

adjoin a dwelling and are enclosed by a fence or in arum.;

which are completely enclosed"), No. 10 ("The use of steel

traps or spring-guns which are atts.ched to stakes, trim., cther

objects which jut up or to elevations in the ground; this does

not apply to trapping on ground used for aviculture.") and

No. 13 ("Setting, selling or using bird-traps which neither

kill the birds immediately nor leave them unharmed"). The

exceptions to the prohibition on the use of traps which neither

immediately kill the game nor leave it unharmed, which previously

%
existed under No. 9 and No. 10 a of the earlier version of the

Act, have now been eliminated by the-new version of No. 9 in

order to prevent cruelty to animals.

the lairs of the "Lander" [ "Late:.) go b(y..no ,%.

", in ret:teictlnr tip! tile of testy. : ,:1.:

t1.1s 'nformation on the leal po::ition, 1 tn yoi.

peiLloe 4:: follows:

IL1L11

Tho exoeptions to the prohibition an the use of tru. uhich

uvJLhur Jmumelately kill the game our Wave It uomksid, 011.11

previously existed under Ho. 9 and no. 1 N% fr, hz.ve oeh

,Inativit. I 1 the new Ho. ,) or Art. ;ra. f of to- 1b:r:41

Ai km Iheainc in order to prevent erolty to hhimal..
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Le . t.1 at: pruilliitt, UHL e.f thn lee:hold tsti. .

irokl.naL whi% concern

.1 IA, .olimala or hunch heaJth,

l,.otturo .

e) overpopulation of game or

d) uny other areas

and dhivn *.:ould'be directly al.l.ociated vitt) the pro)dtition

WI 1:4: it.ghold trap.

"orlon- economic consequences as a result of the prohibition

on the lughold trap have not come to light.

::Lrlua problems in enforcing this prohibition have not come

to lient.

%..

:;ow that the ldghold trap has been prohibited, it has become

evident that the cruelty to animals which could not be avoided

pr.oriously when this trap was used, has been eliminated. Thu::

one can cpeak of a good effect on the natural ecosystem.

I hope that this information is useful to you.

PP-
(.1Gusture)

or. 'ohmelz
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AeuwtA

a.

..1 .% 1.1 . UN. I

btu/ Clark,

holLe,11

trunk you for your letter of November VA, 1y79.

Our country Las banned leghold traps in december

101. The ban was introduced booauee of the cruelty of

thin system and it has been substituted by selective

systems, i.e. shotgun and traps that neither kill or

injure the animals.

Ws have noticed no negative effects

populations and in predator populations.

Sincerely yours.

in wildlife

V.Be venut'

lr. Bill CLARK
Yriends of animals, inc.
"West 60th Street,

New York,N,Y.10023 (Stall Uniti d'Amorica)
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MINISTERIE VAN LANDBOUW EN V*SERLI
...00.1.0430.0.m. MOP 1A.111404.1... OW- I. 06,04.111

110IlenAVIIAM a 0190.1M IRVII.0 41
0411114 Oil She MI

toworse WO*
Irmoss~
Mak. WOODS

mends of Animals. lbc.

1r 111. 1,4 WWI rt ,

*ow rock

N.Y. 10021

U. 1.61 v OM %WNW% NW.
Mb 193 12-2-1980

assn.
use VI

?
at...1 bald trap

in ties kethuvl.aw.J.

11w Netherlands ease At and the mAskrat Order mention %nu ass car 'awl

iv. Uvld traps.
Ttw aildlife Division of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries la

cturged with the Implementation Of the legal measures taken with respect

ta thla.
t shall answer your questions its by item.

A. In the Netherlands the use of steel is hold traps in the field and

traps other than box traps has Immo banned since 1908.

sicced =Leber of the States General has pressed for A ban on the

us of such devices. The metives for this were:

a. the USs of Lois type of cptching device tin particular the steel

. Jaw leg bold trap in various designs) was
thmAr.ht to to not selec

Um* enough.

b. number of camas kad been noticed of captured animals suffering

due to incoepetmet use of such traps.

2 a. Thu tremendous changes in the landscape of the Netherlands over

the put 15 years have resulted in such changes in the biOtopes

that it is !appealable or hardly possible to establish whether the

ban on the 424 of the steel JAW leg hold trap has had any effect on

the population of the species that were formerly 'trapped,.

We are under the impression fart V. ht; somblcd tht rabbit pomuls-

lion to increase locally to such sn extent that rabbit dosage

has increased sharply.
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Jeway0 Ima moreasid sharply.

U. the locally ten kieb densities at the rabbit population have

imnfighted the effect et di like yzosatosie.

s. See 2.a.

J. In the Motherlands the trade in (urn of aaaaaaa d smilmon.mm

wild &rituals bas hardly Men important in tho past few &stades.

C. The use of stool jaw log bold traps is enlyallewedfur muskrat

c.ntr.l. A thane* has taken plat! La tke west*, t thim yoara. The

traps used nowadays kill quickly and the steel Jaw log !mid trim

to seldom mood.

bp you probably knew. the 1 of this very noxious *Moat is

vary imp in Om Motherlands b mush financial

Imo..

Th. Wildlife Division is shareed with the sentrol et this /animal.

Thos. who d. the ritual Jab Sr. eartully salaamed and skilled pimple,

most of whoa are State ompleyoes. The animals aro auight very

fit I cannat tell whether ban on the moo et stool Jaw lag

Auld traps in the DS is desirable. Maness I assume that the situation

in the US is quit. ditterent from that in our own country.

raping to have elven yam suftilent information 2 remain.

I
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1111a, Of Toni VILDLITZ

DIVISION.

. .J. Ihrudo was Trostvijk.
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A STAlLIMMT ON THE OMURRENCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF RABIES IN THE STATE OF

IEW JERSEY. AND THE IMPLICATIONS OF ELIMINATING LEG HOLD TRAPPING

Submitted to

O

The Energy and Natural Resources Committee

New Jersey State Assembly

lioveober 30. 1978 / Resubmitted. 1983

by

John S. Reif. DVH. /iSc
Professor of Epidemiology

Chief. Section of Epidemiology and Public Health
School of Veterinary Medicine
University of Pennsylvania
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a .

D. For your information I enclose the following documentation:

a. Ordinance of the Federal Council dated 13 April 1965 (german)

b. ide dated 26 Mal 1967 (french)

c. ides dated 28 February 1968 (german)

d. ide dated 24 September 1973 (german)

e. leaflet on traps from a german firm

f. maps showing the annual fox take, rabies cases from April
1977 to March 1978, and vaccination areas

g. article by F. Steck et al. on the oral immunisation of foxes

against rabies.

Best regards,

FEDERAL VETERINARY OFFICE
DIVISION INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC
AND ANIMAL WELFARE

Dr. Dollinger

copy for information to:

Federal Forestry Office,
Hunting and Aldlife Research Section
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es: -On February 1968 even more strict measures were decreed. These
included
- admission of leghold traps under strict control;
- extension of the hunting season on the whole year in areas

where fox burrows were gassed.

4. On 24th September 1973 the admission of the leghold trap was
revoked.

6. To my knowledge the use of the lehold trap has been admitted
only by a few Cantons in the alpine area where it was impossible
- for topographical reasons - to gas the burrows. E.g. the
Canton GraubUnden admitted the leghold trap from 1968 to 73,
however, it is very unlikely that ist has been 'used to a great
extent, as the import ban existing since 1962 his never been
levied. In 1974 Graubunden prohibited again the use of the
leghold trap, but still admitted all sizes of the so called
swan-neck trap until 1978. In 1979 Graubunden prohibited all ,

traps except box traps.

6. Under the current Federal legislation swan-neck traps are ad-
mitted if they have a diameter of as least 37 by 27 cm. Smaller
swan-necks, e.g. for the trapping of muskrat, are prohibited.
Snares are not allowed.

7. The new Federil Hunting Law has been submitted to Parliament on
27 April 1983. It ist expected that it will enter into force in
1985. The prohibition of all traps except the box trap, as pro-
posed by the Federal Council, will probably not be contested.

8. Shooting and trapping of foxes had almost no effect on the
spri-fding of rabies. The gassing was first successful, but the
foxes quickly adapted to the new situation and the measure
became ineffe:tive. On the other hand, gassing had an extremely
detrimental effect on the badger populations, reason why it was
abandoned.

9. The only method of rabies control which proved to be effective
is the vaccination of the foxes. This method has been developed
by the late Prof. Steck at the Veterinary Faculty of Berne
University. Live attenuated SAD-strain of rabies virus is ap-
plied orally to the wild foxes. The vaccine is put into small
aluminium bags which are hidden in chicken heads. 15 to 20
chicken heads per sq.k are distributed on a terrain compartment
of at least 20 km depth which is, whenever possible, laterally
confined by high mountains lakes, broad rivers, or fenced high-
ways. The vaccination has to be repeated every six months. For
the first time this method was used in the Canton Valais in
1978. Since then also parts of the Beenese Oberland, the area
between the Lake of Zurich and the Lake of Zug, and the Rhine
valley of Graubunden have been included in the campaign. In 1984

an additional campaign will start, including all north-eastern
Switzerland except the Canton Schaffhausen which is situated
north of the Rhine, and including also the Principality of
Liechtenstein.
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1.11.e. V.M0.

QIllanalesantt Voledniewwwn
Wine NM/441N ffilen1
=dm t.4 &s 411 rettenalts

Now address

Schwarzenburgstrasse 161
CH-3097 liebefeld-Berne
Tel.: 031 59 85 08

Moso mem
Tmmemessir

o
9th November 1983

if 031 $1 24 rt

3.1.01
W. MPS

*041.01,.

17.10.1983

Leohold trap / rabies

Dear Mrs. Russell

Mrs. Susan Russell
friends of animals. inc.
1 Pine Street.

Neptune, N.J. 07753

USA

Referring to your letter dated October 17, I inform you as follows:

1. When rabies first appeared in Switzerland, the Federal council
decreed an ordinance on rabies control (13 April 1965). In this
ordinance he stated that the cantons have to take appropriate
seas4res for the destruction of game animals in threatened
areas, especially by gassing fox and badger burrows.

2. When it became apparent that rabies was transmitted almost ex-
clusively by the fox, the Federal Council decreed a new, such
more detailed ordinance (26 Hay 1967). This ordinance obliged
the cantons to reduce the fox populations by the following
means:

- authorization of other persons than licensed hunters to kill
foxes:

- extension of the hunting season to the whole year. except 2.5
months between IS HarCh and IS June. Even during these 2,5
months the shooting of fox puppies was authorized.

- admission of fox hunting during the night:

- admission of fox hunting in wildlife reserves.

In addition, fox hunters were obliged to kill all (domestic or
feral) cats encountered more than 300 n from the next farm, and
to kill also dogs roaming freely in forests.
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I an treating them. This is something one never fo,..jets. I

have also seen the pain go as a very few recover fully and

are finally given back a full life, a full life in which the

leghold trap may await them again.

Such a barbaric device should have gone out with the

guillotine. I can't imagine that 64 countries, some we

consider backward of our own, have banned the steel-jawed trap.

When will we open our eyes, ears and hearts to these animals?

Address: 1421 Silverton Road
Toms River, NJ 08753
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Statement in Support of A-3207/S71575

to Ban the Leghold Trap

by

Virginia Andresen

Licensed Wildlife Rehabilitator

State of New Jersey

May, 1983

Songbirds are a beauty to the ear and the eye. That

is true of course if you don't find them in a steel-jaw trap.

Then, no longer do they sing because the pain has silenced

their voice and the dainty body is usually damaged beyond

help. The bird must be destroyed. This happens most frequently

because songbirds are small and silent even a close passerby

would not notice the tragic happening. I have found many of

these birds over the years., most have lost both legs.

The terrible pain does not stop there. I could take

anyone to several locations not far from my home where piles

of unwanted or "trash" animals were dumped from traps. Sometimes

I have found a few animals still alive but so far gone with

injuries that they too had to be destroyed. Then there are the

several hundred I hay.: treated and released, wondering if a three-

legged animal would really make it but the alternative was to

force that animal to live in captivity; n eaue. I have seen

the pain in the eyes of trip victims, of the ricroons, opossums,

foxes, skunks and the trust they oive me uith their liven when

Jai
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Recommendations
,-,

I. Studies should be made of the pathogenesis of rabies infection
in species that arc important in the epidemiology of the disease. Im-
nuniotluorest.ent staining of frozen sections has provided a clearer
picture of the pathogenesis of rabies infection and of the distribu-
tion ilf virus in infected organs than was previously possible. These
studies have largely been conducted in experimental animals with
standard straws of virus.

:. The occasional occurrence of a long incubation period and the
observation in wild animals. especially bats, that virus may be present
in saliva for a considerable time before the development of symptoms
suggest that certain host factors may be at play. Research directed at
clikidating the nature of the hostparasite balance in rabies should be
:II. yuragcd.

3 There is increasing evidence thatat least in animalsrecovery
irkmn rabies may be more common than is generally accepted. Research

that will elucidate the magnitude and parameters of this recovery
should be encouraged

4. Examination for rabies-related viruses should be made in the
United States, and encouragement should be offered to organizations
to continue the search for such viruses outside the United States. For

5,10
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CA 1111ple. lele IS now CleItICI1LC Ill.!' sonic Altman bltlISLN rewthli the
rabies virus Studies of these African virus. indicate that they are
morphologically and serologically related to rabies virus but differ sig-
nificantly from it, suggesting that the rabies virus is not biologically
unique. Further studies of the antigenic components of rabies-related
viruses and group relationships should be pursued. Laboratones in the
United States should be encouraged within the limits of their facilities
to examine the antigenic makeup of isolates from wildlife. Methods
for differentiation should include reciprocal cross-complement fixa-
tion and neutratizatic .ests. Appropriate reference reagents should
be made available to interested laboratories.

5. Special efforts need to be made to identify Lharactenstics in
isolates that can serve as markers. The identification of such markers
would greatly facilitate epidemiological studies. and the development
of a satisfactory oral vaccine for wildlife is at least partially depen-
dent on the recognition of such a system

6. Though a carrier state has not been clearly demonstrated in any
species, its potential importance should not be underestimuLd Re-
search leading to the resolution of this question and study of dy nano
of the carrier state in animals should be encouraged.

7 The exact sites of viral multiplication following oral, respiratory.
and even parenteral inoculation routes haN: not been identified Re-
search leading to the identification of early sites of infection. if they
exist, should be encouraged.

8. The cost of rabies. including both diagnostic and preventive
measures, should be assessed. Responsibility for rabies Lon trol is
shared by many local and several state and federal agencies. as a
result, the total cost is not known and cost-benefit analyses Lannot
be made.

9. More precise information on local epidemics. including num
bers and types of animals involved, should he obtained. Epidemio-
logic studies into the nature of these outbreaks. using ecologkal and
virological techniques so as to understand properly what is happen-
ing, should be developed.

10. Persistent trapping or poisoning campaigns as J means_to rabies
control should be abolished. There is no evidence that these Lostly
and politically attractive programs reduce either wildlife rescnoirs or
rabies incidence. The money can be better spent on research. v aLcina-
don, compensation to stockmen for losses, education. or public
warning systems.

11. Control in high-contact areas (picnic grounds. camps. st.burban
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CONTROL
OF

DM
Subeununittee on Rabies
Committee on Animal Health
Agricultural Board
National Research Council

NATIONAL ACADEMY Oh SC MM.. ES
WASHINGTON. HA'

1973
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The Ser it/Willi:WY 00 the bat rabies problvm in the state is exesnl flied by

the death of a Sussex County resident following a bat bite in 1372.

The Im2act of Eliminating Lee Hold Trapping on Rabies in New Jersey

The effects of eliminating leg hold trapping fro. the remaining counties

of New Jersey are difficult to . However, in ay opinion, such a measure

would not result in resurgence of epizootic rabies throughout the tate, nor

would it result in the exposure of significant numbers of human beings to

rabid animals. The reasons for this opinion are the following:

1. A significant endemic t ial wildlife rabies problem does not

appear to exist in New Jersey

2. The major species involved in the distribution of rabies in New Jersey

Is the bat.

3. Interptties transmission of rabies does not appear to occur readily,

but probably accounts for the sporadic cases seen.

4. because of its social behavior and habitat, the major species of

animal involved in rabies transmission to man is the dog. A well

organised program of rabies immunisation for dogs exists within the

state and should be continued.

3. Where epidemic rabies exists in the world, attecpto to control the

spread of di by decimating wildlife populations have not beta__

successful. This is particularly true in France and Western Cermauy

where fox rabies has been a major problem for approximately 10 years.

Massive campaigns to halt the spread of rabies by destroying fox pop-

ulation with all available means (gassing. trapping, poison baits)
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have 1101 I , all, I +.pufat ion adequately In I 0111110 I by I

Depletion of .the lux population beyond one generation hu not been

effected. There is some evidence that the reproductive potential
. .-

of foxes and coyotes actually increases under trapping pressure by

increasing litter size.

Trapping programs were also found to be ineffective in control-

ling epizootic fox tsbies in New York State in the 1940's and an

Virginia in the 1960"s..

6. Theoretically, reducing the population density belov a chr shold

level will halt the transaission of rabies. However, a number of

studies (Davis and Wood 1959 and Friend 1966) do not support the con-

cept.thaz the distribution of the di is totally dependent on

popul tion density. Examples where institution of control programs

have co.ncided with a reduction in the incidence of disease say be

coincidental. The major factor in halting an epizootic of fox rabies

may be the devastating mortality induced'by the virus itself.

In support of this concept, the National Academy of Sciences

published a report (1973) which recommended that persistent long-tors

Xtrapping programs be abolished. This report found no evidence that

such prograsm either reduced the wildlife reservoirs or decreased the

incidence of rabies.

Recommendetions

1. The commercial use of leg nold traps in the counties of New Jersey

where it remains legal should be abolished on humanitarian grounds.

5 4
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OfICANIZIO ISIS Aiftl.taTf Of THE AMERMAN rtnliC Hf MTH ASSOCIATION

November 10, 11113

She Honorable Raymond J. Zane
Ctiairman, Natural riasources t Agrigulture Committee
New Jersey Zonate
State Roue* Annee, Mom 305
Trenton, NJ 01625

Dear Senator Zan*,

Further to ay letter addressed to you dated September 26, ISIS, regardingOpposition to A-3207 and related Senate bills. I wish to inform you that because
Of the increased public intents& An the bin. the Now Jersey Public muitrassociation has surefl fertile= etiiibiaci-tbt3=trilisALCAN.
lOristLsualetigyfialusttlia d tlisa in with thefallowing underatancILINN

In New Jersey, the following measures have been enco4ragedfor the purpose of rabies control

1. IlseuniaatiOn of those groups at risk. leg. Vetrinerians, An. Con. Pere
2. Increased licensing and immunization of dogs against

rabies and increased iresunization of cats against rabies.
3. Increased picking up and impounding of Stray animals,

with emphaela on dogs and cats, in approved animal
facilities.

4. My wildlife exhibiting unusual behavior suet be reported
to local health authorities or to the State Cupartment
of Health.

Moreoyer, it should not go without saying that the State Comaissionerof lielth should be empowered to utilise appropriate trapping methods inthe event of s public health energetic/ situation.

please be advised that .,ur positiOn reflects the promotion of health, theprevent ,on of di tease and the mew lel relationships among humans, animals andthe mvironnent.

nespact fully u

tr,emm.lem.
I re,14ero

CCI The 1 1 4 3 Ir 11011,1 t t MALur, , I r 1,1 51.0nAor, A 1

11.e nun J Iola. trill, 1. O , ...A.. of w ail
11,0 Ilea P.,1- I, r 110q1 , 111. of inv,, "P. 0.° AI 4.1 I 0.
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i.tu :iv Pte..; 11 141.:1 rft 1 'lira

r.o. nor 311, KCAort. U.J. o7332

October 12, 10.1

TO, All Nembern, Executive Board, N.J.P.M.h.

rac.4. Walt gromealen, President

StIOJECri MEETING NOTICE-41;rb0*-a.m., Thuralay,i4o;oA:rli7r) 1983
Dental Society of Route 1,17457Drunaw c

0
Subsequent to our arriving at a position of epposItioe fot A-32O7, studs

would bet tho me of the leghold trap in New Jersey, at our September 14 hoard
Dieting. we have been 'besieged' by several representatives of orinniumrtioso
ingspor,..ag this leglaiatien.

Also, me you know, we had a guest presentation from tr. Wagtail floaccet
representing the WOE*. Division of rich and Cane which I foal IA ratites et,

sow, was not the neutral, unbiased repreasntst we I t ii±t he wee Aim

requested to meet with our Enecutive bard IL September.- - .

In all fairness, I feel that vs have no choice now, but to offer represen-
tation Irma the 'other aide' of the issue to also nest with ma, thun necessitating
this additional nesting. In preparation for this session, I on distributing copies
of the materials furnished me by the New Jersey Congress for Animals herewith, to

those who did not receive copy at our last meeting, October 7, 1901.

ry copy of this Notice to our guest speakers, I'm asking then to attend at
10,20.141puand am granting them, together, a maximum of one hour, so that we
can deliberate and case to some resolution on this matter by londt time.

)Arch will be available. I suggest that the meeting continue into the

afternoon to discuss, further, 1) suggestion that DiPHA have an executive

ommmittee added as standing committee, which would necessitate by-laws

Change( 2) plans for secretarial services for essential business et the hero-
vation, including dues, billing and collections, 3) future post office mailing
added.. of AMA, and 4) future trees.nor candlAatefa).

Kindly return the enclosed postcard inctintting your attendance, as Soon as

poseable. Anticipating )our understanding. l's truly sorry fur any Inconvenience

this additional meeting may cause.

P.S. At the ono of our last Executive Doard meeting, notion was passed

that the President, each year, rorresponA the naves of people which

WPM', f0D1,111hOuld be considered as neeincts on the Sou Jortnay hoard

of Medical rxenilwra, by Novc%bor 1. of tech yers. ?lease con:116er

those, you feel would be good candidates eat this heard Stott low

provides f.'s toncr.rr reobera, homeopathic Cod ottenyAthic phyGleleins,
podiatrist, chiropractor and bio-nnalytt, 1.1 $eno,Alory divot-tor.
P:0141.E. give MA the nAmpa and a brie( d. wa ripe very el their tomUnrcrund.

on Ph.vephcr 10. Thank you.
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Rabies in Translocated Raccoons

VICTOR F. NETTLES. DVM.PnC1,2OHN H. SHADI/OCK. BS. R Khali SIKES, DVM,
AND CARLOS R. lima. MS

Abstrael: Two raccoons Imported from Honda
by a North Carolina hunting club were diagnosed as
having rabies by fluorescent anttbody testing of brim
tissue. Although dead on amva) in North Carolina.
they could have infected other raccoons in the same
shipment which had already been released into the
wild. Raccoon rabies has become ihcreasingly impot
tan! in recent years, but this is the first documented
report of rabies presence in hunterputchased inter-
state

)
shipments. (Ant I Publts lied& 69611 -602.

1979

lnfrodneflon

Neale hunting clubs rn mountainous regions of the
Southeastern United States are Importing and relcauna each
year ihenlaands of wild raccoons Wow... Amu I. purchased
from commercial animal (kalen in dinar, dales For e.

over 2.300 trantlocated raccoons wen known to
have been released in the 15 eastern counties of Kentucky
dung 1173-1974

Importers of these animals usually arc requited to oh-
lain a permit from their slate wildlife agency and, in many
instances. a health ceritfleate Issued by an accredited Kiefr
nelson moat accompany each shipment The threat of rabies
Introduction has been the primary concern because many

Ad4resa Per/1011MVOUSio M yaks F Nettie. Crow Mauer,
Gmfetatim WAIIfe Owns. Ciao Peputriwat ....hve
Celket of Viler...try Me.. 0..nomy of Gsu.p. Aocn. trA
Yaaei Mr 11.1Jock n .at. me It. mns4le. (.A 1.401 no
nave( Labor... CIK th Can ash the (mutt moot
mem of II.. Re...mei Mr Roes ts web the f rano. Ile

P.M, I learn. 11. papa. ssaw.IN MO. 1...1 New
30. 1171....nosed and meet-led l r fnAs. a.un th.t0N115

ILIPHaenw. 1171 Vol al No
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raccoons are shipped from Fonda. a State with enzoonc roc
coon alms s ' Documentation of rabid Initials in hunter
purchased shipments, however. has not occurred This re
port records the incidence of robes Infectems in a selected
sample of raccoons transkicat-d foe hunt mg purposes

Methods

From October 1176. to Aped 197$. lId commercial
source raccoons were Obtained for an irt-depth health study
or these animals. 100 from ilsUsborougn County and three
(root Orange County. Honda were confiscated by the Ten.
Matte Wildlife Resources Agency because their importation
by raccoon hunters was ttlega) Thirty -one raccoons were
purchased in thrye lois from a commercial dealer in Crown.
wood. Tessa and 11 were bought from a Jester in Williams'
burg. Yrignsta The remaining 10 were raccoons dead on ar
rival from Florida at Haywood County. With Carolina rat
coon club after Jeltvery from a dealer in Av. Park Florida
Dram Issue NOM all aforementioned animals was examined
by Ilse fluorescent rabies antibody lest A IN/Mon cf brain
from each rateroon was preserved by fretting. and 'slue*.
positive animals were retested by a vecond laboratory

Results and bist tot

Two of the IM raccoon. were positive for rabies both
had been shipped From Avian Park rlurala to Haywood
LOOM) North( And.,. The pa...se uses bad been trans
ported in separate kits of 117 and Rti raccoons. respectively
those anonah nut dead on arnual bad Nen released unto the
wild URIC 'Stiff hkalthfCrilfteatelac(ontruturd both of these
gawp. of 10/01.11,

Ot
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The raccoons for this study came from earn %torments.
consequently. 23 per cent ('Jr) of the lots examined con-
tained rabid animal Thu figure is alarming since shipmng
and husbandry practises atutuated with raccoon trans-
location may potentate tabus transmusion. For example.
North Carolina wadltre officals found that the Avon Park.
Honda raccoons were transported in Clef cOrltanung about
melt animals each. The driver or the shipment had indscated
to the vcdtlbfe officials that raccoons were held together in a
bele pen poor to delivery Under such circumstances. an
unknown numbei of the more than 203 raccoons released
could have been incubating rabies. Funhermon. since the
raccoons were released (or pursuit and capture by dogs.
there was considerabk potential (or Carune.expetsure. Per.
tons handling raccoons prior to release have been scratched
or buten. In fact. a wildlife technician Al North Carolina was
scratched dung the release of the Avon Park raccoons and
lad to ticutmgo pmt-exposure fatties mununiration

Raccoon rotates is highly prevalent in a kaipuate region
of the deep South. viz . seuthwear Alabama. Bond*. Goof-
y*. and South Carolinas From January through June 1977.
the aforementioned states accounted for 14 per cent of rabies
diagnoses in raccoons astanwide Other states have a Sow
res alence of noes in this species. although scattered cases
have occurred throughout the malwest and us central Texas
In the part two decades, raccoon rabies has been increas-
ing graduay, and during the first 6 months of 197g. up-

, proximately 34 per Cent of the raccoon, toted in the entoot
.c states were positive These ItatistKs augment our assert
too that the results of this study were not spurious. but were
to be expected.

This report confirms the apprehentsrms of many people
that robe parroted raccoon, are involved in tram-xenon
It else shows the ineffectiveness of presets health cenika-
tan as applied to that problem The conservation apneas of
several southeastern states already haw embargoes on ran
coons from Fonda. but many wadlik °Illegals suspect that

002

cLandostine importation still ocsiirs In each slate, three
asencset have a vested intercat in rabies control These a.
chide the alolt dCfsalintrIll of agrauliore. public health, and
wildfire Although ionsdictions may vary from state to state.
1116 rcased toter agency cooperation in areas of public educa-
tion and law enforcement should be encouraged to manias
asks associated with thts undestlAbla Paetiec
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Getting that 'trapped' feeling
DEAR EDITOR

Occasionally I take my canoe and paddle
through the marshes in back of Gunnel Os al in
Kearny II is a peautiful area of many lakes and
canto. teeming with wildlife

Recently. was Stopped by tro riven in another
ea,or and was accused of stealing their traps When I
tinned it and they saw no leap in my boat they sad

I most have thrown them in the water
I do hope whoever took the traps did put that

lever meet him I will thank him
My caner is marked "Born Kw
I heard one of the trapped creatures crying out

hot did not toms what was wrong Pow I know

Leo F Koschee,
Kearny

Star- Ledger

51,J
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The seriousness olthe bat rabies problem in the state is exemplified by

the death of a Sussex County resident following a bat bite in 1972.

The impact of Eliminating Leg Hold Trapp'ng on Rabies in New Jersey

The effects of eliminating leg hold trapping from the remaining counties

of New Jersey are difficult to assess. Howev ., in ay opinion, such a measure

would not result in resurgence of epizootic rabies throughout the state, nor

would it result in the exposure of significant numbers of human beings to

rabid animals. The reasons for this opinion nee the following:

1. A significant endemic terrestrial wildlife rabies problem does not

appear to exist in New Jersey.

2. The major species involved in the distribution of rabies in New Jersey

is the bat.

3. lnterspecies transmission of rabies does not appear to occur readily,

but probably accounts for the sporadic cases seen.

4. Because of its social behavior and habitat, the major species of

animal involved in rabies transmission to man is the dog. A well

organized program of rabies immunization for Jags exists within the

state and should be continued.

3. Where epidemic rabies exists in the world, attempts to control the.-. . _-----

spread of di by decimating wildlife populations have not been

successful. This is particularly true in France and Western Germany

where fox rabies has been a major problem for approximately 10 years.

?Waive campaig 1 to halt the spread of rabies by destroying fox pop-

ulations with all available means (gassing, trapping, poison baits)
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have not IL...ited the iwpulatlou Adequately to tonttorkplead.

Depletion of the fox population beyond one generation haa not been

effected. There is some evidence that the reproductive potential

of foxes and coyotes actually increases under trapping pressure by

VS

Increasing litter size.

Trapping programs were also found to be ineffective in control-

lin: eniznotic fox rabies in Hey York State in the 1940's and in

Virginia in the 1960"s.

6. Theoretically, reducing the population density below threshold

level will halt the transmission of rabies. However, a number of

studies (Davis and Hood 1959 and Friend 1968) do not aupporc the con-

cept chat the distribution of the di is totally dependent on

population density. Examples where institution of control programs

have coincided with reduction in the incidence of disease may be

coincidental. The major factor in halting an epizootic of fox rabies

may be the devastating mortality induced'by the virus itself.

In support of this Concept, the National Academy of Sciences

published a report (1973) which recommended that persistent long-term

trapping programs be abolished. This report found no evidence that

such programs either reduced the wildlife Ira or d d the

incidence of rabies.

Recommendations

1. The commercial use of leg hold traps in the counties of New Jersey

where is remains legal should be abolished on humanitarian , ounds.

Oa

5 5
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November 10, 19113

The Honorable Raymond J. Zane
Chairman, Natural Resources t Agrkquiture Committee
New Jersey Senate
State House Annex, Roca 305
Trenton, N.7 01625

Dear Senator Zane:

Further to ay letter addressed to you dated September 26, 1953, reqtrding
Disposition to A.3207 and related Senate bills, / wish to inform you that because
of the increased public lattereeb,_ib _the JAIL the Jate

',association has
longer opoOsed to mhenrm the_uae of the_Itghold trap in New Jersey, with the
following understandings

In New Jersey, the following measures have been encouraged
for the purpose of rabies control 1

1. Immunisation of those groups at risk. (eg., Veterinarians, An. Con. fess

2. Increased licensing and ienunization of dogs against
rabies and increased insunization of cats against rabies.

3. Increased picking up and impounding of stray animals.
with emphasis on dogs and cats, in approved entail
facilities.

. My wildlife exhibiting unusual behavior %%»t be reported
to local health authorities or to the State Department
of Health.

Moreover, it should not qo without saying that the State Commiasiontr
of Health should be empowered to utilise approps.at trapping methods in
the event of a public health emergency situation.

Please be advised that vur position reflects t e promotion of health, the
prevention of disease and the essential relationships among Inman', animals and
the environsient.

Respect fully u

a/4
Waite, Trcoutarien, N .11.
Pr esideot

Cc. The lion. I, 110 lllll tI KUL.' , Prim, 41,1 IOnsur. A- I 07
The Hon. .3 vie h itI (.4411.te m n ..late (Gera. 11,61,1

e r Core ..,,h,r of ft, hr, nM ntal Fro.et

552
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tau 31. ,c 11 iti.".1 . Vs,

P.O. DCA 311. KCANP., 55.3. 07032

October 17. 10113

TO: A11 hembern. Executive board, N.J.P.11.A.

re/...dt Walt Treemenlen. president -
SUOJKT1 MUTING NOTICE-4710--a.s., Thursday, itiovosber 10,1 1993

Dental Society of New Jersey. Route 1. C

Subsequosat to our arriving at position of opposition for A -3307, iAich
would hen tho use of the leghold trap in New Jersey. at our gepteeber 14 board
Meeting. we have boon 'besieged' by several representatives of ergasisations

.supporting this Istislaticn.

Also, as you luny. see had guest imeeentatien from Dr. tbeglas (orsoree_r_

ropstaanzing the MM., Division of Fish and Cara, which I feel is retroopuc't,
sow, was not the nearal, unbiased representative I thoussltTeTwas when he
requested to nest with our Executive board in Septesber.

_ - - . .

In all fairness, I feel that we have no choice now, but to offer represen-
tation from the 'other ido" of the issue to also meet with us. thus asoossitsting
this additional seating. Is preparation for this session, I es distributing copies
of the 'materials furnished se by the New Jersey Congress (es' animals herewith, to
those who did not realise a copy at our last meeting, October 7, 1903.

Sy copy of this Notice to our guest speakers, I's asking these to attend at
101301,p..".and an ;ranting them, together, sexists& of one hour, so that wet
can deliberate and comes to some resolution on this natter by lynch tine.

Lurch will be available. I suggest that the sooting continue into the
afternoot. to discuss, furthers 11 suggestion that IOWA have se exeoutive
consittee Wed as a standing ccomittee, which would necessitate a by-laws
change' 2) plans for secretarial services for essential business of the Asso-
ciation, including dues, billing and collections, 3) future post (aft...* stalling
address of N./111Ar and 4) future treasurer candidate f

Kindly return the enclosed postcard indicating your attendance, as soon as
posssblo. Anticipating your understanding, I's truly 'Autry for any Inconvenience
this add' t ional mooting nay cause.

P.S. At the end of our last Exam:tire Board sooting, motion was pasead
that the President, each year, correspond the names of people which
NAPHA feel. should be considered as nosiness on the usw Jersey hoard
of P.cdis.al Exouncra, by November IS of ouch year. Please connldcr
those you feel would be good Candidates on this hoard. State few
provides for constvor *embers, homeopathic and oit eepathic rhyr.lcians
podiatrist, chiropractor and bio-nnalytis al laboratory director.
Neese give et the naara and s brief 3. cep 'Minn of their hackground.
on Noveher 10. Thank you.

553
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July 10, 1981

Frank U. King...bury, D.V.M.

Extension Vete.narlan
Cooperative Extension Service
Cook College
P.O. Box 211
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901

Dear Dr. Kingsbury:

This is in reply to your earlier request for clarification of our policy at

CDC on trapping as a tool for wildlife cables control. The statement which

you quoted in my letter to you of Deceober 6. 1978 still applies, that is.

we do notrculteairlationredwrineltacceseelx,uctIon,forrables
control. instances where trapping would be
campgrounds or parks where epidemic rabies has been identified in animals

that sr. in very close association with man. To my knowledge we have, in

fact, not recommended that at all, since our present policy was developed in

1974.

The Woodstream booklet entitled "Trapping In Wildlife Management" has caused

us aome difficulty. As you might surmise. Woodstream as a major manufacturer

of traps In the United States has s vested interest in trapping. They have

visited with us and have quoted us not perhaps Inaccurately. but I think

out of context. I do not haus the publication to which you refer.

We do prefer that trapping and/or other techniques be legal and available

in the event they are needed for public health reasons. We do not,

however advocate routing trapping programs as effective for rsbies control.

I hope this is of some value.

Sincerely yours,

1044_
William C. Winkler. 37G.m.
Chief, Enteric and Neurot ropic Viral

Diseases Branch
Virology Division
Center for Infectious Dleenses

5-5 4
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9ttmber 6, 19111

Frank V. Kingsbury, D.V.M.

Extension Veterinarian
Rutgeis State Voiersity
Cooperative Extension Service

Cook College
P. 0. Pox 231
Nev Srunswick, Hew Jersey 06903

Dear Dr. Kingsbury:

This is in reply to your
letter requesting information on wildlife

rabies.

The present policy of CDC and most public health agencies regarding

popnlation reillmtlen is
that_population reduction is of very limited

value. The gilberalized low
intensity einitrol programs that were

employed in the past did not prove effective. The only time we

recommend population reduction now is in instances where dense pnpulations

of rabid animals are in cloce contact with human populations specifically

as in campgrounds or in parks. If rabies outbreak were to erupt in

tbestolemItame, wild animals reduction would be indicated.

he do believe that survival from rabies infection occurs with unknown

frequency and that the natural immunity
described by Dr. Tierkel reflects

Jerminity following infection.
This is suppnrted by the demonstrated

increase in antibody prevalence in population following an epizootic

of rabies in that population. As such the reduction of animal numbers

through trapping or similar programs might indeed eliminate immune animals

And create a vacutia for ingress and increased mortality of susceptible..

While many of us believe this no one has ,tatistically and scientifically

validated.

There is little work being done
today on the natural ecology of rabies

Vitus in the field. The problem is such a small one in the overall

context of public health and the field research is so expensive for the

md that most agencies have abandoned of
minimized that type res.arch.

As you may know, there is active work fining on in vaccine development

mud assessment. The only area of wildlife rabies reAeArch under active

invesilgation is the atttwpf b) .ovirA/ people to develop oral rabies

vaccines for wi Id oof.,1s. That pteped technique Is At least several

years aay l,om i. 1111% Hop. II.. oti .I.
Sinctitly sem.,

William G. Winkfir. D.V.H.
Chief, R,,pirltury and Spielal

Pathogens Branch
Viral Direaws Division
Bureau of Epidemiology
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Statement of Joyce Brothers, Ph 1c

Psychologist

As a resident at !few aersey, ' ivpreciate th, UPPO, tOnitY

to express my support of A.4207-S.15/5 to ban the manufacture, sale

and use of the steel-jawed leghold trap throughout the state.

While others here today will docrent the cruelty and nonselectivity

of the device, I will confine my comments to the possible effects of the

leghold trap on the people who use it

I bel ieve that use of the leghold trap constitutes both extreme

cruelty to animals and a concomitant desensitization of trappers to the

suffering of other sentier beings Shackled and rn pain, the trapped

animal is subjected to any number of traumas and injuries The trapper

is witness to this agony, and proceeds tc compound it uy bludgeoning,

drowning or breaking the hack of his captive prey

It rs most alarming that trappers profess to enjoy this experience.

and that the New Jersey Division of Fish, Game and Wildlife promotes

trapping as a "wholesome form of outdoor recreation."

Of even greater concern Prot, , my perspective is that the bulk of

trappers are youngsters of an impressionable age, during the years when

values which last a lifetime are formed, these youngsters routinely

engage in brutalizing animals.

Cruel ty to animals is one of the criteria used to identify o

severely disturbed child. It can tie a manifestation of a lack of

empathy or compassion for the pail o others, and m, , be indicative

of destruc tive behavior which might he directed towaru ot I.e. human beings.

It is In) innfon that ,7,.1 y botinv h should

be disco' raged to prevented, especially - as re the rase of the leghold

trap when the cruelty is an avoidable one.

for the sake of our children J'S well as our wildlife, I urge

Neyy Jersey legislator', to mess into law A 3207-S 1575 which will ban

the manufacture, sale and use of a torturous device

556
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HAl BAR" ORGANIZATION FOR THE ESTAIUSHMENT OF IIIIUGAL WILDLIFE RESERVES IN ISRAEL

Honorary President--

Owls Unwed Ps RatttssN4

board of Director*

Gee IMsi AuTINSIMII Yloff

UPI Tess

Prof tewneka lAendoloseee

Vaal Rand*

Ana }oral Hoe

(*oh. Teal
Cal (Rant Yet. Is Mar

VW. Ns..

DP Awash YetvPuiss

Or Wet* AM.
Alssa,4 GtbroM

Gtota Merry

Mr Shoes

We Goa bars

INS Per

Dan Rolm

Ose PM

Chairman--

Gen It..) Av./we n.H.

Secretary Caneral
U.' TM,

Ms, Alice Herrington
President
Friend of Animals
I Pine Street
Neptune NJ 07763
U.S.A.

Dear Ms. Herrington

20 net e4Aher 19R1

I understand that certain Interests In the United States
defend the use of steel ieghold traps against foxes bee.,
t hey claim. box traps are Ineffective against these species.

Present work I am conducting at the list -Bar Arava
Wildlife R tends to cont -adict such claims.

We have recently experienced a substantial Increase In
Our fox population, one of those cyclical population phenomena
well documented by population biologists. The fox Involved Is
Vulpes vulpes the same animal as vOu have In America.

My print 1pal concern is that these rotes might prey on
newborn Nubian Ibex (Capra Ibex nublana) which we expect In
begin arriving In about ten weeps, Consequently I've t Ondut ted
a fox-ctc Fling program in the vacinity of the pregnant ihex.
The foxes are caught only with bnx traps. They are then relocated
several kilometer away outside t he and released Into
nature.

1791n only has traps sometimes In conneCtIn 10 a
drift fence we have captured 73 Coxes to the past month ,.sing
ten t raps set es. A evening and checked each enornIna Not a
single animal wa in the prOiPot

1410 not I A1014 that any other tealtPlnX device would have
been as aultsAle an 4A4 nay trap In r r4A of .41,, tIveees or
Aumsnenefic,

Hill r i
rwr <
11.1 Os, \r .t.
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DR. KENNETH B. SHAW
FELINE ANIMAL HOSPITAL

675 BRANCH AVE.
LITTLE SILVER. N J 077S9

Telephone 201 842I'.66

May 18, 1978

It has been my experience that steel
leg traps are not necessary for the capture
of wild mammals. This opinion is based on
my experience during 1966 when I was
employed to trap and take blood samples
from wild mammals in corked River (lame
Preserve. The ,only traps used were
"Hail-Mart" traps.

During a ten week period, I was able
to capture approximately 90 to 100 mammals,
including oppossum, skunk, rabbit and raccoon.
All animals were tagged an( released, after
a blood sample, for encephalitis, was taken.

Since this trapping was done during a
season of plentiful food, it would appear
that it should be even more successful if
done during the winter months.

None of the animals trapped were injured
in any way by the traps.

The steel leg trap is a viscious, inhumane
and brutal thing. It has no place in our
society.
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Ms. Sue R0330.1.1

Fritnds of Animal,
1 Pine Street
Neptune, New Jersey 07753

Dear Ms. Russell:

This is in resuonse to your telephone call regarding the number of
people in the United States who make their living by hunting and
trapping. As I mentions in our telephone conversation, thin
occupation 1.5 included ia our 1980 Occupation Classification System,
but the data are nct yet available. Since the occupation was not
in the 070 classification system, we cannot provide any published
numbers at this time.

We are currently making estimates of the 1970 eAployment for new 1990
occupstions. Based on th. s work, we estimatn toe number of hunters
and trappers in 1970 to Neve mean about 1,000.. Oe oust emphasise
that this estimate is bared on a small sample, so that the estimated
number may be quite different from the true number, if it were known.
The standard error on the estimate is 1,000, which means that the
chance* are 2 out of 3 that the trqe number is beteen 0 and 2,000.

Another consideration is that the census is taken in April. If moat
trapping is done in another season, such as Fall end Winter, the
census may undercount the number of people who are hunters and trappers.

Aimerely,

'ANUI A. PRELBE
Labor Force Statistic, Branch
Population Division
Borceo of the Census
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. REPORT ON TAPPER TRAININb COURSE CONDUCTED UT THE NLW JUSLt DIVISION

A, FISH, dAHE AND WILDLIFE
Copyright 1983

Prepared by Susan Russell. education director. Friends of Animals, Inc.

Preface

In an attempt to block legislation banning the leghold trap in new
Jersey, the Division of Fish, Game and Wildlfe introduced a mandatory
training program. The division. whose salaries are paid by trapping
license fee revenues, contends that trained trappers are more humane
and selective trappers, therefore, there is no need for proscriptive
legislation.

Indeed. an early (1977) statement by the division referred to the
courses as a 'political cushion" for legislat 's. Further, trapper
training courses' serve as a public relations tool to make trapping more
palatable to the media and the public.

The leghold trap has been prohibited by 63 countries and Canada's
British Jlumbia as excessively cruel and non-selective. These properties
are inherent and universal They do not change with state or national
borders and cannot be changed by years of trapper training, let alone
a few hours. The problem to be addressed is trapping and traps used to
catch furbearers. Leghold trapping and "humane and selecti.a." are
mutually exclusive

In order to report on the efficacy and legitimacy of courses that
ere presented as a panacea. it was necessary that I take the course.

my observations of the trapper training course follow.
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ltd. Sue Russell
Fritnds of Animals
1 Pine Street
Neptune, New Jersey 07753

Dear Ns. Russell:

This is In response to your telephone call regarding the nuMber of
people in the United States who make their living by hunting and
trapping. As I mentioned in our telephone conversation,this
occupation is included in our 1980 Occupation Magnification System,
but the data are not yet available. Since the occupation was not
in the 1970 classification system, we cannot provide any published
numbers at this time.

We are currently making estimates of the 1970 employment for new 1980

occupations. Based on this work, we estimate the number of hunters
and trappers in 1970 to have been about 1,000. We must scrhasis*
that this estimate is based on a small sample, so that the estimated
number may be quite different from the true number, if it were known.
The standard *moron the estimate in 1,000, which roans that the
chances are 2 out of 3 that the true nuMber is between 0 and 2,000.

Another consideration is that the census is taken in April. It most

trapping is done in another season, such se tall and Winter, the
census mitt' undsrcount the number of people who are hunter* and trappers.

Sincerely,

1.,..
% A. PI /RBE

Labor Force Statistics Branch
Population Division
Bureau of the Census
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OBSERVAIloNs

fRIDAY tVtNINU

On Friday evening, Mr Byrne, the trapper training coordinator and

a recreational trapper, focused 9n wildlife mahagement theories supportive

of trapping. Mi. Byrne virtually ignored the findings of the National

Academy of Science , among others, that trapping is ineffective as a

means of wildlife disease control and should be abolished. The students

were told that "stockpiling doesn't work" and that "we must trip animals

to control disease."

In contradictiln of his original statcents, the trapper training

coordinator later stated -several times - that trapping does nOt controi

or limit wildlife populations, and that trappers rarely catch diseased

animals. Alarmingly, none of the students questioned this reversal.

A few quotes.

(In reference to the muskrat, the animal trappers claim
must be trapped to be controlled) - It is prolific and
has a 70 to 80 per ont mortality rate every year. Is

trapping a limiting factor No."

Later: "Direct harvesting has no Impact on that animal at
all."

The salient fact that trappers don't catcn iiseased animals was

revealed on Sundry afternoon When a child asked Mr Byrne what to do

if he trapped a diseased forbearer, Byrne replied You don't catch diseased

animals, they don't get around very much. That's rare

The discussion of furbearer population dynamics ended with MI Byrne

comparing furbearers to tomatoes and asking students if they would pick

tomatoes tn the Sumer or winter



, .
Our 0/1thal, 44,4tton was Just 4S prtHativ., with empthibiS

on where and how to trAp the animal (out tomato ) 4na what the 1.1s wa. worth,

M. Mr Byrne began to discuss land and water associated farbra.er, there was,

no mentton of the rules animals play in the ecosystem. and some discriptions

"Of fu-bearers were very .*NO it odds with what is, known about the species. for

examole, the beaver was not a favertte of Mr. Byrne's. '!salt Disney did a

great public relations job with this .me. Beavers are vicious, not playful

and natty."

revelAticn tomes al a great shock to the thousands of beaver enthusiasts

throughdut the :..aontry to .416m the beaver s resourcefaln6ss, intelligence and even

humor is a constant source of enjoyment and study. In addition, the beaver's

3t.tg, tb.vt0Ato Its 444,6:us/Stem. from which many tees:sus of anima mod-plant

Ible benefit, was not even mentioned. from this perverse definition of the aniinal,

5.

one must assume that Mr. Byrne s only contact with beavers has been while ht. was

Crying to twill them fer their skins

The bobcat, an extliiiated species in New mrsey. was disu,!ssed .s a forbearer.

Mr Byrne ;aid that 'there may be oPPortanities to hunt the animal in the future."

This information was most interesting. since the "re-stocking" of the bobcat in

New Jersey is being tooted as bobcat restoration and Division of Fish, Game
. ,

and Wildlife officials claim there /1I>_ be no hunting of the soectes.

Discussed trapping techniques evol.t4 around getting the pelt. thus how

to trap the antral so it has no chance bf escaping. Raccoons were cited a% A

particular problem because they fight tee trap. and do damage to themselves and

"more importantly." the Pelt When a .dent asked abdUt cases of raccoons

chewing off their paws In an effort to ess.opt ("wrin off"). Mr. Byrne. biologist,

replied
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The raccoon is fighting against the trap,
not pain. The len is numb, and it is really
gnawing on the trap and catching its fingers.
A trapper with no foot damage [to the raccoon]
is a-skilled trapper. If you stay with trapping
for a while, you'll have that skill.

Mr. Byrne's assertion that the raccoon feels no pain is an appallingly

ignorant one that flouts s,ientific documentation of pain perception and

sensory mlchanisms in manuals. The raccoon's paw, for example, has powers

of tactile disceimination Proved to be of the same order as human tactile

discrimination.

Furthe, his statement that "a trapper with no foot damage is a skilled

trapper" is an unwitting indictment of traving in general, for 85% of trappers

are below the age of twenty years, with a preponderance of adolescents. Thus,

most/ trappers are youngsters and adolescents who do not "Aiy with trapping"

very lung. Since the trapper drop out rate is highest among the young, the

activity is marked by a rapid turnover. unskilled, young trappers are simply

.:placed by more unskilled young trappers.

At this point, Mr. Byrne began discussing "humane and selective" tranning.

The words were given lip service, methods of trapping which were touted as

"humane" were coincidentally justified by assuring the trapper his pelt.

One must assume that this is the division's idea of "humane and selective"

trapping:

1 A good trapper is selective. Otherwise,
he is inefficient and this causes him
problems. If you catch a dog, the issue
will be blown up by animal groups and you'll
be on the front page of the newspaper.

For this reason, trappers were advised not to use leghold traps in "developed"

areas.
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In any event, the .dotur( :11t .1 pet doq of (at was blamed snodi.ely on

the pet owner. "Pets dr( the owners' responsibility. But you'll be the

.bad guy."

Other insights: "Don't use the leghold trap in somebody's backyard.

If you trap somebody's dog or cat, what do you not? You got problems."

In discussing "humane and selective" trapping, Mr. Byrne forgot

to mention the many species of wildlife, such as bald and golden eagles,

deer -and owls that fall victim to leghold traps and are discarded as

"trash."

His final thought on selective trapping. "If you understand their

behavior [wildlife], you'll make money."

At this point, Mr. Byrne introduced a conservation officer who read

a few sent,' es from the New Jersey Compendium of Hunting and Trapping Laws.

The shooting of t ..,, .ictims was discussed. Mr. Byrne asked how many

in the room were familiar with rifles. Only a fey raised their hands. In

order to shoot trap victims, the trappers would have to be 18 years of age.

In addition, they would have to take another course conducted by the division

to enable them to legally use a .22 short. Since most trippers in the room

were under 18 yeas of age, shooting was a moot point. This left the methods

of clubbing, drowning, suffocation and breaking the back or neck of the trap

victim to most of. the children in the room. Th s did not seem to bother them.

Mr. Byrne said that the reason hunting and trapping laws exist is that

"there will be enough for everybody."

The evening was drawing to a close. Mr. Byrne asked if there were any

questions. There were very few questions from prospective trappers, most

were about money.
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Mr. Byrne said that trapping was primarily of "recreational benefit."

He then said that "trappers are not in it for the money, became you can make

more money pumping gas."

The first part of the course ended with Byrne saying that those who

planned to use box traps could dig a hole for t' m ahead of the season and

bait the area. When the conservation officer countered that this might be

illegal, Byrne'said there was no law "against setting them up." The conservation

officer :aid that Mr. Byrne's position would not hold up in court. to.which

Mr. Byrne replied, "lots of people do it."

Thus, the evening ended with Robert Byrne, trapper training coordinator,

advising itrappers to treak the law.

SUNDAY - IN THE FIELD

- Weassembled in the classroom at 9:30 a.m. Mr. Byrne introduced us to

a wildlife control officer who told us about the dyeing and waxing of trap's.

Traps dyed a dark color are easier to camouflage than traps which retain a

steel glint. we were told,. Axing protcats traps and keeps them operating

smoothly.

We were briefly informed about trapping equipment: drags, stakes, chains,

wire, lures, baits and diving traps for muskrats. Students were advjsed that

they could make a box trap at home for $10 to $15, and that home-made box traps
o

could easily catch raccoons, and that you could "catch.a bunth of rats (muskrats]

in a diving trap."

0 That box traps can be made at home, and "easily catch" raccoons should be

noted, since the division of fish and game lobbies fur leghold traps by declaring

V
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that bo., traps are "prohibitively xonsive and nut efficient."

for noblii relations reasons, nduly that th, public tends to tie(

upset when a leghold trapped animal is discovered in its midst, trappers

Were again reminded to desist in usidg the leghnld in highly-developed areas,

and were told that the box trap would prove lust as "efticleot" in capturing

forbearers.

Wires, chains, drags and other trapping equipment are used to make

it virtually impossible for d trapped animal ipo become free of the trap.

Because raccoons ("'coons) fight the trap, it was advised to "stake them

in close" or to use a arag, which is a piece of wood at least 2 pounds -

no more than 4 or 5 feet long attached to the_ leghold by a chain." This

prevents pelt loss, we were tad, because the animal "can only move about

20 feet or so and doesn't panic as much." As an afterthought, Mr. Byrne

added that he thought this technique was "humane," with no further explanation.

As in other cases wOre the word:humane" was mouthed, the true justification-

was in not losing,the pelt.

We were advised by Joe Pappa, vice-president of the Central Jersey

Furtakers Association, that one needs a good deal of brush in the area to

use a drag, otherwise the animal "will go with the trap and drag and you'll

never find it." He said that on a few occasions, "it took a long time to .

find the thing (fox], which was only 50 feet away from where I put the trip."

Since Mr. Pappa was supposed to be an expert trapper, one can only

imagine what goes on during trapping seasons in which most of the participants

are amateurs.

In addition, the wildlife control officer advised "drow6ding" (sic) for,

raccoons One method recommended was affixing d weight (rock) to the leghold
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trap set on 41 1/4111k Or gear Mal tei thy II at 1) .101 Ire(' uen t. dine trapped,

the raccoon's instinct is to dive J.. poi. ostensibl) away from the tra. But.

as the officer pointed out with e big grin. the weight pulls the animal Jown

and prevents it from reaching the surfact.

Several students seemed to find this method amusing.

Students were advised to use an extra long stake in sandy soil - about

18 to.20 inches - or 'the animal will pull out and travel with the leghold and

stake. Again, the students found this possibility a real rib-tickler

"'Coons have a way of pulling outa there like it was nothing," said

the control officer, who seemed mildly retarded.

The control officer mentioned that improperly set traps, including one

illustrated on the Woodstream flyer, would capture "non-target" animals. He

said a canal set or a trap set in a runway would capture beaver and otter

(populations for these species are low, but the New Jersey Division of Fish, c'

Game and Wildlife permits them to be trapped on a "regulated" basis) and

waterfowl such as ducks. Later in the day. Fred Gimble, president of the

Central Jersey Furtakers Association, showed us how to use a runway set.

Since no one else asked the obvious question, I asked Mr. Gimble about

catching non-target furbearers. such'as ducks. He seemed annoyeo and said,

"What will you catch? Anything you catch will be a furbearer."

"You guys go ahead and get some experience, were the control officer's

parting words.

Mr. Byrne mentioned that only 600-700 trappers in the state were

skilled enough to catch foxes." which leaves over 3,000 unskilled. young

trappers.
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With !tvity,16. Byrne annuuncol that we woe yuunr to the

(outside of the concrete room where the classec. WPIP h111). About eo dead
4 .

raccoons and opossums were strewn on the lawn Within my field of vision,

several prospective "humane and selective" young trappers kicked the dead

animals. Their behavior brought to mind Dr. dojce Brothers' warning that

exposure to the horrors of trapping evokes a sadistic response.

As we gathered about the carcasses, Mr. Byrne began to tell us how-to

"dispatch" the trap victims. .

This is where our presence caused the course to be cleaned up and

greatly altered as compared to other trapping courses conducted by the

division. There had recently been a furor over the division's intent to bring

trapper training into public school curricula. The public's reaction to methods

used to kill forbearers was one of horror. The division was not successful in

its effort.

So, Byrne omitted stomping and suffocating furbearers and breaking the

necks and backs of animals by standing on a stake placed on the neck of the

victim and.jeri ng the body upward. It is ironic that Mr. Byrne did not

cover these methods, for they are the most commonly used.

The students were told to "drowne (sic) the animals. .Drowning a trap

victim (using a water set or water) assures the trapper his prey, and the fur

is not damaged.

Steering away from the stake and suffocation methods normally used, Byrne

said that the trapper should use water whenever possible. lie suggested clubbing

the animal, then submerging its head in water it a steam or other water
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soul, beat tht t w.1: ,1t 1 1111'd .1S 1101114111e. with 110 furtlicr

countsit.

Next, an almost totally unused method of killing furboarers was mentioned.

Mr. Burne said that e humane option was shouting the animal between the eyes

and ears. This method is the least pupular of ways to kill furbearers, because

bullets damage the fur. Nonetheless, arid largely for our benefit, Mr. Byrne

mentioned shooting furbearers and recommended that foxes be shot in-the chest from

the distance of one foot. Hr. Byrne said that the trapper must lie doWn to

to this. That he wat, addressing a group largely comprised of adolescents who

were years away from legally operating a .22 seemed extraneous.

When a young trapper asked what those under 18 year of age could do, Hr.

Byrne replied, You club it." He went on to say that the best way to do this was

to hit the animal between the eyes or behind the brain. He used a small garden

trowel to illustrate clubbing the dead opossum. The Pennsylvania Trapper's

Guide we were given also recommended a long - handled garden trowel. This was

described,as "humane."

He said 4-"skilled" trapper could kill an animal with one blow. He did

not volunteerobow many blows are needed when a trapper is learning, and no

one asked.

Another trapper, one of the few adults, asked what to do in "those towns'

where guns are banned [in the interests of public safety)." Byrne replied,

"If you want to fight that [ordinances). there are plenty of groups to back

you up. They have lawyers and that sort of thing."

The groups were not named.

I asked Byrne if the dead animals had been trapped. He replied, "Yes."

I then asked, "How were they killed?" Byrne responded, "1 don't know."

When I queried abuut one unimai in particular that looked badly beaten, Byrne
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answered. do bleed, von tmow."

Me then coveted releasing non-target animals. The altitude here was

one of annoyance. He said that 'free-ranging" dogs were the pet owner's

responsibility - not a trapper's - and a somewhat curious remark, The

trapper has to make a decision about whether or not he wants that dog back

in his trap.: accompanied by meaningful glances at the trappers, was repeated

twice.

Again, Mr. Byrne's perception of "non-target" species did not include

other species, possibly because occurrences of trapped bald eagles

and deer do not receive as such nress as those of trapped pets and are easily concealed

Byrne recommended releasing the dog with a hog snare, a rather long

implement I cannot see too many trappers purchasing or using. He also

suggested taking the Anima) to the dog warden.

He did not mention what /o do if the enimal was badly injured. Such was the

man's grasp nf "humane."

we broke for lunch.

In the afternoon, the wildlife control officer Cmonstrated how to set a

leghold trap (dirt set) in an open field. We were later told by a volunteer

trapper that the onen field set was a faulty ene because few animals cross

an open field, and those tnat do tend to be non-Target individuals.

The control Officer told trappers to wear glove; and bring a kneeling

pad in order to leave no h 444A scent.

At this point, we were placed in the hands of the vice-president and

presidif nf rho fonfral mrsPy furtakers Association. Mr, 'Amble. the prelicienr.

said a few words We then brace into two groups one to learn the rudimentary
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leghold ,et' on land and the other onlind, HA: lvghold traps in water.

The time spent ineaih group was about i'. Cr. >a pinntes.

For leghold traps set on land, we were told we could build a "tubby"

set, a cute name for legholds hidden by a primitive structure

of small tree limbs or rocks, or a dirt set, which is simply a leghold trap

set in d hole and camouflaged with sifted dirt and leaves.

Mr. Pappa asked our group why no one was asking questions. "Are you

all expert trappers?" he queried. The assorted 'Y'oungsters, and the few

adults, for that matter, showed no interest in the 'challenge" of trapping

that is so often used to justify trapping as a "spurt. The only times

their interest was engaged was when the instructors were speaking of killing

the furoearers or the current going rates for pelts:

Elizabeth McMahon, chairman of the NJCA's wildlife conmittee, and I chose

a dirt set. Although we were constantly surrounded by either Mr. Pappa, the

wildlife control officer or Mr. Byrne (sometimes all three and bordering

on cruel and unusual scrutiny). tho inspections of other trappers were cursory.

We then Switched to water sets using conibear and leghold traps. Mr.

Gimble explained how to catch prey (beaver) with legholdS. Setti g'the leghold

near the bank of the marsh, he attached the trap to a long length of wire. He

proceeded to drive a series of stakes (tree limbs), each a feu feet farther'out

frail the bank than the one proceeding it, and each a few feet apart. He

explained how the beaver, once trapped, will dive away from the bank toward

deeper water. With the wire attached to the trap, he said, the beaver will

Panic and become entwined around one of the stakes At this point, Mr. Gimble

said, "You got him. You got him then. No way he ,an get out of this - he does

himself In." Mr. Gimble was smiling, and seemed quite proud.
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I interrupted this reverie to as how long it took the animal to drown

(I had waited for sweone else to ask, but. they had nut). Mr. Liable paused

and replied, "One minute." Here was yet another dissemblance, for it is

widely-known that beavers can hold their breath rot up to 20 minutes and

muskrats for almost Even the Pennsylvania Jrapper Training. uuide we were

issued said that beavers stay "submerged" fur 10 minutes

Mr. Gimble demonstrated how to set conibear traps, using a runway set.

Stressing that the trap was submerged in water-assures the trapper that other

trappers will not steal his prey, a phenomenon which must be quite prevalent,

judging from the frequency of warnings on the subject. A submerged trap was

also deemed as beihg "selective."

This time, we were as ed by Mr. Gimble why no one was asking questions.

"Do you know what.you are doing?" he asked, sanewhdt skeptically.

We had our choice of setting a conibear or leuhold in water. We chose

a conibear propped up by tree limbs and set in a runway. After 15 minutes,

everyone returned to the classroom. Out of a broad selection of trapping .

-sets, the vrticipants had tried but two. It was assumed that Erappors

try the others on their own during the trapping season

We returned to the concrete one-room building to find the raccoon and

opossum carcasses hung from the porch ceiling by their hind legs this sight

encouraged joking among the trappers.

Mr. Pdppa demonstrated how to skin a raccoon. Finally, questions were

`being asked. They were about money and the condition of pelts.

All furs, we were told, except for beaver, al' "cased." The skin is

removed from the animal by slitting toe for from one hind leg to the other

and through d soccessiuo of oilier moves. pulling the hide over the head like
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d swedte th. hum. .ust be put I. d out 01

Mi. 'app., told us that the animals were "toad tills.' Mr. nytth. who

h.o informed us that the detmdls bad been trapped. said. "No. they were

trapped last spring and kept in the freezer." Ibis was apparently an

inside joke, because Mr. Pappa leughed apd said, "In that case, we've

tome a long way."

Mr, Byrne's earlier statement that the animals were trapped had raised

the questions of where, when and by whom. The legal trapping season had not

yet started.

Byrne remarked that the 20 animals and skins were "junk" and could not

be used.

Whilo skinning, the students joked. The butts of the jokes were the

dead animals. A sample. "Who's for 'possum stew?" to which a r,itund youngster

replied, "Not this piece of crap "

Amid demeaning epithets, the skinned bodies - which appeared shockingly

meager after being stripped of their furs - were tossed in a large pile.

The sound of skulls hitting together sounded like so many soda bottles.

The bodies were discarded as trash.

We went into the classroom, where Mr. Gimble spoke to us about his

organization. "Trapping is a loner's sport." he said, "so we join clubs

to sell out pelts for the best price. We also fight anti-trap legislation

and that nOnsense there." He asked the kids to join.

I Was not permitted to take the test because. according to Byrne. I

had not skinned and fleshed. I asked Byrne wny other students (in previous

.courses) had getter their ,ertificates without skinning. He said he didn't

know. And then he said, "I teach respect for the entire animal - and skinning

is d Part Of It

a
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I found this ...own, luditrons 14 light of the day's experiences - a day

in which I heard animal. referred to as "funk," 'thine and "crap,"; a day

in which the terror of a drowning raccoon was a source of humor; d day In

which the overall purpose of the course was repugnant.

The students took the open-book test, then exchanged papers for grading.

Since I did not take the test, I observed Hr. Byrne signing all the certificates

before the test was over.

Everyone received, their trapping certificates except me. l4feel this

is a curious distinction, since Wore my enrollment in th course it appeared

as easy to get a trapping certificate as it is to scratch one's elbow. To my

knowledge, no one has ever failed the New Jersey trapper training course. It

appears strange that the one person not granted a certificate is an officer

of Friends of Animals, Inc , It may, in fact, attest to my sanity.
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SUMMARY .

While strong IY0WPosPI to' trapping, the ou,istic nature of the course.

which was saturated with mi1informatiOn, inaccuracies and contradictions.

Startled me. %

The characteristics of the trappers 1 was'around - as manifested by their

remarks and actions indicated a,complete latk of regard fur, indeed. an

unawareness 0 animal suffering and a i.ontemptuous at6ude toward the animals

whose skins they sell. These youngsters were indispubahleprOei of Or. Joyce

Brothers' and child educators' analyses that cruelty to animals desensitizes

the perpetratOr.

It is My opinion that the trapper training course. offered by the Otvision

of Game and wildlife as an "alternative" to banning the leghoid trap.

Is nothing more than the political cushion they had hoped it would be, The

course. the caliber of instructors, and the subJect matter are an enbarrassment

to the State.

As the trapping season stiirts, one shudders to think of what raccoons, beavers.

otters. foxes. opossums and other animals are enduring at the hanJs ?f kids who

could not resist kicking the dead animals used in the course With the imprimatur

of the state. these ,choel boy trpters are armed with garden trowels, inhumane

traps. rocks. clubs, axes of anything else they can thins 0 in toe PurSult Of

this perverse recreation. it is a hilling thought
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Time to ban leghold trap statewide
1.. ctslator. know well the courtroom lac.

tit ts Nil the facts mon their side they will
argue the facts if not they will try arguing

1.iw When neither t% on their side they
eon be counted on to pound the table

TM thumping V4 a% never as loud as it was
when South Jersey legislators tried to defeat
a proposed ban on the leghold trap Having no
eimuncing case to make for the continued

of int devices the lawmakers tried to
raise a little dust Those North Jersey fel-
low damn their eyes. are trying to dictate

h3 t s best for South Jersey. they said
If the effort revived the South Jersey

secessionist movement. wean; not aware ot
it hut the persuasive effect on the Assembly
t, a 11,..tter of record The ban on the leghold

trap ; J :d 16.17 and now azaits action in
the Wile

It tilt upper hous44onfines its constdera'

lion to the merits of the bill it would pro
hibit t he usc.sale. possession or manufacture
of the traps it will find cause to give it simi

tar approval
The essential issue is ascicar nowas it was

10 years ago when federal legislation was
considered that would have banned the leg.
hold trap nationwide net/ewes kre inhu
mane They inflict needless pain on wild
creatures and sometimes on domestic an
mats Humane alternatives to the leghold
trap exist. and. if suchdeviccs impose an eco-
nomic penalty on the few..who profit from
trapping. so be it They have no license no
more than a stripmine operator or an oil
company to exploit a natural resource
without moral or ethical restrictions.

The use of the leghold trap is not even con-
sistent within New Jersey. :t is already Ille-
gal in 10 counties. including Camden and

Burlington TheLegislatdre.ieapttethecur
rent protestations of its South Jersey mem
hers, hassecn fit in the past togrant the more
ruial counties a waiver on the trap ban But
that accommodation did nolo= with an
eternal guarantee It is time. therefore to
bring all t 1 counties Into compliance

What's more, it is time for legislators to
admit that the state's small trapping Indus.
try S4 million annually, the state
estimates won't disappear because of the
ban, which, after all, does not outlaw trap
ping per se. It's time too that they concede
that the leghold trap isn't indispensable in
controlling animal population and disease
In fact.trappinghasbeenshown lobe an met
ftcient way to achieve either goa I.To fuggest
otherwise is just more pounding on the
table

Editorial in The Courier - Post, Camden, N.J.
Jtily 1, 1983

Circulation 124,000
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NEW JERSEY TRAPS

friends of animals, inc._
Mwmlwr ovou

rm. Sum. 14cplune, M 05153
UO10224000
(atm mi$4"

VAANItiVal
!Num. Mitt./

(insert: animals in leg-hold traps) This is a leg-hold trap. It's used in the

woods to brutally trap and holdsmall animals. The device is barbaric and should
be outlawed. The jaws snap hard. sometimes breaking the leg of the unfortunate
creature that wanders into its clutches. The animal may suffer excruciating pain
fbr days until it dies or is found and killed by a trapper. The leghold trap is

indiscriminate. This pet hid its leg amputated after being injured iri a trap.
Animal' have tried to chew off their feet in attempts to free themselves. The

cruelty of the trap demands that its use be outlawed. (end insert)

In hew Jersey legislation has been passed by the state Assembly that would prohibit
the sale, manufacture and use of the device throughout the state. The legislation

has widespread popular support but opponents have been able to hold the bill in
Senate committees and prevent it from coming up for a vote.

*

Unfortunately, time is running out. To have the ban on traps become law this
year, legislation must be Pa4 before the end of the legislative session this

. December: and advocates of the bill say One man can assure that the Senate bill
comes to a vote. That man is Carmen Orechio, the president of the New Jarsey

Senate.

let Sen. Orechio know you want this legislation voted on this session.. And let
your state senators know you want an end to the brutal leg-holetrap. Passage of

the legislation in New Jersey will help pave the way for passage.of similar
legislation In other states. including New York. Now, during trapping season,
when these traps are snapping mercilessly, is the time to act.

Presented by Sue Cott. Cirecior of Editorials, WEBS-TY
November 15, 1983 at 6:55 PM
November 16. 19/13 at 6:25 AM

../
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STATEMENT OF FLOYU KUCHARSKI, MITER, IN SUPPORT OF A BAH ON THE LEGHOLD TRAP

201-254-1939

My name is Floyd Kucharski. I am president of the Hew Jersey Hound Association.

I am a licensed hunter knd a former trapper. I appreciate this opportunity to
represent hunters and their grievances about the loss and maiming of their hunting

dogs by leglibld and killer-type traps.

Steel jaw leghold traps and hunting dogs don't mix. Leghold traps were barred

ip upland situations until the Hughes administration. Now, for no reason, they are

allowed. .

The leghold trap is unbelievably.cruel and indiscrimate and catches any animal

that touches the pan. The trap does not ask 'What am I supposed to catch?"

The reason killer traps, the Conibear, are being used on land is because the
Game Division permits the use of what is known to be an outrageously cruel and
indiscriminate device. The same is true of the leghold trap. Because they can use

this awful device, they feel free in bringing art trap into the woods.

The reason hunters are being kept out of nary properties is because of the bad

name of trappers' and traps. Farmers and the public are associating trapping with

hunting. And they, are wrong. What we do is a sport. What trappers do with the

legholp trap is to maim and kill wildlife and pets for pin money.

Hunters carry the brunt for this group. In addition we are losing our best dogs

to leghold traps and we resent the maiming and killing that trappers do in thm name

of sport.

We want this trap banned througnout tile state. Better yet, we want all trapping banned.

Although all kinds of animals are caught In leghold traps", we started documenting

the cases of hunting dogs in 1980. From December 1980 until today, we found the
following types and number of hunting dogs lost to -or maimed by dangerous traps:

1. Killed: 4 Walker fox hounds in leghold traps. Three bf the-

animals had heads bashed in by trappers,

,2. 1 Wtlker for hound in a 330 Conibear trap - dead.

3. One blue-tick coon hound, 1 red bone coon bound and one black and

tan coon hound and one beagle. Conibear trap. Dead.

In addition, these many dogs:

DOGS THAT NEVER RETURNED

5 Walker fox hounds, 1 Beagle. Each bore a collar with name-plate,

telephone number. Each dog was a 'homer."

DOGS CAUGHT

2 Walker fox hounds, one Walker coon dog, one red bone coon dog, one beagle.

Markings on 08143 were of leghold traps. Crippled.

582.
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DOGS FOUND IN LEGHOLD TRAPS AHD RELEASED BY OWNERS

9 Walker fox hounds, 1 Beagle, 1 Brittany Spaniel.

WHY AND HOW DO THE DOGS GET CAUGHT?

The dogs follow the scent of foxes, raccoons and rabbits. They go by scent.

And where the game goes, the dog follows. The game animal uses pathways, 'hedge rows,
deer runs, foot paths, rabbit runs, streams, ponds, storm sewers, pipes - the works.

The leghold traps are set all over the place. Bait used for raccoons a;c1 foxes

attracts all animals - both wildlife and dccestic. Wherever there is a sign of a

furbearing animal - regardless of the location - traps al, there, too.

When the hunting dogs are trailing, they get out of your sight and hearing. A

hunter cannot go through a bniar patch or pond in pursuit - the dogs have to go off

on their own. Because of wind or terrain or,water, it is impossible to keep the dog

within sight.

DOGS INJURIES: HOW THEY HAPPENED. WHAT KIND OF TRAP - EXTENT OF INJURIES

1. 4 Walker hounds: Out running the dogs. Got on the scent of a fox. The

hunter had eighteen dogs, at the end of the day 3 were missing. Looked for them

coastnatly for three weeks. At the end of three weeis,.a rabbit hunter said his
beagle had found one of the dogs, which Still had identification tags on it, buried
under leaves next to a hedge row and drainage ditch. The dog had been caught in a

leghold. its head was bashed in. The owner of the hunting dogs found the other 2

in the same condition, farther down the 111'4.

2. The fourth walker fox hound was fouhd dead I, a,leghold.

3. Another Walker fox hound in a Conibear trap: Caught in a 330 Conibear on

Bella Plain State grounds. Out with a lack of dogs running foxes. All dogs returned

except one. The hunter, who lives right across the street from where the animal was

lost, went looking for him. Found him in the trap. Rough time getting game warden.

The trapper was found and told to remove 5 additional conibears he had set in the area.
Found guilty but still retatned his trapper's license.

4. One blue tick coonuhound. Hunter no more than ten yards aw4y from him.

Heard the trap snap. Conibear so difficult to jar open, and so much pressure is
needed, that it was impossible'to save the dog.

5. Hunters reported,red bone coon bound, blue tick and beagle lost to Conibear

traps. Found dead.

6. Five walker coon hounds. Wept hunting. Dogs picked up scent cnd Started

running. Never returned. The dogs were "homers" and had ID tags and telephone number.

If at all Possible. they would have returned home. Or, if hit by a car, their

deaths would have been reported. They were victims of traps.

. 7. Dogs caught and crippled: Two walker fox hounds, one walker coon dog and

one red bone coon hound and one beagle.

B. Two walker fox hounds.
Hunters reported finding dogs in steel-Jaw traps.

Both crippled.

9. 0 walker coon hound: Five steel -Jam traps set by a tree. Crippled.,

10. One red bore coon hound: Crippled.

11. One beagle . Leg chopped off.

DOGS FOUaD IN LEGHOLD TPAPS AND RELEASED

9 Walker fox hounds, one beagle, 1 Brittany Spaniel.
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Pet owner assails leghold traps
DEAR EDITOR:

In rebuttal to the letter written by John -Murphy.of

Berkeley Heightv
Pets and wildlife are not "two different things." They

both have a central nervous systeni and they both feel pain.
Furthermore, any animal caught in a leghold trap cannot
be released "unharmed."

These traps'snap shut on a limb with a force great
enough to sever a bone, which they often do. The blood
supplyls cut off from the trapped part of the limb and
in a relatively shot. time gangrene occuwat which time
the trapped part of the limb must be amputated. If Murphy
feels that the trap doesn't cattse any harm, he should try a

bear-sizettrap on Ms own hand, since a large trapis the
size a regular leghold is to a tiny raccoon. .

My pet cat was caught in such a trap which, ban-
nately, was not staked down. She was caught on the fore-
thigh and was in the trap for a very short time.

Her leg swelled up like a balloon, she was covered
with blood and required one week of hospitalization, antibi-
otics, warm saline soaks and we had to consider possible
leg amputation. "Harmless?" Hardly.

This trap was found on my property. I live In a
residential areaa child could have been a victim of
the trap.

I truly resented having this trapion my property,
Irresponsible people have access to leghold traps.

These instruments are cruel and inhumane. They have
no place in a civilized society.

Responsible legislators should outlaw them, and a
responsible public should see that they do.

Eiane Nodelmso,
Eaglisbtowa
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May 27, 19D2'

Ms. Susan Russell
Friends of Aniaals'
11 West 60th Street
New York, N.Y. 10023

Dear MA. Russell:

The. Toy Industry has spent a substantial amount of money to insure
at our products Meet rigid safety standards. While it is difficult

be precise on amounts, our expenditures are reflected as follows:

1. 44Development of a Voluntary ProduCt Standard which is
estimated to have cost us,one million dollars.

2. Each company has purchased testing equipment and set
up laboratories specifically designed for toy safity.

3. Substantial resources are expended in time to communicate

our standards, train personnel, update, etc.

While there was some resistance at the start', I.believe the industry

now recognises. that these expenditureAdimproved the prbducts, helped

increase sales and gave new Confidence.re our consumers. Once people

move from the narrow issue of "if" and get to "how", my judgement is

that creative innovation always improves the situation. ,
9

'Good luck in your

ours very trul

Sii>1
Doug.._ Thomson
President

DT/ik

Program.

200 FIFTH AVENUE "NEW YORK NY XXKOIPHONI 12121075RM
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friends of animals, inc.
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Random Survey of Veterianarians March 1983

1982-83 Trapping Season

Elizabegh McMahon of thiNew Jersey Congress for Animals telephoned 39 veterinarians

and found 33 cases of injured domestic Animals and one raccoon. The veterinarians

.contacteL represent but a small fraction of the 800 In the state.

Dr. Michael Hennessey, Vineland: One dog. Foot missing, broken bones.

Dr. Paul L, Henri:11, Newton: 3 Or 4 domtstic animals this,year. Said the Divieion

.of Fish and Game also called.

Dr. Leon Margolin, Vineland: 1 deg. Mangled leg.

Dr. Bert Allen, Haddon Heights: 1 cat

Dr. Charles Bell, Marlton: 5 cats and 4 dogs. Injured.

Dr. John 8ridenbaugh. Newton:
5.domestic animals, including his own cat.

Dr. Alexander Cojosar, Hackettstown: 1 cat. 4

Dr. William Gray, Newton: Averages '3 to 5" per season.

Dr. Bernard Nilles, Toms River: 1 raccoon.

Dr. Emil Perona, Andover: 4 or 5 dogs and cats.

Dr. William Platt, Middlesex -bound Brook:
,Reported 1980 case of dog's tongue ripped

out of mouth.

Dr. Randolph Wayne, Flemington: 2 cats.

Dr. Honey Rothberg, Marlton: I cat, leg amputated.

Dr. Bogner, Belle Header at least 1 cat. Leg ampUtated.

Dr. Donovan Vezin, Cape Hay: 2 pets.

INJURIES ATTRIBUTED TO: AIGHOLD TRAP

041
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new jersey addubun society

PO 00% 120 Ma (WP40 WAVE PRANKI.11 LAIC ES, N J 014 molimilrol

POSITION PAPhR jlplULD TRAP

January 31, 1984

The New Jersey Audubon Society is opposed to the uhe of the

leghold trap becau.c of the trap's non-selective nature. The

leghold trap does not distinguiin between "target" and "non-

target" species. he find that there is sigifff.cant docUmentation

which indicates that the leghold method destroys many non -game,

threatened and endangered species. Therefore, we support legis-

lation that would ban its use in New Jersey.

Thomas J. Gilmore,
Executive Director

04Pt MAT omr, n..tHvAronv. Oo . tape Mrs PIns 012 ot 00111114 2774 I °MOW it MAItit II I thit ll PP, l i .,
CflPPoes LA's tb IP 0.1,11 Pin 121s two tuWIN, 0 $ox Pk TonnenOlP1. i/01) too toot I1ANo .11 AUMAIIMI II N

Ran, ow. hood MIAMI picay Mom 0011 24, ;4% ACKMAANA01 WAN SAW IIMAII Muds, ,abbA 11.1
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31errct Clab
NEtViiithEltiiPIER
350 t44....1 Stmt. tsoicetort, NJ '14540
(non) 9:4,1141

LEGHOLD TRAPS

The Sierra Club restates its opposition to the use of leghold traps because

of their non-discriminatory nature. There is adequate documentation to demonstrate

the lack of discrimination between target and non-target wildlife when leghold

traps are used. Leghold traps have been responsible for the destruction of

threatened and endangered wildlife and other non-target :odes. It is not possible

to use any form of leghold trap in a manner that guarantees the taking of target

species.only.

Robert C. Hughes
Wildlife Coordinator
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Brotherhood of fsfoomotive Engineers
National Legislative Board

April 21..1983

Ms. Alice Herrington. President
FRIENDS uF ANIMALS, INC.
1 Pine Street
Neptune. New Jersey *07753

Dear Ms. Herrington:

In behalf of all the families and friends of the Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers. I want to salute you for your organization's
efforts to ban the use of the very inhumane steel Jaw leghold trap.

We recognize that over 50 countries of the world have banned
this barbaric device without economic hardihip or antral, hump health
or agricultural problems. It is our sincere hope that we will soon Join
these other progressive countries of the world and register a higher
qutlity of sympathy'for other living things.

We are not unmindful of the concerns being expressed about
unemployment. However, we do feel that is fallacious because of the
proven effective alternatives provided in other traps. The Contbear,
for instance, has been proven equally as affective ai the leghold trap

and is far more humane in that the animal is killed instantly. Since
there are these alternatives out there and the ?act that so much of our
fur does not come from the wild but our fur farms, we believe the
arquitent that our fur trade would be interrupted is,Just not so,

We extend our sincere good wishes for your continued success'
in your drive to minimize the suffering of living creatures.

Sincerely.

.0e*-24=&1e.4
E. L. McCulloch, Secretary and
National Legislative Representative
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STAGE EMPLOYEES LOCAL ONE, IATSE, AFL CIO

17,5 Ilvesawey, Now Yeti, N Y 100.19

(217) 419.7710

April 7. 191:3

a

Honorable.Bennett Mazur
Vice Chairman
.Commerce and Industrial Committee
State House. Room 317
Trenton, NJ 08625

Dear Hr. Hazor:

\

MM.... I ill

Local One, 'IATSE whose many members live and vacation. in
New Jersey strongly support the antileghola trap bill,
A3207, which bans the manufacture, sale And use of the
steel' -jawed leghold trap in the State of New Jersey.

Psychologists believe that children and no called
hunters who use the leghold trap are practicing cruelty
to animals and it is one of the criteria of identifying

a aeverly disturbed child. In our opinion, the leghold
trap should be banned.

Many of our members who.vacation in the mountains of

New JerseY and love to room through the woods are afraid

for their children and pets. They may Act hurt by the
indiscriminate use of this cruel device.

I have h,,an advised that the President of the New Jersey
AFL-CIO, Hr. Charles Harciante, expressed that in his
opinion all of labor is in favor of the use of this legtrap.

If anyone is aware of the labor movement today, you dust
know that no State AFL-CIO leader can speak for all the
Local Unions in New Jersey, let alone tht whole country.

ce

Vincent Jart4A Jr
itititia ninager

VJAoh
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Mr. WAXMAN. Your time has expired. We will receive the rest of
that testimony in the record.
-Dr. Whitney.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE D. WHITNEY

Dr. WHITNEY. Yes, thank you.
I appreciate this opportunity. A couple words about myself to

make my testimony perhaps a little more credible.
I am a companion animal veterinarian having practiced in

Orange, CT, for many years, since World War II, when I came out
of the Army Veterinary Corps. I helong to no humane group. I con-
sider myself a hunter, a fisherman, a sportsman, and an extrap-
per. So I think my testimony might be more credible.

The central issue here is one that has been glossed over by just
about everybody, and certainly by the protrap people. The central
issue is one of cruelty, one of brutality.

Now, I just couldn't help but snicker at Mr. Goodrich's comment
on how you should ask the authorities. Of course, you should ask
the authorities. An educated person doesn't have to know every-
thing, but he should know where to find' the information so you ask
the authorities. So the point is, is it cruel? If so, how cruel is it?

Every animal and human physiologist that you can fmd that
doesn't have a conflict of interest will declare that the higher
mammals and the lower mammals all feel pain essentially the
same. Now that means that when that trap slams shut on an ani-
mal's leg, it is comparable to your slamming a car door on a per-
son's hand. Now, don't you think that would inflict excruciating
pain? If you do, that is a definition of torture. And this is by defini-
tion, not by emotion.

I can't get over these people who say, yes, the expertsask the
experts about pain. Go to game management people. Ask the local
barber. I can't understand this. You go to the experts on pain to
find out about pain, and these are people who have made a life
study of it.

Of course, we have mentioned vested interestsand I have to go
on; there is so much to talk about and so much that has not really
been covered well. The window-dressing you are getting about
game management is not the issue. The issue is brutality. The
issue is this tradition of going out into the wilderness and setting a
trap and going back, and coming back, and hoping you have an
animal caught by the leg. You overlook the whole idea that that
animal is suffering the hammers of hell. And there are thousands,
hundreds of thousands, at any one time in the trapping season in
the United States that are being tortured this way.

This is not an emotiong issue. I am emotionol about it, but this
is as a result of "asIdp,s the experts." The experts are the ones who
say all mammals, i%cluding man, have a nervous system which is
essentially the same. If an animal could not experience pain as we
do, it could not survive in nature.

Some of the things that the protrapping people say that I believe
is irrelevant, although I think it might be mentioned, is that if the
toes are in a trap for any length of time, the foot becomes numb.
That is true. If your hand is in a car door for any length of time,

,
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your fingers will become numb. Do you think there is any less ex-
cruciating pain? Every time that trap closes on an animal, an
atrocity has been committed. In all these _other countries, they
have recognized it and have said, "We cannot condone this. The
time has come when, for money, we cannot condone atrocities and
torture."

'These men stand up hereMr. Goodrichimagine Representa-
tive Young standing up and saying to the world, "Under certain
circumstances, I believe in committing atrocities, and I believe in
torture." They are saying this to the world..How can any legislator
go home after voting on this bill in favor of the Jeghold trap and
tell his loved ones, "Today I voted in favor of atrocities; I voted in
favor of cruelty"? Imagine.

And the frosting on the cake, most States offer reduced license
fees to children to go out and learn how to trap. They condone this
occupation. Can you imagine showing the kids a trap lineand
really you have to walk a trap line or do it yourself to see what
happens to these animals when they break their teeth and chew up
every blade of grass and every twig around the trap very often.
Others hold still; it is so painful they can't even m3ve. Most of
them freeze to death because an animal exposed to the cold weath-
er can't keep warm enough to stay alive. But they go through un-
believable torture.

As a veterinarian who his in our oath of office an oath that we
take when we become veterinarians to relieve suffering, I thought,
I wondered how other vets feel about it. I proposed a_resolution to
the Connecticut Veterinary Medical Association when there were
over 100 present. You know, there wasn't one vote against the reso-
lution to go on record opposing the leghold trap, on humane
grounds. I doubt, if they were voting on motherhood, that they
would have voted 100 percent. But they votedI can't believe it.

This is a black and white issue. These people are throwing out
all this frosting on the cake they want you to listen to, and talk.
What they are talking about is the great godmoney. That is what
they are talking about.

Mr. WAXMAN. OK.
Dr. WifrrNEY. Everybody gets up here with a vested interest and

talks about money. I should say the world is slowly bi.,t surely
backing off from cruelty. If you study history, you can see this is
happening. In spite of Hitler, in spite of some of the horrible things
that go on, there are no more human sacrifices, and I think we are
backing away. And I would like to see our country join that main
stream of other countries that have seen fit to say no more of this
activity. It is not an acceptable human activity.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Whitney follows:]

t.
I
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STATEMENT OP GEORGE WHITNEY

My name is George Whitney. I come from Orange, CT

to speak in favor of Bill 1797.

Members of the Subcommittee on Health and the

Environment, I upreciate this opportunity to speak.

To make this statement as credible as possible let

me mention a few words about myself. I am m hunter, fisherman

and sportsman -and an ex-trapper. I am not a hearts and

flowers type and belong to'no humane group though I am an

advisor'to one. As a companion animal veterinarian for 39

0 years since serving in World War II, and having raised

colonies of many of the wildlLfe of Connecticut, and having

been a zoo veterinarian, my personal opinions concerning pain

and suffering in infra human mammals should have a measure of

validity.

In my state of'Connecticut the legislators apparently

chose not to accept my opinion on the leghold trap so I took

it.upon myself to write to experts in the field of pain and

to naturalists, who had no conflict of interest, for their

opinions. .I further prqposeea resolution against the use

of the leghold trap at a meeting attended by over 100 veterinarians

of the Connecticut Veterinary Medical Association. The resolu-

tion passed without one dissenting vote. That vote was a shock
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as I di1/4- dn't believe 100 professionals would all agree on

anything inclucOff motherhood. On graduation all veterinarians

take an oath to prevent suffering in animals.

The response to my letters in most cases was immediate

and in all cases opinions were voiced against the steel-

jawed leghold trap. Some responses such as those from the

world's foremost ornithologist and great naturalist, Roger

TT Peterson, and James Herriot, the English author of the
o

"All Creatures" books took six months.

I can think of no better way of seeking the.truth

than to ask the experts. I have a_nopy of the responses of

. scientists and from one non-scientist, a humanitarian, the

President of Yale University, bound at my own expense, and I

will submit it with this statement.

1. The scientists to a man stated that humans and

infra human mammals experience pain similarly.

2. An animal with its foot caught,in a leghqld trap

would be similar to a human -vith.fingers or hand caught in a

car door.

3. The trap or the car door would inflict excruciating

pain.

4. Inflicting excruciating pain is the definition of

torture. It is not melodramatic or emotional to state that

4 every time a leghold trap slams shut on an animal's leg or

foot an atrocity has been committed. An animal is being

tortured.
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IS I*were to ask you members of this committee if

you can conceive of any reason to perpetrate or to condone

torture )r atrocities could any answer in the affirmative?

I think wt.

Anyone trapping or` condoning this occupation is

literally torturing or condoning torture. Therefore, anyone

voting against this bill to outlaw the leghold trap is

proclaiming to the world that he or she favors torture and

..1.rocities under certain circumstances.

Those favoring the leghold trap will talk about a

myriad of issues, none of which addresses the central issue

of man's inhumanity to lower animals. They will say if a trap

is set by a knowledgeable trapper it is somehow less painful.

I care not how experienced one may be in slamming a car door

on anothees fingers, the painwouldstill be excruciating.

The pro trapping people will Say the trap is necessary

for game management to which I suggest nature has been and is,

with few exceptions, the only effective game manager. Norway,

Sweden, Denmark, West Germany, Switzerland, France, Britain,

and Israel are among over 60 nations that haie outlawed the

leghold trap and have had no game management problems since.

Another invalid argument used by the _National Wildlife

Federation and others is that of the three evils facing wild-

life, namely, death by starvation, disease and trapping, that

trapping is the least cruel. That is a ridiculous statement

by a macho organization. Those who surviyed Hitler's concentration
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camps claimed they suffered no pain from starvation and few

diseases wildlife suffer cause pain. PeXhaps everyone'in

this room has been sick enough to refuse food at one time or

another and pain was not involved.

As a control of the disease, rabies, it is counter

productive.and it-should be mentioned more people die of

infected hangnails in the U.S. every year than from rabies.

Though there is no orchestrated game plan' the world

is moving slowly but surely away from brutality and it is

time our country. entered the mainstream.

Can anyone doubt that exposing our youth at a young

age to animals being tortured in traps and condoning and even

encouraging such activity will tend to instill the acceptance

of-brutality that cannot be an advantage to their future in

society? Most states offer trapping licenses at reduced rates

to youth, thus encouraging this brutal practice.

As a sidelight it is interesting that of the list of

64 countries that have outlawed the leghold trap only Hungary

is behind the Iron Curtain so our country is grouped mainly

with communist countries in favoring the use of the leghold

trap. SomehoV I associate ruthlessness with those countries

and it is time we cease being fellow travelers in this area.

I
In conclusion, /believe if any person with a grain of

compassion were to walk a'trapline and see the ground torn

up and every twig chewed, if you could see the broken teeth

and the half chewed foot, yo' would have to urge an end to the

use of this instrument.

I urge this.00mmittee to examine the evidence and

to ask the proper authorities tin! central question-which

concerns pain, suffering, torture and atrocities and not

go a management, sport, business and recreation.

Those who oppose the use of this trap have science

behind us and not emotion, as'the trappers and fellow travelers

do. If you cannot fault my reasoning and conclusions then you,

tco, must be against the use of the steel -Jawed leghold trap.

Thank you.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Dennis Ste lte.

STATEMENT OF DENNIS C. STOLTE
Mr. SrourE. Thank you, lifr. Chairman.
I am here representing the American Farin Bureau Federation. I

am Dennis Stolte.
I think in the discussion today there has been one group 'of

people that have been seriOuply overlooked, and those are the
members of our organizatioty&al other people who raise livestock
in this country. A large number of the people who graze livestock
on public lands are members of our organization. It is on behalf of
these members that I express to you our concern and our opposi-
tion over H.R. 1797. If H.R. 1797 were enacted into law, many live-
dock producers would be stripped of their last real tool to control
predators who prey on livestock. .

I think three' basic questions come up in the discussion here:
First, do predators such as coyotesand my comments today will
be in reference primarily to coyotesdo coyotes need to be con-
trolled? We think tliat coyotes have to be controlled. We have un-
acceptable loss levels now in the livestock industry to coyotes. A
study by the Department of Agriculture's Economic Research Serv-
ice estimates that in 1974, 11.4 percent of the lambs born in 15
Western States were killed by coyotes-11.4 percent. Those figures
represent only average losses in those States. On individual
ranches, losses range as high as 50 percent or more. This repte-
Bents a total loss to sheep prbducers of about $38 Million.

I would like to remhid you that coyotes don't just kill sheep; they
also kill calves. In 1977, the ERS estimated that there were 20
million dollars' worth of calves lost tk. predators. Other farm animals
such as goats, poultry, pigs, farm pets, are often lost to predators on a
regular basis. If you want to estimate the total loss to predators of
livestock, you come up with a figure of somewhere around $250
million per year. If we ban the steel leghold trap, as this bill pro-
poses, you could count on that $250 million figure to probably
double, or more.

The second question that comes up is, do control methods work?
Are they effective?,The Fish and Wildlife Service did a study which
indicated that there ware 1.5 to 3 times fewer losses in areas where
control measures were practiced.

The third question is: Is the leghold trap an effective control
device? Mr. Chairman, we submit to you today that it is the only
effective control deirice left for livestock producers. Some of the
people in here today leading the charge in favor of this bill also led
the charge to ban Compound 1080 in 1972, and President Nixon did
follow through and carry out that Executive order. That was our
most effective tool at that time, and we are now left with the steel
leghold trap only as our effective tool at this time.

With regards to selectivity, the Fish and Wildlife Service indi-
cates one of the main advantages of the steel leghold trap is its ef-
fectiveness and selectivity; that it often allows release of the non-
target animals.
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The last issue we have is the one that was raised repeatedly
today; that the leghold trap is inhumane. We agree that inhuman-
ity does result from the use of the leghold trap, but too little has
been said about the inhumanity caused by predators. A lot of ex-
perts have been cited today. I would like to quote an expert, prob-
ably the foremost expert on coyote predation in the United States
today, Professor Howard from the University of California:

I quote Professor Ho Ward, who describes the method by which
coyotes kill sheep:

Coyotes attach the throat of sheep and cause them to suffocate. This is an innate,
not learned, behavior. Coyotes have evolved as a predator that naturally attacks
living prey. Coyotes kill and eat livestock in a very inhumane way, as most preda-
tors, and sometimes get into a killing frenzy and kill far beyond their needs. Re-
search has shown that it takes. coyotes, an average of 13 minutes, depending upon
the amount of experience, to kill sheep after they, attack them in the throat, and
that they often eat the entrails before the sheep is dead.

Mr. Chairman, I had some photographs with me. I decided not to
bring them. I am glad I didn't. I think you Ave been subjected to
enough blood and guts today tO last you a long time. But these pho-
tographs are very graphic. They are available: They show a ewe, a
female sheep, who has had her throat tofu out and is still living,
obviously suffering froni very much pain.

It is our contention that lack of predator control, which would
result from the banning of steel legliuld traps, would result in pain
of livestock and needless suffering.

Mr. Chairman, we are losing the battle against predators. And,
in summary, we know that the steel leghold trap is not a perfect
control method, but it is the best one we have left.

We urge your opposition to H.R. 1797.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Stolte follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
TO THE HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE HOUSE EgERGY COMMITTEE
REGARDING H.R. 1797, ABM TO END THE USE OF

STEEL LEGHOLD TRAPS

Presented by Dennis C. Stelte
Assistant Director, National Affairn^Division

August 3, 1984

The American Farm Bureau Federition is the nation's largest
voluntary organization of farmers and ranchers With a membership of
more than 4 million member families.

A high percentage of cattle and sheep producers are members of
Farm Bureau. It is primarily on behalf of these members that we
express to you our concern over H.R. 1797. H.R. 1797 representsa
serious threat to our nation's livestock industry. If H.R. 1797 were
enacted into law, livestock producers would be stripped of their last
remaining effective tool for the protection of domesti. c livestock
against coyotis and other predators.

H.R. 1797 would also adversely effect non-livestock.producer
members of our organization who rely on the steel leghold trap to
control farm pests such as skunks, opossums, cats, raccoons, a
muskrats.

For these reasons Farm Bureau strongly opposes H.R. 1797.

Relating to damage to livestock from predators, we believe
three central questions arise.

First, do predators, such as coyotes, need to be controlled?
Farm Mutsu believes that coyotes and other predators must be
controlled. Even the most conservative estimates suggest unacceptably
high losses of livestock to predators. A study by the Department of
Agriculture's Economic Research Service.estimates that in 1974
11.4 percent of the lambs born in 15 Western states were killed by
predators -- primarily coyotes -- and 3.4 percent of the adult sheep
were lost to predators.

These figures represent average losses over the 15 States.
Percentage losses in individual :nate:, ranged from 1.7-percent in
Nebraska to 29 percent in Nevada. On individhal ranches, some sheep
producers have experienced losses of 50 percent or more. This repre-
sents a direct economic loss to sheep ranchers of nearly $38 million.
These estimates do not take into account additional losses which occur
from the splitting up of sheep bands by predators and the deaths of
lambs and sheep resulting frog their separation from the herd.

Predators kill livestock other than sheep. The Ecoiomic Research
Service estimated that 115,000 calves worth $20 million Mere lost to
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coyote predation alone in 4977. Other losses of livestock such as
gbats,,poultry, pigs and farm pets to =editors are Also regularly
reporter";

Total losses to the livestock industry due to predation have been
estimated to be as high as $250 million per year. This tremendous loss
results in higher costs to consumers because predators cause fewer
livestock products to be available on supermarket shelves.

Second, do control methods, specifically the leghold trap, result
in fewer losses to livestockmen? The evidence indicates that predatora
control does work. Studies done by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
found that sheep losses in areas with no control were 1.5 to 3 times
higher than, in areas where control was practiced.

Third, is the.leghold trap an effective control device? The
leghold trap is the most effective control device available today.
Without the leghold trap, control in some areas would be impossible.

Since President Nixon's 1972 execptive order which banned the use
of chemical toxicants on federal lands, increasing reliance for
predator control has been placed on the leghold trap. The U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service says the steel leghold trap is the most
versatile, widely used tool available for corrective control.'

Opponents of the leghold trap may sometimes concede that:
(1) livestock predation is a problem, 12) control methods,do reduce
losses, and (3) the leghold trip is an effective control device.
However, they insist...the leghold trap is non-selective and, it is

einAbmane.

Regarding its selectivity, the Fish and Wildlife, Service states
that selectivity is one of the steel leghold trap's attributes. Often
it is used in combination with scents which attract reily the target
animal. Tension devices are used with leghold traps to prevent animals
smaller than target animals from springing the trap. According to U.S.
Fish and Wildlife, a significant advantage is that leghold traps
usually permit.safe release of nontarget animals which may be captured
accidentally.

The final issue we wish to address today is the allagatio; that
steel leghold traps are inhumane. When used in a conscientious manner
by properly trained individuals, the steel leghold trap may be less
inhumane than other less effective control methods., Still, we do not
deny improper trapping methods or negligence may result in unnecessary
suffering by animals caught in steel leghold traps. Steel trap
opponents have focused on this issue in an effort to highly
emotionalize their argument.

However; what of the pain and suffering caused by predators?
Perhaps too little attention has been given to the inhumanity of
predators to livestock. The following description comes from Walter R..

4
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Howard, professor and vertebrate ecologist at the University of .

California. Professor Howard has established himself as one of the
foremost authorities on predators and, predator control in the nation
today. Professor Howard describes the method by which coyotes
typically kill sheep:

"Coyotes attack the throat of sheep and cause them
to suffocate. This is an innate, not learned, behavior.
Coyotes have evolved as a predator that naturally attacks
living prey. Coyotes kill and eat livestock in ,a very .

inhumane way; as do most predators, and sometimes get into a
killing frenzy and kill far beyond their needs. Retsearch
has shown that it takes coyotes an average of 13 minutes,
depending upon thcamount of experiende, to kill sheep after
they attack them fh the throat, and that they often eat the
entrails before the sheep is dead.'

We also request the opportunity to present to the Subcommittee
photographs given to us by mesbers,of our organization. Like
Professor Howard's description, these photographs document the
inhumanity of, predators to livestock. Banning effective control
measures such as the leghold trap actually increases pain abd
suffering by other animals.

Evidence indicates. that predator problems are increasing.
Coyotes, the number one predator, are expanding their numbers and
their territory. The American livestock producers are losing, not
winning, the war against predators. When combined with the generally
bad economic times experiended over the last several years by the
livestock industry, depredation has, been the major cause of the
decline in our nation's sheep production. In 1950 there were
30 million sheep in the United States. Today there are lees than
12.5 million

We know that the steel leghold trap is not a perfect control
device, but it is the best one we have left. Farm Bureau certainly
supports the development of new, more effective, more humane control
methods. In the meantime, our farmers and ranchers must be able to
continue to use the best available method, the steel leghold trap. We
recommend that you oppose H.R. 1797.

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views.
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Mr, WAntAri. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. Buyukmihci.

STATEMENT OF NED BUYUKMIHCI, V.M.D.

Mr. BUYMEMIECI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't know where to begin. I am a veterinarian and an associ-

ate professor, of surgery at the University of California, but today I
am representing the Animal Protection Institute of America. To
my left is Tripod, a three-legged cat who lost her left,foreleg due to
a steel jaw leghold trap. She is a witnesses, also, more or less.
, I wanted to, rather than stick to my testimony,. comment on
things I have heard this morning. First of all, I am a vegetarian
and I don't wear leather, in reference to Mr. Robertson's comment.

The situation, as. the fellow to my right stated, is one of cruelty,
by our standards. However, we do not hold the situation in nature
as our moral guidelines. Otherwise, we would be doing to each
other. the same types of things that other animals in the wild do to
themselves. We don't allow that in this country.

Predation of livestock is a problem; I will admit that. But the ar-
gument that trapping and other means of control are effective is
specious because at least in California we found out by budgetary
analysis a couple years ago that it was costing us $1.60 for the
animal damage control program for every, dollar of damage pro-
ducednot a very effective or efficient **gem.

Someone mentioned the situation aboilf slaves and about renew-
able resources of wildlife. Slaves were renewable resources. I don't
think anybody would be callous enough to consider that an issue
today. There were dire predictions that when slavery was abolished
that this country would go under; that our farm industry would
just dissipate. I don't think that anybody believes that that has
come to pass.

Congressman Young mentioned that a rabbit screams when an
owl attacks her or him. That is true. I am,a veterinarian. I have to
give injections to rabbits occasionally to help them. They scream
when I give them an injection. I don't think that argument holds
water,

Mr. Robertson also mentioned something that was very Willie
He said that the, trap business was low because the fur busin Is
low. I know of no escalations in wildlife populations because of t
situation. To me, this is an inherent test as to what drives the trap-
pers' tradenot conservation, as they wou1,4 have us believe, but
rather economic pressures.

I wanted to mention something about rabies, and Dr. Whitney
provided the testimony that I was going to present about pain; but
",et me talk to you about rabies. Rabies is a disease that is verxnec-easary,to control. However, if dogs and cats are properly vaccinat-
ed, rabies is really no problem to people. There have been essential-
ly no verifiable cases of rabies going from wildlife directly to
people. In almost all cases, rabies goes through a dog. So, if we vac-
cinated dogs and cats adequately, we could essentially elimin,
the problem.

Rabies has its own control in wildlife. It is the best control. If
you leave rabies alone, if you watch the epidemiology or biology of

6'0 4
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it, it waxes and wanes without any interference by us, and it takes
care of itself. There is really no problefn with it. This has been
proven over and over again. I em astonished that people continue
to bring it up. The situation in Poland has proven this to be abso-
lutely true.

There are so many things tom say. It is difficult to know where to
begin. It is overwhelming.

I want to emphasize that the leghold trap or its use is a very
painful and cruel experience for nonhuman animals. The-Animal
Protection Institute of America and I are adamantly opposed to its
use, and we urge that you vote in favor of H.R. 1797. ,

Thank you..
[The prepared statement of Mr. Buyukmihci follows:]
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Testimony in SU rPORT,of N.R. !rat, a bill to end the use of steeigaw legheld traps on
animals In the United States and abroad (to be heard 1$ lunel$$$)

Ned buyukmihel, V.N.D., Institutional Veterinary Medicine Adviso r

When people make frittikagainst the steel law leghold trap they'usually dte *motional
Issues such iiiittia-trriteeaeaoterepteg of children or pets, ri'h hese traps are
responsible for some such incidents, It is not only this that speaks loudly for the
discontinuat$20 of these devices. By analogy, the fact that many children and pets succumb
to automobiles every year Isnot suf Helene reason to ban automobiles.

The case against using these traps does not rest solely with the fact that the furs so taken
are unnecessary luxuries. Although the capricious taste of the consumer Is the raison freers
for trapping, it Is no more damning than other commerical ventures which exploit animalT7
or humans for that matter. The fact that synthetic fibers can produce similar and better
products than natural furs Is evidence that the latter are unnecessary but does not

make a strong cafe against trapping.

The.case against steel law iegbold traps ests mainly in the unnecessary pain end susfering
they Inflict on the animals caught. This Is particularly true If the traps are equipped with a
'stop-lots' device. The design of ateel law leghold traps Is such that, for any given +mime!,
the trap must hold the Incarcerated tissue firmly enough to prevent escape. This might not
cause tremendous pain If the trap was small and If the anlmaldd not struggle to free
itself. I keTcryo no animal, however, that would Initially remain still when caught In sate&
law Shard ; rip, or any other trap for that matter. Thus, the stimulation of pain receptors
caused by the sudden closure of the trap is aggravated by the struggles of the animal, I
have seen these struggles violent enough so that they caused laceration and severance of
limbs. It Is not being anthropomorphic to assume that vertebrates, particularly mulls,
hay* similar thresholds to and awareoess of palls; this Is a fundamental fact of biology. As
one neurophyolologist put it, 'To deny the existence otxonscious pain perception in
mammals Is 0 be totally blind to their nonverbal communication andignorant of basic
comparative anatomy and physiology. It is like denying the earth's rotation around the
sun. It is that fundamental.' ' As a veterinarian my training has also impressed upon me

the fundamental similarity in neuroanatomy and reaction to'noxious stimuli between humans
and other vertebrates. In fact, this similarity is so significant that we utilize nonhumen
vertebrates irr biomedical h to provide answers to questions relevant to our own
situation. If there is somehow a significant difference In the quality of pain andother
phenomena between animals and us, there would be no point In using animals In r rch.
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As you are well aware, such a conclusion is considered false as attested to by thousands of
brilliant researchers and the extensive biomedical research program in this country. If a
physical insult causes pain In a human, from whom a subjective analysis is possible, It
certainly causes similar pain in a nonhuman animal.

Trappers sometimes use their own fingers to 'prove' that the steel law leghold trap is not
painful. This type of dramatization has several flaws. First, the trapper knows when the
trap will snap shy* and can brace herself/himself. (As a few moments' reflection will show,
pain Is much easier to withstand if you can anticipate and prepare for it.) Second, the size
of the trap they use for this show of bravado is never proportionate to their body site when
compared with those used on their victims. (In fact, appropriately sized traps were used to
capture humans in our past. This was discontinued because of the inherent cruelty of this
practice.) Third, as previously mentioned, there is the question of immobility. I challenge
any dapper to put on this demonstration, even with an inappropriately small trap, -.id then
attempt to vigorously wrench their fingers from the trap as a wild animal would. My father
recently assisted in such a demonstration when a very large, strong trapper let his fingers
be clamped by a small trap. As he proudly looked around the hearing room proclaiming how
Innocuous the experience was, my father grabbed the trap's chain and pulled. The big,
strong man was then led around the hearing room like a bull being led by his nose ring. He
eventually pleaded to have the trap taken of f his hand. When one witnesses scenes such as
this, one cannot help but conclude the argument that the traps are not painful are
transparently false.

It is not just the initial trauma and damage inflicted that are a problem for the trapped
animal. The soft tissue damage that occurs is compounded by compromise of vascular
circulation. Even if a bone is not broken or the skin is not lacerated, the deep damage,
invisible to the eye, is a source of suffering and can lead to the death of the animal. This is
particularly relevant vis-a-vis claims that the steel Jaw leghoid trap has an important
advantage in that nontarget animals can he released. This latter claim is essentially
incorrect for most nontarget animals. Even if the animal is alive when found, most would
not survive if released without medical care. This Is particularly true for, but not limited
tq, raptors and other birds. In one study In Minnesota, it was shown that even damage
considered minor by people experienced in the use of traps was usually fatal for the bird.'
Along this line, it was shown that the so-called 'padded: traps were no better because they
caused just as much soft tissue damage and disturbance of vascular circulation as did the
standard traps.

Trappers attempt to minimize the painful nature of traps with various specious arguments.
They state that the trapped limb becomes numb. It Is probably true that, after an
indeterminable period, the limb may become numb at the area of contact. Other areas,
however, wouldlt ill be sensitive and painful. Trappers contradict themselves by stating
that responsible,,trappers check their traps frequently so that a trapped animal Is not
allowed to safer long. (Suffer is the word they use, apparently having forgotten that they
said Clese traps do not cause pain.) The trappers also point out that most states require
traps ti. be examined every 24 hours. (My own experience has shown me that trappers do
not always check their traps frequently. I once found the skeleton of a beaver with one foot
held In the grips of a steel jaw legholdlrap, I guess the trapper was a bit late In getting
back to this trent) Even If !rappers did abide by the 24 hour rule (many states require
inspection every 48 hours or have no restriction at all, and there are no limits In the case of
predator control), how many hours of being in pain are acceptable? Even knowing the pain
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would end In 24 hours would hardly make it hurt less. Trappers counter by stating that
animals are sometimes found asleep In traps. After a period of futile attempts to escape,
what is so surprising about an animal attempting to sleep? Exhaustion would eventually
overtake us all regardless of pain or other stimuli.

'Other elements add to the suffering of the trapped animal. Adverse weather, exposure to
predators, and the terror of simply being trappesi all need to be considered.

If you are not willing to believe me, a medically trained scientist, about the cruelness of
steel jaw leghold traps, perhaps you would believe a trapper who is honest about his
observations. Frank Conibear himself, an undisputed expert on trapping, had serious
misgivings about his chosen profession. His testimony is so telling that I have included it
here in total:

'I will tell you about some of the animals we caught on one of our trips. On the
twelfth day we start back over our line to look at the traps we set almost two weeks
ago. In the first trap we find a rilnk's foot. The area about the trap is all bashed
about and chewed up by the mink In its of fort to escape. The mink Is a tough animal
that struggles violently, attempting by jerks and pulls to get loose. It writhes and
twists desparately, and bites at everything within reach, and ccntinues until it Is
exhausted. After a time, from the pressure of the jaws of the trap, and t he swelling
of the leg from pain, the circulation of blood stops and the foot becomes mumb, but
the paid above it In the swollen leg and shoulder must increase, and the mink must be
In great agony. The foot will freeze. This may be in a few hours or a day,, depending
mostly on the we..ther. After the foot becomes numb or frozen, the mink, desparately
savage with pain, will chew at it. Sometimes it will chew the toes off underneath the
jaws of the trap and be able to pull the foot out. At other times it vall chew at the
leg itself above the jaws of the trap, and by chewing and twisting will, (if It does not
freeze to death first) sometimes after several days, especially if the bone has been
broken, sever the last sinew holding leg and foot together, and escape. On a long line
we lose about a third of the mink this was. In warmer climates, the loss must be
greater, and, to prevent it, tin diabolical spring pole set is sometimes resorted to.
This is a supple tree, bent over, and the top, to which a trap has been fastened, hooked
down so that when an animal is caught, its struggles release the tree which draws the
trap and the animal up into the air. The animal dangles, struggling, in the air, the
whole of Its weight hanging frors.ent foot. There is probably no greater agony than
this. Its sufferings are quite bey5nfrepower to describe.

Our next trap has a lynx. When we first come up it struggles violently and then, at
the length of the chain, croucher down. Fly the signs I judge it has been caught about
ten days. A lynx lives much longer when caught in a trap than other animals. I have
known twolo live for three weeks in traps and be alive when I got there, but they
were very, very thin. The feat of the lynx are so large that unless it steps fairly in the
middle of the trap, It is caught by only one or two toes, and, as the days go by, the
jaws of the trap squeeze tighter till they separate the joints of the bones. Some Imes
the sudden jerks of the lynx break the last shreds, and It Is free. By that time tile
whole of the caught foot is usually frozen, so the lynx must die'from a rotting foot.
Qf all the deaths caused by trapping, I think that from a foot thawing out and rotting
is the most awful.
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The next trap his a silver fox. It has died in the trap--curled up in a ball, its tail
covering Its feet. It had sought refuge from the cold by curling itself'up, ansI had died
In Its sleep; if that comatose condition can be called sleep, that does not obliterate
the penetrating cold that goes to the very marrow of the bones and the pit of the
stomach, and the pain of a wrenched, swollen and frozen leg and -let no one tell you
freezing is not painful.

'The next trap has a mink. It is dead--died in the trap. The pen we built has been
knockeddown, and there are teeth marks on all the sticks and branches within range.
There are signs of a terrific struggle, from experience I know the mink lived about
three or four days and then died of hunger and pain. .The foot is lacerated, swollen and
covered with blood. The stump of the leg above the trap is swollen four times Its
normal size, and frozen. The shoulder, too, Is all swollen. When we skin It we will
find that all that area will be a mass of blood-coloured, sickly, gelatine-like substance,
indicating the terrible suffering it has gone through before death released it. The trap
is slowly severing-the last-shreds of the sinews, and then, with escape only a few hours
away, the mink died. It Is stretched out as it threw Itself in the last spasm, and frozen
hard add stlf f. The fur Is fine and glossy, it will make some woman a lovely
neckpiece!'

Steel law leghold traps cannot he considered selective except in a negative fashion, I.e., an
animal not heavy enough to depress the trip pan or an animal with appendages to large to
Insert through the open trap. In all other cases, whether by design or by accident, any
animal tripping the pan will have the potential of being trapped. So-called nontarget
animals are caught frequently. During a five yearAtudy cqpducted by the Ontario
Oepaitment of Lands and Fognsts, the tatItS of unwanted adimals to target animals caught
was greater than two to one'. Other studies have shown higher ratios of unwanted to
wanted animals. Of course, when a pregnant or nursing animal is trapped, this compounds
the number of animals killed. Moreover, animals we recognize as endangered are also
vulnerable. In the study iireviously citerLin Minnesota alone over an eight year period, 32
bald eagles were inadvertintly* trapped' Essentially all of them died.

One of the most Important reasons for trapping, according to proponents, Is the prevention
of wildlife overpopulation. There is no evidence, however, that trapping In the present
manner is an effective and efficient means of controlling a particular wildlife population,
largely due to the Inherent nonselective nature of the trap. Animals that 'should' be culled,
the weak and unfit, art not necessarily the ones trapped. (in fact, these animals are
undesirable from the trapper's point of view since they have the poorest pelts.) Nature is a
superb 'manager. Natural selection provides effective population control and insures
survival of the fittest, something present human intervention cannot do. The argument
from the standpoint of management by humans Is extremely 'leak and smug. Exclamations
that we are part of nature notwithstanding, we humans have not been ye/ circumspect in
our dealings w;th our environment. We'have polluted the water, land, and air, we have
caused nu merous'specles of animals and plants to become extinct, we have significantly
disturbed such delicate ecosystems as the tropical rain forests so that they are in danger of
being destroyed. and we have not been able tp control and feed Gur own population. The
argument of management pales when compared to our blundering. Two years after banning
the steel jaw leghojd trap in Florida, the Everglades Regional Manager stated that '...We
have not found it necessary to Implement any control measures for wildlife populations that
we did not have before the ban on trapping. " Furthermore, in none of the countriesin
which the trap has been banned have there been disease epidemics or escalation of wildlife
populations.
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Prevention of various diseases by reducing the natural reservoirs is of ten touted as an
Important result of trapping. Dis ases such as tularemia, mange and rabies are listed as
being effectively controlled by the trapper's efforts. There is no evidence, however, that
this Is true. Furthermore, except for rabies, the diseases usually mentioned are
insignificant.

Rabies, however, is an important disease that should be controlled as much as Is practical.
Nevertheless, there is no proof that trapping has any effect on the natural reservoir in a
particular area. Most reported rabid animals are bats and 'skunks. However, hats are not
trapped and skunks are rarely target animals. The Council on Environmental Quality has
found that '...The contention that rabigs increases dramatically when steel leghold traps are
banned seems entirely without merit.' The National Research Council recommended that
'Persistent trapping or poisoning campaigns as a means to rabies control should he
abolished. There 13 no evidence that these...programs reduce either wildlife reservoirs or
rabies incidence.'

Another argument frequently.used by the trapper is that trapping takes advantage of a
'renewable resource' and if the 'excess population' is not 'harvested', It would go to
waste. This indicates a profound Ignorance of fundamental principles of biology and
ecology. There Is no such thing as waste in nature. Wild animals that de because of
Inability to compete are vital to the ecosystem. Thel. bodies provide sustenance to
countless plants and animals all of whom are necessary for proper balance. It Js often
claimed that since fake fur coats require the use of petroleum products, nonrenewable
resources, that real fur coats are better. This disregards, however, the petroleum products
that are used in the processing and storage of real fur coats. In this regard, the energy cost
of producing a real fur coat Is at least three times that of a fake fur coat.°

Besides stemming wildlife populations to prevent human disease and inconvenience, trappers
claim that they do It for the 'good of the animal.' in a brochure distributed by the Fur
Takers of America international, they go so far as to state that a fox, if asked, would
approve of trapping because it "...Keeps us healthy by saving us Thom epidemics of
misery!' It Is also stated in this brochure that most wild animals die violently In nature, and
that death at.the hands of the trapper is 'humane.' Thisline ol reasoning and
propagandizing is absurd. Steel Jaw leghold traps inflict intense pain and suffering. Foxes
do not voice opinions and, even if they did, no rational person would believe that they would
want to be trapped, the number of 'wring offs' and broken teeth attest to their resistance
to being trapped. Being killed at the hands of a trapper is not necessarily humane, there are
no laws or regulations on ho trapped animals must be killed. Asphyxiation and trampling
are lust a few of the methods employed. The lines of agrupent similar to that put forth by
this pamphlet wrongly assume that there is an accurate network of trapperjriprmation on
animal populations anSI that trappers believe and abide by this information. '" It takes
very little thought, however, to come to the conclusion that the price of furs (pelts) Is the
only parameter a trapper uses and that this would tend to work against efforts at truly
controlling a particular population. I ins sure no one of you would be naive enough to
believe that trappers would continue trapping, if no money was involved, for the sake of
'conservation'.

In conclusion, the Animal Protection Institute and I urge you to support H.R. 1797 to abolish
the use of steel jaw leghold traps. it is clear that the only people who agrue In favor of the
steel jaw leghold trap are those who have a self-Interest, either directly or indirectly. All
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humane oriented groups are against this trap. The American Veterinary Medical
Association has recently declared that '...steel-jaw leghold traps are inhumane and cause
injuries to kontarget animals...' Well-trained, knowledgeable people in the health sciences
consistently decry this trap as an Inhumane, barbaric device. In testimony to the inherent
cruelty of steel jaw leghold traps, over 60 countries have already banned their use and
several of our states have eithei canned or significantly, restricted their use. It Is high time
we outlawed this barbaric and patently cruel device which has no place In a civilized
country such as ours. Let us relegate the steel jaw leghold trap to the darkest corners of
our history where it belongs!
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for yqur testimony.
Ms. Pryor.

STATEMENT OF VIVIAN PRYOR
Ms. PRYOR. 1' ty name is Vivian Pryor. I am a wife, mother, and

homemaker, as well as a hunter, trapper, and concerned conserva-
tionist. I serve as Georgia's delegate to the National Wildlife Feder-
ation and I am here today representing the NWF. I have with me
Dr. Robert Davison of the NWF who has considerable experience
with use of leghold traps in wildlife research.

The NWF is the Nation's largest private, conservation-education
organization, with over 4 million members and supporters and 51
affiliate organizations such as the Georgia Wildlife Federation in
the States and territories. NWF believes that wise utilization and
sound management of our natural resources includes regulated
fishing, hunting, and trapping.

We sincerely appreciate the opportunity to appear before you
today to tell you why our organization opposes H.R. 1797.

The stated purpose of the legislation is "to end the needless
maiming and suffering ,inflicted upon animals through the use of
steel jaw leghold traps." This emotional presentation of the leghold
trap as an inhumane method of harvesting wildlife has no basis.

Although, the basic design of the leghold trap may be 160 years
old, many mgdifications have been made to make it more efficient
and effectivecompare our early firearms and today's modern so-
phisticated onesor the early automobile and today's modern
model. The modern leghold trap does not have steel-jawed teeth.
Traps...y-11h teeth have not been manufactured for many years
Those who describe the leghold trap as having steel jaws are at-
tempting to play on emotions by making it seem inhumane

The natural death of any wild animal may be quick and violent
or slow and torturous. Animals taken in leghold traps die in ways
that are no more or less severe than when they die naturally.

The leghold trap is frequently the best and often the only reason-
ably efficient method of capturing wild animals. Considering the
versatility of the leghold trap, no other device is as practical, effi-
cient, and safe to use. None can completely substitute for it. Leg-
hold traps most often allow any nontarget animals that are cap-
tured to be released unharmed, and they pose less danger to
humans, pets, and livestock than killing traps.

We believe the definition of the term "steel jaw leghold trap" in
H.R. 1797 would eliminate traps like the Conibear, which are de-
signed to kill by gripping the body of a captured animal. The use of
the Conibeat in the South is very necessary because of its efficien-
cy and effectiveness in\ curtailing destructive activities by beaver
However, the killer trap is no substitute for the leghold because it
does not allow the live release of nontarget animals.

Wildlife management and research efforts require leghold traps
Professional scientific wildlife management is necessary in order

to maintain optimum numbers and diversity of healthy and pro-
ductive wildlife on a continuing basis. To achieve this goal requires
capturing wild animals to study their habitat needs, population dy
namics, and response to human activities. Scientific wildlife man-
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agement also often requires killing or capturing animals to prevent
damage to livestock, crops, and natural and manmade resources.

By seeking to ban leghold traps, H.R. 1797 would cripple our ef-
forts to understand species like the wolf, coyote, fox, bobcat, and
lynx. Studies of these species' behavior, population changes, and re-

, sponse to human activities require capture of individual live ani-
mals that can be released unharmed. The leghold trap is the best
available tool to catch these animals without causing serious
inju.

Simryilarly, H.R. 1797 would hinder State, Federal, and private ef-
forts to control depredations by many wildlife species. The leghold
trap is currently the stronghold against depredations on livestock
by coyotes and other wild canids. The leghold trap is the only read-
ily available low-cost versatile and effective tool, as well as being
environmentally benign, to catch, take, and control predators that
prey on livestock. There are no other, workable alternative trap-
ping methods, but there are other alternative means of killing
predators. ,There is strong continuing pressure to return to wide-
spread poisoning of predators with highly toxic Compound1080 as
a way of preventing livestock depredations.

Regardless of who does it or how it is done, predator control will
and must continue. If H.R. 1797 makes it impossible to use environ
mentally benign predator control methods, then livestock operators
will be left with the choice of using either highly toxic poisons like
Compound 1080 and strychnine or prohibitively expensive .methods
like aerial hunting. We should not force that choice by approving
H.R. 1797.

NWF has always supported and continues to strongly support
the practice of scientific wildlife management by State and Federal
agencies concerned with and responsible for the welfare of wildlife
resources. NWF recognizes trapping as an effective tool in achiev-
ing the goals of wildlife management. Professional wildlife manag
ers have ensured that taking wildlife with leghold traps poses no
threat to these resources. Properly regulated use of leghold traps
has never threatened or endangered any species of ryildlife. In fact,
many predators and furbearers are among our most abundant wild-
life.

NWF encourages research and education to improve trapping
methods.

The NWF encourages research into the design of efficient traps
that are more effective in reducing trap and selfinduced damage to
captured animals. Current research suggests that the greatest
promise for eliminating the capture of pontarget species and fur-
ther reducing the frequency of injury lies in modified leghold traps.
The NWF will encourage the use of modified leghold traps or any
other capture device in the event they prove to be efficient and to
reduce injury to captured animals.

The NWF encourages trapper education as a means of teaching
the proper and humane use of all traps. All traps, including the
leghold trap, can be used effectively and humanely by an ethical
trspper. The challenge is to encourage ethical use of trapsnot
outlaw them. Ethics and individual responsibility play an impor-
tant part in trapping just as they do with the ownership of pets
and other items of potential threat if misused. Illegal, inhumane,
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and destructive acts have been committed by all types of outdoor
recreationists. hunters, fishermen, picnickers, backpackers, and
trappers. These acts are not common to any particular form of out-
door recreation, just to particular _individuals who should never be
confused with the vast majority of outdoor recreationists who treat
our environment with respect. -

The real enemy of wildlife is habitat destruction. The NWF de-
plores the continuing controversy aver leghold traps, because to the
extent that it splinters and sac., the strength of the conservation
movement, it poses a threat to wildlife. It is an argument in which
the only sure loser will be our wildlife resources. Birdwatchers,
hunters, nature photographers, and trappers have common inter-
ests and should therefore work together to protect and enhance
wildlife habitatthe real key to wildlife abundance. If conserva-
tionists continue to be preoccupied with quarreling over the ethical
issues involved in use of leghold traps, the real threat to wildlife
environmental degradation and destructionwill continue to accel
erate.

Mr. Chairman, the NWF urges you and the other members of
this subcommittee to set aside the emOtionalisni surrounding the
use of leghold traps. We urge you to base your decision on I.R.
1797 on the adverse impacts the bill would have on the study and
management of wildlife and on trapping as a legitimate manage-
ment tool and wholesome activity. We urge you to allow the deci-
sions regarding management of our wildlife resources to remain in
the hands of the professional and scientific wildlife community.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.
[Ms. Pryor's prepared statement follows:]
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NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION
1412 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 203-797-6800

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE

ENVIRONMENT OF THE HOUSE
H.R.

NERGY AND COMMERCE
COMMITTEE ON . 1797.

August 10 1984

Mr. Chairman, my name is Vivian Pryor. I am a wife,

Mother, and-homemaker, as well as a hunter, trapper and

concerned conservationist. I serve as Georgia's delegate to

the National Wildlife Federation (NWF) and I am here today

representing the NWF.7

The NWF is the nation's largest private, conservation-

education organization, with over 4 million members and

supporters and 51 affiliate organizations; such as the Georgia

Wildlife Federation, in the states and territories. We are

dedicated to the conservation, restoration and management of

this nation's natural resources. SWF believes that wise

utilization and sound management of our natural resources

includes regulated sport fishing, hunting, and trapping.

Many of our member$ engage in these wholesome and traditional

ways of harvesting surplus wild animals and utilizing

available renewable resources.

We sincerely appreciate the opportunity to appear

before you today to tell you why our organization opposes

H.R. 1797.

B.R. 1797 seeks to end the use of leghold traps by

barring interstate or foreign shipment of such traps and
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articles of fur from animals taken with such traps. The

stated purpose of the legislation is "to end the needless

- maiming and suffering inflicted upoh animals through the use

of steel jaw leghold, traps." But this emotional presentation

of the leghold trap as an inhumane method of harvesting

wildlife has no basis.

The modern leghold trap does not have steel-jawed teeth.

Traps with teeth have not been manufactured for many years.

Those who describe the leghold trap as having "steel jaws"

are attempting to play on emotionsy making it seem inhumane.

Thb natural death of any wild animal may be quick and

violent or slow and torturous. Animals taken in leghold traps

die in ways that are no more or_less severe than when they

die naturally. Proper use of leghold traps can cause less

painful and protracted deaths than those which wild animals

might otherwise experience.

1THE LEGHOLD TRAP IS FREQUENTLY THE REST AND
OFTEN THE ONLY REASONABLY EFFICIENT METHOD

OF CAPTURING WILD ANIMALS

The leghold trap is by far the most versatile tool for

capturing wild -animals. No other device is as practical,

efficient, and safe to use as the leghold trap and none can

completely substitute for it. Unlike the foot snare, which

often causes extensive damage to the foot of a captured animal,

the leghold trap does not completely restrict flood circula-

tion. The leghold trap offers the trapper the greatest

versatility in where and how to set the trap, factors which

reduce the likelihood'ot capturing nonterget animals. More-

over, leghold trapt often allow any nontarget animals that
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o
are captured t, be released unharmed, and they pose less

danger to humans, pets, and livestock than killing traps.

Box traps allow release of unwanted animals and are safe,

but they are not useful when large numbers of animals have

to be trapped because they are expensive and cumbersome to

transport. They are also difficult to hide in thp natural

setting and seldom can be used to capture the more wary

animal species, such as coyotes.

We believe the definition of the term "steel jaw

leghold trap" in H.R. 1797 would eliminate traps like the

Conibeak, which are designed o kill by gripping the body of

a captured animal. But even H.R. 1797 is corrected to

allow use of killer traps, these devices are simply not an

adequate alternative to the leghold trap. Many trap sites

suitable for leghold traps are not suitable for killer traps.

The specific circumstances -- location and type of animal

in which killer traps can be used safely and effectively are

quite limited when compared with those situations in which

leghold traps can be used. For example, there is no

reasonably efficient alternative to the leghold trap for-
...

capturing wild canid species like the fox and coyote; box

traps and killer traps will not work with these and other

species. And, of course, killer traps do not allow the live

release of nontarget animals or, animals captured for

research. Finally, the larger -sized killer traps are

dangerous to pets, livestock, and unknowing humans when

set on dry land.
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WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH
EFFORTS REQUIRE LEGHOLD TRAPS,

Professional and scientific wildlife management is

necessary to maintain optimum numbers and diversity of

healthy and productive wildlife on a continuing basis. ,To

achieve this goal requires capturing wild animals to study

.their habitat needs, population dynamics, and response to

human activities. Sound management often requires killing

or capturing animals to prevent damage to livestock, crOps,

and natural and man-made resources such as the aquatic

vegetation and dikes of many marshes. Professional wildlife

management seeks to ensure, through properly regulated

harvests, that our renewable wildlife resources are available

on a sustainable basis for consumptive and nonconsumptive

uses.

Wildlife research, control of wildlife damage, and

harvest of renewable wildlife resources are all frbquently

accomplished most efficiently and effectively by trapping.

Of all the, trapping devices used in the scientific study

and professional management of wildlife, the leghold trap

has, proven to be the most versatile, practical, efficient,

and effective.

By seeking to ban leghold traps, H.R. 1797 would

cripple our efforts to understand species like the wolf,

coyote, fox, bobcat, and lynx. Scientific studies of these

species' behavior, population changes, and response to human

activities require capture of individual li've animals that

can be released unharmed. The leghold trap is the best

available tool to catch these animals without causing serious
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injury. Other trapping devices or other capture methods

either will'not catch canid and feline species, will not

permit release of animals unharmed or are prohibitively

expensive.

Amilarly, H.R. 1797 would hamstring state, federal,

and private efforts to control depredations by-many wild/31e

species. The leghold trap is currently the bulwark against

depredations on livestock by coyotes and other wild canids.

The leghold trap is an environmentally-benign method of

selectively removing predators that prey on livestock. It

is versatile, efficient, and effective. There are.no other

workable alternative trapping methods, but there are other

alternative means of killing predators. There is strong

continuing pressure to retdrn to poisoning predators with

Compound 1080 as a way of preventing livestock depredations.

Widespread use of Compound 1080,in this country poses a

severe threat not just to indiv,dual nontarget animals but

to entire populations of nontarget species, such as the

endangered bald eagle or black-footed ferret. Regardless of

who does it or how it is done, predator control will and

must continue. If H.R. 1797 makes it impossible to use

environmentally-benign predator control methods, then

livestock operators will be left with the choice of using

highly toxic poisons like Compound 1080 and strychnine or

prohibitively expensive methods like aerial hunting. We

should not force that choice by approving H.R. 1797.
4

Trapping is recognized by the NWT' as a legitimate'

activity that uses a renewable natural resource. And the
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leghold trap is the only reasonably efficient and effective

method of utilizing certain of these renewable wildlife

resources. Without the leghold trap many people, young and

old, would'be limited in their pursuit of a wholesome and

traditional opportunity to be outdoors and to observe nature

first hand. Others would.find that their opportunity to

4, test their skills or to earn extra income would be greatly

diminished or eliminated by a ban on leghold traps. Pro-

fessional wildlife managers have ensured that taking wildlife

with leghold traps poses no threat to these resources.

Properly regulated use of leghold "traps has never threatened

or endangered any species of wildlife, and today, many

predators and furbearers are among our most abundant wildlife.

NWF ENCOURAGES RESEARCH AND EDUCATION
TO IMPROVE TRAPPING METHODS

The NWP encourages research into the design of

effitient traps that are more effective in reducing trap and

self-induced damage to captured animals. Current research

suggests that the greatest promise for eliminating the capture

of nontarget species and further reducing the frequency of

injury lies in modified leghold traps. Field tests of

modified leghold traps by state fish and wildlife agencies

and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Denver Wildlife

Research Center are in progress. The NWF will encourage the

use of this modified leghold trap or any other capture

device if they prove to be efficient and to reduce injury

to captured animals.
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The NWF encourages trapper education as a means of

teaching the proper and humane usa of all traps. All traps,

including the leghold trap, can be used effectively and

humanely by an ethical trapper. The challenge is to encourage

ethical use of traps -- not outlaw them. The goal of every

trapper should be to be as humane as possible by choosing

the most selective technique and using the proper size and

type of trap. Illegal, inhumane, and destructive acts have

been committed by all types of outdoor recreationists:

hunters, fishermen, picnickers, backpackers, and trappers.

These acts are not cormon to any particular form of outdoor

recreation, just to particular individuals who should never

be confused with the vast majority of outdoor recreationists

who treat our environment with respect.

THE REAL ENEMY OF WILDLIFE
IS HABITAT DESTRUCTION

The UHF deplores the continuing controversy over

leghold traps, because to the extent that it splinters and

saps the strength of the conservation movement, it poses a

threat to wildlife. It is an argument in which the only sure

loser will be our wildlife resources. Birdwatchers, hunters,

nature photographers, and trappers have common interests and

shOuld therefore. ork together to protect and enhance wildlife

habitat -- the real key to wildlife abundance. If conserve-.

tionists continue to be preoccupied with quarreling over the

ethical Issues involved in use of leghold traps, the real

threat to wildlife -- environmental degradation and destruction --

will continue to accelerate.

Mr. Chairman, the NWF urges you and the other

members of this Subcommittee to set aside the emotionalism

surrounding use of leghold traps. We urge you to base your

decision on H.R. 1797 on the adverse impacts the bill would

have on the scientific study and professional management of

wildlife and on trapping as a legitimate and wholesome

activity.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Let me ask some of the other panelists. If there are going to be

predator animals coming in to take livestock from a farm, what
should be done to stop the predators?

Ms. ,RUSSELL. I am surprised when people assert that they need
the leghold trap to control coyotes. Studies of the Denver Wildlife
Research Center show the leghold trap is useless for, predator con-
trol. They trapped 1,119 animals. One hundred thirty-eight were
coyotes. Among the other nontarget animals there were 30 sheep
and that is the animal that the program was designed to protect.

Again, the question arises at to what it is a tool for, a tool for
bureaucratic- -

Mr. WAXMAN. How should the predator animals be stopped?
Ms. RUSSELL. Another point about the Government control pro-

gram, predator controls, is they bait the steel-jawed traps with car-
rion and therefore a coyote that would normally eat carrion, as a
lot dothey will eat the dead animal rather than eat a live one
so they are creating a preponderance of the animals that are going
for the live animals by trapping carrion eaters. The animal that
goes for carrion is going to be trapped. Predator control is very
complex.

Mr. WAXMAN. Do any of the other members of the panel have a
view on that?

Dr. WHITNEY. I might just comment. When you reduce the num-
bers of animals in a given area by, say, trapping or any other
reason there is enough good to sustain a given number and so you
get much better records of reproduction so that instead of raising
two or three young, they will raise eight or 10 young so in a short
period of time you have the same population back again.

Mr. WAXMAN. The question that I asked is if there are going to
be predator animals coining in to take livestock from a farm, what
should they do to stop that? Should they use poison, traps, should
they use some other kind of trap?

Dr. WHITNEY. Barking dogs and they should live with it. They
moved into the territory that the wildlife is in and that doesn't
mean everybody has a right to throw out everything in nature just
because it suits them. Dogs will ket., predators out of livestock
better than just about anything.

Mr. BUYUKMICHI. There are several nonlethal alternatives avail-
able that have not been given adequate scrutiny that will be given
if Congress funds them. Guard dogs will work in some situations,
but not every situation. Electric fencing, mechanical scarecrows
and others work under certain conditions. One of the biggest prob-
lems thatI am going to kind of turn your question aroundis
that in nonselective trapping the widespread killing of the preda-
tors that we do we don't get at the animals that are actually doing
the predation.

For instance, coyotes, most don't want to eat sheep. They like
mice and grasshoppers. That is their preferred food. They would
not prefer to wrestle with sheep. A very small percentage of
coyotes may become sheepkillers. When you indiscriminately trap
Or poison, you are not going to kill the coyote that is going to be
attacking the sheep. You are going to kill perhaps coyotes that
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would not be sheepkillers and therefore you are going to selectively
go against the population that you would like to encourage.

Mr. WAXMAN. As I understand fibre reading over some of the
testimony, it is impossible to identify whether an animal was
caught in some other type of trap or one that was caught in one of
these steel jawed traps. How would that affect the enforceability of
this law? Wouldn't it make it very, difficult to enforce it? Miss Rus-
sell, do you want to comma. t on that?

Ms. RUSSELL.. Yes. I put that in my statement and this came up
during the New Jefsey hearing. New Jersey recently banned sale,
possession, use, transportation, importation of the leghold trap to
be effective in about 15 months. That is another thing I an curious
that Mr. Goodrich didn't know. It is impossible to identify from a
pelt or an article thereof the means, by which an animal is trapped.
There is a virtual arsenal of traps out there, snares, Qonibears, in-
stant kills. Once the animal is skinned and once the skins are fur-
ther broken down, you have no way of telling at all.

The. reason I think that that is going to be remarkably easy to
circumventthe only example I can use is the continued traffick-
ing in endangered species pelts, which are far easier to identify
than the means by which an animal was trapped.

Mr. WAXMAN. Once you have said there is a problem, does that
affect the enforceability of this law?

Ms. RUSSELL. I believe it will. I think the language has to be
strengthened or returned to its original form which was all articles
of fur, because you are dealing with money and you want to elicit a
reaction that is going to make States ban the trap and if they can
still ship it, they won't ban the trap.

Mr. WAXMAN. Let me thank all of you for your participation in
the hearing. We appreciate the contribution of each of the panel-
ists today.

Our fifth panel includes Jimmy .Cupit, president of the Con-
cerned Houndsmen Against the Steel Jaw Trap; Lonnie William-
son, secretary of the Wildlife Management Institute, Joe Griffith,
assistant president of the Fur Takers of America, Elmer T. Davies,
Don Hoyt, president of the National Trappers ,Association; and
Parker L. Dozhier, chairman of the American Fur Resources Insti-
tute.

We 'would like to welcome this fifth panel of witnesses on this
subject of this legislation and we are looking forward to hearing
from you. Your prepared statements will be made part of the
record in full. We will have to restrict the testimony to no more
than 5 minutes so that we will have an opportunity to hear from
everyone and have time for questions and answers.

Mr. Cupit.
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STATEMENTS OF JIMMY CUPIT, PRESIDENT, CONCERNED
HOUNDSMEN AGAINST THE STEEL JAW TRAP; JOSEPH L. GRIF-
FITH, ASSISTANT PRESIDENT, FUR TAKERS OF AMERICA; DON
HOYT, SR., PRESIDENT, NATIONAL TRAPPERS ASSOCIATION,
INC.; PARKER L. DOZHIER, CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN FUR RE-
SOURCES INSTITUTE; ELMER T. DAVIS, ST. REGIS FALLS, NY.;
AND LONNIE L. WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY, WILDLIFE MAN-
AGEMENT INSTITUTE

Mr. Ci.iprr. My name is Jimmy Cupit. I am president of the Con-
cerned Houndamen Against the Steel Jaw Trap. Houndamen are
the only sportsmen who utilize the outdoors year round. Whether
we carry a gun or not, we enjoy our dogs and the sound of their
baying while on the scent of a rabbit, fox, or Coon.

But today, we find it eitremely difficult and dangerous, because
jof the steel jaw traps that are maiming and killing our dogs.

Steel jaw traps and hunting dogs don't niix.
Hunters are being kept out of many properties because of the

bad name of trapping and traps. Farmers and the public are associ-
ating trapping with hunting, and they are wrong. What we do is
sport. What the trappers do with the steel jaw trap is maim and
kill wildlife and pets:

Hunters carry the brunt for this group in addition we are losing
our best dogs to leghold traps, and we resent the maiming and kill-
ing that the trappers do in the name of sport.

I suppose you can know about the cruelty of certain kinds of
trapping as a general proposition, but if you happen to run into it
personally, it comes like a revelation just how awful trapping can
beEv.

en if you argue that trapping the furbearing animal is justi-
fied and that the animals will simply have to suffer so the trapper
can exercise his trade, you have now answered the question of how
to justify a device that will grab, maim, and torture the nonfur-
bearing animal just the same as it will capture the one that is
wanted for its pelt.

I personally feel we need to protect the fur-bearers, too, and I be-
lieve that for our own economic good we have to have some control
over how many are killed. But the torture issue is the real issue.
For anyone who can't see it in relation to the furbearer, I ask them
to see it in relation to their own dog or pet, because this could be
the animal that is caught next. It happens all the time.

Ninety-nine percent of trapping is carried out by hobbyists, ama-
teurs, and weekend trappers who do not engage in it for subsist-
ence but make it a spare-time job even recreation. If the trapper
has to be really skillful in what he does and use those traps that
are selective in what they catch and which do not mann the
animal, then a level of professionalism is required that is simply
not invovled in some subteenager running out with a cheap mess of
steel jaw traps, putting them all over the .place, and catching any-
thing that walks, crawls or flies down from its perch.

Very, few trades a young person could grow up in will.give him a
worse life than trapping. But young people are pulled right into it
by the older ones, and those whose stomachs don't turn the first
time they have to go out on a trap line and see what happens, the
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ones who are least revolted by this, become the trappers who keep
going, and who use the steel jaw trap, and who say t hat the agony
of the animals isn't really as bad as it looks, we shouldn't worry
about it. -

Well, the concerned houndsmen and true sportsmen are worried,
we are sick and tired of losing our hunting dogs and pets, we are
sick and tired of losing our game at an alarming rate. There are
areas in Mississippi and other States that don't have any game to
hunt, and the main reason for this is the steel jaw trap. Much of
the fur imported by the United States come from countries that
have banned the use of the steel jaw trap.

The steel jaw trap has been used in this country since the early
19th century, and became popular because it could be manufac-
tured for pennies, anybody could set it, it would catch absolutely
anything. It was and is a trap without sense, a torturing killer. The
only _reason we don't realize how destructive this trap is goes back
to how long it has been usedit is so very hard for us to under-
stand that it wag bad trap to begin with but far worse now than
when it was invented because our own situation with animals and
with populated areas has changed. We are not talking about trap-
ping, in general but we are talking about the cruel traps and the
ones that catch and destroy the animals that aren't even wanted..

I would like to give you _a quick run down on the cost of good
hunting dogs, $200 to $400 for a beagle, $500 to $1,000 for a fox
hound; $700 to $3,000 for a coon dog; $500 to $1,500 for a bird dog,
not to mention the time and energy to train these dogs and the
cost of their feed.

The steel jaw trap is no longer necessary, there are effective sub-
stitutes. Any man who doesn't love animals has little love for his
fellow man. The only ingredient for wrong 'to prevail is for good
men to do nothing. It is my heartfelt hope that you will consider
yourselves in an excellent position to do something about the
amount of pain and agony caused by the steel jaw trap.

Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for that testimony.
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Griffith.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH L. GRIFFITH
Mr. GRIFFITH. Mr. Chairman, my name is Joe Griffith. I am the

assistant president of the Fur Takers of America, a national federa
tion of fur trappers with members in each of the United States.

Fur Takers of America is committed to those principles of conser-
vation mar agement which will lead to improved furbearer popula-
tions and public support of trapping and-the fur trade.

Passage of H.R. 1797 would mean the end of trapping in the
United States, since it would prohibit interstate and foreign com-
merce in every kind of effective animal trap manufactured today,
and interstate and foreign commerce in furs caught with them.

It would mean the end of a 377year-old American tradition, the
oldest commercial industry in our Nation. And it would mean the
end of Christmas presents, television sets, and braces for the chil-
dren's teeth in thousands of families.
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A national profile of trappers indicated that the average trapper
is a decent, hardworking American, a skilled laborer with a high
school diploma or better. He or she lives on a farm, or ranch, or in
some other rural setting.

But in spite of industry and thrift, the trapper's income is only a
little more than $11,000 a year. And fully $1,958 of that comes
from profit realized from trapping. According to the most conserva-
tive estimates, there are at least 500,000 trappers in the United
States.

Trappers earn a total income of $5.5 billion, from which H.R.
1797 would take away, at the very least, $979 million. If this bill is
successful, as many as a half a million families could be reduced to
begging for food stamps and other handouts from the same Govern-
ment that had deprived them of the means to make ends meet.

But the trappers themselves would not be the only losers if this
bill were to become law. The Nation as a whole would suffer, and
the wild animals which this bill is supposed to protect would suffer
most.

Right now, as a result of modern fish and wildlife management,
many wildlife populations are the healthiest they have been in the
known history of North America. Trappers are justly proud of their
share of this achievement. -

The trapper's commitment to wildlife conservation. is well known
to conservationists but often overlooked by the general public.
Trappers participate in the conservation movements of each State.

Tra,pper organization leaders work with the State wildlife agen-
cies in the drafting of laws and regulations to Ontect wildlife re-
sources. Trappers are among the staunchest supporters of scientifi-
cally established harvest seasons and bag limits, and they are
equally staunch supporters of strict enforcement of conservation
laws.

And that support can be tneasured in dollars, as well. The aver-
age trapper not only pays whatever fees are required for trapping,
but he also buys a license to hunt small game, a license or permit
to hunt deer, a Federal duck stamp, and a State duck stamp if re-
quired, a fishing license and, as in my own State of Maryland, a
trout stamp.

The total average amount spent by the average trapper for all
such licenses and fees is $45.19, which is, at the very least, a yearly
contribution of $22,595,000.

If H.R. 1797 is successful, State and Federal conservation agen-
cies will have to do without the trapper's funding.

Opponents of trapping make much of the inadvertent catching of
nontarget animals. At best, such claims are exaggerated. An impor-
tant part of the trapper's skill has to do with avoiding such
catches.

Since 20 percent of his family's income depends on that skill, the
trapper can hardly afford not to be selective. And he is remarkably
successful.

Such cases are extremely rare. What the antihunter never tells
you is that when you set a trap for a fox, the nontarget animal you
are most likely to catch is a raccoon, or skunk, or opossum. When
you set a trap for a muskrat, the nontarget animal you are most
likely to catch is a mink.
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In almost every case, the so-called nontarget animal is some
other valuable furbearer. Statistics, even those distributed by re-
sponsible Government agencies, do not reflect this fact. But the
real beauty of the leghold trap is, that when an unwanted animal
is caught, it can be released unharmed.

Reports of brutal injuries to trapped animals are entirely over-
blown. It :a not 44 years since a kind neighbor first allowed me to
accompany him on his trap line. In all the years since, I have
never seen the kind of damage reported by antitrappers. I have
never heard of that kind of damage from anyone who had actually
witnessed it.

Opponents of trapping make much of the inadvertent patching of
nor.target animals. At best, such claims are exaggerated. An impor-
tant part of the trapper's skill has to do with avoiding such
catches. Since 20-percent of his family's income depends on that
skill, the trapper can hardly afford not to be selective. And he is
remarkably successful. Such cases are extremely rare. What the
antihunter never tells you is that when you set a trap for a fox, the
nontarget animal you are most likely to catch is raccoon, or
skunk, or opossum. When yoil set a trap for a muskrat; the nontar-
get animal you are most likely to catch is a mink. In almost every
case, the so-called nontarget animal is some other valuable fur-
bearer. Statisticseven those distributed by responsible govern-
ment agenciesdo not reflect this fact. But the real beauty of th_
leghold trap is, that when an unwanted animal is caught, it can be
released unharmed.

Reports of brutal injuries to trapped animals are entirely over-
blown. It is now 14 years since a kind neighbor first allowed me to
accompany him on his trapline. In all the years since, I have never
seen the kind of damage reported by antitrappers. I have never
heard of that kind of damage frcm anyone who had actually wit-
nessed it. I have never met a trapper who was either cruel or inhu-
mane, or whose purpose was to hurt ar cause pain, or torture ani-
mals. We use the best, most effective tools we can buy or invent,
and that means we depend on the leghold trap more than any
other.

Trappers are experienced outcluorsmen who love and respect
wildlife. We harvest a valuable, renewable natural resource. We
keep ourselves and others off welfare rolls. We help finance our
Nation's conservation efforts with significant sums of money and
even more 'direct participation. Our activity is the first link in a
chain of related industries of considerable importance to our na
tional economy. We depend on the steel leghold trap to do that. We
urge you, pleas, let us keep on performing our valuable services to
our own families, and our whole society.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Griffith.

STATEMENT OF DON HOYT, SR.

Mr. Horr. Mr. Chairman, my name is Don Hoyt. I am here to
speak for the National Trappers Association, cad I thank you for
the opportunity to do so.
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They call it a leghold trap. In reality, it is a foothold trap, a
simple device which holds an animal by a numbed paw until it la
humanely dispatched by the trapper, usually very early in the next
morning.

It is called a cruel instrument of death by animal worship cults
and a very practical .wildlife management tool by learned wildlife
biologists. Let's consider who is best qualified to judge.

Scientific wildlife management is one of the great success stories
of the 20th century. In spite of the encroachments of civilization,
many species of wildlife are more abundant today than they were
50 years ago.

Obviously, somebody has done something right. That somebody is
dedicated biologists who have made .a career of wildlife manage-
ment. They have graduated from some of our finest universities
and collectively have many decades of experience.

The animal worship cults are spearheaded by people of diverse
backgrounds. One was founded by a retired Army mor who made
a lucrative career for himself. Another was founded by a house-
wife.

There is nothing to suggest that they are in any way qualified' to
expound on wildlife management and /or the tools of wildlife man
agement. Their views are based on emotion and emotion alone.

They publish misleading photos, twist facts and lie a lot, but they
never forget to say, send money. I must question their honesty and
sincerity, because they feel ever so sorry for a coyote with a
numbed paw in a trap, but are not concerned about a baby lamb
with. its guts torn out.

Misadvised persons point to devices such as cage traps, padded
traps, and leg snares as alternatives to the leghold trap. While
these devices will catch and hold some animals under some condi
tions, they are only a tool for special applications.

The foothold trap is to the trapper what the shotgun is to the
duck hunter. Arrows and slingshots can kill a duck, but they will
never replace the shotgun.

On November 17 and 18, 1975, 2 days of hearings were held on
H.R. 66, a bill similar to H.R. 1797. The wildlife community had its
say. A group of movie stars, TV critics, and kindred wildlife ex-
perts had their say.

The bottom line was and still is that there is no viable, practical
alternative to the leghold trap.

Nothing has changed from that day to this, so why are we here?
The foothold trap is called a necessary wildlife management tool by
the American Farm Bureau Federation, the American Forgatry As-
sociation, the International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agen
cies, the National Cattlemen's Association, the National Wool
Growers Association, the Wildlife Society, the National Rifle Asso-
ciation, the U.S. Animal Health Association, the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, the U.S. Department of the Interior, the Wildlife
Disease Association, the Wildlife Management Institute, and the
National Wildlife Federation.

Congressman Scheuer made the statement that we would have to
be arrogant, ignorant fools if we could not learn from a foreign
country which might be ahead of us in a particular facet of wildlife
management.
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The fact is that the 59 countries that have banned the foothold
trap are still in the Dark Ages in matters pertaining to wildlife
management. The experts are the biologists in the Fish and Game
Commissions in the States, and with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and they are 50 years ahead of the rest of the world in this
field.

I would suggest to Congressman Scheuer and everybody else that
indeed we would be arrogant, ignorant fpols if we did not listen to

(these learned scieAtists. Whether it be medicine or any field, Con-

... e1.-ss is guided by experts in that field who knave *hat they are
talking about.

That is only common sense. Let's do it here.
[Mr. Hoyt's prepared statement follows:]
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NATIONAL
TRAPPERS
AssompoN

INC.

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE
ENVIRONMENT OF THE HOUSE COMMITEE ON ENERGY AND

THE ENVIRONMENT
ON H. R..1797

August ., 1984

MR CHAIRMAN:

My same is Don Hoyt. Sr...President of the National Tappers Ass-

ociation. (NTA) The NTA is a membership organization composed of

over 20.000 men, woman and young people who trap in 49 states. 1984

will mark the Siver Anniversary of the NTA.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate_the olportunity to prestnt testimony

before your Subcommittee on H. R. 1797,a bill to prohibit the inter-

state or foreign shipment into commerce of fur pelts taken in a'steel

)aw leghold trap' and to ban the shipmtnt into interstate or foreign

commerce the "steel jaw leghold trap" itself.

First of all, Mr. Chairman, I would paint out that the proper

designat,on of thu trap in question is not the "leghold" trap but

the "foothold "trap. Too long, this miAesignation has caused con-

fusion and misunderstanding.

I believe it is important to rnderstand pint what the language

of the proposed legislation will aul will not do. Thd.tek.n 'steel

jaw irghold !lap" is defined as any "spring - powered device which

8
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captures or holds an animal by exerting a lateral force with fix...

mounted jaws on any part of the animal's body." H.R. 1797, Sec. 2(3).

By such language you would, not only ban the foothold trap used through-

out North America, but prohibit use of the common mouse trap and the

killer Conibear and Bigelow traps. Although this result may not have

been intended, any careful review of napping techniques and trap.

ing dexices would have disclosed this circumstance. lf; however,

this result was intended, it is obvious that the proponents of this

legislaion have no understanding of trapping at all. Under either

interpretation, it'is clear that those who support this bill do not

understand the necessary role of trapping for animal damage control

and wildlife management. ,

To understand trapping and its place in today's society, it is

necessary to review its history as it relate° To wildlife manage-

ment. It is regretably true that without regulated harvests wild-

life during the ldth and 19th,centuries suffered from over exploit-

ation. The belief that unlimited resources did not require manage-

ment or protection prevailed until the late 1800's. The drastic

elimination of certain big and small game and some furbearers from

large expanses of original habitat brou-ght abwut the realizatiop that

the management of wildlife was mandatory. The support of wildlife

management programs, law and regulations, funding and political

ap,rt basically came from hunters, trappers and fishermen. To-

day the excesses of the past-are history. The only realer threat to

trpr future conservation of fur bearers in North America today is

habitat degradation and destruction caused by urban expansion and

industrial development. Consequently, it is more important'than
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ever t6t management the renewable resources of wildlife be depen-

' dent upon concepts Rf scientific and professional wildlife manage-

ment in order to maintain appropriate levels of populations.with-

in given ranges and habitat.

It must be understood by the Subcommittee and the general

public that trapping has a major and intergal role in the success

of wildlife management. For example, over population of furbearers

can, and does, result in disease, parasitim and starvation. Such

control is also necessary to reduce damage caused by animals. Damage,

to livestock and agriculture is in the millions of dollars annually.

In the decade between 1979 and 1980 over a billion dollars of forest

products was lost by the timber industry duo to populations of beaver.

Millions of dollars aro also lost annually by cattlemen and sheopgrwers,

while agriculture continues to suffer from damage by gurbearers. If

the free enterprise incentive aid not permit the trapper to maintain

animal damage - -the government, Federal, State and local-- would have to use

more tax dollars to do moreithan they do now.

Control is also necessary in rolatioh to other wildlife. The

intense efforts to increase whooping crane populations required trapping

of coyotes to protect the crane chicks. Trapping of racoons was nec-

essary to decrease predation of peregrine falcon chicks. The tremendous

recovery of wild turkey necessated trapping as a control factor of pre-

dation to protect newly released turkey chicks.

Wildlife management concepts that include trappirig also relate
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also reface to the important aspects of human and wildlife health or

,decease control. For example, in neighbouring Mungomery,Count), Mary-

land there arc more reported cases of rabid animals than aoy other state.

The foothol. trap is outlawed in MongSmery County, but to control the

furbearer populations-trappers hdvu bar, called upon by authorities to

trap with the foothold trap, it is true that communicable diseases

borne by furbearing wildlife is not wide spread, but it is also true

that trapping controls wildlife populations to avoid such circumstances.

At this point, I would lubmit that through wildlife management princi-

ples, trapping is an important and necessary factor in maintaining

appropriate furbcarer populations and the foothold trap is an important,

tool in this program. That being' the case, the next question is the

method of trapping to achievethe obje'ctive.

The basic design of the foothold trap was created in 1823. Many

modifications have been made since that time to make it more effective

and efficient. It has been charged many times that a nation that has

the technology to put a man on the moon, should be able to replace this

trapping tool.

This charge raises two basic questronst first, should it be replaced

and second, what efforts have been made in trapping ret.earch.

The tirst inquiry, ofcoure, aldre,aes the question of humaneness,

"Humaneness", obviously, is 4 subjective term. In law, the only place

where it has been define) as relates to taking of animals in the wild,

is au the Marine Mammal Protection Act whcrkby it dLcribcd as "th.t

mag.hod of taking which tnvolvis the 'Last dkurct of pain .ma
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practable " 16 U.S.C., Sec. 1362 (4). Incidentally,

the "stun and stick" method of taking seals, which has been termed

inhumane by many of the organizations represented here today, has been

legally determined "humane" under the Act by the United States District

Court for the District of C6lumbia.

Thus, the question of humane treatment is, at best, relative.: Clearly,

the quality of life in the wild is not a humane existance by human terms.

Disease,_predation, exposure and starvation are ever present aspects to

wildlife. There is not a retirement home for aged animalt. However, these

conditions are natural circumstances of wildlife. Consequently, the issue

is whether or not trapping is inhumane in itself.

It is conceded that a trapped animal - using any trap - experiences

some degree of pain and stress. Those animals taken in killer craps or

drown sets obviously die quickly and therefrre, suffer very little, if at

all. The animals who fight a restraining trap experience discomfort to

some degriae. I would quickly point out, however, that such "saffering" is no

Mae In degree than domestic animals experience when they are castrated,

dehorned, branded, raised in a confined environment or other Accepted act-

ivities designed to achieve efficient stock programs., In the foothold

trap, any pain is slight at time of capture and will remain that way, unless

the animal is nervous or harassed. Most trapped animals, after .ttemping

to dislodge themselves from restraint, will lie down quietly and await

some unpredictable event. The attempt to escape has little to do with a

question of puin,but only with the desire to excape: The t, le of "pain"

,for d trapped animal, which ends in death, is usually less than for a dog.

who has been neutered.
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The degree of pain is directly associated with the variable

length of time in a 24 hour period of the animal capture. Trappers

in most states are required to check their traps every 24 hours. Some

states have a 48 hour rule depending on mountains, tidess and other

geographical limitations.'

A second question related to the humane aspect of the foothold

trap is its repalcement with live or killer traps. It must be under-

stood that live and killer traps ar, not available that will efficently

and consistently cat,h fox, bobcat, lynx, coyote or other such species.

Killer traps can also kill non-target species. A killer trap large

enough to kill a coyote can just as easily kill a dog, pig or a child.

Killer traps do not allow foz selective release, which can be done with

the leghold trap. Simms, outlawed in many stateb, have the same limit-

ation as as other killer Laps. live trek arc not "practicable". They

are cumbersome and not as effective as the leghold.

This discussion brings us to the question of research to develop

a trapping tool to replace the foothold trap. First of all, I would ,

challcrigc many of those who would oppose the leghold trap to demonstrate

the concern by thc, monies that they have contributed to that research.

By in large, it is zero. Further, those who violently oppose the foothold

trap do not have the experience, training or education to give a proper

evaluation. The major point is, however, that research on trapping tech-

nique:. 1.7 ongoing and continuing. According to the conadlan federal,Provin-

cial.Gemmittre for humane Irappiwi over 4010 patcnts on traps or traii.ing

devices have been issued by thL canadian and u.s. Patent Offices in the

past IOU years. This COnMittee spent over five years studying traps my
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in gener.al and the legbold trap in particular. Th.= definition of

"humane capture" means " a capture during'which an animal is held with

minimal overt distress, and with minimal physical damage. In a report

issued in 1981, it was recognised that the foothold trap was necessary

to be used for some species. Further study continues. The newly

organized Fyr Institute of Canada supported by government, trappers

and other members of the fur industry is continuing the work of the

Federal provincial Committee, This effort is financially supported

by trappers, various elements of the fur industry and conservation

groups in the United States. Congress recognises the need for such

research by mandating that the Fish and Wildlife Service use a portion

of its funds for animal damage control purposes to engage in research

on trapping devices and annually report to Congress.

In summary, no device has been invented and sufficently tested

that can replace the lcabold trap. All the emotional rhetoric will

not change this basic fact.

The National Trappers Association supports trapper education and

continual trap research. It must be understood, however, that trapping

and the use of the leghold trap is an efficient and effective tool in

wildlife management. To eliminate it use would be a vital blow to

furbearers by &cline in populations by starvation and disease through

overp,),Eulati,.na within limittd habitat. Man and wildlifa cannot afford

to have sw.1, a circumstance result based on emotion and not fact. Certainly,

the Congress of the United Status cannot be responsible for such action.

Thank you again for permitting the National Trappers Association

to present this testimony.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Hoyt.
Mr. Dozhier. ,

STATEMENT OF PARKER L. DOZHIER

Mr. DOZHIER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Parker L. Dozhier,
chairman of the American Fur Resourceb Institute. We represent
trappers, fur buyers, fur makers, and those involved in the fur
trade in this country.

I will depart from the prepared testimony and attempt to address
a few of the issues brought before the committee today. Yes, trap-
ping is an emotional i sue, a very emotional issue.

Unquestionably, th . urban knights that are here today that rep-
resent the forces that sponsor this piece of legislation are very emo-
tional. I can assure you that if they were close to the land like the
people that I represent, they would be emotional when they see
cattle castrated, hogs docked.

Yes, sir, they will be emotional. Maybe there are a lot of things
happening on the farm that they would be emotional about, but
these are the people that work the casual labor on the farms, e
loggers, commercial fishermen, the men in the coal mines.

These are people close to the land and they are going to be emo-
tional, too, about the banning of the leghold trap, the trap that was
handed down possibly from a grandfather to his grandson, the first
money that this child ever made was from a fur buyer and from
the fruits of the land.

Yes, they will be very emotional %Ilea you strip them of their
heritage. Yes, they are going to be very emotional when you take
the oldest trade in this Nation, when the Mayflower sailed back, it
was loaded with a cargo of furs.

Thomas Jefferson sent Lewis and Clark west to catalog and in-
ventory the fur resources. It is a very emotional issue, and yes,
countries have banned the leghold trap, such world powers like
Gambia and Saint Lucia, about the size of the District here.

But there are three major fur-producing nations in this world.
The largest is the U.S.S.R., the second largest is the United States,
and the third largest is Canada.

It is quite an industry. It is the cleanest, most nonpolluting in-
dustry that we have in this Nation today. Certainly, Gambia can
ban the leghold trap. With all likelihood, they could ban the auto-
mobile with no adverse effect to the economy or the people.

You could walk from one end to the other in less than a day.
These are the people that produce your food and clothing. We are
talking about pain, and our understanding of pain. We heard a vet-
erinarian say how painful the leghold trap is.

I started trapping over 35 years ago. I have not seen the type of
pain and suffering, but I have watched cattle, sheep, and horses
give birth. I don't hear a sound. They aren't telling me anything.

I have also heard a human give birth and those sounds, too.
Until the animal can talk to me, I don't know and I don't believe
there is a scientist or a veterinarian in the room today that under-
stands an animal's perception of pain, and until those animals can
talk in our language, I don't believe we will.
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Yes, sir, in the ,early seventies, this same Congress banned poi-
sons and toxic agents. The people that lived close to it at the time
could walk to the corner drugstore and get .strychnine and take
care of the animals killing their stock. -

Does this Congress want to take another tool, the last remaining
tool? Is that the tool they want now? Are you planning on quitting
eating and wearing clothing? Is that what Congress intends with
this piece of legislation?

You have heard about hunting dogs. I can assure yqu that there
are a number of States that have restrictive legislation with retard
to the trap. That restrictive legislation was brought about by gen-
tlemen just like this houndsman.

That is greed and competition for the resource. They are after
the same coon or the same fox. Greed, that has brought forth our
restrictive legislation in Florida and in Tennessee and in South
Carolina. Greed.

When a dog is selling for $1,000, you have got to put fur in that
dog's mouth on a weekly basis. They have to have a lot of animals,
certainly they want the trap banned, and they have been successful
in some States.

Eagles are in fact caught in leghold traps, but I think' you will
find that collision with automobiles and electrocution is the pri.
mary cause for fatality of eagles.

The fur trade of this country is one of the cleanest nonpolluting
trade that we have. It does not need to be fertilized, plowed, only
harvested. Nothing is.going to fall from the sky.

No alternative, no one trap that will work from the swamps of
Louisiana to the tundra of Alaska that will replace the leghold
trap. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Dozhier follows:]
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STATEMENT

OF

AMERICAN FUR RESOURCES INSTITUTE

ON H.R. 1797

BEFORE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT

or THE

HOUSE COMMITTEE DN ENERGY AND COMMERCE

August 3, 1994

MR. CHAIRMAN: My name is Parker L. Dozhier,

Chairman of the American Fur Resources InstitUte.

(AFRI). AFRI represents trappers and rural fur

buyers throughout the nation and was created to

work for appropriate legislation and regulation that

supports scientific and professional wildlife manage-

ment on a state and nationol level. We sincerely

appreciate the opportunity to testify before your

Subcommittee today on H.R. 1797.

There are over 500,000 man, women and young

people who are trappers in this nation who produce

between 300 and 400 million dollars worth of fur
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pelts annually. The total fur trade in the United States is

a billion dollar industry and one of the few domestic industries

that enjoys a favorable balance of trade. Trappers and members

of the fur industry vigorously support wildlife conservation

and sincerely believe that, through proper professional wildlife

management as administered by the states, the renewable fur

bearer resources can be utilized for the benefit of wildlife

and man. The harvest of furbearers,in concept is absolutely

no different than the harvest of sheep, cattle, swine or chickens

in -hat these species are renewable resources which man can

appropriately utilize when sufficient breeding populations are

maintained.

The specific issue before this Subcommittee is the banning

of the leghold trap which is a tool presently utilized in fur

bearer management programs throughout this nation. If I may

suggest, Mr. Chairman, this review should include the elements

of economics, public health, predator control for animal and

crop damage and, of course, the needs of professional wildlife

management. Certainly, there also must be an appropriate and

rational consideration concerning the question of humaneness as

it would apply to the leghold trap. I suggest, however, that

such a review should not include irresponsible emotionalism -

no matter how fervent the rhetoric.

One of the initial considerations to analyze trapping and

the use of the leghold trap in its relationship to wildlife

40-470 0 - 85- - 41
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management is to understand that branch of science that is

concerned with the interrelationship of living things and their

,environment. That science is ecology and the prime factor in

that interrelationship is land use. Obviously, our urban, indus-

trial and highly technical society has drastically altered,

destroyed and degraded much of the natural habitat and environ-

ment. Clearly, without management through human intervention,

wildlife populations could expand to proportions that would be

environmentally damaging through disease, depredation and habi-

tat deterioration. Consequently, the population status of any

given fur bearer is directly related to, not only the quantity,

but the quality of habitat.

Through controlled wildlife management programs involving

seasonal harvests of fur bearers by trappers and hunters, an

appropriate balance can be achieved in the existing natural

environment. Trapping is an essential element in those wildlife

control programs; further, the leghold trap is one of the essen-

tial tools in the trapping system.

Also related to the natural environment consideration is

the question of man's use of the environment for food, raw mater-

ials, living and working space, absence of disease, transporta-

tion, communication and other modern living demands. Consequently,

much of this discussion actually concerns the question of economics

which are multiple.

Crop, land and animal damage by fur bearers is a major con-

sideration. For example, in the decade between 1970 and 1980,
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over a billion dollars of damage to crops, roads, land and

timber was cussed by the beaver. Poxes threaten poultry farmers;

muskrats and beavers undermine fields, ponds ansi roads, destroy

crops, timber, fruit trees and drainage systems; beaver can

alto cause extensive damage to fresh water fish programs; rac-

coons, skunks and opossums can, not only be a nuisance in urban

areas, but can be destructive as well. Muskrats can cause

severe damage to aquatic vegetation and root systems destroying

wetlands which, in turn, can impact on waterfowl, fish and other

wildlife in wetlands. In discussing economics,. it is also worth

noting that the conservation by product of fur pelts resulting

from such management programs provides an important source of

income and food supply to all levels of the economic scale

including those who might not otherwise have it, such as retirees

and young people.

Disease involving fur bearers and man is a continuing

serious management responsibility. Although not the only dis-

ease, rabies is the most commonly known one that is transmitted

from animal to man. In the neighboring Montgomery County,

Maryland where the leghold trap is prohibited, there are more

cases of rabies than any other state in the nation. Skunks,

foxes and raccoons are the most common species that transmit

this dreaded disease. Presently, rabies among raccoons has

reached an alarming rate on the East Coast. The main reason

for the increased incident of rabies is over population.
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Beaver and muskrat can transmit a giaredia lamda through

introduction in water supplies. Recently, 10,000 people in

Vail, Colored( were struck down with extreme cases of diarrhea

due to such transmission. A

Weil's disease in man is identical to leptospirosis in wild
species. Tularemia can be transmitted from animal to men. Dis-

temper and mange can also result from,high density fur bearer

populations. There is, therefore, a continuing need for trapping
to reduce the potential spread of disease as well, as monitoring

the health of fur bearer populations.
The question of the type Of trap used is obviously at issue

here today. The *trap* covers multiple devices that can be

divided in two types - those that instantly kill and those that
restrain. The leghold trap is a restraining trap that can be
set on land or in water. When used in water, it can become a

' killer trap. Many refer to the steel leghold trap as the steel
jaw trap which conjures up the image of serrated teeth. No sunk

jaw traps are used today that have this configuration and, in
face, are not even manufactured.

Tho basic design of the leghold trap is over one. hundred

sixty years (160) old, although many modifications have been

made to make it more efficient and effective. Trap study and

research is continuous. According to the Canadian Federal

Provincial Committee for Humane Trapping, over four thousand

(4000) patents on trapping devices have been granted by the

United States and Canadian Patent Offices in the past one

B 4 3
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hundred (100) years. The leghold trap, however, continues

to be the most effective trap for certain fur bearer species.

A killer trap such as the Conibear or Bigelow-can be used

for some species. However, it has its limitations in several

respects. Clearly, they should not be used in areas where they

.may be accessible to children or pets. A Conibear large enough

to kill a beaver or coyote can kill a child. Further, the

killer trap does not provide the option of releasing non-tar-

geted animals. It kills anything that walks through them: cats,

dogs, pigs or game birds. In most cases, ,allon-targetedanimal-

can be released from a leghold trap without permanent injury as

study after study indicates. Killer traps, then, are not an

alternative to the leghold trap. Snares ire also nonselective

and asphyxiate the animal.

Box or cage traps can be used for certain purposes and

circumstances such as animal research and relocation. They arc

not effective, however, for long legged predators such as the

red and gray fox., Alsolsuch devices are impractical to carry

on long trap lines.

One of the questions associated with the leghold trap is

the issue of humaneness. "Humane capture" has been defined by

the Canadian Federal Provincial Committee for Humane Trapping

as "a capture during which an animal is held with minimal overt

distress, and with minimal physical daillage". Report, FRCHT,

S2.2 (June 1981). The Committee defined "trapping system' as
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"a set applied that best suits conditions of climate, terrain,

and animal behavior." (Emphasis added] Id. at 52.24, p.73. The

only place where a definition appears in U.S. Federal law as

it relates to wild species is in the Marine Mammal Protection

Act where it states that humane "means that method of taking

which involves the 'east degree of pain and suffering prac-

ticable " (Emphasis added]. Pub. Law 92-522 S3(4);.16

U.S.C. S1362(4). Although there maybe some difference of

opinion under certain conditions concerning alternative trap-

ping devices, it seems clear that the trapping system employing

the leghold trap is the only practicable manner to catch and

control many fur bearers under certain conditions given the

factors of climate; terrain or animal behavior. We would em-

phasize the fact that, although c.mtinued research and study

is taking place, which AFRI financially supports, there is

presently no device that exists that has been sufficiently

tested that is as effective and efficient as the present leghold

trap.

Those who would decry the use of the leghold trap in wild-

life management programs wOuld emphasize the quality of death

of the species trapped rather than their quality of life. From

the human standpoint, wild fur bearers live and die in a constant

state of violence, fear and pain seldom experienced by man. Many

persons view wild animals from an antropemorphic standpoint by

applying human feelings, reactions and thought processes to them.
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Such emotionalism is, thus, transferred to abhorence to the

use of leghold traps. The fact is, however, fur bearers

trapped in the leghold trap encounter deaths that are no more

violent or protracted than they would experience through pre-

dation, injuries, diseases, starvation or exposure. It is most

important that we view the natural world objectively and rat-

ionally when making decisions involving the management of wild

species.

Today, the leghold trap when properly used still remains

the most reliable technique developed to date for harvesting

certain fur bearers. As stated in a book recently published

by the International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies

in cooperation with the Maryland Department of Natural Resources:

Steel-trapping is the most efficient, effective
and desirable method known for harvesting, con-
taining or reducing fur bearer populations: The
alternative methods are usually either ineffec-
tive, economically prohibitive, non selective
(injurious to other animal populations, both wild
and domestic), or dangerous to man. E. Deems
D. Pursley, Editors. "North American Fur Bearers -
A Contemporary Reference", p.5 (1983).

It is also important to note that no fur bearer trapped in'

North America for its pelt is endangered, nor threatened with

endangerment. In po nt of fact, the elimination, and degradation

of habitat due to demands through urban and industrial develop-

ment constitute the only real source of threat to our nation's

fur bearers. On the contrary, most fur bearers trapped are so

abundant. that without trapping far more serious damage would
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result to crops, livestock, poultry, timber, ponds, marshes,

dikes, roads and other areas of the agro-business community:.

It is an established fact that the spread of certain diseases

is directly associated with animal population density. Con-

sequently, the use of trapping manages fur bearer populations

and, therefore, reduces the potential for the increase of dis-

ease. Such a circumstance maintains healthy and stable fur

bearer populations.

In sum, Mr. Chairman, from the professional and scientific

wildlife management vantage point, trapping,- and particularly,

the leghold trap, is an essential element. And, it is res-

pectfully submitted, that the use of the leghold trap is an

appropriate and reasonable approach to the problems of managing

fur bearers in this nation. To eliminate its availability would

be to seriously hamper existing wildlife management programs

based upon opinions which aboid the truth concerning its use.

Sir Winston Churchill one said, that "man occasionally

stumbles over the Huth, but most of.them pick themselves up and

hurry off as if nothing has happened." We sincerely hope that

this Subcommittee and the Congress does not avoid the facts that

constitute the truth in the utilization of the leghold trap.

Thank ycu.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Davies.

0TATEMENT OF ELMER T. DAVIES

Mr. DAVIES. -Thank you, Mr.-Chalitlan,Tor the opportunity to ex-
press my own views, my own private views on the necessity of H.R.
1797.

First to discuss the bill, this bill as I understand it would allow
the nuisance and disease control people of the State and Federal
Governments to continue to use he existing stocks of steel traps in
their work.

It would not cut them off suddenly. It would allow for a gradual
changeover to the more humane traps, thus saving on the more ex
pensive crash program of a complete one-shot changeover.

This bill with regards to the shipment of furs caught in steel
traps appears to me to be nearly impossible to enforce, but perhaps
time and the phaseout of the steel trap would take care of this.

We must view trapping today differently from, the way we did 50
years ago, when to some it provided part of the family income.
Today, except for trapping nuisance or diseased animals, t. apping
is a recreation and not a business.

I am sure that a check with the IRS would reveal that only a
small percentage declare proceeds from furs as a part of their over-
all income. Taking this into context, no recreation should inflict
pain as part of the sport.

Ameri.,an people are not the type to stand by for pain and suffer-
ing of either human or animal. Given alternatives, I believe that
the choice will surely be the most humane way.

From my many years of association with thousands of trappers, I
have come to believe that most trappers ?o share a common con
cern for the animals they trap. Give them a choice and I feel sure
that they will choose the mast humane method.

Couple this with a humane method of quick dispatch and the
trapper is going to feel much more content with what he is doing,
but good alternatives must be available to them.

On June 20 of this year, I reached the age of 70. Over 50 years of
that time, I have been involved in wildlife trapping. Naturally,
within the legal seasons. The last 25 of those years, as a full-time
professional trapper for the State of New York.

For most of those years, I used the steel-jawed trap and although
I used this trap for all these years, I was always dissatisfied with
what it did to the species caught. I was always aware of the pain
and suffering that was inflicted on the animal or bird that it held

Because of this awareness, I was moved to look for something as
efficient as the steel-jawed trap but more humane.

I started out with the criteria set forth, it had to be humane, it
had to be efficient, it had to be easy to set, it had to be light to
carry, it had to be.easy to conceal, it had to be easy and therefore
cheap to manufacture, and sold at a reasonable price.

. This criteria was met in the final version of the Ezyonem leg
snare. There are other humane traps being offered, but I am at
familiar with the Ezyonem.

The Ezyonem leg snare is a nonprogressive holding device. It
does not continue to get tighter and tighter as the animal struggles
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to be free. The cable that holds the leg is neoprene-coated to eli-
mianted chafing or cutting. The body of the trap is made of fiber-
glass-reinforced polycarbon.

A smooth round surface is presented so that tooth damage from
chewing Is eliminated. The Ezyonem leg snare tan be used in any
type of set that is commonly used with the steel trap.

This does away, with trappers having to learn new methods. I
think part of the problem with trappers not getting away from the
steel-jawed trap is because of learning new methods.

The price is comparable to the traps now used; This didn't
happen overnight. From conception to production, the Ezyonem
has taken 15 years to become a trap that is good enough, I feel, to
offer to the trapper.

These have been field tested every step of the way. As was
brought out here before, many of our States have laws that forbid
the use of the leg snare, and the States that have these laws, per-
haps H.R. 1797 would have the tendency to entice these States to
rewrite broader laws and allow 'other methods.

New York State practically eliminates anything but the steel-
jawed trap. "It does eliminate anything but the steel-jawed trap."
If the States are enticed to write broader laws, I am sure that there
would be innovative, humane methods surface.

Naturally, they are only going to surface when there is a market
for them. Thank you very kindly.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Davies.
Mr. Williamson.

STATEMENT OF LONNIE L. WILLIAMSON

Mr. WiwAmsoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Lonnie Wil-
liamson, secretary of the Wildlife Management Institute.

The institute opposes enactment of H.R. 1797 because it would
curtail the use of a very effective wildlife management tool, the
leghold trap. The bill would also inhibit the judicious use of produc-
tive and renewable fur resources, and put unwarranted restraints
on those involved in agricultural production and human health
protectipn.

H.R. 1797 is legislation that salves human emotions. .t does not
respond to any biological or ecological need of wildlife populations.
In fact, it disregards the indisputable experience the leghold traps
are the only practical implements for many situations where wild
animals must be caught, to protect associated wildlife populations
or serve human needs.

The bill merely contends that such traps should be banned be-
cause they are inhumane. And we are aware of no evidence that
shows properly used leghold traps to be less humane than any
other effective capture device.

Consequently, we cannot respect the bill's approach, abide its dis-
regard for wildlife, nor accept its contention.

The committee has heard a lot of pro and con arguments about
the value of leghold traps to control the spread of wildlife diseases
such as rabies, to which humws are susceptible.

I am not aware of any research that is convincing one way or the
other. Those of us who have been involved professionally in w ildlife
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disease research and control do know, however, that the incidence
of almost any infectious disease in a wildlife population is directly
-related to animal density,

That fact has been witnessed many times and really takes noth-
ing more than common sense-to decipher. If there are fewer rac-
coons in an area, there will be fewer incidences of rabies in rac-
coons, and fewer incidences of people contacting rabid raccoons,
and thus fewer people contracting rabies from raccoons.

Therefore, if a raccoon rabies outbreak appears imminent in an
area, it would seem prudent to reduce the number of raccoons in
that region and consequently reduce the risk to humans in case the
disease does appear. .

The most practical way to lower a raccoon population or other
similar upland mammals over a large area quickly is with leghold
traps. Therefore, it would seem unwise to preempt such action
before an acceptable substitute for leghold traps is developed.

The institute strongly supports continued efforts to improve the
leghold trap and to develop a better alternative. The trap has been
improved in recent years, but there still is no worthy replacement.

Thus we encourage the committee to consider fully the implica-
tions of H.R. 1797 to wildlife conservation, agriculture and human
health. After doing so, we believe the bill will be rejected.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Williamson follows:)
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Wildlife Management Institute
Dedcated to Wildlife Since 7911
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Washington, D.C. 20005
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Statement of Lonnie L. Williamson
before the -

Subcommittee on Health and Environment
Committee on Energy and Commerce

on

H.R. 1797
August 3, 1984

Hr. Chairman:

I as Lonnie L. Williamson, secretary of the Wildlife Management

Institute which is headquartered in Hesnington, D.C. The Institute's program,

established in 1911, is devoted to the restoration and improved management of

wildlife in North America. We appreciate the invitation to present our views

on H.R. 1797.

The Institute opposes enactment of H.R. 1797 becauie it would curtail

the use of a very effective wildlife management tool, the leghold trap. The

bill also would inhibit the judicious use of productive and renewable fur

resources, and put unwarranted restraints on those involved in agricultural

production and human health protection.

H.R. 1797 is legislation that salves human emotions. It does nor,

respond to any biological or ecological need of wildlife populations. In fact,

it disregards the indisputable experience that leghold traps are the only

practical implements for aany situations where wild animals must be caught to

protect associated wildlife populations or serve human needs. The bill merely

contends that such traps should be banned" because they are inhumane. And we

are aware of no evidence that shows properly used leghold traps to be less

humane than any other effective capture devise. Consequently, we cannot respect
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the bill's approach, abide its disregard for wildlife, nor acceptp its

contention.

Wildlife managers struggle constantly to preserve a reasonable

portion of this nation's natural resources. Overall, it has been a losing

battle as growing human populations occupy more land and evict wildlife.

Those responsible professionals cannot afford to lose s single tool now at

their disposal. The IeghOld trap is no exception.

Hospeople outside natural resource management do not consider that

th prohibition of leghold traps would have effects fur beyond the economic

us. of forbearing animals. It would be an equally frustrating restraint on

programs designed to perpetuate furbearing species and other animals with which

they must share habitat. The ability of muskrats, for example, to destroy

marshes needed by a broad array of wildlife is often sited as a reason for

leghold traps, and rightly so. Less well-known, however, is the role that

leghold traps play in keeping privately owned wetlands from being converted to

croplands, pasture and the like. Soybeans and cattle obviously produce more

income to the landowner than sapsuckers and cranes. Thus, there is economic

pressure to destroy wetlands. But in many instances, furbearers produced in

wetlands afar an economic incentive not to change land use. Without the leg-

hold trap with which to efficiently crop those furbearer populations, the

economic incentive would disappear, as would the wetlands add numerous associ-

ated wildlife populations.

The responsibilities of wildlife managers go beyond restoration and

enhancement of wildlife. Sometimes they include control of certain animal

populations that create problems. Coyote, fox or feral dog control to protect

domestic sheep is an example. Without leghold traps, the only practical

alternative to controlling such animals are chemical poisons that are far less

selective and more dangerous to wildlife and man.
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The Committee probably will hear a lot of pro and con arguments about

the value, or lack thereof, of leghold traps to control the spread or reduce

the threat of wildlife diseases such as r_0101_1.0_14.1ch_humans are supceptible.

I am not aware of lay research that is cotaincing one way or the other. Those

of us who have been involved professionally in wildlife disease research and

control do know, however, that the incidence of almost any infectious disease

in a wildlife population is directly related to animal density. That fact has

bten.witnessed many times and really tikes nothing sore than common sense to

decipher. If there are fewer raccoons in an area, there will be fewer incidences

of rabies in raccoons, and fewer incidences of people contacting rabid raccoons,

and thus fewer people contracting rabies from raccoons. Therefore, if a raccoon

rabies outbreak appears inaittent in an area, it would seem prudent to reduce

the number of raccoons in that region and consequently reduce the risk to humans

in case the disease does appear. The most practical way to lower a raccoon
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population over a large area quickly is with leghold traps. Therefore, it would

seem unwise to preempt such action before an acceptable substitute for leghold

traps is developed.

The Institute strongly supports continued efforts to improve the

leghold trap and to develop a better alternative. The trap has been improved

in recent yearn, but there still is no worthy replacement. Thus we encourage

the Committee to consider fully the implications of H.R. 1797 to wildlife

conservation, agriculture and human health. After doing so, we believe the

bill will bb rejected. yargi
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Mr. W.Axmli.N. Thank you very much, Mr. Williamson.
Let me ask you this: How do you respond to the recommenda-

tions of the National Academy of Sciences that trapping be aban-
doned as a means of controlling diseases such as rabies?

Mr. WiLwssisoil. I think what the committee should do is take a
look at what those recommendations actually are. All you heard is
parts of it. The National Academy of Sciences report, recommends,
"persistent trapping or poisoning campaigns as a means of control-
ling rabies should be abolished."

The key word there is persistent. That NAS report had evaluated
several State-funded trapping programs, the most recent of which
was conducted some 20 years ago. That report gave no consider-
ation to the role of commercial trapping or specific trapping to con-
trol diseases.

However, the preamble to the section on the control of rabies,
the National Academy of Sciences report states:

The control of rabies in wildlife species is much more difficult. Its sole aim is to
prevent the spread of rabies to domestic animals, and thereby lessen the chance of
human exposure. To achieve this, the only technique currently available is the se
lective reduction of the population of the species involved.

The best way to reduce the population, as has been said by all
the people with knowledge in trapping, is with leghold traps.

Mr. WAXMAN. So, the National Academy of Sciences didn't mean
what it said

Mr. WiLuAmsoN. I don't know but the National Academy of Sci-
ences said more than has been reported formerly here today.

Mr. WAXMAN. Do you want to comment on that?
Mr. POZHIER. I would like to comment, Mr. Chairman, having

been involved in actually funding programs in Arkansas, where
there was an episode of rabid skunks. My recommendations to the
State health department at that time are basically the same as the
NAS.

Once you have an outbreak of r bier, it too costly, too ineffec-
tive to control that by trapping, ironing, or stny other methods.

That is not the time to control it, the time to control is continu-
ing reducing the population. I might add that we are creating habi-
tat for these species, P case in point is the young child killed by the
coyote in your own State 2 years ago, where we moved into the
rural areas, where you are exposed tz. a few things you don't un-
derstand, and that is why we have rabid skunks biting people when
they step out the backdoor today.

The time to control the epidemic is not after it occurred, and cer-
tainly not trapping, because our funding and our work on that has
proven that it is totally ineffective at that point. It is too late.

Mr. WAXMAN. Let me thank the members of this panel for your
testimony. We appreciate your being with us, and we will be
pleased to share your testimony in the record with our colleagues

Mr. WAXMAN. Our last witness is Henry Foner, chairman, Con-
gress for Wildlife Conservation and Legislation, American Fur In-
dustry, and he is accompanied by Jerome Wenger, president of the
American Fur Industry; Joseph Poser, president, American Fur
Merchants Association, William Madigan, vice president, Hudson's
Bay Co.; and Fred Schwartz, Mademoiselle Furs.
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STATEMENT OF HENRY FONER, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE FOR
WILDLIFE CONSERVATION AND LEGISLATION, AMERICAN FUR
INDUSTRY, ACCOMPANIED BY JOSEPH POSER, PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN FUR MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION AND INTERNATION-
AL FUR TRADE FEDERATION .

Mr. FONER. As you can see, all the people you listed are not
present.

Mr. WAXMAN. You are their spokesman, I understand?
Mr. FONER. I am, yes.
Mr. WAXMAN. We will be pleased to hear from you.
Mr. FONER. I am Her ry Foner, and I am chairman of the Com-

mittee for Wildlife Conservation and Legislation of the American
Fur Industry and president of Local No. 1 FLM United Food &
Commercial Workers International Union, AFL-CIO.

Appearing with me as a representative of our international
union, which is the largest in the AFL-CIO, is its international
vice president and director of Government affairs, Arnold Mayer,
and I might add that sit.ce 1977, ithas beep. the official policy of
the AFL-CIO itself to oppose any efforts, legislatively or other-wise

Mr. WAXMAN. Can you turn on the,
Mr. FONER. I might add also that silice 1977, it has beer the offi-

cial policy of the AFL-CIO itself to oppose any efforts legislatively
or otherwise to outlaw trapping or the use of the leghold trap.

I would like to say, also, that accompanying me is Mr. Joseph
Poser, president of the Ameriem Fur Merchants Association, and
also of the International Fur Trade Federation. He will be able to
cast some light on this question of international implications of the
banning of.the leghold trap.

Like others from the fur industry who have testified here, I, too,
was present ,at the hearings held before a similar congr,__"3nal
subcommittee that was considering similar legislation in November
1975.

At that time, I urged the members of the committee to realize
that it was not really trapping that the proponents of this legisla-
tion were against. What they were and are really after is the dis-
mantling of the fur industry, and the recycling of its workers, as if
that were possible. .

If you wanted any further proof of that, sir, I want to congratu-
late you on your tenacity in pursuing the questions with Mr. Re-
genstein, but I thinl. you got the point after a while that what they
were after was not banning of the leghold trap, but any consump-
tive use of wildlife whatsoever.

The events since 1975 have more than justified those words of
caution. The so-called friends of animals, when pressed, and you
pressed, make no bones about the. fact that they are opposed to any
consumptive use of wildlife no matLr what means are used to take
the animals.

Again, in the course of these hearings, you have heard expert
after expert testify that there is now an alternative called the soft
padded trap or cushion trap which reduces by about 90 percent, ac-
cording to the tests done, the damage done to the animals.
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Yet, when this trap was presented at the New Jersey Legislature
just a few months ago, the proponents of this legislation, as of that
legislation couldn't be less interested.

They were not interested whatsoever in the fact that there was
now an alternative that could seriously reduce the amount of
damage and the amount of pain that is caused to the animals
themselvei.

It would be harmful enough if the only sufferers from misguided
zeal were our industry and its workers. The fact is, however, that
the real victim of this fanaticism are the wildlife species them-
gelves.

I don't ask you to take our word for this. Listen to every one of
those charged by our legislatures, including your own, with the
task for managing and protecting wildlife populations, both fur
bearing and others.

You will note that without exception, these wildlife managers
and scientists are unanimous in their opinion, first, that the well
being of these animal populations requires that we humans exer-
cise a responsible custodianship over them.

Second, that such custodianship demands that their populations
be regulated so that they may be in harmony with the habitats
that must sustain them.

Third, that trapping is an essential tv...1 for such regulation and
management. And finally, that the leghold trap is the only effec
tive instrument available for the taking of large numbers of fur-
bearing species.

Why are we so disturbed by the implications of this legislation?
Because the fact is that the passage of this bill, would sound the
death knell for our industry and for the jobs of its thousands of
members.

About 50 percent of the fur garments produced by our industry
are made from wild furs and most of these are taken by the most
effective means of taking these fur bearers, the leghold trap.

If this bill were passed, which would not only ban the trap, but
also the interstate commerce of all furs taken by trappingI think
you got some indication as to how difficult that would be to en
forcewe are convinced it would not be long before our industry
would become one more casualty in an economy that could ill
afford such costly sacrifice.

This is no exaggeration. It is the considered judgment of every
segment of the fur industry, labor as well as management. And
that is why we urge you as earnestly as we can not to be swayed by
the emotional tugging at your heartstrings by the antifur crusad
ers.

Affirming that one is opposed to cruelty is very much like
coming out for motherhood and apple p It is only when the issue
is examined in depth and with full regaid for the facts that we re-
alize that those who claim to be the friends of animals are really
their worst enemies.

They are certainly no friends of thcs... who toil for a living, in-
vesting their skill, craftsmanship, and entrides on behalf of an in
dustry that deserves far better from our Congress than such an ill
conceived piece of legislation as H.R. 1797.
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I hope you will consign it to the legislative scrap heap where it
belongs.

[Testimony resumes on p. 667.]
[The statements of the American Fur Industry follow:]
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Statement of Henry Foner

Before the.Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

House Committee on Energy and Commerce

August 3, 1984

My name is Henry Foner. I am Chairman of the Committee

for Wildlife Conservation and Legislation of the American

Fur Industry and also President of Local 1-FLM of the

United 'Food 4 Commercial Workers International Union, AFL-CIO.

Appearing with me as a representative of our international

union -- the largest in the AFL-CIO -- is its Vice-President

and Director of Governmental Affairs, Arnold Mayer. I might

add, also, that since 1977, it has been the official policy

of the AFL-CIO to oppose any efforts, legislatively or other-

wise, to outlaw trapping or the use of the leghold trap.

Like others from the fur indust-v who are testifying here

today, I, too, was present to testify at the hearings held

before a similar Congressional subcommittee that was consider-

ing similar legislation in Novetwer, 1975. At that time, I

urged the members of the committee to realize that it was

not really trapping that the proponents of this legislation

were against -- what they were and are really after is the

dismantling of our industry and thb recycling of its.workets,

as if that were possible.

-toore-
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The events stnce,1975 have more than justified those word.:

of caution. The so-called "friends of animals," when pressed,

make nc bones about the fact that they are opposed to any

consumptive use of wildlife, no matter what means are used to

take the animals. It weal-STK harmful enough it the only

sufferers from such misguided zeal were our industry and its

emplOyees. The fat is, however, that the seal victims of

thik fanaticism are the wildlife oecies themselves. I do

not, ask you'to tuke our word for this. Listen, if you will,

to those who have been charged by our legislatures with the

task of managing and piotecting wildlife populations, both

fur-bearing and others. 'Lou will note that, without exception,

these wildlife managers and scientist are unanimous in their

opinion, first, that the wellbeing of these animal populations

requires that we humans exercise a responsible custodianship

over then. secondly, that such custodianship demands that

their populations be regulated so that they may Fit In harmony

with the habitats that must sustain them, thirdly, that trapping

Is an essential tool for such regulation and management, and

finally, that the leghold trap is the only effective instrument

available for the taking of large numbers of furbearing species.

-..
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These experts are all agreed on another important point,

and tfiat is that the fur industry, by nrOviding an economic

incentive for the harvesting of furbearet populations, plays

a constructive role in The entire wildlife management effort.

It is no accident that at a time when the fashion dictates

of the industry dec-eed that long-haired furs were in short

demand -- that this was precisely when the red fox population

in New York State became so high that the very health of the

species itself was in jeopardy, tad that the State Department

of Environmental Conservation had to pay trappers to go in and

harvest the population in order to protect it from famine and

disease. Nor is it coincidental that ever since long-haired

furs have been back in consumer favor, the health of the red

fox population in New York State is better than ever, and

there is no difficulty in securing the managed harvesting that

is .o essential to maintain that healthy state.

That is why we feel not only that our industry plays an important

economic role in the life of our nation, but that it is an

instrument for good, and not evil, in the overall structure

orresponsilTle wildlife management.

And that is why we urge you as earnestly as we can not to be

swayed by the emotional tugging at your heartstrings by the

anti-fur crusader., Affir-ing t 7IIt on= 'm oppoile cr"elty

is very mucli like coming out for motherhood and apple pie.

It is only when the, issue i examined in depth and with full

regard for the facts that we realize that those who claim to

Be the friends of animals are really their worst enemies. They

are certainli no friends of those who toil for a living, invest-

ing their skill, Craftsmanship and energies on behalf of an

industry that deserves far better from our Congress than such

an ill-conceived piece of legislation as H. R. 1797. I hope

that you will consign it to the legislative scrap-heap where

it eelwigs.
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Statement of Joseph E. Poser

Before the Subconunittee on Health and the Environment

House Committee on Energy and Commerce

August .., 1984

I am Joseph E. Poser, President of the American Fur Merchants'

Association, and I am here on their behalf and my own to oppose

the passage of H.R. 1,797 prohibiting the use of the leghold

trap, and of furs harvested as the result of such use. Our

opposition to its passage is based on the undisputed necessity

of trapping for the welfare of our businesses and on the recog-

nition by All responsible wildlife managers that the leghold

trap he only viable instrument for the taking of many

American cur-bearers.

Much of the irdustry's case with respect to trapping was pre-

sented at the lest hearing held in Congress on such a measure

in 1975. At that time I, along with my colleagues in the

American fur industry and also along with wildlife conservation

experts, testified before a similar sub-committee on the criti-

cal importance of leghold trappihg for the maintenance and

growth of our industry. Much of our testimony concerning these

issues is still pertinent today -- yet much has changed since

1975 -- and changed for tho better. By and large, our industry

has enjoyed a gratifying state of economic health during this

past decade. As a result, our export sales have continued to

increase, and new marketing opportunities in the United States

have provided job security for many Americans throughout the,

-more-
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country. These changes have been largely dependent on the

availability of trapped furs. All of these positive indica-

tors would -- without a doubt -- be reversed and quickly result

in "out of work' and out of business" status for thousands of

Americans if H.R. 1797 were .approved

In examining the changes since 1975, one of the most important

has been the continued search for a more humane leghold trap.

Even though the standard trap used it 1975 was found satis-

factory by experts in the field, product development in wild-

life trapping has been a prioritl of fur trading nations around

the world. As president of the International Fur Trade Federa-

tion, I can testify that each fur t ading nation has contribute

through the IFTF large sums of money over a period of many

years for the development of more humane leghold traps which

are practical, reasonable in cost, and maintain the same ef-

fectiveness. Next wintei, these are 12 to 15 new designs being

field tested. Woodstream Corporation has already made a sig-

nificant breakthrough with its new padded trap. This should

indicate to all of you that we recognize the importance of

conducting our business, and more specifically trapping, in a

well-planned honest and humane manner as our fellow Americans

expect of us.

On an economic basis. the past nine years have shown an increase

in the export of wild furs, from $125 million in 1975 tb about

$300 million in 1983. Throughout the years the export of firs

-more-
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has consistently increased, thus contributing to a positive

balance of trade -- something which very few industries have

been able to do in recent years when our country has been

relatively strong. Passage of H.R. 1797 would contribute

to the substantial reduction of our export business and

increase economic hardship.

The American fur industry has a long history in the develop-

ment of our country and has over the years been instrumental

in preserving the integrity of its business. I speak from

years of experience, knowledge and concern. I therefore ask

that you vote against passage of H.R. 1797 because the use

of the leghold trap is essential to the continued welfare of

the fur industry and its workers, and is also necessary for

proper wildlife management.

# # #
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Statemeft of Jerome Wagner

Before the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

House Committee on Energy and Commerce

August 3, 1984

Mr. Chairman and mthittee Members:

My name is Jerome ner, and I am president of the American

Fur Industry, Inc., an organization that represents all phases

of an industry that can trace its history to the earliest days

of this country. I am also a member of the Poard of Directors

of the Associated Fur Manufacturers, which represents most of

the fur garment manufacturers in this country.

I an here today to vigorously oppose the passage of H.R. 1797.

In doing so, I speak not only for my colleagues of the American

Fur Industry, but also for myself, as president of Morris Wagner

and Sons, International, a company that manufactures fur gar-

ments. We may not be quite as old as the American fur trade

itself, but I am the third generation to be involved in my

family's business, which was founded in New York in 1921, over

six decades ago.

My company, whItAI hay naaLly LhAee Jowl, people un ILa payroll,

is typical of the fur industry, which is made up mainly of

small, family-oriented businesses. Altogether there are some

4,500 people directly involved in the manufacturing of fui

garments in the New York area alone. And that does not count

as many as 3,000 more who play supporting roles in the industry;

-more-
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fur dresser4, dyers, suppliers of lining materials and of such

notions as buttons and thread. Even the technicians who service

our machinery and the designers who style our fur fashions are

dependent on this industry for their livelihood.

The threat of a ban on trapping threatens to ban all these

people from their ability to earn a living. In all, that adds

up to some 250,000 gainfully employed, tax-paying Americans who

os
could be thrown out of work by the legislation you are consider-

*
ing here today.

Counted among those 250,000 people, of course, are the fur

f aers, collectors, brokers, dealers, dressers, dyers and

retailers. The people who set the entire process in motion - the

trappers themselves - number an additional 500,000 at least.

Here are some facts that should help your deliberations:

o At least 90 percent of all the wild furs used

throughout the world are caught in the leghald trap

and other traps affected by this bill.

o Some 40 to 50 percent.of all the fur garments manu-

factured in the United States are made of wild furs.

o We sell an estimated $300 million-worth Of furs abroad,

wnich helps balance our world trade picture.

Before you vote to throttle this industry by banning the leg-

hold trap -- before yo,* sacrifice people in the name of sparing

animals -- I would like you to consider two other points:

First, the animal protectionists would have you believe that

665
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the fur industry is totally self-serving, bent on exploiting

animal life even to the point of endangering certain species.

Let me assure you that we are keenly aware that such disregard

could put us all out of business faster than any ban on leghold

trapping.

Secondly, real furs are a renewable resoirce. The trapping,

manufacturing and retailing of genuine far garments do not

involve processes that pollute the environment, or expend

vital, non-renewable resources. The people who would have

us wear fake furs of man-made fibers should be well aware of

tha toll that the manufacture of those garments takes on our

environment.

Thank you.

I
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ntatement of William Madigan

BeAure the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

House Committee on Energy and Commerce

August 3, 1984

Mr. ChatIrman and members of the Committees

I am William Madigan, representing the Hudson's Bay Company,

the largest Nortn American fur auction house engaged in the

sale 4: both ranch-raised and wild furs.

When the Hudson's Bay Co. was founded in 1670 -- we are, inci-

dentally,-the oldest company in the Western Hemisphere -- we

were engaged in the trapping of all furs. In those days, we

were particularly interested in beaver, which was sent back to

Europe for the manufacture of gentlemen's beaver hats, then very

much in vogue.

From the beginning, our business has been instrumental in pre-

serving America's resources. Throughout the centuries, the

Hudson's Bay Company has continued to transact business in this

manner, providing continued employment for many people. Today

our gross sales are approximately $100 million with export

sales representing SO% to 60% of that amount - and in these

days when a favorable balance of trade is of such crucial con-.

cern to Americans - this is clearly a plus to the general econo-

mic picture. This growth has been good for us, our workers,

and for American trade and industry.

6 6 ?
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I have given you this background information because it is

the basis of our opposition to H.R. 1797. Hudson's Bay Company

and the entire American fur industry are dependent on both

ranch-raised and wild furs for maintaining profitable businesses.

Neither category of fur is sufficient without the other for a

successfta business. Passage of H.R. 1797 would effectively

eliminate our wild fur sales, and force us out of business.

There are some who may believe that since H.R. 1797 aims at

trapped furs, those produced by ranching would be spared. We

have no such illusion. We are familiar witn ;Ale agenda of the

anti-for forces in this country. We know only too well that

once they have eliminated the trapping of furs, they will be

equally determined to eliminate its ranching, as well. They

are opposed to any consumptive use of our renewable wildlife

resources. If they have their way, they will cause the loss of

jobs for thousands of Americans, which is something we cannot

afford in our country if we are to continue to Pnjoy an econo-

mic recovery.

Quite simply, passage of H.R. 1797 prohibiting the usage of

leghold trapping would write the final chapter in the long

and distinguished history of the Hudson's Bay Company.

t
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Statement of Fred SchWartz

Before the Subcommittee on Health and the Enviroruhent

House Committee on Energy and Commerce

August 3, 1984

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:

I'm Fred Schwartz of,Mademoiselle Furs, New fork, retailers of

fur fashions. I believe that I might add, without immodesty,

that my face is already familiar to millions of consumers who

know me better as "Fred the Furrier" through my rather exten

sive adver'ising campaign in print and the broadcast media.

I mention this primarily because its indicative of some dramatic

new forces at work in the fur fashions industry.

Not long ago, I might have been stretching a bit to even talk

of fashion in relation to furs. Old and time-honored as it is,

the fur business never really had a fashion image, at least not

until the past decade or so.

A major factor in its growth to today's vital, billion-dollar

industry is what were here to talk about today: wild furs.

Until fairly recently, this industry was bui't almost exclusively

on one kind of skin: mink. We raised it on ranches and we made

it .nto rather conse..ative garments that were worn by a narrow

segment of the population. When this was a one-fur industry,

retail sales amounted to only $249 million. Workers in the

-more-
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industry could expect a highly seasonal level of employment

at best, rather than the steady, year-round work that is now

the rule, rather than the exception.

Three things have turned the fur industry of the '80s into a

vital, fashion-oriented business, one that now sees annual

retail sales of some $1 billion, 247 million. They are:

The designers who are creating fashion excitement,

largely in long-haired wild furs;

The American consumer, who is younger, much less con-

servative, and much more determined to get value for

dollars spent;

The right to obtain wild furs'in the most effective

manner possible, which is using the leghold trap.

The natural warmth and beauty of fur is being enjoyed today by

many more people who would have found the cost prohibitive not

many years ago. This includes young people, the same young

people who have demonstrated so Vocally and effectively their

concern for the environment and for maintaining an ecological

.balance among animal populations.

The expanding retail fur picture is a result, therefore, not

only of the consumers' response to the beauty and practicality

of furs, but also to the fur industry's well-documented position

as protector of such resources -- not the destructive agent

others would have you believe.

-more-
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Passage of H.R. 1797, banning the 1egholsi trap, would be as

destructive to our industry in the short run as the experts

say it will be for the animals themselves in the not-too-

distant future.

There are more than 8,000 retail fur departments in large

stores across the United States. In addition, there are some

2,500 independent fur shops owned and operated by individual

businessmen and women in cities and small towns everywhere.

Without the wild furs provided by the leghold trap, this vital,

healthy retail business will virtually disappear from the local

scene -- and with it, the jobs it provides on the local levels

and the revenues it returns to city, state and Federal govern-

manta.

Thank you.
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Mr. WAXMAN. I thank you very much. As I understand it, we
have your prepared statement from Mr. Poser and the other w it
nesses. We will have an oral statement.

Mr. FONER. Can you hear something from Mr. Poser since he
came to Washington?

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, it is now 20 after 1 at a hearing we started
earlier. When we organized this panel, ;t was determined that we
would be hearing from the witnesses fox 5 minutes. We agreed to
take many witnesses on both sides.

If you want to make a short statement, but i know you have a
written statement. That will be in the record. If you would like to
make a brief comment or two, fine. I don't want to turn you away
without the opportunity to say anything, but as you know, it was
our understanding chat it was worked out in advance that you
would be accompanying Mr. Foner, who would testify and you
would be available for questions.

Mr. POSER. I understand that my testimony will, be included in
the lecord. I would like to make one comment, particularly regard
ing the repeated references to the supposed 59 countries which do
not permit the use of the leghold trip. This has been pictured by
some witnesses here and by Mr. Sch,uer of the subcommittee as a
contest in morals.

This is really far from the truth. The important countries to us.
the important countries in the tiade, in the use of wild animals are
some of the highly industrialized, heavily populated Western Euro
pean countries.

These countries have been heavily populated for centuries and
the result has been that they are without wildlife management
since their wildlife has been reduced to virtually nothing. his very
easy to take this moral stand if you have AO need of the tool.

We in this country, one of the three biggest producers of fur
bearing animals as you have already heard, do require it and I
think that this continual refereno to the 59 countries inappro-
priate and irrelevant.

Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Mutt above: Sweden?
Mr. POSER. Sweden is a relatively small producer of wildlife
Foxes are their only commercially viable wild fur resource
Mr. WAXMAN. And they don't use steel jaw trans, but other traps

and they seem to be still in the business of furs from what animals
they do have

Mr. POSER Yes, but we have a very large variety of species.
many of which are not easily trapped with these snares that have
been demonstrated here today.

Mr. FONER. I don't want to add anything
Mr. WAxtwiwN. I thought you were looking to add something to it.
Thank you very much for your testimony We appreciate your

being here That Lont.ludes the hearing for today. Therefore, we
stand adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 1 23 p.m., the hearing was receze,ed !
[The fe4owing statements, letters, and mailgram were submitted

for the .'cord:)
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STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN BRUCE A. MORRISON IN SUPPORT ce H.R.
1797, A BILL TO OUTLAW STEEL JAW LEGHOLD TRAPS. PREPARED FOR A
HEARING, AUGUST 3, 1984, OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE
ENVIRONMENT, CHAIRED BY THE HONORABLE HENRY A. ,WAXMAN.

Mr. dilairman, thank you for fitting a hearing on this important
bill into an already overcrowded committee schedule. Those of
us who have been pressing for such a hearing commend you for
helping us to end the use of steel jaw leghold traps.

Dr. George Whitney, a highly respected veterinarian from Orange,
Connecticut, in my Congressional District, has made me and
thousands of other people aware of this problem. Dr. Whitney's
tireleha and effective opposition to, these traps has persuaded
me that Congress should act immediately to outlaw their use.

The main argument against the use of steel jaw leghold traps--an
argument which overrides others--is that animals caught in these
traps are tortured. I know that witnesses at this hearing will
have fully explained what these devices do to the animals caught
in them. Dr. Whitney%s testimony here today establishes
irrefutably that this treatment of animals satisfies the
definition of torture.

A nation of caring and sensitive people, as our nation surely
is, will not sanction the routine torture of sensient beings.
When other forms of animal abuse have been brought into public
view, the American people have responded with outrage. Because
of our strong moral sensibilities, few practices as grotesque as
the use of steel jaw leghold traps remain common in the United
States. We must put an end to these traps now.

SOme argue that steel jaw leghold traps are a necessary evil.
Some people suggest, for example, that these traps are essential
to controlling rabies, among the most dreaded diseases. I would
like to comment in detail on this claim since this discussion
brings out important. general information about trapping.

A moment of reflection shows that rabid animals are the least
likely to be snared in traps. Like humans, animals suffering
from rabies are extremely sick. They are lethargic, spending
much of their time out of the way in holes or in trees.
Healthy, active animals are the ones smashed between the steel
jaws.

Where rabies is epidemic, often half of the wild animals have
been exposed to the disease, and they become immune to it. It
is very likely, therefore, that the randomly trapped animal is
not, and never will be, rabid. In such areas. up to 20% of the
slow moving, bewildered animals struck by cars are found to be
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rabid, making this an inadvertent but much more effective method'
of rabies control than steel jaw leghold traps.

Again, some people argue that sheer concentration of animals in
an area promotes the spread of rabies. Obviously, population
size is reduced by trapping.

Concentration of wild animals, clearly, is not necessary to
rabies. Washington D.C. is in the midst of a rabies
epidemic--175 rabid animals were captured in I982--and there are
few wild animals here. Many sites with large animal populations
have no rabies, so concentration is not sufficient to create a
rabies problem either. Wide use of steel jaw leghold traps may
make us feel as if we are protecting ourselves from rabies, and
other diseases boine by animals, but that is a false security.

Even if there, are compelling reasons to trap, there is still h0
defense for using the extremely cruel steel jaw leghold trap.
Canadian officials have currently identified sixteen effective
alternative devices, and more thart4,000 patents have been
applied for in the U.S. and Canada for other types of traps.
But since steel jaw leghold traps are familiar to trappers and
readily available, nothing can ensure that trappers will switch
to alternative methods except a law banning steel jaw leghold
traps. We need such a law.

There are of course ,ther reasons to do away with these traps.
Anything,which.moves can get mangled in steel jaw leghold traps,
including children playing tip the woods and belopd pets. We
should keep the possibility of such tragedies in mind.

0
But among the most compelling reasons to outlaw steel jaw
leghold traps is that wherever, whenever, they are used, the
animals caught in,them are tortured. This practice is one we
cannot abide.

State law is inadequate to address this problem. It has been
illegal in Connecticut for many years to set steel jaw leghold
traps on land - -trey can only be placed underwater or in burrows.
EvLn with these restrictions in place, though, the traps are
found on land throughout the state. A national solution, like
H.R. 1797, is required;

We are all indebted to Dr. George Whitney for his longstanding
commitment to this cause, and for his work to end the routine,
unnecessary torture of animals in steel jaw leghold traps.

I urge the Health and Environment Subcommitte to follow Dr.
Whitney's lead immediately and vote unanimously to report H.R.
1797.

Thank you, Chairman Waxman, for permitting my remarks to be
Included in the permanent record of this hearing.
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Statement of Ann Squire, Ph.D.
Director of Research and Education; Scientific Advisor

The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

Submittod to:

Snbcomittee on Health and the'Environment
United States House of Representatives

June, 1984

The Ameriear Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

has carefully reviewed the argdments on both sides of

the trapping issue. IV this'statement, I would like to pre-

sent some of these arguments* and to show that the harm done

by the steel Jaw leghold trap far outweighs its purported

benefits.

The most coemon reasons why people trap animals are:

1) for commercial gain--that is, to obtain pelts which can

be sold to the fur industry, at a considerable profit to

the trapper;

2) to control "wildlife overpopulation ";

1) to eradicate nuisance animals.

Persons in the first category Ire likely to be professional

trappers, these in the second may be professional or non-
.,

professional, and those in the third category are usually non-
,

professional.
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The major benefit--to the trapper--Of commercial trapping is

that it is extremely lucrative. In 1979, a bobcat pelt could

bring a trapper as much as,$650. Pro-trapping groups argue

that a ban on the steel jaw trap would deprive these individuals

of a livelihood. But the percentage of the population that

relies on trapping for a living is so small (about one-twentieth

of 1% in New Jersey, for example), and the percentage of

Americans who oppose the leghold trap is so large (almost 800

that allowing its use for the benefit of a few cannot be

justified on either economic or humane grounds.

Mother rationale for use of the leghold trap is that it helps

to contror"wildlife overpopulation." J. Hibbar: eobertson,

executive vice president of the Woodstream Corporation (a

leading manufacturer of leghold traps) lists the following

consequences of wildlife overpopulation:

1) the spread of disease and starvation among wildlife;

2) the destruction of the limited wildlife habitat that

still exists in America;

3) the spread of disease to livestock and pets;

4) the spread of disease to man;

5) the, destruction of man's food supplies, namely livestock,

poultry and crops?

Since three of Robertson's five concerns have to do with wild-

life diseases and their potential transmission to humans and

domestic animals, this issue deserves it closer look. Distemper,
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mange and (especially) rabies are the diseases which strike fear

into the hearts of the public, but there is little evidence

that scientists and wildlife refuge managers share their con-

cern, as Scott's 1977 survey indicates.3 The following letters

are ATiAcal of those she received from scientists in response

to the question "Do wildlife diseases present a significant

public health problem?"

"In my experience these diseases (rabies, leptospir-
osis, and distemper) haw) seldom developed into ser-
ious problems. When they have, natural mechanisms
usually operate to bring the disiase under control
in the wild population more effectively than any
'controP problems of which I am aware."
(Dr. Glen Sanderson, Read, Section of Wildlife Research,
Illinois Natural History Survey, letter of July 8, 1976)

"In my'opinion, diseases in wildlife have not been as
much of a public health problem as we.are often led
to believe. The media always jump with vigor on
cases of disease transmission from wildlife to man,
because of the drama and novelty of it. The result
is to blow the'case up all out of prgportion to its
importance in the overall human diseike problem.'
(Dr.- Gene Trapp, Associate Professor of Biology,
California State UniVersity, Sadramento, letter of
August 18, 1976)

Moreover, there is little evidence that trapping is an effective

means of controlling wildlife diseases. Because dtleased

animals move around less, they are less likely to be caught

in traps than healthy animals. Thus trapping may actually

increase the incidence of disease in a population by culling

out the healthy individuals:

A look at the species trapped puts the lie to trappers' claims

that their aim is to control disease. The species which are
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intensively trapped, such as bobcats and foxes, are not those

which contribute markedly to the disease problem. The fur-

beare: most closely associated with outbreaks of rabies is the

skunk, but since demand for skunk pelts by, the fur industry is

small. theie is little deliberate trapping of skunks.

A third reason for trapping is to control nuisance animals,

such as the raccoon that invades the back yard. The people

who erga'e in this kind of trapping are usually not professional

trappers, and have probably not been trained in the use of the

leghold trap. In the hands of a novice, the leghold trap is

especially dangerous. Inexperienced trappers may select the

wrong size trap for the animal they desire to catch, set the

trap improperly, or set it where pets and children can stumble

onto it.

If the supposed benefits of the leghold trap are dubious, its

"t disadvantages are clearcut. Any animal caught in a leghold

trap suffers horribly. Injuries are caused by:

1) 'the initial impact of the steel jaws on the limb;

2) the delayed effects of pressure of the jaws on the limb;

3) the animal's struggle to free itself.

The initial impact of the steel jaws causes a crush injury to

the skin, ubft tissues, and bone. The smaller the leg in

relation to the trap and thelforce of the spring mechanism,

the more serious the injury. As the jaws continue to press
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on the limb, they cut off the blood supply to the portijon of

the leg below the trap.' :n general, permanent damage begins

in about four hours. If the trap has cut off the main blood

supply to the paw, permanent devitalization of the paw occurs

in about 24 hours with subsequent gangrene and loss of the

paw over a 5-10 day period. As the animal attempts to free

itself, further damage, such as broken bones and dislocated

toes, may occur. Some-trapped animals manage to escape by

gnawing or twisting off the paw. Their snrvival rate is low.

because of infection, loss of blood, or gangrene. Those that

do not escape may starve or freeze to death over a period of

days if the trapper neglects to visit his trap.4

Trappers contend that the kinds of injuries described above

occur only'hen inexperienced trappers do not properly set and

maintain their traps. There is no evidence for this. rndeed(

a 1956 study by AtkinsonSfound a orippling rate of approximately

25% for foxes, raccoons, and minks, even when the traps were .

set and tended by professional trappers. (Crippling was defined

as pallingout of or escaping with the trap, gnawing off the

foot, or wringing off the foot.) The crippling rate can only

increase when untrained trappers are involved. And the fact

ois that most trappers are untrained. A number of states

allow juveniles undo a certain age (usually 14-16 years old)
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to trap without a-license. Some states offer tr#per training
45

courses, but they are generally not required. Even where

licensing and other trapping regulations do exist, enforcement

is limited. Leghold traps are frequently set out of

,season, are not checked as often as required by law, and are

set on private land frequented by unwitting people and pets.,

Even when trappers are cited for violations, the fines are

small in comparison to the price the pelt brings in the fur

,market.

Another serious drawback to the leghold trap is its non-selec-

tivity. Up to 70%6 of the animals caught in leghold traps are

typically referred to by trappers as "trash'--that is, speciei-

other than,those desired by the trapper. This so-called

"trash" includes household pets and endangered species. The

impact on wildlife is especially devastating for those species,

such as the American Bald Eagle, that are slow to rebuild

their populations. In these cases, trapping can contribute

significantly to species endangerment.

(--

In view of the ieregoing, The American Soc.iiity for the Pre-

vention of Cruelty to Animals strongly urges the Subcommittee

to recommend passage of H.R. 1797. If it is necessary to

"manage" wildlife populations or to trap animals for fashion

whims (which we would dispute), then the very least that can

be done is to ban the barbaric leghold trap in favor of a

more humane alternative.
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Animals In Politics

9.

P.O. Box 1280, New York, NY, 10023

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF H.R. 1797
TO END 111E USE OF ME STEELJAW6LEGHOLD TRAP

To tho,Subcommittgeon Health 'and the Environment

By Doris Primack, coordinator, ANIMALS IN POLITICS

An important stop in any cmtroversy is the establishment of credibi-
lity of the parties involved. Unlike the opponents of H.R. 1797, pro-
ponents of this measure gain no personal advantage by its passage. Our

'objectives are free from self - interest and our testimony is therefore
free from lAus. We are motivated solely by the desire-to alleviate the
massive sufforing inflicted annually on our wildlife.and to 04 this
country of a barbaric device and a practice which is incompatible with
our status as a civilized nation.

Historically, chansos of a humanitarian nature have always mE with
the vehement opposition of those with vested interests in the status quo.
For instance, the 19th century industrial revolution was accompanied
by intolerable abuse of worUpits, adults and children alike. Corrective
legislation was fought by manufacturers with claims of dire consequences
for indmstry and society as a whole. Yet after public pressure abolished
Inhumane labor practices, industry adjusted and continued to flourish
more than ever.44

Wo are now Witnessing a similar scenario with regard to the use of the
steeljaw toehold trap. The Congress and the public are being subjected
to a propaganda campaign, predicting uncontrollable overpopulation of
wildlife, disease, widespread ptedator damage and loss of vital income'
to low-income families. In 1984, representatives of wildlife management
agencies mako the astounding assertion that they are unable to perform
their duties without the use of a primitive torture instrument which was
invented in 18231 One most conclude that they have been at a moral and
technOlogical standstill for over one and a half centuries. Since such
agencies are Completely controlled by a minority of so-called consump-
tive users of the outdoors, their testimony cannot be unbiased. 1,

This statement will not repeat the dotaPa and aglistics covered ex=
tenalvely in other parts of those hearings. In t th, all arguments .n
in favor of the steeljaw leghold trap miss the point and are irrelevant
to the central issues Its won-documented cruelty. We. submit that in jut
enlightened, progressive society; Any conflict arising botween human end
wildlife interests can and must bo resolved in a humane manners and wo
deny that the desire for additional income justifies the torture of
sentient beings.

Wildlife is not the property of special interest groups. It is a precious
horitago for all of us, whether wo live in largo cities pr rural conauni-
ties. We do not need "experts" to advise on its treatment, because we are
all exports on.the crux of this controversy which is pain. That, and
only that, is the central issue of those hearings.

In the name of our members, and in the name of all decent Americans,
I urgo this Subcommittee to vote favorably on H.R. 1797.
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rDefeneersOF WILDLIFE

TESSIW)NY OF DEFENDERS OF WILDLIFE
ON H. R. 1797

t Defenders of Nadirs appreciates the opportunity to comment
116

in support of 11.8..1797, Hr. Longs bill to restrict the use
of the leghold trap in the United States. In a 197 8 survey

:416 (Kellert 1 980), it was determined that 78 percent of the
American people support a 'ban on this trap. In view of
this, the subcommittee's consideration of this bill -is both
timely and of great interest to a large numberoof Americans.

1'
This testimony highlights portipns of a handbook' recently
published by Defender of Wildlife. This publication,
"Changing Trapping Policy in the y. S. -- A Handbook for
Activitists, thoroughly discuss. the role of trapping in
wildlife management, disease control, predator control, and
the capacity of the leghold trap to cause injury to wildlife
for which it was not intended. Members of this subcosaittee
have Intinip,provided with.. copy of this publication. For
purposes dr brevity, portions of this document Will be
extracted for 'thirst, comments.

Defenders of Wildlife is concerned about the steel leghold
trap for the reason that it is so popular with the trapping
industry; it is extremely efficient ih catching and holding
animals which motivate he trigger. In order to , be -this
effectiVe, the leghol must hold an anilaal with extreme
force. No wild animal, when suddenly and forcefully denied
its freedom, will pass vely submit to the pain and lh onfine-
ment of the trap.' The a malts undeniable struggle leads to
injury of at least the trapped limb, if 'not its teeth and
jaws. If the animal isof no value to the trapper, and is
released, the injury it sustains may reduce its chances of
survival. It is the nonieleativity of the leghold trap,
lombined ,with the capacity of this device to seriously
injure a trapped animal and thus reduce its chancel of
survival if released, that moat concerns Defenders. The
following text concentrates primarily, therefore, on these
aspects of ite leghold trap.

1244 NINETEENTH STREET. NW WASHINGTON. DC 20036 (202) 659-1510
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Selectivity of the Leghold Trap

a

Robinson (1961) maintained trapping records during,predator
control. operations in qew Mexico, Colorado and Wyoming.
Records were kept for the 1940-41, 1951 and 1960 control
periods to determine carnivore population trends. Coyotes
and bobcats were targeted. Traps were set by selected Fish
and Wildlife Service trappers, The total capture during the,
three control periods was 1,199 of which only 259 (22 per-
cent) were coyotes and bobcats. Seventy-eight percent were
non-target animals, including skunks, badgers, raccoons,
weasels, foxes, rabbits, porcupines, prAirie dogs, ground
squirrels, wood and kangaroo rats, pronghorn, deer, phea-
sant, raptors and domestic sheep, dogs and cats.

In 1971, the Department of the Interior and the 'council on
Environmental Quality. jointly sponsored a study of U.S.
predator control. A committee, chaired by Stanley A. Cain,
and known as'the 'Advisory Committee on Predptor Control,
evaluated'oll forms of predator control used in this country
and concluded about leghold traps that steel traps are
unselective predator control tools because too many mon-
targkt animals are killed or in3ured.

Beasom (1974) studied the selectivity of predator control
techniques in south Texas and noted that "more individuals
and species of animals were caught with steel traps in this,
study than with any of the other control methods used."

Dick Randall, a former professional Fish and Wildlife
Service trapper and now Defenders' North Central Field
Representative, stated during Congressional hearings in 1975
that:

The leghold trap is inherently non-selective. It
is probably the most cruel device Aver Invented by an
and is a_ direct cause of inexcusOle destruction, and
waste of our wildlife. My trapping records show that. .

for each target al I trapped, about two unwanted
individuals were ught. Because of trap injul'ies;
these non-target s ecies usually had to be. destroyed
(Randall 4975).

et
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Most trapping in the United States occurs in or near water,
where muskrat and nutria are valued furbearers. These areas
also provide vital habitat for waterfowl populations. Some
researchers have examined the effects of trapping, particu-
larly spring muskrat harvest, on .waterfowl survival and
production. For instance, Wright (1954) suggested that
muskrat trapping is a major mortality factor for black ducks
on their breeding grounds. Gaahwiler (1949) found a total
kill of approximately 1,945 ducks during the 1946 trapping
season. An additional 2,22d ducks actively involved in
breeding activities were injured in the traps. Stout (1967)
analyzed continental band recoveries from waterfowl caught
by devices other than banding traps ,and attributed 69 per-
cent of spring recoveries to muskrat trapping. Finally,
Bailey and Jones (1976) concluded in a study conducted in
Manitoba that:

' Hens ki ed or crippled by muskrat trapping lower the
product on potential of a breeding, population.. We
could n determine the number of hens released
unharmed 3 ce internal injuries and other effects of
a trapping experience were unknown. Increased duck
production on remaining habitat in this region will be
necessary to maintain mallard populations in the fu-
ture, ano avoidable losses of breeding stock would"
aeT2 unacceptable to waterfowl management.

Injuries Associated with Leghold Trap Use

Trappers claim that captured animals rarely are injured and
that critics of thd leghold trap greatly exaggerate the
extent of damage tc the legs of trapped animals. To prove
this point, trappers release traps on their hands with no
apparent discomfort. This display, while dramat:.,ally effec-
tive. does not parallel the experience of trapped animals
for the following reasons:

1. The trap being demonstrated is probably not
appropriately selected for the size and strength of
the human hand. A large an would require an appro-
priately-sized Ow.

Q.
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2. The springs of the trap may have bee'? modified
to reduce the impact.
3. The human demonstrator is neither struggling to
escape nor "trapped" for long periods. The trap's
unrelenting pressure and the animal's struggle often
exacerbate the injury.
4. A human volunteer is not stressed as a trapped
animal would be.
5. A volunteer does not experience the hardships
endured by trapped animals, including predation, dehy-
dration and starvation.

There have been many studies Aducted using the leghold.
trap in which records were kept of the number of non-target
animals captured. For example, in a 10-month study of
predator control techniques in Texas, Beasom (1974) reported
the following injuries and deaths of animals caught in
leghold traps:

Of 5 white-tailed deer that were caught, 4 were re-
leased with no apparent injury and 1 with a broken
leg. Five out of 83 trapped peccaries were dead when
found while the others were released with varying
degrees of leg damage. Many of the 89 trapped cotton-
tails were dead when found, and most the rest (sic)
were Milled because leg damage was usually severe.
All 12 jackrabbits were released with a broken foot or
leg. Small birds like bobwhite quails (sic), cardi-
nals, and brown thrashers, and rats like. cotton rats
and roof rats were all found dead. Live raptors were
releaded if they sustained only one broken leg or
foot,. but killed when both were injured. All 3 cars-
paras and all but 1 vulture were released, while the 3
owls e dead when found. Eight of the Harris' hawks
were tilled and 12 released. Tht 2 domestic calves
caught were released unhurt, and tde roadrunner was
relea*: with one broken leg. Of 27 wild turkeys
caught 17 were dead when found, 5 were released with
a O foot or leg, and 5 with no apparent inju-
ries.
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From 1974 to 1981, the Canadian Federal Provincial Committee
for Humane Trapping conducted extensive tests of existing
and potential commercial trap design. A discussion oninjuries caused by the common leghold trap included thefnllowing:

On external examination, trapped limbs often seem to
sustain only minor injuries. Yet on further examina-
tion, X-ray for example, many of these apparently
uninjured or minimally-injured limbs prove to have
broken bones or badly torn muscles and tendons (Feder-
al Prov`incial Committee for Humane Trapping 1981).

When birds are caught in leghold traps, severe injury vir-tually is assured and death frequently is inevitable. Ana-
tomical differences result in a higher percentage of serious
trap Injuries to birds than to mammals. Birds have less
soft tissue and muscle mass and more limited blood supply to
their lower legs than do mammals. Because a "cushion" of
soft tissue and muscle is not present to absorb some of the
shock of trap closure and prolonged pressure, the legs of
trapped birds are broken extremely easily.

Durham (1980) compiled statistics on the nature of injury to
raptors admitted to the University of Hinnesta Raptor Re-
search and Rehabilitation Center. From 1 97 2 to 1 97 9, 20
percent of the bald eagles admitted were injured by traps,
27 percent of the great horned owls and 19 percent of the
rough-legged hawks. According to Durham:

This report reflects the experience of extended medi-
cal observations of trapped birds of prey, revealing a
far greater rate of crippling and mortality than might
be expected based on initial examination of the birds
at time of capture. Despite the fairly innocuous
appearance of most injuries during the first few days
following capture, the portion of the limb below the
site of the injury Will usually die, requiring amputa-
tion of the limb if it has not already fallen off.
This is the usual fate of ,a foot if the bird has been
caught by its leg, regardless of the 'size of the bird
relative to the trap, since' a trapping injury moni-
fasted by only a minor cut is,.usually sufficient to
destroy the circulation to the foot. ..

6d7 ..

.
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In summary, providing a license to trap with the leghold
trap is essentially the same as allowing licensed hunters
to shoot any wild animal they come upon, since, the leghold
trap will capture any animal which activates the spring
mechanism. It is the undeniable nonselectivity of the leg-
hold, combined with its capacity to injure the trapped
animal to the point that, if released, its chances for
success are lithited, that constitute just reasons for a ban
on this trap.

The Leghold Trap in Predator Control'

Historically, the leghold trap has been the most common
method used in predator control efforts. The primary target
of these control efforts remains the coyote, which has been
incessantly trapped, poisoned and shot in an effort to curb
predation by this animal on domestic sheep. The leghold is
unnecessary in predator control because lethal control in

general is unnecessary, with the exception of selective
removal of individuals known to be causing livestock losses.

In the name of predator control, millions of coyotes have
been killed, yet complaints of predation remain high. If
lethal control is effective, predation rates should in theo-
ry decline since fewer coyotes remain to kill sheep. Claims
of coyote predation have not declined, however. Connolly'
and Longhurst (1975) noted that detailed studies of the
effects of -avote control on the, population of this animal
are limited in view of the magnitude of control efforts.
These authors therefore developed a model to simule, co-
yote population dynamics and so provide insight into the
effects of control efforts. Connolly and Longhurst con-
cluded in part that "the primary effect of killing coyotes
is to reduce the density of the population thereby stimulat-
ing density-dependent changes in birth and natural mortality
rates." With large reductions in numbers, as occurs with
predator control, a coyote population is capable of a four-
fold increase, se "any effort, therefore, to suppress coyote
numbers must be continued indefinitely and is doomed to
ultimate failure" (Ryden 1981).
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Leghold traps are therefore not necessary for predator con-
trol, since lethal control is largely ineffective. Improved
husbandry methods, such as the removal of dead animals, and
confinement of sheep during lambing, will greatly reduce
predation levels. In addition, the use of non-lethal preda-
tor control techniques, such as guard dogs, taste aversion
and electric fencing,, will largely negate any need for
lethal control, including the leghold trap.

The Leghold Trap As Rabies'Control

Misinformation about the impact of trapping in controlling
wildlife disease, particularly rabies, is rampant. Trappers
argue that they control rabies and other diseases by reduc-
ing the incidence of contact between animals. According to
the trapping community, trapping with the leghold is the
only method currently available that controls rabies
incidence. "Leghold traps are the only effective devices
for taking such species as foxes and coyotes. These spe-
cies must be trapped in order to keep their populations
healthy. Diseases, such as mange, distemper and rabies can
raise havoc with uncontrolled populations" (Failor 1979).

Current knowledge of wildlife disease is mainly limited to
symptpms and the progress of the disease through its,course.
Relatively little is known about the environmental factors
that cause or support disease outbreaks, the movement of a

pathogen through a population, the susceptibility of various
individuals (e.g. young animals or breeding females), the
disease-caused alterations in the dynamics of a population
and the mechanisms by which a disease remains in a popula-
tion between outbreaks. Trapping random members of the
affected population will not necessarily affect the course
of the disease..

Trapping, however, is usually the first, and often the only,
action taken when a disease outbreak occurs, but proof that
trapping can reduce disease levels has not been, produced.
To the contrary, some evidence indicates that trapping may
even worsen.the problem.
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Virginia reported one. of the highest incidences of fox
rabies in the U.S. from 1955 until . the early 1960s
(Macdonald 1980). In 1961, the state initiatsed a trapping
campaign focused primarily on red and gray foxes. By the
late 1960s no evidence showed that the trapping Program had
helped. It may even have ,increasid rabies incidence
(Macdonald 1980). Davis (1974) stated that trapping rarely
decreased the incidence of rabies and did not even decrease
the number of foxes., The current Virginia and District of
Columbia outbreak of rabies in raccoons is being touted by
'trappers as proof of the need for population reduction.
Such claims clearly are not supported by scientific
evidence.

Winkler (1975) stated that in order to effectively control
rabies, population suppression must be actively maintained
over time and a population must be reduced below the level
of the annual surplus. In addition, population suppression
must be maintained over time. This directly conflicts with
trapper's claims that they do no harm to a species because
they remove only the annual surplus. Trapping cannot there-
fore con '01 rabies.

The Leghold Trap As A Wildlife Management Tool

Trappers maintain that, by removing the annual surplus, they
kill only the. individuals that would perish during the
critical period of the year. "They would only die anyway,"
is the trapper's own defense. If the stability and well-
teing of a natural population relied on numbers alone, this
contention would have an element of truth. 'However, the
long-term effects of annually removing millions of animals
from a natural ecosystem ,(Fevre and Olsen 1982) are unknown
oe poorly understood. A dead animal in the wild feeds
countless organisms vital to a balanced ecosystem, including
mammalian and avian scavengers, insects and microscopic
organisms. Its body enrich:a the soil, nourishing plant
life in the area.

Defense of trapping with the leghold it often associated
with the alleged need for reduction of wildlife populations.
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Ironically, trapping actually may increase populations of

targeted species. Species tend to produce more young when
populations are reduced through trapping or other means.
Fewer aniamls exerting pressure on the resources of the

habitat result in an abundance of food and cover for the

remaining individuals. With plentiful resources, he popu-
lation produces more young per breeding female, more animals
survive to maturity and the population increases (Dixon and
Swift 1980).

Conclusions

The 14hold trap is undeniably non-selective. The injury it
inflicts upon trapped animals is well documented. It is the
injury of non-target animals so frequently taken with this

trap, and their reduced chances for survival once released,
that constitute sufficient reason for a prohibition on the

leghold. Such a prohibition is supported by a large majori-
ty of Americans.

The Subcommittee on Health and the Environment is to,,be

commended for scheduling htatings op so controversial a

bill. Defenders of Wildlife strongly urges membersof the
subcommittee to take the next.step; to move this bill into

the full committee.
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Testimony submiVe8,in4support of H.R. 1797

on behalf of Humane Information Services

4495 Ninth Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713

by To Garrett

August 17, 1984

Mr. Chairman, Members'of ;ho Committee:

I am please to submit testimony in favor of H.R. 1797 on behalf
of Humane Information Services, a national organization for the
prevention and relief of animal suffering.

Nine years ago, in November 1975, the first hearings in the history
of the United States Congress were held on a bill introduced by
RepFesentative Glen Anderson of California, with provisions
similar to H.R. 1797. Those hearings, which I observed, and in
which I participated. were disorderly and sometimes ludicrous.
Witnesses wept on the stand.A Congreapman announced that pile
martins were "savage rodents" and stomped from the room. There
was shouting and heckling during testimony._ Both sides had
witnesses who made swot:tang claims without providing the least
documentation. Vety little, aside from the patently obvious fact
that the leghold trap is a cruel device was firmly established.
The committee offered to report a study bill and wen this was
attacked by both sides, understandably let the matter lapse.

The contrast between the present hearings and those conducted in
1975 is remarkable. The defenders of leghold traps still claim
to have "the experts" in elleir corner, and maintained 'that "Their
opponents are amply very emotional people who see- animals in a
childlike way." But at this hearing the sweeping, emotional
claims made without documentation, and without backing of expert
scientists come almost entirely from the opponents of the bill.
It is the testimony of the bills proponents which is footnoted,
and larded with quotes from scientific journals.

This reflects two fundamental chadges in the situation since 1975.
First, the development of feasible alternatives to leghold traps
has progressed tremendously over the past nine years. It can now
be stated, from a solid base of evidence, that feasible alternatives
now exist for all log application, except possibly for drowning
seta. This could not have been paid in 1975.

The second change is that the general data baeo hasalso greatly
expanded in the past decade. In expanding, it has tipped pre-
penderately away from the cherished and reiterated tenets which
some self - described "responsible professionals" of the wildlife
management commeunity have used to defene. trapping.

I will attempt to .how that much of the opposition to the bill is
based on "facts" which um* analysis reduce to absurdity, or at

*As_Conservation D.Tector of Friends of The Earth
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test are unproven, and can be disputed on objective ground.

,THE BILL WILL NOT OUTLAW ALL TRAPPING.

Several witnesses 'hold that H.R. 1797 would "ban all trapping."
Mr. James Goodrich of the Fildlife Legislative Fund of America
announced that "because of its deceptive definition of a leg-
hold trap, the bill bans trade in quick kill tram. mouse traps
and rat traps, as well as leghold traps..../t is clear that by
stopping interstate and foreign trade in'these traps. all trapping
will end, even for public health and animal control programs."'
Don Hoyt. Sr. of the National Trappers Association simlarly claims

INthat. Sec 2(3) of the bill would "prohibit use of the common
'Arouse trap and the killer Conibear and Bigelow traps."

Rat and mouse traps and the conibear traps menioned, rely, of
course on a vertical stroke. One must evidently assume that
Goodrich and Hoyt do not know the meaning of the word "lateral"in order
to avoid concluding that thcy were knowingly making false .11aims.

The fact is, that the bill, if passed, will not only allow existing.4N.o00°.

effective killer traps, but may have little early effect on the
use of leghold traps for damage control. Federal an4 State damage
control agencies undoubtedly have large numbers of traps on hand.
This will last for years. Most farms have leghold traps hanging
in obscure corners, which can bd used against marauding carnivotcs.
There arc probably enough leghold traps already available in most
States and counties to mount "public health" trapping without
going across Statc lines. It is also, given the difficulty in
enforcement. all but inevitable that considerable fur, caught with
leghold traps. would continue to enter the market, although this
would decline with time.

STEEL LEGHOLD TRAPS DO CAUSE SERIOUS INJURIES.

A number of witnesses made claims such as that of Lonnie Williamson
of The Wildlife Management Institute, who stated that: "We are
aware of no evidence that shows properly used leghold traps to be
loss humane than any other effective captUre device." Mrs. V,
Pryor. of the National Wildlife Federation made the astonishing
statement that: "Unl ke the foot snare. which often causes ex-
tensive damage to tho foot of the captured animal, the leghold trap
does not completely restrict blood circulation."

If broken bones and smashed teeth are an index of "inhumantiy .
t

tho leghold trap is,infinitely worse than cage traps or snares.
From 1952 to 1955. 12 to 18 permits were given each season at
the Wheeler National Wildlife Refuga in Alabama to professional
trappers. and statistics were kept on crippling loss. defined es
'pulling out of the trap. escaping with the trap. gnawing off the
feet, and wringing off (twisting the log off). Of 288 mink
trapped, 79 or 27.6% were crippled. mostlylthrough "wring offs"
rather than gnawing. Out of 566 racoons: 137 or 24% escaped Frip-
pled (Mainly through gnawing). 26% of 196 grey and red foxes
were crippled.4 On the other hand, only about 2% of o possoms
and strip ed skunks. No statistics on broken bones and teeth were
maintained.
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Don Balser (1965) conducted a trapping test to determine if the
attachment of tranquilizer tabs to steel trap would redua in-
juries. He found that 37.5% of the coyotes, 44.1% of the foxes,
and 40.7% of the skunks captured in traps with the tabs showed
foot injuries; this despite the fact that the majority did
ingest tranquilizer.5

By far the most extensive data, divided into age classes, is --
of course--that developed by Professor Englund and presented
before the Committee. 3ez of all foxes caught in unmodified

\h

legholds, and well over half of foxes more than one year old
receive: severe dental injuries. The moan number of teeth worn
down to the Jawbone among severely damaged animals was 4.2. Only
two of 123 foxes caught in snares received severe dental injuries.
with 1 tooth involved in each case.

arty percent of the foxes caught in unmodified traps suffered
broken bones;', 43% of those caught in plastic cover steel traps,
but only 3% of those caught in snares showed broken bdnes.6 Englund
found far less evidence of fear or panic among snared animils.6

Cage traps ma occasionally involve damage to the teeth. /.once
caught a packrat in a cage who somehoweanagei to push his head
trough the top mesh and hang himself. But it is abundarttly clear
that snares and cage traps .are infinitely loss apt to

t produce injuries than are fegholds, and the injuries produced
are far less likely to be,severe.

TRAPPED ANIMALS FEEL PAIN AND SUFFERING

The assertion that trapped Inimals feel no Ail is utterly contrary
to the intuitive perceptions of almost any person; from a three
year old child, to ap experiencedwrerbwalan. It is not only
intuitively absurd, bUt completely contrary to logic.

I have heard of only one physiologist, who would not agree with
neurophysiologist Dr. Sam Peacock, as quoted by D. Ned Buyukmihci
before the Committee: "To deny the existence of a Conscious pain
perception in mammals is to be totally bliad to their non-verbal
communications and ignorant of basic anatomy and Physiology,
It As like denying the earths rotation around the sun."

All other mammals, indisputably, have the are essential mechanism
for feeling pain as do humans. The correlation between pain pro-
ducing stimuli and activity in certain peripheral nerve fibers - the
same fiber 4h humans and other animals -,has been demonstrated
repeatedly. According to Vierck (1976) "The presense small
caliber fibres with so called 'free nerve endings' in all mammals
studied indicates there is a common peripherar system among mammals
far generation of pain."

All mammals have pain conduction systems to the reptilian And
paleomamilian braille, which control arousal and emotion.
There can be no question but thatjghe basic mechanisms of pain
evolved very early in the lines lading to mammals and birds, that
they are shared by most higher animals, and certainly ty all

4
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mammals. Accoridng to Vierck("Thus we must assume that these
animals not only feel pain but suffer from it."7

Vierck further remarks that "After extended experience with pgin,
an animal...could become quiet and withdrawn and give little
overt l>chavioral evidence of pain." Anyone who has seen, or beet
in, a hospital filled with wounded knows that this is often the"
case with humans as well. This shock-apathy reaction explains
the alleged passivity of some trapped animals.

The often repeated claim that a trapped limb becomes numb again
conflicts with logic. If the nerves are completely crushed by the
trap, the forepart will presumably become numb. It will certainly
become numb if it freezes, which 1.3 often the ease. Dut the nerves
above the point of seizure will continue to transmit, and the pain
is bow,d to be intense if the animal struggles. Further, a
mouthful of broken, bleeding teeth can hardly be comfortable.

tut germein question is probably not whether A trapped animal feels
pain, compounded by terror and rage, for that is beyond rational dispute,
but rather why anyone would maintain otherwise. Yet, How many
tines, over the years has it beea maintained that people; persons
of another race, 'lower" classes, peasants, slaves, conscript
soldiers, and so on were "brutish", insensitive to deztth and
suffering, and thus - in effect - did not really feel pain?

ALTERNATIVE TRAPPING METHODS ARE AVAILABLE.

The common theme of opponents of the bill that no alternative is
available is not at all justified by the eacts. Conibear traps
are already, for example. the primary trap in most muskrat marshes."
Box trap5 are too cumbersome for large scale field trapping. but
they have many uses, especially in suburban or urban areas where
clogs are common.

The original Aldridge foot snare which was first designed to catch
bears, and (unfortunately in my view) does so effectively, has
spawned a number of adaptations fot smaller animals, and inspired
some new designs. The most extensively tested design to date is
the Swedish Aberg snare which.as Dr. Jan Englund testified before
the Committee has been completely field tested and will be accepted
for use in the northern half of Sweden to replace the steel jaw
trap. which was banned in 1967. Finland may also soon adopt
this snare.

"After some years of snaring" Englund testified, "many of the older
and experienced trappers.say that it is bettor than a steel trap
in all respects." Several leg snares, including the prothising
EZYONEM snare are availabie in the U.S. and Canada. Some Canadian
trappers aro now using snares, .ncluding one marketed by Woodstream
as a matter of choice.9

While this snare may (or may not) need.addttional work to be fully
adapted to U,S. conditions, and the nearly injury free record in
Sweden may worsen somewhat when snares aro hold fast. the fact is
that inares are available, they work efficiently, and they are in-
finitely less brutal than leghold traps. ,

4
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The only area where there any not be a feasible trap to replace the leghold is
for drowning sets for beaver. 'There are conditions and places where large
Conibears are not suitable, and the usefulness of snares has yet to be
established: This is an area where further testing is needed.

4 '
MERE WILL= BEA SEVERE EC:QUITO EIPACT IF THE BILL IS PASSED.

The economic gotterdammlng for the industry so plangently forecast if the
bill pesses'is a fantasy. Almost none of these highly emotional claims holds
water under Scrutiny.

After claiming that H,R. 1797 would "seriously 'damage our compan y", the
Executive Vice ?resident of 1400dstream admitted to the Committee, just as
Christine Stevens stated in her testimasy, that the company has been %ustaining
losses from its steel trap division. "kmdstream, said Hr. Robinson. "survives
because it is a diversified company." Logically, the company. .with the passage
of H.R. 1797, should be able 03 compensate by increased sales of both cage
trap., and snares. (e gains the impression that Woodstreim's major fear is
that it might lose the virtual monopoly it now enjoys on trap production to
fresh. innovative competitors. The net ecccomic effect, in either case,
might well be to bring back some of the jobs which the steel jaw division
exported to Taicatn, where the majority of Wodstreses leghold traps are
said to be mmulqctured.

If the fur industry wishes to make its ash claim of ,coming disaster
plausible, it shopl&be able to show, at least, that state bans on leghold
traps have proekeeehardship. There are, however, no such examples. The
yearly catch of -ibccomus has increased 4007. and the catch of foxes doublet. in
Massachusetts since a ban on legholds went into effect in 1974. Coagessoas
Brown testified.before the Committee that the fur harvest had increased in

, the State of Florida since a ban was instituosi:as well. Certainly the fur
markets in Landon and Frankfurt, cities in nations which have long since
banned the steel leghold trap, continue to thrive.

The evicimice from this country is that trappers can adjust their trapping
techalogy and continue with hardly a hitch to catch animals as the market
demands. The fur industry is maintaining that the bill will ruin it in the
face of evidence that there are alternatives to leghold traps and that trappers
can, and have, find them and use them.

THE BILL WIL. WIT GUISE 7CVERIVPLIATICUS OF MMUS" WITH maxima EPItedith,

There is, first, no reason to believe that numbert of trapped animals will
particularly decline if the bill is passed. If trappire does dpoline, there
is no um y to predict the effect this might have on Wildlife diseases. Biological
science has long since discarded the 19th century idea that wildlife populations
are controlled largely by Halthusian checks. Even acknowledging that disease
outbreaks are density dependent, or at least density responsive, there is no
reason to expect that ccerercial trapping, guided by capricious market forees,
will necessarily improve the situation.
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When a population of animals is heavily "crowed" there are two usual responses.
The pregnancy rate increases and the litter size of pregnant animals giving
birth also increases. Coyotes exposed to predator control on the b.h.ards
plateau in Teas showed a typical carnivore response. The litter size in three
counties undergoing intensive predator control rose to a nom of 7.2 young,per
litter. while those in two lightly controlled counties remained at a mean of
3.5 per litter. (9) Geis (1968) found that the percentage of sexually active
foetale coyotes ranged from 757. to 36X depending on the rough ratio of available
food to coyote numbers. Reducing coyote numbers obviously Improves the ratio
and toads to Increase pregnancy rate. (10)

The effect on population structure of control measures is to increase the
percentage of young animals. This creates a population more susceptible to
disease, since older animas are far morn likely to have developeddleunity
to various disease strains. (11) The sumeetibility of the younger population
may be worsened by the fact that young animals are less territorially fixed
and are more mobile than older animals.

If a particular species is sufficiently depressed in an area, another kind of

c
tion occurs. Typically, the carnivore biomass in the area builds

cbau saback form of carnivore species smaller than that being removed.

Thus it is perfectly possible to construct a scenario in Oich trapping increases
disease susceptibility in a population by increasing the percentage of
susceptible individuals, and by creating a disorderly population without fixed
territorial boundaries and dominance structures. If the control pressure is
increased to the point of virtual annihilation, which it mist be in to break a
chain of intraspecies transmission, things could still be worsened. For example,
a canpaign against foxes to lessen the likelihood of rabies could lead to
a tory increase in skunks, which are far core persistent and dangerous
as rabies carriers than are foxes.

One could well extend the control campaign, in turn, to the smaller carnivores.
But what would be the effect on their prey species? The virtual annihilation
of margays and other wild felids in Bolivia for fur in the early 1970's is
blamed for a vast increase in rodents who swarmed into the towns and brought
scrub typhus and Haemorrhagic Fever with them. Lockley (12) has in his book
The Private Life of the Rabbit, speaking of the lep)old (gin) trap in Britain.
"Hats...increased as foxes, stoats and weasels declined. It is safe to say
that the introduction of the steel rabbit trap led to a huge increase in rabbits
and rats in the British Isles in the first half of the present century, which
caused intolerable damage to agricultural producticdv.cstimated at 40 to 50
million pounds annually."

Laying aside luterspecific concerns, there arc additional obstacles to commercial
trapping being useful in population and disease control. First, It is =trolled
by market forces, not by brautgement requireacees.' For exanple.of the two major
vectors of rabies, bats and skunks, bats have 1.zver been trapped and skunks
have not been trapped for many years. The second obstacle is, that to be really
,meful in breaking op disease transmission. most carnivores Mat be repressed to
a level below the point of diminishing returns, where the extra effort will not
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return sufficient econcnic yield to be worthwhile. Finally, if the population
are driven to a low level, the cardinal principle.of wildlife management,

hemaintenance of amain:us sustainable yield (MSY) level has ben violsted. SY,

for most species, is fsr above the level which is needed to prevott, fir less

control, outbreaks of disease.

lhe argtmenta repeated once again at the hearings about trapper and disease
control have been rejected by the National Academy of Science, by the Centers
for Disease Control and the great majority of bona fide research biologists. (13)

IEGICILD 1FAP IS,HICHLY-INDISCRIKINAIE.

The claim; by some witnesses that the leghold trap is "selective" can be
swami with studies showing high ratios of non-target species being

re
caught

itn traps. Many thousands of pets are caught in traps every year. Ards a
particularly susceptible, and few - with their fragile bones - survive. (14)

the case for ending the use of the leghold trap cn grounds of cruelty has

been made. The case against doing so on economic, wildlife management and
sundry other grate:sties not been uade at all.

We commend the subcommittee for holding hearings en trapping, and urge the members

to make every effort to take AR 1797 to the Nouse Floor.
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1. 1he Wildlife Legislative Ravi of Prerica; Press Release July 31, 1884

2. WLFA Press Release

3. The Bigelow Miler trap does rely an lateral pressure, although it can hardk

be described as having "Jena". In any case, the Bigelow trap is considered

by the Canadian Associatim for Marone Trapping to be an unacceptable design,

which tends to "maim and autilate" rather than kill quickly.

4. Testimony at the August 3 hearings.

5. Aticescn,T.E. (1956) Incidence of Crippling Isms in Steel Trapping. J. Wildlife

Management 20 (3) 323-324 , Balser,D.S. (1965)Tronquilizer Tablets for Capturing

Wild Carnivores J Wildlife Management 29(3) 338-42

6. It should be mentioned that the Swediah practice of allowing snares to drag

freely until they "hang up ", rather than anchoring them, is contrary to U.S.

and Canadian techniques. Swedish trapping is conducted under uniform deep !now

conditions.

7.Vierck,CJ (1976) Actrapolaticn.s fray Pain Research Literature to Problems of

Adequate Veterinary Care. JAVMA 168 (6)4 510 -1.3

8.Fran two thirds to three quarters of muskrats are evidently taken with Cinibears

9.The Vincdstresa trap is so nearly id entical to one developed by Milan Revak of

the Ontario Department of Fish and Came that legal action has bean threatened.

All US and Canadian snares have devices to thrust the loop well up an the mind,

leg, a featyre absent 'from the Swedish device.

10.1Cnowliin, F.F. (1972) Preliminary Interpretations of Coyote Population

Mechanisms with Some Management Iaplicaticoa J Wildlife Management 36(2) 369-82.

Gier, HT (1975) Ecology and Social Behavior of The Coyote ; in Fox; The Wild

Canids

12. lockley, T. The Private Life of The Rabbit P 14

Metiers/el Research CouncilSubomedttee an Rabies. Centro of Rabies. Haeonal

Acadecay of Sciences 21 (1973)
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'STATEMENT

of the

PUBLIC LANDS_COONCIL

I

Ht.
1
Chairman:

The National Public Lands Council, an organizationinepresenting cattle

a d sheep producers, is opposed to H.R. 1797, a bill which has as its stated

p rpose the ending of the use of steel Jaw leghold traps.on animals in the

. S. and abroad.

It has been said that food and shelter are man's primary needs. In

rimative times, man led by foraging wild plants and animals. No one would

ontend that today's huFan population could survive in such a wanner. Today,

nagement of our resources is necessary to provide the food that we need.

Wildlife is also part of our environment today and rest would agree

that wildlife have values which ought to be preserved. With rare exception,

j wildlife do not live in completely natural ecosystems but in environments

permanently altered by man. Therefore, some human intervention or wildlife

management is required in order tb (among other things): (1) preserve a

diversity of wildlife species; (2) prevent damage to wildlife habitat and

other natural resources such as watersheds; (3) maintain healthy wildlife

populations; (4) protect human health; and (5) continue the needed production

of food and fiber from domestic crops and animals.

Traps are a method used in wildlife management. Those organizations which
III

are most vociferously supporting H.R. 1797 hage, by their own records, opposed

all forms of wildlife management. They are opposed to all traps, they are

opposed to snares, they oppose hunting,they oppose the use of poisons They

do not think that wild horses should be removed from the public range even'

though they are destroying range resources. They say it is better to lethe

horses starve to death. Some are opposed to the killing, of any animals for

any purpose and are opposed to the use of any animal products for food or

anything else.

Currently, trapping is the method most used to control prtdators which-

will kill and maim livestock. U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service figures show

that in the federal Animal Damage, Control Program about half of the predators

that are taken are captured in traps Other methods used are shooting from

the ground, shooting from aircraft, snares, so called wdenning", use of dogs,

and use Of,an exploseV1e device called the 1444.

702
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None of these other methods could substitute for the use of steel traps,

For example, aerial hunting, the second most common method used fo control

predation, is restricted, by terrain, vegetation, weather, and other conditions.

It is also banned in some states.

number, or combination, of methods and techniques is needed to effectively

control predators. The most'suitable method (or methods) depends on the

locale and.particular case.

Currently, predation by coyotes alone costs the livestock industry over

$100 million a year in the value of livestock killed. This does not count

the economic impact of the thousands of ranching_ operations that have been

abandoned in recent years because of heavy predation, nor does this include

the costs of management measures that ranchers have taken to try to reduce

predation.

Predation reduces supplies and increases prices of meat. It has been

estimated that coyote predation has an economic impact on consumers that is

about 21 times greater than the losses suffered by producers.

If the most effective method of predator control currently used (the

leghold trap/ is banned, the economic impacts on livestock producers would

be disastrous and the American consumer would be adversly affected. It should

be pointed out that areas in which livestock predation is heaviest are

generally not suited for other types of food production.

Other witnesses, I am sure, will speak to the humaneness of the proper

use of steel jaw traps. In_our opinion, the charges that these trips are

inhumane area smokescreen. The opponents of traps are opposed to all forms

of wildlife control, The Humane Society of the U.S. states that their "ultimate

goal is to develop...a generation of adults who will no longer have any wish

to kill any living creature..." Today the trap, tomorrow the fTyswatterl

Speaking of humaneness, coyotes often kill for the sport of it; it is not

a pretty sight to see a live young lamb that Is partially eaten by a,coyote.

Rabies and bubonic plague are not exactly pleasant either.

We urge this subcommittee to reject this bill.
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Hope Ryden 345 East 81st Street New York City 10028

June 6, 1984

Congressman Henry Waxman
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
Houee,Office Bldg
Washington D.C. 20015

Dear Mt CongreeeMans

I am a naturalist and author who has spent a good deal
of_ the past .fifteen years in wildlife habitat across
the United States researching North Ameriomn anisali.
In the course of my field work I have often uome upon
the sad results of the leghold trap. I would appreciate
it if you would include my enclosed testimony in. support
of passage of H.R.1797 in the record of hearings on:that
proposed. legislation.

Thank you for holding these hearings. et

Respectfully,

P.S. I am enclosing a cover story I wrote for GEO magazine

which rah in February of 1981. although the article is
about the nesting of eagles. I make mention of the *act
of trapping on the precarious population in the Chippewa
forest in the last two pages, citing the large number of
eagle oisuslties to this device brought into the Raptor
Research and Rehabilitation Center at the College bf
Veterinary Medicine. University of Minnesota. Z also
am enclosing a zeros offt.s photograph I shot there 14.
22 amputated eagle feet.

If you think there would be time and interest in my
testimony. I would be glad to testify in person on
this important issue.

40-470 0 - 85 - 45 704.
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HATCHING

HIGH
BALD

EAGLES ARE
THRIVING AT THE

HEADWATERS
OF THE

MISSISSIPPI. IT
HASN'T

BEEN EASY.
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The eagle duck plucked a large stick
from its massive aerie and tossed a
several feet into the air. I woniered,
was this young bird seeking a playful
outlet for pent-up energy while
mg the day when it could make its first

tight? Its nest mate, when not occu-
pied Preening glossy new feathcza,
peeled bark from a nest support
branch. Perhaps three months of con-
finement in an aerie t!an wdory even
a hint

The .young of the American bald
eagle enjoy (or endure?) w nusually
long period of dependency on their
Parents. By this day in mid-July, the
pan of phoebes that regularly nest ens.
der my eaves in New York State could
have reared their third brood of young.
But here in the Chippewa National
Forest in ndtthem Minnesota. not one
4 this year's 108 eaglets had as yet
departed any of the 90 active nests I
had only that week helped to count.
Nor were the whiteheaded parent
bads showing signs that they were
growing tired of caring for thew hungry
charges. On the contrary. although
the young eagles were by now as big
and dark as vultyres, and though they
did not bear the least resemblance et.
titer to thetryellowbeaked parents or

. to their former fuzzy-bodied selves of
May, the bend between adult and off-
spring had not weakened.

The census flight I had been invited
to take with University of Minnesota

, professor Daniel Fraud had radically
alter id. my view of the Chippewa, as
this 60-mile-by-60-nule national fotest
is called. We had flown over deep
weal conifer stands, gazed down on
a blue mosaic of more than 1,000
fish-filled lakes and located the infant
Mississippi River, a silver trickle
embarking on its 2. 350-mile journey to
the Gulf of Mexico.

How fitting. I thought, that the
mighty Mississippi and the American

an coo
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bald eagle, two symbols of our nation's
pride, should spawn together here In
northern Minnesota. HoW appropriate
that our "father of waters" and our in.

,tonal emblem should he so inter
twined. For even in winter, the
fish-eating raptors follow the Missi
uppfs southbound course, congregat
rant it such river town, is Keokuk
and Savanna. Moline and St. Louis,
wherever dams or power stations
keep the water free dice.

Sighting nests from the air did nor
require the keen vision pf he eagles
that had built, them. Hanaethis kuco
crphatus can detect its nuintay.diet,
freshly dead and dying fish, from a

Said **slam aft swirly for
him watrsad flsk.111wy
ono Hu& totems (hop) to
add. ..d kill prey. Itard
mock ..d tall Ihmatkers Iwo
white .1 abort sigi five.

729

height of several hundred feet. Its ae-
ries, however, were plainly evident
even to me. Constructed of huge
sticks, they sat lilcebig conning t owers
in the tallest of trees (invariably white
pine, red pine or aspen), whose
milieus surfaced above the forest can.
opy. The largest aerieeweighed-ap-
proximately two tons and measured
eight feet across. Many of them were
made yet more conspicuous by the
bright green pine bough that had been
stuck in their bowls. The eagle's pur-
pose in so its nest has new

been fathomed.
Every year Frenzel takes a census

of the eaglets in this forest. Of the 200
nests we sighted. less than half con-
tamed young. This fact, however. did
not imply breeding (allure. fa more
than half of the nesting pairs had
built one or more backup aeries in the
territory each claimed and defended
from other eagles. Naturally, these
contained no chicks.

Only a few empty nests reflected
the kinds of catastrophe that some-
times befall the species. In one case,
high winds had blown three chicks to
their death. Anpther nest tree, in-
creasingly burdened by its lodgers'
home improve is (the annual addi
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tier of a foot of stkkik Ind toppled
And it is likely that a few iedrly bolt
nests had not been cempkted in time
foe Ore this year.

The eagle is lb a tight. schedule.
Most bird species build a nest from
scratch each spring. The bald eagle
tort* has time ha reninte an existing
nest fits offspring an- to become self
sufficient in tine for fail migration. !t
takes 35 days for the eggs to hatch.
and three months for the young to
fledge. For this reason. nesting pairs
must be carefully protected from cv
cry kind of disturbanve. A damaged
acne or cookd eggs can put a halt to
reproductive effort fur an entire
yearsometimes forever.

At one tine, not so many decades
agog 100.000 breeding eagles found
nest trees to their liking across thc
continental United States. Today.
with the exception of eatdes Abska.
Wy about LOUU pairs attempt to rear
young in a few key places. Vitale this as
two and a half tines mute birds than
were estimated to be tweedang a dee
ade ago, it does not ensure the remy
cry of the species. Not enough is
known about eagle sun worship to de
temine whether 1,000 pairs can rim
Wee sufficient offspring to replace
anneal buts, kw the eagle has low
'reproductive potential. It mania%

lays ohly two eggs each year, and it
doesn't breed at all until its head ard
tail turn white, at age five.

The most productiv e eagle breeding
range, onto& of Alaska (where the
bird is not Judged to be ultra:bier hes
in the north-central states of Mums.>
Ia. %Wixom and the upper Micagan
peninsula. Here birds nest beside
many lakes and drainage systems that
feed into the Mississippi. In autumn.
the birds themselves funnel down tnla
Wanes and into air space above that
compelling waterway. Joined by bald
eagles from Canada. their numbers
swell,

Eagle wat&rs wan for them td
come. Se. enT5, use year old Elton
Fa% ks of klohne, Illinois. counts the
buds. and he has dondto for nearly 6U
years, Ihs tales militate that this mid
western pupil suer n gradually recut
ring Man the MA astateig crawl DDT
use. FawAss lughest winter census
was Warn in WM.-when he and Mike
Sweet wonted 1.51I told eagles on
the mer between St Paul and SC
Lours:

To the bud, of the Chippewa. these
distant stretches of flier are &Icxtcn
stn at habitat ]area tate depends on
the health of thssiong waterway. And
though the.Nlississippi is cleaner today
than at was 15 sears ago, its condition
leaves much to be desired. At the
same time. federal environmental
standards lute been relaxed. funding
for sewage treatment his been ut off.
maim dumping has osiurre4 and ag
ncultural mud is putting new ahem
cats into the mei%

Equally threat crony, to the wintering
birds is the kw* of roost sites i along
the Missetappi's course. At right the
eagles must takt Wogs, front bitter
winds tlyt bkoc off the neer. As the
cold aglit Ulm they nuns as aged
tins and suantort situated behind
bluffs and et shatc trd civvies I oral
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ing like ornaments on the leafless
branches. the birds space themselves
carefully and sit with their feathers
puffed cut against the frigid air.

But roads and motels and factuties
and vacation homes are fist ifisplaciig
these wooded tracts. And though ore

tions such as the Eagle Valley
ti6sts. The Nature con-

servancy and the Naticaal Wddbfe
Federation have purchased or other-
wise pined protectan for several
right roost sites, many more wad have"
to be preserved if the Chippewa 6x-
eu's inciestive Production of eaffictS
LS rver to mean anything.

I went to the Chippewa because it
supports the highest density °arced-
elg birds of any place n the lower 48
states. This splendid condition can
be credited to strategies devised by
the forest s wildlife biologist, John
Mathtseri,

Teems urns ago, when klathrsen
was assigned to the Chippewa. the
haldreark w as in senora trouble. In
most sixes across the count:). the
Duda' ergs were so that shelled that
the% coll,psedynder the weight of a
sating hen. Knowledgeable people
huspectcd that the pestiode DDT wts
reirponaible But it would ale the fed.
rral gos emment another decade of
.Ludy to make the decision to ban the
,ubstance Meanwhile. klathisen.
Live Wing himself m a piace-utsere
eagle clacks were tun pipping their
was out of viable e1074. acted swiftly
mininue es es) other lend of stress on
the lards.

To es creekt. the U S Forest Ser.
vhe (Oh implemented Sfathisen's
rashv re,,ommendat tons. Between
Febns.r) and October ol every year.
buffer zone, w ere established around
WI &AA t acne Reeds were closed.
hikers 1.:1% rt. kneed access and logging

,,,prod,ss Mottosvr. potential nest
,,,vs wen, kit uncut Fruits. bolo

a
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siva !eluvial eagles sirs
cereal ter et the Carpenter
Nature Center. The Minis, at.
lashes! to nylon lines, are
exercised utriseis until
they are strong.
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fists, among them my !light compan
ion and Tom Dunstan of Western
BIM* University (whci later joined me
in the forest), were invited to sttdy
the Chippewa birds. As a result. this
forest today stands as; model for ea
gle recovery programs throughout the
nation. It got a &mg jump on every
place else.

The nest hlathisen directed' me to
watch could be observed from a boat
that provided an unobstructed new
across the restricted buffer zone. 11to .
weeks before my arrival the nest had
contained three chicks. But the third
eaglet. a rarity. had bein removed by
the.U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and
then shipped to Tennessee to be
"hacked out."

Hacking out birds is an old falconry
practice that isnow being erriployedby
federal and state eagle recovery teams
in an effort to reintroduce nesting
birds to former haunts. A sal .grown
eagle is caged and placed in a tree.
where it is fed by concealed human be-
ings for a period of time before being
released. The surrounding country,
side, it is hoped. will become so im
printed on the birds that they %sinister
return to nest as the area. The method
his proved successful and seems less
risky than other techniques. such as
the placement of eggs or infant clucks
under foster parents.

The two remaining eaglets seemed
to be ready to fledge. Besides tossing
sticks, they frequently worked out.
*Wog up grid down and beating their.
wrings with great vigor, 114 ever.
these calisthenics ceased abruptly
whenever either parent glided in with
a 6sh. The two eaglet; would rnmedr
ately hunker down. quiver their wings
andeheep like infants.

In response, the foodbtaring adult
would rip up its offering of bullhead oi
sucker or northern pile and present
one or two pieces to its importunate



young. It would soon quit this task.
how even and Eft to an overhead snag.
from which vantage point it could ,look
on in peace while its offspring each
tried to corner the recruiting food. By
now the young birds. with sixtoct
wingspans, were nearly as large as
their parents.

One day I watched the larger of the
two eaglets jump out of the aerie. It
landed so cinnsily on one of the thick
branches supporting the great nest
that for sot eral seconds it had to make
brisk oat of its wings to regain its bal-
ance Mist would have happened. I
wondered if the eaglet had missed its
target and plunsneted lett feet to the
ground below.?

Over the next ,few days. the still
flightless eaglet spent considerable
time outside the nest testing its
branch - walking abilty. Arikresult.
alien a parent would come rTi'mth a
fish drop, this lard often und itself
at on a imb in more way than one.
For the sight of food ahvayStEcitedits
begging response. ahichhad to be act.
cd out before it could make ajumP for
the nest. Meanwhile. its sibbng would
apprppriate all of the food.

When Torn Dunstan joined me at
the nest. I hoped he would reassure
me that the young bird was in no dan-
ger of fallmg. He could not. At.this
stage of itsdeielopment. he told me, a
gust of wand could lift the youngster
off its perch and drop it into the dense
vegetation below. In that case. it
mirk Perish.

"Eagle parents can't fly through
brush." Dunstan explained, "Eagles
fly Bre lung gliders. They need open
space and the wind flow off the lake.
Before making a landing, they most
dp, so clearings and ban: branches are
essential elements ni every nesting
habitat. Old and dead trees mist be
left standing. Of course, if this mimic
(immature bad' were able to flap its

0
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gray to a clearing, the parents would
continue to being blood."

Family life does not break up when
the-young take wing. Even also the
ironies have become such adept aen
alms that they can engage in sky
games, they continue to receive hand-
outs irorn the adults. The mere sight
of a parent carping fish will prompt a
fledgling to Wing to home base and all
for food.

It is not clear at what age young ea.
Ides learn to swoop into water and
grab fish for themselves. Observers
say that during the birds' first auttann,
they feed on ducks that have been
wooded by hunters and on any =n-
on found on shore. While crippled
ducks might seem a propitious food
source. the lead shot they contain
sickens and kills birds that swallow it.

Evidence of lead toxicity Is seen in
many eagles brought to the Raptor Re-

714

search and Rehabilitation Center, a
University of Minnesota veterinary
cdllege facility tn SL Paul that provides
medical are for sick and marred lands
of prey. Dr. Gary Duke. the founder,
coordinator and clue( fund riser of this
unusual clinic. explained to me that
even low levels of lead in a bird's sys-
tem can greatly reduce its ability to
sunive. 'To make it in the wild. an
eagle must be intopphysicalform." he
explained. lake an NFL Mudd"

Nevertheless. legislation roaming
that steel shot replace lead has met
resistance from hunters. One such
measure dad pass n lams but was
later rescinded as a result of protest
from this vocal CROUP.

During my visit to this raptor tehab
center." I quickly discovered that bul-
lets. whatever metal they are cast of.
are responsible for a tragic number of

(Coninut: 1 on paze 118)
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BALD EAGLES
(Continued from baze 97)

eagto injuries and deaths. Trapping
and shooting, it fact, accounted for
most of the wounded birds I saw.
Many could overly released: a num
ber would have to be humanely de-
stroyed. but those with permanent
injuries would be used in captive-
breedig programs aimed at restoring
eagles to former nesting areas. A few
birds were also being evaluated for
possible use in educational exhibits.
And as soon as they were old enough.
three eaglets that had been orphaned
by an illegal feather hunter would be
tucked out in North Carolina.

"They're almost all starved by the
tune they're found and brought in, and
it's hard to turn them around," Duke
told me Yet Duke's partner in this
venture. Dr Patrick Redig, has
proved himself a wizard at the task.
Twenty.four huadred birds of prey
owls, hawks and eagleshave been
treated by him Since the rink opened
in ten. Of the 216 bald eagles that
he has cared for 46 percent have been
restored to health and eventually re-
leased. Three of these birds. witch
were tagged, tease been observed
rearing young.

Redig feels that public education is
essential if the bald eagle is to survive
In particular he would raise the con
saousness of hunters who, out of ig
norance or in defiance of law, fire on
our national bird. Trappers too, might
have their eyes opened by a visit to the
chide Recig showed me 3) eagle feet
he had amputated and added that these
were not all of them.

A happier setting than the eagle sick
bay is the Carpenter Nature Center
outdoor eat* pen, a luta of halfway
house to which Redig 's patients are
taken prior to being released. I visited
the center on the mooring two adult
eagles were set free, One of the birds,
which was known only by its case num
ber, 69, bad suffered damage to 'a
wing when it collided with a power

a
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Lae. The other had been hospitalized
for so Iona that it had acquired a
namePopsicle.

Popsicle was discovered in a leg-
hold trap by a Wisconsin cense:sawn
officer who promptly shipped the in.
lured bird to the rehab center. (Be-
cause it is authorized to care for
endangered species. the Minnesota
clam often recesses birds from out of
state.) For Popsicle, as fix many trap
victims, recovery was marked by set.
backs. Met the amputation of amen of
her toes. an Infection set in. Then
her healthy foot, having had to bear all
her weight for so keg...became dis-
eased and required treatment. To
cumpound these medical problems.
she had nokbandled capuvity.welt she
had basal tnto walls until she broke
her eight feathers, requiring that Re.
dig implant new ones taken from an
eagle that had died. By then Popecle's
muscles had atrophied from tick of
use. To restore her row er of fight.
she had to be exercised daily for sev-
eral weeks.

Many firstume visitors td the mu-
versity campus are startled to see stu-
dents and assistants from the rehab
center flying convalescing eagle! on
keg nylon fines. Looking like fanciful
kites created for some Chinese (mu-
rat the huge birds are tossed into the
air and Down over the heads eta stu.
dent boils that tun grown indifferent to
the sight. Their tenders run back and
forth. taking are that the lines at.
tat ted to the bads' legs do not become.
entangled in trees, These young pco-
Plc are more than cceePetent, and they
handle them avian charges with such
skill that one tends to forget that an
eagle an be dangerous.

Eagles kill with their feet. grasping
prey and driving their sharp talons
deep to reach vital organs. Their
hooked beaks are used primarily to
tear up food. but the Mkt eagle is quick
to learn that this tool can also serve as
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a weapon. Though the species is not
particularly aggressive (despite tales
that it camel off babies). Hatiautus
kuoottpkatus is so well armed that
great are must be taken by those who
handle it.

The release site chosen for Popsicle
and 11.59 was a high bluff overlooking
the Saint Croix Riven short distance
before that scenic waterway Fins the
Mississippi. At "the toss," each bud
flapped over the edge of the bank,
caught a thernul and then. looking like
a proud ship of the sky, sailed =Asti.
ally downstream.

As we watched Popsicle grow
small. Redig mused. 'lb think 1 al.
most gave up and put that bird down!"
A moment later he added. "People ask
me why I expend so much energy on
one eagle. Wee, here you see! It was
all worth it."

Worth it, indeed! I stood a long
time. straining for a last dirnpse of
those two birds, fit as NFL fullbacks,
gliduis off to mom the wild eagle weir'
lation.Sdergly. I wished them God.
speed and long lives.

Yet I knew their fates depended
not on my well wishes_but on the
perseverance of many dedicated ina
victuals woclune in various and se
ugly uncoordinated ways to rescue
the American bald eagle from its pre.
canous status. So many tasks need to
be earned out. Nests must be protect.
ed birds healed, money raised, roost
sites purchased. clucks hacked out.
captives bred.. populations morutorkd.
trees spared. Migrants counted the
public educated, taws enforced, the
environment cleaned up.

That is how the bald eagle can be
returned to America. My experience
in the Midwest has informed me that
therein no qiuckfix alternative. 0
J lope Ryden is a tenter. photogra
pkrr and naturatut. Her most scant
book is Bobcat Year.
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'1.!Y; lalisade Avenue
:ort ice, :;ey 07024

Jane 1C, 1)31t,

ac;Jccnttil.c .;ubconnittce onLealth
<nd the Environment

-ousc Office
.da.hin,tor.,s2;.C. 20515

Jear Neiresentative daxman:

urge youu to support E.A. t7)7 which will curb the use

of t..z. steel lebhold trap throughout the country thus limit-

ing the cruelties as shown by my enclosed photo.

As you may know, Now Jersey, my home state, has just

pissed a law prohibiting the use of the steel leghold trap.

lie in New Jersey, feeling as we'do about these traps, do not

wish the products of tr.:.vpi.-ig to be shipded through our state.

Very_ truly yourA,

Sandra L. Frost

Encl: 1
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AtsNIP
June 10, 1984

Subcommittee on Health and
The Environment

Rayburn House Office Building
Room 617 - Annex 1
Independence Ave. i South Capitol St. S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Gentlemen:

I would like to submit this written testimony urging
you to report favorably on H.R. 1797, Representative
Clarence Long's bill which bans the use of the leghold
trap for commercial use.

The steeljaw leghold trap inhumanely kills millions
of victims each year, many of them not the target animals.
Since they are not selective, these traps are inefficient
in solving problems that involve wild animals, such as
disease or population control.

Therefore, I urge you to move for the prohibition of
the use of this trap, which is already outlawed in over
fifty countries.

Sincerely, °

tAivi.4-sove
ANN T. KOROS
President

ATK/rth

U

ANIMAL RIGHTS KINSIIP, INC. 8513 CAPITAL 07 TEXAS 7WT.N. No.3028 AUSTIN. TX 78757
(512) 346-5.151
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July 17, 1964

STATEMENT FOR INCLUSION IN THE

HEARING RECORD ON H.R.,1797

The following written testimony is submitted in support of H.R. 1797, the bill

to ban the use of the steel-jaw leghold trap.

The steel-jaw leghold trap is responsible for the deaths of millions of

animals annually in the United States, although it has been banned in some 60

countries around the world. This crude device is by far the worse animal cruelty

of all and should be condemned for the simple reason that it is barbaric, while in

no manner necessary to the welfare of man.

The steel -Jaw leghold trap does not contribute to the control of wild animal

populations or disease, such as rabies. In fact, there is evidence :hat trapping in

itself causes instinctive over - breeding as compensation. The trap is non - selective,

catching whatever crosses its path, including endangered species, dogs and cats,

even children. There is no guarantee that those.angmals caught will be disease

carriers. Further, animals do nor normally need man's help to maintain a balance

between numbers and ,food. Balance occurs naturally through the interaction of

animal species with their environment. In those instances where control measures

are necessary due to human intervention and destruction of natural predators, we

oust target problem species only, and the solutions to specific problems must proceed

along enlightened, humane principles.

The Subcommittee on Health and the Environment is urged to give its full

support to H.R. 1797.

Resggctfully

t.4

Mary E. White
Vice President

ANIMAL RIGHTS KINSHIP, INC. P.O. BOX 9053 CLEARWATER, FLORIDA 33541
(813) 530-4287

7t8



Beauty
Without Cruelty

- International

Uni.ed States Branch
175 West 12th Street
New York N Y 10011
(212)989.8073

hns1.444
(404.414.1.116.4.

444
114 14 14.1 1.4.14....

11.1 14.4

1144. I 14.
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June 11, 1984

TESTIMONY ON H. R. 1 7 9 7

From Beauty Without Cruelty U.S.A., member society

of Beauty Without Cruelty International, which includes

twenty-five soc4eties in sixteen countries, affiliated

with the World Society for Protection of Animals.

Beauty Without Cruelty U.S.A. includes about 4500

members throughout all fifty states.

Our society strongly urges support of H.R. 1797 as a

step in reducing and hopefully eventually eliminating

the extremes of suffering imposed on millions of

wild animals annually for the production (mostly) of

nonessentials.

Now in the 1980s, there is a wide choice of replace-

ments for fur which are equally warm and some of which

provide equal.or better display, especially as they

have been produced humanely.

A study by Gregory H. Smith Ph.D. in 1976 demonstrated

that a simulated fur coil:. involves leas use of

fossil fuel than a fur coat, because of transportation

of the pelts from traplines to the various processers,

involving fuel for shipment. Besides, there are many

other well liked substitutes for fur.

A Doyle, Dane and Bornbach study (carried out by Henry

Swift Research Associates under DDB Research and Market-

ing) demonstrated in 1983 that two people out of five

did not buy fur because they considered it wrong to

kill animals for this. Eighty-five per cent of the

population said that they would be less likely to buy'

a product from a company that they believed to be
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Beauty
WithoutCiruelty
International

Testimony on H.R. 1797 continued, plus 2

United States B,anch
175 West 12th Street
New York.N.Y.10011 endangering animals in the wild. The'Rights of(212) 989.8073

Animals'is becoming a mainstream concept."

A. OA 4.44 WO IAA

I AA 11....

141..416.A.b

AAL.4

10.411...."4 oho As*

Fifty-two countries banned the steel-jawed leg hold
. trap in or before 1980. This places the present
position of the United States, with regard to
humane treatment of wildlife, behind most European
countries, as well as Morocco, Kenya, Jordan,

Portugal, Tunis, Hong Kong and Chile, among others
1. Asia, South America and Africa.

It has been demonstrated that there is no vay to
produce fur without suffering of animals, whether these
aro; trapped or intensively farmed. Therefore, Beauty
Without Cruelty is joined by the World Society for the
Protection of Animals and most other animal defense
societies in working to make the wearing of fur
socially unacceptable. Status symbols are matters
of opinion, and this opinion is rightly rejected by
mounting numbers of our population.

40-470 0 - 85 - 46

Ethel Thurston Ph.D.
U.S.A. Chairperaon

72 0



A Mika bm with moibm

Th* awe lamb, Wand with op.:alga:dila

Mo. Iv to A x.
Or* OIWIry ler IMdh NNW C..lo

So many people say they love animals, Yet wear
dead ones on their backs in the name of glamor 'lease Excuse

A b mok Cl bnotane *a aldltrommac Me For
BeautyWithout Approaching
Cruelty You.
International

was organized.

1. to educate thtpublic with facts.
2. to provide information about substitutes.

I want to combat crusibes in fashion and sub.
scribe to the Beauty Without Cruelty magazine.

Membership '51000
Student & Senior. 5D)

Name

Street

City Stat_ Zip

mail to:

Beauty Without Cruelty
175 West 12th Streit
New York. N.Y. 10011

'7 2 1 I see you are wearing fur.1 wonder If you know
how furs are obtained.

&twit° Yee minks Am rtheir heeds Wars?

May,. king Mkt bounaka mats blown onsavawn.

One method of killing minks is to place the ant.
mal In a box, then pour In chloroform. Dom by
untrained help, this method can distress and"
hurt the animal. YVhen the struggling store, the
mink is removed from the box and his head le
squeezed Into jar. Administered this way, such
death Is painful.



Ai Mimi" ni&chi na 71* phstioraphar saw 014 el the
i'mb on V* Mal 10"4 iwnt4 any *0 v mew /Witt,' *kw% bodiso owl ay.

Millions of furred animals ire "ranched" that is
raised In captivity The word "ranch" conjures up
a picture of free and open space, whored fur ran
then could be located at'42nd Street and Broad
wayl The animals are usually kept for their short
lives in very small wire-bottomed caw Ian
average rage for mink Is 1014 12 by 24 Indies/
and crowded into rows of sheds. Mawr' }rostra
hog of natural Instincts causes motions that are
painful to watch. About half of today's minks
are mutations which are strongly disposed to
serious chronicdisesses. including bleeding mem.
brand, painfully deformed sex organs, total
deafness, or a constant nervous habit of jerking
their heads. Knowledgable people believe that
ranched furs constitute an eon greeter cruelty
than trapped ones. The animals are killed as
Cheaply el potable by homemade electrocution
boxes, painful gassing, cyanide. decompression,
or cheap Injection by unskilled employees, The
fur market is highly competitive, and expensive,
humane euthanasia Is not a priority.

Besides ranching, tens of millions of animals
are caught every yeas in traps whtch slam shut.
holding them by one leg. The leg Is always badly
mangled, of ten broken with flesh torn. The little
animal struggles, terrified, and tries to free him.
self by biting at the hard, cold metal. He may Ile
them for weeks, since there is no possible way to
enforce regular cracking of trap fines.

Animals often starve, freeze, or are attacked by
predators. Some animals, especially females with
dependent young, gnaw off their trippedleet to
escape. They rarely survive long with this inlury,

Other animal; are caught In snares which strangle
them or hang then by one leg. Water animals are
caught In traps which drown thim. After careful
nudy. It has teen found that the so-calico
"instant k,11" naps sometimes take hours to sill

or mutilate without killing.

The INK NO. Si Ni anMt act M wai)re lor Na fan.

When you buy a fur coat, if it is beaver, coyote,
ermine, fisher, fox, lynx, marten, muskrat, epos
sum, otter, rabbit, raccoon, skunk, squirrel or
wolf, the likelihood is that the fur came from
an animal that was trapped.

e8,107 Canadian seal pups and adults were
scheduled to Ca clubbed In 1963. After ten years
of inquiry. there Is still no official agreement as
to whether many of these sears are still Con.
scions when skinned.

it SAS been confirmed that some animals on
foreign continents are killed by Insertion of a
red hot metal red In the anus

Do you want to cause each Suffering? Of course
yOu dont But buying or even wearing fur en
courages and subsidizes all of this It IS well

722

Melt in impholi tap ION car pound frectunk

imam by now that Synthetic furs woods as
muds warmth as real furs. Many arctic explorers
wear quitted parkas or fake turs in sits zero
temperatures.

Today's woman who Is compassionate as Well as
stylish does as Brigitte Bardot, Betty White,
Gretchen Wylef. Doris Day, Maeda hereon and
many other celebrities dorefuse to have fur
Items In their wardrobe

The aim of this appeal is to awaken your con
science to the Inconceivable agonies which are
not told you by your furrier. The horror and de.
suuction will only stop when the public stop
buying fur.

if you ere not wearing fur, out instead one of
the excellent maxeheneve furs, pleas* excuse
my mistake.
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June 11th, 1984

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
Rayburn House Office Building

'Independence Avenue & South Capitol Street SW
Washington DC. 20515

Dear sirs;

This is a written testimony in favour of H.R. 1797, a bill to end the use of steeljaw
leghold traps.

The subcommittee must be aware of (he agony which the trap causes. Animals biting
their own legs off. Animals waiting in fear, frozen and starved, for someone.to "visit"
the trap only to be clubed to death. Up to 75% of the animals caught in leghold traps are
not of the species intended, a cruel inconsiderate waste which is inconsistenteven with
the deathly purpose of trapping.

Trapping is exploitation for profit: Exploitationof animals in a :ruel and most extreme
form as well as exploitation of rural lower income families. The poor are encouragectto
torture and kill, for extra Income, in order to produce fur coats which only a small
percentage of the population could ever afford.

We must come to the point where Wildlife Management is directed not only towards
cor.sumptIon (trappers etc.) but towards keeping and protecting the environment for Its
own oaks and for the majority of the public (which is non-consumptive). A Yale
University study shows that 78% of the population oppose trapping, surely the
subcommittee will not defy the people's voice.

It is time to stop wildlife Mismanagement. Prohibiting the commerce of the leghold trap
is in the public interest. It is time to cater to those of his who do not kIll,torture and
exploit and who can live in peace with our environment

Avi Itagidaff
Haicidoff

Cohn Straub
Ilene Jacobson

New York, NY

723
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NATIONAL BOARD
OF FUR FARM ORGANIZATIONS

Jun. 11, 1984

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman, Chairman

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
House Committee on Energy and Cosneroe
512 House Annex #1
Washington, D. C. 20512

,tks2V 1414) 78

Sint 120
450 N. Su ray Slope Rd.
litook17 d. Wu. Boas

Dear Congressman unman:

As a 39-year-old educational organization repree
farmers of the United States, we wish to state our, position to H2 1797,
which would directly affect consent in wild

It night sees that sen and women who prody6e mink and fim furs on family
farms from coast to coast might sececono benefits to then in the elim-
ination of wild furs from the market piaci. This is far free the truth.
The fur industry cannot survive without faring both wild said farm-raised furs.

Any penalty or restriction Imposed cnithe movement of wild furs would directly
-affect adversely the market for furs -raised furs. Passage of H2 1797 doubtless
would foster further legislation which would ban the movement of.farm-rained iUrs.

Wink have been raised on U. S. farms sines 1861, foxes since early in the
20th oentury. Yandly fur Ursa extend from coast to coast, including your
State of California. In addition, sink and fax farms consume yearly millions of
dollars worth -of agricultural and industrial byproducts, inolgting otherwise
valueless poultry and fish offal free California. Increasingly, the mink is being
used as a research model for the study, of certain serious human health problems,
including balm infertility and unknown viruses. important work in this area
is oonduoted in California.

(ing the mink and fox

More than 62% of U. S. sink fur is exported, oontributing some 94 minim. dollars
annually to this Nation's crucial balance-of-payments. Our farmers believe st..:TILT
in and support oonservation and the Weans treatment of animals. Any action which
threatens one segment of the American fur industry threatens all the others,
including featly fur farming. its Departments of Agrioultire end Commerce can
attest to the economic importance of U. S. family fur fares.

Thank you for considering this statement of our opposition to ER 1797.

Cordially, t/-

jttA,e.t

'Nude w. aaith
Administrative Officer

7,24
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Rep..Waxman,Ohdir .1

Subootmittee on Health A the Environment
Rayburn Houa Offioe Bldg. Room 2415
Independenoe Av. a South Capitol St. SW -

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Rep. Waxman:

People for Animal Rights (PAR) of Syraouse, New York is

pleseedgethat you are holding hearings on H.R. 1797, whioh

would plaoe restriotions on the use of the steel leghold trap.

We support the bill.

We are aRrassroots organization in upstate New York whioh

began in the fall of 1982 around the issue of the steel loghold

trap. PAR opposes the mutilation or killing of animals for

sport or profit. We find it partioularly repugnant that young

ohil cli ren are reoruited as the next generation of trpppera with

the assiatanoe of tax- funded entities, suoh as the NYS Depart-

720

People for 142 W Nerd An.

Animal Syclun, NY 13105

itIghts 4184521, 4,5-COO2

June 12, 1984

ment of Environmental Conservation and Cooperative Extension.

Although upstate New York is a trapping area, wo have re-

oeived ooneiderable publio support for our oaapaign against

the trap. A reoont aspeot of our campaign has been to oolleot

signatures on petitions (sample petition enoloeed). In a few

weeks, we oolleoted almost 1,000 signatures.

Please inolude our statement and the attaohments in the

reoord. Thank you.

We will be following this legislative matter with great

interest.

2'.

Attaohments:
oopies of letters from professionals against the steel leghold trap

sample petition

725'
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De. George D. Whitney
Oakwood loads
Orange. Connecticut .)6477

Dear Dr. Whitney.

Institute ofHuman tprigIns
7700 Bancroft Way

Boitery Califorata 91701
(41518150133
(11518450131

Director Dr Donald C tolianson

January 3. 1953
45

tinny tlaanka for your fund letter of De.eabor 6. in which you corsaent
en ay "Notate" series. It has been n very rewarding venture for
me since I have alwaya been avidly interested in natural history
sine I was a child crowing up in Hartford.

T.tre are kw .leviee, .a.. brutal as the ateel jawed leghoad trap.
I tint! .t ab.ol.ately wohellevable that it is still in corawan
wilopa. al ste"...q...itily by people who ehow such compassion furI aaa..11 of late. There ...at he no deadat whataopvet. th4:

tat( t serlous and alscrobie pain to those animals
arit.h o-o. .raprea in the deal:p.a. I hive seen animals in pain
..ad then scream out on tine African ',waned. Yea. ahlaala
..el I tia agony. 33 we Jo. Lot those proponent ,. of the
:a. of lea I r .apa aher *pant! to 1.....aa

I
trapped and aa. then

it ant va, eaten.. pain. No. W.1111 r "a II. ne-t fan I
10..v1 "01 al, t.tinaa ated. .arbar..... use total ay InOaraue.

..1 t ar 'ith ), ...ore as t ....alv the at, el j l..thold
f ....111 '. a. untc1-Able to nalOy thalt UCh

1 f 11 t,t, a kiln I'DKaa fttf st141 I
a eatnal. ..near ..11. %It, tai brain..

. a.. .e' the et:, oatute al J.,. h

t lk hl ..but b.a.t wtahus, .

ta to .

:ant or I

;both . 1'7 ph.p
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NEW YORK ZOOLOGICA SOCIETY
"ww 7o.loime Pad,
's' Yoe eAywilOm

Ammullicwachamt(mmlauont.n4,
(.bola l awamouv. Mat" 10tilto

May 24, 1982

Dr. George D. Whitney
Oakwood Road
Orange, Ct. 04477

Dear Dr. Whitney:

I em most sympathetic with your stand against the use of leg-hold traps
in the State of Connecticut. In the past years I have testified in New
York State against their use, but the trappers and fur dealers have
always won their case.

I have always argued that trapping is non-selective. Even experienced
trappers will agree that many non - target species .re frequently caucht
and killed. This loss of life can be especially significant when
diminishing species are involved.

The most tragic aspect of trapping, however, is- the torment and Suffering
trapped animals must endure before dying or being killed by their captors.
I am acutely aware of the anxiety and fear wild animals can feel when
captured in leg-hold traps by my fourteen years of experience dealing
with over one hundred thirty species of mammals. They react in a way
which is entirely foreign to domestic animals unless they are severely
injured or badly frightened. This emotional distress is significant
enough, but the greater sensitivity of many of these animals to painful
physical stimuli is even more significant. I would never agree with the
argument that "lower" mammals are less responsive to painful stimuli.
In the many cases I have seen involving injured oe trapped wild animals,
they respond acutely and severely to physical insult. They cry out in
pain, they bite or lick the painful area, and whin they cannot relieve
their suffering, they lie quietly while becoming more and more depressed.

Mumans utich unuld undergo a sisilar situation would react the same
way, only other people would understand their anguish because of the
words which would be uttered or screamed.

I hope that the State of Connecticut responds positively to our pleas,
for they are the translations into words of the cries of our trapped
friends.

72.7

Sincerely yours,

EmIT-P lkiensek, D.V.M.
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"On the question of whether animals feel pain, of
course they do. any animal that did not would not live very
long, would be unlikely to leave offspring, and would there-
fore be most unfit! Moreover, the nervous structures for
sensing and responding ta pain in other animals are very similar
to our own.

"Therefore, in my 'opinion wp would need the strongest
possible justifidation for inflicting pain on them.

"It is often Lrgued that trapping is required to
prevent the continued increase in animal numbers, with tae
attendant economic and other threats to ourselves, and hence
that any means justifies this end - including the use of an
unquestionably painful, if efficient, trap like the leghold.
I would argue that trapping is ineffective in controlling
natural populations, because typically wild animal populations
are effectively regulated by natural factors, including their
own density, and do not go on increasing forever.

"The resilience of wild populations makes it very
difficult to argue for a total ban on trapping, but it also
means that it is nearly impossible to depress permanently a
population by means of trapping. Thus, we can't Justify using
the leghold trap because it won't do the job any more than
will anotber sort of trap.

"If by trapping we reduce populations to the size
where they will grow quickly, then 'a lot of immature'and
presumably susceptible animals will enter the population each
year. This would increase the likelihood of transmission by
youngsters that have not had a chance to become immune. Extensive
tiWping may therefore aggravate rather than alleviate the
spread of disease.

"In conclusion, populations usually are naturally
regulated and do not go on increasing forever. Normally
trapping will not provide permanent control of numbers, or
even put a brake on the spread of disease. In the face of
these conclusions, and knowing that animals are capable of
suffering, we are scarcely justified in continuing to use
a method of trapping that undoubtedly inflicts consinerable
pain."

John A. W. Kirsch
Associate Curator in Mammalogy
Museum of Comparative. Zoology
Rm. 514
Harvard University
Cambridge, MA 02138

72$
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2.

3.

TO: COHUTTEE ON CONSERVATION AND RECREATION
ONONDAGA COUNTY LEGISLATURE -

Trapper training courses should not be taught in tax
funded facilities, such as the Cooperative Extension
and Beaver Lake Nature Center.

Also, use of leg hold traps for the purposes of sport
or profit should be banned in Onondaga County.

Please introduce legialative and/or administra4ive
measures that would correct these inhumane practices.

Thank you.

4.

5.

6.

7.

0.

9. ,

729
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NORTH CAROLINA NETWORK FOR ANIMALS, Inc.
P.O. BOX 33565

RALEIGH, NC 27606

919 787 5190

15 June 1984

To: Members of Subcommittee on Health 6 the Environment

from' North Carolina NetWork for Animals, Inc.

Subject; H. R. 1797: Testimony for Aclusion in permanent record of hearings

We are writing to strongly urge you
to give H. R. 1797 a favorable report. Our

members are very much against any form of leghold trap.

A Yale University study shows that at least 79 per cent of the American people
oppose the leghold trap.

Trappers constitute a very small percentage of the population -- and few of these
are "professionals," so that in effect there are a lot of amateurs out in the woods
setting out devices which pose a real slaager

not only to "target" animals but also to
many others, including domestic animals and livestock -- and for that matter, people.

In the name of democracy and decency,
we respectfully request that you give

this bill a favorable report.

Nancy B. Rich

President

CtO.L41 g''-'1Adi

730
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Congrt of Me ?finite) 6tateZ
Vougo of Atpretentatibes

gautgnsiton. D.C. 20515

July 30, 1984

Dear Mr. Chairman:

wrr
imon ono.. May

Oc. Sit
ma. Poo aaR asses.

VII U a COMMD.11
Wurerm. MM.

11.11. Come NO, M.N.

IL ISOM
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Aeu Com

W. Mow
WMU Wm.14 Vraftmnes 91114.1

AAY Cle. NO, 11.4111

It has been brought to my attention that on Friday,
August 3, your Subcommittee will be holding a hearing on
H.R. 1797, legAslation that would ban the use of leg-hold
or steel-jaw traps on animals for commercial purposes.

In anticipation of that, I am enclosing correspondence
I have received from my constituents, Mr. and Mrs. Brent B.
Geary and Ur, and Mrs. Michael Gregory, and would respectfully
request that if at' all possible their ,'iows in support of this
legislation be made a part of the hearing record.

With appreciation for your consid tion of this request
and with best personal regrrds.

Thoma4 S. Foley
Uembk,r of Congress

The Honorable Henry Waxman, Chairman
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
Committee or, Energy and Commerce
United States House of Representatives
2418 Rayburn Building
Washington, D. C. 20515
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East 3907 Ilth Avenue
Spokane, WA 99202
May 30, 19

The Honorable Thomas Foley
United States House of Representatives
1201 Longworth House 02fice Building ."

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Foley:

We urgently request your cosponsorship and/or strong support
of H.R. 1797 which is designed to ban the use of leghold traps
on animals for commercial purposes. It is our understanding
that H.R. 1797 is to. be heard on June 11 in the Subcommittee
on Health and the Environment and any and all supportive ac-
tions which you will take on behalf of the bill will be most
appreciated.

Thank you, Congressman Foley, for your support of H.R. 179T.

Respectfu

/6rokfr. 06k-k,
Roberta L. G
Brent B. Clea

ry
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Hay 29, 1984

Congressman Thomas Foley
"Longworth House Office Building, Suite 1201
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Foley:

Please do all within your power to support the passage of
H.R. 1797, Clarence Long's bill which is aimed at .ending
the use of steel-jaw, leghold traps on animals in the
United States for commercial purposes. We believe that
this is a sound in&humane piece of legislation and your
efforts in its favor will be ,rmly appreciated.

Again, we urge your support of H.R. 1797.

Sincerely,

&101

'Michael & Nancy Gregory
E. 3410 13th Ave.
Spokane, WA 99202
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SOUTHEASTERN SECTION'

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY

July 31, 1964

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman, Chairman
House Subcommittee on Health and

the Environment
2418,Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515.

Dear Representative Waxman:

-

LL4

1

0

E SUCAIY

The Southeastern Section of The Wildlife Society strongly opposes
H.R. 1797 which is designed to eliminate the use of leg hold traps within
this nation and abroad.

The Southeastern Section of The Wildlife Society is a professional
organization made up of over 600 wildlife biologists and other wildlife
professionals from fourteen southeastern states dedicated to sound manage-
ment and conservation of our wildlife resources.

As vildlife professionals, we have a strong interest in insuring that
the most effective means are available for managing this nation's wildlife.
The leg hold trap is the most appropriate tool for the harvest and manage-
ment of furb . In addition the leg hold trap is the most efficient
means of capture of certain species of wildlife including fox, bobcat and
coyote for research purposes. The leg hold trap is the only effective means
to control many wildlife depredation problems. Over the last decade, the
coyote has become increasingly abundant within the southern states. With
this population increase, livestock predation by coyotes has increased in
the South. Techniques to control coyotes out west such as aerial shooting
and coyote getters would be ineffective in our southern habitats. The leg
hold trap is the only tool that wildlife professionals can recocmend foe
control of the coyote in the South. While there have been efforts to develop
a substitute means of capturing animals, there is at this time no suitable
substitute to the leg hold trap for capture of some types of animals.

Historically, states have been the regulatory authority over the
management of resident wildlife. H.R. 1797 will remove from the states
the primary, if not their only effective means to manage their wildlife
resources. Therefore, state authority will be usurped if this bill is
passed by Congress.

The Southeastern Section of The Wildlife Society believes it is
total mistake to either eliminate or restrict the use of the leg hold trap
until such time as an effective; thoroughly field tested alternative is
available.

As Natural Resources managers, we therefore urge your opposition
to H.R. 1797. We request that this letter be placed to the hearing record,

If we can provide you with more detailed information or if you have
any questions, please contact me.

Sincerely,

Joe Kurz, President

Southeastern Section
The Wildlife Society
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NI.SSACIIESETTS AUDUBON SOCIETY
UNCOLN. MASSACHUSETTS 01773 TEL 81723114303

August 3, 1984
To Congressman Henry Waxan, Chairman

House Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

WRITTEN TESTIMONY OF 11.11.1797

Submitted for the record by Dr. Gerard A. Bertrand, on behalf of
the Massachusetts Audubon Society

My name is Dr. Gerard A. Bertrand and I as pleased, as President of the Massachu-
setts Audubon Society, to present written testimony for the record regarding H.R.
1797 which proposes to further regulate steel jaw traps on animals in the United
States and abroad.

The Massachusetts Audubon Society is the oldest and largest state-based environ-
mental organization in the United States with a current membership of approximately
70,000 Individual*. One of our major goals since our founding in 1896 has been to
promote the vise and balanced stewardship of living natural resources throughout the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. We address this goal through strong advocacy,
conservation, education and research efforts.

We do not oppose the wise use of living natural resources for human needs as long
as such uses are humane, do not diminish renewable resources available for future
generations, and as long as those times do not lead to the degradation of natural
ecosystems in the Commonwealth.

We have long been concerned that the steel jaw leghold trap is an inhumane means
of harvesting furbearers and that this type of trap can frequently capture, injure,
and even kill non-target species such as rare birds and mammals as well as domes-
ticated animals. For these reasons, we supported state legislation passed by the
Massachusetts General Court in 1973 prohibiting the use of steel jaw leghold traps
on dry land except under very limited circumstances and in the water only if "all
reasonable. care is taken to insure thathe mammal dies by drowsing in a minimum
length of time." These regulations also limit the use of conibear body-gripping
traps. The use of ,onibeac traps was restricted because they quickly kill trapped
animals and their use on land would endanger non-target species; in the water, they
are generally used to obtain muskrats in Massachusetts.

Experience with these state regulations has generally been favorable and the use
of steel jaw leghold traps has been significantly limited in Massachusetts. We
believe that H.R. 1797 would still further limit the use of such traps in Massachu-
setts and create continuing economic disincentives for their use. We belive, how-
ever, that the legislation should go further to discourage the use of conibear
body - gripping traps in areas, especially on land, where they might endanger non-

target wildsand domesticated species.

73 5
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An important function of H.R. 1797 is to sake more humane methods of trapping
furbearers economically viable and competitive in the.marketplace. By restrict-
ing only one type of inhumane trapping device, the use of other, similar damag-
ing devices may be inadvertently encouraged. On the other hand, potentially
humane modifications of existing traps, such as the "soft-grip" leghold traps
currently being developed should not be discouraged if such traps can be proven
to be husane. They may provide a potential viable alternative to the use of
kill traps, such as the conibear, on land. A possible means of addressing the
latter problem would be to clarify the definition of steel jaw leghold traps to
exclude "soft-grip" traps from limiting regulations in the event that they can be
proven to be humane.

Unfortunately, federal legislation in ,he wildlife area is often regarded by states
as infringing upon their sovereign righta. Every effort should be made to reduce
such potential areas of conflict because they encourage litigation which may re-
duce the effectiveness of the legislation. We suggest a provision should be added
to H.R. 1797 allowing states to use steel-jawed leghold traps in those few cases
where such traps must be used for emergency damage control, or for legitimate
research purposes. We believe that such an exemption would reduce the "states'
rights" Issue and opposition in relation to the legislation.

In our opinion, H.R. 1797, with strengthening amendments as suggested above, would
be a positive and workable approach to a continuing problem. We also believe that
the use of more humane methods would greatly reduce the degree of public polari-
zation around this issue, which has had negative impacts upon all sectors of the
environmental/conservation community.

cc: dongreasmanEdward J. Markey
Congressman John J. Moakley
Congressman Eduard P. Boland
Mr. John McLaughlin, Subcommittee Counsel

Ms. Christine Stevens. Society for Animal Protective Legislation

40-470 0 - 85 - 47 73 6
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AUGUST 6 1984.

Reference was made to the test of the EZYONEM
trap by the N.Y.S.D.E.C.

A study was done in 1977 that was designed to
prove that the steel trqpkwas indispensible rather
than to see if the leg,(WAYa feasible replacement.

I submit one of the actual traps used in the 1977
study and one of todays EZYONEMS for comparison.

In the test the original EZYONEM trap was modified
without my consent or knowledge and in one phase
a,coon was held in the trap within a 4x4x8 wire cage
and allowed to drage a thirteen ( 13 ) pound
concrete block up the sides and around the cage.
The people doing this test should have been charged
with cruelty to animals. Many of the positive results
of the EZYONEM were left out of the final write up.

Some years later after the EZYONEM had gone through
many changes and a patent was pending, some of the
people working for the N.Y.S.D.E.C. did publicly
display photographs and literature in what I believe
was a deliberate attempt to jeopardise the patent
under17the premature disclosure laws.

E.T.DAVIES

'7 3
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August 9, 1984

COWtN W COWA*02

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF THE LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE AND
FISHERIES TO 'OUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT
ON HR1797, A BILL TO BAN LEGHOLD TRAPS

The Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries has legal
responsibility and authority for the management of the renewable
wildlife resources of the state. In Louisiana, legislation and
active fur management date back to the early 1900's. As with all
state wildlife agencies our Department's basic goal is the wise
utilization of our fur resources through sound wildlife management
principles.

. This bill represents just the opposite and would eliminate
the harvest and management of the fur resources and the industry
in Louisiana as well as the rest of the United States. The State
of Louisiana strongly opposes this bill.

Fur animals are harvested for a number of reasons including;
the use of an economically valuable renewable resource, to reduce
the spread of disease, and to protect wildlife habitat from over-
utilization =Id damage.

The majority of the 2 million animals trapped annually in
Louisiana are taken with leghold traps. This harvest, worth an
average of $13 million annually and as much as $25 million in some
years, provides a major portion of the. income to over 6,000 families
in coastal Louisiana. We license an average of 12,000 trappers each
year. Louisiana continues to lead the nation in fur production.

Our vast coastal marshes and swamps re responsible for this
tremendous productivity. This same wetland habitat serves as
wintering grounds for millions of waterfowl each year and produces
1.5 billion pounds of fisheries products valued at hundreds of millions
of dollars annually. Our coastal wetlands also provide habitat for
numerous species of other wildlife.

AA EAIAI OH* ho.ty
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Muskrat and nutria when over-populated destroy thousands,
of acres of marsh vegetation by over-utilization. The leghold
trap and the economic incentive of the fur industry help.protect
and maintain this extremely valuable wildlife habitat. Commercial
trapping with leghold traps reduces muskrat and nutria densities
thus avoiding over-population. Through subsidence, natural erosion,
saltwater intrusion, flood control and channelization we are losing
coastal marshes. The passage of this bill would stop trapping by
prohibiting leghold traps and the shipment of fur, thus destroying
the fur industry. This inturn would allow severe marsh damage from
over-population of furbearers and accelerate the loss of wetland
habitat.

This bill is based on misguided emotion and in no way can bu
considered wildlife conservation. The management of resident
wildlife resources must remain at the state level where professional
biologists are collecting data and making decisions based on local
conditions.

The Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries strongly
opposes this legislation and asks that you consider carefully the
unacceptable consequences of the bill.

. %-.1.

J. Hu on Angelle
Secretary

732
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DEPARTMENT OF

INLAND FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE
554 STRUT
STATS HOUS5 STATION AI
AUGUSTA. AWNS 04333

The Honorable Olympia J. Snows
133 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, O.C. 20515

Dear Representative? Snows:

August 9, triii

I am writing to express my concern with H.R. 1797, bill to end the use
of the steel jaw foothold traps on animals In the United States and abroad. S. 2389Is a sinter bill In the senate. Trapping Is part of our Maine heritage and provided
Income I nearly one million dollars per year to $000 licensed Maine trappers the
last twci years. At this time, there is nesultable substitute for the foothold trap for
cloturing many species. Without this tool, we will be unable to manage and harvest
turbos's, popelaticea and control wildlife damage. In addition, much of our research
to ensure the motility°, furb populations requires the use of foothold traps to
capture, mark, and release unharmed the indlilluals studied.

Hearings were schodultd for H.R. 1797 for August 3rd. With over 100 SPOSSOrs,
this bill is a serious challenge to those states who continue to manage and rely on
renewable natural IIISOUICSS. I ask you to join Me In opposing this legislation. If
appropriate, please have this letter entered as part of the hearing record.

If you have question, or if I can help in any way, please contact ma.

Sincerely,

OHM/wb
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North Dakota Chapter

THE WILMLIFE SOCIETY

Honorable Fenry A. Waxman. Chairman
Vous. Subccmeittee on Health and the Drrironetent
2418 Rayburn House Mice Building
Washington. D. C. 20515

Dear Representativeliamaul:

The North Laketa Chapter of The Wildlife Society is ocaprised of over
three hundred professionals in the fisheries, vildlife, and natural
resource field. Car members include biologists. educators. and natural
resource agency administrators employed by Stat.. Federal and private
organisations.

It? North Lakota Chapter of The Wildlife Society is opposed to H. R. 1797.
a bill to prohibit the shipment of lachcad traps and the shipment of all
furs of animals taken in leghold traps. Trapping is an effective and prealar
settled for Nana -ing and using the Nation's erildlife resources. Trepoing
aith leghcld traps allots for-the harvest of fUrbeerer populatices, provides
a measure of °cm* -ol of wildlife clang's, and prmrides economic benefits
tc the imay tb.usendm of individuals who trap..

Please includettis letter in the hearing record. If the Korth fakria
Osepter or The Wildlife Society can provide arty further infreeation
this 11030, rises' ocntact me.

Sitteare ly.

-m
Nike PitObroe. President
North Dakota Chapter of
lb* Wildlife Scoisty

Oedemata/ te the who we 14.ILLesterel to
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FUN 11,COSITu. 1.10 THE HEARINGS RECOROON H. R. 1797
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ENO TO THE TvAIoNE OF ANIMALS CAUGHT IN STEEL -JAR TRAPS. I STILL HAVE
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/.A.1 at ....IT IT ..1ULU bE LIRE TO HAVE A HAND CAUGHT IN A CAR DOOR

*4110.001 'ERIE, THE COMPARISON IS REAL'
SHOJLI. aATIo REPRESENT TORTURING ANIMALS FOR PROFIT? I DONT
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AMUSEMENT PARK SAFETY

MONDAY, AUGUST 6, 1984

HOUSE OF REP14.3ENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:50 a.m., in room
2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry A. Waxman
(chairman) presiding.

Mr. WAXMAN. The subcommittee will please come to order.
Today the subcommittee will receive testimony on legislation to

restore jurisdiction of the Consumer Product Safety Commission
over rides located In amusement parks.

Each year millions of Americans enjoy the thrills and entertain-
ment of amusement parks. They are thrown, juggled, and spun
often at speeds and velocity that would challenge an astronaut.

These rides vary in their complexity. They can range from the
simple water slide to the most sophisticated rollercoaster. The
public enjoys these rides under the assumption that they are safe,
that they are well maintained and their operators experienced.
This is not an unreasonable expectation. It is one which amuse-..
ment park operators certainly share.

Our concern today is that even at our forest amusement parks
accidents canand havetragically happened. It in the public's
interest and certainly that of amusement park owners that these
risks be minimized:

The subcommittee has been troubled for several years about a
loophole in Federal law regarding the safety of amusement park
rides. The Consumer Product Safety Act provides that Federal ju-
risdiction over amusement park rides is limited to rides located in
traveling circuses or carnivals. Rides located in amusement or
theme parks are exempt from Federal regulation.

This is a dangerous legal anomaly. The Consumer Product Safety
Commission could order a defective ride repaired if it were located
in a traveling circus. The agency would be prohibited from having
the same ride repaired if it were located in an amusement park.

If the owner of a carnival ride believes it may contain a defect
which could create a substantive product hazard he is required to
report to the CPSC. The owner of an identical ride, containing the
same defect, would have, no obligation to report if the ride was lo-
cated in an amusement park.,

This distinction is illogical. It does not enhance consumer safety.
Summer is the amusement park's biggest season. More Ameri-

cans will visit an-..:sement parks, and patronize their rides than at
(739)
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any other time of the year. It is critical to the success of this indus-
try that consumers maintain their confidence in the safety of
amusement park rides.

Exempting amusement park rides from even the most minimal
level of Federal safeguards does not heighten consumer confidence
or trust.

Without objection, copies of H.R. 5788, H.R. 5790, and H.R. 5982
will be printed in the record at this tame.

[The text of H.R. 5788, H.R. 5790, and H.R. 5982 follows:]

745,
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NTH CONGRESS
2D SESSION . R. 5788

To amend the Consumer Prcduct Safety Act to make that Act applicable to
amusement devices permanently fixed to a site.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JUNE 6, 1984

kir PORTER introduced the following bill; whicsh was referred to the Committee
on Energy and Commerce

A BILL
To amend the Consumer Product Safety Act to make that Act
applicable to amusement devices permanently fixed to a site.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That section 3(i)(1) of the Consumer Product Safety Act (15

4 U.S.C. 2052) is amended (1) by striking out ", and which is

5 not permanently fixed to a site" and inserting in lieu thereof

6 "and which is permanently or not permanently fixed to a
7 si,?", and (2) by striking out the sentence beginning "Such

8 term does not include".

0
..

,
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I

. R. 5790
To amend the Consumer Product Safety Act to strengthen the authority of the

Consumer Product Safety Commission over amusement devices.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JUNE 6, 1984

Mr. SIMON (for himself and Mr. HYDE) introduced the following hill, which was
referred to the Committee on Energy and Commerce

A BILL
To amend the Consumer Product Safety Act to strengthen the

authority of the Consumer Product Safety Commission over

amusement devices.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assernbkd,

3 That (a) section 3(a)(1) of the Consumer Product Safety Act

4 (15 U.S.C. 2052) is amended-

5 (1) by striking out "Such term includes" and in-

6 sorting in lieu thereof "Such term includes, except fir

7. purposes of sections 7 and 8,";

8 (2) by striking out ", which is customarily" and

9 inserting in lieu thereof "and which is ,customarily";

74/
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2

1 (3) by striking out ", and which is not permanent-

2 ly fixed to a site"; and

3 (4) by striking out the sentence beginning "Such

4 term does not include".

5 (b) Section 16(a) of ,such Act (15 U.S.O. 2065(a) is

6 amended by adding at the end the following: "Officers and

7 employees of the Commission may make inspections under

8 this subsection with respect to amusement devices perma-

9 nently fixed to a site only if the government of the State in

10 which such inspections would be carried out does not have

11 the authority to make such inspections.".

12 SEC. 2. Section 16(a) of such Act is further amended by

13 inserting "(1)" after "(a)" and by adding at the end the fol-

14 lowing:

15 "(2) Officers and employees duly designated by the

16 Commission may inspect, at reasonable times and in a rea-

l? sonable manner-

18 "(A) the site of any accident in which there was

19 personal injury and which involved a consumer prod-

20 uct, and

21 "(B) any consumer product involved in such an

22 accident.

23 Such an inspection may only be made upon presenting appro-

24 priate credentials and a written notice from the Commission

25 to the owner, operator, or agent in charge of the site or prod-

HR 5790 Hi

74 8
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,
1 uct to be inspected. Each such inspection shall be corn-

2 menced and completed with reasonable promptness.".

0
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.R. 5982
To amend the Consumer Product Safety Act to strt..gthen the authority of the

Consumer Product Safety Commission over amusement parks.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JUNE 29, 1984

Mr. OCARINI introduced the foaming bill, which was referred to the Committee
on Energy and Commerce

A BILL
To amend the Consumer Product Safety Act to strengthen the

acthority of the Consumer Product Safety Commission ove\

amusement parks.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 titres of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That section 3(a)(1) of the Consumer Product Safety Act (15

4 U.S.C. 2052) is amended-

5 (1) by striking out ", which is customarily" and

6 inserting in lieu thereof "and which is customarily";

7 (2) by striking out ", and which is not permanent-

8 ly fixed to a.site"; and

9 (3) by amending the sentence beginning "Such

10 term does not include" to read as follows: "Such term
,. ,
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2

1 also includes any amusement building or other facility

2 which is located on the same premises as an amuse-

3 tent device described in the preceding sentence.".

4 SEC. 2. (a) Section 16(a) of such Act (15 U.S.C.

5 2065(a)) is amended by striking out "and" at the end of para-

6 graph (1), by striking out the period at the end of paragraph

7 (2) and inserting in lieu thereof "; and", and by striking out

8 the last sentence and inserting in lieti thereof the following:

9 , "(3) to inspect, at reasonable times and in a rea-

10 sonable manner, amusement devices described in sec-

11 don 3(a)(1) and amusement buildings or other facilities'

12 located on the same premises as such devices.

13 Each such inspection shall be commenced and completed

14 with reasonable promptness.".

15 (b) Such section is further amended by inserting "(1)"

16 after "(a)" and by adding at the end the following:

17 "(2) Officers and employees duly designated by the

18 Commission may inspect, at reasonable times and in a'rea-

19 sonable manner
,

20 "(A) the site of any accident in which there was

21 personal injury and which involved a consumer prod-

' 29 uct, and

23 "(B) any consumer product involved in such an

24 accident.
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3

1 Such an inspection may only be made upon presenting appro-

2 priate credentials "and a written notice from the Commission

3 to the owner, operator, or agent in charge of the site or prod-

4 uct to be inspected. Each such inspection shall be com-

5 menced and completed with reasonable promptness.".
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Mr. WAXMAN We have legislation pending 'introduced by Con-
gressman Frank Guarini from the State of New Jersey, who is a
Congressman representing the district where cne of the worst
amusement park tragedies took place, at the haunted house. He has
introduced H.R. 5982 and has asked us to put his statement in the
record. He could not be with us today.

Without objection, that will be the order.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Guarini follows:]

TZSTIMONY OF HON. FRANK J. GUARINI

It is a pleasure to give testimony to the Subcommittee on Health and the Environ-
ment on the subject of amusement park safety. I want to thank this subcommittee
for holding a hearing on this issue, and I want to expressly thank the distinguished
chairman of this subcommittee, Mr. Waxman, for inviting me to testify.

After reviewing the facts it is clear to me that it is vital for the Consumer Prod-
uct Ezdety Commission to regain the authority it lost in 1981 to inspect fixed-site
amusement centers. I have introduced legislation, H.R. 5982, to extend C'SC juris-
diction to fixedeite amusement facilities, and to allow this independent agency the
ability to inspect both amusement devices and amusement facilities on the premises
of these parks.

Each year tens of millions of Americans attend amusement and theme parks.
They are a prime attraction for millions of children and teenage Americans. When
families enter these parks they have the right to expect the safest possible environ-
ment. And yet, this is often not the case.

On May 11, the haunted castle at Six Flags Great Adventure in Jackson, New
Jersey caught fire The castle, a series of trailers, burned to the ground killing eight
area teenagers. While this is the moat serious catastrophe at an amusement center,
it is not an isolated incident. In 1982, the Consumer Product Safety Commission re-
ported 12,384 injuries at amusement parks.

The shocking incident at Great Adventure did cast light on the uneven patchwork
of State and local ordinances that apply to amusement parks around our country.
As we know, at the .present time there are no Federal safety standards or Federal
inspection of fixed site amusement attractions. Since this authority was removed
from the jurisdiction of the Consumer Product Safety Commission Li 1981, injuries
at these parks have increased by fifty percent.

What we have in place are State and local regulations that vary from area to
area Of special note is thc fact that due to the space requirements for largo-stale
amusement parks they are often iu..ated in sparsely populated areas. The local com-
munities find themselves overwhelmed in handluig the responsibilities of policing
the safety of these centers.

To make matters worse, thee are 27 States that do not require any special inspec.
tion of amusement rides Those thousands of injuries and many of the recent deu.ns,
might have been prevented if Consumer Product Safety Commission inspections
were able to inspect the rides and attractions for mechanical or safety flaws.

Current law does not fully protect the rights of visitors to these parks. It is urgent
that we act to substantially strenghther. the authority of the Consumer Product
Safety Commission in this area. We must reestablish the authority of tt Consumer
Product Safety Commission to inspect fixed-site amusement parks such as Great Ad-
venture Also, in order to prevent the type of tragedy that occurred at Great Adven-
ture on May 1.t. we must for the first time allow the Commission to inspect amuse-
ment buildings or facilities on park premises. Tragedies of that type must never be
allowed to occur again.

Again. I thank the committee for their attention to this issue, and I appreciate
whatever consideration you can give to H.R. 5982 and the matter of stienghthening
consumer protections at amusement parks.

Mr. WAXMAN Our first witness this morning is our colleague,
Congressman Paul Simon. Congressman Simon is the author of
H.R. 5790, a bill to expand the Consumer Product Safety Commis.
sion's authority to include amusement park rides. Before I recog-
nize Mr. Simon, I want to see if Mr. Eckart wishes to make an
opening statement.

Mr. ECKART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I would like to get to Congressman Simon's statement as soon as
I can. I am the father of a 41/2-year-old son. I have put my son on
some of those rides. They turned him upside down on more than
one occasion. Sometimes it appeared they turned him inside out as
well, by spinning him around and around. I suppose the least I
expect is that my son will come back in the same condition he was
in when I put him on the ride.

I share your concern, and Mr. Guarini's concerns. I applaud Mr.
Waxman's holding these hearings because I have several parks in
my district, attended by almost a million visitors last year. I think
we owe to the parents who put their children on these rides some
safety and predictability.

I look forward to your testimony.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Simon, we are pleased to have you with us. We are going to

put into the record, without objection, a statement by Representative
John Porter who is the sponsor of H.R. 5788.

[Mr. Porter's statement follows:]
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Istimorty of
OongressreanJchn E. Porter

Per The Hubccemittee on health' and The Environment
Committee on Dergy atd Ccreerce

Uted States It'use of Repiesentatives
Auglist 6, 1984

4

Chairrwu" ChM you for the opportunity to present my testunony to
your notosesittee. I cc:emend attention to this vital consumer
protection Wee.'

On June 6, two bil-e were introduced to broaden the authority of the
Cortemei Prodwct &Avec, -.:Onsisaion over ouuderent Maces permanently
fixed to a site. I introduced H.R. 5788 and my colleagues from
Illihoin, Hr. Stmo) aryl Mt. Hyde, introduced H.R. 5790. On June 29,
the gentleman from New Jer...r.), Mr. Guarini, introduced a similar bill,

H.R. 5582.

Althouah these three rmnsure,:. dicier somehhat, they share the same

dojsctive. The anteraion of these bills is to improve the safety of
aeursement park rides and entertainment devices.

It is, clear that the amusement ride tidustry has maintained a fpirly
high level of safety for their waterers. It is also clear, however.

A that this record ctould be improved wpc,, because the meter of injuries
arc asumement rides, in increasing rapidly Adorn with the growing risber
ot ecesueerm_attereing theme "parks.

Prudence is to me and my colleagues that it is recessary to
return the rtsponsitility for establishing and maintaining safety
stah.!-,rds to the Crnauxer ProJuct Safety C0mnission (OPSC). In iy

opinion. the CPSC should rawer neut been stripped of this authority in
191.

$one u111 ague th4t Vie nesponstaility for emitting the safety of
amseeent rides ought to :est with the states. .70 saunter that
allgurent I surly print to the state's record of picking up .here the
federal government left off in 1981. Presently only 73 states have
none type of legielation &lc regulation covering the operation of .

Am5tment tides. Ito nurber and type, of inspections vary among each

tate, Saes state, requir. only insuranr- inspectilno, while others
re-quire only incrections of mbile rides
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At a May 10 public !meting at the CPSC with the amusement ride !.7"

industry, Commissioners heard testimony by the park owners that
confirmed that inspections by state inspectors aren't thorough enough.
They were, told that insurance cc:ninny inspectors may analyze only the
structurelof a ride, cc, more often, only the safety systems. The
testimcny revealed that sane states have strict gbidelines and
enforcement procedures and that others have lax and inadequate
regulations. This inconsistency does not help protect the lives and
safety of aMesement park riders,uha'are often out-of state tourists
with novices in a state's safety regulations.

Because there exists no consistent and adequate monitoring of the
safety of these rides, it is cleat that we need a catprehensive
solution to this issue. The Simon-Hyde bill, attempting to avoid
regulatoiy duplication, only requires that the CPSC regulate amusement
rides in States that do not alreedy have regulations. But because
these regulations vary from state to state, it is irportant to provide
the eiSC the authority to regulate in all states.

I believe that the CPSC should undertake a thorough review of all state
laws and develop a comprehensive standard to be applied throughout the
country. States currently maintaining exceptional standards and
enforcement practices should be exenpt fro= federal regulations, and
states which have m laws mould be required to abide by federal
standards.

The CPSC must be allowed to establish this founds on of safety to
protect the public and to help improve the credibility of there parks.
Illinois consumers should be dole to rely on the sane safety standards
as Florida consume.s, and New Jersey citizens should not be subject to
any great( danger than thrill-seekers in Texas, for instance.

In conclusion, I will lend my support to any camptehensive measure
which emerges from the Sibccemitte on Health. I hope that my efforts,
and those of Congressmen Simon, Hyde and Guerin', will contribute to
better safety standards and tntter enforcement of regulations coveting
stationary amusement rides.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Let me indicate Congressman Ron Wyden, a
member of this subcommittee, pushed unsuccessfully last year for
legislation when we were reauthorizing the Consumer Product
Safety Commission to restore the jurisdiction the agency once had
to cover these parks.

We are pleased to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL SIMON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE C^ ILLINOIS

Mr. SIMON. I would like to enter my statement the record and
then just summarize it, if I maj.

Mr. WAXMAN. Without objection.
Mr. Stmorg. And following my testimony I will introduce Jim

Shaughnessy, on my right, who is a 15-year-old, who has gone
through one of these accident& And I think coming from the air
port right now is the widower of someone who was killed in one of
those accidents.

In the 1981 Budget Reconciliation Act, which I believe the three
of us voted against, what happened in that at was a little provi
sion in there that took away the jurisdiction from the Commission
to inspect these permanent site amusement parks, approximately
520 of them in the Y.. tion. I think most parents send their children
to these parks, that 4Y2 year-old you are talking aboutyou send
your children to these parks with the assumption that there is
safety, that there is insph:ction. And let me assure you, es one who
has been checking into this as a result of an accident in Illinois,
that simply is not necessarily the case.

Approximately 6,000 injuries last year. There have been 10 or 12
deaths this year, my staff tells me 12, another report I read said 10.
Either way, you are talking about very, very substantial agony. You
are talking about a doubling since 1980 of the injuries in this field.
So Henry Hyde and I have introduced a bill which simply says the
Federal Government will inspect if States don't have their own
programs. We are not trying to move in with some :rind of massive
Federal program. We simply want to assure the public that they
have some kind of inspection. And if you look at the map over
here, the States in green have authorized inspection. You will
notice the State of Ohio does authorize inspection. Illinois has just
passed a bill.

The State in that kind of whatever it i8, brownish. orange, Cali
fornia, uver there, Mr Chairman, inspects mobile rides only. Clear
ly not an adequate protection for the people of the State of Califon
nia. And the two States that -with the gra j, they have insurance
inspections only.

The bill we have introduced also authorizes the Commission to go
in and inspect wherever there is death or serious injury. The indus-
try is in opposition to this, like every industry from the beginning
of time. The coal mines didn't want to be inspected. The factories
of this Nation didn't want to be inspected. No industry wants to
volunteer tc do this. But simply, the reality that they are going to
be having some inspections has to improve the safety record, and I
just think it is absolutely escential that we move ahead.
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They will toll you that 86 percentI will give you two interest-
ing statistics. No. 1, they say more people are killed and injured
playing billiards than in the amusement parks of this Nation First
of all, I doubt that statistic. But they include people who get in a
fight -over a billiards game and a variety of other things.

No. 2, they will say 86 percent of the amusement rides have
some kind of inspection now.

First of all, even if that figure were accurate, that means 4 per-
cent are not getting any kind of inspection. Second, that includes
where an insurance industry does it, or the ink istry itself applies
itself. It does not provide adequate protection for the public. You
have some 24 manufacturers involved.

Clearly, we ought to get protection for the public. I think at this
point if you have no immediate questions of me, I am going to
introduce Jim Shaughnessy, who is here with his parents. He is
from LaSalle, IL. He and two of his friends were on a ride and they
fell 60 feet in that ride.

Jim is fortunate to be here and I think Jim, if you can just tell
your story here now and present your testimony.

[Mr. Simcn's prepared statement follows:]
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H.R. 5790/AMUSEMENT PARX*SAFETT ACT

TESTIMONY OF REP. PAUL SIMON, H.C.
BEFORE IHE SUPCOMITDEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVINTINT

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON) D.C.
AUGUST 6, 1984

Hr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to testify about this
important issue of amsement park safety and the legislation that I have
offered to encourage more diligent attention to this matter by the parties
imiolvdd.

Several tragic accidents during the current amusement park season
have pointed anew to a little-known ruts No federal agency beers oversight
responsibility for public, safety on these midways, and too few state
Nalmales do, either.

During the votes on the 1981 budget reconciliation legislation in
1981, very few of us knew that, as a result of a suocessftl lobbying effort,
the amusement park industry won an exemption for itself fr6m the oversight
of the Consumer Product Safety Commission, Since that time, ccoverege cf
.ravoling amusement attractions has remained, but not of fixed-site
attractions like mmumment and theme parks.

When we as parent, take our children to these amusement parks we are
Invited to check cur worries at the gate and enter the midway carefree. But
it is hard to be carefree when there is mayhem an the midway that no agency
Is reaponsibl3 for correcting. U.S. News & World Report last year reported
that core than 25,000 patrons were injured in the previous two years at
amaement perks. An incvranoe broker testified before the Conauzer Product
Safety Commission this year that the frequency and severity of accidents is
mounting, and said his firm's loss ratio over the last three years is, to
use his word, "astronomical." Hr. Chairman, several witnew3es who will
appear before Ica today will offer estimates and counter-estimatta an the
number of injurice and deaths occurring tut there, but whether the
casualties are tallied by the &Men or by the score, the critical Questions
before the aubccamlttee today should be these: Can we do better' Should we
be doing better? I say that °moon sense and all the =pealing evidence
- - a. vee' on both counts.

Three points summarize the approach that my colleague Henry Hyde and I
heve taken in offering H.R. 57901

(1) N.R. 5790 would authorize CPSC inspections at mamma parks in
states that do not have their .*in inspection program. Park patrols would
then know that someone in authority is taking ultimate responsibility for
their eafet". This step would encourage states to do the job, while
providint a backup when they do not.

"I :a'
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Q2) H.R. 5790 would authorize federal investigaticas, by the CP3C, of
personal injury or fatality accidents in any state, whether or not it has an
inapeotion program. This provision would make aura that something will be
learned from every injury or death on an causeaent ride and that these
figidinge will be shared with other manufacturers, park operators and
inepeotion agencidei

(3) %R. 5790 would withhold from the CPSC the authority to draw up an
industry-wide atarAard, giving-the industry's con newly-developed voluntary
standards a chance to prove themselves. This provision is not intended to
limit in any way the authority we believe CPSC should have to propose and
leoleeemt ccepliance orders to correct ride hazards.

The industry has said before that state and local inspections are
better than federal inspections. That say be so, but federal inspectices
are certainly better than no inspections. The approach we suggest would
encourage states to put into place their own inapeotion programa, with the
CPSC backing thee up with clearinghouse Amnions, and perfbreing inepeotion
duties only when states are not doing the job theemplvea. Several states
have emoted inspection laws since the federal exemption for fixed -eitt
amusements in 1981, and we expect that this legislation would strengthenthat trend.

But even if states impoot their am amusement perks, the second part
of our bill is needed to make sum that aerioua accidents are tnvesttgated,
reports are filed, and all parties -- manufacturers, mare, coetatora,
state and fedora' Oversight agencies, the press and the public -- can
benefit troa the findings, so something can bo learned Rea every one of
these incidents.

No matter how good a state inspection program -- and nose, Ills
Maryland's, are very good -- no state lus the responsibility, as the
Consumer Product Safety Cocalsnion would under ow bill to notify all
other states tool the indrstry when lozads ere found.

Nr. Chairman, it comes down to this, Can we tolerate a system In
which the only limintigattond' of serious injuries on pieces of carp:ex
equipment -* equipment more complex than cove aircraft --are often done by
the operators themselves? Would we put up with a aymtem In which cur
airlines investigated their own accidents? Nonsense. Ane it adds up to the
same nonsense for a th.11ie park to be the sole investigator of its awnpersonal injury doe:dents.

Hr. Chairman, In conolunion let me sly that the public interest
requires that we do one of two thingst We can take firm action to imprive
inspection procedures, or we can require that the ticket stubs at theseparks be clearly labeled, "Let the rider beware." I hope me will choose
the first course.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Would you speak right into the microphone so ev-
erybody can hear you.

STATEMENTS OF JAMES PATRICK SHAUGHNESSY, LaSALLE, IL;
AND CARL M. HOLCOMB, INDIANAPOLIS, IN

Mr. SHAUGHNESSY. My name is James Patrick Shaughnessy. I am
15 years old and live in LaSalle, IL. To celebrate graduation from
eighth grade, my ertire class from LaSalle Catholic School worked
to raise money to attend Marriott's Great America, an amusement
theme park located in Gurnee, IL. Our class went to Great Amer-
ica on May 22, 1984. I had been to Great America prior to May 22,
1984, and was familiar with, but had never ridden, a thrill ride
known as the Edge before. However, I was familiar with the Edge
through advertising I had seen on television.

On May 22, 1984, our class was chaperoned by both teachers and
parents. At approximately 11.30 &in. myself and two of my class-
mates, Bob Sexton and Eric Bubelis, rode the Edge which was de-
scribed by Marriott as "like nothing you had ever experienced
before." Bob, Eric and myself were all excited about experiencing
the thrill of this ride.

I have brought for your benefit today diagrams depicting the
Edge. I have also brought for your benefit photographs of the Edge
and a Xerox copy of a photograph depicting what the normal route
of the Edge was to have been. Instead of the three of us taking the
normal route, we had the experience of taking an abnormal route.
The following is what c "curred.

Vie got in the car ani.. the car started to move backward into the
chute as it was supposed to do. After getting in the chute, the car
went, straight up. The car was supposed to go approximately 90 feet
up in the air and then go onto an edge and drop. However, as our
car ascended approximately 80 feet in to the air, it came to a dead
stop. We were stranded for approximately 10 minutes. During that
period of time we observed that the car immediately before our car
had stopped before it. completed its run and the passengers were
removed from the car with the help of Marriott personnel. It was
at that point that we knew we were in real trouble and became
frightened.

It was at this point that the three of us began to pray together.
All of our fears were realized vs hen we heard a single click and our
car suddenly plunged duwnwarci with great speed and force onto
the ride's loading platform. As a result of the impact, the seats of
the Lar we vNere in buckled around ,is like papier mache and the
channel iron beams supporting the bottom of the platform bent in
the middle. In addition, the metal bracket that supported the four
seats of our car broke completely off. Part of the hard leather inte-
rior of the car also broke off and struck me in the face

As a result of the impact, Bob, Eric, and myself stiffered internal
injuries and remained hospitalized for 5 days. Eachlf us are obvi-
ously thankful that we were neitliJr killed nor suffered catastroph
is injuries. The thought of what could have happened is an an
t.Tuishing one. I have no desire to ever ride a thrill ride again. I am
fearful of riding elevators today because of this experience.
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Since May 22, 1984, I have learned that the antiroll back braking
system and other safety devices on this ride failed to operate prop-
erly at the time of our occurrence. Much to my surprise, I have
also learned that there were no Federal, State, or local inspections
of the Edge. My parents had assumed that routine safety inspec-
tions occurred by governmental authorities and that safety was a
No. 1 priority in the operation of amusement and theme parks.

I have learned that on May 21, 1984, the day before the mishap I
was involved in, Bruce Finn ler from Skokie, IL, and some of his
friends had been stranded 10 to 15 minutes in midair while riding
the Edge and that a group of students from Barrington High
School were stranded on the Edge for 40 minutes. In addition, on
May 20, 1984, several individuals were riding the Edge and experi-
enced yet another malfunction.

Through the grace of God, I was fortunate. It is well-known that
other thrill riders have not been fortunate. I appear before you
today to urge you to recognize the need for Federal inspections of
so-called thrill rides to insure that safety is uppermost in the
minds of both the Government and the operators of amusement
and theme parks. The Consumer Product Safety Commisison, if
given the opportunity, is in a unique position to help police an in-
dustry that in the last 5 years has failed to police :tuff adequately.

[The attachments of Mr. Shaughnessy 's prepared statement
follt.wl
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. That was an excellent
statement. We appreciate your sharing that experience. We are
probably going to have some questions of you. Before we do, Mr.
Simon, do you want to introduce Mr. Holcomb?

Mr. SIMON. Yes, I would like to introduce Carl Holcomb who has
joined us. He is from Indianapolis. He and his wife were on a vaca-
tion trip to Missouri and unfortunately his wife was killed. I think
Carl Holcomb, if you can simply tell your story, we would appreci-
ate it.

STATEMENT OF CARL H. HOLCOMB

Mr. HOLCOMB. I am Carl Holcomb, My wife was the one that was
killed in Missouri. I would like to explain to you just about what
happened at the particular time. My wife enjoyed roller coasters
and we went to Missouri from Merrimack, KA. We had come back
there late in the afternoon. We had hit three roller coasters in that
place. The last one was the Rail Blazer, which took my wife.

At he same time, we all waited for about an hour and a half to
get on thin ride were really expecting to enjoy ourselves be-
cause my wife loved roller coasters. So we got on the ride as our
turn came. We went out theit was slow in the beginning. It come
up there and it picked up speed, but the first sharp turn it had
where had already picked up speed coming off the chute there
and it just had a terrible whip.

And at that particular time she was gone. It just left the ride
completely. And I continued on down the ride trying to get some of
the people's attention that there was something wrong. But no one
seemed to understand that there was a problem until after I got off
the ride. I feel myself that if there had been some more checking of
the equipment and stuff, they would have found this to be a prob-
lem. There was no security for the ride and at this time if there
had been security, I would have my wife sitting with me.

That's about all.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for sharing that with us.

Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. That is basically the story. And you know, we could

get any number of people here to tell stories. In Jim's case, he has
had the good fortune to live and to be in good health. In Carl's
case, he was holding hands with his wife and all of a sudden she
disappeared, just that quickly.

We simply have to protect the citizens of this country more ade-
quately and you are talking about a pittancein terms of expenses.
And simply the fact that these companies know that they hal, e
someone inspecting, they are going to do a better job. I think that
is the bottom line. And that is basically our testimony and our
appeal to this subcommittee, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, we appreciate very Much your presentation
aid work on this legislation. I think we have a classic case of one

level of government pointing the finger to another level of govern-
ment, saying we want somebody else to do the job. The Federal
Government said, let's let the States inspect fixedsite amusement
parks. Then the States say let the local governments inspect them.
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The legislation that was adopted in 1981 took away the power
from the Consumer Product Safety Commission. Now the Con-
sumer Product Safety Commission doesn't even find out about acci
dents or defects unless they read about it in the newspaper. They
can't do anything about it. They can't even go out and make in-
apections.

And if there is an accident on one ride in one part of the coun-
try, no agency of Government can warn the amusement park in
another part of the country that may have a similar ride that
there has been an accident and there may be a problem, a defect or
in fact that there is a defect.

Today we lock to the States and the local governments to police
this effort. Mr. Simon points out to us that most States don't have
any regulations whatsoever. They think somebody else is doing the
job. The public expects that government at some level or other is in
fact going to do the job of inspecting these rides, finding out what
defects there are, and making sure, if there are defects, that others
know about them who may also have those rides and that the de-
fects are fixed.

Jim, you were on the ride. Some of the ride operators say that
the problems are with the kids fooling around. Was there any prob-
lem with you and your friends in that ride? You were sitting
theresuddenly the, ride dropped. Tell us what happened?

Mr. SHAUGHNESSY. There was no way for us to fool around with
the ride because there is nothing in the car that you can mess
with. I mean, you know, somebody wouldn't want to mess with
their safety. I don't see how anybody would want to do that. But
you want me to explain what happened?

Mr. WAXMAN. Yes, briefly please.
Mr. SH.AUGHNESSY. The car right before us went up the chute

fine. Then when it got out on the edge, when it dropped, it went
down the slops too ifast. And the computer automatically shut that
car off and our ca also. And we didn't quite get to the topwe
were about 10 to 15 feet to the top. While the Marriott personnel
got those people out, they had to crawl up because they were on
their back at the time. We were up straight because we hadn't
gotten up. We were judo. hollering to our friends and everything,
thinking that nothing was go :4 to happen, you know, until we
heard that click. i

Then we go well, ere we go. I just figured we would go one
way or the other. An of a sudden we hit bottom and all I felt was
pain. And there was blood all over me and there were people run-
ning right toward ',us, just covering up my eyes and everything.
Then I blacked out.,The next thing I knew I was in the ambulance.
Then I woke up a little bit in there. And then I was in the hospital
and the shotsthey just, oh

Mr. WAXMAN. Then you found out afterward there were several
other accidents or t least problems with the ride? 19 that correct?

Mr. SHAUGHNESS . The day before there was, I think, two occa-
sions possibly that he Edge didn't work properly the day before.
And it hasebeen goiiig on this whole year, I would imagine, the way
it sounds.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mii. Holcomb, your wife was thrown from the ride,
is that what happened?

I1
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Mr. Hoacoma. See, I had her hand right beside her when we
went around that jerk. When it jerked it was all over. She was
gone.

Mr. WAXMAN. She ftll out of the ride?
Mr. Hoacoma. Yes, right out of the ride. It was In the cover as it

flipped, you know. It was one awful jerk. It was so frightening
Myself, like I said, I went to pieces right then because I was right
there. My daughter and her boyfriend was right in front of us and
I yelled at them and we all started to yell about it where we could
get somebody to stop the ride, but nobody stopped the ride.

Mr. WAXMAN. Do you know whether there was a problem with
that ride before?

Mr. HOLCOMB. Well, I had heard that other people that was the
same size as my wife had a problem being locked in securely I
have learned this since then. But at this particular time I would
rather not make statements on what they could have done to save
her, but

Mr. WAXMAN. Sure. But we wish somebody would have known
about it.

Mr. HOLCOMB. That's right.
Mr. WAXMAN. And had them correct it, if they found out there

was a problem with passengers being securely strapped in or se
curely paced in these cars. Mr. Simon.

Mr. SIMON. Yes, Mr. Chairman, if I could just add one other
thing, of these 520 permanent amusement parks, sot^¢ of thc-m ob-
ously are marginal in terms of income. And some of them, faced
with very severe financial problems, I am afraid sometimes are
making decisions that are against safety for saving a few dollars

And I think it is just absolutely imperative that the Federal Gov
eminent say we want to make sure either the Federal Gavernment
or the State governments are providing some inspections here

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. Mr. Eckart.
Mr. ECKART. I just rode a ride like that a_ Jut a month ago and

your statement gives me some pause. Fartuaately the ride I was on
went in the right direction.

Mr. SHALIOHNESSy. Right.
Mr. ECKART. My ride didn't go back down the way it came up.

Did your experience change your ' iew about amusement. parks in
general?

Mr. SHAUGHNU.Sy. Well, I know now that they are not safe, that
they may say they are safe, but you don't know how long it is going
to take for that nde to(break or something. They are just like any
thing else. And I think that there should be a lot better inspections
for these rides and I think that the owners of this wouldn't want to
have to see people getting killed on rides or hurt,

I just don t understand wh,s- they are against this bill for saving
lives. You know, they should be trying to do that, if they want buss
ness, you knowanybody to come to their park.

Mr. &moil. If my colleague would yield, if I can just ask you a
very simple question, Jim. Would you go on a thrill ride again

M
today?

r. SHALTOHNESSy. No. Never again. It is just I think it is no
fun, you know, after that.

40-4/0 0 - 44
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Mr. ECKART. I assume that your parents believed that what you
were going to do that day was safe. They wouldn't have sent you
there if they.thought it wasn't.

Mr. SHAUGHNESSY. My mom, of course was my mom, excuse me,
was of course worried about my safety, but they figured, you know,
they were just worried about me getting sick on a ride or some-
thing like that, not me falling off something as I did, you know.

They assumed that everything would be OK, you know.
reMr. ECKART. There asimilar rides in other 'parks around the

Unitect States. I just rode one about a month ago, but my son
couldn't go on it. He wasn't tall enough and I assume there was a
valid° reason for a height requirement. This leads one to believe
that if they knew of a problem at the park then they could commu-
nicate to each of the, other owners of similar rides that there is a

There is a lot of interstate advertising that goes on. People not
only come from 10 miles away, but they may travel many hundreds
of miles to go to these facilities. I rode the same ride, you did, and
the parks are many miles apart.

Mr. Simori. If I could fespond, Mr. Eckert, to that particular
thing, a very interesting thing occurred. Maryland which has a
good inspection program, would not permit a ride called "The
Zipper." I have no idea what the Zipper is, but would not permit a
ride call the Zipper. Pennsylvania, at that time, had no inspection
and the Zipper went up to Pennsylvania. And shortly afterward a
14-year-old.girl was killed.

Now, we don't need that kind of repetition.
° Mr. ECKART. Mr. Simon, let me ask you a couple of questions. I
am sure we are going to hear from some of the critics of the legisla-
dm that this bill is an unwarranted Federal interference in what
shluld be the prerogatives of the State. They will also say that sec-
tion IT of your bill is going to result in,,Federal inspectors coming in
witb badges and warrants as well as increasing costs.

Would you address those issues for me?
Mr. SIMON. Yes. First of all, the Federal Government can stay

out of it entirely if States do the job. As you know, my colleague,
Henry ilyde, is not known for wanting Federal intrusion on things.
He is a co-sponsor. I don't want Federal intrusion unnecessarily.
But we bath want some adequate protection.

The law that we propose would be, if States enter in and assume
jurisdiction, the Federal Government doein't do anything. On the
second pa:t of your question, where there are injuries, serious inju-
ries and/or death, there the Commissison may go in.

Obviouslg, the Commission isn't going to go in where a State is
doing a good job. But if there is a pattern of injuries, then the Fed-
eralthen the Commission can go in. Let me just add my apprecia-
tion for Nalcy Steorts, the chairman of the Commission. She has
been doing m excellent job and has stood up on this issue. And I
really appreziate it.

But no on?, who is running a responSible amusement park needs
to fear this llgislation at all. And those who do fear it,"they need to
fear it.

Mr. ECKAR C. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Let us clarify that point. You are not saying the
Fedeial Government has to regulate. You, are saying some agency
of government must be in charge of regulating to protect people's
safety?

Mr. SIMON. That is correct. And in fact, our bill is written to en-
courage the States to assume that responsibility. In your State of
California, someone ought to be protecting those people.

Mr. WAXMAN. So if the State is doing the job, , fine. The Federal
Government won't be involved.

Mr. SIMON. Right.
Mr. WAXMAN. But if no one is doing it then the Federal Govern-

menthest° take responsibility.
Mr. SIMON. That is exactly right.
Mr. WAXMAN. Well, I think that is a reasonable approach. I want

to thank you very much for the legislation and leadership you have
given to this cause. Mr. Holcomb and, Jim, I want to thank you for
being with us to share what was obviously a very personal intimate
situation with both of you. I hope this experience that you have
had and the tragedy you have suffered will be turned to something
constructive so that we can protect other people in the future from
those same kinds Of accidents.

Thank you very much.
Mr. SIMON. We thr.nk you.
Mr. WAXMAN. The next panel that we are going to have testify

represents the Consumer Product Safety Commission; Nancy
Harvey Steorts is Chairman of the Commissions, Chairman Steorts
is accompanied by Commiaiioners Stuart Statler and Terrence
Scanlon.

Ms. Steorts, Mr. Statler, Mr. Scanlon, we are glad to welcome
you to the hearing today. We will make your statements a part of
the record in full.

STATEMENTS OF NANCY HARVEY STEORTS, CHAIRMAN, CON-
SUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION; STUART M. STATLIR,
COMMISSIONER; AND TERRENCE M. SCANLON, COMMISSIONER

Ms. STEORTS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am very
pleased to come before you today-to discuss a consumer safety prob-
lem which has become increasingly serious over the past 3 years.
Amusement ride safety, has become a very visible consumer issue
because of the dramatic rise in amusement ride accidents and inju-
ries and an unfortunate annual death toil.

While we may debate the fine points of the statistics, some
simple and disturbing facts remain: Last year there were nearly
10,000 amusement ride injuries treated in hospital emergency
rooms. Over the past 10 years, there has been an average of ,seven
deaths per year as a result of amusement ride accidents.

This year alone there has been already 12 deaths from amuse-
ment rides and attractions. These injury and death statistics do not
even take into account the near misses and emergency rescues
which regularly make the pages of our newspapers. When the
American consumer rightfully demands to know the level of safety
on this Nation's amusement rides at the Consumer Product Safety
Commission we are unable to provide a clear and reassuring
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answer because of the inconsistency of amusement ride safety
standards from State to State.

Since 1981, the Consumer Product Safety Commission has had no
jurisdiction over -amusement rides at fixed ,sites, including more
than 18 'heme parks and 660 amusement parks. Each year these
parks are' patronized by millions of American Consumers, many of
whom trawl from State to State':

Yet, or.17- one-half of our States today haye any amusement ride
regulationr or legislation. While these States deserve our praise for

aidards for the maintenance and operation of the rides.
recbgizin.; the problem and taking action, there is wide variation
in Site ,J;

The boi'om line, I feel, 1%/Ir. Chairman, is that the American con-
'sumer' haA no way of knowing the level of safety on a particular
ride at: a particular location. Jim Shaughnessy had no way of
knowing how safe that amusement ride that he got in last May. I
amssure he, like other American consumers, felt indeed that it was
safe.

In effect today, we are forcing the consumer to play amusement
ride roulette with his or her family's safety. We can't tell the con-
sumer which rides are safe -or how safe they are. The time has
indeed to restore the jurisdiction of the Consumer Product
Safety C mmission over this Nation's fixed-site amusement rides so
that we at the Commission can begin working toward the consist-
ency of Standards which the American consumer has come to
erect.

4 is logical that this authority be vested with the CPSC, the only
Federal agency with both a public mandate and a proven capacity
to effectively address this problem.

We shoUld also be very clear as to the course of action which the
Commission would take if this authority, is restored. We would
work 'cooperatively with amusement ride manufacturers and opera-
tors and with State and local governments to develop a national
program of amhsement ride safety standards which would build
and maintain consumer confidence.

Some would have you believe that restoring this authority would
mean that jegions of Commission inspectors would suddenly de-
scend on this N'ation's amusement parks and that an undue regula-
tdry burden would be placed on the backs of amusement ride man-
ufacturers and operators. Nothing could be further from the truth.

Our approach to the inconsistency of amusement ride safety
standards would be in the same nonconfrontational, cooperative
spirit which has been so successful with scores of other industries
over the past 3 years. .

However, in meeting our responsibility to 'the consumer, we
would not hesitate to use the Commission's full regulatory power
in those instances where a manufacturer or operator failed to
report a significant hazard. As We have done in the past, the Com-
mission would act swiftly and fairly to remove that hazard and to
require long-term corrective action.

When and if a problem should arise, the Commission would con-
duct a thorough, scientific and objective investigation with a goal
of averting further accidents and injuries. It would flex its regula-
tory muscle only as a means of protecting consumers, not just for
the sake of flexing it. In my, testimony, Mr. Chairman, there is a
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great deal of reference to the work of the Consumer Product Safety
Commission last year, when the Enterprise ride-amobile site ride
had its tragedy in Dallas.

And the interesting thing about this was that this was a mobile
ride at the State fair of Texas, but because pf the work of the Con-
sumer Product Safety Commission on that ride after that very seri-
ous tragedy, I really feel that we probably saved a lot of other acci-
dents on the other mobile rides, because we notified the States and
th .1 amusement parks that had the Enterprise as a mobile site ride.

We could do nothing, however, with the Enterprise that was a
fixed ride. That just gives you a comparison. The Commission has a
very important interim corrective action plan that is now in effect.
I frankly supported much of. that plan, but I felt we could have
gone one step further and had a backup safety system on that ride.

There are many other statistics that we could go through, many
other injuries on amusement rides. I think this is tragic. I feel that
this is probably one of the most important issues facing the Com-
mission today. I feel very very strongly about it. I, myself, saw that
enterprise car in Dallas. I talked to many of the people. in Dallas
after that very serious tragedy and I feel very stongly that indeed
we should be given the jurisdiction back in order that we may look
at, review and have authority over the fixed-site rides.

I would like to thank you for this hearing, for bringing us before
you and I do hope that this will prove very, very fruitful to the
American consumer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr.-NaxmArt, Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Steorts follows:]
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"Restoration of CPSC .TUrisdiction Over Fixed-Site Anusesent Rides"

safety 'nobles whxch ha become increasingly serious over the past three
I savory pleased cone before yod today to discuss a consumer''

years. Amuseaent ride afety hin become a vary visible consumer issue
because of the &tut rise in amusement ride accidents and InjUries
and an unfortunate al death toll.

While we may de ate the fine points of the statistics, some simple
and disturbing fact remain:last year there vcre nearly 10,000
amusneent ride injdries treated in hospital emergency rooms. Over the
past toaryiars, tyare-bas been ap average of seven deaths per year as a
result of amusement ride accidents:

I

And these !njury and death statistics do not even take into account
the "near ales. " and emergency rescues which regularly make the pages
of our newspapers.

When,,the American consumer rightfully demands to know the level
of safety on.his nation's amusement ridespws are unable to provide a
clear and reassuring answer because of the inconsistency of amusement,
ride safety standards from itata to state.

Since 4981, the Consumer Product Safety Commission has had no
jurisdiction over anuseaent rides at fixed sites, including more than 18
theme parki and 660 amusement parks. Each year, these parks are
pationizal by millions of Anarican consumers, many of whoa travel from
state to etate.

Ter, only half of our states have any amusement ride regulations
. or legislation. While these states deserve our praise for recognizing
the problem and taking action, there is wide variation in state stand-
ards to the maintenance and operation of the rides.

" The bottam.line is that the American consumer has no way of
knovidi the level of safety on a particular ride it a particular
location. In effect, we are forcing the consular to play "amusement
ride roulette" with his or her family's safety. 4a can't tell the
consumer which rides are safe or how safe they are.

The time has cone.to, restore the jurisdiction of the Consumer
Product Safety Commission over this nation's fixed -site amusement
rides so that we can begin working toward the consistency of standards
vhi&h the American consumer has come to expect.
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It ii logical that this authority be vested with the CPSC, the
only federal agency with both a public mandate and a proven capacity
to effectively address this problem.

We should all be very clear as to the course of action which the
Commission would take if this authority is restored. We would. work
cooperatively with amusement ride manufacturers and operators and with
state and local governments to develop a national program of amusement'
ride safety standards which would build and maintain consumer
confidence.

Some would have you bralieve that restoring this authority would
nun that legions of Commission inspectors would suddenly descend on
this nation's amusement parks and that an undue regulatory burden would
be placed on the backs of amusement ride manufacturers and operators.

\HotHing could be further from the truth!

Our approach to the inconsistency of' azmisement ride safety
standards would be in the same non confrontational, cooperative spirit
which has been so Successful with scores of ether industries over the
past three years.

However, in meeting our responsibility to the consumer, we would
not hesitate to use the Commission's full, regulatory power in
those instances where a manufacturer or operator failed to report a
significant hazard. As we have done in the past, the ComOission would
act swiftly and fairly to remove that hazard and to require long-teim
corrective action.

When and if a problem shOuld arise, the Commission would conduct a
thorough, scientific aqd objective investigation with ,a goal of a'erting
further accidents 'end injuries. It would flex its rdgulatory muscle only
as a means of prodecting consumers, not just for the sake of flexing it.

The COmmission's actions following last October's fatal Enterprise
amusement ride accident in Dallas vividly illustrate the value of CPSC
involvement in amusement ride safety and the importance of a
comprehensive 'national program.

I personally visited the site to get first-hand, detailed knowledge
of the tragedy. I was impressed that the staff of the Commission was on
the scene within a matter of hours following the accident. Their
painstaking investigation pinpointed the problele with the ride and this
information was shared with the manufacturer, other owners of the ride
and with the states in which these rides were located.

There is no doubt that the Commission's involvement helped avert
further accidentc with this ride.

The Commission voted to accept an inteam corrective action plan,
including mechanical and structural impr ements to the ride, operating
specifications and consumer informatio Although I agreed with much of
the corrective action plan, I voted st acceptance of the plan

because it is my view that the plan d not go far enough andthat the
ride should have a backup safety system.
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TO sole the'problem, it took expert research. action and j &
information sharing at the national level. If 'the Enterprise tragedy
had occurred at a theme park or amusement park, none' of thls activity
to protect t a American consumer could have occurred.

Just a aw weeks ago, a woman was killed when she fell from a '

standup rolls coaster at-a theme park in St. Louis. The Consumer
Product Safe Commission could do nothing to help find the cause of '-

the accident r to help prevent further accidents of this nature.

I reviewed information the CPSC received on injuries incurred on
`fixed-site amusement rides'and treated in emergency mous during t4e
month of June, 1984. They included fractures of the upper trunk, miiits,
hands, fingers and legs. In idditibn, several victims suffered
contusions,.abrasione, lacerations and dislocations.

i.--

The victims ranged in age from two years to 57 years. One ';

46-year-old man suffered a fractured upper'trunk when he hit his ..-

side against a roller coaster car while riding. A 30-year-old woman
sprainedher,lower back when her amusement ride car was hit from behind.
And, a two-year-old child has contusions and abrasions after falling off
a ride.

The Consumer Product Safety Commission receives this type of
information monthly but is unable to act to protect consumers from
such injuries on fixed-site rides.

I hope Congress 611 remedy this sit urtion by restoring the
Commission's authority over fixed-site rides so we can get on with the
job of working toward consistency of amusement ride safety standards
across the.nation.

When we achieve that consistency, it will be good for evetyone.
The industry itself will benefit from the renewed consumer com/A4ence
which so many other industries have enjoyed as &result of thisikind of
CPSC program. And, the consumer will be able to,have a day ofinAi:t
any of our apusement parks or theme parka without a Lurking and d turb-
ins concern about the level of safety in effect.

Debates over the interpretation of accident and Injury, ata siaply
shift the focus from the central issue: consistent, effectVa safety
atandardA in each and ever state. As long as there ars aceidents,
injurieewand deaths due to, amusement rides, our job is noqone.

Consress should restore the authority of the ConammeircProduct
Safety Commission over fixed-site rides so that the Commdssion can do
the whole job, not just part of it.

Thank you.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Scanlon. g

STATEMENT OF TERRENCEM. SCANLON

Mr. SCANLON. Thank you, Mr. Waxman, Mr. Eckart. I share the
concern that prompted the introduction of the bills being discussed
today. There have been some unfortunate injuries. Four people
have been killed on amusement rides this' year. Two of these fatali-
ties involved mobile rides over which the CPS(, already has juris-
diction.

Every injury involving a consumer product is unfortunate. Every
death is tragic. The mission of the Consumer Product Safety Com-
misison is to make the market safe for consumers. To accomplish
this worthy end, we must put our resources where the returns
measured by enhanced_safety are greatest and where this agency
can be most effective. I firmly believe that requiring the Commissi
son to regulate fixed-site amusement &ides would detract signfi
dantly from our ability to regulate in other critical safety areas. I
fear it is quite likely to diminish our overall effectiveness in pro-
tecting American's consumers.

I'm not convinced there is sufficient evidence to justify Federal
intervention. In 1981, amusement rides ranked 134th ,on CPSC's
lifA of hazards. In addition, CSPC injury data reveal a sharp de-
crease in amusement ride-related injue-ies from 9,465 in 1982 to
6,763 in 1983. A 1980 University of Southern California study indi-
cated that up to 92 percent of the accidents were attributed to
human error such as tripping off an exit ramp.

According to the Associated Underwriters, a company that in-
sures many fixed site rides, most injuries arise from rider misbe-
havior, not mechanical failure. The CPSC data collection system re-
grettably does not record such behavior, it only tells us the product
wi,th which the injury was associated.

This improved safety record mentioned above occurred immedi
ately afthr the 97th Congress withdrew the Commiza;on's jurisdic-
tion over fixed-site amusement parks in the summer of 1981. In
view of this near 30-percent drop in accidents since CPSC was re-
lieved of its regulatory resconsibilities over theme parks, I recom-
mend against a revival of F' al jurisdiction in This area.

A key issue behind the r-ilation of our Nation's amusement
parks and rides is the role of the Federal Government versus our
State and local governments. As I mentioned earlier, half this
year's fatalities inrolving amusemert rides occurred on mobile
rides under the Commission's jurisdiction.

The record before us does not indicate a crying safety need that
should, oerride our current system of federalism with the practical
effect of reinventing the wheel at the Federal level. The State and
local governments, in cooperation with industry, have logged im
pressive safety records. :n light of their fine work, I do not feel it is
necessary to embark on a duplicative, costly Federal program. We
ought instead to encourage adoption of an inspection program in
those States that do not have them, but where there is a need.

In addition, a Federal safety program easily could have an unin
tended and counterproductive effect by discouraging local initiative
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and, at the same time, giving consumers a false hope of a Federal
program that in no way would d guarantee public safety.

Furthermore, ensuring the safety of the Nation's amusement
rides scattered throughout the 660 parks in all 50 States is a task
far too large for the Commissions personnel and financial re-
sources and well beyond its technical explictisp. The Consumer
Product Safety Commission employs fewer than 600 people, only 25
of these are engineers. Currently, these professionals are engaged
in the congressionally mandated tasks of maximizing consumer
safety in such products as hair dryers, pacifiers, ane toy chests.

To provide jurisdiction over 660 fixed-site parks without the abili-
ty to properly inspect them, as obviously wocould not, would be
nothing short a regulatory mirage. Sometimes in a well-inten-
tioned quest r consumer guardianship we turn too easily to the
Federal qui fix; Aitstrtroke of regulation we think will uni-
formly solv the issue o ety.

If we a really concerned with maximizing consumer safety,
however, e should first ask if this job is really the legitimate func-
tion of the Federal Goverment or if the State and local govern-
ment are of the more appropriate holders of this regulatory re-
spons ility Indeed it seems a better job can be done at the local
ley of g nment.

early h the States already have comprehensive safety pro-
sas and Maryland for example will not issue operat-,

ing licenses to park owners until the rides have passed a lengthy
inspection program encompassing ball bearings, axle shafts, wire
rope expansion, hydraulic lifts, brakes, lighting and emergency sys-
tems and operator maintenance records at least.

All 50 States have elevator inspection programs which could be
modified to encompass amusement ride inspection. I visted North
Carolina a few weeks ago. Last year, for example, that State made
2,596 on-site inspections at $9.09 an hour at 22 centh a mile in pri-
vately owned vehicleF for a total of $34,450, only 14 percent of the
total elevator inspect ion budget. Realistically a Federal program
could never duplicate this exhaustive inspection program in un-
regulated States even i:lur budget were doubled and we hired 100
extra engineers.

As a result of constant maintenance by their trained, staffs, the
theme parks themselves have voluntarily established a fine safety
records The State of California, for example, the site of some of the
country's biggest parks, studied the issue and discovered such a
high level of voluntary safety standards set by the parks them-
selyes hat no goverilTt program could be justified.

I read recently in e Santa Ana Register that all the rides at
Disneyland are inspected nightly. One full crew spends the entire
graveyard shift examining one of Disneyland's most famous rides. I
think a park spokesman summed it up best when he recently said
"No one knows our attractions better than we do."

Again, I wish to reiterate that I am concerned about providing
safety in our Nation's fixed-site amusement parks and share the
belief that thrill-seekers are entitled to safe, well-maintained rides.
This comprehensive task, if it is to be done right, requires thor=
ough, ongoing attention which can only be found from networks of
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State and local inspectors combined with industry's own profession
al staff and voluntary efforts.

I am convinced that by deferring to the existing inspection. pro-
grama in place and the extensive voluntary industry efforts under-
way that we can achieve more thorough and 'individualized inspec-
tions at a substantially lower cost. Nearly half the States already
have amusement ride programs. Therefore, our efforts should di-
rected at encouraging those States that currently have little r no
regulations to legislate necessary safety requirements of th own.

Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Statler.

STATEMENT OF STUART M. STATLER

Mr. qiwrimi. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Nielson, Mr. Eckert. The ques-
tion I would ask is how many deaths does it take before too many
people have died, before too many youngsters have their ives pre-
maturely cut off? I have read what industry has to say a ut this
issue. I have read their prepared statements. What I can' under-
stand isNhat is this industry afraid of? Why are they to be
unlike any other industry in the United States?

What is wrong with Federal officials being able to go in of
tragedy occurs and to be able to investigate the circumstance of
that tragedy? What is wrong with, and why shouldn't, a manu ac-
urer or an owner/operator having to report to the Commission

enever he has evidence of a defect in a product ffr a substantial
product hazard?

Why shouldn't the CPSC .be abl enforce a corrective action
plan to make sure that any defects or faulty situations are correct-
ed. That is what jurisdiction means. It means beingoble to go in
and investigate, to be able to get reports from these manufacturers
and owner/operators about problems and to be able to enforce cor
rective action plans.

Right now thrill seekers across the United State.4 are being taken
for a ride. They are lured to places they have never been in ways
they have never traveled before, 1'stehd the security that it is not
a one way trip. At least it is not p to be. _

The rides are billed as safe and as dependable. Most of the time
they are. And sometimes they are not. There is only tT,e allusion of
danger, or so one would be led to believe. But if you jtst looked in
an excellent article done in the Washington Post on Saturday,
there was a litany just within the past 2 years of some 20 incidents.
I believe I counted 17 of those associated with fixed site rides.

Deaths, disfigurement, paralysis, disabling injuries, that is what
we are talking about here. We are not talking about bumps and
bruises or someone being lit over the head with A pool cue. When
the industry tries to compare this kind of tragedy to a problem as-
sociated with billiards, it is not in the same ball park and the in
dustry knows it. It doesn't take too many such grim tales as the
Post describes to show that we have got trouble in Santa Clara,
Tuscaloosa and any city that plays host to If traveling carnival, spe-
cial fair, or fixed-site amusement park.
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Where a ride moves from town to town or where it remains set
in concrete, accidents do happen. We are hot talking here about
the relative security of a caraustiolr a pony ride; a placid boating
through It's a Small World or fr 'citing on Mr. Toad's ride. It is
more like the GalaXy or the Big Bad Wolf or the Himalaya or the
Octopus, those classes of rides with whipsawing, swirling, antd, rapid
starts an stops. It is the new-fangled stand-up roller coaster in
Eureka, :AO, which just a month ago was responsible for the death
you heard about this morning of a 46-year-old Indianapolis woman.

These facts are disturbing as you have recounted, Mr. Chairman.
There are some 10,000 serious incidents a year associated .with
amusement parks, amusement rides, aniusemenb attractions. Since

c1973, some 87 deaths that the Commission knows ofI emphasize
those Many of them we don't even hear about, particularly since
we don't have jurisdiction over the fixed rides. Those deaths have
shattered the merriment of the midway.

Four riders died in. 1983. And inthe first 7 months of this year
there has been a total of 12 amusement park visitors who have
died in rides and attractions. When they talk about how this is
comparable to billiards, I think these people just don't understand
how the Commission assesses hazards. It is not simply sheer num-
bers. What we judge is the relative safety of products.

We look at the unreasonableness of a hazard, whether it is going
to result in death- or disfigurement or amputation. We look at the
degree of product involvement. When we look at amusement parks,
we see that by all objective accounts too many of these injuries, so
many of these tragedies are responsible or attributable to faulty
design, equipment failures or falls from equipment,_ and improper
inspection and maintenance. .

Let's not kid ourselves. The kind of injuries we heard of this
morningfrom a 60-foot verticle fall from the Edge at the Ameri-
can Park in Gurnee as happened to the three teenagers on May 2
of this year :have a far greater potential for injury and death than
a tap on the head with a pool cue.

When they resort to such other comparisons like doll houses and
aquariums, it is the same kind of thing. They are trying to ridicule
the problem rather than recognize that we have a problem here.

7-z*". Let's face it and let's do something about it. Let's not go to Con-
gress and lobby that the Consumer Product Safety Commission
which has jurisdiction over 15,000 products simply shouldn't have
jurisdiction over this, product.

To me, the is me that they have got sbmething to hide. Mr.
Chairman just a s: piing of the Commission's in-depth investiga-
tions, co sumer corn laints and newspaper clippings spanning the
5-year riod from 1' 8 through 1983: of the 18 fatality reports re-
viewed ,which were , ociated with amusement rides, 14 of these
deaths bccurr . n fixed-site rides.

Why exempt fixed-site rides?, When an aircraft takes off full of
'passengers, FAA rules require meticulous Maintenance t.nd inspec-
tion, regardless of the plane's cost or size. Seats must be specially
designed, belts must bold during turbulence and interior furnish-
ings must be fire-resistant. There is an aura of safety in the friend-
ly skies, which travelers expect and demand. Government regula-
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tion is ever- present, even though 'accident rates for the airline in
dustry are much lower than those of the amusement ride industry

, Why then, do we permit Americans, and kids especially, to be
sent aloft on rides that are often as complex, sophisticated and
almost, as expensive as small aircraft, without the benefit of Gov-
ernment oversight?

Can you imagine when that Air Florida plane went down on the
14th Street Bridge, either the aircraft industry or the airline indus-
try had said the FAA shouldn't investigate this? Or the National
Transportation safety Board shouldn't investigate because the Dis-
trict, of Columbia is going to investigate, or because Virginia is
going to investigate?

That wouldn t have been accrble to anyone, either in Con-
gress or to the American public. et, that is what we are being'told
now. Let the States do it completely. Let the States do it, even
though a State is principally concerned with what goeS on in that
State. And if they find the problem, they can't do anything about
the same ride as in the case the Chairman indicated, the Enter-
prise, that is found in 19 other locations around the United States

Who is going to take are of that? The role of the Federal Govern-
ment and Consumer Product Safety Commission as you have your
selfstated, Mr. Chairman, is very limited as a result of that exemp-
tioh. Exemption of fixed site rides has created a prectirious, to
borrow a phrase, "window of vulnerability" for those who place
their trust in the safety olthese rides.

The Enterprise was a clear example because it was a fixed site
ride for many years at Rye's Playland:

It just happened in the fall of last year to be picked up, taken to
Oklahoma City, and from there to Dallas, TX, for, the State fair
That is when it went down. Had the incident occurred in Rye's
Playland, we could not have investigated. We would not have seen
the flaws in the design of that product. We would not have seen
the flaws in the maintenance of that product. And we couldn't
have had any kind o'f corrective action that would have applied to
the seven other mobile rides, or even said anything to the owners
of the 12 other fixed Enterprise rides. Whether they have taken
any action, we don't know, because we can't do any followw.

In those 12 sites where that Eqterprise exists it may be corrected
and it may not. We don't know rand the public.doesn't know. And
so you have legislation before you, three bills. I would encourage
you to endord approve and vote out of committee the Porter
bill. I. say thtitcause it is the most simple approach. It simply
restores jurisdiction to the Consumer Product Safety Commission
along the lines of the jurisdiction it has over 15,000 other products,
with mobile amusement rides being one of them.

My problem with the Simon bill, and from listening to him this
morning I believe his intentions are perfectly outstanding, is that if
we leave the case to be that so long as the State inspects, the Com-
mission is out of the picture, we won't be able to investigate after
an accident occurs. We won't be able to enforce a corrective action
plan when we believe one is necessary. And perhaps most impor-
tant of all, we won't be getting the reports, the defect reports or
the section 15 reports that a manufacturer and owner/operator is
required to give us if a product is under our jurisdiction.
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And so I would go with the Porter approach, and perhaps to
amend it, taking what is &presentative Guarini's intent, although
I think his language is a bit too broad, and urge you to perhaps
have some language either in the bill or in the reporrtb-indilate
that nothing in the subsection should preclude tht Commissiolu
from investigating the circumstances of injury or death associated
with an amusement park attraction. That is what that Haunted
House was, an attraction for jiy,hich an entry fleir its equiv
was paid.

What is key here, Mr. Chairman, is that Federal jurisdiction is
needed so that when any tragedy occurs, regardless whether it is
mobile or fixed, that a team of engineers can go out there and iden-
tify any design or structural failures, and thereby prevent further
tragedy from occurring on the same ride or a similar ride any-
where else in the country.

That is no different from what the National Transportation
Safety Board currently does for any airline crash or any major
truck, rail or schoolbus tragedy. In the absence of a Federal role,
we won't be able to correct and to require corrective action plans to
apply to all rides. That ability provides the incentive for recalci-
trant firms to develop voluntary safety standards. It would also
promote enhanced attention to SafetY and to ntaintenance and in-
spection procedures in advance of any incident occurring.

Finally, as I indicated, restored jurisdiction would mean that the
manufacturers and owner-operators would have to report to us so
that, in advance, WE could deal with these problemt,.determine if a

_corrective action or recall is necessary, and to impose it. Or to nret
the companies to agree to it, as we did in the case of the Enter-
prise And again, the fixed-site segment of this industry can only
serve their own best interests and that of the American public by
early reporting of possible hazards or defects.

This is what our jurisdiction means for these other 15,000 prod-
ucts, including mobile amusement rides. And the affected indus-
tries really don't have much of a problem with it, or certainly they
haven't been telling you or us. They are all playing by the same
rules And it is time to bring the entire amusement ride industry
back into the picture, if we are to promote improved safety and to
restore the confidence of the American public in all these rides.

Thank you.
[Testimony,resumes on p. 803.]
[The prepared statements of Mr. Statler and Ms. Armstrong

follow:]
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U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. O. C. 20207

TESTIMNY OF.
mCONTIISSICER STUART . STARER

U.SI____CO3SWER PRITALT SAFELY COMMISSION

uuriciNING AMJSEYENT RIDE SAFETY

BEFORE THE SUBCONTIITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRCREIT
CCMITTEE7ON EMFRGY, Alm COTERCE

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
AUGUST 6, 1984

THANK YOU FOR INVITING ME HERE TODAY TO DISCUSS CURRENT

LEGISLATIVE EFFORTS TO RESTORE JURISDICTION TO THE CCNSLMER PRODUCT

.SAFETY COMMISSION OVER FIXED-SITE AMUSEMENT RIDES. I BELIEVE THAT

SUCH LEGISLATION IS VITALLY IMPORTANT TOWARD ENSURING THE SAFETY OF

MILLIONS OF AMERICANS ACROSS THIS NATION.

THRILL SEEKERS ACROSS THE UNITED STATES TOO OFTEN ARE BEING TAKEN

FOR A RIDE, THEY'RE LURED TO PLACES THEY'VE NEVER BEEN IN WAYS THEY'VE

NEVER TRAVELLED BEFORE -- ALL WI7>j THE SECURITY THAT IT'S NOT A ONE

WAY TRIP, AT LEAST IT'S NOT SUPPOSED TO BE. THE "HIMALAYA," THE

"ZIPPER," "TILT-A-WHIRL" AND THE REST ARE THE ULTIMATE ESCAPES FROM

GRAVITY, CARES, AND REALITY, THEY'RE BILLED AS SAFE AND DEPENDABLE,

MOST OF THE TIME THEY ARE, SOMETIMES THEY'RE NOT. THERE'S ONLY 'THE

LLUSION OF DANGER, OR SO ONE WOULD BE LED TO BELIEVE,

BUT IT WASN'T MAKE-BELIEVE WHEN- -

1 JUST ONE WEEK AGO, ON JULY 28TH, AT THE NORTH DAKOTA STATE
FAIR IN MINOT, A RESTRAINING BAR ON "THE LOOP" ROLLER COASTER FAILED
TO LOCK IN PLACE, AS THE CAR RACED THROUGH A 3606 LOOP, A 9-YEAR OLD
BOY WAS KILLED WHEN HE WAS WRENCHED FROM THE CAR AND HURLED 30 FEET TO
THE GROUND.
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.A GONDOLA CAREENED OFF THE "ENTERPRISE" IN DALLAS LAST OCTOBER,
JUST AS IT WAS SPINNING VERTICALLY AT A HEIGHT OF ALMOST 80 FEET, IF
ONLY IT WERE JUST AN ILLUSION, ONE TEENAGER DIED, HIS BROTHER AND
SEVERAL OTHERS SUFFERED SERIOUS INJURIES, IF YOU TIE A ROPE AROUND A
ROCK, THEN SWING ROUND AND ROUNDABOVE YOUR HEAD LIKE A LARIAT AND
LET GO, WHAT HAPENS? YOU CAN'T EXPECT IT TO CONTINUE ITS ARC - IT
FLIES OUT, BLAZING A NEW PATH, THAT'S JUST WHAT HAPPENED WITH CAR #1
OF THE "ENTERPRISES"

A CHAIN ON THE "COMET" IN PCNT IAC I L L SNAPPED THIS PAST
MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND, SMASHING ONE CAR AND ITS OCCUPANTS INTO A PARKED
TRUCK AT AN AMERICAN LEGION - SPONSORED. FAIR, THE 36 -YEAR OLD LEGION
SCIIMANDER DIED; HIS SON, AGE 6, WAS SERIOUSLY INJURED,

IN SEPARATE INCIDENTS IN THE LATE 70'S IN TEMPE; ARIZ',
HUNTINGTON, NA, AND BRADFORD, PA,; DOORS PEELED OPEN ON SOME OF THE
80 "ZIPPER" RIDES SCATTERED ACROSS AMERICA, CAUSING PROTECTIVE LAP
BARS TO SWING OPEN, FOUR RIDERS DIED AND TWO WERE SERIOUSLY HARMED AS
THEY PLUMMETED TO THE MIMAY, WRENCHED FROM THEIR CARS BY THE RIDE'S .

ROTATION,

A CABLE CAR ON THE NSKYRIDE" HURTLED TO THE GROUND AT THE TEXAS
STATE FAIR IN 1979, ONE YOUNGSTER WAS NO LONGER ALIVE TO LAUGH, AND A
20-YEAR OLD WOMAN WAS LEFT WITHOUT MOVEMENT IN HER ARMS AND LEGS,

AND IN OUR OW BACKYARD, A MAN WAS INJURED THIS PAST MAY AT RFK
STADIUM MEN A CAR ON THE "TILT-A4iIRL" DERAILED BECAUSE THE WRONG
BOLT WAS SUBSTITUTED,

IT DOESN'T TAKE MANY SUCH GRIM TALES TO SHOW THAT WE'VE GOT

TROUBLE IN RIVER CITY, IN SANTA CLARA, TUSCALOOSA, AND ANY afTY THAT

PLAYS HOST TO A TRAVELING CARNIVAL, SPECIAL FAIR, OP FIXED-SITE

AMUSEMENT PARK, THE STATISTICS AND STATEMENTS OF INSPECTORS SHOW THAT

*ETHER A RIDE MOVES FRCM TOWN-TO-TOWN OR REMAINS SET IN CEMENT/

ACCIDENTS DO HAPPEN,
...-

I'M NQT TALKING ABOUT THE RELATIVE SECURITY OF A CAROUSEL OR A

PONY RIDE, NOR PLACID BOATING THROUGH "IT'S A SMALL WORLD," OR

FROLICKING ON It/ TOAD'S RIDE," IT'S THE "GALAXY" OR "OCTOPUS" CLASS

OF RIDES, WITH WHIPSAWING/ WHIRLING OND RAPID STARTS AND STOPS, IT'S

THE NEW-FANGLED STAND-UP ROLLER COASTER LIKE THE ONE FRCM WHICH A
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.116-YEAR OLD INDIANAPOLIS hOMAN FELL TO HER DEATH JUST LAST MONTH IN

EUREKA, MIEsouRI,

RISKY BUSINESS

THE FACTS ARE DISTURBING: IN EACH OF THE LAST FEW YEARS, AN

AVERAGE OF OVER 10,000 INJURIES HAS OCCURRED ON AMUSEMENT RIDES,

SINCE 1973, 87 DEATHS THAT THE COMMISSION KNCw$ OF HAVE SHATTERED THE

MERRIMENT OF THE MIDWAY, 4 RIDERS DIED IN 1983, IN THE FIRST SEVEN

MYTHS OF THIS YEAR, ACTOTAL OF 12 AMUSEMENT PARK VISITORS HAVE DIED

IN RIDE AND ATTRACTIONS.

THOSE WHO OPPOSE ANY CHANGES IN THE. STATUS QUO CONCERNING AMUSE-

MENT RIDES DOWNPLAY THIS LITANY OF 4CrIDDITS BY SPURIOUS COMPARISONS

TO' ACCIDENT RATES FOR SUCH ITEMS AS "BILLIARDS" AIR) "AQUARIUMS." THEY

DISTORT THE PICTURE BY REFERRING TO A RANKING OF Etf.RGENCY

ROOM- TREATED INJURIES FROM THE COMMISSION'S NATIONAL ELECTRONIC INJURY

SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM (NEISS), NUMBERS CF INJURIES ALONE, HOWEVER, ARE

NEVER USED BY CPSC AS A MEASURE OF THE RELATIVE SAFETY OF PRODUCTS OR

THE UNREASONABLENESS OF A HAZARD.

FAR MORE IMPORTANT IS THE SERIOUSNESS CF THE INJURIES -- WHETHER

DEATH, DISFIGUREMENT, PARALYSIS, OR AMPUTATION wAS INVOLVED, ALSO KEY

IS THE DEGREE OF PRODUCT INVOLVEMENT -- WHETHER THE PRODUCT WAS MERELY

"ASSOCIATED WITH" AN INJURY UgA SECONDARY WAY, OR THE PRODUCT WAS A

"DIRECT CAUSE" OF HARM,

BY ALL OBJECTIVE ACCOUNTS, MANY AMUSEMENT RIDE INJURIES INVOLVE

FAULTY DESIGN, EQUIPMENT FAILURES OR FALLS FROM EQUIPMENT, AND

IMPROPER INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE. BILLIARD INJURIES, ON THE OTHER

HAND, FOR THE MOST PART TYPICALLY INVOLVE SUCH SCENARIOS AS PEOPLE

40-470 0 - 85 - 50
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FALLING AGAINST OR BUMP:NG INTO POOL TABLES, OR BEING STRUCK WITH POOL

CUES, SOMETIMES DELIBERATELY, THE FAULT IS USUALLY THEIR OWN AND THE

INJURIES TEND TO BE LESS SERIOUS, HENCE, AS A COMMISSION: WE DON'T

ATTEMPT TO DO ANYTHING ABOUT THEM,

LET'S NOT KID OURSELVES: A 60 -FOOT VERTICAL FALL FROM "THE EDGE"

AT THE GREAT AMERICA PARK IN GURNEE, ILL. -- AS HAPPENED TO THREE

TEENAGERS ON MAY 22 OF THIS YEAR -- HAS A FAR GREATER POTENTIAL FOR

INJURY AND DEATH THAN A TAP ON THE HEAD WITH A POOL CUE,

A HIGHER POTENTIAL FOR LETHAL, ACCIDENTS IS ALSO BORNE OUT BY THE

AVAILABLE .DATA. INFORMATION COLLECTED BY CPSC IN THE SEVEN YEARS

PRIOR TO 1981, INDICATES FIVE TIMES AS MANY FATALITIES INVOLVING

AMUSEMENT RIDES AS INVOLVING BILLIARDS, AND AGAIN, THE AMOUNT OF

PRODUCT CONTRIBUTION -- AS OPPOSED TO USER FAULT -- IS MUCH GREATER

FOR AMUSEMTEN RIDES, WHILE RIDE FATALITIES OFTEN INVOLVE A PASSIVE

RIDER VICTIMIZED BY DESIGN OR MOMENT FAILURES OR OPERATOR ERROR,

THE FEW BILLIARD FATALITIES TYPICALLY INVOLVE POOL TABLES FALLING ON

CHILDREN AND ACTIVE CASES OF ASSAULT,

AND IT'S MUCH THE SAME STORY FOP CCMPARISONS TO AQUARIUMS.,

DOLLHOUSES AND ALL THE OTHER NONSENSICAL CCMPARISONS THE AMUSEMENT

PARK INDUSTRY CAVALIERLY SELECTS TO JUSTIFY WHAT REALLY ?MOUNTS TO

CALLOUSNESS AND IRRESPONSIBILITY ON ITS PART IN REPUDIATING THE CLEAR

NEED FOR GREATER GOVERNMENTAL INVOLVEMENT,

POOR RIDE DESIGN, RIDE FAILURE, IMPROPER MAINTENANCE, INCORRECT

OPERATION AND RIDER MISBEHAVIOR ARE ALL CAUSES OF AMUSEMENT RIDE

ACCIDENTS, SCME AMUSEMENT RIDE INDUSTRY OFFICIALS TEND TO "BLAME THE

VICTIM," CLAIMING FALSELY THAT OVER 90 PERCENT OF ALL RIDE INJURIES
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ARE CAUSED BY HUMAN CARELESSNESS, USUALLY THAT OF THE RIDER. BUT AT A

RECENT CC MISSION SEMINAR, WE HEARD FROM STATE AND LOCAL OFFICIALS

THAT THIS JUST ISN'T SO, A RIDE IS ONLY AS SAFE AS THE SYSTEM MAKES

R. THAT MEANS THE DESIGNER AND MANUFACTURER, THE OMER AND OPERATOR,

THE INSPECTOR AND THE 'RIDER:

THIS POINT IS SUPPORTED BY A SAMPLING OF THE COMMISSION'S

IN-DEPTH INVESTIGATIONS, CONSUMER COMPLAINTS; AND NEWSCLIPS SPANNING

THE FIVE -YEAR PERIOD FROM 1978 THROUGH 1983, OF THE 18 FATALITY

REPORTS REVIEWED WHICH WERE ASSOCIATED WITH ANUSEPENT RIDES, 6 DEATHS,

FULLY ONE -THIRD OF THE TOTAL, WERE CLEARLY ATTRIBUTED TO RIDE FAILURE/

ONLY 4 DEATHS WERE LINKED TO RIDER BEHAVIORS, THE OTHERS TEND TO BE

ATTRIBUTABLE TO A COMBINATION OF FACTORS, 14 OF THESE DEATHS OCCURRED

40N FIXED-SITE RIDES,

THE FACT IS, FIXED-SITE APJSBENT RIDES AREN'T MUCH DIFFERENT

FROM OTHER INTRICATE AND MASSIVE HUNKS OF MACHINERY WITH THE POTENTIAL

FOR SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH IF ACCIDENTS OCCUR, COSTING A FEW HUNDRED

THOUSAND TO SEVERAL MILLION BUCKS, THEY'RE NOTHING TO SCOFF AT, IT'S

JUST THAT THEY ARE'REGULATED LESS.

WHEN AN AIRCRAFT TAKES OFF FULL OF PASSENGERS, FAA RULES REQUIRE

METICULOUS MAINTENANCE MD INSPECTION, REGARDLESS CF THE 0LANE'SCOST

OR SIZE. SEATS MUST BE SPECIALLY DESIGNED, BELTS MUST HOLD DURING

TURBULENCE, AND INTERIOR FURNISHINGS MUST BE FIRE-RESISTANT, THERE IS_

AN AURA OF SAFETY IN THE FRIENDLY SKIES, WHICH TRAVELERS EXPECT AND

DEMAND, GOVERMENT REGULATION IS EVER-PRESENT, EVEN THOUGH ACCIDENT

RATES FOR THE AIRLINE INDUSTRY ARE MUCH LOWER THAN THOSE OF THE

AMUSEMENT RIDE INDUSTRY,
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41Y THEN, DO WE PERMIT AMERICANS; AND KIDS ESPECIALLY, TO BE SENT

ALOFT ON RIDES THAT ARE OFTEN AS COMPLEX, SOPHISTICATED AND ALMOST AS

EXPENSIVE AS SMALL AIRCRAFT, WITHOUT THE BENEFNT OF GOVERNMENT

OVERSIGHT?

THE DEADLY LOOPHOLE

WE HAVE A PATCHWORK OF STATE LOG GOVERNING BOITI MOBILE AND

FIXED-SITE AMUSEMENT RIDES, SOME 26 STATES DON'T REGULATE AMUSEMENT_

RIDESINLANN WAY, THE PREVAILING ATTITUDE IS LET THE'RIDER BEWARE!'

IN THE OTHER 24 STATES, THERE'S NO UNIFORM APPROACH TO IMPROVING

SAFETY, 19 STATES REQUIRE STATE INSPECTORS TO CHECK RIDES THAT STAY

"FIXED" IN ONE SITE AS WELL AS THOSE THAT TRAVEL FROM ONE SITE TO

ANOTHER, rosf ARE INSPECTED FOR STFIKIURAL INTEGRITY AND SAFETY; IN

SOME STATES THOUGH, AS LONG AS ELECTRICAL AND BUILDING CODES ARE MET,

THE SHOW GOES ON, IN 2 STATES, ONLY MOBILE AMUSEMENT RIDES ARE

INSPECTED,

3 STATES MERELY REQUIRE THAT RIDE OWNERS AND OPERATORS CARRY A

MINIMUM OF INSURANCE; ,INSURANCE CCMPANIES USUALLY DISPATCH AN

ANSPECTOR PRIOR T9 ISSUING A POLICY PERHAPS JUST ONCE, BEFORE THE

FAIR OPENS FOR THE SEASON,

AND WHAT OF THE AMUSEMENT PARKS AND CARNIVALS IN STATES WITHOUT

ANY TYPE OF REGULATIONS?

THE RCLE THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, AND.41HE CONSUMER PRODUCT

SAFETY COMMISSION, HAS BEEN SEVERELY LIMITED SINCE CONGRESS RESTRICTED

JURISDICTION TO MOBILE RIDES DURING THE COMMISSION'S REAUTHORIZATION

IN 19811 EXEMPTION OF FIXED -SITE AMUSEMENT RIDES HAS CREATED A

PRECARIOUS "WINDOW OF VULNERABILITY" (TO BORROW A PHRASE) FOR THOSE
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MIK)PLACEITHEIR TRUST IN THE SAFETY OF THESE RIDES: .

NC-

FOR EXAMPLE, TKpalaERPRIse HONE OF THE MOST POPULAR RIDES IN

4
THE COUNTRY; THERE ARE 19 OF THEM ACROSS THE LAND. BECAUSE THE FATAL

ACCIDENT AT THE TEXAS STATE FAIR IN OCTOBER 1983 INVOLVED AN

"ENTERPRISE" RIDE WHICH WAS MOVED FROM PLACE TO PLACE ON A FLATBED

TRUCK, ldE.COMMISSION COULD INSPECT THE SCENE OF THE ACCIDENT AND

DETERMINE THE PROBABLE CAUSE FOR THIS TRAGEDY. THIS SAME RIDE,

IRONICALLY, FAD P.E.O. A FIXED-SITE RIDE FOR SEVERAL YEARS AT BYE'S

PLANLAND IN WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y., BEFORE INOVING TO OKLAHOMA AND

THEN ON. TO TEXAS. I

OUR INQUIRY POINTED OUT ALARMING DESIGN AND STRUCTURAL CONCERNS

THAT WERE APPARENT It MANY VERSIONS OF THE RIDE, BOTH FIXED Ak

MOBILE. FOR THE 7 "ENTERPRISE" RIDES THAT WERE TRANSPORTED FROM ,ONE

LOCALE TO ANOTHER, BECAUSE WE HAD JURISDICTION WE COULD REWIRE AN

UPGRADING OF SAFETY FEATURES AND MONITOR THEIR,MAMENANCE, PUT WE

HAD NO AUTHORITY TO REWIRE_ SUCH CHANGES IN 12 PARKS AROUND THE

COUNTRY %HERE THE "ENTERPRISE" WAS 4T IN CONCRETE -- "FIXED" IN ITS

SITE, BUT NOT "FIXED" IN ITS DESIGN OR MAINTENAKEL

THIS JUST DOESN'T MAKE SENSE. OUR INSPECTORS FOUND A PROBLEM,,YET

WE WERE POWERLESS TO INCLUDE MORE THAN HALF OF THE AFFECTED RIDES IN

OUR CORRECTING ACTION_PLAN. PERHAPS THESE OWNERS/OPERATORS WILL TAKE

UP OUR SUGGESTIONS, BUT hg DON'T 1T104 THAT THEY WILL AND CAN'T EVEN

FIND OUT. AND NEITHER DOES THE PUBLIC WHO MAY BOARD THOSE "ENTERPRISE"

RIDES IN LOCALITIES WHERE THEY'RE FOUND 7- IN BROOKLYN, N.Y.;

SANDUSKY, OHIO; AURORA, OHIO; HERSHEY, PENNSYLVANIA; WEST MIFFLIN,
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FENNOLUILA; SEATTLE, WASHINGTON; WILDWOOD, NEW JERSEY; HAINES CITY,

FLORIDA; NRTLE BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA; WARWICK NECK, RHODE ISLAND;

SHAKOPEgLYINNESOTA1 AND KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

ANY DELAY IN FIXING OR RETROFITTING THOSE 12 "ENTERPRISE" RIDES

COULD PRONE FATAL FOR INNOCENT RIDERS, THAT'S THE DEADLY LOOPHOLE,

AND IN KY MIND AN INTOLERABLE AND FOOLISH ONE THAT CRIES OUT FOR

MEDIATE CORRECTION.

WI MEASURES

COMISSION JURISDICTION OVER MOBILE AMUSEMENT RIDES PERMITS US TO

CARRY OUT FOUR ESSENTIAL ACTIVITIES -

FIRST, WE ACT AS AN INFORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE FOR THE STATES ON

-AMUSEMENT RIDE ACCIDENTS,

SECOND, THE LAW REQUIRES IMMEDIATE FILING OF A SECTION 15"REPORT

IF ANY MANUFACTURER OR OWNER/OPERATOR OF A RIDE HAS REASON

TO SUSPECT THAT IT PRESENTS A SUBSTANTIAL PRODUCT HAZARD,

THIRD, WE CAN SEND INVESTIGATORS TO THE SCENE OF A SERIOUS

ACCIDENT TO DETERMINE THE CAUSE AND AVERT SIMILAR TRAGEDY ON RIDES

LOCATED THROUGHOUT.THE COUNTRY,

E_NEHL WE CAN ISSUE A CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN TO REQUIRE RIDE

DESIGNERS, OWNERS AND OPERATORS TO MAKE SAFETY CHANGES,

THIS IS WHAT WE CURRENTLY DO WITH RIDES THAT TRAVEL

FROM SITE TO SITE, THIS_IS WHAT WE SHOULD 6E ABLE TO DO

FOR FIXED-SITE RIDES,

THE THREE BILLS UNDER CONSIDERATION AT TODAY'S HEARINGS (H.R.

57x, INTRODUCED BY REPRESENTATIVE JOHN E. PORTER (R-IL); H.R. 5790,



BY REPRESENTATIVES PAUL SIMON (MD AND HENRY HYDE (R4I.); AND H.R.

5982, BY REPRESENTATIVE FRANK GUARINI (DAJ)), ALL REPRESENT STEPS IN

THE RIGHT DI RECT I ON

IN SUMMARY*. 1 BELIEVE THE APPROACH OF THE PORTER BILL (H.R. 5788)

IS BY, FAR THE BEST ROUTE TO TAKE. I WOULD SUGGEST ADDING TO IT THE

INTENT, ALBEIT NOT THE EXPLICIT LANGUAGE, OF THE GUARINI MEASURE, FOR

REASONS I'LL DESCRIBE, MOST SIMPLY, H.R. 57x RETURNS jURISDICTIO

OVER FIXED -SITE AMUSEMENT RIDES TO THE COMMISSION* COMPARABLE TO WHAT

IT I-UkD BEFORE THE FIXED-.SITE SEGMENT OF THE INDUSTRY BAMBOOZLED

CONGRESS IN 1981 TO EXEFFTSUCH RIDES.

iliiSAKWHYDE BILL IS. IN MY VIEW* FAR TOO LIMITING. PERHAPS IT

-vets FROM A MISUNDERSTANDING OF. PRECISELY WHAT COMMISSION

JURISDICTION ENTAILS* AS SET FORTH ABOVE, INSPECTION OF RIDES IN

ADVANCE IS hff SOMETHING CPSC TYPICALLY DOES, WE CAN'T WE DON'T

HAVE ANYTHING LIKE THE RESOURCES AND PERSONNEL THAT SUCH INSPECTIONS

HUD REQUIRE, THAT ACTIVITY IS BEST PERFORMED BY THE STATES, OR BY

LOCAL AUITORITIES,

BUT UNDER H.R. 5790, mg IDULD BE PROHIBITED FROM SENDING

INVESTIGATORS TO ACCIDENT SITES IN ,STATES WHICH HAVE INSPECTION

P R O G R A M S , T H E R E IS A FATAL FLAW TO THE LOGIC OF THIS BILL... THE

ASSUMPTION IS THAT IF A STATE REQUIRES INSPECTIONS IN ADVANCq OF A

RIDE OPENING UP, THERE IS NO NEED FOR COMMISSION INVOLVEMENT IF AND

WEN A TRAGEDY OCCURS, NOT SO, FACED WITH A TRAGEDY, THERE IS EVERY

NEED FOR A FEDERAL AGENCY LIKE CPSC, WITH EXPERTISE IN THE AREA, TO

ASSIST IN THE ANALYSIS OF THE ACCIDENT, CONVEY THE FINDINGS AND

REMENDATIONS TO OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF SIMILAR RIDES ACROSS THE
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COUNTRY, AND DEVELOP A CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN FOR SUCH RIDES,

WHY BAR THE COMMISSION FROM USING ITS ENGINEERING AND HUMAN

FACTORS EXPERTISE, AS WELL AS ITS COMPLIANCE AND.ENFORO9ENT POWERS

THAT COULD EXTEND TO SIMILARLY-SITUATED,RIDES ANYWHERE IN THE U,S,?

THEKE IS NO VACID REASON, WHEN OUR ROLE COULD ONLY ASSIST THE AUTHORITIES

IN THE STATE WHERE THE ACCIDENT OCCURRED, BENEFIT OTHER /OPERATORS OF

LIKE RIDES, AND PERHAPS AVERT FURTHER TRAGEDY IN THOSE OTHER LOCATIONS,

H.R. 5982, REPRESENTATIVE GUARINI'S BILL, MOULD HAVE THE EFFECT

OF BROADENING THE COMMISSION'S JURISDICTION TO "AM' AMUSEMENT BUILDING

OR OTHER FACILITY WHICH IS LOCATED ON THE SAME PREMISES AS AN

.11JSEFENT DEVICE...." IT IS MY UNDERSTANDING THAT THE INTENT OF HIS

EFFORT IS TO COVER THE "HAUNTED HOUSE" TYPE OF ATTRACTION --

.ECHNICALLY NOT A "RIDE" -- WHICH WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR 8 DEATHS IN NEW

JERSEY LAST MAY. BUT I BELIEVE THE LANGUAGE OF THE BILL MAY BE TOO'

BROAD. IT COULD POSSIBLY BE READ AS EXTENDING OUR POWERS TO FOOD

CONCESSIONS, RESTAURANTS, RESTROTS AND THE LIKE, WHICH I DON'T

BELIEVE WAS HIS INTENT. WE HAVE NO .PARTICULAR EXPERTISE IN THESE

AREAS, AND TO CONCEIVABLY EXTEND JURISDICTION IN THIS WAY MIGHT DILUTE

OUR EFFECTIVENESS. FOREOVER, MANY OF THE HEALTH AND BUILDING CODES

CURRENTLY ADMINISTERED AT THE LOCAL AND STATE LEVELS WOULD COVER THESE

STRUCTURES.

To BETTER GET AT REPRESENTATIVE GUARINI'S INTENDED TARGET, I

SUGGEST ADDING A SIMPLE PROVISO TO THE EFFECT THAT: "NOTHING IN THIS

SUBSECTION PRECLUDES THE COMMISSION FROM INVESTIGATING Tye

FIRMS-WOES OF INJURY OR DEATH ASSOCIATED WITH AN AMUSEMENT PARK

ATTRACTION FOR WHICH AN ENTRY FEE OR ITS EQUIVALENT IS PAID," AGAIN,

791.
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THE PURPOSE WOULD BE TO ASSIST LOCAL OFFICIALS IN THEIR ANALYSIS OF

THE CAUSE OF A.TRAGEDY, AND TO HELP AVERT ANY SUCH RECURRENCE IN

SIMILAR STRUCTURES ACROSS THE NATION.

CPSC JURISDICTION

CONTRARY TO THE PICTURE PAINTED BY CRItICS OF AN EXPANDED CPSC

ROLE FOR FIXED-SITE RIDES, INCLUDING MY COLLEAGUE COIMISSICNER

'SCANLON, RESTORING JURISDICTION WOULD NOT RESULT IN DROVES OF FEDERAL

INSPECTORS. MOPING DOWN ON SOME OF THE 660 REMAND' AMUSEMENT PARKS

IN THE U.S. WE DO NOT HAVE STAFFERS POISED WITH PENS TO DRAFT

REGULATIONS, WE HAVE NEITHER THE DESIRE NOR THE RESOURCES TO PURSUE
0

THAT COURSE. THAT'S JUST A'RED HERRJNG. .

FEDERAL JURISDICTION IS NEEDED SO THAT, WHEN ANY TRAGEDY OCCURS

-- REGARDLESS WHETHER ON A MOBILE OR FIXED-SITE RIDE -- A TEAM OF

ENGINEERS CAN HELP IDENTIFY CtSIGN OR STRUCTURAL FAILURES AND THEREBY

AVERT FURTHER DISASTER WITH THE SAME OR SIMILAR RIDE IN OTHER

LOCATIONS. THAT'S NO DIFFERENT FROM WHAT THE NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION

SAFETY BOA5D DOES FOR ANY AIRLINE CRASH, OR ANY MAJOR RAIL, TRUCK, OR

SCHOOL BUS DISASTER.

ABSENT A FEDERAL ROLE, NO LOCAL OFFICIAL OR STATE AIRHORITI! CAN

COMIJNICATE EFFECTIVELY ACROSS STATE LINES WITH PA 04t RIDE

MANUFACTURERS AND. OPERATORS, AND OTHER STATE AND LOCAL OFFICIALS ABOUT

POTENTIAL HAZARDS OR ACTUAL TRAGEDIES INVOLVING THRILL RIDES. CPSC

CURRENTLY ACTS AS A CLEARINGHOUSE FOR STATES ON MOBILE AMUSEMENT RIDE

INCIDENTS, . WE ARE ABLE TO LEND TECHNICOEXPERTISE TO STATES AND

LOCALITIES WHEN RESOURCES PERMIT, ISSUE BULLETINS ON HAZARDS UNCOVERED

*792
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LORING,INVESTIGATIONS, AND INFORM STATE OFFICIALS OF ANY CORRECTIVE

ACTION PLANS WE HAVE ISSUED FOR MOBILE AMUSEMENT RIDES. THIS WORK

WOULD BE EXPANDED TO INCLUDE FIXED-SITE' AMUSEENT RIDES IF

JURISDICTION WERE RETURNED To CPSC,

RESTORED JURISDICTION WOULD ALSO MEAN THAT CORRECTIVE ACTION

PLANS WOULD APPLY TO'ALI RIDES AND WAD PROVIDE INCENTIVES TO ANY

RECALCITRANT FIRM TO DEVELOP ADEQUATE VOLUNTARY EFFORTS. IT WOULD

ALSO PROMOTE ENHANCED ATTENTION TO SAFETY AND TO PROPER MAINTENANCE

AND INSPECTION PROCEDURES IN ADVANCE OF ANY INCIDENT'oCCURRING.

RESTORED JURISDICTION WOULD ALSO WAN THAT, PURSUANT TO SECTION

15 OF THE CCVSUIER PRODUCT SAFETY ACT, FIXED-SITE RIDE MANUFACTURERS,

ChNERS AND OPERATORS WOULD ALSO BE REQUIRED TO NOTIFY THE CotilISSION

,IMWDIATELX IF THEY COME ACROSS INFORMATION SUGGESTING THAT A RIDE MAY

PRESENT A SUBSTANTIAL PRODUCT HAZARD -- JUST LIKE ANY OTHER

MANUFACTURER, RETAILER OR DISTRIBUTOR OF OTHER CONSUMER PRODUCTS, AND

imq THE MANUFACTURERS, OWNEFiS AND OPERATORS X MOBILE RIDES.

THE FIXED-SITE SEGMENT OF THIS INDUSTRY CAN ONLY SERVE THEIR OWN BEST

INTEREST, AND THAT OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, BY EARLY REPORTING OF

POSSIBLE R IARDS OR DEFECTS.

THIS IS WHAT CPSC JURISDICTION NOW MEANS FOR SONE 15,000 OTHER

PRODUCTS, IN;LUDING MOBILE AMUSEMENT RIDES. AND THE AFFECTED INDUSTRIES

APPEAR TO HAVE LITTLE OR NO PROBLEM WITH IT. THEY ARE ALL PLAYING BY

THE SAME RULES. AND IT'S TIME TO BRING THE ENTIRE AMUSEMENT RIDE

IND 1STRY BACK INTO THE PICTURE, IF WE'RE TO PROMOTE IMPROVED SAFETY

AND RESTORE THE CONFIDENCE OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC IN THESE RIDES.

Y
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U.S. CONSUMER PROOUCT SAFETY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, 0.C. 20207

TESTIMONY OF VICE CHAIRMAN SAUNDRA BROVN.ABESTRONG
before the

Subcommittos oh Health and the Environment
of the

House Committee on Energy and Commerce
on

H.R. 5788, H.R. 5790, and M.R. 5982

August 6, 1984

I would like to thank the Subcommittee for this opporiunity to

pent my comments on H.R. 5788, H.R. 5790, and H.R. 5982;

legislation which, among other things, restores to the Consumer

Product Safety Commission jurisdiction over amusement park del/ices.

The comments presented in this testimony are my personal views.

pACKGROUND

The Commission became involved with amusement rides in the

mid-1970s, as it became increasingly aware of incidents resulting in

injuries and deaths. From the beginning, the Commission's work in the

amusement ride arei has been modest and essentially reactive.

Although the Commission staff investigates incidents as they occur and

works to prevent similar occurrences in the future, the Commission has

never had the resources -- money or personnel -- to prevent all

amusement ride incidents. For a variety of reasons, in my estimation,

an expectation of such prophylactic effect may be unrealistic.

Commission research and experience, as wall as testimony

presented by representatives of the amusement ride industry at the

May 10, 1984, meeting of the Commission, indicate various underlying

causes of amusement ride accidents, including: product failure;

operator error; inadvertent rider mishap; and rider misbehaviour.

794
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Laments otten occur as a result of a combination of these factors

and, consequently, are frequently neither predictable not preventable.

Thus, while additional; resources would be necessary to augment

Commission response capabilities to encompass additional

.responsibilities related to fixed-site amusement rides, resources

one are not, in my opinion, a suitable measure by which the

ssion's effectiveness with respect to accident prevention can be

realistically gauged.

To my knowledge, there is no evidence to auggett that the

CommiesioiLwas able_to maks remarkeble.achievements in eliminating

most of the causes of these accidents, even in earlier years when it

had a greater staff compIiment and a larger budget. At best, the

Commission and the state authorities, working together cooperatively
(0,

atilieforking with the industry, can hope to reduce the number of

incidents and severity of the injuries.

This is not to say, however, that the Commission has not achieved

results in thci area of amusement ride safety. The Cosmission staff

investigates and, where appropriate, works to prevent similar

occurrences. The Commission has become the national clearinghouse for

an information exchange among the stets§ and between the industry and

governments at all levels. In addition, the Commission works with

manufacturers of the rides and the miners and operators in various.

ways (e.g., development of voluntary standards).

With this brief background of the Commission's involvement, I
0

would like to turn to my analysis of sadh-bill now before this

Subcommittee. Each is,discussed in'turn.
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H.R. 5788:

If enacted, H.R. 5788 would emend.section 3(a)(1) of the Consumer

Product Safety Act (CPSA), 15 U.S.C. f 2052(a)(1), which contains the

definition of "consumer product." By adding the phrase "and which is

permanently or not permanently fixed to a site," this bill would

codify the judicial detisions that affirmed the Commission's

jurisdiction over amusement Tides without reference to ,he mobility of

the devices. State Fair of Texas v. U.S. Consumer Product Safety

Commission, 650 F.2d 1324 (5th Cir. 1981), afrg in part and rev'g in

part, 481 F:Supp. 107b (N.D. Tex 1979); Robert K. Bell Enterprises,

Inc. v. Consumer Product Safety Commission, 484 F.Supp. 1221 (N.D.

ch.Okla. 1980), rev'd., 645 F.2d 25 (10th Cir. 1981); Consumer Product

Safety Commission v. Chance Manufacturing Company, Inc., 441 F.Supp.

228 (D.D.C. 1977).

The bill returns the Commission to the status 2.2 ante the 1981

amendments. In so doing, it resurrects, without resolving, the

question of the Commission's authority to inspect fixed-site amusement

rides, a point in dispute prior to the 1981 amendments. Section 16(a)(1)

of the CPSA, 15 U.S.C. f 2065(a)(1), provides that the Commission can

enter and inspect, with certain safeguards, "(A) any ... establishment

in which consumer products are manufactured or held, in connection

with distribution in commerce ... ." The issue prior to 1981 was

whether a permanent site Amusement park is a place of manufacture or

other location amenable to Commission inspection. H.R. 5788, unlike

the other two bills being considered today by this Subcommittee, does

not address the issue of the Commission's inspection authority.
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At present, the Commission experiences little difficulty

inspecting mobile amusement rides because the definition of

"manufactured" encompasses "manufacture," "asseelle,".and "produce."

Section 3(a)(8) of the CPSA, 15 U.S.C. f 2052(a)(8). However, this

S.

m:orients has been in the context of mobile amusement rides, which

are clearly "assembled" at each location. Whether the same argument,

or some variation thereof, iould prevail to authorize the inspection

of fixed-site amusement rides has been the subject of some dispute.

H.R. 5790:

If enacted, this bill would amend both section 3(a)(1)

(definition of "consumer product") and section 16(a) (inspection

authority) of the CPSA.

A. Definition of "Consumer Product"

Section 1(a) of H.R. 5790 would amend section 3(a)(1) of the CPSA

to preclude standard-setting and banning action by the Commission.

Amusement rides and their manufacturers, distributors, and retailers

would remain subject to all other provisions of the 6SA.

While the purpose of this amendment is unclear, its net effect

would be to deprive the Commission of.tmo important tools that could,

at some future point, be required to protect the public from an

unreasonable risk of injury. The possibility of mandatory regulation

frequently serves as an inducement to the development of a voluntary

standard and leverages the agency's position in compliance

negotiations. Therefore, it may be precipitous to restrict the

Commission's authority from the outset.
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' Further, granting this exemption from regulation appears to be

unprecedented under the Consumer Product Safety Act. In my opinion;

the precedent of selectively exempting products from the

standard-setting and banning provisions of the CPSA requires careful

study. It may prove to be difficult, if not impossible, to

distinguish other prodUcts froni amusement rides in the future.

B. Inspection Authority

There are two distinct components of the proposed amendment to

section 16(a). I discuss each separately.

Sec ion 2 of H.R. 5790 would add a new subsection 16(a)(2) to the

CPSA, whth would provide that:

Officsrs and employees duly designated by the Commission may
Inspect, at reasonable times and in driasonable manner --

(A) the, site of any accident is which there was
personal injury and which involved a consumer
product, and

(B) any constmar product involved in such an accident.

Such an inspection nay'only be made upon presenting
appropriate credentials and a written notice of
inspection frqm the Commission to the (marl, operator,
or agent in charge of the site or product to be
inspected. Each such inspection shall be commenced
and completed with reasonable promptness.

These provisinni appear to present several questions related to

the intended breadth of the proposed amendment and its impact on both

the Commission and the public:

(1) This proposal encompasses the Commission's inspection

'authority with respect to all consumer products, and is not limited

solely to amusement rides.

ti
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(2) If enacted, the amendment would restrict the general

inipection authority of the Commission to those instances in which

there has been "personal injury" (presumably, including a death).

, .

This is a significant revision because at present the Commission's

"inspection" activities embrace a wide variety of on-site

"visits" to collect information about consumer products and human

interaction with these products. Many incidents which trigger

"inspections" involve narrow escapes or simple property damage which,

while not injury-producing in this instance, have a high potential for

causing injury or death (all, fires). As written, this bill would

appear to cull into question the Commission's ability to "inspect" to

determine the cause of such incidents.

(3) The restriction of the Commission's "inspection" authority to

those instances in which a "personal injury" has occurred could be

interpreted to obviate or to limit severely the Commission's existing

authority to "inspect" sites and consumer products for the purpose of

(a) monitoring the implementation of remedial action plans; (b)

determining whether similar products have the Identified problem; and

(c) ascertaining compliance with mandatory and_voluntar* standards._

This reading is possible due to the tenet of statutory construction

that a specific provision (bare, the proposed limitation on

inspection) prevails over the general (hers, the existing grant of

authority to inspect).

(4) The proposal creates something of an anomoly. At present.

the Commission investigators are permitted to enter areas open to the

public and to observe things open to public view (this is sometimes

referred to as the "plain view" doctrine). They need not inform.
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anyone of their presence and may incorporate their observations into

inspection reports. Thus, just like other members of the public,

Commission investigators can make visual "inspections" of accident

sites without formalities. Under the bill as drafted, however, it is

unclear whether the Commission investigators retain this right becauie

of the apparent requirement that an announcement of their presence and

a written notice of inspection precede any inspection.

(5) If enacted* section 2 of H.R. 5790 could have unexpected and

direct consequences for consumers. */ At present, a consumer may,

and frequently does, refuse a Commission request for access to a

consumer, product. The proposed amendment, however, would appear to

remove the element of consumer discretion and confer upon the

Commisiion authority to "inspect" consumer products that have been

involved in injury-producing incidents, irreeipictive of the location

of those consumer products. With this, grant of authority, the

Commission could obtain a warrant of inspection and thus require the

consumer-owner of such a consumer product to allow the Commission to

"inspect ", the product.

(6) The meaning of "involved," as used in section 2 of the bill,

im unclear. For example, it could mean "associated with," "causally

*

Section 16(a) of the CPSA, as now written, permits Commission
"inspection" of business premises where consumer products are
manufactured, distributed, or sold. Consequently, the Commission is

empowered to enforce that inspection right by obtaining a warrant of

inspection. Marshall v. barlow's, Inc., 436 U.S. 307 (1978); see alSo

State Fair of Texas v. U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, 650

P.2d 1324 (5th Cir. 1981). !Mere is no similar "inspection" authority

with'respect to either consumer products per se or the sites of

injury-producing incidents.' \.

40-470 0 - BR"- 51
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connected," or, "caused by." Each connotes a different level of

product responsibility for the injury-producing incident.

Section 1.(b), of the bill would add the following provision at the

end of section 16(a):

Officers and employesa of the Commission may make
inspections under this subsection with respect to
amusement devices permanently fixed toa site only
if the government of the State in which such
inspections would be carried out does not have the
authority to make such inspections.

Although the apparent purpose of this amendment is to preclude

Commission inspection of the fixed-site amusement rides themselves,

the language of the amendment is such broader. Because the amendment

specifically references and limits all of subsection 16(a), it also

modifies the Commission's existing authority to inspect factories,

warehouses, and establishments where consumer products are

manufactured, distributed, or sold.

This revision, if enacted, would present many difficult issues:

(1) Assuming the bill envisions an express state safety

inspection authority (which is by no means clear), the meaning of

"government of the State" should be clarified. Both states and their

political subdivisions (ea, counties, municipalities) may have

express inspection authority with respect to different aspects of

fixed-site amusement rides. Moreover, states may delegate their

inspection authority to their political subdivisions. Consequently,

it is important to clarify whether the Commission's inspection

authority would be precluded by local ordinance as well as state

statute.

B I
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(2) There appears to be wide variation in inspection authority

from one state to another. Consequently, it is important to clarify

the type of express state inspection authority that would preclude

Commission inspection. It a state requires inspection when the ride

is initially erected (something akin to a building permit inspection)

but does not require subsequent inspection, would that preclude

Commission inspection? If a state requires inspection of only a

portion of the ride (Lw the electrical system), would that preclude

Commission inspection in general or merely as to the portion inspected

by the state? If the state requires inspection for reasons other than

consumer safety (e.g., occupational safety), would that preclude

Commission inspection? These issues are critical in determining the

degree to which the Commission must become familiar with the states'

authorities inasmuch as the Commission would not be allowed to make

these inspections if the government of a state has authority to make

inspections.

(3) State inspection authority may be a constantly changing

situation. This bill would appear` to require the Commission to

continuously monitor the legislative activity of each of the 50 states

in order 'to monitor legislation that would affect the state's (and,

therefore, the Commission's) inspection authority.

(4) The proposal leaves to the individual states the inspection

of fixed-site amusement rides. However, H.R. 5790 does not appear to

take into account the wide variance in the effectiveness and

enforcement capabilities of state inspection programs, but appears to

assume a high level of state involvement flowing from the mere fact of

*8 0 2
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state authority. An unknown number of states have at least one agency

(e.g., coroners, police) authority to inspect, but without the

authority (or expertise) to determine the cause of the incident and

then to take remedial action. It appears that the Commission could

not conduct its own inspection in those states where this limited

state inspection authority exists.

(5) Although the ostensible intent is to scrutinize the

inspection authority of the state in which the ride is located, al a

practical matter, the prcposal may require more. The Commission's

authority to conduct on-site inspection of the company manufacturing,

distributing, or importing the amusement ride appears, likewise, to be

limited by thrinspection authority of the state in which such

manufacturer, istributor, or importer is located. Although it is a

simple matter identify the state in which a fixed-site amusement

ride is located purposes of these inspection'provisions, that

determination tom be more difficult with respect to the location of

the manufacturer, distributor, or retailer of that ride. Determining

t'e location of t firm, in turn, could involve the Commission in

issues of state corporate law and of state conflict of laws

principles.

As the Commission at present inspects both the amusement ride and the

manufacturer's premises, these complexities and uncertainties could

well create problems.

(6) There is no assurance that a state will exercise its

authority and conduct an inspection. This would leave the Commission

without information and without inspection authority.

iy
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M.K. by i2;

If enacted, H.R. 5982 would amend both section 3(a)(1)

(definition of "consumer product") and section 16(a) (inspection

authority) of the CPSA.

a

A. Definition of "Consumer Product"

Section 1 of the bill would delete references to amusement rides

permauently fixed to a site. It would add a provision that "consumer

product"

also includei any amusement building or other
facility which is located on the same premises
as an amusement device described

in section 3(a)(1) of the CPSA. 4/

This provision raises difficult definitional and scope issues.

While the precise extent of the potential impact is unknown, this

amendment would extend the Commission's jurisdiction into areas that

are ostensibly well beyond the intended scope of this amendment.

The key phrases "amusement building" and "other facility ...

located on the same premises" are undefined and, therefore, vague in

terms of intended reach If the definition of consumer product is

amended to include this proposal, without modification or definition,

the broadly- worded phrase "other facilities" would conceivably

authorize the Commission to regulate structures that have nothing to

do with amusement, but which happen, to be located "on the same

premises" (21k, employees' locker rooms,

restaurants or food service areas, parking areas).

* For purposes of this discussion, I as assuming that the language
which is located on the same premises as an amusement device" is
intended to and does modify 'both "amusement building" and "other
facility." Any other interpretation could have significant
ramifications for the scope of the Commission's jurisdiction.
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B. Inspection Authority

Section 2(a) of H.R. 5982 would amend section 16(a)(1) to add a

provision allowing the Commission

(3) to inspect, at reasonable times and in a
reasonable manner, amusement devices described
in section,3(a),(1) and amusement buildings or
other fanilities loCated on the same premises as
such devices. Each such inspection shall be
commenced and completed with reasonable promptness.

If enacted, this portion of the proposed amendment would'resolve the

controversy about the Commission's authority to inspect amusement

rides by an express grant of authority. Howeyer, this language raises

the same questions concerning the meaning and scope of "amusement ,

buildings or other facilities located on the same premises" as

discussed above.

Section 2(b) of the bill would add a new section 16(a)(2) to the

CPSA:

(2) 'Officers and employees duly designated by the
Commission may inspect, at reasonable times
and in a reasonable manner.

(A) the lite of any incident in which there
was personal injury and which involved a
consumer product, and

(8) any consumer product involved in such an
incident.

Such an inspection may only be
made upon presenting appropriate credentials
and a written notice from the Commission to
the owner, operator, or agent in charge of the
site or product to be inspected. Each such
inspection shall be commenced and completed
with reasonable promptness.

8: 6
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If the only purpose of section 2(b) of the bill is to permit the

Commission to inspect fixed-site amusement rides, it is redundant in

light of the broad inspection power granted under section 2(a) of the

bill, qUoted above. The specific authority to,inspect after an

accident (section 2(b) of the bill) would seem to be subsumed in the

general grant of authority to inspect amusement rides under all

circumstances (section 2(a) of the bill).

If the bill is enacted as written, there is a possibility of

confusion as to which provision governs_in a given situation. Under

the principle of statutory construction that the specific,,. narrow

provision prevails over the general provision, it is possible that the

narrower provision as reflected under section 2(b) of the bill, would

be applied and, thus;. e eat Commission inspection that would

otherwise be permitted by section 2(a) of the bill (e.g,_,

non-"personal injury" incidents).

On the other hand, if the intent is to embrace all consumer

products, section 2(b) of H.R. 5982 raises the same issues as

discuised above at 5-8, with respect to section 2 of H.R. 5790.

CONCLUSial

Although I do not know the impetus behind the introduction of

these three bills, I am aware that several amusement ride-related

incidents have occurred in the recent,past, some of them reportedly

involving f -site amusement rides. / am concesaed, therefore, that

there may be a public perception that restoring the Commission's

juriediition over fixed-site amusement rides will eliminate or

markedly reduce injuries because the Commission will use its
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authority to rp_rzel.,,It incidents and assure the safety of the amusement

Ades. This may be a misconception.

The CoMmission's efforts related to amusement rides, both prior

to the 1981 amendments and at present, have been primarily reactive

due to practical considerations, not the least of which are limited

Commission resources and staff; the viriety and technical complexity

of amusement rides; and the widely-scattered locations of amusement

rides. These factors have led the Commission 'to focus primarily on

investigation of catastrophic incidents and monitoring of remedial

action programs in section 15 cases.' I cannot, at present, foresee a

change in,the Commission'a basic approach to the issue of amusement

ride safety, the scope of the agency's juliadiction notwithstanding.

Irrespective of which bill or version is enacted, any

Congressional decision to expand the Commisaion's jurisdiction will

have an immediate and definite impact on the Commission'a operations

' and the present balance of resources. While the operating plan and

budget for Fiscal Year 1985 include allocations for compliance and

enforcement functions as necessary to address the safety of mobile

amusement rides, it is my impression that additional reaourcea would

be necessary for a minimum-level program which would permit the

Commission to riact to fixed-site amusement ride incidents

after-the-fact. If it is the case that H.R. 5788, H.R. 5790, and H.R.

5982 envision a more aggresaive approach aimed at achieving

prophylactic effe2?a, the Commission would require an even greater

amount of supplementary resources.

In any event, the effectiveness and expediency of the

Commission's response to the clarion call for the improvement of

amusement ride safety, in my opinion, will largely depend on the scope

and clarity of Congress' grant of jurisdiction, the availability of

resources, and the susceptibility of the underlying causes of

accidents to remedistion.

I thank the Subcommittee for this opportunity to present comment

on the pending legislation. I will be pleased to answer any questions

any members of the Subcommittee may have.

Thank you. 807
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank yousvery much, Mr. Stet ler.
Ms. Steorts,_ I want to asksyou some questions. The Consumer

Prodtict -Safety Commission has jurisdiction...if a ride that is in a
traveling circus or in, some sort of amusement park that is not per-
manently located, has a problem or a defect, or if there is some
injury occulting there for some reason or another. ,

But if a ride is in a fixed-site amusement park you have no juris-
diction. If you find out about a problem on a particular ride in one
of these traveling amusement parks, are you able to find out and
deal with the fixed-site amusement park that may have the exact
same ride.

Ms. Sr Ems. Mr. Chairman, the answer, to that question is no.
And let me give you an example of the Enterprise ride that had
the tragedy in Dallas. That was a mobile ride at the_8tate Fair of
Texas. At that State Fair they had both mobile rides an fixed-Site
rides. The Enterprise was a mobile ride. The Enterprise on some
amusement parks is a fixed-site ride. Because of the fact that it
was a mobile ride a the State Fair of Dallas, our investigators
from our Southwest region in Dallas were on'the site of that trage-
dy' immediately.

In addition, we had out engineers from Washington fly down
almost immediately to take a look at that situation to review it, to
break the ride down. And they were down there for several weeks
working on that particular investigation. At the end of that investi-
gation the investigators then came back to.us in Washington at a
Commission nieeting. The Commission then decided what it was

'going to do about that particular problem ride. We then came up
with an interim corrective action 'program that meant that that
particular ride would be improved structurally, it would have a
very tough maintenance and inspection program, and air of that
was then communicated to the other mobile site rides, the other
Enterprise attractions that were on mobile sites.

The CPSC could have done nothing if that Enterprise ride was
on a fixed site, which just to Me is lVdicrous. In addition, shortly
after we had that tragedy in Dallas we then notified immediately
the other mobile ride operators that there had been a problem in
Dallas and we discovered three rides that were about to open, in
Florida and in Georgia. One did not open because of our inspection
of it One corrected the problem, and one did open because the ride
was OK But we could do nothing about the other Enterprise rides
at fixed sites.

Mr. WAXMAN. The reasoning behind the change in the law was
that if there is a mobile amusement park like a State Fair, there
may not be any jurisdiction ,of Government looking at it. But if
there is a fixed-site amusement park, the State or local government
would most likely take over that jurisdiction and watch out for the
safety of their local people. -

So, the theory was we give you jurisdiction over some rides but
not others. Now, we find, however, that if you discover a problem
in a ride in a traveling circus, you can't even communicate it to
the people that run the exact same ride in a theme park. And if
there is an injury in a theme park because of one of the rides, you
don't hear about it so that you can communicate it to the people
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that are running an amusement park that is traveling from one lo-
cation to another.

It seems to me what we have done is created a great big hole
through which a lot of information is falling, and therekre nothing
is being done in traveling circuses and amusement parks and fixed
theme parks, to maximizethe safety of the public.

Ms. &Eons. That is indeed correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Scanlon disagreed with you and Mr. Statler's

views. He didn't think that you ought to have that jurisdiction.
Mr. Scanlon, would you think you shouldn't have the jurisdiction

for the traveling circuses and amusement parks, either?
Mr. SCANLON. No; I think we need that jurisdiction. They are in

one locality for a day, week, or a weekend, and they are gone. I
think Federal controls there are appropriate.

Mr. WAXMAN. Then how do you feel about the problem of not
being able to fully communicate back and forth, if one problem of a
ride happened to be in a mobile traveling amusement park as op-
posed to one in a fixed park?

Mr. SCANLON. Admittedly that is a problem. We do share infor-
mation among the mobile ride owners we know of. So that informa-
tion is shared. We share our information with all the States. We
also log what each State is doing, whether they have a full inspec-
tion program, or whether they have an insurance program, or
whether they have a combination or both...So that kind of informa-
tion is shared. We became involved recently in the voluntary
standards activity of ASTM in Philadelphia. We had not been prior
to this. This is an ongoing program which addresses a number of
issues that relate to amusement ride safety. I would like to submit
that for the record, if I may, Mr. Chairman. .

Mr. WAXMAN. Now when we adopted a change in Consumer
Product Safety Commission's jurisdiction it was on the assumption
that the States would take over the responsibility for inspection
and regulation. Do you know whether the States have moved to
take over more of those regulatory functions, since we change:. the
Taw in 1981?

Mr. SCANLON. Some have, I am advised. I think about eight have
adopted programs in the last couple of years, including some large
populated States.

Mr. WAXMAN. Ms. Steorts, do you have some information on
that?

Ms. Snoxrrs. Mr. Chairman, there are 25 States today that have
nt, authority or jurisdiction at all over the mobile or fixed-site
rides, and I just think that is appalling.

Mr. WAXMAN. One of the S'stes I noticed that has no regulation
at all is the State of Virginia. Now my children are with me in
Washington -.vhile I am in Congress and they might go to an
amusement park in Virginia. I would think that the State is regu-
lating that ride, yet, in fact, they are not concerned about that ride
at all.

They are not inspecting or regulating the rides. They cannot re-
spond to complaints where an injury has occurred nor can they
assure that defects are corrected. Yet, I am being asked under this
Federal law to rely on the State of Virginia, where I am not even a
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citizen of the State of Virginia, to protect my children if they are
going to Virginia for that ride.

Ms. STEORTS. As you know, thew are several major theme parks
in Virginia, but most consumers, both little and large ones, assume
when they get on that ride that that ride has been inspected, that
the ride is maintained and that that child or the parent will have a
day of fun, and indeed they may have a day of fun. But indeed that
ride may not have been inspected and could have a very serious
problem.

We at the Consumer Product Safety Commission, if it is a theme
park, a fixed-site ride, we can do absolutely nothing about that.
And that is where I think the major problem is, and that is why I
think that if we did have authority, it would be like the carrot and
stick approach. We would have the threat of regulation. We would
have the threat of an investigation.

And I think the industry would be a little more concerned about
really doing those inspections on a very regular basis and being
sure that equipment is up to par.

Mi. WAXMAN. Let's put the whole problem in perspective. I think
it is accurate to say that most amusement parks are quite safe and,
in fact, some of the well-known amusement parks takel great deal
of care to protect the public that comes to those facilities:Disney-
land was one. Mr. Scanlon cited where they do an inspection daily
because they are concerned about any liability, and they are con-
cerned about the public protection.

But there are some amusement parks that are not well estab-
lished or as financially secure. Some of those amusement parks
may well want to me corners, and if the State is not regulating
them and the Federal Government is not regulking them, the
public may well find that those amusement parks are going to have
rides that are not as safe as they should be.

Isn't that an accurate statement, Mr. Steller?
Mr. STATLER. That is exactly accurate, and it is even more com-

plicated than that, however. Because even with the fixed site
theme parks that do a great job of inspection, as with some of the
best manufacturers in the United States of automobiles or con-
sumer appliances or anything else, you name it, there are going to
be accidents that occur and when those accidents occur, I think the
American public wants the assurance that there will be an investi-
gation, an objective investigation to determine the cause, whether
it is at Disneyland or Six Flags or anywhere else in the country.
An objective investigation should be followed by, if there is a prob-
lem' with similar or like rides around the country that happen to
be in the Disneyworlds or the Disneyland or the Six Flags, with an
effort to make sure that those other rides are also repaired, or are
also corrected.

Mr WAXMAN. Now, in the case of Jim Shaughnessy, he was on
this ride called The Edge. And after his accident, he found out that
some other incidents had occurred previous to the,, tragedy that
took place with him and his friends. When those other incidents oc-
curred, if you had had jurisdiction, wouldn't the owners of the
amusement park have reported to you so you, at least, would have
known that there was a problem and you could have started some
investigation?
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Ms. Steorts, what would have been the situation there?
, Ms. STEORTS. Yes. It would have been up to the amusement park
to report that to the Consumer Product Safety CoMmission, and
then we would have done the followup.

Mr. WAXMAN. But because you have no jurisdiction now, the
park wasn't under any obligation to report the int.ident to you or
anyone else?

Ms. STEORTS. That is absolutely right. We also would have be-
cause we have, our office in Chicago, we would have probably been
on site immediately talking with the operators, talking with the
theme park and probably could have put together a very coopera-
tive corrective action program.

Since I have been chairman, Mr. Chairman, we have had very
cooperative working relationships with most of the industry. As
Commissioner Staler said, I don't understand why this industry is
so afraid of the Consumer Product Safety Commission having au.
thorityover this.

I would also like to say that I have some of our in-depth investi-
gation reports here with me. One from California as an example,
where in January a 48-year-old female was riding Bobsled. The
seatbelt came loose, the victim fell out, the victim died.

We cannot even do an investigation on that. Maybe if we had
done the investigation, we could have worked with the theme park
and it could have been corrected very easily, and it could have,
been communicated to the others that had similar rides and the
problem could have been resolved effectively and hopefully to, the
benefit of the American consumer.

11U. SCANLON. Could I correct one thing, if I may, MrWaxman?
To my knowledge. we haven't received any reports this calendar
year on mobile ride problems and I think it is the same for 1985,
on section 15 reports

So I don't want to leave the illusion here that if we were to get
this kind of authority that these reports would come in to.us. We
are not getting them now.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, I will try to put it in perspective. Most of
these amusement park rides are safe almost all the time, and most
of the people who run them are responsible and are trying to make
them as safe as possible. Except accidents do occur, and when an
accident does occur, someone ought to know about it so that they
can find out why it happened, to prevent it from happening again,

'not just at that site, but at other sites where the same ride mai be
located.

And it doesn't make a lot of sense to a parent to be told that it
was just too bad that your kid hurt at a ride because it was at a
fixed-site amusement park and the Federal Government 'didn't
have jurisdiction there but had he gone to a mobile traveling
amusement park, we s,iould have tried to protect him. It just seems
to me we have a stronger obligation than that.

I want to move on to recognize the other members of the subcom-
mittee and then maybe some of the other points could be brought
out,

Mr. Nielson.
Mr. NIELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Scanlon, you mentioned that there haven't been any reports
on section 15 of the mobile rides. What have you done to enforce
the reporting or to encourage thereporting, if anything?

Mr. SCANLON. Well, we do encourage reports. My guess is that
the mobile ride owners weren't aware of any problems, thatis why
they didn't report. That is a best guess, and what I am saying to
the chairman is that I would have the same concerns if the CPSC
were given more jurisdiction to go into the fixed-site activity.

Mr. NIELSON. When we had this bill before us a year ago, the sill
on CPSC, we talked about the mechanical bulls and all the prob-
lems we have had with that, and yet you have had no reports of
any kind since 1981? Doesn't that seem strange to you, that you
have not had reports directly on this area?

Mt. SCANLON. The reports that I am referring to now, Mr. Niel-
son, are only those on amusement rides, and both water slides and
mechanical bulls are excluded from those figures.

Mr. STATLER. Mr. Nielson, I think there is a problem in reporting
here, and part of the problem here is our difficulty with the re-
sources we have to be able to follow up. I asked" the staff the other
day why we didn't have any section 15 reports, and basically we
have got one person assigned to that responsibility .for 15,000 prod-
ucts.

Mr. NIELSON. Over a 3-year period, shouldn't there rave been
some reports?

Mr. STATLER. There should have been quite a number.
Mr NIELSON. One of the reasons we had problems with this last

year, as you recall, is the fact that the statement was made, I
think, by Mr. Scanlon and others corroborated that, while you
didn't have enough time or energy or staff to handle the mobile
rides, how could you add the fixed rides to your agenda? That was
one of the criticisms made at that time. Am I correct?

Mr. SCANLON. That is my viewpoint, yes, sir.
Ms. STEORTS. Congressman Nielson, if I also might enter here.

SinCe that meeting, we have had a very important meeting with
the amusement ride operators, the industry, the insurance agents,
the State fair officials on this very important subject of amusement
rides I think today that there is much more national attention
being put on the amusement rides.

I think that the industry, the operators and the, owners of these
rides are much more aware of the interest and concern of the Con-
sumer Product Safety Commission in this very major issue, and I
think that we will see through our increased efforts on our section
15 program, we will see an increase 'in the number of reports that
we are going to be getting.

Mr NIELSON. me ask you another question. You have had 50
in-depth investigations by the CPSC of facilities since 1979. How
many of those 50 involved ride defects as a percentage perhaps?
How many of the 50 in-depth investigations involved ride defects?

Ms. Suowrs. I will supply that answer for the record.
[The following information was submitted for the record.)
Since 1979, 139 intlepth investigations of amusement ride accidentalincidents

have been assigned These investigations resulted in preliminary determinations by
the Commission staff that 11 different rides contained defects which resulted in sub
stantial product hazards as defined by section 15 of the Consumer Product Safety
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Act. Many other investigations revealed problems associated with amusement rides
or their operation which fell short of being substantial pr,duct hazards or which did
not necesitate corrective action under section 15. In many cases, design, lack of
maintenance, operator error, rider's actions or a combination of these lectors con
tributed to the accident. The commission staff has issued bulletins to the state
amusement ride officials advising them of these problems so that they can take nec
essary action to prevent them from happening again.

tially due to rider action's.
In 33 of the 139 incidents investigated, we believeithe injuries were at least pa:

Mr. NIELSON. Do you have any idea of what percentage?
Ms. STEORTS. There is a difference of opinion here. The industry

says 92 percent relate to rider misbehavior. We had an, all-day sem-
inar and the State inspectors testified and indicated that from
their experience, they thought it was about one-third rider misbe-
havior, one-third repair and maintenaace problems and one-third
equipment failure or design flaws.

Mr. NIELSON. Perhaps I can ask Mr. McDonald that same ques-
tion when his turn comes.

How much money and staff time have you actually put on mobile
rides, Madam Chairman, the ones you had jurisdiction over? How
much staff time and how much money actually goes to that?

Ms. STEORTS. I will supply that figure for the record. I don't have
that split out right now. I will be glad to get that for you.

Mr. NIELSON. Is it a very large amount, or is it very little?
Ms. STEORTS. It is part of our overall compliance budget and last

year with the investigation that we spent considerable time and
effort that we hadn't intended on the Enterprise ride, but I will get
that broken out for you from last year, and also what we are plan-
ning to spend for this year.

Mr. SCANLON. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I think I can give the
figure. I think we spent less than $20,000 on mobile ride activity in
this calendar year.

Mr. STATLER. That is not right.
Mr. SCANLON. I was briefed by the staff on Friday. It is less than

$20,000.
Mr... NIELSON. If you would get a consensus figure on that, I

would appreciate it.
Mr. STATLER. If we included just the time that we spent as Com-

missioners on this and staff briefings, it would be far in excess of
$20,000.

[The information submitted follows:]
Staff projects that for 1984, $35,000 in funds and 30-35' staff months will be de-

voted to mobile ride inspection and enforcement. This represents a total expenditure
of approximately $145,000.2

Mr. NIELSON. Some of you said the June 1984 data so far is unin-
vestigated and unverified; is that correct?

Mr. SCANLON. That is correct.
Mr. NIELSON. Have you corroborated it?, Do you agree with it?

' This figure does not include time expended by Commission top management, ...11 as the
Commissioners, Executive Director. and Associate Executive Directors from the technical and
enforcement directorates in participating in the numerous Commission briefings related to
mobile amusement rides.

'Of this amount, approximately 3100,000 $110,000 was devoted to inspections of mobile "En
terprise rides initiated following an Enterprise ride accident at the Texas State Fail in Oct°.
ber 1983.
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Mr. SCANLON. We don't know. No one has checked it out. It just
came in in a report. I think the chairman mentioned it in her
statement. All we have is a report, and no one has verified the in-
formation.

Mr. NIELSON. Unfortunately there was another meeting, and I
didn't hear your statement.

Ms. STEORTS. One situation is that the Neiss data on amusement
rides is really very conservative. One-tenth of the rides are located
near Neiss hospitals, and so we look at that as a relatively conserv-
ative figure, but we will give you any updated information that we
have on this.

Mr. NIELSON. You are questioning the 30-percent drop in rides on
the Neiss data, from 1980 through 1983? Do you question that
figure?

Ms. STEORTS. I think that is a conservative figure.
Mr. NIELSON. If that were correct, would that justify expanding

your jurisdiction?
Ms. STEORTS. I think we only have 1 year that showed at least

any kind of a drop, but I think we are also seeing new rides that
are coming to the fore now. We do have two new water rides,
which seems to be the latest in amusement park attractions.

But I frankly feel that we have got a problem out there, and
hate to get caught up in numbers. When we are dealing with con-
sumers lives and safety of these amusement rides, I think that the
numbers can be construed any way you want to look at them. I
think that we have a serious problem with amusement rides, and J.
think the approach that I would take to this issue, if the jurisdic-
tion were given back to us, would be one like we take to all issues.
It would be one where we would work with the industry in a coop-
erative way. We would work with the States. .

We would work out some corrective action programs that would
be done in cool3eration with the industry and basically what we
would have would be a presence, if you will, in the amusement
park marketplace of the Federal Government.

Mr. NIELSON. How much money and staff have you devoted to
the voluntary standards on mobile rides in the last couple of years?

Ms. STEORTS. Well, we have been working on the voluntary
standards program with ASTM. I will get ou the figure on that,
but, again, I don't think it is broken down specifically on amuse-
ment rides.

[The information submitted follows:]
getween 1979 and 1984, one (11 staff month was devoted to the dtvelopment of

voluntary standards on mobile rides.

Mr. NIELSON. Would one of the other Commissioners answer
that?

Mr. SCANLON. One of our engineers, and this was following the
tragic Dallas ride incident, said he hadn't been to an ASTM meet-
ing in Philadelphia in 3 years. So to be candid, I think basically
very little time.

Mr. NIELSON. Why has not more time been spent on that?
Mr. STATLER. Again, sir, it is lack of resources. We don't have the

staff to be able to expand on all aspects of every problem, and we
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felt that the investigations of these incidents was the key element
here.

Mr. NIELSON. Wouldn't you get a good return on your dollar if
you could encourage voluntary compliance on the mobile rides?

Mr. STATLER. I think that would be good, but I think you have to
understand that we can't encourage any kind of voluntary compli-
ance for the owners and operators of these fixed rides, because we
don't have jurisdiction in'the first place.

Mr. NIELSON. One last question, Mr. Chairman.
I note the State of Illinois has a State inspection, and the Great

American Rides in Illinois would come under that. Where was Illi-
nois in inspecting the Edge, for example? What was the State sup-
posed to be doing, and what did they do?

Mr. STATLER. That is an excellent question, Mr. Chairman. The
Illinois law was passed after the Edge incident occurred and after
the incident in Pontiac, IL, also. It was passed in response to that
incident. There was no inspection.

Mr. NIELSON. I thought the Edge accident just occurred a couple
of weeks ago.

Mr. STATLER. It occurred back in May, and that was done after-
ward.

Mr. NIELSON. I would like permission to enter i the record
some questions submitted by Representative Dan meyer, if I may.
[See p. 816.)

Mr WAXMAN. Without objection, the witnesses will be requested
to respond in writing to those additional questions

Mr. NIELSON. I thank the Commissioners for t ir time.
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Eckart.
Mr. ECKART. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
I have flown with the U.S. Air Force Thund birds and I have

skydived. I must confess to you, I am an amuseme t park junkie. I
ride every ride as often as I can. I have an amusem nt park in my
district that had 39 million riders last year and only very minor
problems.

I agree, this is a very safe industry overall. In a few of the pUr-
suits that I mentioned, I have a lot of control, but when I get on
that ride, I am not in control. That is the ultimate concern that I
have When I put my son on the school bus, that bus is inspected.
When he gets to school, it is a licensed, regulated, inspected school,
and when he drinks that half a pint of milk, it is milk that has
been inspected, regulated, tested, dated, stamped and his teacher is
certified, and then the bus brings him back home.

Yet if they go on a field trip to an amusement park, it is Katie
bar the door.

My concern is even your approach is to react to an accident once
it happens. What we are really proposing in these bills is waiting
for a body count.

What else can we do with these new rides? This is a very 'com-
petitive business, there is a lot of competition for consumers' dol-
lars in this area. It costs $1 million for some of these new rides, yet
I understand there is no Federal testing, no evaluation before they
are put into our parks.

Even within the industry, they have spent all this money, and
they put a ride out there, and you don't have the slightest idea
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what is going on. I realize we have problems with existing rides. I
am also concerned about the whole new stream of technology that
is coming on, one of which just killed a woman a few weeks ago.
This is a new standup type of roller coaster.

Now, we don't need body courts, folks, before we determine
whether a ride is safe. Should we test rides before they are put in
parks?

Mr. STATLER. You have put your finger on really the crux of the
problem here. To some extent in the absence of any kind of pre-
market clearance, there is very little that can be done. We are sug-
gesting that States inspect rides before they start up, before they
start up again as much as possible, and we are seeking the author-
ity to be able to investigate an incident after it occurs in order to
be able to prevent the tragedies in a like ride that might occur
somewhere else.

But the fact of the matter, as you say, is that there is not enough
guarantee ahead of time, particularly with these kinds of rides, and
you are talking about rides that have cost upward of $500,000; $1
million, $3 million for some of the rides that you are referring to.
The Enterprise, the one we inspected in Dallas that crashed, that
cost $300,000. If it were bought new today, it would bb upward of $1
million., It was bought in 1974.

It is like a small aircraft, and yet we don't let small aircraft go
up_ in the skies without major standards efforts that they have to
comply with, without being certified as complying with Federal
regulations, without the ability to inspect, and the ability if an in-
cident occurs to be able to go in there immediately and find out
what caused it in order to avert further tragedy later on.

Mr. ECKArgr. Ms. Steorts.
Ms. STEORTS. Yes, Congressman, I totally agree with you in your

last comments.
I think also that there needs to be more safety consciousness

from the individual manufacturers. I am a major proponent of
backup safety systems on these rides. Had there been a backup
safety system on the Enterprise ride when that bolt came out at
the top, those young people may very easily have gotten down.
They still might have been injured, but most likely that individual
probably wouldn't have died, because the gondola wouldn't have
been thrown off the ride onto the fairway.

But I was very interested to see recently that a ride in Busch
Gardens, the Big Bad Wolf, that in the final inspection of that ride,
they decided that it was going too fast, so they didn't open it, and
they did put some safety brakes on it and slowed it down.

I also feel that probably that happened because of the national
media attention that is being put on this subject, the national con-
cern that many of us have about this subject, and I think that if
the Consumer Product Safety Commission is given back authority
over the fixed-site rides that there is a lot that you can do to work
with the industry to make sure that they de make safer rides and
that they are more safety conscious.

Mr. ECKART. I want to hear Mr. Scanlon's answer, too. Let me
focus in on what you said for 1 second.

Why isn't the marketplace working to protect consumers? The li-
ability insurance policies for these parks is astronomical. A single
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settlement or successful lawsuit of 4n individual plaintiff has got to
cost these parks a great deal -even beyond their insurance capa-
bilities, and if not, the parks certainly are going to have trouble
staying in the insurance marketplace in the future. Why isn't the
marketplace working?

Ms STEORTS. The marketplace should be working, and I think
that you are already seeing a different attitude on the part of a lot
of consumers. Many consumers that I talked to, and obviously this
is a major issue of mine and a major concern of mine, never real-
ized that this was a problem. They thought that everything was
maintained, everything was inspected and indeed that ride was
safe and their children or even they were going to go out and have
a day of fun, never realizing that maybe it was never inspected or
maintained and indeed accidents are happening.

This is a major concern to consumers, but I think a lot of them
are not aware of this. I think from this time out that you are going
to see a lot of consumers taking a hard look at amusement rides
and even asking themselves whether they are going to let those
little children go to the amusement park.

Mr ECKART. Mr. Scanlon, I want to hear your answer, too.
Mr. SCANLON. Thank you, Mr. Eckart.

p The American Society for Testing and Materials is a voluntary
standards developing group, one of the largest in the country. They
have ongoing committees under the aegis of the F-24 committee
and the things that you were mentioning earlier are an ongoing ac-
tivity of this ASTM committee.

I would like to mention just a few of the subcommittees. There is
a testing performance committee, a specifications committee, a
quality assurance committee, a design and manufacturing commit-
tee, a maintenance .ummittee, an operations committee, an inspec-
tions committee, a long-range planning.

Mr. ECKART. It sounds like the Congress.
Mr. SCANLON. And there are others, yes.
So what I am mentioning is this. When a new ride is designed,

these committees are involved implementing the items they've
adopted. These committees are meeting on an ongoing basis, so in
my opinion, the conzumer or the public is protected with a new
ride.

Mr. ECKART. Well, how are they addressed? Do they issue a
report to themsdves? Do they advise new ride owners that we have
got some problem here?

Mr SCANLON. They do both, and if it were a new ride they would
look at the structure of the ride, and they would look at past
design problems if there were such, and they would be sure that
the new ride was structured without those problems.

Mr ,STATLER. Mr. Eckart, lest you think that that is what actual-
ly occurs, that is not correct.

Mr. ECKART. Let's hear what occurs.
Mr STATLER. Most of the efforts of these committees to date have

been more along the lines of nomenclature as to what will be called
what, setting up procedures by which they will hopefully over the
years come to certain conclusions. There is no such thing as any
premarket look at rides that are coming onto the market. And
from everything we heard from them, there is no communication
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back to any individual r-.anufacturei-;owner, or operator as to what
an amusement ride should consist of. And if anybody thinks it is
otherwise, that is wrong.

Mr. ScAimoN. Mr. Eckhart, I would like to provide subsequently
for the record the most current analysis or coverage of the F-24
committee activities and then you can decide for yourself. [See
p. 827.1

Mr. ECKART. Point and counterpoint.
Mr. STATLER. They cover things like ride serial number, name

plate, ride model number, date of manufacture. That is what they
are concerned about.

Mr. ECKART. I would be interested to know how many of these
committee members actually ride the rides.

Mr. STATLER. You might also ask how many consumers are rep-
resented on those committees.

Mr ECKART. Ms. Steorts, I understand in the standup coaster in-
cident of just the last several months that that company did act
fairly responsibly and immediately notified the other parks where
there is a similar ride. Are there other incidents where the manu-
facturers and operators have tried to act expeditiously? Are you fa-
miliar with that company's actions? -

Ms. Slums. The one that happened in Missouri?
Mr. ECKART. Yes.
Ms. STEORTS. I don't have the final report on that at this point. It

is still in, process.
Mr ECKART Is adequate training of the operators also an issue?

As somebody quoted in this weekend's Washington Post said, "We
can't ;make these rides idiot proof," and that is probably true too,
but aren't we also talking about safety procedures and about recog-
nizing physical types who should not be allowed on some rides?

Ms. STEORTS. I think this is essential. I think it is very important
that we have good, adequate information at the ride site. It is ap-
palling to me how some young children will get on those rides un-
accompanied. We heard Mr. Holcomb here today tell of the tragic
death of his dear wife. Indeed little ones get on these rides, and
they think it is great fun. Just over this weekend, friends, of mine
were telling me that when they go to Ocean City they just send
their children off at night and think, "Great, they can go down to
the amusement park" and how fun it is, never realizing until they
read the Washington Post article what indeed could happen to
them.

I think again there is where the industry could work with the
Commission, in putting together some very strong educational pro-
grams. I think they need signs. I think the operators need to be
better trained, and again this is a problem I am sure for a lot of
the manufacturers and the theme park and the mobilesite people
to find good, adequate help.

In one of our recent investigation reports, this was on a mobile
ride which still is in process. I was reading this report over the
weekend. This particular owner had purchased this ride from a
broker in September 1983. The broker said that he had purchased
the 'ride at a sheriffs sale and had sold it to the carnival without
touching the unit. The ride had been used as collateral for a bank
loan by the previous owners who are now deceased. The carnival
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owner said he did not know who the owner was or tlae history of
the ride except that it had supposedly been modeled on a 1948 flat-

, bed trailer. No owner's manual had been received for the ride.
The ride operator said that he had run this ride first in 1984

with the carnival owner training him as to the operation. The ride
has been used in two previous carnivals since 1984 without inci-

N dent.
This year a 36-year-old male was fatally4 injured on this ride,

a!Ong with his son being critically injured. This is what we are put-
ting up with. Now this is a mobile ride, and we are still in the proc-
ess of investigating this, but you can see how devastating this is
and how difficult it will be to really get to the bottom of this.

Mr. ECKART. How can you correct that? You can physically go
out and look at welds and engineering and design, but how do you
develop an overall safety program?

In the park in my district, if you drink at any time during the
day, you are fired. They have classes, a safety program, they have
drills. Maybe that explains why they haven't had any serious prob-
lems at their one site, but how do you deal with the owner who
doesn't care if the operators have a beer during the day or hires
people today and has them running a ride tomorrow?

How do you deal with that? That you can't inspect, Mr. Statler.
Mr. STATLER. I don't think that is really a Federal role. I think

we are limited in what we can do to investigating and communicat-
ing inforthation and to sharing with the manufacturers and
rideowners the information we have.

But by saying that there is a problem and recogniiing that prob-
lem of rider misbehavior, of operator training, of maintenance and
repair, I don't want to leave the impression or minimize in any
way the problem that we have identified of design flaws as well.

If you went down to that enterprise and saw the teardown as the
chairman and I did, you would have seen these welds-on key struc-
tural members, melds at places that had been cracked, that had
been sheared.

If you saw where basically 21/2 inch bolts on each side of the gon-
dola were holding that gondola in place. The manufacturers had
subsequently changed the design over the next several years for
the later production to require three bolts on each side, each three
quarters of an inch thick, which made, according to our engineer-
ing analysis, the cars four times less likely to go flying cff as this
one did. And yet, the manufacturer never told, according to the tes-
timony we have, the owner-operator about the design change. Sure
enough, this being one of the first of the 19 produced for this coun-
try, this car went circling around, came off and went flying onto
the midway.

And the only thing that prevented even more tragedy than the
one person who was killed and several seriously injured, was the
fact that it went around several more times and created noise. Ev-
eryone Lleared the midway and when that gondola came down, the
area was cleared so that more people were not killed.

There could have been 50 or 100 seriously hurt or killed as a
result of that incident. In that respect, it is not a lot different from
an aircraft type of tragedy.
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Ms. STEORTS. Congressman, I think there is' another thing that
can happen, which is what has happe.ned in Texas. Because of the
interest of the Commission in that Enterprise situal.ign, we have
had extremely good cooperation from Wayne Gallagher, who heads
up the State fair of Texas.

Now, Texas does not have any regulations but lie has taken it
upon himsrff as the director of that State fair to be sure that they
have got stringent rules this year regarding amusement ride safety
before the State fair opens, and that has come dit*tly because of
hiss work with us, and so, I think a lot of good carne out of that.

, if you werelq..have art 6perator that frankly, didn't care or an
operator that was going to put inept people in charge of the oper-
ation of That ride, I feel this year at the State fa' Texas we will
have an overseer, if you will, to look at that, and to e sure that
indeed, another tragedy does not happen at the Tex State Fair
because of more stringent guidelines.

Mr. ECKART. Last question.
Do we have, a specific perferunce for the Simon, Guarini, or

Porter bills?
Mr STATLER. I have indicated in my testimony I think the Porter

legiAlation, which is the most simple, returning jurisdiction to the
Commission along t'he lines that it has jurisdiction over 15,000
other products, is the preferable route.

Ms, SeTEORTS. As far as I am concerned, Congressman, I also sup-
port the Porter bill. I commend Congressman Simon for his efforts
in this. He has been very outspoken and I think that is just terrific,
but I de think we need consistency, and I think the Porter bill does
it.

The problem with the States, if they have jurisdiction, is it is in-
consistent One State may have very good regulations and others
may not Amusement park riders love to go from State to State
and ride one ride in one State, and as they go on vacation, they
may go to another one, and I think they need consistency in regu-
lation.

Mr. SCANLON. I wouldn't support any of the three, Mr. Eckart. I
think it is best left at the State and local level.

Mr ECKART. I thank the Commissioners and the chairman.
Mr STATLER. Could I just ask if the committee is inclined to go

with the Simon bill? I think some clarification is necessary, be-t cause in the first part of the bill, he says that so long as the State
inspects, the Commission wouldn't have any jurisdiction. .

Then there is a subsection 2 that says that the Commission may
inspect if there is a pattePrV of accident and injury. It is not clear
whether that is conditional upon, the State already having jurisdic-
tion, whether the Commission could go in there after the fact of
the tragedy or not.

I think at a minimum, we should be able to investigating trage-
dies after they occur.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, we will review the exact details of any legis-
lation with you before the committee acts.

Thank you very much for your testimony. We appreciate your
being with us.

[The following materials referred to were submitted for the
record:]
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QUESTIONS POSED BY CONGRESSMAN DANNEMEYER

1. I am intrigued by all this interest in an area over which
Product Safety Commission (CPSC) has no jurisdiction. Could you us,
in light of this interest, if any member or members of the CPSC staff have
made any trips to fixed &Ito amusement parks over the past three years to
chedk ut any of these ride accident reports? And, if so, lodld'you please
su for the record the namms of those staff members, the dates they
traveled and the amount of money expended by CPSC.on each t-ip?

A 2. With respect to carnival rides, over which CPSC does have
jurisdiction, could you till us if any member or members of the CPSC staff
have made any trios to check out rides at these traveling carnivals Ivor
the past three years? And, if so, could you provide for the record the
names of those staff members, the dates they traveled, and the amount of
money spent-by the CPSC for each trip?

The ;Attached charts show CPSC trips to inspect amusement rides.

CPSC has not routinely inspected fixed site rides since we lost
jurisdiction over them in 1981. However, we have examined rides at
amusement parks to determine if they are fixed or mobile so as to determine
such jurisdiction. Many amusement rides can be used in either a fixed or
mobile configuration. In late 1983, the coemdssion staff did examine a
number of Enterprise rides at fixed locations as follow-up to the accident
at the Texas State Fair. These visits were made to determine if these
rides were fixed or mobile and to gain background information for our
investigation of Enterprise rides used as mobil: rides. At many of these
locations, the management voluntarily allowed the CPSC investigators to
examine the rides for clues as to the cause of the Dallas accident. We did
not examine the ride if the owner objected.
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CPSC STAPP
«.

TRIPS TO FUND T1 mmemr PARK RIVES'

INVESTIGATOR'S
1141111S) OP INSPECTION
01111(VISTIGATION

Northeastern Retire' Office , Stone* Gorki* Oct . 4, 1913
14074eteraise whether
ride Was filed or aokile)

441't

Alb

RIDE NANO, WORRY
PARR MAN, LOCATION MUDD

Sol Levine Nov. 1S. 1983

Charles O'Connell Sec. 20. 1983

Hartle Deneata Nov. IS. 1183

William Robinsoa Dec. 15. 1983

Alvin Purer Pet. 13. 1913

Rayaoad lentos Dec. 13, 1983

Crals Pattaal Dec. 12. 19113

slenedick Pink Dec. 12. 1913

822

"Himalaya Rids"
PlaytacJ
Rye, N.T.

"Enterprise Ride"
Playlamd
Rye, N.V.

"Enterprise"
Deaa, Ply** lac.
Saliokury. Na.

"Enterprise"
Playlamd
Rye, N.V.

"Enterprise"
Rocky ?slat Aamsematts
Warwick, R.I.

" Enterprise"
Astrolaad Park,
Now York, NY

"Enterprise"
Nariaer's Lasdies
Wildwoed, N.J.

"Enterprise"
Horshei Park,
Hershey, PA.

"Eaierprise"
Keautywood Park
Pitts., PA.

Local travel

Local travel

Local travel

Local travel

Local travel

Local travel

Local travel

Local travel

Local travel

P..



CESC STAPP TRIPS TO FIXED SITR AMOSIJIPNT PARK RIDES

DUR(S) OP INSPECTION RIDE NAME, / HONEY
INVESTIGATOR'S 04 INVESTIGATION PARK NAME, LOCATION EXPENDED

!with Regional Office 0. Terry Rushton Dec. IA, 1913 Enterprise 1313.00
Myrtle lick 'MS CO.
Myrtle Ich, SC '.

Nidwesiere Regional Office Edward Illythia Dec. 20, 1913 Eeterprise Local travel
Cedar Fair, Inc.
Cedar Point Park
Sandusky, Ott

Enterprise Local I

Gulags Lark Park
Aurora, Oil

Enterprise Local travel
Valley Fair
Shakopee, NH

Edward 4lythis Dec. 1913

Jerome loos Dec. 7, 1911

Western Regional Off1L.: No staff trips to flood site eeeee 11411I park rides.

4
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CPSC STAFF TRIPS TO PIKED SITE AMUSEMENT PARK RIDES

INVUSTICATOR'S
DATE(S) OP INSPECTION *191 NAN!. hONEY
OR INVESTIGATION PARK NAME. LOCATION EXPENDED

Southwostern Regional Office Harold Snyder Dec. 13. 1913

'Sidney Englander May 22. 19111
4

ti

Enterprise Local travel
Worlds of Pun
K City. MO

"Hart Gondola" Local travel
Louisiana World Exposition
New Origins. LA

'The Louisiana World Exposition was alaisted to Hants* the mobile lidos. No further actions war. taken whoa It ,Iwas discoverod that the "Mart Gondola" this pip/annul (Wino which would resale after the fair wail over.
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I

alle SW MS TO Pala /MOM 11J

''

IMASTIGOCILI like
MUM OF DISMTICH
dx DMITICATIal

UM NAME.
Mt WOE 4 IDLISTION KIM WU=

kastarn Regional Mies

William Riggs 11/4/111 Coaster Local TravelfaVoller
. Al

A

_. lernerd Jaw'. 4/21/82 Octopus local Travel
Tacoma, $4%

Jowl* Surchysid 8/5/82 Tram Local Travel

Crams Tau. OR

Pasirie Harr°. 5/24/83 Spider Local Travel

San Barnadino, C.A

1larnani Jansen 12/14/83 Mntsrprisa Ride $144,37

12/17/83 "Washington 00
IND

Kanneth Felton 1/24/14 rnterprisa Ride Local Travel CD
California

.loaeFillurchyski 5/21/$4 tyarly Aircraft Local Trawl
7/12/12 Salm, Oregon
4/26/82
7/10/81

liernardJemen 11183 Carousel HUAley Mao local Travel
Seattle, Waahingtcn

/aural Ohnetue 12/14/83 Foley & lulu Local Travel
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asc WAFT TEM= MAUL fill31011r tilLS

11091STIOA3 UVII NAM
IXTX(S) CI uatcnai
OK 11AIST1091011

KIM MS.
la.% NNE i IDCATItti MIX EON=

Sorthmaetara Ilegional Oillce

Lamm:611W 10/17/13-
12/15/13

(10 tripe}

laterpries
Stint Fair of Tana
WM.. IX

local Travel

/tvritKrivde 10/17/a3-
12/15

Eiterpalre
State Fair of Taxan

local Travel

R/S3pe(29 i) Oallaa. TX

Frank Krivde 11/1/91- "Interpri*. 0750.00
11/11/13 Valdosta, CA

Malady& 113/04 Miami*.
ml.., OK

.0111.00
09
tsD

, Slav Itslanclar 5/23/114 uuss Mumma
(various tide.)

local Travel

Wald'. far
Nam Orleans, LA

Claude Tolbert 10117113- Intorceise local Travel
12/15/43 State Fair of WWI
13 trip.) Dallas, TX

nark tried* 4154/04 Intervals. 0105.40
Ibston, TX

Sidney Itailander 10/24-21/43 Merrell. 0436.13
(3 trips) State Fair of Tars.

Dallas. TX

Jamb. Walks: 10/13/33 nitarpria. local Travel
11123/113 State Fair of Tem
(10 trip) Dallas. TX

Jamb. Itallgar 4/23/44, Sky Mande
(Mew, TX

030.00
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UNISTICATOR'S IWE

CFSC SUIT II ltS TO KAU ANIS* OM It1D0

IM(/) CIF DiSIELMON AIM MALE,
DA ANCIIICAT1011 FMK Wit I WCATICH HONEY IMMO

Souttsmatarts kgtmal Office

Iota laaimazatia 1/111-11/64 Flybag kb 1316.00
Chinos Mfg. Co.
itichlta, RS

Southeeatem Regional Win

Donald Dudley 11/10/13 tntsrprias 1450.00
All hissrlean Fair
Lakeland, FL

Carol D. Piave. W20/14 Malaya
linalsagNEL AL

1 40.00

(3/5, 5/17 A Thanderlaird 1220.00
6111, 11S4) lUralngbaLAL
(3 tape)

!lord J. itaganto 3/20/114 Asper Hlaslaja 1100.03
Sarasota Canty Fair
Sarasota, FL

Maud J. Orient° 11/9/$3 Faterprisa 1450.03
Valdosta Scats Fait I Includlog VIdsotape)
Valdosta, CA

Fe and J. McLane° 1131 /U tatsrpriss Iccal Travel
Taft, FL

Wisard J. Itarganto 2111/14 Space Iliad
royal Aseticsn Maas ,
Topa, FL

1100.03

c)
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INAZTICASOR'S NM'

MC &TM TIM TO 1C011Z MUS11101T Iltr3

ISCIV.S) CIF IKISCIICII
II INYISTICATION PM NAM & LOCATION 101100213

Ocuthsaatem Animal Office

Sot Roll 5/20/13 9dsa Swinge local Trawl
Blue crass Must
USA. IL
South/at flocida Fair
Ft. Ittsra, Fl.

Son Roll 11/10/13 local Travel
St. Notice Catholic Qsxch Fair
Ibllywood.

&Ns Nall 11/10/13 "Tilt-A4Whirn $ $2.50
11/12/0 St. Elisabeth &otos
11/11/03 Catholic Church Pair

St. ?strides Catholic
Church& School Fair
Mud Soma. FL
Catholic Church Fair,
Coldon Cate. rt.& St.
Patrick's Catholic
Chu:tilt lichcol Fair,
Mad leach. rt.

San 11.11 3/26/14 "l'ular ramie'
Dada Canty Youth fair
Mimi, 11.
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UNL311CATIE'S

a STAT$11111 To HSU mama RUES

IMMO a USSTSC11Ctl RWG
OR naffsnancri DX Iws & LOCATION HIM IXPITIDCD

Southeastern Regional Oaks

rail fhl I I /pa 11/9/111 tkas/Cnterochse $133.61
11/10/13 Eolith Melds falrotnele

raw 11d1111.

11/11/13

11/11-

&kat Pita leach,

INANCE/Tlytna $ 21.41
11/23/0 Orbs f, NM/

!snowless
South Riad& Tat
U. Pahl Lock, ILrri*
Samara County Talc
Cultatreas Raw Track,
thallr.ocd, H.

Caul Mil l If. 1111/$4 IRES/Tnterpria. $120.44
Caitlin Show
Wet film Ruch, /1.

Caul thlIllps 211$ & 111:15/Mterprfise Local Travel
2/17/14 floater Cog tract

Mal, IL
raw rtli ii tp. 12/1/13 11USS/Ctster1., ,1 $113.71

1/11/$4 R. hem, IL



114YESIICAI1'S

cm ITMY mos 10 wisueitinvers atm

Dam cc 11152tC711/1 1101 f1Vt,
OR DNESTIOAT1011 PM M4L & lOCK11014 KM WINED

MomtioasternSseanalOifica

Jar= Colman

David CUdes

M1doestarn lotional Office

!star Flanagal

14erd lllytldn

&Ora Mutat

/dud Blythln

DAlertit Kapelis

David Joinecn

5/21/51

5/11/14
(2 tripe)

7/3/13

7/4/13

1/03

12/9/13

1/1/13

10/21/13

"Spldec"
Ft. Pavane, W.

"111144/t1r1"
III Stadlus
Ulatdrietca, 11,14

Illunderbird 71de
&Memo ralrigroavir
Pmdereart. Ill

ltindeciard tide
Stoma. CO

rstarpcIss Rld
1/1accoaln Sutra lair
Meat Allis, 171

ltaawlatlrd Ride
Treicnt, cat

Mouncl-up
(What Ocufaty far
C.tthil*, C11

rolar-111.alaya
Allagan Quay fair

111

Local Travel

Local Travel

41.4,44,

Local Travel

local Travel

Weal Travel

Lccal Travel

tool Travel
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CI% STIR Tura lo mai *min RILLS

DIOOTICANst'll NAM'
Daus) er IiiSTICTICti
Cil DIVISTWATIlli

RILILIViC,
FMK RAW i LOCATION Mitt D:FILICID

kidantern Regicnal Office

Jams litarach 1/504 Comet lids R150.113
Nubia Jobnaan Avericars Leon Croon&

Peter Flanagan 7/29/114

Itotisc, IL

Farris Wail
Sueserfest Drys

Local Travel
co
IND
as

Walnut, IA

lutes Boot 7/30/14 Loap Follst Coaster ' Local Travel
*rat Dakota Stars Fair
Minor, II)

Urdu' Clasist 111/3/14 Datarptise Ride local Travel
Moccasin State Fair
Mist Allis, ill
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U S CONSUMER RROOUCT SAFETY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20207

August 15, 1984

Honorable Henry A. Waxman
Chairman
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
Committee on Energy and Commerce
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

At the August 6th hearing before your Subcommittee on
the issue of amusement ride safety, I referenced the American
Society for Testing and Materials' (ASTM) F24 Committee and
their voluntary standard activities. I promised to provide
for the record a listing of the F24 Committee's Subcommittees
and their activities,in various phase3 of amusement ride
voluntary standards. Enclosed herewith is that material for
inclusion in the record as provided by ASTM.

I appreciate the opportunity you provided the' Commission
to express its views on this important subject.

Sincerely,

17°;L 1eNA.1006.,

Terrence, Scanlon
Commissioner

.Enclosures
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COMMITTEE F.24.
ON
AMUSEMENT RIDES AND DEVICES

Sfk 1114 Pace SI, PrAadekAa PA ,1,1r3IVSI :11 $af

THIS DOCUMENT IS IN PROCESS OF DEvELOMINT AND IS FOR ASSN ,CLXIMITTEE USE
ONLY, IT SHALL NOT SE REPRODUCED OA CIRCULATED OR QUOTED. IN uHOLE OR IN
PART OUTSIDE OF ASTH COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES EXCEPT uITH TIM APPRUNAL OF TOL
CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE WITH JURISDICTION ON THE PRESIDENT OF THE 50CIETV.

1 893 ASTM F24.50 INSPECTIONS Sallot 124 (84-1)
(On Snlv 1984 Society STANDARD GUIDE DRAFT 9
baloyhtWres
Au
L

Z

A STANDARD GUIDE fOR THE INSPECTION OF AMUSEMENT RIDES AND_DEICES

1.0 Scope

1.1 This Standard Guide covers the inspections of amusement
rides and devices during prototype development. during
production manufacturing. during InscallacLon or erectLun.
following major modLfLcatLon or overhaul and during oper-
ation and maintenance periods.

20 APPLICADLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 ASTM Standards

F-698-83
F-770-82
F-747-82
F-846
F-853

Specifications
Operations
Definitions
Testing
Maintenance

3.0 SIGNIFICANCE ASD USE

3.1 The purpose of this Standard Guide Is to delineate
information and recommend inspections for amusement
rides and devices.

4.0 KALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM

Manufacturer's Responsibility

4.1.1 The manufacturer of an amusement ride or devlc... shall
have a written Quality Assurance Program for use in
^onjunctlon with the desLgn. manufacture. construction
modification, and/or reconditioning of the a.usement
ride or device.

93A.X...1114,M......1 S4,11^11 Se,st1
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COMMITTEE F.24
ON
AMUSEMENT RIDES AND DEVICES 4311,1116 am $4, ond.40.0.. PA 11161171h 2113.0)

THIS DOCUMENT IS IN PROCESS OF DIVELOWENT AND IS FOR ASTM COMMITTEE USE

MILT. lT SHALL NOT SE REPRODUCED OR CIRCULATED OR QUOTED, IN WHOLE OR IN

PART. OUTSIDE OF ASSN COCIITTEE ACTIVITIES EXCEPT vITH THE APPROvAL OF TILE
CHAIRMAN OF THE COMITTLE,HITH JURISDICTION OR THE PRESIDENT OF TUE SOCIETY.

4.1.2 Qualiry Assurance Documenrs. i.e. (marestat csccUlcaClons.
resr reports. and inspecrlon reporrs) shall be reralned
for a period of time as deemed approprtare by the manu-
facturers.

4.1.3 The ,,,nufacrurer of an amusement ride or device shall
provide the owner /operator a wrirren lnspecrion procedure
Co be delivered with the ride or device which shalt
ourltne rho inspections as conralned In ASTM F853 and
ASTM F770.

4.1.3.1 Any changes In rhe procedure prescribed In 4.1.3 deemed
essential by the manufacrurer due ro information nor
available co rhe manufacruer Sr rhe rime of delivery
shall be communicared co all known owner/operarors.

4.1.4 All ln4pecrlons. whether recommended at the rime of sale
or subsequenrly, shall sneer rhe following crlrerlas

4.1.4.1 Is an inspection which shall have been sarlsfaccorlly
performed by the manufacrurer.

4.1.4.2 Is an inspecclon which rhe ride or device or elemenr can
reasonably be expected to pass'during rhe expeaced design
life of the ride, device or elemenr. assuming 'char
recommended malnrenance procedures have been folloueds and.

4.1.4.3 Is an inspectlon that is reasonable and which the owner/
operaror can reasonably be expected co be competenr co
perform or cause to be performed.

4.1.5 Lpon norlflcarlon from an owner/operaror of an Incident
involving a crirlcal component, rhe manufacrurer of an
amusement ride or device shall promptly evaluate this
lnformarlon and dissemlnare Oleic findings Co rhe original
owner / operaror plus any perrinnr recommendarlons co all
known owner/operarors.

Owner /Operator Responslbtlirles4.2.

54"..11s1. Se..C
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COMMITTEE f.24
ON
AMUSEMENT RIDES AND DEVICES

41
.11441114XmaS4h.44.4wAII1011!111 n14

THIS DOCUNENT IS IN PROCESS OF DEVELOP ENT AND IS FOR AS711.CCMITTEE USE
ONLY. IT SHALL NOT RE REPRODUCED OR CIRCULATED OR QUOTED, IN UHOLE OR IN
PART, OUTSIDE OF ASTH CCMITTEL ACTIVITIES f.XCEIT UITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
CHAIRMAN OF THE COMITTEE WITH JURISDICTION OR THE PRESIDENT OF THE SOCIETY.

cf

4.2.1 Owner/operators of amusement rides Or devices shall have an
inspection program consistent with the inspections outlined
Ln ASTH F853 and F770.

4.2.2 Inspection documents deemed appropriate by the owner/
operator to be maintained in the ride file shall be filed
according to the procedures outlined in ASTH F770 and F853.

4.2.3 The owner /operator of an amusement ride or device shall
promptly notify the manufacturer or an incident. failure
or malfunction. %htch. in htsnjudgement. seriously affects
the continued proper operatioli of the ride or device and is
information of uhtch the manufacturer should be aware.

SkvIwils 1r Woo." Ps.....as. STre4 a SeCet
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Designation: F770 82

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING ANO MATERIALS
1916 Race St., Philadelphia, Pe, 19103

Reprinted from the Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Copyright ASTM
not listed in the current combined index,will appear in the next eciltiod

Slant:lard Practice for

OPERATION PROCEDURES FOR AMUSEMENT RIDES AND
, DEVICES'

Tb.s standard is issued under the fixed desigdation F 770 the number inunedatelyfollowing the designation indicates theyear of onginsi adoption or in the WC of revision:the sear of last revision A number parentheses militates the year of last
icappro.al A supers.mpt Talon 10 asdhates an editorial change since the last tonor respproval.

1. Scope

1 I This practice establishes information for
locating procedures emu..ement odes and
devices

2. Significance

21 The purpose of this practise is to delin-
eate ailormation and to establish prucedi res

f the, Jperatwn of amusement rides and de-
v tml

3. Manufacturer's Responsibility

3 I The manufacturer of an amusement ride
or device shall pros ide. with delivery of each
nde tar device. documented, recommended op-

atins instruct ns in the English language
mum tans shal include but not be

unitl d to the
3 .enpt of isa nue or device oper-

ation- clotting the unction and operation tat
its major components

3111 Desenpuon of the motion(s) of the
nde or device during operation

3112 Descnpuon of the recommended
pra....sengerl.alog proced Uf:S during operation,
atiludusg recommended seating. where appli-
cable

312 Recommended safety procedures and
instructions. and information about safety
equipment pertaining to patrons and nde or
device operators and attendants

3121 lkf Ltunufn twat passenger weight and
maximum number of passengers by earner unit
or nde total

1122 Descnption of the passenger restraint
system. recommended use and ',per Anon

:1123 Ride or device operator and attend-

1

.4

83

ant safety check: recommended visual or other
inspections to be performed by ride or device
operators and attendants pnor to and during
each nde or device cycle.

3.1.2.4 instructions to the patron: recom-
mended information that should be made avail-
able to each patron of the nde or device.

31.2'5 Recommendations for operational
restnction relating to environmental co ndttions
such as wind, rain, or temperature fluctuation.

31.3 Manufacturer's recommended ride or
device operating procedures, including the lo-
cation of nde or device operators and attend-
art's.

3131 Description of the recominended,
daily pre opening inspection to be performed
by nde or device operator(s) and attendants
that is in addition to previously performed
maintenance or other inspections.

A 132 Description of the recommendednde
or device operator(s) and attendants positions
and functions.

3133 Description of the recommended se-
nes of steps, to be followed in a definite order,
to complete the operation of the ride or device.

1 I4 Manufacturer's recommended emer-
gency procedures.

3 I 41. Recommended evacuation proce-
dures for the ride or device.

1142 Use of emergency power equipment,
if provided with the nde or device.

1 I 43 Description of any emergency equip-

' This practice is under the jurudietion of ASTM Coin.
make F 24 on Amusemeat Rides and Devices and is the
data responsibehty of Subcommittee F24 40 on Operations

Current edition approved Sept I. 1W Published No.
vember 1402
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ment that is provided with the nde or device.
and its uses

3 1 4 4 Description of any emergency pro- .
cedure made necessary by an interruption of
power. and restart procedures

4. Owner/Operator's Responsibility

4 1 Each ownertoperatorlif an amusement
nde or device shall read and become familiar
with the contents of the manufacturer's rec-
ommended operating instructions and spent
cations. when received as provided in 3 1 Each
owner, operator shall prepare an uperatinifact
sheet. This fact sheet shall be made available
to each ride or device operator and attendant
of thl amusement nde or device The owner's,
operator's fact sheet (on a nde-bycride basis)
shall include but not be limited tq

4 11 Specific ride or devise operation pull,
ties and Y. nedurcs with pertinent information
from the manufactureistnstructions

411..1 Description of the nde or device op
Cfatton. aown

4.1 1.4.-DwIES of the specific assigned post
!ion of the ude or device operator or attendant

4.1.1 3 General safety procedures
4.1*.1.4 Additional reeommendatmns of the

owner/operator.
4.1 2 Specific emergency procedures in the

event of an abnormal condition or an interrup-
tion of service.

413 The owner,Operator shall provide
training for each nde or device operator and
attendant of an amusement nde or device Titi

F 770

training shall include but nut be limited to the
following, where applicable

4.1 3.1 Instruction on nde or device operat-
ing procedures.

4.1.3.2 Instructions on specific duties of the
assigned position

4.1 3.3 Instructions on general safety proce
dures.

4.1.3.4 1. actions on emergency proce-
dures.

4.13.5 De nonstrattun of the physical nde
or device operation

4.1.3.6 Supervised ubserption of the nde or
device operator's physical uperaiwn of the nde
or device.

4.1.3.7 Additional instructions deemed nec-
essary by the owner/operator.

4.1,4 The nde or device operator of each
amusement nde ur device shall conduct a daily
pre-uperung inspection of each nde or device
pnor to carrying passengers. This inspection
shall include but not be limited to the follow ing.

4.1.4.1 Vuual check of all passenger carry.
mg devices, including restraint devices and
latches

4 I 4.2 Vi;ual inspection of entrances, tuts.
stairways, and ramps.

4.1.4.3 Test of all communications equip-
ment necessary for the operation of the ndc or
device.

4.14.4 Pnor to carrying passengers, the nde
or device shall be operated for a minimum of
one complete operating cycle.

TA. American Smirk, fur Team; and Material) take) no pasuilkrespeitint the validity otiany parent rilh1) Gunned In
cimineciionnith any arm nrniutted in .ho i.andard. ono!, .11i) viandwilave e varsity advard determination uj the niiduy
of any nth pbtent and At trek eof infringement of nick nem. we entirely they own tesponstbila,

Thu nandard u mbicii oe re noun in an. ante by the veep:mythic mihnleat committee and mum be reviewed every five yews
and y nor l'enira. Mel rfantruatu: ye ow hdraen taw talimene cot inward whet fur reVisAM 01 Mu 'gawked ye Jul additional
satedardiwed diwad be addlated so AS TM 610.. liartell. kir .01.11411s) 1I4 Meat artila aoruideranon as a meetingsol the
rapiers-01e ittlinkaianviutire. 6 Aii k tem mar ali-ltd if rim eri Aug ,nair OntnNIII)Aare recetreaaJeur Ararat, t you oal4
make mid vie le e *main to Me A STA1 Convviatte on Slandatda 1916 Rate Si . Thtledelplua. la 19161
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AMERICAN SOCIETY ROn TESTING ANO MATERIALS
10 tfi Pm* St., PhilactsIGhiA,c 111t03

Reprinted f torn Ow Annual Book of Anal Standards. Copyright ASTM
If not listed in the current combined index. will appear in the next edition,

Standard Guide for

TESTING PERFORMANCE OF AMUSEMENT RIDES AM)

DEVICES'

Thu =died is awed under or tv.ea are idnation F 846. the number immediately folleming the destgashon indtatta the year of
ono nal adoption or. in the ate of revision. the year of Lam megaton. A number $a parentheses indicates the year of Ltd reapemoval
A supencnpt medal (i) meta:amen editorial duns twee the last mason of reapproval.

1. Scope

LI- This guide covers the basic tests which
shall tie conducted on amusement ndes and de-
vices dunng prototype development, installation
or erection, following major modifications, and
dunng normal operation to determtne that the
perfomiance of a given nde or device meets the
manufacturespecified design cntena.

None The following standards developed by Com-
mittee 1=24 contain information relative to this stand-
ard. F 693 Specification for Physial Information to be
Provided for Amusement Rides and Devices. F770
Practice for Operation Procedures for Amusement
Rides and Devices, and F 747 Definitions of Terms
Relating to Amusement Rides and Devices!

12 Thi., standard may involve hazardous ma-
tends. operations. and equipment This standard
does not purport to address all of the safety prob-
lems associated with its use It is the responsibil
.ty of whoever uses this standard to consult and
establish appropriate safety and health practices
and determine the applitabihty of regulatory limi-
tations prior to use

2. Significance and Use

2.1 The purpose oral's standard is to establish
ongmal pertinent test data on a given nde or
device which shall be used as the basis for the
evaluation of the ride or device's operational
performance.

3. Descriptions of Terms Specific to This Stand-
ard

'Tea Wide ts under the prohcbon of ASTM Committee
3.1 critual component(s)a component or F-24 on AllOOCID011 Rides lad DCSKSS and IS the direct to

system of components Ma:, due to their impor- l000sieslia onutcoomittee F24 10 on Teat Methcda

tartlet in the continued groper operation of thee-
ap ecovod Oct. 21, Publashed December

19t3.

ride or device, have been designated by the man- 'Anent look of ASTA1 stadaldf. vol 13 07

ufacturcr as requiring special fabrication, main-
tenance, inspection, or operation.

3.2 installation or erectionthe actual act of
oite construction or the physical setting up
and making ready for use of a ride or device.

3.3 major modificationany change in either
the structural or operational characteristics oldie
ride or device which will alter its performance
from that specified in the manufacturer's design
criteria.

3,4 prototypefinal operational assembly of
a newly developed ride or device.

4. Developmental Testing b; the Manufacturer

4.1 Where applicable as determined by the
manufacturer/designer, the following test proce-
dures shall be developed and performed on a
prototype amusement nde or device to order that
the manufacturer/designer may determine the
appropnateness for use, of not only the parts, but
the enure system of a newly designed nde or
device.

4.1.1 Procedures to Verify Afaximum Safe De-
sign Loads:

4.1.1.1 Procedures to verify such design char-
acteristics as relevant deflections, loads, and
forces that are placed on both the equipment
the passengers during operation of the ria, or
device,

4.1.1.2 A procedure to determine operational
limits and restart critena due to environmental
conditions,

1

8: 3a
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4.1.I.3 Procedures to allow the manufacturer
to determine such factors_as component
ay and certification requirements of entreat com-
ponents, and

4.1.1.4 Any other procedures necessary to
demonstrate a nde or device's appropnateness
for its intended use.

5. installation Testing

5.1 This section of the standard covers those
tests relevant not only to installation, but also
includes post-modification and major modifica-
tions. The onginal manufacturer or supplier of
an amusement nde or device shall also provide,
where applicable, the following standard testing
guides:

5.1.1 Afatertals TestingAcceptable test pro
cedures for the certification of all major struc-
tural components shall be provided. Where pos-
sible, this testing should to referenced to ASTM
or to other commonly accepted industry stand-
ards.

5.1.2 Ereatonl Afachlicatton Acceptance Test-
ingTest procedures or cntena for the accept -
ance of such construction operations as welding
and listening shall be provided. Again, reference
where possible should be made to ASTM or to
other currently accepted industry standards for
this purpose.

5.13 Performance TesttngThisshould con-

sist of a ones of specified tests that can be used
to determine that the newly erected nde or device
conforms to he onginal design critena

6. Crerational Testing

6.1 The manufacturer of a nde or device shall
develop specific operational tests along with min-
imuni intervals for these tests to be performed
that will allow the owner/operator of the nde or
device to determine whether a given ride or de-
vici, is operating within prescribed operational
limits. -

6.2 All operational tests, except those neves-
. ily recommended subsequent to the sale be-
ca, se of information not reasonably available to
the manufacturer at the time of sale, should be
recommended to the owner/operator at the time
of sale. All tests, whEiher recommended at the
time of sale or subsequent tests shall meet the
following criteria:

6.2.1 All tests shall have been satisfactonly
performed by the manufacturer prior to sale

6.2.2 The tests must be such that the -ride,
device, or element .an reasonably be expected to
pass dunng the expected design life, assuming
reLummended maintenance and operative pro.
cedures have been followed.

6.2.3 All tests must be reasonable and such
that the owner/operator can reasonably be ex
petted to be competent to perform or cause to
be performed.

TheAmentanSortelyor team and Almenals takes no passion morning the validity of any palm right, auened in.onne t Hon
with any nem moutoned in this standard wen of this standard are essvessly aimed that determination of the vanday elan) stun
palms rights, ma' the risk of infringement of such rights. are molly theft own responstbdin

This standard u stitnen to revision as any tune by the responsible iechrueal immure.. an. AA be reviewed every five years and
g/ not revised. other reapproved ta withdrann Your commons are invited either for revision of this standard a IQ, additional
standards and should be addressed to ASTM iltadintartns Your tantrum alb renter .areful otrinderanon as a muesli of the
'monad? tecAnKw committee. which yon may mend If you feel that your eamments have not renired., fan heanna snit should
make your views known to the ASTMConanatee on Standards. 1916 Rare St. Philadelphia. Pa 19103

ns.
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Designation: F 853 83

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING ANO MATERIALS
19111R101131..thiladalPhia.Ps. 19103

R aprinted from the Annual Cook of AST1A Standards. Copyright ASTM
II not listed in the currant combined Index. will appear in the next edition.

Standard Practice for
MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES FOR AMUSEMENT RIDES

AND DEVICES'

This sanded is issued under the rued designauon F $S3. the number immethateiy Moven the detestation indicates flit year of
origanaisdoccon or. on the VW 01 meson. the year of last reason A number in parenthaes mcbcates the year of last reaceroral
A supenmpt epsilon (0 indicates an editorial change axe the tut revision or re:approval,

I. Scope

1.1 This practice establishes information for
maintenance procedures of amusement rides and

devices.
1.2 This standard may involve lia:ardous ma-

terials, operations, and equipment This standard
does not purport to address all ofthe safety prob-
lems associated %Wilts use It is the responsibil-
ity of whoever uses this standard to consult and
establish appropriate safety and health practices
and determine the applicOdity or regulatory
bnioations prior to use

2. Significance and Use

2.1 The purpose of this practice is to delineate
information for the maintenance of amusement
rides and devices.

3. Manufaciurer's Responsibility
3.1 The manufacturer of an amusement nde

or device shall provide, with delivery ()reach nde
or device, documented maintenance instructions
in the English language..These instructions shall
include, but not be limited to the following,

3.1.1 Description of the nde or device opera-
tion.including the function and operation of its
major components.

3.1.1.1 Description of the designed motion(s)
of the nde or device during operation.

3.1.2 Description of the recommended pro-
cedures for installation, setup, disassembly, and
transportation of an amusement ride or device.

3.1.3 Recommended lubrication procedures
for the amusement nde or device.

3.1.3.1 Recommended types and specifica
tions of lubricants

o.I.3 2 Recommended frequency of lubnca-
lion.

1
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3.1.3.3 A lubrication drawing, chart, or in-
'struction. showing the location of lubrication
points.

3.1.3.4 Recommended special method of lu-
brication, where applicable.

3.1.4 Description of the recommended daily,
pre-opening inspection to be performed and
identification of special care areas and recom-
mended procedures for inspection and, mainte-
nance of these areas.

3.1.5 Description, including frequency, of rec-
om mended maintenance inspections and testing,
other than daily pre-opening inspection.

3.1.5.1 Recommended wear limits or toler-
ances. where deemed necessary by the manufac-
turer.

3.1.5.2 Recommended operational tests,
along with minimum intervals for these tests to
be performed, that will allow the owner/operator
of the ride or &Vice to determine whether &given
ride or device is operating within recommended
prescribed operational limits.

3.1,5.3 Where applicable, recommended non-
destructive testing along with appropriate accept-
ance criteri.t, including suggestedirequency and
the special parts or areas to be tested.

3.1.5.4 Tests recommended pursuant to 3.1.5
shall meet the following criteria:

(a) The tests shall have been performed satis-
factorily by the manufacturer prior to the sale of
the amusement ride or device,

(b) The test shall be a test which the amuse-
ment nde or device, or element, can reasonably

The pricey n undo the predawn of ASTM Committee
F.24 on Amusement Ricks and Devices and is the direct re-
sponsabdtty of Subcommittee F2430 on Maintenance

Current editsonappeoved Nov N. 1981 Publehed February
1954
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be expected to pass during the expected life of
the amusement nde or device, or element, as-
suming recommended maintenance and operat-
ing procedures have been followed.

(i) The test shall be a test that is reasonable.
and which the owner/operator can reasonably be
expected to be competent to perform or cause to
be performed.

3 1.6 Recom mended specifications for the use
of replacement fasteners, and recommended
torque requirements on fasteners, where appli-
cable

3 1,7 Schematics of electrical powcr,
controls. and other systems, including location
charts and manufacturer's trouble-shooting
guide. where applicable.

3 l 1 Description of recommended mainte-
nance proraq.ures for electrical components.

3 1 8 Schell-label of hydraulic and pneumatic
systems. including recommended pressures, lo-
cation of components, line specification. fitting
specification, type of fluid, location chart, and
manufacturer's trouble-shooting guide.

3.1 8.1 Description of recommended mainte-
nance procedures for hydraulic and pneumatic
systems and components.

3.1.9 List of parts used in the assembly of the
nde or device, or drawings showing component
parts and their use.

3.1.10 Recommended procedures to be fol-
lowed in the event of an extended period of non,
operation or storage, or both.

3.1.11 Descripttonofrecommendedassembly
and disassembly techniques and procedures, per
taming to specific components, as decmed nec
essary by the manufacturer.

3.1 12 Recommended restrictions and special
procedures. lubricants, materials, or equipment
that may be necessary because of environmental
conditions.

4. Owner/Operator's Responsibility

4.1 Each owner/operator of an amusement
nde or device shall read and become familiar
with the contents of the manufacturer's mainte-
nance instructions and specifications when re-
ceived, as provided in 3.1 Based on the manu-
facturer's recommendations, each owner/op:ra-
tor shall implement a program of maintenance,
testing, and inspections providing for the duties
and'responsibilities necessary in the care of each
amusement nde or device. This program of
maintop ,nce shall include a checklist to be made

2

available to each person performing the regularly
scheduled maintenance on each nde or device.
The owner/operator s checklist ton a ride.by-nde
basis) shalt include but not be limited to.

4.1.1 Description tit preventive maintenance
assignments to be performed.

4.1.2 Description of inspections to be per-
formed.

4.1.3 Special safety instructions. where appli-
cable.

4.1.4 Any additional recommendations of the
owner/operator.

4.2 The owner/operator of the amusement
ride or device shall provide training for each
person performing the regularly scheduled main-
tenance on the tide or device, pertaining to their
assigned duties. This training shall include, but
not be limited to the following.

4.2.1 Instruction on inspection and preven.
tive maintenance procedures.

4.2.2 Instruction on the specific duties of the
assigned position.

4.2 3 Instruction on general safety procedures.
4.2.4 Demonstration of the physical perform-

ance of the assigned regularly scheduled duties
and inspections. .

4.2.5 Supervised observation of the mainte-
nance person s physical performance of their as-
signed regularly scheduled duties and inspec
Lions.

4.2.6 Additional instructions deemed neces-
sary by the owner/operator.

4.3 Pnor to carrying passengers, the owner/
operator shall conduct or cause to be conducted
A daily documented and signed pre-opening in-
spection, based on provided instructions, to in.
sure the proper operation of the nde or device.
The inspection program shall Include. but not be
limited to the following.

4.3.1 Inspection of all passenger-carrying de-
vices, including restraint devices and latches.

4.3.2 Visual .inspection of entrances, exits,
stairways, and ramps.

4.3.3 Functional test of all communication
equipment necessary for the operation or the
ride.

4.34 Inspection or test of all automatic and
manual safety devices.

4.3 5 Inspection or test of the brakes, includ-
ing service brakes. emergency brakes, parking
brakes, and back stops.

4.3.6 Visual inspection of all fencing, guard-
ing, and bamcades.

842
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4 3 7 Visual inspection of the nde structure.
4 3.8 The ride or device shall be operated for

a minimum of one complete operating cycle.
4 4 Following an unscheduled cessation of op-

eration, and the unloading of an amusement nde
or devicee, necessitated by malfunction, adjust-
ment, environmental conditions, mechanical,

F853

Jectncal, or operational modification, that af-
fected the operation, the nde or device, or the
specifically affected element, shall be appropn-
ately inspected, and operated, without passen-
gers. to determine that the cause for cessation of
operation has been corrected and does not create
an operational problem.

The kmern an Solo's) for revoke and.11ascroal)usAn noposttton rev:emu the ralschncl at,' Palms rtehu ascend In comernao
) ,,r in don nee noned ,n Ms 4sandard C .ers of Ms) standard an' evens!, adrssed that detemsnarson vi Me raliduy of any such
:Agent rshts and the ask of mlnnerotern of such mks, an vu, eke the,' own responntnIst,

Tint aandard 4, )141,ins so mono, as an, soot hi Mc responsthlr snhnnal commune and must he mooned every fire years and
If MN reined other rcapproted enthdrmn Your "moment) are mated euher for "ninon el this standard or /or adchnonal
Jondard, and should .addrond s4, ant Ileudquaner) Your "omens) sill resent careful sorts:dm:non at meet of the
e tethuthle taiatts a/ tOMMIllft shish ouu mat mend If Nos feel dial "no comments kart not received a jai, heron,: you should
make VIIIff 10%1 Anmn to the lsrttcontmotte on Standanls 1916 Race St Phdadelddua. la 19101
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AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING ANO MATERIALS
1916 Race St., Philadelphia, Ps 15103

Reprinted from the/ Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Copyright ASTM
If not listed In the current combined will wooer in the next edition

Standard Specification for
PHYSICAL INFORMATION TO BE PROVIDED FOR
AMUSEMENT RIDES AND DEVICES'

ilia standard is issitel and= the fixed designauon F 691, the numbet onmedtately followina the det.e..un ,xkluAtca ,he
yea of ongtnaladopoon or, 03 the aase it swum. the year of last revision. A oumbet in pareothesea oidmates the seal of Ian
reapproval A superscnpt epsilon (a) traticates an telitortal change since the last remon or reipproyal.

1. Scope necessary for the transport of 3 portable amuse-

. 1.1 This s fication covers the minimum ment ride or device shall be provided with the

requirements r information regarding amuse- following information height, width, length,

meat rid d devices that shall be provided and weight.

user by the manufacturer or seller or` 3.6 Static Information The following

rides or devices.

infor-

a iusement mation shall be provided for the amusement
. nde or device when it is in a nonoperational
' state with no passengers: height, width. diam-

,2.1 The purpose of this specification is to eter and weight.
3 7 Dynamic Information The followingprovide the minimum information necessary

for the proper identification, placement. erec- information shall be provided for the amuse-

lion, and operation of each amusement nde or ment ride or device when it is in an operational

device. state: height. width, diameter, and weight.
3 8 Ride Speed:

3. information Requirements 3.8.1 Maximum revolutions per minute, or

3.1 The information in 3.2 to 3.16 shall be 3.8.2 Maximum feet per second or miles per

either included or indicated as not applicable hour.

for all amusement ndes and devices by the 39 Direction of Travel When the proper

manufacturer or seller at the time of sale cot direction of travel is esseneal to the design

such amusement nde or device. operation of the ride, the manufacturer shall

3.2 Ride Serial NumberA manufacturer's d.signate the direction of travel. includin3 ref-

issued unique identifying number or code affixed erence point for this designation.

to the ride in a permanent fashion. 3.10 Power Requirements:

3.2.1 Name PlateA manufacturer-issued 3.10.1 ElectricalTotal electrical power re-

unique identifying name plate in English shall be quired to, operate the nde or device designated
in watts, volts, and amperes, including mini-permanently affixed to each amusement nde or ts

device s pea lying locat ion of manufacture by city, mum and maximum voltage limits

state, and country. 3 102 MechanicalMinimum horsepower

3.3 Ride Model NumberA manufacturer's Accessary to operate the nde or device properly

issued unique identifying number or code as- 3.11 Load Distribution per Footing:

signed to each manufactured type of nde having 3 11 1 Maximum static loading of each foot-

the same structural design or components. ing of an amusement ride or device, and

2. Significance and Use

3.4 Date of ManufactureThe date (month
and year) determined by the manufacturer that
the given nde or device met his required con-
struction specifications.

3.5 Trailering InformationEach trailer

1

I his spetiditation 17, wok* the immolation of A51 M l om
(MUM F 2a on Amusement Rides and Devaes and a the JIMA
responsibility of Subcommittee F24 20 on Specifications

Current edition aroto,ttl day 27 1981 rammed July
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3.11.2 Maximum dynamic loading of each
footing of an amusement ride or device

3 12 Passenger Capacity
3 12 1 Maximum total passenger weight. and
3 112 Maximum number of passengers
3 13 Ride Duration The actual time the

nde is in operation or a passenger is exposed to
the elements of the nde functions including
passenger restrictions to maximum exposure
time shall be included

3 14 Recommended Balance of Passenger
Loading or Unloading When passenger distil
button is essential to the proper operation of
the ride or device. the appropriate loading and
unloading procedure. with respect to weight

F 698

distribution shall be provided
3.15 Recommended P ssenger Restrittior

Where applicable, a ipmended passen-
ger limitations su' .t /limited to.
heitht. weight. a cement. or
any otner appropriate restr

3 16 Lniarotimental RestrnuonsRccom-
mendationy for operational restnetiuns relating
to ensironmental conditions such as, but not
limited to. wind, rain, salt corrosion, and extreme
heat or cold

3 17 Fastener S.heduleA manufacturer's's-
sued schedule for the correct grade. torque. and
plau.mcnt of all fasteners used in the assembly,
or erection. or both, of the Mc or deice

The Intern-an Suites for Testing and tlaterials Aoki. no poution respet ting the ralsdas of ant patent rights asserted 111
tined ion osith an, AAVII mentioned in du. standard L seri of this standard are e tipreal a advised than determination a) the validity
of ant suet patent new and the risk of infringement of null rights, are yawls their *um responstbdas

Thu standard is subject to revision RI any O., 5) the responsible to hnitai tommatee and must be renewed ever, five can
and 1 nos reviled. cute, reapproved or ualsdrann. Your au/Tyne/1AI are invited earlier/or re WWI oi this standard or fin additional
standards and should be addressed to ASTM Ileculguartea Your tommena nal re, rite a artful ionsideranonai a meeting of the
responstbd In/instal 4UNIMIIItt %Mk h mat mai attend if "Myer, than tour OIIIIIICRIA have nos attired afar hearing too should
mete row views knows to the STA/ COInnUitee on Standards, 1016 Rave St Philadelphia, Pa 19101
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Designation: F 747 82

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING ANO MATERIALS
1916 Race St., Phliatielphle,'Pa. 19103

Reprinted from the Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Copyright ASTM
It not listed in the current combined Index, will appear In the next edition.

Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to
AMUSEMENT RIDES AND DEVICES'

Thu to sdard a issued under the And destination F 747, the number immediately follormi the destination indicates the
year of original adoption or, in the ease of revision, the year of Iasi revision A number to parentheses mditatcs the year tit last
scapproral A superscript epsilon (e) tndteatts an ednonal change um the LW revision or reapproval

accepted engineering practice that which
conforms to accepted principles, tests, or
standards of nationally recognized technical
or scientific authonties

air-supported structure an amusement device
that incorporates? structural and mechanical
system and employs aligh strength fabnc or
film that achieves its strength, shape, and
stability by pretensioning with internal air
pressure, all of which are intended to provtd...
an enclosed area for the self enjoyment of
those so confined within.

carnival a mobile enterprise pnnctpally de
voted to offering amusement or entertain-
ment to the public in, upon, or by means of
portable amusement rides or devices or tem-
porary structures in sany number or combi-
nation, whether or not associated with other
structures or forms of public attraction.

circular ridean amusement ride whose mo-
tion is primarily rotary in a fixed or vanable

plane from horizontal to 45' above horizon-
tal,

flat-ride an amusement nde that operates on
a single level whether over a controlled, fixed
course or track, or confined to a limited area
of operation.

high ride an amusement nde whose motion is
in a fixed or vanable plane from horizontal
to vertical.

kiddie ride an amusement ride designed pn-
manly for use by children op to 12 years of
age.

operator the person having direct control of
the starting, stopping, or speed of an amwe-
ment ride.

'These definitions ne under the jurudicuon of ASTM
Comnuttee F.24 on Amusement Rides and De.mcs use an
the direct responsibility of Subwinmittee F24 9t on Terms
acac8Y.

Current edition approved Dec 28.1981 and Apnl I. 1912
Published May 1982.

Thu nandard u subject to revssion at any time Ay the respamabk 'ethnical committee and nuns be inn s.ed emir five ways
and nm sensed. taker reofteoved or withdrawn. You, .onsments an witted esker for re yawn ol Mu standard or Jar ertatitonra
stantSseds and Amid be slammed to ASTM ileadquarten Vous sommentv ml 1 ,erns t are] ut consideration at maim: tAr
rerpohalle techughommihre..huh pm may anend. 1f you feel the row CONVINTO ham mat reared alms Mucus:you should
make MIr views known to the ASTM Committee on Standards, 1916 Race St, Pluladelpkta. Pa 19103
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AnSwers to questions submitted by the subcommittee to Consumer Product Safety Commission

0

Question 1

Please supply the subcommittee with a list of those States shieh have enacted late requiring the inspection of mumment rids. in find

site perks. Pleas: include statutory re/femme and identify the Stets agency responsible for enforcement end the affective data of

each stet. last

State Statute Effective Date Enforcement Responsibility

Alaska Sec. 05,20,010
(Pecrrational Devices)

1965 Alaska Department of Labor
indorege, Alaska

Adman' Cods 12
Act No. 901 of the 73:d
Arkansas General Aasenbly
Regular Session. 1981

1981 nrimeas Department of Labx
Litt is Rock, Arknus

Colorado C.R.S. 1973 'N A'
8-1-107 (1)00 and
C.R. . 1973, 8-1. 107(2) (0)
end I.R.S. 1973.8-1-140
end A-1-194

d/81 Colored:, Department of Labor

Denver, Colorado
,

Connecticut Sootier 7a-133, 29-134 to
29-142 Outdoor Amweeents

1949 bureau of State Eire Haskell
Department of State

C
Police

onnecticut

New Nenshire RBA 321 Cenral lase 1977 11wr iillipehia Department of Safety

Division of Safety Services
Aniel, Lift and Trmeery Division
Concord, New Ranehire

Now Jassy Carnival i hamtnnt Safety Act
Chapter 195, Title 12
New Jersey Adrdrdetrative Code

1975 Nee Jersey Daps taunt of Lator
Office of Comedian*
Woman. New Jersey
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State Statute If fictive Date _ ?inform:nit liewcradbility

Mee !oak Section 202(b) 1961 Mee York Department of labor
Libor law 6 Cafe Division of Safety & Smith
1.1e U.S. of loiestrial
code RAN

Article 27 Section 470 eannisd 3/1/63

fisuaLt^ Chanter 397-amemeant Mae 218/66 Dwell Departnint of Labor i Indestrial lailations
Division of Occwaticnel Safety i Health
licrolulu, liswii

Iowa 1976 Iowa Department of Labor
Dee Moines, Iowa

Illinois Legislature just passed lee. 1/1/15 Illinois De=nt of lab=
statutes., reference Chicsep, 11

available

Kentucky m Chapter 247 7/13/64 KantuCky Depertoent of Agriculture
frankfort, Kentucky

Mains fiblic Act 225 7/1/77 Hans Department of Milo Safety
Oineral Lie State of Maine Office of State fire Minix'

Itelati. Mdew

Maryland Article $9, Sections 65-81 7/1/76 fairyland Division of labor & Iniestry
.notated texis of Maryland Asuresent Ride Safety /nepecticn

Saltbox*, Marylend

1.1ations 09.12.62 12/30/77
Code of Mi. legs.
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State Statute Effective Date

Miltidspan Natio Act 223 1946

Enforcement lksponsibtlity

ktchign Department of Lions log & Sim
Surma of lbalty & Mreirowint4 Sendoie
banging. Michigan

lbctit Caroline Oraral etatutee of 1949 Ibrth Carolina Deportment of later
North Catolinm.Section rievatoc Division
US-11(c) Ralsigh. IC

ildo lagialature tecently passed 111113 Chic, Department of Agricola:re /
,Ilaticans.lb statutca7 Columbus, Otto

relevance wallah's.

iklatcma Chisholm Imuomsent Rid. 10/1/12 Cklabwe Derearment of labor
Safety Act Title 40 OA Cklairns City, Wainer
Suction 460-449 and

Feadtpted PulseM dated
Feb 1d, A

Oregon statutes 460.210 1959 Oregon llacildirg Cadre Division
440 230230 and =tient Electrical/0min= Progrm

Administrative Salam. Oregon

licswylvonic PA Senate Sill Ma. 1/1/13 Pansylvartia Dmuntment of Agrioiltura
291-Seesion of 190 Harrisburg. Pcnrylvards

Misconan OCAS Statute
Uftsconein 101.11

Administrative (ode
Grater DO 47

1/1/47 ltleccrain repartant of labstry
labor & Memo Pommes
Madison. lileowein

* Each of the above listed states lave also esomed jurisdiction oast mobile ridme tint travel from locet1ort to location.

The following elates M. jurisdiction only over mobile sides that travel from location to /ocationa CelLfoada. !laid. (Cl!n rides
that operate at State or 0:many faire). Massachusetts (no state Lnerecticoo ay ccsabobad. only icapsctions by ewafind
Lowrance inspectors) and Tutu vhich has only man l tsqulcr ant for rides.
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Question 2

lias,the Comissien received any Socticn 15(b) reports in Fiscal
years 1982-1984 ragariing amusement rides subject to 0:mission
jurisdicticnt- If-so, please describe.

October 5, 1981 - Bias Trading Corporation of Is:erica, reported to
the Comisaial that durim a routine Leveed= of a priate ride cracks
were discovered tad= the boat's stricture. Notice mu transmitted to

idaltifiedommets to install a thicker keel plate on the underside of
the boat ;ride.

!larch 27, 1964 - Charles Edens, Mons Enterprises reported the
dropping of a Mrs Pirate ride due to a failure of the sides

. It smears that this failure way have bean as a result
2prietcticturecenersnon-oorrectim of the reported problem in 1981.

Question 3

3. Please describe the methodology used to calculate the incidence of
injuries and deaths attributed to amusement rides. In addition,
indicate hod injuries attributed to rides in temporary locations are
distinguished from those occurring an rides located in fixed site perks.

a. The incidence of injuries is estimated -through the Consumer
Product Safety Commission (CPSC) , National Electronic Injury
Surveillance System MISS). The MISS is a probability sample
of hospital rasa. There are 72 hospitals currently
in the system. All !tale without burn care centers are
grouped into far strata. A separate stratum is used for
hospital, with burn care centers. The stratum to which a
particular hospital is assigned is datermioed by the osier of

room visits to that hospital. in a given year.
Hospitals are gnouped into "small," "Large," and"eottra large
categories. A sample of hospitals is statistically selected
iron eich stratum andthe weight used for estimating is based
on the =saber of hospitals represented by each hospital in the
ample. For example, there are 268 hospitals in the United
States which fit into the "extra Inge" category, of which 12
were selected for inclusion in tin sample. Therefore: 268
divided by 12 equal', 22.33, which is the %eight applied to
every case reported through a sample hospital in the "extra
large" category. This procedure controls for hospital size.
this avoiding the artificial inflation of the Imamate which
eight othermi,a tear. Estimates of injuries developed
MISS represent the =her of injuries treated in all hospital
emergency routs nationally. MISS ettiratea do not include
those injuries treated by private physicians those for which
no medical treatment is sought.

b. The corm of amumment ride related fatalities is tabulated
from actual reports received through death certificates,
medical examiner's reports, newspaper reports. NE1SS, and
in-depth investigations of cases received through those
sources. Reports are reviewed and daplicates are eliminated
from the totals. No estimating procedure is used.

c. Each injury report through MISS contains a one line comment
(up to 80 letters) describing the accident. These "comments"
are reviewed by CPSC epideciology staff (for the product code
for amusement rides) in order to cake detendrations about the
type of ride involved. Based on these determinations, the
staff concluded that the injuries reported throsgb the
amusement ride category were divided approximately evenly
between fixed site and mobile rides. For fatalities the type
of butallaticn was known for 65 of the 89 coroner death.
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Please describe the Cazmissicn'a enforcement policy rep5ading the
cbligat.Inn of an amusement ride tamer to report koculedge ofa-product

defect which could post a substantial risk of injury. Does this
cbligaeAoivary firnIt.at incurred by the tosnufacturer of other =ismer

prodicts'etbj Commiesicaljuriadictionl 4,

itteobligaticrs of the anemia ride °weer is the cb.p.tion
pfat°dis 'or -- a "retitireunder Section 15 of the CPSA.
(See docialononliction to Die ise in CPSC v. the . Co. , at.

Civ. No. 77-1581, Order dated Dec. 19;7977 hp OralirtiThe
retailers since they are persons "to whom a calm= product is
de/Iwo:dor sold for purpasee of sale or distribution by such pen= to
a oansumer.u) As a "rat Al AMMO= ride caner has 1121 obligation
to report to the Comaissicriif he Obtains infannetion lath reasonably
supports the aAxlusion that hie ride =tains a defect which could
create a substantial irinduct.hemard (Section 15(b)(2) of the CPSA.

ig
/

As a retailer, the arse it ride cseares obligation differarfrcei

\...

that of anamfactut of the rick (or say other cows= product) only
in tars of the seep. of informstictivihith is ordinarily reported. A
retailer or distributor may satisfy their reporting Obligetion in many
armextancst by merely notifying the asileacturar of the potential
&Let awl =avian& tba Commie ices with a copy of such correspondence.
16 C.P.A. 111111)(CY & 1115.13(b). It is generally taus, that the ride

operator dots not have all of the &tailed information rsga=cthe
ride end its distribution that is evailehle to tha product turer"r.

The ComniesionhL tempered its view of:this legal Obligationcwith
a practical mita of the facts of each matter. Since tegy ride CWAX3

tombola. imam= of their obligations sod have othenase acted
responsibly, the Cc:mission has, to date. chosen tp fanD enforcement
thitu&ithe use-of civil penalties in all but one instance

rik
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Question 5

Does the Ceaadssiun's jurisdiction over consumer produc& include
water 40767 If not, please explain.'

Whether 'abater slide is a cansuaer product under the CPSAwithin
the Commission's jurisdiction is dependent in part upon whether the
slide is a "mechanical device which carries of conveys passengers along,
axtbnd, or over a fixed or restricted route or course qr within a
defined area for the purpose of giving its passengers mmutement...."
Water slide appears to carry or convey passengers along a fixed or
restricted route or course for the purpose of gi amuseMint. Tile only

issues are whether particular slides, are ' devices" and /
Whether they are "permanently fixed to a site."

To determine whether or not a water slide is a "mechanical device"
depends on the construction of that term. Moat acusemint rides are
urapelstionably mechanical devices beCause they have various systems of
moving parts. A water slide, however, is basically a stationary object
which has water running through it. Most water slides, however, utilize
mechanical means to pump muter through a system to allow the slide to
function. Some slides any have no mechanical means for pumping water
and may rely solely on asunicipally supplied pressure system. In out

view the use of a mechanical pumping system would likely be sufficient
to characterize the slides a "mechanical device." If, hicemmx, only

municipally lied water pressure is utilized, we do not believe that
a slide wild be considered a "mechanical device."

The next question which must be answered .... whether the water slide
is pereamently'fixed to a site. It is apparent that most water slides
in use today are large

to,

which are permanently fixed to a site.

Because of their sheer size they cannot be moved from site to site.
Those permanently fixed slides which utilize pumping eysteme (which
hander out analysis mike them "mechanical devices') wemld not be subject
to CPSC jurisdiction. They would fall into the exclUsion of the 1981

amendment to section 3(a)(1), CPSA. Any water slide which is mobile ani

is moved from site to site and which has a mechanical pupping system
would be subject to CPSC jurisdiction as it would not fall within the
exclusion of the1981 amendment to section 3(a)(1).

If a water slide is not operated by a mechanical pupping system,
and only operates chrmehmunicipally supplied water pressure, 41e would
consider it to be a "coosumer product" and within the Comession's
jurisdiction regardless of whether the slide is fixed to a permanent

site. The axclusion in s 1981 amendment to section 3(a)(1) only

applies to "aechryi es" which are permanently fixed to a site

and is silent as to cal devices. Accordingly, the question

of Whether a non" "I cal water slide is a consumer product is
governed by the original definition of consumer product in section

3(a)(1) of the CPSA, 15 U.S.C. 15 U.S.C. 2052(a)(1). Under that section,

it is the Office of General Counsel's view that the product generally
would be a consumer product became it ie a distinct article of carmerce
produced for the use of consumers in recreation. This view is supported

by the decision in 'United States v. State Fair of Texas, 650 F.2C 1324
(5th Cir. vacated as moot, 454 U.S. 1026 (1381) and CP5Cv. Chance
Vierulacturing Co., Inc. 441 F.SOpp. 228 (D.D.C. 1977). We should note,
harmer, that a contrary view of this theory was expressed by the United
States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit, see Bell Enterprises,
Inc. v. CPSO, 645-F2d 26 (10th Cir. 1981).
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Question 6

Please describe the extent towhichisoisement ride injuries are
associated with water slides. Please summarize the nature of these

injuries.

The table which follows shows the estimated injury frequencies
assodited with water slides, mechanical bulls, and other sentiment
rides for each of the past 5 calendar wars. The estimates used in
all CPSC releases about these data lints 1980 have omitted .

mechanical bulls, because the staffbelievee 'hat the inclusion of
this unique product would distort the true picture of mummer
ride related injuries.

,Amusement Rides: Estimated dumber of
Hospital Emergency Romp Treated Injurieal)

1979-1983

Year

TYPE VIZ 1982 1981 1980 1979

Total 9,798 12,384 14,140 10,059 6,414

14kthinical Bulls 94 835 5,609 3,921 0

Water Slides 2,941 2,084 2,439 2,344 1,204

°thwart:Lucent
Rides 6,763 9,465 6,092 3,794 5,210

Source: NEISS Natioval Electronic Injury Surveillance System
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission
Directorate Dr Epidemiology, Division of Hazard Analysis

As can be seen, in 1983 there were an estimated 2,941 hospital
emergency room treated injuries associated with Water slides, and
an estimated 6,763 such injuries associated with other sauserent
rides for a total of svprtoimetely 9,70C injuries. Most of the

water slide related injuries reported were minor cuts, bruises,
strains and sprains. A few fractures, mostly to the hands, arms,

and feet are also included in the total. Typically these injuries

happen when the victim strikes the side or edge of the slide during
deem, or through impact with Another person in the landing pool.

Two water slide related deaths have been included in the total of
89 calmer deaths associated withicusement rides. One of these
was primarily behavior related. In the other all that is known is

that the victim drowned.
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QUESTION 7

Is the Commission aware of any voluntary standard
setting process to reduce the risk of injuries associated
with water slides? If so, please describe the nature and
extent of these activities.

The ASTM F24 Committee on Amusement Rides and Devices
was organized in early 1978. Each of its bpring and fall
sessions each year has consisted of two or tree days of
meetings of the F24 Committee and its several Subcommittees.

The several standards on amusement rides and devices
that have been developed and approved by F24 constitute
beginnings from which effective standards can be deeloped.
None of the current standards specifically address particular
types of rides or devices, whether the water slide type or
other types.

However, at the F24 session in the spring of 1984,
there was discussion concerning the development of safety
requirements for fiber glass, an important material in water
slides. There was also discussion concerning possible
cooperation in this area with the American Waterpark Association
(AWA) and the relevant committee of the Ir:ernational Association
of Amusement Parks and Attractions (IAAPA).

On May 10, 1984 the Corruaission met with representatives
of the amusement ride industry and state inspectors to
discuss cooperative ways :Jo reduce tne number of injuries
due to unsafe amusement rides. Mr. John Graff, Executive
Director of the International Association of Amusement Parks
and Attractions stated: We have recently created a new
safety committee recognizing the emergence of the fastest
growing segment of the entertainment business, the water
Industry. I met with our Water Slide, Water Park Safety
.Committee down in Florida last week and they are looking for
ways in which tie... ASTM project either will fit what they are
doing or can be adjusted to fit what they are doing...." In
addition, the Safety Committee met with the American Red
Cross and the National Council on Aquatic Cooperation to
discuss their individual water safety programs. It is
expected that there wtIl be further discussions and PhAt- r,4
will work with IAAPA and AWA coward requirements relevant to
water 'Aides.
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Mr WAxmAN. Our final witness this morning is Charles F. Mac-
donald, president of the International Association of Amusement
Parks and Attractions, and I understand he is accompanied by
John Graff, who is the executive director of that organization.

We welcome you to our hearing. Your prep-ked statements will
be made a part of the record in full.

We would like to ask you to summarize those statements for us.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES S. MACDONALD, PRESIDENT, INTERNA-
TIONAL. ASSOCIATION OF AMUSEMENT PARKS AND ATTRAC-
TIONS. Al OMPANIED BY JOHN GRAFF, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Mr GRAFF Mr. Chairman, our president will make our state-

ment, although it shows the other way in our program this morn-
ing I would appreciate the opportunity, when he is done, for a
couple of minutes of comments of my own.

M. WAXMAN. Fine, thank you.
Mr MACDONALD Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee,

we appreciate the opportunity to testify on the subject of extending
the jurisdictior, of the Consumer Product Safety Commission to
fixed location amusement park rides.

To reverse the decision Congress made with respect to this
matter in 1981 there should be evidence of a change of circum-
stances significantly increasing the public's exposure to risk and a
showing that the Federal Government can best deal with the prob-
lem

No such showing can he made because it would be inconsistent
with the facts Statistics show a sharp aecline in the number of re-
ported accidents.

We currently have a survey underway of all our parks to deter-
mine the extent to which they are inspected by outside agencies in
addition to the regular daily maintenance and inspections per-
formed by trained park personnel

With three-fourths of those parks being accounted for, so far, the
survey reveals that 95 percent of ttpni are inspected by some out-
side source, 8e, pet cent by State and. or local government a d 9 per-
cent by independent professionals hired by the park's insurers.
About fit; percent of these parks are insnect.ed by both government
and insurance company inspectors.

These figures are a little different from those in our prepared
statement, and they are due to the fact that we have received addi-
tional responses in the interim

Even if the Commission's ride injury estimates were accurate,
when analyzed they reveal that chance. of any one being hospital-
ized by the results of a park ride are conservatively put at about 1
in 3 million visits or I in 7 million rides

The chances of fatality are about 1 in 75 million visits or 1 in 120
million rides A number of those injuries due to mechanical defect
are infinitesimally small

There is nothing the Commission can keep track of in the field of
recreation amusement sv hit-h--evett caries close to that record From
the Commission', estimate, it appears thai billiards injure more
people than park rides
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We mention that although it does seem ridiculous, but it just dis-
plays the inconsistency of these commission estimates.

The Commission has been misleading the public by insisting that
there have been 10 or 12 amusement ride deaths this year They
include portable fatalities and those involved in the tragic fire in
New Jersey, a building fire over which the Commission would have
no jurisdiction anyway.

This is not intended in any way to treat lightly the subject of
ride accidents. Every accident has concerned our industry. That is
why we devote the people, time, and money we do to improving the
record.

There is no good reason to believe that the Commission could im-
prove on our safety record._ The Commission does not inspect rides
now. The Commissioners claim they need jurisdiction to investigate
after an accident, and to shut down rides if necessary until correc-
tive action can be taken.

Within 10 minutes of the time they received notice of the acci-
dent in Illinois, which we have heard testimony on this morning,
the manufacturer notified every park having such a ride, every
ride was shut down and remained shut down for weeks until cor-
rective measures were completed.

This was done voluntarily because it was in the vital interest of
the industry to do so. No government coercion was necessary.

The only remaining issue is that of reporting under section 15(b),
and it constitutes our greatest concerii. That section of the law
does not permit national application to amusement rides.

A reasonable interpretation of the law would require the report-
ing of every carousel in the country as a hazardous product. Merry
go-rounds produce more injuries than any other ride, according to
CPSC estimates.

The penalty for failure to report can be up to one-half million
dollars. What would CPSC do when, to protect themselves, every
operator reported his or her tar-ousel? Ignore it, inspect it? Will the
Commission issue a certificate saying the carousel is safe? Not
likely.

What does the operator do if the CPSC will not certify his or her
carouse; us safe, what sort of liability problems does that create foe
him or her?

This sort of problem will bog the Commission and our industry
down in very expensive wrangling. Surely, the facts do aot justify
such a result The matter of ride safety is addressed by State and
local governments.

It is being constantly addressed by our industry. The record sug-
gests there has been both a reasonable and highly successful corn
bined effort

Thank you and we will of course respond to any questions you
have.

Mr WAXMAN. Thank you very much
Mr. Graff, did you want to make some comments?
Mr. GRAFF, I, too, thank you, Mr. Chairman. This is obviously

not the first time I have been before your committee to discuss
this, and I appreciate yet another opportunity.

40-470 o - #45 54
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Just to comment quickly on a few things that were brought up
while the Commissioners were up here. Mrs. Steorts said that this
is a matter of great and high priority for her.

The matter of amusement park rides has never been listed
among the nriorities of the Commission. Their priorities for the
corning year were just set forth a couple of weeks ago, and this was
not listed among them.

She said the Commission had no opportunity whatsoever to com-
municate the facts of the Enterprise ride to fixed location parks.
That is simply not true. The Commission mailed copies of that
report to fixed location parks around the country with a letter ac-
knowledging that they had no jurisdiction, but saying they were
doing.so anyway.

I will leave it to the members of the committee to counsel among
themselves as to what the effect of that notice is.

The question was asked by Mr. Eckart about the industry re-
sponse when there is an accident. Mr. Macdonald just recounted to
you what happened when the unfortunate accident involving the
edge occurred in Illinois.

Within 10 minutes, the manufacturer notified every park in the
country with that ride. They voluntarily shut it down and left it
down for months. With respect to the Enterprise action plan, when
the notice came from the Commission, I mentioned it rather casu-
ally to the counsel of one of the parks with whom I was talking on
another matter. He said "I will watch for it, but within hours of
the time that event happened in Texas, we had dispatched a man
to Texas to 'find out what, if anything, was wrong with the Enter-
prise ride."

It is only commonsense and logical that out industry would do
this They have the utmost at stake in the safety of these rides.
Word of serious mechanical difficulty on any ride goes through the
industry.

The suggestion was made here that there could be a death about
which the parks did not know that is ridiculous, the way these are
covered in the press. So there is, as I say again, the utmost concern
of the industry here.

I want to sLy one final word about industry statistics on this
matter since we are talking about the public needing to know. The
Commission could not take this panel, ,ould nut Luke anybody in
this rorr to their headquarters and show them even 300 injury re-
ports that they could posiU 'ely ascribe to an amusement park ride,
let alone 3,000 or 6,000 or 10,000.

They are taking about an estimate. It is based on injury reports
from 73 reporting hospitals. These hospitals report an average of
from 100 to 200 injuries per year. By dividing this total by 73, they
get an average of three injuries per responding hospital, which
they then multiply by all 6,000 hospitals in America.

Now, that becomes suspect immediately when one realizes there
are 6,000 hospitals and 400 parks. Most of those 6,000 hospitals are
nowhere near a park and would not be treating park ride injuries.
So these figures are suspect.

The billiard figure we do not throw in ,just to make light of a
very serious problem. It is the Commission s figures if you analyze
them and break them down the way they suggest and divide the
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number of estimated injuries between parks and carnivals, that
show more people were hospitalized by billiard injuries than by
rides.

Now, if you want to say that suggests the figures are crazy, we
have been saying for years the Commission's figures are unreliable.
Thank you, sir.

[Testimony resumes on p.]
[Mr. Macdonald's prepared statement follows:]
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Testimony of Mr. Charles S. Macdonald, President

International Association of Amusement Parks and Attractions

Mr. CI-airman, Members of the Subcommittee;

Ve appreciate the opportunity to testify on the subject of extending

the Jurisdiction of the Consumer Product Safety Commission to fixed

location amusemei park rides.

To reverse the decision Congress made with respect to this matter

in 1981 there should be evidence of a change of circumstances significantly

increasing the public's exposure to risk and a showing that the federal

government can best deal with the problem. No such showing can be made

because it would be inconsistent with the facts.

Those Commissioners urging jurisdiction have offered in support

of their argument ride Injury estimates which are highly unreliable to

begin with and which have been distorted and packaged.in such away

as to render them even more meaningless for the purposes of a discussion

on fixed location ride jurisdiction. When those estimates are properly

analyzed they reveal not only that the problem is of much less magnitude

than the Commission would have you believe but it Is a diminishing problem.

The National Electronic Injury Surveillarice.System which produces

CPSC product Injury estimates has been widely criticized both within the
.

Commission and by competent analysts outside the CPSC.

1
That it Oroduces unrealistically high estimates for park ride injuries

can be readily proved by simply pointing out that the estimates are

obtained by multiplying the average number of ride Injuries reported to
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73 emergency rooms by the total .number of hospitals In America - nearly

6,000 hospitals. Since there are only 400 ride parks In the country, the

margin tor enormous error here Is immediately apparent.

To further confuse the issue, the Commission has persisted In publi-

cizing estimates of amusement ride injuries that include all manner of del.ices

already under its jurisdiction - mechanical bulls and carnival rides to

name only two.

Very recently the Commission has begun excluding bulls and a few

other devices but we have seen no figures released purporting to show

only the number of park ride injuries, which are the only figures relevant

to the subject of these hearings. The Commission cannot, in fact, produce

such figures because it has only about two hundred actual injury reports

in its fifes each year. It is a certainty, however, that the figure for park

rides only ivould be a great deal smaller than that which the Commission

has been talking about.

The Commission has also persisted in talking publicly about "10

amusement:. ride fatalities" in 1984 when it well knows that the number

of ride Fatalities is two, neither of which, Incidentally, were apparently

cPused by anything that might have been detected, let alone prevented,

by the Commission.

No ride of any kind was involved in the tragic fire in New Jersey

and the denial of CPSC jurisdiction over fixed locat.an rides has nothing

to do with the Commission's authority (or lack thereof) to deal with that

matter.
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Your Committee considered this jurisdiction question in 1981 arid

decided on the basis of the extraordinary safety record of ow industry

and the budget of the CPSC .hat the Commission should not have authority

to regulate fixed,location rides. Nothing has happened since that time

to cast doubt on the wisdom of that decision.
4, I

In fact, CommHsioner Scanlon reported recently that a 30% decline

in injuries uccred between 1982 and 1983. That trend is confirmed by

a front page article n Business Insurance magazine dated June 18, 1984

which quotes industry insurers as saying that the incidence of ride

injuries is "drastically down".

It is not necessary, however, to get bogged down in a discussion

of the accuracy of the Commission's estimates. Even if the Commission's

estimates were correct there are vir tually no amusement and recreation

products for vihlch the Commission publishes injury estimates that produce..

fewer injuries than amusement rides, either in terms of raw numbers or

per 100,000 of participants. That was true 'a 1981 and is still true.

It is appa ently still true that billiards injures more people than

fixed location Hi es. In fact, in the last year for which we were able to

get Commission estimates billiards was responsible for the hu3pitatization

of nearly twice as many people as park rides. There has been no put...icity

campaign by the Commission to address that problem,

The Commission reported In May of this year-that last year, 253

out of every 100, 000 bicycle riders were injured seriously enough to

require medical attention beyond first aid. One hundred and thirty -five

8 6
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persons out of every 100,000 were injured by ord;nary non glass doors.

The comparable fijure for ride injuries is 3 per 100,000 participants.

The Commission estimates that over 900,000 children between five

and fourteen years of age are doctor treated for soccer, football and baseball

injuries each year.

In 1981, the year the Commission says ride injuries jumped so

dramatically, nearly three times as many children were hospitalized as

a result of tricycle Injuries as were people of all ages as a result of park

ride Injuries.

The CPSC has reported that hospitalization rates for all ride Injuries

are somewhere between 2 and 3 percent. That Is, most injuries reported

to the Commission are treated and released, only an average of about 21%

of them require overnight hospitalization. if one arbitrarily assigned

to fixed location parks half of all ride Injuries estimated by CPSC, there

would be something like sixty to eighty people a year, out of 200 million

park visitors, being hospitalized. We again point out that these estimates

are bound to be very hiyti because of basic flaws In the NCISS system.

Insurance company spokesmen quoted in the Business Insurance

article referred to above state that most injuries are caused by rider mls-

behm,lor, not equipment problems.

While the number of Infuries is reported to be decreasing, tho number

of State and local governments regulating rides has rapidly Increased

and continues to increa.e almost monthly. Illinois, New York, Kentucky,

862
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Pennsylvania, Ohio, Texas, Delaware, Oklahoma and Colorado are among

those enacting laws in the last couple of years. Rhode Island, Florida/
and Missouri are among those currently considering such laws.

California must be mentioned because of what its activity says about

the sort of public interest evaluation that must prevail here. A California

legislative committee studied this matter during the past two years and

ccncluded that the safety record of the amusement park industry was

so good they could not justify the expense of setting up a state program.

Several local jurisdictions In California do have excellent ride safety

ordinances.

We currently have a survey underway of all our parks to determi le

the extent to wnich they are inspected by outside agencies In addition

to the regular daily maintenance and inspections performed by trained

park personnel. With three fourths of those parks being accounted forte

so far, the survey reveals that 95% of them are inspected by some outside

source 77.6% by State andlor kcal government and 18% by Independent

professionals hired by the park's Insurers. About 65% of these parks
i

are inspected by both government and insurance company inspectors.

That this system works is evidenced by the record of ride Injuries

referred to above.

It remains as true today as it was in 1981 that tnere is virtually

no amusenient or recreation activity that is safer than amusement rides.

We are frequently asked even by those who acknowl, J9e and applaud

1
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this safety record why we oppose federal regulation of our park rides.

There ate several good reasons, none of which invot.e an objection to

Inspection. The Industry supports the concept of regular inspection of

rides. We employ competent personnel trained In the maintenance and

Inspection of rides. There are regularly scheduled seminars for the continued

training of these personnel.

In addition, our members have supported and worked for the prissoge

of statt ride safety inspection laws with the result that, as noted lust

above, today nearly 784 of our parks or e inspected by either ..tate or

local governments.

Another 184 are in..pc..toi 1.3) k_-,,,pic`,#ed for that purp. o!ze

by irittranize corripanieN.

If the federal government et ntN to add anoth. r 1.iyr of irlpection

on the industry our objection would ,iri%e, rf at ill. not to tree inpection

as such but to the utre of puthr, fund-. for a purv,... tintili:21y to pre Jun >R

a benefit,

The Co-nroit.mon irribr.olerit on the. got. -.lion at ire.pection.

It does not now in rpect regularly the rick..., for Anich it h.e..

In order to inspect thore.rand% of ridet. it Aould h,. to hire a great mf-ly

inspet.tors 3t con-aderable \ in a ...1,_t:nt 01 Strict Journal letter

Mrs. Stoerlfw di ied any intention to tend of pe-ctorv.ut into

:tie parks.

Yet the Cromoit.s.ton doe.. not unequivically the de, ire to
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undertake a regular inspection program, perhaps realizing that without

inspection there is very little left by way of argument in favor of juris-

diction.

if the Commission is not going to inspect rides, what good would

federal regulation accomplish?

It is/Suggested the Commission would write standards for maintenance,

inspection and design of rides so that there is some uniformity across

the land. Such standards have already been produced by an independent

standards writing organization located in Philadelphia and known as the

American Society of Testing and Materials. This standard, known as the

F-24 Committee Standard, was produced after years of work by a group

comprised of industry, state and local government, insurance companies

and public interest representatives. The major components of this.set

of standards has been approved by our industry. Work continues on

one or two minor subjects.

Th?,,,CPSC staff was involved in this process for much of the time

and has been directed by the Commission to observe the completion of

the, project.

While this standard is voluntary in nature it can be, and there are

indications it is likely to be, adopted by many state and local governments

as part of their safety laws or regulations.

The is also strong incentive for any operator to abide by the standard

even in the absence of laws requiring them to do so. Failure to do so
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will very likely result In serious problems when and if personal injury

actions are brought against the operator. For that same reason insurance

companies also will be requiring adherence to the standards.

It is said that jurisdiction is needed so that after an accident the

Commission can inspect the ride involved in the accident, notify other

parks with the same ride and enforce any corrective action plans developed

as the result of the accident.

This implies a lack of incentive on the part of the industry to correct

ride problems as a matter of self Interest.

When the accident involving the new ride known as "The Edge"

occurred In Illinois this spring, within ten minutes of that event everye
similar ride in this country was s.iut down and remained shut down- ending

full engineering studies and conclusions. She results of those investigations

were shared with all other parks. This was done voluntarily. No govern-

ment order was necessary.

Nor is the Commission without means to give effect to its corrective

action plans for park rides now. For example, following adoption of the

corrective plan for the Enterprise ride earlier this-year, the Commission

while acknowledging that it had no jurisdiction to do so, mailed copies

of it to parks owning such a ride. It therefore got notice of its plan into

the hands of park operators.

Action plans which prove to be appropriate and necessary will be

welectned by the parks.
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It so happens, however, that even before the Enterprise corrective

action plan was written, park operators were in contact with each other

and with .he manufacturer concerning the cause of the accident. it defies

,reason to believe that any park operator would have ignored the publicity

and exchange of information surrounding that event,.

For all these reasons, grisdiction iv unnecessary. It would not

measureabiy improve an already excellent record and it woe Id divert.Comnr

isslon resources frOm much greater problems. On the othe. hand, jurisdiction

will create very, real,problems for park operators. These problems are

largely related to Sectfon 15(t) of the Consumer Product Safety,Act and

the other sections of the law giving effect to 15(b).

Whatever the intended benefit to the public of Section 15(b), the

Section as written is a snare.- It is difficult for anyone in business to.- -.

comply with, whether they sell coffee pots or broom handles. it is most

difficult If not impossible to apply fairly to amusement rides which are

by their very nature intended to produce thrills. The standard set out

in thejaw is just too vague ,to be of help to a ride operator.

Section 15(b) requires a manufacturer or retailer (ride operator)

to report when he or she "obtalns.informatton which reasonably supports

the conclusion that such product ... contains a defect which could create

a substantial product haiard...."

The statute says a defect may be indicated by, among other things,

the pattern of defect, the number of such products in commerce or the

severity of the risk.

8 6 */
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Set aside the question of how you would apply this to a ooinplex,

high technokigy ride such as the Enterprise or The Edge. Consider its

application to a simple carousel; a ride we have all ridden and which delights

our children and grandchildren.

According to both Business Insyrance magazine and CPSC estimates

the merry-go-round injures more people titian any other single park ride.

The carousel could unquestionably be made safer than it is. You

could seat belt everyone in, stop the up and down motion of the'horses,

put walis around the,outside so no one could fall off onto the ground and

build In several other safeguards.

Is there a design defect in the carouselin failing to install seat

belts or perhaps closed cages or a, retaining wall around the carousel to

keep people frA failing off?

Is it a pattern of defect when CPSC estimates show something between

500 and 1500 carousel related accidents each year? Is the number of carousels

In existence enough to meet the substantial hazard test?

Is a concussion or broken leg from falling off the merry -ego -round

a severe enough injury to trigger a' reporting obligation?

This is the risk analysis required under 15(b). Failure to report

may expose the operator to civil penalties of up to $500, 000 and even criminal

sanctions.
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The operator can play it safe and report The carousel as a potential

hazard. How many people will then ride It? How many people will ride

it if he puts omit all the devices that will eliminate all the risk? If the

carousel is-a hazard, Is there any ride that Is not?

What are the Commission's options when the carousel or ferrls wheel

Is reported?

It will have to investigate. Does It then certify that the carouse?

Is safe? Clot likely.

If It does not issue aNcertificate, what does it do? Order the install-

ation of cages, seat belts and retaining wails on a merry-go-round?

We may well end up'with the safest amusements In the Country all

being listed with CPSC as hazardous products just so the operators and

manufacturers can avoid the risk of a half million dollar penalty - not

for hurting someone but for falling to file w government report.

This Is not meant to be amusing or frivolous. It Is the very heart

of the industry's concern.

The legislative history of the CPSA acknowledged that the potential

for injury alone is not enough to bring an object within the reachof the

statute. It was explained, for example, tnat a paring knife Is not a hazardous

product Just because one can cut one's finger on it since cutting Is the

essential function of the product.
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This reasoning does not help when applied to a ride the purpose

of whith is to provide a thrill. How much thrill Is too much?

This problem will beg the Commission down in administrative detail

and in legal wrangling. It will expose our members to cost and risk far

inexcess of anything that can be justified given the nature of the problem.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee, we

respectf&y stfggest that your judgment three years ago was an intelligent

one. There is no good reason to believe that Commission Jurisdiction will

improve the excellent safety record of our industry.

We were asked to comment on the three Bills relating to this subject

which are before the Subcommittee. We will not do so in detail because

each is deficient in the same fundamental way. Each fails to acknowledge

the problem of authorizing inspections when inspections are neither likely

to be carried out nor proniisin? of benefit in any real way jt.stifyIng the

cost.

Each Bill fails to deal with the very troublesome application of Section

15(b) to amusement rides.

It is apparently unacceptable to some on the Commission And on

this Subcommittee to suggest that the responsibility for this matter can

and.should be left to state and local authorities and to the industry.

Yet the record shows that we are a safe Industry. That Is not to

say tve are satisfied. The Industry will continue to improve on its record.
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It hi essential that we do so. A poor safety record is bad citizenship

and bad business. People would atop coming to the parks, the cast of

Insurance premiums would ,e unbearable, an :oval governments would

shut us down.

If and where government inspection and regulation is deemed necessary,

state and local governments are demonstrating bath the willingness and

the ability to assist.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, we again express our thanks to yop for

allowing us to be heard: We must also append, 'however, an objection

and a sense of outrage at the manner in which theauthorityof the Comm-
.:
15siors.has been used to both distort the truth and to deceive the public

with respect,to this issue.

It is one thing to disagree on the remedy for what some COmmission

members see*as a problem. To use a position of public authority to exaggerate

the risk, to confuse the issue and to create widespread fear and concern

when the record of our industry is such as it is is something else and

seems irresponsible to say the least.

c, '

It certainly casts doubt on the oft-expressed intention of the

Commission to wok colperatively with industry anc, more than anything

else has raised suspicions within the industry about the ability of the

Commission to deal fairly and objectively with this matter.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Th&ik you both very much for your testimony.
Mr. Macdonald, I would like for you to repeat those figures. I

wasn't sure that I understood it in terms of t& number of injuries
per ride that fake place?

Mr. MACDONALD. The injuries per ride are about one in 75 mil-
lion visits.

Mr. WAXMAN. One in 75 million visits or one in .75 million uses
of the ride?

Mr. MACDONALD. Or one in 120 million rides.
Mr. WAxBux. Obviously, figures like that indicate that the risk

livery, very low that somebody is going to get injured at an amuse-
inent park. You are representing responsible businessmen.

There is a manufacturer that is going to,be-liable for any injury
or death: The amusement park owner is going to be liable for any
injury or death. Plus not only are they.going to pay out money, the
bad press will do a great deal of harm to that business.

So, I think we ought to make it very clear that we are not saying
that there is not a voluntary effort by the people, hixolved in this
enterprise to try to make it as safe as possible.

The question before us is whether there is a role for Government
to be involved so that when there is an incident that can be report.
ed and if there is a defect in some equipment or some other prob-
lem, that it can be corrected, and that operators of similar rides
are made aware of it.

Now, do ydii see a role for Government at all in correcting any
..'problems with these rides that may cause injury or death?

Mr. MAcnoNALp. Mr. Chairman, in all honesty, the Govern-
ment's record is pretty poor. As far as this is concerned, Mrs.
Steorts has told us that she hasn't made inspections prior. These
made inspections afterward.

As Mr. Eckart said, it is closing the door after the horse is gone.
Mr. WAXMAN. Do you expect that any particular agency could

make inspections before? You are not suggesting that?
Mr. MACD6NALD. We are concerned about bafety, Mr. Chairman,

in the utmost way.
Mr. WAXMAN. But because you are concerned about safety, doea

that mean that no one else is?
Mr. MACDONALD. No, sir; I lid not mean to imply that. What we

are concerned about is that legislation does not necessarily insure
safety. We need efforts on the part of all our people to do the best
job they can.

If the Federal Govnnment is not funded in such a way or the
CPSC is not funded in such a way to give us inspections prior to
the opening, then it is of little use. It is letting the horse out when
the cart is gone. It is over.

We need inspections prior and that is what we are doing in local
and State governments and with our insurance companies.

Mr. WAXMAN. And how about the State and local governmeat,
-Should they play a role?

Mr. MACDONALI). Yes, sir.
Mr. GRAFF. Well, they are, sir.
Mr. WAXMAN. I want to hear Mr. Macdonald because I am won-

dering if you think there-is any government role here?

40-470 0 - 85 - 55 `872
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Mr. MACDONALD. I think it is important for our patrons to rest
assured that all has been done for safety in every park in this
country.

If Government can perform, a functional role, then yes, sir, it
should be included.

Mr. WAXMAN. And do you think the Government can perform a
functional role?

Mr. MACDONALD. I would think that the Government on a local
level could do so a lot more usefully than the Federal` Government.

Mr. WAXMAN. Do you think that the Federal Government must
perform preclearance of any rides before they are used or do you
think there is a legitimate function for Government to learn from
some of the unhappy incidents such as the case with the Edge
where there were several incidents before damage and injury actu-
ally occurred that could have been a warning signal, *had it been
reported?

Do you think Government could have played a useful role there?
Mr. MACDONALD. It is possible.
Mr. GRAFF. May I comment on that, sir?
Mr. WAXMAN. Yes.
Mr. GRAFF. That points up the very problem that was the core of

our testiniony, and constitutes the core of our concern about juris-
diction under the r'onsumer Product Safety Commission. We said
in here, and I think it is absolutely sound reasoning that if section
15(b) of the Consumer Product Safety Act applies to thrill rides,
every ride in the country will have to be reported as a hazardous
product. To understand this you have to look at the language of the
statute, which defined defect in terms of number of injuries, in
terms of the number of the products that are out in society.

The Carousel, as we indicated, produces more injuries than any
other ride. Does the Carousel ride owner report that and all the
rest of his rides to the Commission and if so, what do they do?

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Graff, I think you are making a problem
where none exists. Now, the Consumer Product Safety Commission
now has jurisdiction over carnivals that travel from place to place.
They haven't been inundated with reports.

They haven't found it a problem to keep track under section
15(b) of what may be happening where someone is subject to the
same kind of risk of injury.

Mr. GRAFF. I can only suggest that everybody has to analyze for
themselves whether they w ould report these rides. I have run that
theory by some of the brightest legal minds in the city.

This is not something I dredged up. They are of the opinion as I
yam ',hat to avoid tho.,possibility of extraordinary liability under
that statute, of penaltioning $1,000 a day up to $500,000 not
for injuring people but failing to make a Government report, the
safe thing for you to do would be to report every ride in the park
and again, I ask, where does that leave the Consumer Product
Safety Commission in terms of what they have to inspect?

Mr. WAXMAN. Where does it leave the public if one of your
owners aren't willing to report an incident that could show a defect
in a ride and where does it leave someone else going 3,000 miles
away to the same ride at a fixed site amusement park if_the Con

.
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sumer Product Safety Commission or a State agency is not there to
get that report, so that corrective action can be taken?

Mr. GRAFF. Again, I say that word goes out through the,industry.
I also said that is that reporting problem which is going to inun
date the Commission when, between 1979 and 1984, their NEISS
system cranked out something like 1,000 injuries that they claim
were related to-rides.

They investigated 5 percent of therh.
Mr. WAXMAN. So you get the report submitted to your organiza-

tion of problems? Do the owners of rideS report to you when there
is a problem?

Mr. GRAFT. Not centrally, not as a systematic matter to my orga-
nization, but the word goes out as I indicated, when the edge ride
happened in Illinois.

Mr. WAXMAN. But I want to know on a more systematic basis.
You say they couldn't do it on a systematic basis to Government,
but they do it voluntarily among themselves with the industry. Is
there any central place in the industry where this information is
directed?

Mr. GRAFF. No.
Mr. WAxmAk. Then, who is the information submitted to?
Mr. GRAFF. As I say, the manufacturer in that instance got on

the phone to all the parks that have that ride.
Mr. WAXMAN. That was the Edge?
Mr. GRAFF. Yes. .

Mr. WAXMAN. That was after the accident took place. There was
no report that, there were two incidents before that that showed
there was some kind of a problem with that ride?

Mr. GRAFF. The problem is analyzing what kind of an injury do
you report. Only a little over 2 percent of the injuries that occur,
according, again, to the Commission's statistics 2 percent of the in
juries 'require hospitalization. The rest of tlOsal are bumps and
bruises and so on. Do you report all of those?

Mr. WAXMAN. The law says, that you report a defect that6you
think may cause injury to someone and that is all you are required
to do.

Mr. GRAFF. Yes, and what does the Commission do if I report my
merry-go-round because someone has fallen off of it and hurt them.
selves?

Mr.,WAXMAN. We are talking about something like the Edge.
Mr. GRAFF. But my point is, that you would have to make that

analysis for every ride, and if one of the factors that the law says
you must consider is the number of things that are out there in
society and the number of incidents, more people are injured on a
carousel than on the Edge.

Mr. WAxmAg. No one is asking you to report all the different
places people are injured. What is required of you under the law is
that you report whether you think there is a defect in your ride
that may cause injury to someone.

Mr. GRAFF. But the law defineewhat that defect is, and It in-
cludes a certain number ofjnjuries. It doesn't say how many, but if
I look at CPSC reports that there were somewhere between 400
and 1,500 carousel injuries last year, I am on notice that the Com-
mission considers this to be something of a significant problem, and
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I have to make a decision do I report that or do I not, and run the
risk of then when someone falls off the horse and has what could
be a serious injury, the Commission comes in and says "You should
Piave known that people could fall off that_ horse on the carousel
because 1,500 people did it last year."

"Therefore, you failed to report, and we are going to hit you with
$1,000 every day since you, didn't repott it."

Mr. WAXMAN. That is reported by individual product, not by the
entire universe of products. If there is a particular ride that they
think, they being the owner or the one running the amusement
park, may contain a defect that may present a substantial risk
injury,. they are to report it.

Now, let me ask you this. You think the States ought to do ft.
Have you eves gone to the State legislatures and proposed legisla-
tion, or let me ask the reverse. Have you gone to any State legisla-
ture ea lobbied against their adopting legislation?

et Mr. GRAFF. No, we have not, and our members have been eery
A, actively involved in promoting statewide legislation. Mr. Macdon-

ald's association in Pennsylvania was deeply involved in that, as
was the carnival industry. The same has iheen true in New York.
The same is title in New Jersey. The same was true in these States
that have been enacting laws Since 1981, Our people have been in-
volved. We have not ever appeared in opposition to a ride safety
law as an association at the State level.

Mr. WAXMAN. Now, we have one item of legislation by Congress-
man Simon, and he is suggesting if the States regulate that is fine,
but if the State doesn't,- regulate, until they do, the Federal Gov-
ernment ought to be the one regulating so someone is at least
watching out for the public interest.

Do you see any problem with.that?
Mr. GRAFF. I have two problems with Mr. Simon's bill. That is

not one of them. If it were limited to that, if it were simply that
the CSPC went into a situation where there Was no ride law and
inspected, but Mr. Stotler has raised one possibility here. There is
just an uncertainty in the law as to whether section 2(a) applies in
all States whether they have rights or not, and he is arguing that
it should.

That language needs to be tightened up anyway, because what
that language permits the Commission to do is send people any-
where in the country without limitation. This would mean a pri-
vate home, to knock on the front door, demand entry without
search warrant, without a showing of good cause, nothing more
than a badge and a letter from the Commission to look at a product
that has caused an injury in that home. That is one problem.

The other is that Mr. Simon's bill would still put us under sec-
tion 15(b) which is the crux of theproblem.

Mr. WAXMAN. But if it becomes a question of jurisdiction, the
Federal Government regulating if the State doesn't that doesn't
affect ydu?

Mr. GleAFF. I would have to see the bill, but simply if that were
all that were involved in it, I think it may well be possible to work
with something like that. ,

Mr. WAXMAN. Look, I understand why you are giving the kind of
response you are giving. You are responsible business people. Your
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rides generally are safe. The record of injuries is one that is quite
good. But it seems to me that you shouldn't resist the idea of Gov
ernment doing a very simple-task which I don't think is going to be
all that ins olved because there are so few actual rides where there
is a danger. But when there is a danger, it seems to me that the
owner of the,ride pught to report it, there ought to be a national
clearinghouse, that information ought to be shared. Defects should
be corrected.

We shouldn't rely voluntarily on an industry that is too fright-
ened perhaps under some circumstances to let anybody know that
there was an incident that may well be a problem because they
don't Want to deal with it until an actual injury. occurs. That is
really what is on mS, mind, Mr. Graff.

Mr. GRAFF. I arn worried about the treme ndous liability under
section 15(b) applying to, which was meant for coffee pots and hair
curlers, to something that was intended to produce a thrill. When
you pick up your coffee pot, if it gives you a thrill, you know you
have got a problem there.

Mr. ECKART. If you ever tasted my coffee, you would n't say that.
Have you ever tasted my coffee?
Mr. GRAFF. No, sir, I haven't.
Mr. WAXMAR. We are open to talking about language changes,

but it seems to me we ought to have a uniform reporting system so
if there is a defect people around the country can take corrective
action. I don't think the industry alone, and you agree with me, the
industry shouldn't have it 'alone because you think the States
should do it.

Mr. PFAFF. I would be glad to look at any language that does not
incopomte section 15(b).

Mr. WA.1CMAN. Mr. Nielson.
Mr. NIELSON. About section 15(b) we heard testimony from the

Commissioners, that the last 3 years there have been no reports on
section 15(b) on the traveling rides. There have been no fines be-
cause of noncompliance. Why do you think you would be fined so
much if you didn't report on section 15(b) since the traveling ones
have not been fined?

Mr. GRAFF Again, as I indicated, I-think every operator who is
subject to that law must make for himself the judgment as to
whether or not the language of the stat?te requires that he report
any particular ride.

Mr. NIELSON. That law has been ignored for the last 3 years,
hasn't it?

Mr. GRAFF. I don't know
Mr. NIELSON: If there h been no reports for the last 3 years,

wouldn't you say a had been ignored?
Mr. GRAFF. It may be--
Mr. WAxmAN. That is one conclusion you can draw, that the law

has been (ignored. Anothar you can draw is that by and large they
don't think there' are any defects in these rides. I suspect that is
the reality we are dealing with. But when there is a defect as rare
as it may be, somebody ought to know about it. It ought to be re-
ported to spme government agency so it can be dealt with in' a re-
sponsible way to prevent future injuries.
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Mr. NIELSON. We are to interfere if there have been no reptrts
for 3 years there have been no problems in the last 3 years? You
extrapolate from the hospital statistics- what statistical procedure
would yousuggest?

Mr. GRAFF. 1 am not a statistician.
Mr. NIELSON. I am. That is why I asked the question.
Mr. GRAFF. OK. If there were some way to weight the number of

reporting hospitals so thatI did work this out one day the ratio
of the number of parks to hospitals in the sample field is the same
ratio as the total number of parks in the country bears to the total
number of hospital field in the country.

Mr. NIELSON. You would take those 73 hospitals where the parks
are and use those to extrapolate?

Mr. GRAFF. Not only where parks are because that would skew it, the other way. Again, you are the statistician. There would have to
be the same correlation between the number of amusement parks
close to one of the 73 reporting hospitals, as the total number of
amusement parks bears to the total number of hospitals in the
country. It seems to me that would get you there.

Mr. NIELSON. Let me ask a general question. Do you feel the fact
that the jurisdiction over mobile rides has been almost more than
CPSC could do in terms of staff, do you think the fact they haven't
been able to do that very well, does that give you confidence they
would even do a good job with the fixed rides?

Mr. GRAFF. No, I don't think it does at all, sir. That is part of the
problem, to hold out the notion that there is going to be inspection
o( these rides that would prevent an injury like that which hap-
pened on the Edge. Well, in fact, I guess no one is even suggesting
that that is going to be the case. They are only arguing for a reac-
tive kind of remedy. After there is an accident they want to go in
and make an investigation. I am telliag you that is not necessary.
After there has been an accident the industry, as it did in the case
of the Edg ,,, has got all the reason in the world to solve that prob-
lem.

Mr. NIELSON. I would like to ask Mr. Macdonald, would you go so
far as to say they ought to first show they can handle the mobile
rides which they have jurisdiction over before we extend authority
to fixed rides?

Mr. MACDONALc. Mr. Nielson, I am not sure I am willing to go
that far.

Mr. NIELSON. How faN do you want to go on that?
Mr. MACDONALD. It is our concern that whatever safety regula-

tions, if there are any, to be enacted be ones that will be equitable-
and will also do a job. That id our main concern. Whether their ju-
risdiction over the mobile rides has been effective, I would not like
to comment.

Mr. NIELSON. How many States have fixed amusement parks?
Would you say 30 States? Forty States?

Mr. MACDONALD. I would say closer to 40, sir.
Mr. NIELSON. How many of those have regulation agencies?
Mr. MACDONALD. We have 26 States with the State law.
Mr. NIELSON. Have you tried to promote that same type of regu-

lation?
Mr. MACDONALD. Or 25. .
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Mr. NIELSON. Or suggest perhaps it is a good idea for the States
to get involved. The reason I ask the question is, usually the Feder-
al Government does not get involved unless the States neglect their
responsibilities. In this case 14 States, including my own State,
have neglected their responsibilities. How do you solve that prob-
lem shOrt of regulation?

Mr. MACDONALD. We have been encouraging individual members
to encourage their State legislatuies to enact bills. We have, as
John stated earlier, spent a lot of time with the American Society
for Testing Materials, and we have been with them from the very
beginning. We are endeavoring to try to put together a set of stand-
ards that would be industrywide. Not only for operation and main-
tenance but also manufacture.

Once we get those things down pat, and we have been working
on them long and hard, it would give us a much better feel and
much better package to give to our ,individuals members and the
rest of the industry.

Mr. GRAFF. Mr. Nielson, since 1981 a great many States have en-
acted laws or, in several instances, rewrote their laws because of
some of the concerns that were raised here about inadequacy in
one way or another. Most of the ride parks are concentrated in a
small number of States. His State of Pennsylvania has the most of
any State. There are a number of States which now have such laws
under consideration. So it is not that this thing has stopped and
there is no further action.

Florida is looking at revising its law. The Washington Post sug-
gests the Virginia Legislature will have proposals before it this
year. Rhode Island has a law under consideration. Missouri is
studying it. So it is.something that is taking place.

Mr. NIELSON. If the gentleman would permit one last question.
The question I asked the Commission about the data which sites a
30 percent drop in injuries from 1980 to 1983, do you think that
data is correct?

Mr. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. GRAFF. I have no reason to doubt it.
Mr. NimsoN. They did it the other way. They had no reason to

corroborate it. But if such is the case, does that in your mind call
for a new Federal program, if there has been a drop? Suppose it
were increased 30 percent instead of increased. Would that thensuggest

Mr. GRAFF. I would have to have more reliable figures than that
system provides us, sir. But even if the Commission's estimates
were correct, assuming they are correct and assuming the very
worse figures that they give you, there is nothing that they keep
treck of by way of recreational or amusement products that has
eves. a remotely close safety record such as ours. It is a problem
that States can handle and localities and the parks, and the best
evidence of that is the ve:y figures that the Commission offers to
you from the NEISS system.

Our independent studies, admittedly now are dated. The last one
is 1980. The Wharton School study done in 1976 and the 1980 study
confirmed that the figures are considerably lower than the NEISS
estimates would have you believe. ,

Mr. NIELSON. I thank the gentlemen for their testimony.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Nielson.
Mr. Eckart.
Mr. ECKART. Just a couple of short questions. What I can't come

to grips with is that there are a lot of good operators out there
doing a lot of these things voluntarily, so why is there a problem
with us doing this in a statute?

Mr. GRAFF. The problem is as we have outlined them here. I
think there are significant problems with the application of the
Consumer Product Safety Act that are going to bog the Commis-
sion dow...

Mr:EcicAriT. OK; they are going to be bogged down.
Mr. GRAFF. They are going to expose our members to an unwar-

ranted liability for making these extraordinarily complex and diffi-
cult decisions on reporting something. Again, I think you have to
look at a thrill ride as opposed to something like a coffee pot or
hair curler or something like that. That is the basic objection.

Mr. ECKART. It seems to me bogging them down is not your con-
cern. That ought to be their problem and our problem.

Mr. GRAFF. No, it is our concern because we are the people who
will pay the penalties for failure to report if they decide that a
report was due. And there are horrendous penalties. Not only civil
penalties up to half a million dollars, but criminal penalties.

Mr ECKART. How many times have they imposed the half million
dollars civil penalties?

Mr. GRAFF. Well, I don't know of any that they have collected. I
know of one case where they attempted to level, I mean attempted
to levy a fine which was finally settled out. But again, part of the
problem alluded to here is that you don't have the reports coming
in.

Mr. ECKART. I understand that. So in reality the half million dol-
lars penalty isn't a problem because they haven't done it. Now, I
understand your concern about exposing the operators to unwar-
ranted liability. But frankly your analogy to having somebody
show up with a badge to come into my house to inspect consumer
products limps a little because I don't invite 39 million people into
my house to drink out of my coffee pot every year.

Mr. GRAFF. I am pimply saying that the authority for the Com-
mission to do that is there. I think that is an unwise delegation of
authority to a Government agency.

Mr. ECKART. Maybe if you drank my coffee you would under-
stand why they ought to want to come in there and, inspect that
coffee pot. Particularly if 39 million people were exposed to it. But
there is a public policy difference between inspection for purposes
of ensuring responsible public safety and coming in to my home to
see if my hair dryer still has asbestos wires in it.

Mr. GRAFF. All I am saying is that authority is there. I think if
the public understood it was there, they would not be in favor of
that.

Mr. ECKART. Let us take your arguments at face value then. Per-
haps, Mr. Chairman, what we ought to do is amend the bill and
just require that a sign go up at the ticket booth of each fixed site
amusement park in the United States saying ain't nobody here in-
specting this stuff. Come in at your own risk.

Mr. GRAFF. It wouldn't be true. That wouldn't be true.
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Mr. ECKART. How about if we change it to say the Federal Gov-
ernment isn't available to come here if there is an accident. Con-
lact-the oviner's insurance company.

Mr. GRAFF. If you want to know who is inspecting this park, see
if the State or local facilities are inspecting this park. In the over-
whelming majority of cases they will be.

Mr. ECKART. If you don't want CPSC to inspect it because it is a
thrill ride, how about if we set up the Federal Office of Consumer
Protedion for Thrill Rides?

Mr. GRAFF. If you want to draft a statute that relates only to
thrill rides we certainly will loqk at it and see if it is a reasonable
application of Federal authority to a problem of this kind.

Mr. ECKART. When I was in the State House a few years ago, we
fussed around with one of these statutes at the time, too.. And I was
amazed at how mach we expected, Mr. Chairman, the local city in-
spectors to handle. Now that I come to Washington I am amazed at
what great competence people seem to think that the State inspec-
tors have I just don't understand your position. I have got two
parks in my district that have superior records from both person-
nel training, operation, maintenance, on the programs they offer.
And they are class people. And they don't have anything to be
afraid of. And frankly, I am concerned that, with the tremendous
economic competition in this area, I can't ensure that my son gets
treated with as much respect for his safety at a theme park as he
does when he rides a schoolbus on his way to and from school. That
is my bottom line as a parent.

Mr. GRAFF. You can be given that inspection assurance. The
State of Ohio has done that. The State of Pennsylvania has done
that. The State of New York has done that. The State of Illinois
has done-that.

Mr. ECKART. But you'know the problem is bigger than that. It is
that someplace in one of those other ,,26 States there is w park that
I take my son to.

Mr. GRAFF. That is not so. I am saying again, and the Edge was a
classic case, every owner of that ride was notified within 10 min-
utes of the time the manufacturer got word of that.

Mr. ECKART. And I think that is the greatest thing in the world,
and I think the record ought to reflect the responsible actions of
the owners and operators that made that happen, because that ride
is also at a park in Ohio, and I rode that ride, as I said, just a few
weeks ago. But I think the record also shows that there are a lot of
other instances when that didn't he 'pen.

Mr. GRAFF. Is that in the record? . 'm not aware of it, sir.
Mr. ECKART. My analysis of the re,ord reveals that to be the

case. And unless you can show me that notification is the norm
and not the exception, then I think we have a public responsibility
to deal with the broader questions.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you, and I thank the witnesses for this
morning.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Eckert.
Mr. Graff and Mr. Macdonald, I think if your record is as good as

it is, and I am convinced it is, then the Consumer Products Safety
'Commission is not going to ,be overburdened by getting the reports
of defects when those defects occur, and obviously very rarely
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occur. I would think that to have a great big hole where nobody is
inspecting anything at any government level is one we shouldn't
tolerate. If the State government will do it, fine. But if the State
government won't, the Federal Government must. To say that-the
Consumer Product Safety Commission can know what goes on in a
mobile source but can't know about the same ride or do anything
about it when it is at a fixed site, doesn't make a lot of sense to me.
And I want to tell you that I want to work with ycu because it is
my intention that this subcommittee will mark up a bill and report
it to the full committee and to the House. What we now have is
inexcusable. It is inexcusable to have no Government heavily in-
volved, and in even those rare instances where there is a risk, to
allow it to continue. You can't guarantee safety.

Your record is admirable. But I think it means that we have to
try to keep that record as good as it is, if not improve it, by assur-
ing the public that there is some government agency watching for
problems and making sure they are corrected.

Thank you very much. I want to thank all the witnesses today
and the members at this hearing. We will plan a markup on this
legislation, and we will announce that markup at a future date.

That concludes our business. We therefore stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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